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INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 

THERE are three different kinds of books which we may 

use in studying the Constitutional Antiquities of Greece. 

We may gather our information from articles in a Diction- 

ary of Antiquities; or we may select the constitutional 

chapters in any comprehensive History of Greece; or, 

lastly, we may consult a Handbook specially devoted to 

this topic alone. Articles in a Dictionary are certainly 

useful for the study of minute details, but information 

derived from this source is apt to be disconnected and 

unsystematic. Again, the constitutional chapters in a 

History do not usually dwell on points of detail, while the 

total space which a historian can afford to assign to con- 

stitutional subjects is generally only a small part of the 

entire work. It may also be observed that the constitu- 

tional portions of Grote’s History of Greece, originally 

published in 1846-1855, do not in any of the later editions 

take account of the important criticisms of Schémann, 

which appeared in 1854, and were translated into English 

in 1878, while, of course, they cannot include the results 

of more recent research in the same department of learn-— 

ing. As compared with a Dictionary, a good Handbook 

is at least as minute, while it is much more systematic ; 

as compared with a History, it leaves much more room 

for full and comprehensive treatment. The popularity of 

y 
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the Handbook as a means of study may be exemplified 

by the fact that Potter’s Antiquities of Greece, the early 

work of a future Archbishop of Canterbury, which was 

first published in 1697, passed through many editions 

and was long regarded as almost indispensable to the 

classical student. 

At the present day, one of the very best Handbooks of 

Greek Constitutional Antiquities is that produced, in two 

volumes, by Gustav GitBert, of Gotha, under the title :— 

Handbuch der Griechischen Staatsalterthiimer, Leipzig (‘Teub- 

ner), 1881-5, the first volume containing the constitutions 

of Sparta and Athens. This important volume, the value 

of which has been widely recognised, has been considerably 

improved in the second edition, published in 1893. Not 

only has it been thoroughly revised by the light of recent 

research, but it has been further enriched by the results 

of the discovery and publication of Aristotle’s Constitution 

of Athens (1891), the value of which is duly estimated in 

a special introductory chapter. Gilbert’s own account of 

the constitutions of Sparta and Athens is divided into 

two parts, (1) a sketch of the historical development of 

the constitution; and (2) a detailed description of its 

component parts. It is interesting to notice that, in this 

division of the subject, he had unconsciously followed what 

we now know to have been the method adopted by 

Aristotle himself. In the notes, the ancient texts (in- 

cluding inscriptions) are generally quoted in full, while 

the references to the modern literature of the subject are 

usually limited to the best and the most accessible authori- 

ties, to the exclusion of inaccessible or obsolete works. 

For the constitutional history of Athens and Sparta, 

Gilbert’s first volume has become a recognised text-book 
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in England, where the only drawback to its still wider 

usefulness is the fact that it is written in German. This 

drawback is now removed by the translation which is here 

offered to the public by two of my former pupils. The 

translation, so far as I have compared it with the original, 

appears to have been executed with skill and accuracy, 

and with a due regard to the differences between German 

and English idiom. The only part which has been 

minutely examined by myself is the introductory chapter 

on Aristotle’s Constitution of Athens, where, besides revising 

the proof-sheets, I have added a few references to the more 

recent literature of the subject. I have also suggested a 

few addenda and corrigenda in other parts of the work. 

The volume, in its English dress, fully deserves to be 

warmly welcomed by every English student of Greek 

history, and to be extensively used in schools and colleges 

on either side of the Atlantic. 

J. E. SANDYS. 

_Camsriner, March, 1895. 
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TRANSLATORS’ PREFACE. 

In preparing this translation we have not felt authorized to add 

anything, or to make any alterations in the original text, beyond 

correcting a very few trivial details including those noted in the 

author’s preface. We have, however, supplied a few references to 

some of the more accessible English works and translations, and 

also to the general literature of the subject. For almost all of 

these last we are indebted to Dr. Sandys, to whom we would here 

express our best thanks for the kind interest he has taken in the 

work. We have also considered it advisable for the convenience 

of readers to make the Index fuller and more complete than that 

of the German edition, In a few quotations from the ’A@yvaiwv 

TloAure‘a the text of Dr. Sandys’ edition (1893) has been used instead 

of that of Prof. Blass. To help the reader to find references to the 

German editions the paging of the first edition is given on the left- 

hand side at the top of each page, and the paging of the second 

edition on the right. In the transliteration of Greek words the 

ordinary English spelling has been retained in words that have ~ 

become familiar to the general English reader, for instance, Thucy- 

dides, Corinth. In more unusual words such as Kerykes, Skyros, 

k is written wherever c might lead to mispronunciation. For the 

corrigenda on p. xix we can only ask the reader’s indulgence, and 

hope that the list is complete. 

ix 
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FROM THE AUTHOR’S PREFACE. 

In this second edition of my Manual, as in the first, the Table of 

Contents and the Index are supplementary to one another; nothing 

has been admitted into the Index which could not be readily 

found in the Table. The edition which I have used of Aristotle’s 

“AOnvaiwy Todire‘a is that of Blass (1892). I was unable to make 

any use of Szdnto’s article on The Cleisthenian Trittyes in 

Hermes, 1892, p. 312 ff., or Milchhéfer’s investigations of Cleis- 

thenes’ organization of the Demes in Abhandl. der Berl. Akad., 

1892, M. Frankel’s article in WN. Rh. Mus., 1892, 473 ff. (cf. p. 

121°), with whose conclusions I cannot agree; J. E. Kirchner’s 

on the Antigonis and Demetrias tribes in N. Rh. Mus., 1892, 

550 ff. (cf. p. 200%), Lolling’s on More Psephisms of the time of the 

13 tribes in “Apx. deAr., 1892, p. 42 (cf. p. 2011), and Dragumes’ on 

the Aéocxar in Mitth. d. dtsch. Inst. in Ath. 17, 147 ff. (cf. p. 106%), 

all appeared too late for me toavail myself of them. Bruno Keil’s 

work, however, on The Solonian Constitution in Aristotle’s Athenian 

Constitutional History, 1892, was available for the revision of the 

Introduction. I must ask the reader’s indulgence for any mis- 

prints which may have escaped my notice. 

| GUSTAV GILBERT. 

Gotna, November, 1892. 
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p. 108,1.6. For “ Phatries” read “ Phratries.” 
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p- 1171, ‘Exrnudpo. In Class. Rev., July, 1894, p. 296, Prof. H. Sidgwick 
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13, and Hesychius, is confirmed by ’A@. IIoX., ch. 2, and also by Isocrates, 
Areopag., § 32. This interpretation, which is also that of Dr. Sandys, is 
supported by Mr. E.S. Thompson, in Class. Rev., Dec., 1894, p. 444. 

p. 1212,1.9. For “#4” read “4.” 
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p. 1872, cf. p. 123. Gleue, de Homicid. in Areop, Athen. Iudicio, Gittingen, 
1894, supposes that the Areopagus’ jurisdiction was never interrupted; cf. 

Dem. 23, § 66. So Wayte, Class. Rev., 1894, pp. 462-3. 
p. 146! ult. For “ Bernay’s” read ‘ Bernays.” 
pp. 147-8. Szanto, Hermes, 1892, p. 312, from inscriptions and Arist. 21,4 
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p. 1491. For Oixov read Ofov AexedXecxor. 
p. 1642. For “Swobeda ” read “* Swoboda,” 
p. 171%. For “de Rep. Lac.” read “ de Rep. Ath.” 
p. 175, 1.14. Omit “ to.” 
p. 1773, For “did not pay the Demotikon” read “ had no Deme-name,” 
p. 185'. For OpacvBovdov read OpacuvSovry. 
p. 190, 1.10. For “;” read “,”. 
p- 195. For Dekeleiai read Dekeleieis. 
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INTRODUCTION. 

ARISTOTLE’S “A@HNAION ITIOAITEIA. 

BETWEEN the appearance of the first and second editions of this 
volume came the discovery of the MS. of the ‘A@yvaiwy ToArreia, 

first published by Kenyon. As I have constantly quoted that 
treatise in this edition, it is my duty to review the controversy 

which has arisen as to its authorship and value, and to give in 

connected form my opinions on these points.! 

With regard to the authorship, I hold that the work is an 

integral part of the Aristotelian collection of 158 Greek Iodireta. 

Nissen thinks that it was written by Aristotle and his pupils for 
the use of practical statesmen, to provide the imperial government 

of Alexander with materials for deciding constitutional questions 

in the various Hellenic States. But on the evidence at our disposal 
this cannot be positively affirmed, nor does it appear intrinsically 

probable.? Numerous passages in ancient writers, which profess 

to be drawn from the "A@yvatwy TloAiteta that passed under the 
name of Aristotle, agree, some word for word, others in substance, 

with the statements of the newly discovered MS. Consequently, 

whoever denies the Aristotelian origin of the “A@yvaiwy Tlodireia, 
will at least have to admit that the anonymous author had made 
a very extensive use of Aristotle, had indeed for the most part 
copied him word for word. The work was composed after the year 

1 That Aristotle was the author is denied by F. Cauer, Hat Arist. die 
' Schrift v. Staate der Ath. geschrieben? 1891; and Riihl in N. Rhein. Mus., 

1891, 426 ff. and the 18th suppl. vol. of Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1892, p. 675 ff. 
2 See Nissen’s essay on Aristotle’s political works in N. Rhein. Mus., 1892, 

p. 161 ff. He has. been answered by Bruno Keil, die Solon. Verf. in 
Aristoteles Verfassungsgesch. Athens, p. 127 ff. 

XX1 
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329/8, for Kephisophon, the Archon of that year, is mentioned by 
name ; and before the year 322, for Eucleides’ constitution is still 
in force, and therefore the revision of the constitution in B.C. 

322 had not yet taken place: what is more, the Athenians are still 

in possession of Samos, which they lost in 822.1 It is clearly im- 

probable that, at a time when Aristotle was still living, some 
unknown writer should have felt called upon to give a fresh 

description of the Athenian constitution, availing himself largely 

of the Aristotelian ’A@yvaiwv Todure‘a, but replacing several parts - 

of Aristotle’s constitutional history by a new account, which, in 
the judgment of those who doubt the Aristotelian origin of the 
work, is of little value. Still less probable is it that, while 

the chronological indications just referred to belonged to the 

original Aristotelian ’A@ynvaiwv IoAcrefa, the author of our treatise, 

writing long after Aristotle, thoughtlessly adopted these state- 

ments, although in several important points of constitutional 

history he departed from his authority and proceeded quite 

independently to give his own version.2 The slavish dependence 

shown in the one case must, I think, to every sober judgment 

exclude the probability of an unfettered independence in the 
other. For my own part, these arguments convince me that we 

possess in the newly discovered MS. the genuine Aristotelian 

“A@nvaiwv Todurefa. In my opinion the only debatable question 
is whether the immediate author of the MS. was Aristotle himself, 

or one of his pupils—for in compiling his extensive work on the 

Greek Toduretar, Aristotle no doubt availed himself of the assis- 

1 For the agreement of Aristotle’s Fragments with our MS., cf. Kenyon, 

Introd., xiv ff., [and Sandys, ’A@. IIov., Testimonia, and p. 256]. Kephisophon 

mentioned 54,7. Eucleides’ constitution still in force, 41,1. On the revision 

of the constitution s.c. 322, see Diod. 18, 18; Plut., Phok., 28. Samos still 
an Athenian possession: 62, 2; lost 822 B.c., Diod. 18, 18; Diog. L., 10, 1. 
The attempt to fix the composition of the ’A@. IIo\. precisely between 
October 324 and July 323 (as in Nissen 197/8) seems to me a failure. See 
also Bruno Keil, 148 ff. Neither can I bring myself to insist on the year 

825/4 as the terminus ante quem. Even if Athens possessed seven pen- 

teremes by that year (C.I.A., 809 d, 90), Arist. 46, 1 might easily pass them 
over, as they formed only an insignificant fraction of the Athenian fleet 
compared with the 360 triremes and 50 tetreremes. 

2 The whole of the analytical part of the ’A@. IloA. is based on the 
assumption of 10 tribes. Is it probable that the reviser who preserved so 
independent an attitude in regard to the constitutional history would 
altogether have ignored the increase of the tribes to 12, which took place 
in 806/5, if he had been writing after that date? 
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tance of his pupils.1 The distinction, however, is of no great 

importance, for this reason: Aristotle being responsible for the 

undertaking, would certainly not have passed his pupil’s account 

of the "A@ynvatwy Modure‘a (if it was the work of a pupil) unless he 

approved of it. But unless Aristotle confined himself to a mere 

supervision of the whole—which we have no reason to assume—it 

is highly probable that he himself wrote the description of the 
Athenian constitution, the type of all democratic constitutions. 

In explanation of some trifling inconsistencies which may be 

found in the work, it is sufficient to assume that Aristotle died 
before he could complete his revision—an assumption which 

recommends itself by the evidence we possess for the date of the 
book. Probably no one would have hesitated to accept the 
’"AOnvaiwy IloAureta as an authentic work of Aristotle’s, if the | 

second half alone had been preserved to us: what has raised 

suspicion is contained in the historical part of the MS. While it 

is not likely to be disputed that Aristotle used the political insti- 

tutions of his own day as material for the analytical section,” the 
question of the sources of the historical part is not so simple, and 

requires therefore some consideration. 
The historical part of the ’A@yvaiwy TloAcrefa consists of narra- 

tive, of investigations and reflexions on political history, and of 
antiquarian discussions; and, to state my opinion at once, it was 
derived not only from literary sources of a historical and political 

character, but also from original documents. I shall begin my 
examination of Aristotle’s sources with the period from Peisistratos 
to Cleisthenes, for here it is easiest to attain tangible results. It 
is demonstrable that Aristotle used Herodotus; he quotes him by 

1 At all events Theophrastus was in ancient times considered to have 
helped Aristotle in the preparation of the Ilodretar: Polyb. 12, 11, 5; 
23,8. [Susemihl, Quaest. Arist., ii 18, 1893; “ex mea sententia satis 
otiosum quaerere, utrum hic liber ex ipsius magistri calamo profectus sit 
an in eius schola sub eius tutela extiterit.”| 

2 For the assumption that Arist. did not put the last touches to the 
A@. Ilod., cf. Bruno Keil, 50 ff., 196. 280, 2.231, 1. The dical éuropixal were 
manifestly not guuyvo according to Arist. cf. 52, 2. 3 with 59,5. In 342 

B.c. they were éuunvor: (Dem.) 7, 12; in 397 they were not: Lys. 17, 5. 8. 

Bruno Keil, 232 note, thinks that for the passages cited above Arist. followed 
some authority earlier than 342 s.c. This seemsscarcely probable : I should 

be much more inclined to believe that the dixal gumopixal had between 342 
and 329/8 again ceased to be Zuunvo. 
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name, he agrees with him word for word in several passages—in 
the account of Peisistratos as well as of Cleisthenes.1 

But in spite of this it cannot be said that Herodotus was 

Aristotle’s chief authority. We find repeatedly that, where 
Herodotus gives a detailed narrative, Aristotle’s account is exceed- 

ingly brief and concise; at other times Aristotle gives in detail 
what we do not find in Herodotus, or at least do not find treated 

with the same completeness. So also with Thucydides; Aristotle 
shows an unmistakable acquaintance with his account of the 
despotism of the Peisistratidai, though there is nothing to 

prove that he actually copies Thucydides. 

1 Hdt. quoted: 14,4. Cf. 

14, 3/4 

otrw dé Tis dpxis épprgwudvyns omo- 

ppovicavres of wept tiv Meyakdéa Kal 

Tov Auxotpyov €&éBadov abrov exrw érec 

pera Thy mpérnv xardoracw ép “Hyn- 
slov dpxovros. érec 5é Swiexdrw pera 

Tatra mepedavyduevos 6 Meyaxdfs TH 

ordoe wadw émixnpuKevodmevos mpos TOV 

Tlectorparov ép @ Te Thy Ovyarépa 
avrod AjnwWerat, kariyayev avrov apxalws 

kal lay ardds. 

20, 2 

émixaecduevos Tov Kreouévny dvra 

éauT Eévor. 

20, 3: #ynAdre (for which Blass 
writes dyn are?) Trav "AOnvalwy érra- 

koglas oiklas* tatra dé dtampatduevos Thy 

pev Boudhy eweipGro karanvew, Ioaybpay 
5é kal tptaxoclous Tv didwv per’ abrod 

xuplous ka@iordvat Tis médews. Tis de 

Bovdjjs avriordens Kai ovvabpocbévros 
Tov wAnOous of pev mept Kreouévny xa 

Ioaybpay karépuyov eis Thy adxpbroduw, 

6 6é Sjjjuos SNo pév Hucpas mpockabeSbuevos 

éroNtdpxet, TH Sé rpiry KXeomérny wev 

kal rovs per atrod mavras ddetoay 
trocrévious, KrXercPévnv Sé xal rods 

&ddous puyddas wereméuparo. 

with 

with 

It is true that the 

Hat. 1, 60. 
kal thy tupavvida ob Kw Kdpta éppt- 

fwpuévny Exwv dréBare, ol 5é éEeAdoavres 

Tlewclorparov aris éx véns éw addHAowe 
éoraciacay.  mepiedavvduevos 5é TH 

oraot 6 Meyaxdéns érexnpuxevero Ieict- 
orpary, ef BovAoTo of rhv Ovyarépa 

éxew yuvaixa él ry Tupavvid:. évdega- 

pévou 58 Tov Abyov Kal duodoynoavTos 

ért rovrot Ilewwsrpdrov pnxavarrac 

dy émt rH Karddw mpiyya ednbéotaror, 

ds éya evploxw, MaKp@. 

Hat. 5, 70. 

émixadréerac Kreouévea tov Aaxedat- 

pbviov, -yevouevor éauT@ Eeivor. 

5, 72: daruxduevos 5é dyndaréer Erra- 

koova érloria ’AOnvalwy, rd of bwéBero 6 

"Ioayépns. rabra dé rovjoaus devrepa Thy 
Bovkhvy Kxaradvew éreiparo, TpinKkogloice 

be rotate "Ioaybpew oracwryot Tas apxas 

évexelpite. dvrictadelons dé Tis BovAtjs 

kal o} BovAopévns welOecOa & re KXeo- 

pévns kal 6 "Icarydpns Kal of craci@rac 

avrod KaradauBdvovce Thy aKpdmodw. 

"AOnvatwy Sé of Aowrol Ta adra Ppov7)- 
cavres émo\dpKeoy abrovs hudpas dbo. Ty 

dé rpirn brécrovda éfépxovra x rijs 

xupns Soo Foay abrav Aaxedarprror. 

5, 73: "A@nvatoe dé pera radra Kieo- 
Oévea wal ra éwraxédoiu émloria Ta 

diwxPévra bd Knreouéveos merareupa- 

EVO. os 
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error, once current in Athens, that Hipparchos was actually tyrant, 
refuted in such detail by Thucydides, is not found in Aristotle: 
but then it had already been tacitly corrected by Herodotus." 

The Aristotelian account of the murder of Hipparchos certainly 
coincides in some points with Thucydides’; but it also contains 
many deviations from it. Indeed Aristotle, in dealing with this 

event, actually enters on a polemic against Thucydides, though 

without mentioning him by name.? Aristotle’s account of the 
sons of Peisistratos differs from that of Thucydides.’ 
From what has been said above as to the relation of Aristotle 

to Herodotus and Thucydides, it is obvious that he must have 
used other sources besides these two. Indeed, we have positive 
evidence that there were yet other authors from whom Aristotle 
drew material for this treatise. Now the writings which would 

recommend themselves first and foremost as suitable for his pur- 

118,1 says: mpecBirepos 5¢ dv 6 ‘Immias kai rH pice modeTixds Kal Eudpwv 

éreordre: Ths dpxjs. Thuc. 6, 55 had explained ér mpecBiraros dv ‘Irmias 
fiptev, while of rool regarded Hipparchos as the actual tyrant, perhaps on 
the strength of the Scolion in Athen., 15, 695 a.s. But Hdt. 5,55 already 
has the true account. 

* Cf. 18,3 with Thuc. 6, 57. 

—lidvres Twa TeV KowwvoiyTwY Tis Kai ws clidv twa trdv Evvwpyordv 

mpatews iriavOpdrws évrvyxdvovra TH aohlor Siadreydpevov oixelws T@ ‘Immig 

“Immig, kat vouloavres unview— (jv 6@ macw edrpbcodos 6 ‘Immias) 

&ecav kai évduicavy peunvicbal te kal 

Scov ov« Hdn EvAANPO joes Pat. 

Thucydides is contradicted on the following points :—According to 18, 3 
Hippias was on the Acropolis when Hipparchos was assassinated ; according 
to Thuc. 6, 57 in the Kerameicos. Aristogeiton and Harmodios undertook 
the murder, according to 18, 2 perexdvtwyv woddGv, according to Thue. 6, 56 
hoay 5é od modXol of Evvomwpoxdres dopadelas Evexa. Again, 6 A\eyduevos Néyos, ws 

6 ‘Immias drocrhicas ard Ta&v Srdwv Tois TourevovTas Epwpacey Tois TA eyxecpldva 

éxovras, against which 18, 4 argues, is found in Thue. 6, 58. Thuc., abid., 
Says pera yap domidos kal Sdparos eldMecay Tas mouras woeiv (see also chap. 

56); in 18,4 we are told, od yap éreuriv rw wel’ Brrwv adr’ Uorepov Toiro 
Karecxevacev 6 Sjuos. According to 15, 4 (see also Polyain. 1, 21, 2) Peisis- 
tratos, after his last return, took all arms from the Athenians. Cf. also 
Hude in Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1892, p. 178 ff. 
.§ Cf. 17, 3.4 with Thuc. 6,55. According to Plut. also (Cato, 24) Timonassa, 

Iophon, and Thessalos were children of Peisistratos’ Argive wife. Hadt. 
5, 94 calls Hegesistratos, whom Peisistratos installed as ruler in Sigeion 
vdOor, yeyovéra é& "Apyeins yuvatkds. 

4 In 14,2 a statement is introduced with Aéyera:: 14, 4 &oc are men- 
tioned in opposition to Herodotus; 16, 6 has gacr; 17, 2 Anpodow (oi) 
gdoxovres: 17, 4 pacw ol uev—ol 5é: 18, 5 of Snuorixod pace and eno. 
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pose, must have been the Atthides. Not to mention the Atthis 
of Hellanicos, those of Cleidemos and Androtion too had undoubt- 

edly made their appearance by the time of the composition of the 

Aristotelian "A@nvaiwy Ilo\reia. In the passage where Aristotle 

speaks of Peisistratos’ first return, he contrasts Herodotus’ state- 

ments on the antecedents of Phye (the woman who, arrayed as 

Athena, brought back Peisistratos) with the accounts given by 

others—amongst them doubtless Cleidemos, as may be seen by 

comparing one of his extant fragments.1 This proves that 

Aristotle made use of the Atthides. There are other statements 

of his which point in the same direction. 
Herodotus says that the exiled Alemeonidai, who were very 

wealthy, rebuilt the Delphian Temple with great magnificence. 
But Philochorus relates that the Alemeonidai contracted for the 

_ building of the Temple, used the proceeds to raise an army, attacked 

the Peisistratids, and, after conquering them, rebuilt the Temple 

with great splendour. Aristotle’s account, though somewhat 

obscure, is to the effect that the Alemeonidai, after utter failure 

in their struggle against the Peisistratids, contracted to rebuild 
the Temple, and thus gained the means for the Lacedemonian 

expedition for their support. We must take this to mean that 

the Alcmeonidai, as Philochorus said, used the building fund to 
- collect troops, and that the Lacedemonians made their expedition 

1 On the date of Androtion’s Atthis, see Keil 190 ff. He supposes that 
Aristotle made extensive use of it. [Cf. Wilamowitz, Aristoteles u. Athen, 
i 123", 277, 287 f., 8305.] Cleidemos was éréca 7a ’APnvaiwy émtxwpia eypayay 
6 dpxatéraros (Paus. 10, 15, 5). 

Cf. 14, 4 
xpodtacmreipas yap Adyor, 

"AOnvas xarayovons Ilecicrparov, Kai 

yuvaika peyddAnv Kal Kadhy éfevpdy, ws 

nev ‘Hpddorés pneu (1, 60) éx rod Sjuov 
t&v Ilaaréwv, ws 8 Erion Aéyovow éx 

Tod Koddurod oredaydrwrkw Oparray, 7 

bvoua Pin, Thy Oedy atropiunoduevos TO 

Koop, [cvveon|yayev wer’ abrod, Kal 6 

nev Ilewclotparos é’ &pyaros elondavve, 

TrapatBatrovons Tis yuvakds, ol 5 év 

To Gore mpocxuvodyres é5éxovTo Oav- 

pa coves. 

ws TIS 

with Cleidem. ap. Athen. 13, 609 C. 

kal thy Katdyoucav dé Iewliorparor 

ért thy tupavvida ws “AOnvas owrelpas 

eldos Exovoav Kadnv dyot yeyovévat, Hris 

Kal TH Oe@ elkacto Thy moppyv. oreda- 

vorwris 6 fv. Kal airip é&édwxe mpds 

ydpov kowwviay 6 Teotorparos ‘Irmdpxy 

T@ vig, ws Kreldnuwos toropet év dyddwy 
Néorwv. é€dwxe dé xal Immdpyy 7@ vier 
Tiv wapatBarhoacay aire yuvaika 

Dinu tiv Dwxparovs Ovyarépa kal Xdpyov 

Too modemapxjcavros Ouvyarépa édaBev 

‘Inia mepixaddeordryy odcay TH wer 

avroy TupavvevoarTt. 

According to Thuc. 6, 55 Hippias’ wife was Myrrhine, the daughter of 
Callias. 
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against the Peisistratidai in order to assist the Alemeonidai. Now 

it is a natural supposition that this new version was the one 
generally accepted in the Atthides, and that Aristotle derived his 
statements from Cleidemos and Androtion, whilst in Herodotus’ 

day the prevalent opinion at Athens was that the Alemeonidai 

established themselves at Delphi, won over the Pythia by bribery, 
and by that means induced the Lacedemonians to enter on the 

expedition against the Peisistratidai.? 
It is known that the Atthidographers grouped the events which 

they recorded according to the years of the Archons. Aristotle 

repeatedly marks the date by the Archon in that part of his work 
which we are now considering: and this seems to come from the 

Atthides.? ; 
Cleidemos had evidently discussed very minutely the family 

relations of the Peisistratidai; it is probable that Aristotle’s state- 

ments about the sons of Peisistratos, differing as they do from 

those of Thucydides, were taken from Cleidemos.? I am also in- 
clined to ascribe the agreement of some passages in Aristotle with 

Plutarch’s Life of Solon to a common Atthidographic source, 

which Plutarch perhaps consulted at second hand in the work of 
Hermippos.* Although I would not go so far as Niese, who con- 

1 Hdt. 5, 62-63. Philochor., fr. 70 in Miiller, fr. h. gr., 1, 390, states: 
Aéyerar, dre Tov IlvOixdyv vady eumrpynobévra, ds pacw, brd Tov Iewerpariday oi 

"Arkuawridac gduyadevOevres br’ adbrdv bréoxovro dvotkodoufjoa Kal defdmevor 

Xphuara kal cwvayaydvres Sivamv érébevro Trois Meworparidas kal vuxhoavres mer’ 

edxapiornpiwy medvwr dvyxoddunoay Te ew Td Téwevos ws Piddxopos icropel, 

to be compared with 19, 4: dmrorvyxdvorres ody (sc. of "ANxpewvidar) év dace 
Tois dANos eutcOwoavro Tov év Aedqois vewy olxodouety, 0ev evdrdpnoay xpnudrwv 

mpos Thy Tov Aaxwvwv BoynOevay. Cf. Isocr. 15, 282. 
2 Hellanicos had already in his Aéthis grouped events according to 

Archons. See Schol, Arist., Frogs, 706 : robs cwvavpaxnoavras Sovdous “ENNdvexds 
gnow éhevOepwOijvar kal éyypapévras ws Iharacets cummodcreverOat advrots, duetcav 

Ta émt “Avytvyévous to mpd KadXiov, whilst in Miller, fr. h. gr., 1 p. 56, fr. 80, 

the last words are omitted. In Philochoros we observe this frequently ; 
see fr. 90. 97. 98, 99. 107. 108. 111. 116. 117. 119. 182. 1385. 144. Dating by 

Archons in Arist. 14, 1.4. 17,1; 21,2. [Cf. Newman quoted by Sandys, 
"AO. mon., p. lvi; and Wilamowitz, Ar. u. Athen, i 276]. 

8 Cf. 17, 3.4; 18, 1 with Cleidemos as quoted page xxvi, note 1. 
4 Plutarch is more detailed than Aristotle, and consequently can scarcely 

be following him. 

Compare 14, 2 with Plut., Sol., 30. 

Aéyerar dé TdrAwva ILevovsrpdrov Thy —danr7nrbev elrwv, bt Tov wey éore 

guraxhy airodyros dvriddfac Kal elweiy, copwrepos, Tar 5é dvdperdrepos* copwrepos 

bre TGv pév ely copwrepos, Tv 5 dvdperd- ev TOV wh cuviévTwy TO wWparTdopevor, 
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siders the historical part of the "A@yvaiwy woX:re‘a a history of the 

changes in the Athenian constitution drawn by Aristotle from the 

literature accessible in his day, probably from an Atthis, yet I 

believe that the Atthid literature was one of Aristotle’s main 

sources. Thus we must attribute to the influence of the Atthido- 
graphers not only the departures from Herodotus and Thucydides 

but also any novel views in the part of the “A@nvaiwy woAire(a under 
consideration. 

As to the value of these divergencies, Thucydides’ account of 

the family relations of the Peisistratidai—resting as it does on the 

evidence of inscriptions—undoubtedly deserves to be preferred to 

that of Aristotle. The statement, too, that Thessalos, not Hip- 

parchos, insulted Harmodios, is deserving of little credence, and is, 

I should suppose, taken from a source other than that from which 

what precedes and follows was derived! On the other hand, 
‘Aristotle’s assertion that the citizens under the Peisistratidai 

conducted the zou at the Panathenaia unarmed, seems more 

credible, and closely connected with it is the disarming of the 

citizens, after the last return of Peisistratos, mentioned by 

dvdpeérepos 5é trav cunévTwy pmév évav- [repo]s* Soon pev yap ayvootc. Mewior- 

ritcba dé TH Tupavvld. oSovpérvwr. parov éririOéuevov Tupay [vl6.], copwrepos 

evar rovTwr, boo 8 eldéres karacwmrdcw, 

dvdpevbrepos. rel dé Aé-ywv [ovK Exec] Ger, 
éfapdmevos Ta Sarda rpd Trav Oupav, avros 

pev én BeBonOnxévac rH warpld, kad” 

Scov qv Suvards (Hin yap opddpa mpec- 

Bérns fv), déodv 5é Kali rods d&ddous 

TavTd ToUTO Moet. 

16, 8. 
éy re yap Tots &\Xot|s mponpetro] ravra 

Stockeiv Kara Tovds vouous, ovdeulav éEauT@ 

mreovetiav didovs, [kal rorle mpocxAnbels 

pévou Sixny eis “Apevov wdyov atros pev 

amrnvrncev ws drodoynobuevos, 6 5é mpoc- 

katecduevos poBnbels édirrev. 

Cf. Bruno Keil, 186 ff. 

And then after a new meeting of 
the people, at which Solon had 
spoken: ovdevds 5¢ mpocéxovros aire 

dia Tov POBov awHdOev els rhy oixlay Thy 

éavrod kal AaBwv Ta Srda Kai pd Tay 

Ouvpdv Oéuevos eis Tov orevwmrdv ‘ éuol 

pev” elrev “ ws Suvardv hv BeBonOnrat 

TH warpld Kal rots véuos,” 

Plut., Sol., 31. 
kal yap épddarre Tovs tAEicrous vduous 

Tod VdrAwvos éupévwv mp@ros avros Kal 

rovs dirous dvaykdjwv’ 8s ye kal pévou 

mpookdnGels els"Apecov ma-yov dn Tupay- 
vov amrivrnce Kooplws amokoynodmevos, 

6 6é kariyopos ob>~x UwjKovcer. 

[Schulthess, in Bursian’s Jahrb, 1894, lxxxi 158, regards it as very 
doubtful whether Hermippos was the intermediate authority between Ar. 
and Plutarch.) 

1 See Niese in hist. Zeitschrift, 1892, pp. 54/5. In 18,1 Hipparchos is 
called épwrixds, and it might be supposed that ¢pacels yap x.r.r. 18,2 would 
refer to him. But Thessalos’ name intervenes, although he is not men- 
tioned again afterwards. [Wilamowitz, Ar. u. Athen, i 110.] 
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Aristotle.1 Aristotle’s chronological statements about the reign 

of the Peisistratidai—derived beyond a doubt from his Atthido- 
graphic source—cannot be correct as they stand. I do not believe 

that the dates of the two periods of exile and three periods of 
Peisistratos’ rule rest on arbitrary calculation, as Kohler assumes ; 
I consider them, so far as they are accurately preserved, to re- 

present the approximate estimates of the Atthis here followed. 
Again, the date given for Cleisthenes’ reforms—the year of the 
Archon Isagoras—may be explained by supposing that the Atthis 
used by Aristotle described the legislative labours of Cleisthenes 

under this date, although his constitution was not actually adopted 
till Isagoras had left Athens. . It is hardly probable that Aristotle 
engaged in chronological research on his own account.® 

I should also refer to an Atthidographic source the account of 
the constitutional development of Athens, and the notices of 
various individuals which are found in chapters 22 to 28. This 

view is supported by two circumstances: we have the dating by 
Archons in these chapters; we have a close agreement between a 
passage in Aristotle and a fragment of Androtion.+ In this sec- 

_ + Contrast 18, 4 with Thue. 6, 56,88, Arist. is supported by the Scolion 
in honour of Harmodios and Aristogeiton, beginning év uiprov khadi 76 Elgos 
popnow, and the explanation in Suid, év poprov khadt. The disarming of the 
citizens 15, 4 is mentioned also in Polyain. 1, 21, 2. | 

* The names of Archons in 14, 1. 4; 17,1 point to an Atthidographic 
~ source. That Peisistratos’ exile cannot have begun so late as ére: udduora 

EBdduw pera Tiv Kd0odov (15, 1), and that the figures given are therefore in- 

correct, 1s clear from the words that follow od yap moddv xpbvov Siakaréoxer. 
See also Bauer, liter. u. hist. Forsch. z. Arist., ’A@. Ilod., p. 51 [and die 
Chronologie des Peisistratos u. seiner Séhne, in Analecta Graeciensia, 1893, 
pp. 79-98]. This consideration also demolishes the arbitrary dates of 
Kohler, Sitzungsber. d. Berl. Ak., 1892, pp. 339/40. Cf. Bruno Keil 51/2, 
_land Bury, Class. Rev., 1895, 106]. 
- Cf. Kéhler 341/2. <A justification of this dating may be found in the 

circumstance that Hdt. 5,69 makes Cleisthenes propose an alteration of 
the constitution before his banishment, and 20, 1 is in harmony with this. 
That it is not improbable is shown by the consideration that in all prob- 
ability Isagoras invoked the aid of Cleomenes, because he could not by 
himself make head against Cleisthenes. After his return Cleisthenes intro- 
duced the new constitution definitively. [Cf. Sandys, Ad. rod., p. 78a.] 

* For the dating by Archons cf. 22, 2. 3. 5. 7. 8; 28,5; 25,2; 26, 2.3.4; 
27,2. For the conformity between Aristotle and Androtion compare 

22, 3. 4 with . Androt. ap. Harp. “Irrapxos. 
Gappobvros H5n Tod Siuov, rbre mparov wept 6€ rod (‘Immdpxov rod Xdppov) 

Exphoavro TH vouw Tw wept rov dorpa- "Avdporlwy ev TH Sevrépa gyolv, srt 
Kigpov, 8s éréOn dia Thy bropiay trav dv avyyevhs pev Fv Tlewworpdrov roi 
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tion of the book we find a whole series of statements containing 

entirely novel information on various points of constitutional 
history. Among these, what has caused the greatest stir is 

Aristotle’s account of the predominant position of the Areopagus 
after the battle of Salamis and until the year 462/1. Yet, taken 

strictly, this tells us no more than we knew already ; it is merely 
somewhat more distinctly put. According to Solon’s constitution 

(and in this respect Cleisthenes probably made no alteration) the 
Areopagus had the supervision of the laws and the control of the 
administration, Just as the Areopagus intervened directly in the 

administration during the siege of Athens at the close of the 

Peloponnesian war, so in all probability it intervened in the 
critical year 480. What failed to affect the course of events in 

404 B.C. was attended with conspicuous success in the war against 

Persia. It is in this circumstance, I think, that we find the 
natural explanation of the fact that the Areopagus, as the war 

proceeded, converted its general right of supervision of the ad- 

ministration into a direct control, thus usurping functions of 

the Boule, the Ecclesia, and the Dicasteries.1 After this supre- 

macy of the Areopagites had been accepted for seventeen years, 

though not without protest, Ephialtes in 462/1 deprived them of 

tats Suvduecw, bre Weclorparos Snua- tupdvvov kal mp@ros éEworpaxicOyn, Tod 

ywyos Kal orparnyis Ov Tipavvos mepi Tov dorpaxiopudy vouou TéTe mpGTov 

karéoTn. Kal mp@ros worpaxicOn trav Tebévros Sia Tiv tbroviay Tay epi 

éxeivou ovyyevav “Immapxyos Xdpuov Tleclorparov, bre Snuaywyds av kal 

Koddureds, 5c’ dv cal uddiota Tov viuov orparnyds érupdvvncer. ; 

€0nxev 6 KrXerobévns éSeXdoat BovdAbpevos 

avrév. 

1 Cf. e.g. what Niese 64/5 and Kohler 343/4 have said on the credibility 

of the Aristotelian account of the supremacy of the Areopagus. It was 

already known to us from Arist., Pol., 8(5), 4, p. 201, 5 Bekker: ofov 7 év 

*Apely mayw Bovrdh eddoxiyunoaca év Tois Mnéixois @boke cuvrovwrépay Torjoar Ti 

monrelav, and Cic., de off., 1, 22, 75: et Themistocles quidem nihil dixerit, 
in quo ipse Areopagum adiuverit, at ille vere a se adiutum Themistoclem ; 
est enim bellum gestum consilio senatus eius, qui a Solone erat constitutus, 
The discrepancy between 23,1 and Cleidem. ap. Plut., Them., 10, seems to 
be of no consequence, for Themistocles, as an ex-Archon, would be a member 

of the Areopagus. On the powers of supervision possessed by the Areopagus 
under Solon’s constitution see 8,4; for the intervention of that body at the 
end of the Peloponnesian war cf. Lys. 12,69. That the Areopagus had 

usurped powers belonging to the Council, the popular assembly, and the 
law courts, follows from 25, 2: kcal ra peév rots wevraxocios, Ta Oe TYE Shuw Kal 

rois diuxacrnplos dmwédwxev. We need not be surprised that Hdt. tells us 
nothing of this predominant position of the Areopagus; for what do we 

learn from him about the internal history of Athens at this time ? 
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the powers which they had arrogated to themselves, thus exclud- 

ing them from all direct intervention in the administration; and 

subsequently Pericles and Archestratos took from them even the 

powers which constitutionally belonged to them.t This appears a 

very natural course for the development of the constitution to have 
taken, and for that reason I have no hesitation in accepting it as 
true. 

For his full accounts of the Oligarchies of the Four Hundred 
and of the Thirty (chap. 29-40), Aristotle has mainly drawn on 

documentary evidence—for the Four Hundred, the psephism of 

Pythodoros, which directed the 30 ovyypadets to be appointed, the 

proposals of these ovyypadeis, and the draft, in the form of 
psephisms, of the final and of the provisional constitution ; for 

the Thirty, the treaty of peace between their adherents and the 
returned Democrats.2, As regards the few historical notes about 

the Four Hundred, which are given in Aristotle side by side with 
what is derived from these documentary authorities, they may 
without doubt be traced to the Atthides, though there are some 

points of agreement with Thucydides. In proof of this, we might 

point to the exact chronological statements in Aristotle’s account 
of the Four Hundred.? The events during the oligarchy of the 

1 The extended power of supervision, allowing a direct interference in 
the administration, is in 25, 2 called ra émiOera, 50 dv Fv 4 ris modcrelas’ 
gudaxj. Arist. also styles this supremacy of the Areopagus, 25, 4, dtvamus, 
and 26, 1, ériuédeca. I would direct attention to the fact that Oncken, Athen 
u. Hellas, 236 ff., years ago demonstrated that the change introduced by 
Ephialtes was merely the restriction of the powers of the Areopagus with- 
in their original limits. He referred (p. 254) the passage in Aischylus’ 
Eumenides (1. 698 sq.)—published in 458 s.c.—to the enlargement of the 
Jegal rights of the Areopagus. Of Pericles we read, 27, 1: xal yap rév 

"Apeorayirav évia mapeihero. OF the Thirty 35, 2 says: xai rods 7’ ’EqidArov 
kal "Apxeorpdrou viuous rods wept rv 'Apeorayirav Kabetdov €f ’Apeiov wd-yo[v]. 

_ 2 Pythodoros’ psephism: Arist. 29, 2.3; the proposals of the cvyypadeis 
29, 4.5; the draft of the ultimate constitution, 80; of the provisional, 31; 
brought in as a psephism, 32,1. The treaty between the adherents of the 
Thirty and the Democrats, 39. 

3 Points of agreement with Thuc. Cf. 

33, 1 with Thue. 8, 96. 

 mwreiw yap éx rhs EvBolas 4 rijs év q vais re kal 7d péyioroy EdBoay 

Arrixis ériyxavoy wpedovpevor. drodwéxecav, €& Hs wreiw 7 THs’ Arrixfs 

wpedovvro. 

83, 1 with Thue. 8, 97. 

 kar&\ucay rods Terpaxogiovs Kal Td é&v grep (éxkdyolg) cal rods rerpa- 
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Thirty Aristotle relates with far greater minuteness than those 

during the government of the Four Hundred. Yet he has not 

used: Xenophon for his account of the Thirty. His version is 

much shorter and much more condensed than Xenophon’s, and yet 
in some particulars more exact. The two narratives repeatedly 

disagree. Whether the words of Theramenes quoted by Aristotle 

are a reminiscence of Xenophon, or whether the expression is 

historical, and so may have been taken by Aristotle from some 

other authority, cannot be determined. Aristotle’s authority for 
this part of the work too was, I am convinced, an Atthis, and of 

this the chronological statements seem again to be evidence. But 
any employment of Ephoros is very doubtful.! 

mpdyuara wapédwkay Tois mevraxic- Kooclovs katamavcavTes Tois TevTaKio- 

xAlos Tots éx Tav StrAWY, Wydioduevae XiAlars EWnpicayTo Ta WpdypaTa Tapa- 

pndeulay dpxny elvar uicboddpor. Sodvac’ elvac 6é abr&y ordca Kai bra 

mapéxovTar’ Kal picBdv pndéva pépew 

wndeag apx7. 
Harp. cvyypadgeis states, on the authority of Androtion and Philochoros, 

that 30 ovyypadge’s were appointed. Thuc. 8, 67 says ten. As Harp. does 

not cite the psephism of Pythodoros (see 29, 2), but the Atthidographers, it 

is probable that the latter did not quote the actual words of the original 
document. For the chronological statements cf. 32, 1.2; 33, 1. 

1 37, 1 e.g. is more precise than Xen., Hell., 2, 3, 51, and makes the pro- 
ceedings against Theramenes much more intelligible. According to 37, 2 
the Spartan garrison was called in after Theramenes’ death, according to 
Xen. 2, 3, 18/4 before it. 87,1 makes Phyle taken by Thrasybulos before 

the death of Theramenes, Xen. 2, 4, 2 after it. 
For the words of Theramenes cf.— 

36, 2 with Xen. 2, 8, 19. 

Onpauévns Se mwddw emir xal 6 8 ad Onpauévns kal mpds radra 

rovros, mp@rov pev Sre Bovdduevoe ereyev, Sri Arowov Soxoln éavT@ ye 

peradodvac Tots émiexéot TpicxiNlots elvac 7d mpw&Trov peéev Bovdouévous Tods 

pévos peradiddact, ws év rovTw Te Berricrous Tov TodtTav Kowwvods 

mrnber Tis dperns wpicpévyns, ere’ br. = rorhoacOat tpicxiAlovs, dowep Tov 

S00 Ta évayTubrara modo, Birdy re adprOudy Todrov éexovrd Tiva davdyKnpy 

Thy dpxhvy Kal Trav dpxopévwv trrw Kadods Kal dyabods elvat, kal oir’ é&w 

WAapacKkevd fOvTEs. TovTwy omovdalovs otf’ évtds rovrwr 

movnpovs olév Te eln yevéoOar* erecta 5’, 

&gn, 6p@ eywye Ovo quads Ta évayribrata 

mpatrovras, Bialay re Tiv dpxiv Kal 

irrova Tav apxouévwr KaTracKevago- 

pévous. 

Dates in 84, 1.2; 85,1; 40,4; 41,1. Cf. also 34,3: @ypaye dé 7d Yydiopa 
Apaxovridns ’Agtdvatos with Philochor., fr. 185, in Miller 1, 406: 7a dé xpjyar’ 
éyngploayto mavr’ elvar orpariwrixd, Anuocbévous ypdyavros. Bauer, liter. und 
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I turn now to that part of the "A@nvaiwy moArre‘a (chaps. 5-13) 

where Aristotle speaks of Solon and his legislation, and the cir- 

cumstance of that age. To all appearance chapter 13, which 

deals with the time from Solon’s leaving Athens to the beginning 

of Peisistratos’ tyrannis, comes from an atthidographic source ; for 
here, as elsewhere, we find exact dating such as we have before 

referred to. The account of the three ordces is essentially the 

same as Herodotus’. The close of the chapter is an inference of 
Aristotle’s from the circumstance that the Atthis which he 

used mentioned a general Diapsephisis after the banishment of 

the Peisistratidai! In chapter 12 Aristotle quotes the sources 

from which he derived his account of the political and social 

conditions before and immediately after the legislation of Solon. 
These are the poems of Solon himself, to which he repeatedly 

refers. Besides these, he also cites other authors, evidently his 

atthidographic sources, but these have no value in his eyes except 

in so far as they agree with the primary authority, Solon’s poems. 
To turn from the chapters on political matters, we have yet 

to consider the question, what were Aristotle’s authorities for his 

antiquarian information as to the Solonian legislation. And it 

will be well to extend this so as to include within the scope of 
our inquiry the source of his antiquarian statements as to the 

Draconian (chap 4) and Cleisthenian (chap. 21) constitutions. 

That antiquarian information was given in Aristotle’s atthido- 

graphic sources cannot be doubted; that he used it appears—so 

hist. Forsch. z. Arist. AQ. won., p. 151 ff., tries to prove that Arist. has used 
Ephoros, but his arguments are hardly convincing. [Cf. Wilamowitz Ar. 
u. Athen., i 305.] 

113, 1.2 gives the exact dates and the duration of the tyrannis. § 4 
agrees with Hdt. i. 59; cf. also Plut., Sol., 18, 29. § 5is a combination of 
Aristotle’s. 
212 begins: ratra & dre robrov <rdv> tpdmrov eoxev of 7’ ddd cuUdwrodter 

mavres kal abrds év TH twovhoe: uéuynrat wept adrav évy roicde, and the quotations 
from Solon’s poems follow. Chap. 5, where again Solon is repeatedly 
quoted, is a reconstruction from the Solonian poems. So probably is chap. 
11, as the opening words of chap. 12 indicate. In 6, 4, again, another point 
is deduced from Solon’s poems. 

3 Cf, the expressions ws ék re TGv AANwy Suoroyetras Kal [adrds] év Totcde rors 

Toviuacw waprupel (5, 3), kal év rots rounuacw adrds roddaxod uéuvynras Kal of &Adoe 

gwvoporoyoto. mdvres (6, 4), radra 8 bre rodrov <riv> tpdrov erxev of 7’ Addoe 
cuppwvotcr wdvres kal adrds év TH Tovjoe péuvnrae Tepl adrav év roicde (12, 1). 

4 The discussions of political matters are contained in chap. 6, 2. 3 and 
9; the antiquarian information in chap. 6,1; 7; 8; 10. 
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far as the evidence before us warrants an opinion—very doubtful.! 
Besides these Atthides, it was open to Aristotle to use docu- 

mentary evidence for the antiquarian information which he gives 

—above all to use the laws of Draco, Solon, and Cleisthenes. Did 
he consult these documents? Some writers maintain that he 

did not. Nissen is of opinion that Aristotle, in dealing with the 
earliest times, confined himself to literary sources, without attempt- 
ing any specially profound research: that, for instance, he bor- 

rowed the description of the Draconian constitution from Critias or 

some similar pamphleteer.? According to Niese, Aristotle’s descrip- 
tion of the older Athenian constitution—Draco’s as well as Solon’s 

—is hypothetical, and is based mainly on the belief that Solon 

and Draco founded the Athenian democracy. But it is to be 
noticed that Solon’s constitution was in point of fact a democracy, 
however limited, as indeed Solon himself says in one of his laws.’ 

1 Cf. the different explanations of the cecdxGea (Plut., Sol., 15) and in 
6,1; 12,4, where Ar. contradicts Androtion 10, 1 though without mention- 

ing him by name, remarking that the adénovs rob voulcuaros took place after 

the cecdxfea. According to Androtion the dmrodéxrac were installed by 

Cleisthenes in place of the xwdaxpéra, of whom Androt. had given an ac- 
count elsewhere. See Androt., fr. 83=Harp. dwodéxra, and fr. 4=Schol. 
Arist., Birds, 1540. Arist. 7,3 testifies to the existence of the xcwaxpéra 
under Solon, but says nothing about the creation of the dmodéxra by 

Cleisthenes. Cleidemos, fr.8=Phot. vavxpapia declares that Cleisthenes 
established 50 naucraries simultaneously with the new 10tribes. Aristotle 
knows nothing of this. 

2 See Nissen, p. 201. A similar opinion to Nissen’s is held by Herzog, 
zur Literatur. ib. d. Staat, der Athener, Tiibingen, 1892, p. 26 sqq., who holds 
that chap. 4 was taken from a pamphlet belonging to the partisan litera- 

ture that emanated before 411 s.c. from the oligarchs as a preliminary to 
the events of that year, and presenting the constitution that the writer 
desired to establish, in the form of an ideal but fictitious Draconian 

institution. But the very existence of such a party literature before the 
year 411 is altogether a matter of doubt. [Nissen was anticipated in his 
conjecture by Mr. J. W. Headlam, Class. Review, 1891, p. 166; and Theod. 
Reinach, la constitution de Dracon et la constitulion de l’an 411 in Rev. des ét. 
gr., iv (1891) 82-5, and Aristot. ou Critias, ib. 143-158.] 

8 Cf. Niese in the hist. Zeitschrift, 1892, 58 ff. Arist. 8,4 gives as one 
of the functions of the Solonian Areopagus: kal rods éml xaradtce Tod Sjuov. 
ovmorapevous expivev, Xddwvos Oevrlos] vouov . . . epi airav. To this law 

doubtless the clause belonged which according to Andok., de Myst., 95, was 
posted up év ri orhdy Eurpoobev rod Bovdeurnpiov :—és dv apy ev TH wider THs 

Snuoxparlas Katadvbelons, vntowel TeOvdvar Kai Tov daoxtelvavta Sovov eivat Kal Ta 

xphuara éxew Tod dmrofavévros. On this Andok. remarks: dA\o 7 ody, & 
"Erixapes, 7) viv 6 droxrelvas ce KaOapds Tas XEtipas tora, Kara ye Tov DdAwvos voor ; 
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Niese is of opinion that the Solonian constitution was never re- 

duced to writing, the only record actaully dating from Solon’s 
time being his legal code, which contained also what had been 
retained of Draco’s laws. And this code, he believes, contained 

only clauses dealing with family-rights, inheritances, legal pro- 

cesses and penalties, and police arrangements. But even if we 

must admit that there was no written Solonian constitution, at 
least in any systematic form such as we find in modern States, 
still Niese’s idea of the contents of Solon’s laws is much too 

limited. Without dwelling on the fact that we have the contents 

of the Solonian tables described as of wepi rav ‘epdv vouo, ot 

mohitiKkol vouot, and ot wept Tdv idwwriKdv voor, I think that a code 

of laws, which, in its regulations as to religion, prescribed the 
nature and the ritual of the sacrifices to be offered, cannot in the 

sphere of politics have remained silent upon constitutional ar- 

rangements.! 

Niese himself admits that the laws presupposed a definite con- 

stitution, for which they may serve as evidence in so far as they 
enable us to draw inferences from them. Further, we have ex- 

plicit testimony that the Solonian laws dealt with the powers of 

the vavkpapo.. This being so, it is scarcely probable that in 

the laws no mention was made of the system of Trittyes and 

Naucrariai as such, or at any rate that it was impossible to obtain 

from these incidental clauses on the vav«papo. an accurate idea of 

their organization.2, Even if we suppose that in the Solonian 

laws the powers of the Areopagus were not systematically defined, 

it was certainly possible from various clauses of the laws to form 
a true estimate of the functions of the Areopagus, as Aristotle 

did. The introduction of an appeal from the decisions of the 

Archons to a popular court, which Aristotle ascribes to Solon, could 

surely have been inferred by Aristotle from the Solonian code, 

hence, on his own testimony, Solon’s constitution is proved to be a 
democracy. 

1 On the contents of the Solonian tables see Schol. on Plat., Pol., p. 298d. 

though there xépBers and doves are erroneously distinguished. Suid. cipBes 
Art.1. In Lys. 30,17 we read: Oavudtw dé, el wh évOupetras, bray eue pdoky 

doeBelv Néyovta, ws xph Ovew Tas Ovolas Tas ex Tov KipBewy Kal Tav orndGv KaTa 

Tas cvyypapds, drt kal THs worews Karnyopet. See also § 18. 

2 8,3: 61d kal év rots vouors Tots DdA\wvos ols odKére XpSvrat moddax[od yé]-ypamrae 

“rods vauxpdpous elompdtrew” Kal“ dvadioxew éx Too vavkpapikod dpyup[iov].” Cf. 

Phot. vavepapia: cal év rots viuos Aéyer [for the MS. 6é], “édv ris vavxpaplas 

dudicBnry ” Kal“ rods vavxpdpous Tovs Kata vavxpapiay.” 

G. A. d 
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since we are ourselves fortunately able to prove it by the docu- 

mentary evidence of an extant law of Solon’s. I cannot under- 

stand, therefore, how Niese can call the hypothesis that Solon 

founded the popular courts an entire anachronism.!. We have 

evidence to show that there were laws of Solon prohibiting 
davetLew él rots cwpact, legalizing interest, and fixing a legal 

maximum for private landed property. Could not Aristotle have 
sketched from these and similar provisions, combined with Solon’s 

poems, a true picture of the social condition of Athens before 

Solon’s time? Must not laws, similar to the Solonian Epitimia- 

law in the 13th axon, have thrown a flood of light upon the char- 
acter of the pre-Solonian constitution ? ? 

These few instances are drawn from the scanty materials at 

our disposal, But, in spite of their small number, they serve to 

show that, if he wished, Aristotle might easily develop from the 

provisions of the codes of Draco, Solon, and Cleisthenes that 
general account of their constitutions which we find in the 

"AGnvaiwy wodureia. The only question therefore that remains is 

whether Aristotle was disposed to-do so. According to Nissen 

and Niese he was not; in their opinion there is scarcely a trace 
of any study of original documents in the historical part of the 

work, And yet, when Aristotle began to write this treatise, he 

had written, as Nissen himself believes, five books repi SoAwvos 
afdvev, and was engaged with Theophrastos—as has been shewn 

by Usener, with whom Nissen agrees—on the composition of the 
cuvaywy) Tv vouwv, a compilation of the laws obtaining in the 

various States, and a description of the various authorities en- 

trusted with their execution. Thus we are asked to believe that 

1 For the Solonian Areopagus see 8,4; on the popular dicastery 7, 2; 
9,2. Niese’s view 65,2. Lys. 10, 16 cites the Solonian law :—dedécOar 3” év 
7] wodokdkky huepas wévre Tov 15a, édv pootiujoy Hala, whose authenticity 

is placed beyond doubt by the archaic expression rodoxdxxn. See also the 
laws that follow. 

2 Prohibition of davelfew émi trois cduacw, 6, 1; 9, 1. Interest allowed 
Lys. 10, 18 7d dpytprov ordomor elvan, é¢’ drbcw av BovAnra 6 Saveigwv, with the 

explanation given by Lysias, zbid. On landed property see Arist., Pol., 

2,7=p. 37, 26 ff. Bekker: olov cal Dédwv évouobérnoev kal map dddos éotl vipos, 

ds Kedever xTacOat viv, drdonv dv Bovdnrai tis. Solon’s epitimia law, cf. Plut., 

Sol., 19, 
8 Tlept rav Dbdwvos aédvwy e is mentioned in a later catalogue of Aristote- 

lian works (see Westermann, Biogr., 404) as a work of Aristotle’s. Nissen 

167/8 accepts it as authentic. On Aristotle’s share in the owaywyh tov 

vouwv, Which went under the name of Theophrastos, see Usener in Preuss. 
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Aristotle, though in possession of documentary evidence, and 

though having unquestionably an accurate knowledge of that 

evidence, preferred to make no use of it in composing his ’A@nvaiwv 

roreia, but confined himself to the literary authorities then in 

existence. We are asked to believe that, on many questions lying 

on the border-land between constitutional law and jurisprudence, 

he voluntarily ran the risk of contradicting in this account of the 
Athenian constitution, drawn from literary sources, what had been 
stated in the owaywyy rév véuwv, which was founded on document- 
ary evidence, and this although the latter work went by his name, 

and certainly was partly edited by him. I maintain that the 

author need be no Aristotle to make such an assumption unten- 
able. And indeed it is refuted by the “A@nvaiwy roXcreia itself; the 
author refers repeatedly to the laws of Solon, which, after what 
has just been said, he can scarcely be supposed to have borrowed 
from his literary authority. 

The peculiar character of the Aristotelian sketch of the 

Draconian, the Solonian and the Cleisthenian constitutions— 

where we miss many things that ought not to be absent froma 

systematic account, and find much that is of little intrinsic im- 

portance—may, I believe, be satisfactorily explained by supposing 

that the source on which Aristotle drew, was not a systematic 
work on the Athenian constitution, but a compilation of laws from 
which Aristotle gleaned for himself the character of the institu- 
tions of Athens. To this another consideration must be added. 

Jahrb. 53 p. 22; Nissen 188 ff. agrees. This joint authorship follows from 
the quotation by Arist. himself in Pol. 8 (5) 9=p. 214, 21 ff. Bekker: 
amwh@s dé doa év rots vouos ws cuudépovTa Aéyouey Tais mwodirelats, dravra Tatra 

gwHfer Tas modkrelas; and from Philodem., Rhet. (Vol. Hercul. v. fol. 147) 
11 ff.: rds [8] odxt Oavplac]pd[y] évéd[vo]e wéyar ris S[u]vduewl|s; élééorn uray 
Olé] ris olkelas wpayyarelas kal dud rad’ épwparo rovs Te véouous cuvdywv dua TH 

MaOnret Kal Tas TocavTas modrelas Kal Td wept Tay [ré|rwv [d|iKacdpara Kal Td pds 

Tovs Katpods kal way Scov Tis TowavTy|s éoTt mparyuarelas}. Aristotle had pre 
viously acted as a legislator for his native city Stageira (Diog. L. 5, 1, 6; 

Plut., adv. Colot., 32,9, p. 1877 Didot) which was rebuilt at his request 
(Plut., Alex., 7; vit. Arist. in Westermann, Biogr., p. 400, 58 ff.). He must 
then have made himself acquainted with the laws of Athens. Cf. Isocr. 
15, 83: adda Tots wév Tods vouous TiOevae mpoapouuévors mpodpyou yéyove Td hHOos 

Tov Kemévav, ovdev yap adbrods Set Snreiv érépovs, GAAG Tos Tapa Tois &AXors 

evdoxwobyras reipabivar cuvayayely. 

+ Reference to Solonian laws, 8, 3. 4.5; 16,10. Mention of Cleisthenian 
laws, 22,1. In Plut., Sol., 31, we read: ds d& Oedppacros iordpyxe, kal tov Tijs 
dpylas vouov ob Zddwy EInxev, dAXG Ileciorparos, @ Thy Te Xwdpav évepyorépay Kal 
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The cvvaywy) tév vopwv and the cwaywy) tay wodirecav undoubtedly 
supplemented each other; accordingly, much that we now miss in 

the “A@nvaiwy roArefa must have been found in the ’A@yvaiwv vopo. 
Aristotle therefore made his deductions from the provisions of the 

Solonian laws, and inferred from them the political institutions 

of Athens under the Solonian constitution, and the same observa- 

tion will hold of the laws of Draco and Cleisthenes. It is there- 

fore not impossible that one or two of his conclusions rested on 

insecure premisses, and would to-day appear rash inferences if we 
had the means of testing them. But in the absence of such 

means, conjectures of our own are certainly less trustworthy than 

Aristotle’s conclusions, founded, as they are, on evidence such as 

this. In one case only has the philosopher permitted us a glimpse 

of the methods by which he arrived at his conclusions, and this 

bears out what has been said above. Aristotle informs us that 

Solon directed the magistrates to be taken from the three highest . 

census-classes, éxdorois dvi Adyov TH peyeer TOD TYysnpatos dzodid0ds 

[tiv aplxyv. This, as Aristotle himself remarks, is an inference 

from the clause in Solon’s laws, that the treasurers of the goddess 

should be chosen from the Pentacosiomedimnoi, probably taken in 
connexion with the fact that in the year 457 the archonship was 
thrown open to the Zeugitai.t If all Aristotle’s conclusions are 

as well founded—and this they seem to be, since he gives his 
data for this particular conclusion as being in his judgment not 

Thy Tidw hpewatorépay éroincev. 16, 2.3 is apparently an inference from this 
law. Arist., Pol., 6 (4), 1, p. 146, 17 ff. Bekker, says: mpds yap tas modcrelas 
rods vouous det riOegOat Kal riPevrar mavres, GAN ov Tas moduTelas mpds Tovs vdmous. 

mwonttela ev yap éore rhéis Tais mbdeow H wepl Tas dpxds, Tiva Tpbrov vevéunvrat 

Kal Tl 7d KUpiov THs moNduTelas Kal Ti Td TéXos ExdorTns THs Kowwvias éoriv' vouor Oe 

kexwpicuévor TOV SnrobvTwY Thy TodiTelav, KAO’ ods Set Tods Apxovras dpxew Kai 

purdrrew Tovs tmapaBaivoyras atro’s. In ’A@. od. 9,1 and 10,1 this distinction 

is not made. Of these three institutions of Solon 9,1 says: doxe? dé rijs 
Zorwvos wodtrelas Tpla tar eivar Ta Snuorixwrara; 10,1: év[uev ody rots vduors 

Tatra doxe? Ocivac Snuorixd; for Aristotle deduced the zod:rela from the 

clauses of the Solonian véuo.. In them Arist. could find no statement as to 

the standards for assessment in the Solonian census. ‘This is the reason 
why he gives in 7, 4 his own estimate for the census of the imze?s as against 

that of other authors who were of a different opinion. 

1 Arist. 7, 3.8,1: onuetov 5° Sre KkAnpwrds éroincey éx TOV Tiunudtwy 6 rept 

Tov Taya vouos,@ xXpwmevor [Staredo]bow ert cal vor’ Kedever yap KAnpody rods 

Taplas éx mevraxocomediuvw|v], compared with 47,1: rpdrov pev yap of rapla 
Ths AOnvas elicit pev déxa, x[Aynpodrac] 3’ els ex THs PudFs, éx wevraxociomediurywv 
kata Tov Dddwvos viulovs ere yap 6 v]duos kvpids éorw. For the change in B.c. 

457 cf. 26, 2. 
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absolutely certain—we may safely accept his representation of the 
- Draconian, Solonian, and Cleisthenian constitution as on the whole 

correct. From the point of view of modern research we often 
feel inclined to blame Aristotle for not putting us in a position to 

examine the methods by which he has arrived at his results by 

stating the data on which they were founded; this, however, is not 
a fault peculiar to Aristotle; all ancient authors are open to the 

game criticism. As regards the value, then, of the “A@yvaiwv 
ro\ureta for determining the character of the Draconian, Solonian, 

and Cleisthenian constitutions, my position is this: I regard its 

statements as valuable information, founded on documentary evi- 
dence, which we are not justified in rejecting in favour of con- 

jectures of our own. If we approach Aristotle’s statements with 
unprejudiced minds, we shall find that they can be perfectly well 

- reconciled with the other evidence we possess. This cannot be 

said, however, of his representation of the pre-Draconian con- 

stitution. There can be no doubt that this is a reconstruction of 

Aristotle’s from the statements in the Atthides, combined with 
his own interpretations of historical facts. Still, I have thought 
it necessary to follow Aristotle even in his account of this, the 

earliest period of Athenian history, because he represents at all 

events the oldest tradition accessible to us, and because he and 

his authorities could still avail themselves of historical evidence 

which in its original form is lost to us. 
I now turn to consider the discussions of questions of political 

history, which occur in a number of places in the historical part 

of the work. Among the conditions of peace imposed by Lysander 
upon the conquered Athenians, was one which bound them to 

govern their city henceforth according to the wdrpios rodrreia. 

‘This immediately gave rise to a controversy between the various 

political parties; the democrats struggled to preserve the existing 

democracy, evidently on the pretext that this was the constitution 
inherited from their ancestors; aristocrats who were members of 

the hetairiai, and the exiles that returned on the conclusion of 

peace, demanded an oligarchy, evidently on the same plea as the 

democrats; while those who did not belong to a hetairia en- 

deavoured to restore the real warpios rodreia. The leader of the 

last party was Theramenes. Lysander himself took the part of 

1 Arist. has employed a number of literary sources for chap. 3; he dis- 
tinguishes his authorities into oi rhelovs and én, For some statements he 
mentions historical facts as onueta. 
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the oligarchs, and the oligarchy of the Thirty was established. 
But even the Thirty, to whom Theramenes also belonged, professed 

at first to be advocates of the wdrpios wodirefa. They rescinded 

the laws of Ephialtes and Archestratos, which limited the powers 

of the Areopagus, and in order to deprive the dicasteries of their 

powers of passing sentence, they abrogated the ambiguous pro- 

Visions in the laws of Solon. All this was done under pretence 
of restoring the constitution inherited from their ancestors, and 

making it unassailable.1 

Thus the zdrpios roXureia signified the constitution established 

by Solon’s legislation, that is, those forms of government which 

were expressed or implied in the laws of Draco and Solon. 

Whether the institutions of Cleisthenes also belonged to the 
matpios toAureia Seems to have been a matter of dispute among its 

supporters.2 Aristotle, himself an advocate of the wdrpuos woXireia, 

plainly denies that they were, and approves of the Cleisthenian 

democracy only in its restricted form, as it existed when the 
Areopagus possessed extended powers. The constitution, which 

was in force fora short time after the overthrow of the Four 

Hundred, and which it was originally intended to adopt under the 

Four Hundred themselves, corresponded with Aristotle’s con- 

stitutional ideal. He thus found himself in accord with Thera- 

menes, and this explains the esteem which the philosopher shows 

for that politician.? 

1 Cf. 34,3; similarly, though not in such detail, Diod. 14, 3; Arist. 35, 2. 
2 The psephism of Pythodoros in z.c. 411 must have directed the 30 ovy- 

ypageis to examine the laws of Draco and Solon with a view to revising the 
constitution. This follows from Cleitophon’s amendment, 29,3: mrpocavagn- 

Toa é Tods aipeOévras eypadev Kal rods marplous véuous, ods KXeroGévns EOnxev, dre 

Kabiorn Thy Snuokpariav, drws Cav) dxovoarres kal rodrwy Bovredowvrat Td dpioror. 

Cleitophon, who in 404 was still a supporter of the rdrpios rodrela (34, 3), 

included in it therefore the laws of Cleisthenes. In the draft of the pro- 
visional constitution for the year 411, which enacted Bovdevew pév rerpa- 
koolous kara Ta wdrpia (81, 1), 7a rarpia meant the Solonian constitution. 

8 In 29, 3 he remarks upon Cleitophon’s amendment mentioned in the pre- 
ceding note: ds od Snuorixhy dda waparAnolay otcav Thy KXecoGévous modirelav 

TH ZorAwvos.. In 20, 1 he says rovrwy dé yevouévwy (7.e. through the institutions 
of Cleisthenés) Snuorixwrépa rodd ris Dédwvos éyévero } wodrela. Cf. 41,2. Of 

the time of the supremacy of the Areopagus he says, 23, 2: cat érodirevOnoav 

"AOnvator Kad@s kal kara TobTous Tovs Katpovs, With which Isoer. 7, 15, 17 is to be 
compared. The last words of Arist. compare that period with the time 
after the oyerthrow of the Four Hundred, of which he says, 33, 2: doxodcx dé 

kad@s rodrevOfvar kaTd Tovrous Tovs Kaipovs. The same opinion in Thuc. 8, 97. 

The basis of the constitution of that date is described by Arist. 83,1 in the 
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But the wdrpios wodireia of Theramenes was very far from - 
satisfying the oligarchs of the hetairiai and the returned exiles. 

They had formed very different ideas of the constitution of their 

ancestors, which it was their endeavour to restore. Beyond 
question they regarded even Solon’s constitution as a corruption 

of the warpios roXirefa, and it seems as though Critias gave literary 

expression to this idea. Whether this was done, as Diimmler 
supposes, in order to furnish the Thirty with a programme, or 

rather, as appears to me more probable, to win Lysander over to 

the views of the oligarchs, is better left undecided. Neither can 

we determine whether this work appeared in the form of an 

“AOnvaiwy wodireia or of a pamphlet. Traces of it are to all appear- 

ance still discernible in the Aristotelian “A@nvaiwy rodureia. Critias 

accused Themistocles and Cleon of directing the policy of their 
country with a view to their own pecuniary advantage: and this 

may be the best place to mention Aristotle’s statement that the 

same accusation had been brought by some against Solon. So too 

the accusation, referred to but contradicted by Aristotle, that Solon 

intentionally made his laws obscure and ambiguous in order that 

the Dicasteries might have more left to their discretion, seems to 

come from the Thirty, who struck out of Solon’s laws those pro- 

words: kal ra mpdyuara mapédwxay Trois mevraxiocxiArlos rots éx Tov Srduwr, 

Ynpioduevor undeutav dpxhy eivar wicOopipov. This agreed with the constitu- 

tion drafted by the 30 cvyypadets (29,5), and with that of Draco (4, 2), to 
which the draft-constitution presents some other special points of re- 
semblance. Cf. 30, 6 with 4, 3, and 31, 3 with 4, 8. Description of the best 
mokirela in Arist., Pol.,6 (4) 1l=p. 162, 19 ff. Bekker: dfNov dpa gre Kal 7 
Kowwvla % modirixh dplorn h did Tov udowy Kal Tas To.tras évdéxerar € modireE- 

evOat modes, év ats 5) wodd 7d wécov Kal Kpetrrov pdduoTa ev dudory (the dopo. 

and edzropor), ef 6& uh, Oarépov pépovs mpooriOéuevov yap Tove? pow Kal Kwver 

ylvecOa Tas évavrias brepBords (p. 164, 6 ff.). Its external form is defined by 
Arist., Pol., 2,6=p. 35, 19ff., thus: 4 6 cdvraks Sdn Bovderae perv evar ptre 

Onuoxparia unre ddvyapxla, wéon 5é TovTwr, tw Kadofor modrelay' Ex yap Tar 

émitevivTwr €oriv. The extreme form of democracy, in which airés sumer 6 
Sjuos xpnuarife wept ravrwy, usually occurs bray edropla tis 7 uicOod Tots Exxdy- 

adfovow" cxodd~ovres yap oudréyovTal re mwodddKis Kal G&ravta adrol xKplvovow. 

See Arist., Pol., 6 (4), 15=p.174, 16 ff Cf. Arist., Pol., 7 (6), 2=p. 180, 7 ff. 
On the Aristotelian mecédrns and the judgments Aristotle pronounced, in 

accordance with that principle, on men and institutions, see Bruno Keil 
204 ff. This was also Theramenes’ constitutional ideal (Xen. 2, 3, 48) for 
whom Arist. accordingly shows a special sympathy; cf. 28,5, where he 
mentions Nikias, Thucydides, and Theramenes as dvdpas o} pdvov Kadods 
Kayabods aN Kal modiTiKo’s Kal TH modAeL Tdoyn TarpiKds xpwuévous. See also 

82, 2; 33,2; 34,3; 36. According to Isocr. 7,16/7 Solon and Cleisthenes 
were the founders of the mdrpuos rodirela. 
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visions which were likely to give rise to controversy. Hence 

Diimmler’s idea, that Critias may be taken to be one of the critics 
referred to, appears highly probable.! 

According to the oligarchs, therefore, even the Solonian con- 

stitution was a corruption of the aérpios wodireta ; Solon brought 

about the ceodyGevo in order to enrich himself; the prohibition of 
daveiev eri trois ompaor removed one of the most important sup- 

ports of the rule of the aristocracy over the Demos; the right 

of appeal to the Ecclesia against irregularities on the part of 

officials weakened the magistrates’ power ; and the institution of 

popular law-courts made the Demos master of the administration.? 

On the other hand, to the eyes of the oligarchical party, the 

character of the rule of the Peisistratidai was not so black as the 

democrats painted it. Isagoras, Cleisthenes’ opponent and the 

head of the oligarchs, was a friend of the Tyrants; and ostracism 

was introduced by Cleisthenes as a weapon against those members 

of powerful aristocratic families who were friends of the Tyrants.? 

Traces of the sympathy of the oligarchs for the Tyrants are to be 

seen in the traditional history. The traditional accounts agree 
in saying that Peisistratos administered the State in a moderate 

spirit. Compared with the government of his sons, his reign 

seemed like the golden age of Cronos. But the oligarchic version 

went farther than this. Whilst the popular tradition affirmed 

that Aristogeiton and Harmodios re-established the Athenian 

1 Cf. Diimmler’s arguments in Herm., 1892, p. 260 ff., where he has col- 
lected everything which seems to show any trace of Critias’ work. Critias’ 
judgment of Themistocles and Cleon in Atlian, Var. Hist., 10,17. On the 
reproach against Solon of improperly enriching himself, see Arist. 6; Plut., 

Sol., 15; on the intentional obscurity of his laws, Arist. 9, 2, compared with 
85, 2. [On Critias, cf. Wilamowitz, Ar. u. Athen., i 174.] 

2 On Solon’s enriching himself by the cecdxeum see 6,2; Plut., Sol., 15. 

For the three dyuortxwérara of Solon’s mentioned in the text, cf. Arist. 9 and 
p. 188. 

3 On the opinion held by the Demos as to the Tyrants, see Thue. 6, 53 : on 
Isagoras, Arist. 20, 1; on the object of ostracism, 22, 3-6, 

4 The opinion about Peisistratos, Hdt. 1,59; Thuc. 6,54; Arist. 16, 2. 

16, 7 says of him: 6d Kal wodAdxis €O[pu]AAle?]T0, ws 7 ILevovorpdrov rupavvils 6 

émlt Kpév[ov] Bios etn cuvéBn yap torepov dia[detauevwr] Tov vidwy rodd@ yevéo Bac 

Tpaxurépay Thy dpxiv. The contrast is here so pointed that Niese p. 48, 1 must 

be mistaken in assuming that Arist. borrowed this expression from Plat., 
Hipparch., 229. For there the entire time of the Peisistratids, with the 

exception of the years after Hipparchos’ murder, is compared to the age of 
Cronos, The words by which the saying is introduced in Plat., Hipparch., 

kal rdvrwy dy rev madkaav Hxoveas refer, I believe, to a written tradition. 
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democracy by killing Hipparchos, in the oligarchic account the 
latter figured as an innocent victim, and his death was therefore 
held to justify Hippias’ subsequent despotism. According to the 
version adopted by Aristotle, it was not Hipparchos, the patron 

of poetry and of poets, who insulted Harmodios, but his younger 
brother, the violent Thessalos, who was not one of the ruling 

members of the family at all. Another form of the tale was to 

the effect that Aristogeiton and Harmodios murdered Hipparchos,! 

because a handsome and noble youth, of whom Harmodios had 

been enamoured, had deserted him for Hipparchos. 

But the democratic tradition also found expression in a literary 

form. Whether this appeared in reply to the work of Critias 
above mentioned, seems very questionable; and not less question- 

able is the attempt to father this literary embodiment of the 
democratic tradition on some particular author, as Dimmler 
endeavours to do. We know however that Euphranor, after the 
battle of Mantinea, painted the walls of the Stoa of Zeus EHleu- 

therios in the agora at Athens, and on the one wall represented 

Theseus, Democracy, and the Athenian Demos,—while the sub- 

scription declared Theseus to be the founder of the Athenian 

democracy. Hence, by that date, this must have been the belief 
officially accepted at Athens, and this undoubtedly implies that it 

already had a literary foundation.? To all appearances, however, 

this belief, that Theseus was the founder of the Athenian de- 

1 For the popular tradition cf. the scolion in honour of Aristogeiton and 
Harmodios in Athen. 15, 695a. Thessalos insulted Harmodios according to 
18, 2: cf. Hude in Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1892, p. 171 ff. The other version 
appears in Plat., Hipparch., 229, which, in contrast to what oi moAXol be- 
lieved, was accepted id rév xaprecrépwr dvOpmrwv. Oi xaptevres, a euphemistic 

expression for the oligarchs, Arist., Pol., 2, 7=p. 39,25 Bekker ; Plut., Phok., 
29, Dion 28. ot xapiéoraror, Diod. 11, 86, 87. Hipparchos the friend of 
poetry and poets, 18, 1, and Plat., Hipparch., 228. According to Niese 48, 

Arist. borrowed this statement from Plat., Hipparch. But there Hip- 

parchos is again rwy Iewiorpdrov raldwy mpecBiraros. 
? See Diimmler 276 ff. On the pictures of Euphranor in the Stoa of Zeus 

Eleutherios, see Paus., 1, 3, 3-4. Since Euphranor also depicted an episode 
in the battle of Mantinea, the painting must have been executed after that 
battle, though probably not very long after. Paus. 1, 3,3 says: émi dé 

TQ TXW TH répay Onoeds éore yeypaupévos kal Anuoxparia te Kat Afjuos* Ondo? dé - 

) ypadh Oncéa civar tov Karacrhoayta AOnvalos é& toov mwodireverOan. KexdpnKe 

dé Phun kal dAdAws és Tovs odAavs, Ws Onoeds mapadolyn Ta mpdymata TH Ohuw Kal 

ws €& éxeivov Snuoxparotuevo, mply } Ilecclorparos érupdvynoev émavacrds. In 41, 

2 7 émi Oncéws yevouevn rdés is, in opposition to this belief, characterized as 

pixpov trapeyKAlvovca Tis Baoiduxhs. 
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mocracy, first began to find general acceptance at Athens in the 
fourth century; the original opinion was evidently that which 

connected the institution of the democracy with the names of 

Solon and Cleisthenes.1 The dyyorixot quoted by Aristotle must 
also have maintained these views.” 

It is the merit of Aristotle to have pointed out that the Adieu’ 

ian constitution had a history of its own, and had developed by 

progressive modifications from a monarchy into the advanced 
democracy of his own day. No one would maintain that he 

described this development with any special enthusiasm for the 
statesmen who had effected it, but he described it sine ira et 
studio. Nothing could be more unjust than Nissen’s harsh ver- 
dict upon the Aristotle of the A@nvaiwy rodireta. “In this work,” 

he writes, ‘it is not an earnest inquirer in pursuit of truth rae 

speaks, hick a courtier exulting over fallen greatness with frivolous 

jests, calling the statesmen of Athens scamps and her generals 

bunglers.”’ Aristotle saw with his own eyes how impotent and 

degenerate the democracy had become in his day, and his con- 

1 Tsocrates in the Helena (10, 32 sqq.) still describes the political labours 
of Theseus in somewhat general terms and arrives § 36 at the cautious con- 
clusion: rocovrov & édéncev axdvTwy Te Tovey Tay TodLTay, oO 6 wev Tov Shuov 

Kablorn Kipiov Ths Toditelas, of dé udvov abrov dpxew Htiovy tryovmevor micToTépay 

kal koworépay elvar Thy éxeivov pwovapxlay rijs abrGv Snuoxparias. Even in the 

Panathenaic speech (12, 129) Isocr. uses a limiting ws Néyerar: kal Tadr’ 

érpatev, ovk ered mpecBirepas yevduevos drodeAavKws hy Tov ayabGy Tov tapbyTwr, 

GAN’ dxudtwy thy wev modu, ws héyerat, Sorxety TH wAHGe rapédwxev, adbros 5’ drép 

ratrns Te kat Trav &\Awv “EAAjver dieréde kevdvvebwy. In 12,149 he appeals to 

tradition both oral and written onthe point; may we suppose this to mean 

Androtion’s Atthis? See Bruno Keil 91. (Dem.) 59, 75 says: éreéh dé 

Oxnceds cuvexicer adrods kal Snuoxparlav érolnce. Theophr., Char., 26, mentions 

as one of the characteristics of the oligarch: [kal] riv Oncéa mpwrov djoa 

Tov Kaxov TH moder yeyovévac alriov* Todrov yap éx dwoexa mddewv els play 

Karayaydévra[ra TAHOn dpetvar Thy Kara|vOeicay Bacrrelay * kal Sixara avrov mwabety * 

mparov yap abrov drodécbar br’ airav. Solon introduced the democracy, and 
Cleisthenes restored it after the banishment of the Tyrants: Isocr. 7, 16. 
Greater emphasis on Cleisthenes than on Solon: 15, 232. Cleisthenes alone 
named: 15,306. Similarly in the early speech zepi rod fevyous, 16, 26/7. 
According to Bruno Keil 78 ff., Arist. 8, 2 is a polemic against Isocr. 

2 They defended Solon against the reproach of having improperly en- 

riched himself by the ceccdxGea, Arist. 6, and they evidently thought it 
very much to Aristogeiton’s credit that he represented the friends of the 
Tyrants as his accomplices and so injured the Tyrants even in his death, 
18, 5: cf. Polyain. 1,22. Bruno Keil 49 ff supposes that Arist. found the 
statements of the dyuortxol and of the oligarchs recorded already in the 
Atthis which he used. 
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stitutional history gives us a picture of the process by which this 
had come about, and of the politicians who were responsible for 
it. No doubt he fails to do adequate justice to the historical im- 
portance of the great Athenian statesmen of the fifth century ; 

but in judging Aristotle we must consider the point of view from 

which he regards these men, and what influence they had upon 

the development of the Athenian constitution. Aristotle’s ideal 
constitution, as has been already pointed out, was a State where 

the government was vested in those citizens who could equip and 

maintain themselves as hoplites in time of war at their own ex- 

pense, and where the magistrates received no remuneration. This 
ideal corresponded with Draco’s constitution, and with the con- 

stitutional scheme drawn up in the year 411, and this is the 
reason why the principles of that scheme are dacctibad by Aris- 

totle’ from his authorities in such detail. But even Solon’s 

constitution meets with no disapproval from Aristotle, who gives 

hearty recognition to the work of the great political reformer. 

On the other hand Cleisthenes’ constitution appeared to Aristotle 

far more democratic than that of Solon, and the progressive de- 

velopment towards complete democracy was in his opinion 
beneficially interrupted by the supremacy of the Areopagus dur- 

ing the seventeen years from 480-462. During that time Athens, 

he says,! was well governed, and in the conflicts of those years the 
Athenians gained experience in war, won great glory among the 

Hellenes, and secured in spite of the Lacedemonians the empire 

of the sea. The leading men at that time were Themistocles and 

Aristeides—the latter of greater importance in constitutional 
history than the former. For it was Aristeides who organized 

the Athenian confederacy, and, when Athens had gained greater 

self-confidence from.her victories, and the tribute of the allies had 

begun to swell her revenues, Aristeides was the statesman on whose 

advice the confederacy was changed into an empire. The change 
at once affected the course of internal development to a remark- 

able degree. To maintain the Athenian dominion over the allies 

was impossible, unless large numbers of men were drafted into 

the immediate service of the State: and this again could only be 
done, if the State paid them for their services. For this reason 
Distaies introduced the system of payment for services rendered 

by citizens to the State, and this was the means of enticing the 

1 Arist. 23, 1 and 2. 
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poorer populace from the country into the city.1 The supremacy 

of the Areopagus lasted for 17 years, though the foundations of 

the constitution were shaken by the attacks of the Demos, already 

becoming conscious of its strength, and beginning to demand an 

extension of its privileges. In 462/1 B.c. on the motion of. 

Ephialtes, who was then zpoordrys tod Sypov, the Areopagus was 

stripped of the powers that it had usurped up to that time. Then 
followed a period, during which the aggression of ardent dema- 

gogues more and more disorganized the constitution, and the 
State was no longer administered in accordance with the laws. 
But, when Pericles came forward as the leader of the people, the 

constitution became more democratic still. The Areopagus was 
deprived of yet further functions. Pericles made the fleet the 

decisive factor in foreign politics, and thereby raised the self- 

esteem of the dxAos vavrixds, who usurped the whole government 
of the State, that is, governed the city by resolutions of the Hc- 

clesia. And the people began to have an even greater voice in 

the administration, when the whole Athenian population in conse- 
quence of the Peloponnesian war was confined within the walls of 

1 On Aristotle’s ideal constitution see p. xl Nissen’s judgment, 196. For 

Aristotle’s opinion of Solon cf. Bruno Keil 208 ff., 225. The rodirela of 
Cleisthenes even was dyuorixwrépa rod THs DdAwvos: Arist. 22,1; see also 29, 

8. Hence immediately afterwards we find the dfuos, led by Xanthippos, 

opposed to the yrwpiuor, whose leader was Miltiades, 28,2. In 485/4 B.c. 

Xanthippos was ostracized, 22, 6. In 483/2 z.c. Aristeides, probably as 
Themistocles’ rival, 22, 7. In 481/0 all ostracized were recalled, 22, 8. 
Then followed the ascendency of the Areopagus, 23. Aristeides and Themis- 
tocles do not appear at this time as leaders of opposing parties, but both as 
mpocrdrat Tod Syjuov, 23, 8 and 28,2. Both had an equal share in rebuilding 
the Athenian walls, 23, 4. The walls extended, Thuc. 1,93. In this way 
room was made for the country population, which subsequently flocked to 
town. The historical results of this period, in which the Areopagus was 
supreme, are given by Arist. and Isocr. in almost the same words, perhaps 

from an Atthis used by both. 

Arist. 23, 2: 
cuvéBn yap abrots wept rov xpbvov 

Tovrov T& Te els Tov mébdEemov aoKjoaL 

Kal mapa Tots “EXXnow evdokiujoa Kal 

Tiv THs Oadrdrrys ipyeuoviay daBeiv, 

mapa axdvrwv Tov Aakxedatpoviwy. 

Aristeides organized the Confederacy, Arist. 23, 4-5. 

Isocr. 7, 17: 

oi pev yap éxelvy xpwmevor, TOAAG Kal 

Kana Siampakduwevoe. Kal mapa maow 

dvOpmmros evdoKyujoavres, map éxdvTwv 
tov ‘EX\jvev Thy ipyeuovlay @\aBor. 

He advised the 

transformation of the Confederacy into an dpx%, and the introduction of 
pay. In consequence of ‘this the poorer people migrated from the country 
to Athens, 24, 1-2. 
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Athens, freed from all anxiety for their daily bread by the receipt 
of military pay, and at liberty to devote themselves entirely to 

politics. After the death of Pericles the democracy degenerated 

still further, for the leadership of the people now fell into the 
hands of demagogues, who belonged themselves to the lower 

orders and so were held in contempt by the better classes. Such 
demagogues were Cleon, who contributed more than any other man 

to the demoralizing of the masses, and Cleophon, who introduced 

the Diobelia—both during the Peloponnesian war. Then followed 

a succession of demagogues, whose only ambition was to bring 

themselves into prominence by flattering the people as circum- 

stances required. The rule of the Four Hundred and of the Thirty 

succeeded only for a short time in checking the progress of de- 

mocracy. After the return of the democrats under Thrasybulos, 

the democracy was re-established, and subsequently developed 

itself more and more fully until the days of Aristotle. The demos 
in course of time made itself master of everything, decided every- 

thing by its psephismata and by the verdicts of its Dicasteries, 

and received, in return for its trouble, the EHcclesiasts’ and 

Heliasts’ fees.! 

Such is the account which Aristotle gives of the development of 

the Athenian constitution up to its restoration after the return 

of Thrasybulos and the democrats in B.c. 403. Itis an account 

manifesting neither love for those who influenced and determined 

this evolution, nor hatred against them. In chapter 28 Aristotle 
again enumerates these men and compares their merits, and comes 

to the conclusion that, leaving out of account the earlier statesmen, 

Nikias, Thoukydides, and Theramenes were the best of the political 

leaders of Athens, evidently because their political convictions 

were similar to hisown.'! Nor does Aristotle take up an attitude 

of hostility to the Athenian Demos. He praises its good qualities, 

its natural clemency, its hatred of those who had prompted the 

people to unworthy acts, and frankly acknowledges the historical 

justification of the democracy of his own day, in the fact that the 

Athenian Demos had successfully struggled unaided against the 

30 tyrants, and had effected its own restoration to Athens. 

1 On the development after Aristeides see 25-41; Bruno Keil 206 ff. 
For the reason that Arist. breaks off his historical sketch about 400 n.c, 
see Bruno Keil 231 ff. 

_ ® For Aristotle’s favourable estimate of 'Theramenes (cf. also 82, 2; 24, 3) 
cf. p. xl%. In his judgment of Nikias, Aristotle was probably determined 
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The fatal democratizing influence which, in Aristotle’s opinion, 

was exercised by the introduction of the system of State-payments, 
and by its subsequent extension to an ever-increasing number of 

recipients, has induced Aristotle to devote special attention to this 
subject in his history of the development of the Athenian con- 

stitution. In his account of Aristeides’ first introduction of pay 
—founded doubtless on some good contemporary evidence—he 

gives a list of those persons who received pay at Athens in the 

prime of the First Athenian Confederacy ;1 and he describes in | 

by Thue. 7, 86. Thesame opinion of Theramenes was held by Theopompos, 
whom I agree with Fricke, Untersuch. ib. d. Quellen d. Plut. im Ntk. u. 
Alkib., p. 10ff., in considering to be the source of Diod. 14, 3-5. The 
opposition of Athenian statesmen to one another, such as we find in Arist. 
28, was also a peculiarity in Theopompos, who employed the verb dyr- 
modtrevec Oat of the opponents in these political duels; the word is not found 
however in this sense in Arist. See Theop., fr. 98,in Miiller, fr. h. gr.,i 
294. What Arist. 28, 3, says of Cleon occurs again almost word for word 
in Theop., fr. 99. 

Arist. : Theop. : 

bs Soke? udriora dagpOeipar rov Shor ds mp@ros Snunyopav dvéxpayev éri 

Tats épuats kal mp@ros érl rod Biyaros Biyaros kal édovdophoaro Kk. T. a. 

dvéxpaye Kal €dovdophoato Kal mepifw- 

cduevos ednunyopyce, Tov Gd\wv év 

Kdopm NeyovTwr. 

So too the account of Kimon’s liberality in Theop., fr. 94, (cf. also Plut., 
Kim., 10; Per., 9; Corn. Nep., 4) reads like an amplification and exaggera- 
tion of Arist. 27, 3 [vid. Sandys, ad loc.]. * 

2 Cf. 22,4; 28,3; 41,1. 
1 See 24, 3, In the beginning, of course, hie were not 20,000 recipients. 

The Dicast’s fee, e.g., was introduced by Pericles, 27, 3. Kohler, in Sitz- 
ungsber. d. Berl. 'Ak,, 1892, 3842/3, finds fault with the computation of the 
amount of these fees in Arist. 24, 3 as an instance of the “ method” of the 

author of the wodreia. I would remark upon this: dd rév dépwr Kal trav 

re\Gv indicates the two chief sources of public revenue, while dd rév 
cuppdxwy refers to the fact that the allies had themselves to pay the 
Athenian garrisons and the dpxal drepdpox. That this is correct for the 
éricxoro is shewn by Arist., Birds, 1021 sq., aud for the ¢povpai by Zenob. 
6, 32. With regard to the 700 dpxai évdnuoe I would note that according to 
Arist. 6 (4), 15, p. 172, 22 sq., there are dpyai rohirixal (including the military 
officials), ofxovoyicai and banperixal. Hence among the 700 dpxal évinua we 

must place the civil and military oflicials and subalterns. Now, the 

knights, numbering 1,000 men, had 112 officers and subalterns, 2 Hipparchs, 
10 Phylarchs, 100 Decadarchs. ‘Tothese must be added the military officers 
and subalterns of the 2,500 Hoplites in regular service, of the 1,600 Toxotai 

of the 200 Hippotoxotai, of the 500 ¢poupol vewplwy: when to these we add all 

the civil magistrates with their janperai, 1 think that there will be but 
few short of the 700 dpxyal @&dnua. Of the dpxal bwepipio we have less in- 
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several passages in his constitutional history the consequences 
which followed the introduction of the various kinds of fees. The 

introduction by Pericles of Dicasts’ fees made the poorer people 

more eager than the rich to apply for allotment as jurors, and in 

consequence bribery of the juries became easier on account of the 
poverty of the mojority of the Dicasts. When the population of 

Attica during the Peloponnesian war crowded into Athens, and 

the Demos was freed from all anxiety for its living by the receipt 

of military pay, it usurped the control of the State. But at the 

close of the war, when that pay ceased, the attendance at the 

Ecclesia became so meagre that the Kcclesiast’s fee, which at first 

there was no intention of paying, became necessary. The con- 

sequence was that from that time the Demos alone decided every- 
thing, both in the Ecclesia and in the law-courts, and even matters 

’ up to that time decided by the Boule were now brought under 
popular control.4 

Aristotle’s political conviction that the best qoA:reda consists éx 

tov orhitrevovtwv explains why he traces the cause of the growth © 
of the democracy, after the Areopagus was shorn of its power, to 

the fact that in the wars of that period thousands of citizens—the 

flower of the well-to-do classes, and indeed of the whole nation 

(for the Thetes did not serve as hoplites)—fell in the various 

campaigns, in consequence of the incapacity of Strategot, elected 

simply because of their family connexions.” 

formation. We have no knowledge how many émicxoro were sent to the 
allied States. The 2,000 regular ¢povpol in the confederate cities would 

have more than 200 officers, if they were organized in the same way as the 
‘corps of knights. Then in the navy, the sailors proper, called drnpecia, 
must be counted as subalterns. For the wevryxdvrapxo the title itself is 

sufficient evidence. Thus for the 20 vfes dpoupides and 20 transport ships, 
there would be over 200 tmnperal (see page 327). Hence the authority 

followed by Aristotle (who in this place gives us much valuable informa- 
tion, apart from the question of pay) was perhaps not quite so worthless 

as Kohler thinks. At most the error in Aristotle’s calculation is that the 
military officers and subalterns are perhaps already counted among the 
troops. 

1 The introduction of the Dicasts’ fee is attributed by Arist. 27, 8-4 to 
Pericles, who proposed it from personal motives. The authorities for the 
consequences of this step are cited as tives, but Arist. evidently agrees with 
them. He apparently regards (27,5) 7rd dexdgew also as a consequence of 
the dicacripa having become xelpw through the introduction of pay. For 
the further consequences of State-pay cf. 27,2; 41,2-3. 

2 The cause of the development of democracy after 462 n.c., 26,1. In 
the words a\N abrov mpocordvar Kiuwva tov MidAriddov, vedrepov dvTa Kal mpds 
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This is not the place to discuss the chronological details of the 

book, and their bearing on the general history of Athens. But, 

in forming an opinion about them, we must not forget that in all 

probability they are taken from an earlier Atthis, and therefore 

represent the oldest systematized chronological tradition which 
we possess.! 

Thy rod dpe rpocedObvyTa, vewrepos means “ too inexperienced,” sc. in mpoeordvac 
(ef. Plat., Phileb., 13, cal pavotmebd ye vewrepor Tod Séovros), and xal is the 

“ explanatory xai”=“ for he had not devoted himself to home politics till 
late in life” (cf. Arist., Plut., 29, xax@s érparrov cai révns v=I1 did not fare 

well, that is, I was poor). The passage alel cuvéBawev trav éibvrwv dvd 
durxidtous 7) TpicrxiAlovs dwrdd\A\voOa is probably a great exaggeration of 

Aristotle’s or of his authority. If we accept the Aristotelian chronology, 
we may instance as Athenian disasters the defeats at Drabescos (Bauer 
114 ff.) and at Tanagra (Bauer 121), the destruction of the Athenian army 
in Egypt (Bauer 119ff.), and the defeat at Coroneia (Bauer 127). Wiese, 
p. 68, remarks: “ This is the way in which Arist. speaks of such generals 
as Kimon, Myronides, Pericles, Nikias, under whose command the Athenian 
citizen-army was superior to all other Greeks except the Spartans, whilst 

her navy gained the undisputed empire of the sea.” According to our 
authorities the commanders at Drabescos were Sophanes and Leagros 
(Hdt. 9, 75; Paus. 1, 29, 4); the general at Tanagra is not expressly named, 
but from Plut., Per., 10, Pericles seems to have been present; in Egypt 
Charitimides was in command (Ctes. 29, 82/3, p. 52 Didot); for the defeat 

at Coroneia Tolmides is made responsible by Pericles in Plut., Per., 18. 

Arist. expresses the same opinion in the Politics too, 8 (5), 3, p. 197, 29 ff., 
where he shews that meraBodal rév rodtrervy occur when part of the popula- 

tion is increased rapa 7d dvddoyor, ofov 7d Tay drdpwyv wos ev Tais Snuoxparias 

kal modirelas. oupBalver 5° éviore Todro kal did rUxas, olov—xal év’AOhvas arux- 

ovvTwy meen ol yvwmpimor EXdTTrovs éyévovTo Oia TO Ex KaTaddyou oTpareverOat bd Tov 

Aakxwuixdv médenov. 

1 For the chronological results obtainable from Aristotle, I would refer 
to Bauer, without however expressing unqualified approval of his views. 
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THE SPARTAN CONSTITUTION. 

+ 

i 

HISTORICAL. 

The Historical Development of the Constitution of the Lacedzmonians, 
with a Sketch of the Constitution under Roman Government. 

THE district of the Peloponnesus called Aaxwvixy, together with 

Kynuria and the islands near the coast, covers an 
area of 2130 square miles. It is divided into three ““““”""™ 

- geographical sections. 

The eastern and western of these divisions are the districts of 

Parnon and Taygetos, each shaped like a peninsula. The latter is 
quite mountainous, and completely filled by the spurs which pro- 
ject from the main mountain chain. The former, in which the 

lower heights of Parnon extend more in the shape of isolated 
groups, contains some patches of level but barren plain. 

The third division is the valley of the Eurotas, shut in between 
Parnon in the HE. and Taygetos in the W. It contains an area of 

about 425 square miles. This valley, formed by the course of the 

main river of the country, contains two large plains. The more 

northerly of these commences near the confluence of the Oinos 
and the Eurotas, and is bounded on the S. by a ridge connecting 

Parnon and Taygetos, and attaining an elevation of about 1,500 

feet. This is the plain of Sparta, and is13 miles long by 5 miles 
broad. . 

Southwards from the above-mentioned ridge there extends as 
far as the mouth of the Eurotas, in the Laconian Gulf, the second 

_ extensive plain of the country, superior to the first in the fertility 
of its arable land and in the luxuriance of its meadows. Its south- 

_ eastern parts, however, were filled with marshes even in ancient 

3 
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times, as is shown by the name of the town there situated (Helos), 
though perhaps not to the same extent as now.! 

From this short description it may be seen that the plain of 

Sparta is the real centre of the country. Here anarmed band of 
Dorian Dorian immigrants established themselves. In all 

Immigration. probability they penetrated into the plain from the N., 
following in their march the course of the Eurotas. Then starting 

from the Spartan plain as their basis, they subdued the several 

towns of Laconia in wars which lasted for a century. For the 

internal history of these Dorians of Sparta before they began to 
extend their sway over the rest of the country, we have no satisfac- 
tory direct evidence. 

We aré therefore compelled to supplement our scanty records 
by inferences from the political institutions of historical times and 

by topographical considerations. The uncertainty of such con- 

jectures obviously precludes any accurate knowledge of the most 
ancient form of the Spartan constitution.? 

The existence of the dual kingship at Sparta in higforical times 
is not explained satisfactorily by the legends of its @igin in 

The Two birth of twin claimants to the throne. Séveral d 

i) 

Kings. ent theories have accordingly been propounded ise 

various authorities to explain this peculiar institution. A 

these the most plausible is that which regards the double 
kingdom as having arisen from an alliance between two royal 

houses, which represented two distinct communities.® 

1 For the geography of Laconia cf. Bursian, Geogr. v. Griechenl., 2, 112 
sqq. Kiepert, Lehrb. d. alten. Geogr., § 287 sqq. Laconia, Kynuria and the 
adjacent islands contain altogether 5516°2 square kilometres; 55°16 sq. 

kilometres =21'3 square miles. Cf. Beloch, Bevélker. d. griech. rém. Welt, 
p. 114. 

2 All our information about the condition of Laconia in the earliest 
times is obtained from late authors. In my opinion such statements are 
quite unworthy of credence, and cannot be used as materials for an account 

of the internal history of the Spartan constitution. They are collected 

and employed for this purpose by K. Fr. Hermann, de statu Lacedemoniorum 
ante Lycurgum in the Antiquitates Lacon., § 8 sqq. 

8 For the legend of the Spartan kings see Hdt. 6, 51 sqq. Different 
explanations of the dual kingship are given by Lachmann, spart. Staatsver/., 
134 sqq. Duncker, Gesch. d. Alterth., 55, 252 sqq. Curtius, Greek Hist. 1+, 

166-7. [Ward’s Eng. tr., vol. i. p.186.] The explanation adopted in the 
text is essentially the same as the theory advocated and discussed in detail 
by C. Wachsmuth, in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1868, p. 1 sqq. Cf also the 
author’s Stud. z. cablshatar Gesch., 57 sqq. 

4 

oD 
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This theory is based chiefly on the topography of the town of 

Sparta.} 
For we are able to point out within the area of the historical 

town, and close to the Acropolis, a quarter which bore the name 
"Ayiddar, and included within its bounds the burial place of the 

Agiadai. It is therefore assumed with great probability that we 

must recognise in this district the ancestral home of the Agiads 

and of the community over which they ruled. 
From this it is easy to conclude, further, that the original home 

of the Eurypontids and their subjects is to be found on the 
summit of New Sparta, where their dwelling place and thcir 

tombs may be pointed out.? 

Whether these communities, ruled by the Agiadai and EHury- 

pontidai respectively, were both of Dorian origin, or whether, as 

some have supposed, the Agiadai and their subjects were of 

Acheean stock, is better left undecided.® 
To the two separate communities above mentioned I believe we 

must add yet a third, which united with the other two to form 

town Sparta. The main argument for the 

tence 6 a third separate community previous to 

“ the ovvouxiopds of Sparta is the testimony of Herodotus, that the 

idai still formed in his day a large Phyle in Sparta. Tra- 

itions more or less untrustworthy describe the Aigeidai as a 

Cadmean race, who either migrated from Thebes into the Pelo- 

ponnesus along with the Dorians, or else -were invited to Sparta 

t 
Aigeidai. 

1 No importance can be assigned to the traditions cited by Wachsmuth 
as proofs, from Polyain., 1, 10, and the chronographers. 

2 Hesych.: ’Ayiddaur rérros év Aaxedaluove kal of Bacidets dé orw Kadovvra dad 

“Aytdos. The certain conjecture of Heringa, Paus. 3, 14, 2, év ’Ay:adwr, enables 
us to locate this district, in accordance with the context in Pausanias, in 
the neighbourhood of the Acropolis hill. In this district were also the 
tombs of the Agiadai: Paus. 3,14, 2. The cemetery of the Eurypontidai 

was on the highest part of New Sparta, Paus, 3,12,8. A comparison of 

Paus. 8, 16,6 with Hdt. 6, 69 enables us to fix the dwelling place of the 
Eurypontidai in the same locality. 

8 Wachsmuth, loc. cit., has inferred from the saying of Kleomenes in 
Hdt. 5, 72: GAN od Awpreds efus, dN ’Axatds, that the Agiadai were Acheans, 

since the mythical relationship of the Heraclide to the earlier Achwan 

rulers of Mykenze was invented at a later period, in order to give an 
appearance of legitimacy to the Dorian conquest of Peloponnesus. It is, 

_ however, equally probable that this fiction was already recognised in the 
time of Herodotus, and that Kleomenes made hims:lf out to be an 
_ Achzean on the strength of it. 

4 Cf, the author’s Stud. z. altspart. Gesch., 64 sq. 
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from Thebes at a later date by the Dorians, to help them in war 
against Amyklai.! According to tradition this clan obtained a 

very prominent position in Sparta. In the officially recognised 
legend of the Spartan kings we find Theras, the Spartan epony- 
mous ancestor of the clan, mentioned as holding the position of 

a king in his capacity of guardian to his sister’s child, the son of 
Aristodemos. From what has been said above as to the reasons 

assigned for the dual kingship in the official legend, it follows 
that this account of Theras can make no pretension to strict 
historical accuracy. Moreover it is obvious that the position 

assigned to Theras as guardian and prince regent, cannot be 

explained as an anachronistic anticipation of historical times, for 

in historical times a king who had not attained his majority was 

always represented in the Government by his nearest male re- 
lative (of proper age). We must therefore in all probability 

recognise in this regency of Theras the faint tradition of a once 
independent kingdom of the Aigeidai, which was adopted in the 
official legend at a time when this independent kingdom no longer 

existed, in order to give expression to the remembrance of the 
ancient power and dignity of the clan. That a dynasty of Aigid 

kings did once exist in Sparta, is proved to us by an inscription 
from Thera from the tomb of a priest of Apollo Karneios, a priest- 

hood hereditary in the family of the Aigeidai, as we may with 
certainty infer. In that epitaph the dead priest claims to be 
descended from Spartan kings.” 

1 Hdt. 4, 149: Olodvcou dé yiverar Alyeds, dm’ of Alyctdar Kadedvrar, purr 

neyddn év Zardpry According to Ephorus, ap. Schol. Pind. Pyth. 5, 101= 
Miller, Fr. Hist. Gr., 1, 235,11; 236, 13, the Aigeidai came into Peloponnesus 

from Thebes along with the Heraclidae; according to Aristot., ap. Schol. 

Pind. Isthm., 6 (7), 18=Miiller, Fr. Hist. Gr., 2, 127, 75, they were summoned 

by the Heraclide to assist them in war against Amyklai. What view 
Pindar himself took on the subject, Isthm., 6, (7), 12 sqq., is quite uncertain. 
He says of the heroine Thebe: 4 Awpid’ daoiay obvexey 6p0G—écracas ext 

opupg— Aaxedatmoviwy, Edov 8 "AutcrAas—Alyetdac céev exyovo, pavTedpact 

Ilv@iors. I still believe I have proved that Pindar was not an Aigid 
in my Stud. z. altspart. Geschicht., 65 sqq. I am pleased to find this view 
supported by Studniezka, whose Glrena Introd., p. 73 sqq., has brought the 

various points in question to a practically definite decision. For the 
arguments against the Cadmean origin of the Aigeidai cf. Seca ibid., 
45 sqq., especially 85 sqq. 

2 For the position of Theras in Sparta cf. Hdt. 4,147. In a tomb} scrip- 
tion from Thera, Admetus, son of Theokleidas and iepeds "Améd\Nwvos Kapyniov 
dud yévous, says of himself : i povoy (n)ixovunv Aaxedatuo(vo)s éx Bacihjwr, (€)uva 
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Lastly, we find in our records still further traces of the impor- 

tance and prominence of the Aigeidai at Sparta. The Aigid 
Timomachos assisted the Spartans in war against Amyklai and 

received high honour from them in return: the Aigid Euryleon 

was associated with the kings Theopompos and Polydoros, in the 
command of the Spartan army in the first Messenian war. 

Such being the nature of our records, I believe we may correctly 

assume that in the earliest period the Aigeidai exercised royal 
power in Sparta over their own community, which was originally 

autonomous and independent. 
The Spartan State arose from the coalition of the separate 

communities of the Agiadai, the Eurypontidai, and  gvyouxopds 

the Aigeidai, and I believe we still possess ina so-  0f Sparta. 
called Rhetra of Lycurgus the agreement upon which this coali- 

tion was based.” 

5¢ Oerradins ex rpoysvwv yevdunv; Boeckh. kl. Schr., 6, 23=Kaibel, Epigr. Gr., 
192, The Aigeidai are the supporters of the cult of Apollo Karneios. Cf. 
Pind. Pyth., 5, 68sqq. Kallimach., Hymn. in Apoll., 71 sqq. See also Lueb- 

bert, Diatriba, Bonn, 1883, 15sqq. Hence Boeckh, ébid., p. 3 sqq., 63, rightly 
concludes that Admetus was an Aigid because the priesthood of Apollo 
Karneios belonged to the Aigeidai. Gezler in the N. Rh. Mus., 28, 18, 
identifies the Aigeidai and the Prokleidai, and believes that Eurypon 
drove the Aigzidai from the throne and won supremacy for his own clan. 
Luebbert in his Diatriba, 20-1, agrees. As proof of this is cited the fact 
that the names Prokles (I. G. A., 451), Soos (Boeckh, kl. Schr., 6, p. 59), Prok- 
leidas and Aristodamos (C. I. G., 2488) occur in Theraic inscriptions ; the 
two last in the will of Epikteta, who was certainly of Aigid race, the two 
first in simple name inscriptions, without any certain reference to the 
Aigeidai. All four however are quite common names which occur fre- 
quently in the most widely separated districts of Greece. 

1 Concerning Timomachos the ally of the Spartans against Amyklai, 
we are told in Aristot., loc. cit.: weyddwv 58 wap adrots HiwOn Tidy Kul To's 
YaxwOlos 62 6 xddAKeos atT@ Owpat wporiPerar, Todrov 5¢ OnBaior Smdov Exddour. 

Even supposing Studniczka, Kyrene, 86, is correct in considering Timo- 
machos an old name of equestrian Apollo in Amyklai, still the metamor- 
phosis of Apollo into an Aigid could only be possible if the Aigeidai 
possessed very considerable importance in Sparta. For Euryleon, cf. Paus., 
4, 7, 8. : 

2 This so-called Rhetra of Lycurgus, as preserved in Plut. Lye., 6, 
runs as follows, after the necessary emendations have been made: Atds 

Ledrravlov (for svddAaviov) Kal’ AOnvas Deddavias (for cvAdavias) lepov idpueduevor, 

gudas puddtavra Kal wBas SBdEavra, TpidKxorvra yepovgiay ody dpxayéras KaTACTh- 

cavra, &pas c& Spas dredddgew metas) BaBixas re kal Kvaxidvos, olrws elopépew 

re kal adloracba dduw 5¢ xuplav Fuev kal kpdros. On the original form of the 

Rhetra cf. the author’s Stud., 125 sqq. According to Ed. Meyer in the 

N. Rh. Mus., 42, 81 sqq. this Rhetra was simply a formal statement of the 
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According to this authority, the coalition was first brought 
about by the establishment of a common worship of Zeus Sellanios 

and Athene Sellania; the religious centre of the whole state for 
the purposes of this cult being fixed in all probability at the place 
called Hellenion. Zeus Sellanios was the patron deity of the 

Agiads and Eurypontids, Athene Sellania was the goddess of the 

‘Aigeidai. The common worship of these two deities in historical 
Sparta, so far as it affected the political life of the State, finds its 

explanation in the nature of the cuvorxicpds.} 

system in force in the Spartan constitution, a system which, at least in , 

the form described by Aristotle, was about fifty years old at most. I 

cannot agree with him. Meyer considers this Rhetra to possess the same 
degree of authority as the three other shorter Rhetrai, which are handed 
down to us as Lycurgean (Plut., Lyc., 13; Ages., 26, de Hsu Carn., 2, 2, 6, p. 

1220, Didot); and argues accordingly that the long one cannot be recognised 

as genuine if the smaller ones are rejected: but he overlooks the fact that 
these three shorter Rhetrai are characterised as ai xahovmevar tpels pirpat, 
and therefore the long one is expressly distinguished from the others as 

belonging toa.different class. Ican find equally little justification for 

doubting the authenticity of the verses quoted from Tyrteus in Plut. 

Lyc., 6, which oceur again in Diod.,7, 14, with a different beginning and 

with four additional lines at the end. Cf. Meyer, zbid., 41, 571 sqq.. That 
these verses cannot be regarded as in the same category with the Oracles 

recorded by Diodorus, is proved at once by their distichal form. Meyer 

declares (572): “I reflected that when lines which appeared in Ephorus 
(who was demonstrably Diodorus’ authority in this passage) as anony- 

mous, were assigned to some definite poet by name in later writers, we 

could easily tell what conclusion to adopt.” But in the first place we 

do not know in the least whether they were anonymous in Ephorus or 

not, for the fact that they so appear in the short excerpts of Diodorus 

is certainly no proof at all that they were anonymous in Ephorus also. 

And secondly, even if that were so, the definite statement of Aristotle, 
whom Meyer himself (572,:1) seems to regard as the writer on whose 
authority the verses are assigned in Plut., Lyc. to Tyrtzeus, leaves us no 

reason for suspicion. Plutarch’s ov’ instead of év rH Evvopuia Kadoupévy 

proves nothing; compare the vague and general citation of the Solonian 
linesin Arist.’A@. Ion. 12, “ év rH mowfoe.” I therefore consider Meyer's 
doubts of the anthenticity and antiquity of the Rheta unjustified. Ac- 
cording to v. Wilamowitz in the homer. Untersuch., 280 sqq., the Rhetra 

is the agreement between the kings and the nobles, by virtue of which 

the practical sovereignty was transferred from the king to the ddayos, . 
i.e. the assembly of citizens of mature years, i.e. the caste of peers. Ac- 
cording to Busson, Lykurgos und die grosse Rhetra, 16 sqq., Innsbruck, 1887, 

the Rhetra marked the change from government by the clan system to 
government by the popular assembly. 

1 Of, Stud., 128 sqq., 141 sqq. “E\\jrwv in Sparta: Paus. 8, 12, 6.. 

Curtius, Pelop., 2,231. That Zeus was the clan deity of the Agiads and 
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The entire population of the community formed by this coalition 

was divided into the local Phylai and Obai, which we find still 
existing in historical times.t 

At the head of the State stood a governing body of thirty 
members, consisting of the chieftains of the several separate 

communities, (who were called dpyayéras because they were the 
founders of the New State,) assisted by a council of Gerontes or 
elders.” 

The treaty of agreement further specifies that the people shall 

be convened in a regular Apella, or public assembly, at the time of 

full moon between Babyka and Knakion, 7.e. in all probability 
within that portion of the plain of Sparta which is bounded on 

the N. by the Oinos, on the S. by the Tiasa. The area thus speci- 

fied included the whole of the outskirts of the scattered villages 

which formed the town of Sparta. The concentration of these 

villages into a city surrounded by a fortified wall was contrary to 
Spartan ideas.? 

Eurypontids I conclude from the fact that the Spartan kings, besides 
their general functions as high priests (Xen., Hell., 8, 8, 4), were also 
priests in particular of Zeus Uranios and Lakedaimon, Hdt. 6, 56. Of. 
Zeus Herkeios in the house of Demaratos: Hdt. 6, 67-8. Cf also the 
author’s Stud.,48sqq.,62sqq. Athene isthe patron deity of Cadmus: Paus. 

9,12, 2: Theras is a Kaduefos by descent (Hdt. 4, 147); and the iepdv he 

founded when he departed for Theras in accordance with this fact: Paus. 
3, 15, 6, cf. Stud., 70 sqq. Zeus and Athene together are the recognised 
state deities. Zeus Agoraios and Athene Agoraia: Paus. 8,11,9. Zeus 
Amboulios and Athene Amboulia: Paus. 3, 18, 6. Zeus Xenios and Athene 
Xenia: Paus. 3,11,11. Zeus Kosmetas is the guardian god of the Spartan 

Acropolis, and this honour is shared with him by Athene Poliouches: 
Paus. 3,17, 2; the brepBarjpa for Zeus and Athene, cf. Xen., de Rep. Lac., 

13,2; Polyain. 1, 10. 

1 Cf. Studies, 129 sqq., 142 sqq. The second passage must be modified by 
the corrections mentioned above, and by some others which are given later 

on. / 
2 Cf. Stud., 180 sqq., 149 sqq. In the time of Demetrios of Skepsis (cf. 

Athen., 4, 141 E) there existed in Sparta 27 ¢parpia, which still resumed 

some significance at the festival of the Karneia, which was a piunua 

orpatiwrikis aywyfjs. If these Phratriai were of ancient standing—and 
there are no sufficient reasons to the contrary—then the 27 Gerontes who 

remained after subtracting the3 dpxayérac may have corresponded origi- 

nally with the number of the Phratriai. But in later times the Gerontes 
can scarcely have been elected according to Phratries. 

3 Cf. Stud., 131 sqq., 155 sqq. Sparta was card xwuas olxicbeica : Thue. 1, 10. 
6 meradd BaBvxas te kal Kvaxiwvos réros is a periphrasis for Sparta: Plut., 
Pelop. 17, 
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The government council above mentioned was required to bring 

its proposals before this Apella, which had the right of accepting 

or rejecting them. The decision of the Apella was final.! 

After the three separate communities had become united in one 
single State in the manner described above, the power of this 

Conquest of State began to extend itself by degrees over the ad- 

Laconia. jacent territory. One natural and therefore credible 
extension of Spartan territory dates, according to our records, 

from the reign of Kings Archelaos and Charilaos, though the 
traditional accounts of the events and circumstances of that period 

give occasion for the most serious doubts.” 
By these two kings and their immediate successors Aigytis in 

the N. was subdued, and the territory of the towns Amyklai, 

Pharis, Geronthrai and Helos was acquired. 
Although the towns thus subdued were now made communities 

enjoying the rights of Perioicoi (with the exception of Helos, 

whose inhabitants, according to the traditional account, were 
degraded to serfdom), yet I believe the Spartans did not hesitate 
to transfer to Sparta and adopt as members of their own State the 

Dorian families who had obtained admission into those towns 

when the Dorians first came into Laconia, and had been settled 
there ever since; just as in Attica also, when the ocvvoixicpos took 

place, the Eupatridai of the various hitherto independent com- 

munities were transferred to Athens and admitted to citizenship 

there.* 
The greater part of the territory belonging to the conquered 

communities was taken from them and divided as the spoils of 
Tenure of Victory among the burgesses of the victorious State. 
Land. Such a proceeding was in keeping with the character of 

1 Cf. Stud., 184 sqq., 156 sqq. 
2 I think I have proved in Stud., 72 sqq., that the traditional account of 

the earliest period of Spartan SEARS previous to these kings, and also the 

statement of Ephorus, ap. Sirab. 364-5 about the earliest ,condition of 

Laconia are both worthless. The accounts of the earliest warlike under- 
takings of the Spartans, which I have rejected as valueless, are referred by 

Gelzer in N. Rh. Mus., 82, 259 sqq., to the migratory period of the Lacedz- 
monian Dorians, 

8 Stud., 158 sqq. 
4 Sol cipdeesiana Aristot., 'Pol., 2, 9=p. 47, 9 sqq. Bekker : Aéyouor & ws emi 

pev Tov mporépwv Bacihéwv ionebibiabes TIS wdnivelee wor od ylverOar rére é\vyay- 

Opwrlay rodenotvrwv moddv xpévov. Cf. also Strab. 366. Hdt. 9, 33, 35 is true 
of later times only. 
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Sparta as a conquering State; and the peculiar ideas held by the 
Spartans about the employment of a subjugated district are suffi- 

cient proof that such was the case, apart from tho various isolated 
statements of our authorities.} 

The division and allotment of the territory conquered by Sparta 
naturally took place under the authority of the State itself, and 

just as naturally the State as a general rule divided the territory 

acquired on each occasion into parcels of equal value as far as 
possible. The result of this procedure must have been the for- 

mation of a large number of landed estates equal in size to one 

another ; and this phenomenon was the cause in my opinion which 

induced some historians among the ancients to believe that a 

general distribution of land once took place in the Spartan 
community, and supplied a precedent for the land distribution 

proposed by Agis IV.? 

1 The Spartan notions on this subject may be inferred from the so-called 
Apophthegma of Polydorus, ap. Plut., Apophth. Lac. Polyd., 2, p. 285 Didot: 
éSd-yovros b¢ avrod 7b orpdrevma éxl Mecorivny Hperd tis, ef Tots ddeApots wdxerOar 

HAE, ovK, pn, GAN él Thy akAjpwrov Tis xwpas Badigw. Cf.also the two lines 

of the Oracle given to the Spartans according to Hdt. 1, 66: décw ro Teyénv 
mogolkpotov épxjcacbat—kKai Kaddv tediov cxolvm Siayetphoacba. Accounts of 

the division of the Messenian territory in Paus. 4, 24,4. Strabo, 338, says of 
the Arcadians in their relations with the Dorians: xa@drep ouvéBn rots Te 
"Apxdot Kal rots ‘Helos, rots wv dpewots Tews ofor Kal odk éuremrwkbow els TOV 
KAjjpov. 

2 For the so-called Lycurgean land distribution see the author’s Stud., 
160 sqq., and the later authorities there quoted. The first to question the 
traditional account was Grote (vol. 2, p. 393 ff.), whose view is adopted with 
some modifications by H. Peter in the N. Rh. M., 22, 68 ff. Cf. also Oncken, 
Aristot., Pol., 2, 351 ff. The oldest witness for the equality of all Spartiatai 
in regard to the amount of their landed property is Ephorus, who is 
specially intended in the polemic of Polybius, 6, 45. It is said of him, 

Xenophon, Kallisthenes and Plato: ris wév 58 Aaxedacmovlwy modcrelas tdvov 

elval pact mpwrov péev Ta mepl rds éyyelous Krices, Gv ovdevt uérecte wetov, AAA 

wdvtas Tovs woXiras icov Exew Set THs wodeTikhs xwpas. Cf. Just. 8,3. The cor- 

rect explanation of the passage of Polyb. has been given by Wachsmuth in 
the Gidtt. gel. Anz., 1870, p. 1814 sqq. and I agree with Wachsmuth, in spite 

of the eloquent arguments of Oncken, 2, 351 sqq.,on the other side. That at 
the same time I do not believe in any general division of land or equality 
of property, is plain enough from what has been said in the text. For the 

equality in size of the estates cultivated by the Helots cf, Plut., Lyc., 8. 
Three further evidences of a distribution of land are given by Plut., Lyc. 8; 
ef. Schoemann, Op, Ac.1,139 sqq.—all three however may be later than the 

reforms of Agis and Cleomenes, just as Polybius also, 6, 48, was influenced 
by them. ‘The numbers given in Plut., Lyc. 8 may have been taken from 

the scheme of distribution proposed by Agis IV., who after the ruin of 

If 
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On the other hand the description given above of the develop- 
ment of the system of property in land within the Spartan State 
readily explains the fact that other ancient authors assert with 
especial emphasis that no redistribution of landed property ever 

took place at Sparta. If the so-called Lycurgean land distribution 
were a historical fact, these assertions would be difficult to ex- 
plain; but on the theory that the system of landownership at 

Sparta was developed as explained above, they are perfectly 

intelligible, because any fresh distribution of land must have 
involved the complete subversal of all previous rights of landed 
property.} 

The establishment of the historical fact of a gradual and pro- 

gressive distribution of the land subjugated by the Spartan State 
The Nobles into equal allotments, by no means necessitates the 

at Sparta. assumption that the landed possessions of all Spartiatai 
were of equal value. It would be contrary to all historical 

anology to deny the existence in Sparta of a nobility, ¢.e., according 

to Greek ideas, families distinguished from the common people by 

ability and by blotted wealth. Moreover, the existence of such a 
class of nobles is proved by the fact that the distinction at Sparta 

between rich and poor, eminent and ordinary, is attested by 
Herodotus and the ancient historians.? 

Messene proposed to establish there 4,500 Spartan xcdAjjpo. Cf. Plt. Ag., 8. 
Cf. also Plat., Laws, 3,684: rots 58 5) Awpredor kal 7000’ ottrws barfpxe Kahds Kai 

dveuerirws, yhv Te dvaudicByrirus StavéuerOar, kal xpéa peydrAa kal madaa ov« Fy. 

Duncker also in the Monatsber. d. Berl. Akad., 1882, p. 188 sqq.=Abhandl. 

aus d. greich. Gesch., 1 ff.,adopts the theory of a land distribution gradually 
effected with each successive increase of territory in the form of equal 
allotments. 

1 Plat., Laws, 5,736: 7rdde 52 wh AavOavérw yryvduevov Huds edrdixnua, re 

Kabdmep elrouev Thy Tv ‘Hpaxdedwv droxiay evruxeiv, ws ys kal xXpeGv aroKorijs 

kal vouts mépe Sewiy kal émixivdvvoy épw é&épvyev. Isokr. 12, 259 maintains that 

in the Spartan State no one can show ovdé wod:relas peraBordy obde xpewy 
dmroKxomas ovde ys dvadacpuor 05’ AN’ ovderv THY dvnKkéoTwr KaKGy. 

2 Ed. Meyer in the N. Rh. Mus., 41,586, 2, contends that it is wrong to 
assume the existence of a nobility of birth within the ranks of the Dorian 

Spartiatai. The “xadol xdyaGol,” from among whom the Gerontes were 
elected, according to Arist. 2, 9=p. 48, 6, do not imply an aristocracy of 

birth, if we believe Meyer’s note, but “ the best,” a.e. those who have distin- 
guished themselves and are competent to manage public affairs. Now 

Aristotle defines the Greek evyéved as inherited wealth and ability. Cf. 6 
(4), 3=159, 28: 4 yap evyéverd eorw dpxaios whodros kal dperH. In this sense 

we can speak of a hereditary aristocracy among the Spartiatai. of xadol 

xaya0ol mean in the ordinary use of the term, as Aristotle testifies, of 
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However, since the Spartiatai were forbidden to carry on any 

trade or industry, differences of fortune at Sparta could only de- 
pend upon the different size of the landed estates pimsrence be- 
belonging to different individual Spartiatai. Just as one we 

the kings possessed estates in the territory of the Estates of 
oye the Nobility conquered towns of the Perioikoi, so we may also and thexdfpot 

suppose that the class next in rank to the kings, the _ of the 

nobles, represented in the governing body by the Smmons: 
Gerontes, like their analogues the Patricii at Rome, took pos- 

session of large tracts of conquered territory; while the ordinary 

burgesses had each to be content with a fixed and definite quantum 

of land assigned to him by order of the State. | 

edropo. Cf. 6 (4), 8=159, 2: 80ev Kal Kadods Kdyadods kal yywplyous rovrous 

(sc. rods evmspous) mpocayopedovow. érel ody  Apioroxparia BovNerar Thy 

brepoxiy arovéuev tots aploros Tav wodtTov Kal Tas ddr\vyapxlas eivai paciv ex Tov 

Kad@v kayabGv paddov. 159, 24: cxeddv ydp mapa rots wrelcras ol edtropor<riv> 
Tay Kadav Karyabav Soxodcr Karéxew xdpav. We cannot suppose that Aristotle 
used xadol xdyafol in a different sense in 2, 9=48,6. of 6¢ xadol kdyafol did 

Thy yepovolav, GOXov yap } apxh arn THs dperjs éorw means that the Gerontes 

were chosen from among those of the well-to-do class who were distin- 
guished for personal merit. According to Plut., Lyc. 17 the ra:dovduos was 
elected from among the xaXol xdya0ol; in Xen., de Rep. Lac., 2,2, we have the 
additional explanation é£ Gyep ai uéyira, dpxal kabicravrac; therefore this 
expression points to a definite class of eminent families. On xadol xéya0oi= 
noble, cf. Welcker on Theogn.,, p. xx. sqq. Hdt. 7, 184, exactly corresponds 

with the Aristotelian definition of evyévern. ZmepOins re 6 Avnplorov xal 

Bovdts 6 Nixddew dvdpes Daraprinrar ddor Te yeyovdres eb kal xphuace avijxovres és 

ta mpwra. Cf. 6,61. Thuc. 1,6 distinguishes between of woAdol at Sparta 
and of rd peljw xexrnudvo. The Spartiatai taken prisoners at Sphacteria 

belonged to the mpwroe dvipes. Thuc. 5, 15; cf. 4, 108. Large pecuniary 
fines were inflicted on individual Spartiatai. Plut., Pelop., 6,13; Ages., 34. 
Cf. also the extraordinary wealth of Lichas, who won a chariot race at 
Olympia in 420. Thuc. 5, 50; Xen., Mem.,1, 2, 61; Plut., Kim., 10. The 

immorpogia, which according to Hdt.6, 125 was the sign of very great wealth, 
was pursued most zealously at the time of the Persian wars at Sparta: 
Paus. 6,2,1sqq. Examples of this: Plut., Ages., 20; Apophth. Lac., p. 258, 
49 Didot; Hdt. 6,103. At the time of the battle of-Leuctra oi r\ovewwraro 

- accordingly supply horses for the cavalry: Xen. 6, 4, 11. Mention of 
mrovovn: Xen., de Rep, Lac., 5,3. Aristot. distinguishes rAovcvo and révyres: 
6 (4), 9=p. 161, 6 sqq. The presence of wealth and wealthy men in Sparta 
in the earliest times can also be inferred from Alkaios (fr. 50): &s yap d%zor’ 

"Apicrddapudv pao’ ovK drddapvov év Xrdpta Abyov—elwiv* xphuatr avyp, wévixpos 

5° ovdels wéder’ éodds ovde Timsos. See Grote, vol. 2, p. 393 sq., the author’s 

Stud., 151 ff. Duncker also, op. cit., 149, 150=Abhandl. 7 ff. seems to con- 
trast the families which possessed not more than the xAypos with other 

families more richly endowed. See also Bazin, de Lycurgo, 91 ff., Paris 1885. 

1 Spartiatai debarred from commerce and lucrative employment: Plut., 

13 
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Hence in discussing the landed estates of the ‘Spartiatai, we 
must draw a distinction between the estates of the nobles and the 
properties which were granted to the nobles by the State as 
ordinary burgess allotments. And as a matter of fact we find 

this distinction clearly set forth in a trustworthy piece of evidence 

which treats of the alienation of landed property at Sparta. 
According to this authority it was, as a general rule, considered 
disgraceful at Sparta to sell land, but to sell the allotments 

assigned by the State was absolutely forbidden.! 

Those lands whose sale was disgraceful but not absolutely for- 
bidden, in contrast to the xAjpor, whose sale was unconditionally 

prohibited, can have been nothing but freehold landed estates. 
On the other hand, the Kleroi are shown, by the legal regulations 

which were in force concerning them, to have been of the nature 

of state endowments. In the first place the law of Epitadeus 
allowed the occupiers of Kleroi to give away the Kleros in their 

lifetime even if they had descendants living, and also to make dis- 
positions by will of the Kleroi before their death: therefore before 

this statute the Kleros must have lapsed in theory back to the 

State in case of failure of natural heirs. Early Greek religion 
dreaded the extinction of any family, and prevented it if possible; 

adoption was the usual remedy; yet in this case also the State 
maintained its right of property over the Kleros which was passing 

into strange hands by adoption, by insisting that the adoption 

must take place in presence of kings. For the same reason 

it was the kings again who decided in cases where the right to 

marry an heiress was disputed between several claimants.? 

Lye., 43; Ages., 26. Apophth. Lac., p. 260, 72; 296, 41. lian. Miscell., 6, 6. 

The Spartan kings possessed estates in the various towns of the Perioikoi. 
See Xen., de Rep. Lac., 15,3. Plat., Alczb., 123. 

1 This evidence is found in a statement of the so-called Herakleides 2, 76, 
Miiller, Pr. Hist. Gr., 2,211. In my Stud., 162 ft. (cf. also Oncken d. Staatslehre 
d. Aristot., 2, 350, and in general 348 ff.) I have tried: to make it probable 

that Herakleides obtains his information from Aristotle. His words are: 
mwrew dé yiv Aaxedatpovlos alcxpdv vevduorat, THs dé dpxatas uotpas ode eLecrw. 

With this should be compared Plut,-Jnstit. Lacon., 22: go 5 épacav 8ri cat 
Ta&v Eévev bs av vropelyy Tavrny Tiv doxnow THs TodiTelas Kata Td BovevLA TOD 

Avkovpyou peretxe Tis dpxidev Siarerayuévyns polpas, mwrelv bé ovk é&fv. It is 

clear from the context that 7 dpxata potpa and 4 dpxAOev diarerayuévyn pmolpa 

mean a Kleros granted by the State. Cf. Stud. 170 ff. 
2 In Lokroi also the sale of landed estates was allowed only on certain 

specified conditions. Aristot., Pol., 2, 7=p. 37, 28 ff. Bekker. The statute of 
e Epitadeus decreed: égeiva: rév olkov abrod cal rov KAfpov @ ris €Oédou Kal favra 

I4 
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The development of the Spartan constitution as described up to 
this point, together with the constitutional ordinances contained 

in the so-called Rhetra of Lycurgus, as well as the 

arrangement of the land system, were all regarded by 
the traditional learning of later antiquity—of course from a stand- 

point of judgment and criticism quite different from the one 

adopted here—as a portion of the legislative activity of Lycurgus. 

In this historical sketch of the development of the Spartan con- 

stitution no mention has been made of any special legislation of 

Lycurgus. In the first place it is not certain that there ever 

existed such a person as Lycurgus; but apart from that, it is 

certain that the political institutions hitherto described cannot be 

ascribed to Lycurgus; and besides, the institutions generally 

ascribed to him are more social than political in character, and as 

such can find no place in this short abstract.* 

In the reign of king Theopompos an extension and also an 

alteration of the Spartan constitution took place. The former is 

Lycurgus. 

Sodvac kal karadurelv SiariOéuevov. See Plut. Ag.,5. To the same subject also 

refer the words of Aristot., Pol., 2, 9=p. 46, 26ff.: dvetoar uév yap 7) mwreiv 
Thy wrdpxovoav érolnoev ot Kahdv, 6p0Gs rovjoas, Oiddvac dé Kal karadelrew éfovclay 

€dwxe Tois BovAouevos. Previous to the decree of Epitadeus the Spartan land 
system was not free from the fault which Aristotle criticises. Cf. Stud. 
172 ff. The reluctance to allow a family to die out reveals itself in the 

fact that at Sparta those men were employed but sparingly in war, who 

as yet had no children to leave behind them. See Hdt. 7, 205. For adoptions 
and disputed claims to heiresses see Hdt. 6, 57. 

1 Gelzer in the N. Rh. Mus., 28, 1 ff., and I myself in Stud., 80 ff., have 
almost simultaneously undertaken an examination of the fradsbieus relating 
to Lycurgus. Though we differ in our explanations of the Lycurgus 
legend, yet we have both arrived at the common conclusion that the his- 
torical existence of a personal Lycurgus is to be denied. Thesame opinion 
was held at an earlier date by Zotga (Abhandlungen ed. Welcker, p. 316), 
and Uschold (wb. d. Entsteh. d. Ver7. d. Spart., Amberg, 1843). For the 
elaboration and adornment of the traditional history of Lycurgus in the 

times of Agis IV. and Cleomenes III. see Oncken, d. Staatslehre d. Aristot., 1, 
219ff. Ranke also allgem. Weltgesch., 1, 178 (180), 1, relegates Lycurgus to the 

realm of myth. Von Wilamowitz in the hom. Untersuch., 267 ff., especially 
283 ff.,regards Lycurgus as a hero who was styled Zeus Lykaios. “ The hero’s 
name supplied the peg whereon the legend of the legislator was hung.” Ed. 
Meyer, op. cit.,42, 97, agrees with von Wilamowitz, while Bazin, de Lycurgo, 
1ff., Paris, 1885, and Busson, Lykurgos und die grosse Rhetra, 3 ff., Inns- 
bruck, 1887, attempt to rehabilitate the historical personality of Lycurgus 

Winicker in the Graudenz Programm, 1884, regards Lycurgus as the 
originator of the cuvoixicuds effected by means of the Rhetra found in 
Plut., Lye. 6. 
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important only in its later development, but the latter had an im- 

Institution of Mediate influence on the character of the constitution. 

the Ephorate. Mor it was by Theopompos that Ephors were first 

instituted.! 
The theories held by modern writers as to the original functions 

of these magistrates are widely divergent.? 
The reason for their institution which is most probable, because 

it is given by tradition apparently trustworthy, is that the kings 

1 The authorities for the institution of Ephors by king Theopompos are 
Plato, Laws, 8, 692, who however does not mention that king by name, and 
also Aristot., Pol., 8 (5), 11, p. 223, 25 sqq.: xal rddw Ocordyurov perpidcavTos 

rois Te GAXois Kal Thy Trav epbpwv apxhy émxaracricavros. Cf. Plut., Lyc., 7; Cic., 
de Rep., 2, 83; de Leg., 3,7. Hdt. 1,65, and Xen., de Rep. Lac., 8, 3, refer the 

‘institution conjecturally to Lycurgus. Cf. Pseudo-Plat. Hpist., 8, p. 354. 

Diog. Laert., 1, 31. Miller, Dor., 2, 107 ff. (115), believes in the existence of 

Ephors before the time of king Theopompos—in fact regards them as an 

old Dorian institution (so also Spakler, de Ephor. ap. Laced., 1842, 20 ff., and 

Gabriel, de Magistratib. Lac., p. 38 sqq.. Berlin, 1845; Schaefer, de Ephoris 

Lac., Greifswald, 1863, p. 7; Stein, das spartan. Ephorat, p. 14; Frick, de 
Ephoris Spartanis. Diss., Goett., 1872, p. 8; Ed. Meyer, N. Rh. Mus., 41, 583; 

Gachon, de Ephoris Spart., 16 ff.). It appears that the Alexandrians had 

before them a list of the Ephors beginning with the year 755-4. See Ed. 

Meyer, N. Rh. Mus., 42,101. But it is questionable whether this list was 

authentic, or, as is more probable, the earlier names were the invention of 
later systematisers. The year 755-4 is given by the chronologists, but we 

cannot for that reason regard it as a historical datum. See Eusebius, Chron. 

ed. Schoene, 2, 80,81. That the tradition that Theopompos instituted the 

Ephorate may very well be correct, has been well shown by Dum in his 

Enist. u. Eniwickel. d. spart. Ephorats, Innsbruck, 1878, p. 81 ff. 

2 Miller, Dor., 2, 111 (119), considers the supervision of traffic in the 
market to have been the original duty of the Ephors. Schaefer, p. 7, argues 

that the Ephors were originally the representa tives of the kings in the five 

Lacedeemonian communities assumed by Ephorus, ap. Strab. 364-5, after the 

original kings of those communities were deposed. This view is supported 

by Oncken, d. Staatslehre d. Aristot., 1, 276 ff. Stein, p. 14, believes that 
even before the time of Theopompos the Ephors stood at the head of the 

several kGua of Sparta, with judicial functions, and as supervisors of the 

police ; that Theopompos extended these functions over the Perioikoi; then 
after the Messenian wars the Ephors also decided disputes between the old 
burgesses and the Perioikoi who had been admitted to citizenship. Frick, 
17 ff., thinks the Ephors were, after the time of Theopompos, the representa- 

tives of the Demos formed by the Minyan element of the community. 

According to Ed. Meyer, ibid., 41, 583, 2, the political powers of the Ephors 
were developed out of their civil judicial functions. According to Gachon, De 

Ephoris Spart., 5d ff., the Ephors were in possession of civil judicial func- 

tions before the time of Theopompos, and at the time of the Messenian wars 

when the power of the Oligarchy increased, they began to act as executive 
officers of the Gerousia. 
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were overburdened with business, so that as their own energies 

were entirely taken up by war, they entrusted certain of their 

friends with the civil jurisdiction, and very likely with the super- 
intendence of police as well.! 

Kings Theopompos and Polydoros introduced a change in the 

Spartan constitution by adding to the fundamental The Statute 

ordinances of the State, which were discussed above, of 
the following rule:—that whenever the people made antikithi 
wrong decision the Gerontes and the kings should be empowered 
to set it aside.? 

Through the addition of this ordinance the Gerontes and the 

kings obtained the right of refusing to carry out any decision of 

the Apella which they regarded as unadvisable. Up to this time 

the decision of the Apella had been final. Since therefore the 

Gerousia (as may be inferred, even for this early age, from the 

constitutional law of later times)? was composed of members of 

the Spartan aristocracy, this new regulation placed the entire 

! With regard to the origin of the Ephorate, I have followed in my Stud, 
181 ff., the account given by Plut., Kleom., 10, which in all probability is 
derived from Phylarchos. So also has Duncker, Gesch. d. Alterth., 5°, 425-6. 
Dum, p. 39ff., has shown that this account was the tradition generally 

accepted at Sparta, which is also attested by Plut., Apophth. Anawil., p. 265 
Didot. Ialso agree with Dum now, that the original official function of 

the Ephors was xplvevw, 7.e. civil jurisdiction, which-in later times too formed 
part of their official duties. See Aristot., Pol., 3, 1l—=p. 60, 15: ofov év Aaxe- 

dalnove Tas TaV gUUBoralwy SuKdgfer Tav Epbpwv GAXos dAAas. Dum infers from the 

- arrangements in force in later times that the Ephors possessed certain 

functions of police superintendence in the earliest stage of their develop- 
ment. The evidence of Phylarchos, however, does not exactly correspond 
with the dates given by the chronologists for the institution of the Ephorate. 
Plato, Leg., 3,692; Aristot., Pol.,8 (5), 11=p. 228, 24 ff. ; cf. Plut., Lyc., 7; Cic., 

de Rep., 2, 33, 58; de Leg., 3, 7,16, Valerius Max., 4, 1, Ext. 8, all represent 
the establishment of the Ephorate as a weakening of the power of the 
kings, but this view is obviously an inference from the position of the 
Ephors in the state in later times. 

2 The part added to the so-called Lycurgean Rhetra by Theopompos and 
Polydoros reads as follows in Plut., Lyc., 6: ai d¢ cxodidy 6 Samos oro, Tods 

mperBuyevéas Kal dpxayéras drocrarfpas jue. See the author’s Stud., 137 ff, 

179ff That Theopompos and Polydoros were the originators of this innova- 

vation was proved to the satisfaction of Aristotle, who is the authority of 
Plut., Lyc.,6, by the verses of Tyrtzus quoted by Plut., ad loc., verses whose 
authenticity I consider it wrong to doubt. Vid. p. 8, 1. 

3 According to Aristot., Pol., 2, 9=p. 48, 6, cf. 6 (4), 9=p. 161, 15, none but 
the xadol xdya0ol were represented in the Gerousia, and there is no ground 

for supposing that it was otherwise in earlier times. See p. 13, 1. 

Se 
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control of the State in the hands of the kings and of the aristo- 
crats. 

We are told that the conspiracy of the Partheniai took place at 
Sparta not long after the end of the first Messenian war. The 

accounts we possess of this event are in such'a condi- 

tion that no clear comprehension of the conspiracy can 
be obtained from them.* 

The accomplices in this plot were, according to tradition, first, 

the “Ezevvaxro., who seem to have been Helots assigned as hus- 
bands to Spartan widows to prevent their families from dying out; 
and secondly the Ilap@evia, or sons of maidens, that is to say, not 

born in legitimate wedlock, though we are informed by a credible 

witness that their fathers were Spartiatai possessed of full burgess 
rights.” 

To what extent these sexual relations were results of the first 
Messenian war, cannot be stated with certainty. On the other 

hand, it may be considered an established fact that the outbreak 

of the conspiracy was anticipated by a timely discovery, and that 
the conspirators were sent away as colonists and settled at 

Tarentum.? | | 

Partheniai. 

1 ‘We possess two accounts of the Partheniai in the extracts in Strabo 278, 
279, one taken from Antiochos, the other from Ephoros. The former con-— 
tains without doubt the foundation legend of Tarentum; the version of 
Ephoros differs in many points. Dionys., Hal., 19, 1 (17,1) and Justin 3, 4 

are to all appearances based on Ephoros; while the short account found in 
Diod. 8, 21 seems to be derived from Antiochos, since the oracle recounted 
by Antiochos is found in Diodoros, According to Diodoros the ‘Eretvaxro 
also took part in the conspiracy, while Theopompos, ap. Athen., 6, 271 ©, p. 

tells us that they afterwards became burgesses. Herakleid. Fr. 26 in 
Miller, Fr. Hist. Gr., 2,220, seems to have possessed an independent version 
of the occurrence. 

2 The ’Eed’vaxrot accomplices in the conspiracy, according to Diod. 8, 21. 
The explanation of the name ’Erevvaxro is given by Theop., loc. cét., with 
which should be compared the other regulations in force among the 
Spartans concerning sexual intercourse. See Xen., de Rep. Lac., 1, 7 sqq., 
Plut., Lyc. 15. ‘O wap@énos is the child of a woman who is not married, and 

who is therefore still considered a rap@évos. See Hom., J/.,16,180. Hesych.: 
mapbéviot :—xal ol €& avexdbrov AdOpa yervdpevor watdes ard Tov Soxelv Ere mapbévous 
elvan Tas yervycamevas avrovs. See also Suid., wapéémo. Arist., Pol.,8 (5), 7=p. 

207, 21 sqq., says of the Partheniai: ¢x ray éuoiwv yap jcav, which should be 
translated, ‘‘they were sons of the recognised 60101,” and not as Hermann 
does, Antiqu. Lacon., 127, who holds that the words can only mean simply 
“they belonged to the éuoro.” 

8’ According to Justin, 3, 4,and Paus., 10, 10, 6, the leader of the colonists, 

Phalanthos was nota rapGevias buta Zwrapridrys. Studniczka, Kyrene, 175 ff., 
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There are some faint but unmistakable indications that the 
Aigeidai took part in this conspiracy. We may therefore venture 
to conjecture again that the influential position of the Aigeidai, 
which is attested for the time of the first Messenian war, was 

overthrown when this conspiracy was suppressed,} 

The activity which Terpandros is said to have shown as a 

mediator at Sparta must on this supposition have 

benefited chiefly the new institution of the dual 

kingdom.? 

Soon after the departure of the Hapfevia civil strife again arose 

Terpandros. 

_ in Sparta. This trouble was caused by the second Messenian war, 

which deprived those burgesses who had allotments in 

Messenia of the use of their land. Their agitation for 

a redistribution of landed property was appeased by the influence 

of Tyrtaios ; but by what method we do not know.? 

Tyrtaios. 

argues that Phalanthos was not a historical personality, but in his criticism 
of the history of the Partheniai, I think he carries his scepticism too far. 

1 For the Aigeid Euryleon in the first Messenian war, see Paus. 4, 7, 8. 
According to Antiochos, ap. Strab., 278, the plot was to have been carried 
out at the Hyakinthia, the festival of the Karneian Apollo, with which the 
Aigeids seem to have been especially connected. Compare what Aristot., 
Jr. 7 in Miller, Fr. Hist. Gr., 2,127, relates about the Aigeid Timomachos: 
kal rots “YaxiOlous 52 6 xdAKeos alr@ Odpat mporiderw. The cult of Apollo 

Karneios found at Tarentum also; Poll., 8, 80,2, confirmed by the Taren- 
tine coins in the Annali dell’ inst., 2,337. Just as Theras before setting out 
for Thera consecrated a iepdv of Athene, so the colonists of Tarentum set up 
an dyadyua to the same goddess: Paus., 3, 12, 5. 

* Hermann, Antiqu. Lacon., p. 69 ff., has shown that Terpandros was con- 
temporary with the end of the first Messenian war. Hellanikos, ap. Athen., 
14,635 z., says that Terpandros was the first victor at the Karneia; this is 
confirmed by Hellanikos’s list of Karneian victors. C. Frick, however, in 
the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1872, p. 664-5, disputes the authenticity of that list. 
According to Sosibios, ibid., and Africanus, in his list of Olympionicai, 
the Karneia were first instituted Ol. 26=676 z.c. The evidence for the 
activity of Terpandros at Sparta is Plut. de Mus. 42: Tépravdpov 5’. dy ris 

tmrapaddBo. Tov Thy yevoudvnv more mapa Aaxedacmovios ordow xaradicavra. Cf. 

Diod., 8, 28, from Tzetz., Hist., 1,16. Apostol., 11,27. Zenob., 5, 2. 
3 Aristot., 8 (5), 7=p. 207, 23 sqq., gives as one of the causes of ordces: 

ére Stray of pev amropwot Alay, of F edrropHow. Kal wadiora év Tols mod€uors TodTo 

ylyverat. ouvéBn 6é kal roiro é&v Aakedaiwou brd tov Meconviaxdy médemor. 

dfAov 5é xal robro ex THs Tupralov moujoews THs Kadouuévns Evvoulas. OdcBduevor 

yap Tiwes dua Tov médheuov qglow dvddacrov toety thy xwpav. More precise in- 

formation, as it is given in the text, in Paus., 4,18, 2/3. Whether the 
pawitiaitign of the Karneian festival in 676 wait ‘donnetad with the re- 
establishment of concord by Tyrtaios or not, canrot be determined with 

certainty. Cf. the preceding note. 
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The further development of the Spartan constitution coincides 
with the development of the Ephorate. According to tradition 

Development “2 Ephor Asteropos* extended the powers of this 
ofthe office considerably, but we are not informed in what 

Ephoraie. ; . 
the increase of power consisted.? 

The Ephors were at first appointed by the kings, but in later 
times they were elected by the assembly of burgesses. So long 

as they were nominated by the kings they could scarcely have 
been in a position to exercise any considerable influence. There- 

fore the most natural theory is that the epoch-making significance 
of the Ephorate of Asteropos consisted in the fact that the Ephorate 

was thrown open to popular election during his administration.® 

Some authorities attribute a further increase of the power of 
the Ephors to Cheilon, but for this there is no sufficient evi- 
dence.* 

The further development of the powers of the Ephors may be 

supposed to have been effected in something like the following 

fashion.® 

1 Niese, in Sybel’s hist. Zettschr., 1889, 62, 58 ff., endeavours to establish the 
theory, that in the period of the Tyrtzan poems the Spartan constitution 

gradually developed into a democracy, and that the institution of the 
Ephorate was the result of this democratizing. According to him, the 
Ephors were from the first in full possession of all the powers they can be 
proved to possess in later times. I cannot agree with him. For Asteropos 
cf. Plut., Cleom., 10: xal rév rpwrov émicpodpivarvta tiv dpxny Kal avarewdmevov 

Actepwrdv Hrtkias Uorepov moddals Epopov yevéo Oa. 

2 According to Stein, ibid., p. 20 sq., Asteropos’s innovation consisted in 
obtaining for the Ephors the presidency of the popular assemblies and a 

share in the discussions of the Gerousia. According to Frick, ébid., p. 21, 
the Ephors ceased in Asteropos’s day to be representatives of the Minyan 
lebs. 
8 Aristot., Pol., 2,10 = p. 52, 8 sqq. and 2,9 = p. 48,8 is our evidence that 

the Ephors were elected in later times by the burgesses. Duncker, Gesch. 

d. Alterth., 6°, 343, and Schaefer, op. cii., 15, both believe that Asteropos 
threw open the Ephorate to popular election. 

4 Diog. Laert., 1, 3, 68, says of Cheilon: yéyove 52 €popos kara rhv revrnkocriy 

wéunrnv odupmidda’ Taudirn 6€ pnot kara Thy Extnv. Kal mpGrov epopov yevécBar 

éxi Eddudiuov, ds pnot Xwouxpdryns. Kal rparos eionyhoato épbpovs Tois Bacidedoe 

mapafevyvivas’ Ldrupos dé Avxodpyov. The theories of Urlichs, N. Rh. Mus., 6, 
217 sqq., Duncker, Gesch. d. Alterth., 65, 349 sqq., Schaefer, op. cit., p. 14 ff., 

Stein, op. cit., 21 ff., on the innovations of Cheilon are pure conjectures. Cf. 
Dum., op. cit., 21 ff. 

5 The theory here adopted coincides in its main points with that given 
by Dum, in the book quoted above, Ensieh. u. Eniwickel. d. spartan. 
Jiphorats. I believe, however, that the intervention of the Ephors in the 
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It might easily happen that the two kings would not agree. 

The dangers to the State which might arise from such disputes 

were provided against so far as military matters were concerned 
in the year 510 B.c., by a law which ordained that the two kings 
should never command simultaneously in the field. In time of 
peace such a remedy was not available. But it was natural 

enough that if the kings were at variance even in times of peace, 
they could not be then regarded as the representatives of the 

entire community.! 

During such quarrels between the kings the influence of the 

Gerontes must have become more and more important. Since, 

however, this government board of twenty-eight members could 
not very well act as an executive committee, those duties were 

undertaken by the Ephors, who were already the representatives 

of the kings in the administration of civil justice. Thus.the 
Ephors assumed the practical executive power, whenever the 

kings were not agreed, ieee as if they were their regular repre- 

sentatives.” 

The Ephors ruled originally as temporary substitutes for the 

kings; but their power gradually became permanent, because 

after the death of Cleomenes I. the quarrels of the two kings 
became chronic. The establishment of the Ephors’ control was 

still further promoted by the frequent cases in which kings were 

condemned for various offences during the fifth century. These 

condemnations in themselves did considerable damage to the 

moral prestige of royalty ; and their further result, that the young 

children of the condemned had to be placed under the charge of 

guardians, was not calculated to produce energetic kings.® as 

Under these circumstances all the rights which belonged to 

royalty were gradually transferred to the Ephors during the 

government, in case sat dispute between the two kings, was not based on any 
particular statute, but merely on custom. 

1 Always one king and one only in the field after 510: Hdt. 5, 75. The 
narrative of Herodotus shows that it was only when they agreed together, 
that the Spartan kings were treated as representatives of the Spartan 

State. See Dum, zbid., 62 ff. 
* See Dum, 98 ff. According to Hdt. 5, 40, the Ephors and the Gerousia 

took joint action together before the time of Cleomenes I. 
% See Dum, 74 ff. Aristot., Pol., 2,9 = p. 49, 16, says of the Lacedie- 

monians: xal cwrnplay évducvov TH mode elvat 7d oracidgew Tovs Bacidels. This 

is quite correct from the point of view of the Ephors who were in Aris- 
totle’s days the de facto rulers. 
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course of the fifth century. In the fourth century their rule 
degenerated into an absolute despotism.! 

The attempts which were made to alter the course of constitu- 
tional development were frustrated by the watchfulness of the 

Mecedinte to Ephors. Pausanias endeavoured in vain to overthrow 
"aah-ladid the power of the Ephors. Lysander attempted to 

‘set up an elective dual monarchy in place of the 

hereditary one. Kinadon tried to break through the TREO of 
political power held by the full burgesses.” 

Thus the political development of the constitution was deter- 
mined by the development of the Ephorate. Meanwhile social 

Loss of relations were also changing. In the first place the 

Messenia. decline in the numbers of the Spartiatai had already 
altered the distribution of property in the period between the 
Persian and the Peloponnesian wars. The subsequent loss of 

Messenia had a very serious effect ; and so had, thirdly, the law 

of Epitadeus. On the first invasion of Laconia by Epaminondas 

1 In Plat., Leg., 4, 712, we are already informed: 7d yap rav éddpwv 
Oavuacrov ws tupavvixdy év adrn yéyove. Cf. Dum, 105 ff. For the luxurious 
excesses of the Ephors and the bribes they took, cf. Aristot., Pol., 2, 9=p. 
47, 21 sqq. Plut., Cleom., 6. 

2 See Aristot., Pol.,8 (5), 1=p. 194, 80 fF: dozep &v Aaxedaiuovd pact Avcavdpdv 

TwWes EmiXELpHoa KaTaddoa THy Pacrelay cal Ilavoaviay rov Baowréa Thy édopelav. 

Ed. Meyer, in N. ih. Mus., 41, 578, holds that the Pausanias here mentioned 
was the king who was driven into exile after the battle of Haliartos, 395 
B.C. (see Xen., Hell., 3,5, 25). This is in accordance with Meyer’s general 

theory of the proceedings and the political position of this Pausanias. In 
my opinion the Pausanias mentioned by Aristot., loc. cit., is the victor of 
Platezea, who moreover may perfectly well have composed the Aéyos (Strab. 

366), which plays so important a part in Meyer, ibid., 575. Aristot. 8 (5), 
7 =p. 208, 1 ff., gives as one of the causes of revolutions in aristocratic 
governments: é7z édv tis wéyas 7 Kal Suvduevos Err pelfwv elva, va povapxn, 

aworep év Aaxedainov doxet Iavoavias 6 orparnyjoas Kara Tov Mndcxdv médepor Kal 

év Kapxndévc "Avvwy. Judging by the sense, the same Pausanias is referred 

toin Aristot. 4 (7), 14=p. 121, 21 ff.: dep (4.€. Sudbkew, Srws Sivytat THs oikeias 
médews dpxew) éyxaroiow of Adkxwves Ilavoavig, Ty Bacidet, xalrep exovte 

Thrtkavrny Tyvhv. In this passage and the one quoted above he is styled 

Baoiev’s, though he was only guardian of the king, but this is of no mo- 

ment, because as guardian he exercised practically all the functions of 
royalty. Cf. also Thuc. 1, 182: émvv@dvovro 5é cal és rods Eikwras rpdocew rt 

avréy, kal Fv dé obrws* édevOépwolv re yap bmrurxvetro avrots Kal modcrelay, iy 

Evveravacr&at kal 7d wav Evyxatrepydswvra. For Lysander cf. further Plut., 

Lys.,30. Agesil.,2U. Apophth. Lac., p. 282,14 Didot. Diod. 14,13. Bazin, 
la République des Lacédémoniens de Xénophon, 178 ff., Paris, 1885. For Kina- 
don, Xen. 8, 8,4 ff: Aristot. 8 (5), 7=p. 207, 26 ff. Polyain. 2, 14. 
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in 370, Messenia became an independent State, and though the 
Lacedzemonians refused to recognise its independence, they never 

succeeded in recovering their lost possession. Under the Roman 

empire the two States were still disputing about their bound- 
aries.} 

By the loss of Messenia many Spartiatai were deprived of their 
estates, and thereby ran great risk of losing their full rights of 

citizenship also. For these depended on the sufficiency of their 

income to supply the regular contributions to the Syssitia. , 
The law of Epitadeus enacted that every burgess should be 

_ allowed to.transfer his house and kleros to any one he pleased, 

either by gift during his own lifetime, or by bequest at aw of 

his death. From what was said above on the charac- EPitadeus. . 
ter of the kleroi, it follows that the peculiar significance of this 

statute of Epitadeus lay in the fact that it changed these kleroi 

from allotments lent to individuals by the State into freehold 

properties. Asa natural corollary of this change the same law 

gave the testator the right of bestowing the hand of his heiress- 

daughter as he pleased ; and if the testator died without making 

any such arrangement, it gave the right.of marrying the heiress 

to the nearest male relative. Previous to this statute the kings 
- used to decide who was entitled to marry an heiress. The dis- 

grace which attended the sale of freehold property was now 
attached to the alienation of kleroi also, but this could very easily 

be avoided by using the form of a deed of gift. The natural re- 
sult of the law of Epitadeus was that by gift, inheritance, and 

marriage of heiressés, and most of all by sales under those forms, 

all the land of the country came into the possession of a few rich 

men who gave themselves up to the grossest luxury. Meanwhile 

trades and handicrafts still remained forbidden to Spartiatai, so 
that the main body of the full burgesses gradually sank into ex- 

treme poverty, which in its turn caused them to lose their rights 
of citizenship, since they were too poor to keep up their contribu- 

tions to the Syssitia, or to bear the expense of the luxurious and 

1 Augustus gave Pharai and Thyria to the Spartans: Paus. 4, 30,2; 81, 
2. Tiberius restored these and also the land of Deuthalioi to the Mes- 
senians: Tac., Ann., 4, 48, since in the time of Pausanias the boundary ran 
through the xolpios vdirn, near Gerenia, a narrow ravine through which ran 
a mountain stream. Cf. Curtius, Pelop., 2,160 and 162. A boundary stone 
from the frontier as fixed by Tiberius, is given in Le Bas’ Vogage archéol. 

_ explic. des inser., 2, 167). | 
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costly Spartan Agoge. When Agis IV. came to the throne there 

were still 700 Spartiatai; of these 100 were landowners, who 
monopolised all the land, while the rest, deprived of their political 

rights, lived in open hostility to the existing constitution, with- 
out any voice in determining its fate.1 

Of the reforms projected by Agis IV. and Cleomenes III., some 

were never carried out, and the rest were soon reversed, except one 
AgisIv.ana institution of Cleomenes, the ratpévoyo, who survived 

Cleomenes Il. +¢j]] later times.? With this exception, the battle at 
Sellasia in 221 brought back the old constitution.® 

Sparta remained without kings for three years only; then 
Endofthe Agesipolis, of the Agiad family, and Lycurgos, an ordi- 

Royal Power. nary Spartiate, were elected kings. 
Lycurgos drove out Agesipolis, and thereupon the double kingship 

came to an end for ever.* 

After Lycurgos’s death there ensued the lawless despotism of 

Machanidas from 211 to 206, then that of Nabis till 192. All the 
Rule of the genuine Spartiatai still left in Sparta were slain or ban- 

Tyrants. ished by Nabis, and there arose a new body of citizens 

composed of runaway slaves and criminals of every land.® 

The existence of this new State was of no long duration. In 

1 On the Law of Epitadeus and its results, see Plut., Ag., 5; Aristot., Pol., 
2, 9, p. 46, 21 ff. Ed. Meyer,in NV. Rh. Mus., 41, 589, 1, regards the narrative 
of the law of Epitadeus as an etiological anecdote. According to Hermann, 
Ant. Lac., 155 ff. (whose view is shared by Crome, de turbata vetere que 
a Lycurgo instituta erat Lacedemoniorum equalitate, Diisseldorf Progr., 

1849), the equality of property was already destroyed by the decrease in the 

number of burgesses between the Persian and the Peloponnesian wars: 
Freese, in the Stralsund Progr., 1844, thinks this resulted still earlier, 

from the character of the Spartan constitution, the regulations in force con- 

cerning landed property, and the gradual increase of avarice. Luxurious 
' living reached its climax in the reign of kings Areus and Acrotatus 309- 

265. Cf. Phylarch., ap. Athen., 4,142 8. It was increased by the circum- 

stance that even in the time of Aristotle (Pol., 2,9=p. 45, 11 ff.) two-fifths 

of the landed property was in the hands of women who were greatly ad- 
dicted to extravagance. 

2 For the reforms and general political activity of these two kings, cf. 
Droysen, Gesch. d. Hellenism., 3, 1, 420 (407) ff., 8, 2, 74 (520) ff. Paus., 2,9, 1, 
says of Cleomenes: xai 7d xpdros Tis yepovolus Katadvcas warpovduous TH Adyw 

katéorncey dvr av’rév. On the survival of these officials in later times; see 
p. 25. 

8 Cf. Polyb. 2, 70,15; 9, 29,8. Paus. 2,9,2. Soon after Cleomenes’ time 
we find Ephors and Gerontes again at Sparta (cf. Polyb. 4, 22,5; 4, 35, 5). 

# Cf. Polyb. 4, 35,5 ff. Liv. 34,36. Polyb. 24, 11. 
5 Polyb. 18, 6-8; 16,18. Hertzberg, Gesch. Griechenl., 1, 49 (44) ff. 
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195, after the defeat of Nabis by T. Quinctius Flamininus, the 
Laconian coast towns were set free from Spartan dominion and 

incorporated in the Achwan league. In 192, after Nabis had been 

slain by a troop of Aitolians, Philopcemen at length succeeded in 

inducing Sparta itself to join the Achwan league, to which it con- 

tinued to belong, though perpetually at variance with the allies, 
and sometimes for short intervals independent, until the definite 

regulation of the affairs of Greece by the Romans in 146,} 

By the new regulations of the Romans Sparta was classed 

among the civitates feederate, which were liable to no gparta under 

tribute except what was explicitly required from them ®oman Rule. 
in their treaty with Rome, and were also exempted from the juris- 

diction of the provincial governor.? 

The following short sketch of the Spartan constitution in these 

times is based on the still existing inscriptions, without taking 

account of certain minor variations which occurred at various 
periods.’ . 

The division of the citizens into the local Phylai and gyassifcation 

Obai-remained the same as before.* of Citizens. 

The most important State officials were the rarpovdsuou, instituted 

by Cleomenes ITI., six, or perhaps twelve in number, and 

’ eligible for re-election. The zpéoPus of these zarpovdpuor 
was the eponymous magistrate of the State, and had a corps of 

Epheboi as a guard of honour.® 

TATPOVOLOL. 

1 Nabis conquered by T. Quinctius Flamininus, see Hertzberg, ibid., 1, 
85 (81) ff. To this date must be referred Liv. 35,13: Acheis omnium mari- 
timorum Laconum tuendorum a T’. Quinctio cura mandata erat. Sparta 
induced by Philoposmen to join the Achean league: Liv. 35, 37. Plut., Philop., 
15. Paus. 8, 51,1. Hertzberg 1, 116-7 (113). For the fate of Sparta up to 

the year 146, see Hertzberg 1, 146 ff., 161 ff., 167, 169-70, 245-6, 250. 

2 Strabo, 365, says concerning the position of Sparta under Roman rule: 

 dvadaBdrres 5é odds éripjOnoar diadhepivTws Kal Ewewav éXevMepor, why Tov piixwy 

Aecroupy.wy &drXo cuvTedodvres ovdEv ; 7d., 376, says of the Spartans, as opposed to 

the Argives (who els riy rav ‘Pwyalwy eouclay Oov) kat dieréNecav Thy adbrovoulay 

guddrrovres. Cf. also 414: cal rapa rovras (t.e. Tots ‘Pwuatos) d& Teudmeror 

dtaredobor Sid Thy Tis modtrelas aperjv. See Marquardt, rdm. Staatsverwalt. 12, 

527, and on the civitates fuderate in general: 1?, 73 ff. 
8 Boeckh, in the C. I. G., 1, p. 604 ff. 
* Compare what is said below about these divisions, and also Boeckh in 

the C.1.G., 1,609. For the state of affairs in the 2nd or Ist century s.c.,, ef. 
the Inscriptions in the Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 8, 164 ff. The 
mpéaBus was, e.g. C.1.G.,.1274, the rpécBus of the various ¢uAai, e.g. 1,377. 

5 The zrarpoyduoc were magistrates; see C.I.G., 1856: of cuvapxovres ris 
marpovoulas. That they could hold office more than once is proved by 
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The five épopa held only the second rank among the magistrates ; 

nothing is known for certain about their functions in 

this period.? 

vopodthaxes. We must mention further the five vouodvAaxes, and 
ypapparopd- the ypayparopvAaé, whose duties were connected with 

Aag- those of the former. 
Bisco. The Bideor or Bidvor, probably six in number, were the 

supervisors of the competitive exercises of the Epheboi.? 
The control of the police in the city was in the hands of a 

college of dyopavduo, eight in number, while the cor- 

responding duties in the country devolved upon the- 
Tediavopor.® 

Further, there were in Sparta ériueAnra’, who occur once col- 

Epopor. 

&yopavdpot, 
mediavopor. 

C.I.G., 1841. In Le Bas’ Voyage archéologique in the explanation of inscr. 

2, no. 168, six rarpovduo. are enumerated, but then there are added to these 
Six otvapxor, One ypayyateds, three broypaymareis, and one stmnpéras. AS a 

rule those who are styled civapxo: in Spartan inscriptions exercise the same 

functions as the man after whom their name comes. The one first men- 

tioned is the rpécSus of the collegium, but usually only one name comes 

before the c’vapxo.. The inscription is not satisfactorily explained yet. 

See Foucart on no. 168. That their wpécBus, who is repeatedly mentioned, 
was the eponymos, and not the rpécBus of the Ephors, as Paus. 3, 11, 2 says, 

is proved by Boeckh, <bid., 605-6, who also gives a listof them. The proof is 

supplied by inscriptions such as C. 1. G., 1251: vowopidakes of wept T'(dpyermov 

Topyirmov) of ért rarpovéuwv. Of. 1241, 1258, 1259, 1268. Even in the lists of 

Ephors the name marking the year of their office is the name of the rpéoBus 
matpovouwy. See 1237, 1240-1245, 1249. For their honorary body-guard of 
Epheboi, see Boeckh. 612. 

1 Ephors five in number: C.1.G., I, 1237-8, and 1,240. A list of names of 
Ephors recorded Boeckh, zbid., 608. They dined together: 1237. Paus., 
3, 11, 2, mentions their dpxetov in the market place. What he says concern- 

ing their official functions: épopo dé rd te &dAG diorxodot Ta orovd}s pddusra 

dia kal mapéxovra tov érdvuuor, is certainly wrong so far as the second 
clause is concerned. Religious societies too, and political subdivisions of 
the State, e.g. the &8a Trav “Awux\aréwv, have officials called Ephors in imita- 

tion of the State Ephors. 

2 Five vouopidaxes: C.1.G., 1242-4-8-9; 1252, 1304. On the inscriptions 
which seem to give six, cf. Boeckh, tbid., 608-9, and Foucart on Le Bas, 168g. 

One of them is styled ypauparogpidaé: 1239, 1240, 1242, 1247, 1251, 1504. But 
this last also occurs as a separate official, 1243, See Foucart, abd. They 

also dined at State expense. Their dpyefov in the Agora: Paus. 3,11,2. The 

Bléeor: 1254, 1270, 1271, or Bldvor: 1241, 1242, 1255 (Paus. 3, 11, 2, calls them 
Bidiatn); according to Paus., five in no.; acc. to C.I.G., 1271, 1364a, six; they 
had, acc. to Paus., the office rods él 7@ rAaranorTd Kadoupéry kal dddous Tay 

Epi Bar dyavas rWévar. Their dpxetov also in the Agora. 

§ In an inscr. in Le Bas, 168b., an dyopavduos and seven ctvapxo are re- 

corded. dyopavéuos aidénos, which occurs in C.1.G., 1863-4, 1875,1379; Le Bas 
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lectively as a collegium of eight persons, but also as individual 

officials with separate special titles, as éreAyris 7oAcus, drsehgrat. 

éxipeAdnriys “Apuxdav, ém. Kopwvetas.} 

We also find a Aoyayds and a ait at whose titles Aoxayds and 

explain themselves, and also rapiac.? parece 
At the head of the several colleges of rast mpéa Bus. 

stood a zpéo Bus as annual president.® 
The whole body. of magtetredon probably tetrad a collective 

corporation, entitled ai cvvapyia; to this body belonged at ( 
ai ovvapx lar 

the preliminary consideration of measures to be pro- 

posed in the public assembly.‘ 
The ovvdico. are to be regarded as judicial functionaries; of 

these we find mentioned in inscriptions a o¥vvdiKos Ge0d AvKovpyov, a 

o. ext rHv peyddAnv cvvdikiav, one éri ra én, another ért cbvbuKor. 

Tovs vouous.° 

We possess a complete list of members of the gerousia dating 
from the time of Hadrian. In it are mentioned a rpéoBus, twenty- 

tw0 yepoytes, a ypapparevs, and a pdyepos. The members 

were no longer elected for life, but for one year only. 

They were eligible for re-election.® | 

yepourta. 

162), 178, 179, is only an honorary title. Cf. Foucart on 179. wedvavduor are 
mentioned in Le Bas 168¢; on their duties, cf. W. Vischer, kl. Schr., 2, 32 ff. 

1 An émimednras and five civapyo are mentioned in Le Bas 168f. Four éz. 

in Bulletin de Corresp. Hell., 1,380, no. 4. ém. wé\ews: C.1.G., 1241. ém.’AuvkdGr: 

1338. éw. Kopwrelas: 1243, 1255, 1258, The subordination at Corone to Sparta 
in that period has not yet beet explained. See Hertzberg, Gesch. Griechenl., 
2, 33. 

2 Aoyayds: C.1.G., 1255, 1289. irmdpxas is identified by Foucart on Le Bas 

168f., with the fe ianreie, but with little probability. 1241, 1248, 1348. 

Ri onorary title immdpxas aidvios, 1841. Hesych.: trmapyos: 6 rév situ druelnite 

mapa Adkwow. Taular: Le Bas 194a. 
8 See, e.g., C.1.G., 1287, 1364a. Le Bas 168a, 168b, 168f. In C.LG., 

1299, rpéoBus is translated by the Latin “ princeps.” See Boeckh 610. 
4 Foucart on Le Bas, 194a, assumes that after the time of Cleomenes ITI. 

the Gerontes had either entirely lost the right of the rpo8ovAevua, or at any 
rate been compelled to share it with the magistrates. He bases this theory on 
the opening words of 194a: ré@odov ronsapyévov Aapulwvos To Oeoxplrov ’Au- 

Bpaxrwra wept mpokevias kal émedOdvros él Te Tas cwvapxtas Kat Tov Odor K.T.r, 

For these and other cuvvapxia, cf. W. Vischer, kl. Schr., 2, 23 ££. 
5 The ovvéico. were judges acc. to Boeckh, p. 610. cdvd.xos Geo Avxotpyovu 7d 

B’: 1256. odvd.Kos él rhy peyadnv cuviiclay: 1242. odvduos éxi ra &0n: 1242. 

 (gu)vdixdv émt rods véuous: 1241. civdiKos kal dapocroudorns: 1864b. On the 

religious officials and their subordinates, see Boeckh, zbid., 610-11. 
6 The complete list of members of the gerousia is supplied by an inscrip- 

tion in Le Bas178a. According as we include the ypaypareds or pdryerpos or 
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By the side of the gerousia there was in all probability yet 
Bovdh. another Bovry, which drew up decrees of its own, and 

seems to have had a share in the election of the magistrates.} 

heen. The public assemblies were held in the Skias.? 

The institutions of Lycurgus were nominally in force still, and 
Institutions there existed an interpreter whose special duty was to 

of Lycurgus. exnound them. 

So far as concerns the education of the young there are abun- 
dant proofs that the Lycurgean system still survived, though there 
may have been some changes in detail.’ 

The coast towns of Laconia remained independent of Sparta 
Eleuthero- after 146, and formed a community of their own, which 

lacones. was at first entitled xowdv trav Aaxedatpoviwr. 

not we obtain a total of 23,24, or 25 members. Foucart, ad loc., includes the 
yeaupareds only, and so gives 24 members. The lists in C.1.G., 1260, 1262, 
are incomplete. The rpécfus of the gerontes in Le Bas, tbid., and also in 
C.1.G., e.g., 1261. Bovdeurjprov ris yepovolas in the Agora: Paus. 3, 11, 2. 

1 The member of the Bovdy is called Bovdeuris: C.I.G., 1875. widiona 
Bovdjs: 1845. An inscription styles a person who had held several offices 

aipeOévra vd Te THs Napmporarns BovAfs Kal Tod iépwrdrov Sjuov. See 1841. 

Mention of ypaupareds Bovdds: 1241, 1246, 1259, 1845. In 1253 his office is 

called an dpx7. Boeckh, C.I.G.,1, p. 610, considers the fovdy as distinct 
from the gerousia, while Foucart on Le Bas 173a, regards the two as iden- 

tical, or, if there was any distinction, considers the BovAy as composed of 
the'yepovoia and the cvvapxia. 

2 See Paus. 8,12, 10: érépa dé éx rijs dyopas éoriv e€odos, xa’ ip mweroinral 

ogiot Kadouperyn Seeds, évOa Kal viv éxxAnotd fover. 

3 As the Lycurgean constitution was abolished by Philopcemen in 188— 
see Liv., 88, 34—it must have been re-established in 146. Cic., pro Flacco, 

26, 63, says of the Lacedzemonians: “Qui soli toto orbe terrarum septin- 

gentos iam annos amplius unis moribus et. nunquam mutatis legibus 
vivunt.” When Nero was making his tour in Achaia, 66-7 a.p., he did not 
visit Sparta, dia rods Auxotpyou vduous ws évavriovs TH mpoatpécer adrod bvras 

(Dio. Cass. 63, 14). The title Bovayoi, which was retained even by adults, 
proves that the early system of education was still kept up. Cf. eg., 

vowoptraé and Bovayds, 1240-1, 1251-2; Le Bas 168 g3 &popos and Bovayés, 
1241, 1245; crovdoddSpos and Sonaeae 1252 ; mpécBus @BGs and Bovayds, 1274; 

more vaealy by itself, 1850, 1426, 1453, 1459; Le Bas 162 c. Further evi- 

dence is supplied by the title of honour, Pwpovixns, C. I. G., 1864 b; Le Bas 
175 b; Bull., de Cor. Hell., 1, 385, 14; Cic., Tuse. Disp., 2,14, 34. Cf. Miiller, 
Dor., 2,306 (182). (og)a:pets are mentioned, Le Bas 164; C. 1. G., 1886, 1482; 
Bull, de Cor. Hell., 1, 379, 2. Cf. also for the training of the young in this 
period Foucart on Le Bas, 162 j, p. 148. There was an éfyyyrhs rév Aveoup- 
yelwv, 1,364 b. We also find notice of émpédera ris rod AvKovpyov, 1841. A ~ 
person obtains a testimonial rijs év rots ma(r)plos Avxoupyelos ecw edpuxtas 

kal mevbapxias xdpw, 1850. See Hertzberg, Gesch. Griechenl., 2,65-6. 
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It was reorganised perhaps by Augustus,! and the name changed, 
perhaps at the same time, to kowdv trav "EXevfepoAaxdvwv.? 

At the same time in all probability the number of allied towns 
was fixed at twenty-four, among which, however, only eighteen 

remained autonomous in the time of Pausanias.? 
The highest official of the league was a orpatrayds, ofacers of 

who was also the érévupos. By his side stood a the League. 
rapias.* 

The constitutions of the several allied towns differed little from 

each other, and were modelled on the pattern of Sparta. For in- 

prance, we find ak Katnepolis éopot, an emipeAnrys, & constitution 
Tapias, an dyopavopos, and a Bovhy hy Sac Oitylos, Be Keaicstt 

Geronthrai, Kotyrta, and Epidauros éfopa ;° at 
Gytheion éhopor, dyopavdpor, a Tapias, of THs woAcws cvvedpot, a BovdAx), 

peydAa déh\Aa.7 There is not sufficient material extant for more 

detailed information. 

1 Strabo 366: cuvéGy 58 cal rods "EXevOeporddxwvas AaBeiv tia rdéw woditelas, 

éreidh ‘Pwpyatlors mporébevro mwp&ro. ol mweplorxoe Tupavvoupévyns THs Lraprys, ob TE 

ddA Kai of Hitwres. According to this passage Strabo obviously supposes 
that the Eleutherolacones enjoyed uninterrupted independence; on the 
other hand, Paus., 3, 21, 6, says that they were first set free from Sparta by 
Augustus. If so, we must suppose that in 146 they were again made sub- 
ject to Sparta, which is not likely. Probably Augustus regulated the 
constitution of the league of Eleutherolacones, which was already in exist- 

ence before his day. See Foucart on Le Bas, p. 111. 

2 The name cowdv rwov Aaxedamovlwy occurs in C. 1.G., 1835; Le Bas 228 a,b, 

255d; and on a coin of Kyparissia in the Bullett. dell’ Instit. Arch., 1861, 
p.111. According to Foucart on Le Bas, p. 111, these documents and coins 
are older than the Imperialage. xowdv rav "Edevdeporaxwverv: C. 1. G., 1889 ; 
Le Bas 248 ec, 244, 256. 7d cuvddpiov 7d ’E\evOepodaxdvwv : Paus. 3, 26, 8. 

3 Paus., 3, 21, 7, enumerates eighteen of the original twenty-four towns 

of the Eleutherolacones; the rest belonged to Sparta in his time. 

4 Srparnyds Tod Kowod Tay ’ENevOepodaxwvey: Mitih. d. dtsch. Arch. Inst. 
in Ath., 1, p. 156; Le Bas 248 c., 244, 256. The same official is meant in 
228 a, b, 1. 86, 248 a, J. 8, 243, 1. 33, 242a,1.52. See Foucart on p. 111. The 

treasurer mentioned in Le Bas 255d is without doubt the raylas of the 

league. 

5 "Egopa: C.1.G., 1821, 1822=Le Bas 261, 262, and three in number, 261. 
émyuednrys: C. 1. G., 1822—Le Bas 262. rapias, ibid. dyopavduos: C. I. G., 

1893. Bovdj: Le Bas 256 a, 257, 258=C. I. G., 1894. 
6 "Roopa at Oitylos: C. I. G., 1823. In Geronthrai: C. I. G., 1834. Le 

Bas 228a,b. In Kotyrta: Bull. 9, 242-3. In Epidauros: ’E®g. dpy., 1884, 
p. 85-6. 

7 popu: Le Bas 242a, 248, 248 e, five in number 245. Ane. Inser., 143. 
ayopavouo: 241b, 244. raylas: 245. of ris miNews otvedpor: 243a. Bovdrj: 

244, ~peyadar dwéd\Aae: 242 a, 243. 
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II. 

ANTIQUITIES. 

1. ELEMENTS OF THE POPULATION. 

THE population of Laconia consisted of native serfs and vassals, 
ruled over by a race of warriors. ' Bought slaves only existed in 

isolated cases. Foreigners were as a rule forbidden to settle in 

the land. 

A. The Helots. 

The indigenous serfs of the Lacedeemonian State bore the name ~ 
Ei\wres, which old historians, following an extremely 

doubtful tymology, declare almost unanimously to be 
derived from the téwn Helos. © . 

To these so-called Helots belonged first of all that portion of the 

pre-Dorian population of Laconia, which was settled on what was 

Place of afterwards the zodrrix) yopa of the Spartiatai, Z.e. 
Abode. particularly in the Eurotas valley; and secondly, 

after the definite subjugation of Messenia, the population of that 
land also, with the exception of a few coast towns.” 

Name. 

1 F.g., Aleman must have been a slave purchased by Agasidas, if the 

statement of Heracleid. Pont. ap. Miller, Fr. Hist. Gr., 2,210, 2, 2, is correct. 

On the exclusion of foreigners from Sparta, cf. Nikol. Damasce. ap. Miller, 

Fr. Hist., 3, 458,114, 5: gévous & éuBcobv ovx eeorw ev Drdpry. 
2 On the Helots, see Miiller, Dor., 2, 28 (29) ff. Kopstadt, de rer. Lacon. consti- 

tution. Lycurg. origine et indole, pp. 44 sqq. Hellanicos ap. Harp., eihwreverw, 

Ephoros ap. Strab., 365,and Theopompos ap. Athen., 6, 272 a, derive the name 
from the town Helos. So also in Apostol., 6,59=Schol. on Plat. Alsib., 1, 
342. Modern authorities generally prefer the derivation from the root ‘BA, 

so that Ei\wres is made to mean “ captives,” in support of which may be cited 

Et. M., efAwres rapa Aaxedarmoviors ef vidoe of €& alxuadtdrwv dobro ywopevor. See 

Miiller, Dor., 2, 28 (29); Proleg., 429. Another derivation from dos, which 
according to Suid.=<divAor dacos, according to Et. Gud.=dypis cal dacds rémos, 
which makes Ei\wres mean the inhabitants of the marshes of the Eurotas. 
See Lachmann, d. spart. Staatsverf., 113 ff. Kopstadt, whose view Miiller 
adopts, gives on p. 45 ff. a criticism of the various etymologies. The forms 
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The number of the Helots must have been very considerable, 

though we cannot estimate it with precision.! Their position in 
the constitution was intermediate between that of the 

Legal Status. 
freemen and the slaves: Their position as subjects of 

the Spartiate, like that of the Peneste, in Thessaly, depended 

upon certain recognised principles. The essential idea was that 
the Helots were vassals of the State, and therefore could neither 

be emancipated by their masters nor be sold off the land. The 

greater number of them were settled on their masters’ estates, 

which they cultivated.? 
This they did on their own account, subject to an aiinnel rent 

amounting for an estate of the siaeced size to 82 medimnoi of 

barley, and a corresponding quantity of oiland wine. The master 

was forbidden to raise this rent at pleasure.’ Under these cir- 

cumstances it was possible for the Helots to acquire property of 

their own.* But apart from this special tie of dependency, which 

united the several Helots to the possessors of the estates which 

Et\wres and EiAdéra: are both found. Theop. ap.Athen.,6, 265 B.c. regards the 
Helots as Achzans; Miiller, 2, 29 (81), thinks they are aborigines enslaved 
even earlier, whom the Dorians took over into their own service. So Kop- 
stadt 47 ff. The Messenians Helots: Theop. ap. Athen., 6,272 A. Thuc., 
i. 101. 

1 That the number was very great, follows from Thuc. viii. 40: oi yap 

oikérat Tois Xlows moddol dvres kal pid ye modec wAnV Aaxedatmoviwy mdelarou 

yevoueva. Biichsenschiitz, Besitz u. Hrwerb., 188 sqq., shows how uncertain 

are the numbers given, for example, by Clinton, Fast. Hellen., 421 (Kriiger), 
who estimates them at 170,500, and by Miller, Dor., ii. 41 (45) 224,000. 

2 For the Thessalian Penestze see Archemach. ap.Athen.,vi. 2644. Of 

the Helots, Ephor. ap. Strabo, 365, says: rods d¢*EXelovs—xal xpiOfvar Sovdous 
éml taxrois Ti, wore Tov ExovTa pr édevOepody ébetvar pre wre iw Tdv Bpwv 

Tovrous'—rpémov yap Twa Snuoctouvs Sovdous elyov of Aaxedarmdviot TovTOUS, KaToLKias 

Twas avrots dmrodelEavres Kal Necrovpylas idlas. Paus., iii. 20, 6, calls the Helots 
dod\ot Tod Kowod. Cf. too Livy xxxiv. 27: hi (i.e. the Llote) sunt iam inde 
antiquitus castellani agreste genus. Poll., iii. 88, says: peraéd dé éXevOépwr 
Kal dovAwy of Aaxedarmoviwy et\wres. 

3 See Plut., Lyc.,8: 6 5& xAjpos fv éxdorov Tocodros, Ware dropopday Pépew avdpi 
Mev éBdoujKovra KpiO@v pediuvous, yuvaikl dé Swdexa, kal Trav bypav Kaprav 

dvahbyws 7d mAHOos. Inst. Lac. 41: of 5& elAwres adrois elpydgovro Thy viv 

(drogépovres) dmrodopay tiv dvwhev iorapévnv. ‘Emdparoy & fv metovds twa 

puc0dcar, iva éxetvos ev xepdalvovres Hdéws barnperdow" odor 58 wh wréov EmegnrSow. 

Myron. ap. Ath., xiv. 657p: kal mapadévres adrots (rots elAwor) ri xdpay eratav 
Hotpay jv avrots dvoicovow del. Miiller’s calculation (Dor., ii. 30 [32] ff.) of 

what would still remain for the Helots themselves after this payment is 
: quite untrustworthy. 

4 Under Cleomenes III. as many as 6,000 Helots possessed at least 5 minz 
apiece. Plut., Cleom., 23. 
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they managed—on the landlord’s death they were obliged to 

observe the usual ceremonies of mourning—any other Spartan who 

chose, and similarly the State as a whole, could demand the ser- 

vices of the Helots.! The latter event took place especially in 
time of war. Generally the State then employed them as light- 

armed troops and rowers in the fleet, but during the Peloponnesian 

war they were repeatedly used as hoplites? also. 
We may be sure that the Spartan treatment of the Helots was 

cruel, although later writers perhaps misunderstood some of the 
Treatment of facts which they interpreted in this way. The Spar- 

the Felots. tans regarded the Helots as their natural enemies, and 

treated them accordingly. The Helots saw in the Spartans the 
men who had suppressed their freedom and nationality, and 

repaid their hostility with secret hatred and on convenient oppor- 
tunity with open insurrection.4 

In consequence the Spartans kept a careful watch over the 

Helots, and showed no hesitation to employ the most cruel 
measures against them, if they could thus prevent the possibility 

of their rising. For example, during the Peloponnesian war 2,000 

Helots, who had been emancipated for their services in the war, 

1 On the funeral ceremonies of the Helots at their master’s death see 
ZElian, Var. Hist., vi. 1. Tyrt. ap. Paus., iv. 14,5. Forthe employment of 
Helots belonging to others, Xen., de Rep. Lac., vi. 3: 4} wepl 1d Setrvov Kat 

Spor daxovta, the business of the Helots: Plut., Comp. of Numa and Lyc., 2. 
2 See Hdt, ix. 28 on the battle of Platza: rotrwy 58 rods revraxicxiAlous 

éévras Sraprijras épvAacooy Pidrol rwv eihwréwy wevraxicxidor kal Tpicudpror, wept 

divdpa xacrov érra rerayuevor. For the employment of the Helots in the fleet 

see Xen., Hell., vii. 1, 12; as hoplites, Thuc. iv. 80; vii. 19. 
8 For the position of the Helots in general cf. Theoph. ap. Ath., vi. 2724: 

7d 8 ray eiddTwv COvos rayvtdmacw wuss Stoiketrat kal mixpSs. Details are given 
by Myron. ap. Ath., xiv. 657p, where their costume also is described. His 

account is criticised by Miller, Dor., ii. 35 sqq.,{Eng. tr. 2, 37]. On the 
social injury to the Lacedemonian State caused by the existence of the 

Helot class see Oncken, d. Staatslehre d. Aristot., 1, 256 ff. 
4 Spartan mistrust of the Helots: Thue. iv. 80; v. 14. In the treaty 

between Athens and Sparta in 421 are the words: jv 3 % dovhela éranorijrat, 

émixoupelv ’AOnvalovs Aaxedaruovlos wavri cbéver xara 7d Svvardv. See Thue. v. 

23. Precautions of the Spartans against the Helots in camp, Xen., de 

Rep. Lac., xii. 4. Helot participation in Pausanias’ conspiracy, Thue. i. 

182: in Kinadon’s Xen. iii. 3,6. Cf. generally Arist., Pol., ii. 9=p. 44, 27. 

sqq-., Bekker, and the sentiment shared by all classes in the Lacedemonian 
State who were not possessed of full citizen rights : ovdéva divac@at xptrrew 
7d wh obx Hoéws ay Kal dudv écOlew airay, t.e. ray Srapriaray. Xen., Hell., iii. 

8, 6. 
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were suddenly put out of the way without leaving any trace, as. 

the narrative of the event significantly expresses it.1 

Remembering this Spartan act of barbarity, which is perfectly 

well attested, I feel no hesitation in believing the account of the 

Kpumreia, as it was called, for which the original authority was 

Aristotle. The object of this xpurrefa was on the one hand to 

harden the Spartan youths and practise them in actual military 

service, on the other to keep guard over the Helots, and immedi- 

ately put down any possible movements they might make for free- 

dom or national existence. Every year the Ephors on entering 

office inaugurated this xpumrefa by proclaiming open war against 

the Helots, in order that no bloodguiltiness might ensue from any 

murders of Helots which might take place during their tenure of 
office.2 Then the Spartan youths of a certain age were sent 
forth over the country, armed with swords and provided with an 

adequate supply of food. 

During the day they generally kept themselves concealed, in 

order to observe in secret the proceedings of the Helots. If they 

believed they had anywhere detected any treasonable plot, they 

took steps against the Helots involved, and killed them out of 

hand, It is probable in itself that in such circumstances the sus- 

pected were at once regarded as guilty; and whoever considers the 

treacherous manner in which the Spartans, according to Thucydides, 

discovered who were the most conceited Helots, in order to kill 

them afterwards, will not discredit the assertion, resting upon 

1 Thuc., iv. 80: del yap ra moda Aaxedatmovlors rpds Tods Hilwras Tis puA\akhs 

mept uddora Kabeorixer, where also a case is mentioned of the Spartans having 
2,000 hoplites killed. See too Diod., xii. 76. 

2 Plut., Lyc., 28: "Apiurrorédns 5¢ wddiocrd pyor Kal Tovs épdpovs, Stay els Thr 

apxhv Karacrwot mpwrov, Tots elAwor kararyyéAdew Torenor, Srrws edaryés 7 7d dvederv. 

* Plato, Laws, i. 633, thus describes the xpurreta : ért 52 kal xputrela tis dvoudterar 
Oavuacra&s mwodvrovos mpos Tas Kaprephoets, Xewvwv Te dvuTrodnolar Kal doTpwoiac 

Kal dvev Oepardvtwyv avrois éavr&v diaxovices vixTwp Te TWavwuevenv Sid mwdons 

THs xapas kal weO’ huépay. Cf. the Schol. on the passage. Miiller, Dor., ii. 
(37 ff., Eng. tr. 2, 41, in his idealized picture of the Lacedeemonian constitu- 
tion, gives a new interpretation of the passages cited in harmony with 
Plat., Leg., vi. 768. Hermann, § 47, regards the xpurreia as originally 
designed as a military exercise, and afterwards debased to a system of 
organized assassination. Schimann, Gk. Antig., i. 206, regards it as a sort 
of police duty, but rejects the evidence contained in the following note. 
Kopstadt, 2b., p. 52 ff, upholds this evidence, but refers it to the time 
subsequent to the 8rd Messenian war. 
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Aristotle’s authority, that in the xpuymreta the young men killed 

the strongest and most valiant Helots.! 

~Emancipations of Helots, which could only be granted by the 

State itself, were not unusual, and were given as rewards for 

military service and for other services to the State.” 

These emancipated Helots, whose numbers at the end 
of the fifth century B.c. must have been by no means insignificant, 

were called veodaywdes. We are not in a position to say wherein 

their rights consisted; but among their duties was the obligation 

to military service, to which they were in an especial degree 
liable. 

Another class of freedmen was formed by those Helots who 
were brought up as children with their masters’ children, and 

shared in the Spartan dywy7. These freedmen, who 
perhaps not unfrequently were born of Spartan fathers 

and Helot mothers, were called po9axes or pdbwves. Some of them 

were actually made Spartan citizens; generally, of course, the 

veoSapaSets. 

p-oOaKes. 

1 In this way I believe we may interpret the words of Plutarch, Lyc., 28, 
whose authority is Aristotle: jv 5¢ roatrn* T&v véwr of dpxovres Sid xpdvov 

Tovs uddiora vodv éxew Soxobyras els Tv xdpav GAws E&éreuTov, ExovTas éyxerplova 

kal tpopiyv dvayxalay, &dXo Sé ovdév of 5é ped’ Hucpay pev eis dovvdydovs 

Siacreipbuevor Torous dméxpurrov éavrods Kal dveravovTo, vixtwp 5é Kartévres els 

Tas ddovs THv EcihéTwY Tov aioKduevoy dmwérmarTov. odAdKis 5é Kal Tods dypovs 

émumopeviuevot Tovs pwuarewrdrous Kal Kpariorous a’twy dvynpovy. Cf. Heraclid. 

Pont., Il. 4, in Miiller, fr. hist. gr., ii. 210. Plut., Cleom., 28, speaks of rév 
él Tijs Kpurreias Terayuévov. On the treacherous way in which the Helots 

were treated in the Peloponnesian war, see Thuc. iv. 80. 
2 Cf. Thue. iv. 80. Xen., Hell., vi. 5,28. Thuc. iv. 26. 
8 On the veodaudders cf. Schémann, op. ac., i. 180 ff. The definition of the 

veodauwdes (Thuc. vii. 58, divarac dé 7d veodauwdes édevOepov dn elvar) 
as Dindorf and vy. Herwerden saw, was probably not written by Thuc., 
since the Scholiast, ad loc., to judge by the explanation which he gives, 
veodamwons 6 éAevOepos mapa Tots Aaxedaiuovios, did not find the explanation in 
Thuc. According to Hesych., daudces are Snudrac 4 of évredets mapa. AdKwor. 

Poll. iii. 88, says: rods wévroc eis EXevOepiay Tv cihwrwv adreuévous of Aaxedatudviot 

veodauwders kadodor. Cf. Hesych., ad verb. The veodaywdes must be distin- 

guished from the Bpactdeo, z.e., from the Helots who had fought under 
Brasidas in his Thracian expedition, and of whom Thuc., v. 34, writes: oi 
Aaxedarudrio éyndloavto Tovs wev pera Bpacldov Eikwras maxecapyévous €devOépous 

elvan xal olxew Sov dv Bovkwyra. Cf. Thue. vy. 34,67. The veodayddes em- 
ployed in war as hoplites: Thuc. vii. 19; viii.5. Xen.i. 3,15; ii. 1, 4; 
4,20; v. 2,24. How considerable their numbers were, can be judged from 
the fact that Agesilaus led 2,000 of them to Asia, Xen. iii. 4,2, Plut., 
Ages., 6. 
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- citizenship was not conferred at once along with freedom.t What 

is told us of yet other classes of freedmen is too doubtful to 
deserve discussion.” 

B. The Perioicot. 

The second class in the Lacedemonian . population consisted of 
the subjects of the Spartans, who were called Iepiouxo.. The rights 

of Perioicoi were possessed by all the inland towns of 

the Eurotas valley, and the district adjoining Arcadia 

on the North, including Skiritis, and lastly the maritime towns 

from the frontiers of Argolis to Messenia. The inhabitants of 

these towns were of various origin: in the North, 

Arcadian; in Messenia, at any rate in part, Dorian; in , 

Kynuria, Ionian; in the remaining inland districts, Achean. That 

the number of these towns was considerable may be inferred from 
the fact that Laconia is called the land of a hundred cities, even if 
these words are hardly to be taken literally,’ The towns of the 

Abode. 

Origin. 

1 On the piéaxes cf. Schimann, op. ac., i. 127 ff. See Phylarchus ap. 
Ath., vi. 2718: eiol & of wddaxes civrpopar Twv Aaxedatmoviwy. Exacros yap Tay 

modurikav maldwy, ws dv Kal Ta tiua Exrrodowv, of pév Eva of 5é SUo Twes 5é wrelous 

Toodvrat cuvTpddous abtav. elciv oby of uddaxes éevPepa pév od wnv Aaxedat- 

udviot ye, weTéxovor bé THs watdelas mdons. TovTwy éva haci yevésOae kal A’cavdpov 

Tov KaTavavpaxjoavta Tovs “AOnvaiovs moNirnv yevouevov bi’ dvipayadiav. Har- 
pocrat.: ud@wr—pud0wvas dé Kadotor Adxwves Tovs Taparpepouévous Tots éNevOpais 

matdas. Similarly Schol. on Arist., Plut., 279. Hesych.: uddwvas. See also 
wodaxes. ol &ua tpepdmevos Tots viols dodo watdes. Htym. Mag.: uddwr, ub0wvos* 

otrw Kadotot Aaxedaiudvioe Tov olkoyevh SodXov dv ol’ AOnvaios oikérpiBd pact. Acc. 

to Ailian, Var. Hist., 12, 43, besides Lysandros, Kallikratides also and 
Gylippos were pudéaxes; his explanation of the term is the same as 
Phylarchos’s, but he adds: 6 6¢ cvyxwpioas Toiro AuKodpyos rots éupelvace rH 
Tov waldwy aywyy wodtrelas Aakwuixijs weradayxdver. That all the pidaxes were 

not citizens, as Hermann, Ant. Lac., 182 ff., assumes, is rightly inferred by 
Schémann, ibid., from Xen., Hell., 5, 3,8, where by the vé00 trav Larapriaray 
we must understand pd@axes to be meant. Cantarelli, in the Rivista di 
Filologia, 18, 465 ff, draws a distinction between péddaxes and pddwves, 
viz., that the latter are slaves, the former freemen children of Perioican 
families. I cannot agree with this. See also von Schoeffer in the Berl. 
phil. Wochenschr., 1891, 1018 ff. 

2 Cf. the éretvaxro. of Theopomp. ap. Ath., 6, 271 C, and the enumeration 
given by Myron ap. Ath., 6, 271r. 

3 On the Perioicoi cf. Miller, Dor., 1i.16 sqq., Eng. tr., 2,17; Kopstadt, de 
rer. Laconicar. constitutionis Lycurgee origine et indole, p. 31 ff. In Xen., iii. 

5, 7, they are called ai mepiouxides riders. So Ages., ii. 24. According to Thuc. 
iii. 16, 7 repocxis is the coast land, including the Messenian coast towns, for, 
according to Paus, iii., 3, 4, the Messenians were Helots, tdi of ra ev tH 
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Perioicoi were in the main seats of trade and industry, and were 

the centres of the Laconian manufactures of iron and 

other commodities much prized in Greek commerce. 
It is not to be disputed that the Perioicoi also engaged in 

agriculture, although the tale that Lycurgus assigned 30,000 

allotments of land to them is certainly a fiction.) Gold and - 
silver, of course, were current in’ these towns owing to the trade 

there, and the Perioicoi were also in possession of bought slaves. 

Constitutionally the Perioicoi were the subjects of the Spartans. 

There were gradations of rank among the Perioicoi themselves. 
Although the towns in all probability retained their 
own communal administration, yet the Spartans inter- 

fered when they chose. Every year Sparta sent the xv@ypodikys 
as governor to Cythera; and it has been surmised with some 

plausibility, on the strength of a passage which gives the number 

of the Harmosts as fixed at twenty, that these Harmosts acted as 

Spartan governors in the towns of the Perioicoi.” It may possibly 

be argued from the position of honour held by the Sciritee on the 

left wing of the Lacedemonian line, that there was some diversity 

in the constitutional position of the several’ towns, but on this 

question no certain conclusion can be arrived at. 

Occupation. 

Rights. 

Oaddoon rodtcnara éxovres, Who were Perioicoi, as Thue. i.101 says expressly 
as regards Thyria and Aithaia. Xen. v. 2, 24 distinguishes the Sciritai 
from the Perioicoi, but perhaps only on account of their honourable position 

in the Lacedeemonian army. Hdt. vii. 234 speaks of mwédues woddal of the 
Lacedeemonians. Strabo 862 says: 7d dé wadadv éxardurodly gpacw abrhy 

(i.e. rv Aakwyixny) kadeioOat cal Td éxarouBaa did TooTo OverOar map adrois Kar 

- ros, while he names about 80 towns in his own time. Under Augustus 
there were 24 towns of the Eleutherolacones: Paus. iii. 21,6 ff. The ex- 

pression éxaréumoits Aaxwyik)? is to be compared with Kpijrn éxaréurons, 

Hom., Jl., 1.649, which, according to Od., xix. 174, contained only 90 towns. 
A list of these towns, so far as they are known, is given by Clinton, Fast. 
Hell., ed. Kriiger, 410g. 

1 See Miiller, Dor., ii. 21 (24) ff. 30,000 allotments to the Perioicoi by 
Lycurgus: Plut., Lyc., 8; cf. also Isocr. xii. 179. 

2 The carol xdya0ol rv repioikwy, Xen. v. 3,9. xapiéoraro tev mepioikwr, 
Plut., Cleom.,11. Only dXoydédes of the Perioicoi were hoplites, Her. ix. 11, 29. 
This diversity of rank within the Perioican communities, assumed by 

Lachmann, d. spart. Staatsverf., 182, is wrongly denied by Kopstadt, ib. 39. 
On the political dependence of the Perioicoi cf. the picture, of course over- 

drawn, of Isocr. xii. 177 ff. His remark, éfeor: rots épdpous dxplrovs daroK- 
reivat Tocovrous, drécous dv Bov\nOaow is scarcely to be doubted. The exis- 
tence of permanent Spartan Harmosts in the Perioican towns has been con- 
jectured from the Schol. on Pind., Ol, vi. 154: foav 5¢ dppooral Aaxedamovlwy 
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One general obligation of all Perioicoi towards the Lacedesmonian 

state was military service.t So early as the battle of Platza 
there fought 5,000 hoplites drawn from the Perioicoi, along with 

5,000 from the Spartans, and later, as the number of the latter 

grew smaller continually, the Perioicoi furnished a far larger con- 

tingent than they. Moreover they were employed by the Spartans 
as commanders of divisions, especially in the fleet.? The Perioican 
towns seem further to have been subject to a fixed tribute to the 

Spartans, as also to the King’s tax as it was called, from the royal 

domains within their boundaries.? The relation of the Spartans 

- towards their Perioican subjects was perhaps originally a friendly 
one; but as time went on the Spartan rule became more and more 

oppressive.* 

C. The Spartans. 

Over against the Helot serfs and the subject Perioicoi stood 
the ruling citizen body. Its members, to distinguish themselves 

elxoot. The conjecture as to their original character was first made by 
Schémann, Ant. iur. publ. Gr., p. 118, 5, with whom Haase, in his edition of 
Xen. de rep. Lac., p. 286, and Arn. Schifer, de ephor. Laced., p. 12, agree. 
This was confirmed by an inscription found on Cythera, and dating from 
somewhere after 370, in which Mévavdpos dpuoornp is mentioned. See Mitth. 
d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., v. 231, 239. The dpxwv and ¢povpd in Thyria 
in Thue. iv. 57 was plainly not permanent. For Cythera cf. Thue. iv. 53: 
kal KuOnpodixns adpxn éx Tis Xardprns 5iéBawev adréce kar’ eros, drdTeV Te Ppovpay 

Ovéreumov del Kal mwoddjv émiuédrecav émoodvro. Hesych.: Ku@npo(dixns). dapx7 

Tis TH Eevixa Stotkovca. 

1 On the position of honour of the Skiritai, see Thuc. v. 67. ices for 
the Amycleans, Xen. iv. 5, 11. 

? See Isocr. xii. 180. On the numbers at Plata cf. Hdt. ix. 28. In the 
battle of Leuctra of the 1,000 Lacedeemonians who fell 600 were Perioicoi, 
Xen. vi. 4,15. Aewiddns weploxos, commander of a fleet, Thuc. viii. 22 cf. 
also viil.6. 

8 Strabo, 365, "Ayw dé tov Evpucbévous ddedéoOar rhv icoriutay cal ouvredeiv 

mpoordéia. TH Xmdpry. The Messenians when first conquered had to con- 
tribute to Sparta according to Tyrt. ap. Paus., iv. 14, 5, quicv mavris door 
xaptov dpoupa ¢épe. The royal domains in the territories of the Perioicoi, 
Xen., de Rep. Lac., xv. 3. Cf. Plat., Alc., 128, ére dé kal 6 Bacidixds ¢dbpos ovK 
oAlyos ylyverat, dv Teodor ot Aaxedatmdvior Tots Baciredor. 

* Cf. Demaratus’ opinion of the Perioicoi, Hdt. vii. 234. In the third 
Messenian War only the two Messenian Perioican towns Aithaia and 
Thyria revolted from Sparta, Thuc.i.101. In Xen. iii. 3, 6, it is said with 
reference to the Perioicoi also as well as the Helots, érov yap év rovros tis 

Aéyos yévorro wept Lraptiarav, ovdéva StivacOa xpdrrew 7d uy odxX Hdéws av Kal 

Spay éoOlew aitdv. On the behaviour of the Perioicoi during the Theban 
invasions of Laconia, cf. Xen. vi. 5, 25, 32, vii. 2,2; Plut., Ages., 32. 
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from the rest of the population of Laconia, called themselves Szrap- 

miata, after the town Sparta, which they inhabited, 

while the official title of the State as such when 
opposed to other States was of Aaxedaryovior.1 The land imme- 

diately belonging to Sparta was identical with the 

districts peopled by the Helots, as before mentioned, 

and accordingly embraced the inland region between Parnon and 

Taygetos, bounded on the North by the stream of Pellene, and by 
Sellasia, and reaching on the South as far as Cape Malea (ex- 

cluding however the Perioican towns lying within those boun- 

daries); finally after the conquest of Messenia the greater part of 

that country.” In historical times the number of the 

Spartans was constantly diminishing. While we are 

informed of the existence of 8,000 Spartans as late as the Persian 

wars, their number in B.C. 371 barely exceeded 1,500. Aristotle 

reckons the number of Spartans in his own day at not quite 

1,000, and at the accession of Agis IV. (244/3) there remained 

only 700.3 It was natural that in view of this continual diminu- 
tion of the Spartan population, the care of the State was in a very 

special degree directed to check it as far as possible. It is to 

Draptiarar. 

Dwelling. 

Numbers. 

1 That of Aaxedarudvcoc denotes the Lacedeemonian State as such is shown 

by the documents in Thue. v. 18, 23. While Herodotus still calls the 
Lacedeemonian State of Aakedarudvioe and of Zwrapridéra:r, in Thue. (with the 
exception of the episode, i. 128-134), and in Xen. also the Spartans as a 
political whole are regularly oi Aareda:udvio, the individual as a member 

of the Spartan State opposed to the Perioicoi 6 Zrapridrys, in opposition to 
the citizens of. other States 6 Aaxedayudmos. Oi Aaxedarudvioe are the Spar- 

tans, and Perioicoi. Cf. Thuc. iv. 8, iv. 53; Xen. vi. 4, 15, vii. 4, 27. 
2 The boundaries of the yw&pa rodrixh given in the text are those specified 

in the fyrpa of Agis, who in all probability wished to re-establish the 
earlier condition of affairs. See Plut., Ag., 8; Miller, Dor., ii. 48 (46). 

3 I disregard the statement in Isocr. xii. 255, according to which at the 
immigration into Laconia there were only 2,000 Spartans, that of Arist., 
Pol., ii. 9, p. 47, 11, who gives 10,000 Spartans for the time of the first kings, 
and thatin Plut., Lyc.,8, about the 9,000 Spartan xAjpo. 8,000 Spartans in 
the time of the Persian wars, Hdt. vii. 234. At the battle of Leuctra the 
4 Spartan Morai engaged in the battle contained 700 Spartans of all ages 
up to 55. This gives for the whole 6 Morai, 1,050 Spartans between the 

ages of 20and 55. See Xen. vi. 1,1; vi.4,15and17. Accordingly, I have 
assumed 1,500 as the entire number of adult Spartans. Cf. Xen., Ages., ii. 

24, cal abrov Xrapriaray ob} pecdvwv dro\wdérwv év TH ev Aevxrpois waxy 7} 

Aevrouévwv. Not 1,000 in Aristotle’s day: Arist., Pol., ii. 9, p. 47,5. 700 at 
Agis IV.’s accession: Plut., Ag.,5. Many Spartans perished in the earth- 
quake n.c. 465: Diod. xi. 63, xv. 65, Plut., Cim., 16. 
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this design that we must attribute the special privileges which 
in Aristotle’s day were guaranteed to the father of three or more 
sons. We can discern it also in the fact that the man who either 

did not marry at all, or married too late, or made a bad choice of 

a wife, was punished,! 
The full rights of a citizen depended at Sparta not only on 

birth but on other conditions. Thus, apart from the question of 

Conditions of birth, only those could be full citizens who had gone 

citizenship. through the Spartan training, and only those re- 
mained full citizens who participated in the Syssitia and made 

the regular contributions to them.* Those who by 

satisfying these two requirements were in possession 

of the full rights of citizens, were all equally privileged and there- 

fore were called duouw.® Those who did not fulfil the two re- 

Sporor. 

1 See Arist., Pol., ii. 9, p. 47, 18 Bekker: @ore yap adrots vduos Tov mév 
vyervicavTa Tpels viovs Appoupov eivar, Tov 5¢ rérrapas dreh wdvrwv. Cf. Alian, 

Var. Hist., vi. 6. Alkn dyaplov, dyryautov, kaxoyapiov, Plut., Lys., 30, de amor. 
prol.,2; Poll. iii. 48, viii. 40. driuiaof the unmarried, Plut., Lyc., 15, Apophth. 
Lac., p. 280,14 Didot. In this connexion should be noticed also the customs 
which obtained concerning the begetting of offspring. See Xen., de Rep. 
Lac., i. 7 ff., Plut., Lyc., 15. 

2 See Plut., Instit. Lacon., 21, rév modtrdv dbs av wh bropelvy Thy Trav waldwv 
aywynv, ob pmeretxe TO THs wédews Scxalwy. See Xen., de Hep. Lac., x. 7. The 

statement in Plut., Inst. Lacon., 22, go. 5” épacay bri kal Trav sévwv ds dv 
vrouelyyn TavTHY Thy doknow THs Tworirelas KaTa TS BovAnUa ToD AvKovpyouv peTElxXeE 

THs apxfdev Siarerayuévyns polpas’ mwrelv 5’ od« é&qv, I refer to the old days, 

when, according to Arist., Pol., ii. 9, p. 47,9 Bekker, Néyouc: 5’ ws él pev 
Ti mpoTtépwv Baciéwy weredldocay Tis wodirelas, strangers received the citizen- 

ship. L. Weber, Quest. Lacon. capita duo, pp. 21/2, Godtt., 1887, takes 
another view, but without convincing me. The éévo ruv tpodiuwr Kadov- 

 pévwv in Xen., Hell., v. 3,9, are plainly not Spartan citizens. Plutarch’s 
statement in the pretended letter of Herakleitos in Boissonade, Hunap., p. 

425, is senselessly exaggerated. For the obligation of a citizen to share in 
the Syssitia, see Arist., Pol., ii. 9, p. 49, 25 Bekker: peréyew perv yap (Trav 
cuoctriwyv) ob pddiov Tots Alay mévnow, Spos Sé ris modirelas ovrds éorw avdTots 6 

mdrptos, Tov wt) Suvduevov TobTo Td Tédos Héperv wh pweréXew avTis. 

3 The 80101, who, according to Arist., Pol., viii. (v.) 7, p. 207, 22, already 
existed at the time of the first Messenian War (what Hermann, Antiqu. 
Lac., p. 127, says on the meaning of duoc in that place is mere arbitrary 
assertion), are mentioned in five places, while in a sixth, Dem. xx. 107, it is 
doubtful whether the word is used in a definite technical sense. See 
Schémann, op. ac., i. 112 ff. Of the 5 other passages Xen., Hell., ili. 3, 5, 
de Rep. Lac,, xiii. 1 and 7, tell us nothing as to the special meaning of 
duo. On the other hand, Xen., de Hep. Lac., x. 7 (see too Anab., iv. 6, 14) 
shows that their position depended on their education. Accordingly, Her- 
mann, Antig. Lac., p. 148 (cf. his entire account 111 ff.), defined the duo as 
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quirements above mentioned lost the political, though probably 

they retained the civil, rights of citizenship. The 

bromeloves mentioned by only one authority in all 

probability denoted this class of citizens.1_ This division of the 
citizens is distinct from the division into nobles and dypdra, the 
first of whom only were permitted to become members of the 

Council of the Elders.” 

The political classification of the citizens was twofold. First, 
Political we must suppose that the three Dorian tribes, as they 

Classification. ere called, ‘YAdeis, Avpaves, and Idudvdo, had ex- 
isted at least in the earlier days of Sparta, although we can find 

no precise statement to that effect.? The second division of the 

brropeloves. 

in the text. At the same time he identifies them with Aristotle’s xahot 
«aya0ol, but this supposition is refuted by Xen., Hell., iii. 8,5, according to 
whom the duo are identical with the Zrapriérar, among whom Aristotle’s 
Sjuos was undoubtedly included. See Schémann, op. cit., p.188 ff. Kopstadt, 

de rer. Laconicar. constitution. Lycurg. origine et indole, 87 ff., regards the 
duovo as the full citizens, who alone belonged to the hereditary tribes of 
the Hylleis Dymanes and Pamphyloi, while the new citizens, the io- 
ueioves, Were placed in the local Phylai. Lachmann, d. Spart. Staatsverf. 
222 ff. explains the duoro. as Spartan nobles. 

4 The assertion of Teles ap. Stob. Flor., xl. 8, rov 6¢ wh éupelvavra (rH 
aywyn), Kav €& abrod Tod Bactdéws, eis Tods elAwras dmocréAXovet Kal THs TodtTelas 

6 To.obros od peréxer is of course exaggerated to contrast effectively with the 

context. That the Spartans with incomplete rights were styled tromeloves 

- is a conjecture made as early as Cragius, de Rep. Lac.,i. 10,on the strength 
of Xen., Hell., iii. 3, 6, where they are distinguished from the Helots, 
Neodamodes, and Perioicoi. Herm., loc, cit., regards the troueloves as the 
same as Aristotle’s éjuos (see also Kopstadt, op. cit.,83). Schémann, p. 133 ff., 

thinks they were citizens with fewer rights, Dorians, who had origi- 
nally been settlers in Perioican States. Rieger, de ordinum homeorum et 

hypomeionum qui apud Lacedemonios fuerunt origine, Giessen, 1853, 11 ff, 
believes them to be éaxes and their descendants. 

2 On the difference in rights between the xadol xdya0ol and the djuos see 

Arist., Pol., ii. 9, p. 48, 5ff. From among the nobles were taken, soit seems, not 
only the Gerontes, but also certain functionaries, e.g. the Paidonomos. Cf. 
Plut, Lyc., 17 with Xen., de Rep. Lac., ii. 2. According to Schémann, op. 
cit. p. 188 ff., the distinction between them was not de ture but merely de 
facto, On the existence of nobles and inferiors see 12 ff. 

3 My present view, which is in opposition to that expressed in my Stud. 
z. alt, spart. Gesch., p. 142 ff., is an inference from the inscription found in 
Thera : ‘Y\Adwy Nvug~a. See Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. inst. in Ath., ii. 78. As the 
TAXeis are found in the Spartan colony of Thera, we must suppose them to 

have existed in the mother State too. On the existence of 3 Dorian Phylai 

in other Dorian States see Miller, Dor., ii. 70 (76) ff. A list of the older con- 
‘jectures about the Spartan Phylaiis given by Kopstadt, de rer. Laconicar. 
Constitution. Lycurg. origine et indole, p. 65 ff. 
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citizens, which dates from the time of the composition of the so- 

called Lycurgean fyrpa, was a local division. The entire body of 

Spartan citizens was distributed among a certain number of local 
Phylai,—how many, we do not know. Among these we may 

reckon with tolerable certainty the Il:ravarar, Mecodra:, Arpvaeis, 

and Kuvvooupels, so called from Iuirdévy, Meoda, Aiwvos or Atpvaiov, 

and Kvuvéovpa, districts of Sparta. A fifth local Phyle in all like- 

lihood is Avy. 
These Phylai, which lasted down into the Christian era, were 

divided again into several sub-divisions. This can be proved for 

the Christian period, in which we hear of the Kporavoi as a sub- 
division of the Iliravara.2 It would be natural to identify these 

sub-divisions of the Phylai with the Obai already spoken of in the 
Lycurgean f7rpa, and mentioned also in later inscriptions, were it 

not that in an inscription dating from the first or second century 
B.C. we find an #84 Trav ’Apv«Aaéwv, which tempts us to suppose 
that in the Obai we must recognise a local division of the country 

not of the town Sparta. The statement of nearly the same date 

as the above-mentioned inscription, made by Demetrius of Skepsis 

to the effect that there were in Sparta 27 Phratries and probably 
9 Phylai (if its authority can be used for the earlier days of Sparta 

—and against this no argument of weight can be adduced), not 

. 1 The Lycurgean fyrpa ap. Plut., Lyc., 6, pudds puddéavra kal wBas SBdEavra 

undoubtedly refers to a local classification. See also K. Fr. Hermann, Ant. 

Lac., p. 46, n. 144. A collection of the earlier hypotheses about these Phylai 
may be found in Kopstadt, op. cit., 74 ff. While the other Phylai are only 
mentioned in late writers and inscriptions, Hdt. iii. 55 knows of the deme 
Ilirdvn. Its existence at the time of the founding of Tarentum, where 
Polybius, viii. 35, tells us many names indicated the connection with 
Sparta, is shown by Tarentine coins with the superscription [:ravaray repi- 

mékwr. See Millingen, Anc. Coins, I. 1,19, p.18. By analogy we may sup- — 
pose the rest of the Phylai to be equally old. aus. iii. 16,9 names the 
four Phylai together.  Ilirdvy, C. IL. G., 1425, 1426. Hesych., sub verb. 
Schol. Thuc. i. 20. Meoda, C. 1. G., 1888. Steph. adverb. Alwvar (Strab. 
363) or Aqwvaiov (Paus. ili. 16, 7). Acuvadwy dvd, C. I. G., 1877, cf. 1241, 
1243. Kuvécovpa or Kuvocoupls in Hesych. Schol. Callimach. hymn. in Dian., 
94; in Inscrr. vA} Kuvooupéwv, C..1. G., 1847, 1272, 1886. Avun, according to 

_ Hesych., év Srdprn gvdh cal rémos. See Bickh in C.1.G., I. p. 609. Bergk 
in Phil., xii. p. 579, no. 28, assumes as a fifth cdun of Sparta Odpvaé, after 
Strabo 364, where he wishes to read: Mecodav 5’ od ris xwpas eivar wépos, dA 
Ths Umdpryns Kabdwep kal 76 Atuvaioy kal tiv Odpvaxa. 

2 See Paus., iii. 14,2, kal rAjorov dvomafouérvn MEoxn Kporavwy’ eict 5 of Kporavol 
Tiravaray ‘potpa. Aécxac are mentioned in Plut., Lyc., 16, 25, as meeting 
places of the ¢udérat 
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only supplies direct evidence as to the political classification of 
the citizens, but also gives us the Phratries as a sub-division of 

the Phyle in place of the doubtful Obai. However we must re- 
frain from giving a definite opinion as to the nature of the éBa 

until the possible discovery of new inscriptions provides decisive 
information.} 

2. Tur GOVERNMENT. 

A. The Kings.” 

Royalty was represented at Sparta by a dual kingship, which 

was hereditary in the two families of the Agiads and Eurypontids. 
Royal Of these two families the former had the precedence 

Families. in rank, but we cannot point to any distinction between 
the constitutional rights of the two.° 

The right to the throne passed to the eldest son of the reigning 

prince, or, if he had had sons before his own accession and another 

or several other sons were born afterwards, to the 

eldest born while his father was on the throne. But 

it was requisite that the heir should be born of a Spartan mother, 

Succession. 

1 In the Lycurgean fjrpa we read dBds dBdiavra. Plut., Lyc.,6. As to 

the etymological meaning of d84 see Curtius, Grundz. d. griech. Etym.,? p.517. 
Curtius derives ®8a from the root OF=AF (iavw, I sleep), corresponding to the 
derivation of kaun from xetoOa. Hesych. Bai (@Bor) rdmoe peyadouepets. was 

Tas Kipas. wyh xwoun. oval dural, Kirpio. We learn of the &8a trav’ Amuxd\aéwr 

from a newly discovered inscription. See Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 
iii. 165. Whether there was a connexion between gvA} and #84, cannot be 
decided with certainty from C. I. G., 1272, 1273, 1274. The existence of 27 
g@parpta follows from Demetrius of Skepsis’ description of the Carneia ap. 
Athen., iv. 141 E, F. 

2 For the Spartan kings, see Miiller, Dor., 2, 93 (100) ff.; Kopstadt, de rer. 
Laconicar. constit. Lyc. origine et indole, 94 ff.; Gabriel, de magistratib. Lace- 
demoniorum, Berlin, 1845, p.1ff. Auerbach, de Lacedemoniorum regibus, 
Berlin, 1863. 

3 The mythical ancestors of the two royal houses at Sparta were for the 
Agiads, Eurystheus or Eurysthenes, for the Eurypontids Procles. Both 

families traced their descent from Heracles through these ancestors. The 
official legend may be seen in Hat. 6, 52, cf. 4,147. ‘Hpaxdéns Tevdpxa in a 
late inscr., C. I. G., 1446. Other Spartiatai besides the two oixias Baoidcal 
belonged to the yévos of the Heracleide. See Plut., Lys., 2, 24, Diod. 11, 50. 
Attempts to explain why, in spite of the names of their ancestors, the royal 
families were called Agiads and Eurypontids, will be found in Ephor. ap. 
Strab., 366; Plut., Lys., 2; Apophth. Plistarch., i. p. 285 Didot. Paus. 3, 7, 1. 
See the author’s Stud. z. altspart. Gesch., p. 23 ff. The Eurypontids are 
styled oikin irodeecrépn by Hat. 6, 51, with the addition: xara mpecBvyévecay 
6€ kws Teriunrat uaddov 7 (olxin) Edpuabéveos. 
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and since he had priestly functions to perform, that he should be 
free from serious bodily defects.1 If there were no sons, or if the 
sons were disqualified for the reasons mentioned, then the next. 

male agnate of the king succeeded; if the heir was a minor, the 

next male agnate of full age undertook his guardianship as 
apodukos, and during that time carried on the government.? If 

the legitimacy of the heir were challenged from any quarter, 

or if claims to the crown were made by several parties, the de- 

cision rested with the whole body of Spartiatai.2 The heir pre- 
sumptive was exempt from the Spartan Agoge.* The official title 
of the Spartan kings appears to have been dpxayéroau or Bayoi.® 

Royalty at Sparta was richer in honours than in rights. Its 

possessors were regarded as heroes, and to lay hands perogativesot 

on them was a serious offence. As to the honours *#e Kings. 
and emoluments of the kings,’they were in the first place supplied 

1 The definite statement of the rules of succession is given by Hdt. 7, 3: 
érel ye kal év Xmdpryn edn 6 Anudpyros tbroriéuevos ot'rw vopulfecOat iy ol pev 

mpoyeyovires twor mplv i) Tov marépa opéwy Baciredoa, 6 dé Bacrdevovte dplyevos 

émvyévnrat, Tod émvyevouevou Thy xkdeéw THs Bacwrnins ylvecOa, which is not con- 

tradicted by Hadt. 5, 42; 6, 52. Heidtmann in the Jahrb. f. cl. Philol., 
1883, pp. 255/6 doubts—I think, unreasonably—the genuineness of Hdt. 7, 

3. That the mother of the heir presumptive must be a Spartan, I infer 
from Plut., Ag., 11. The xpynoporddyos Diopeithes pronounced that it was not 

right for a lame man to be king in Sparta; still in spite of that Agesilaos 
becameking. Plut., Ages.,3; Xen., Hell., 3,3, 3. 

2 See Corn. Nep., Ages., I. sin is (qui regnans decessisset) virilem sexum 
non reliquisset, tum deligebatur, qui proximus esset propinquitate. Cf. 
Xen. 3, 3,2. The guardian of the infant king was called zpdd:xos: Plut., 

Lyc.,3; Xen., Hell.,4,2,9. The regent was also called Bacite’s. Cf. Hdt. 
9,76 with 10. Examples of regencies in Hat., loc. cit.; Thuc. 1, 182; 1, 107; 

Diod. 11, 79; Thuc. 8, 26; Xen. 4, 2, 9. Cf. Gabriel, de magistrat. Lace- 
demonior., p. 29 ff. 

3 For the first case cf. the example of Demaratos Hdt. 6, 65/6, and of 
Leotychidas, Xen. 3, 3,1 ff. ; for the second that of Kleonymos and.Areus, 
Paus. 3, 6, 2, who makes the Gerousia the deciding tribunal. 

4 This may be inferred from Plut., Ages., 1. 
5 The title dpxyayéra: is given by the so-called Lycurgean Rhetra in Plut., 

Lyc., 6; the title Bayds by the gloss of Hesych., which however is not alto- 
gether above suspicion: Bayds—xal Baore’s kal orparnyss. Adxwves. Bards 
according to Boeckh in C. I. G., I. p. 83, and Ross, alte lokr. Inschr., p. 20, is 
to be derived from éyw with the Digamma. 

6 See Xen., de rep. Lac., 15, 9: ai dé rehevrjoavre Tiywal Bache? dédovrar, THESE 

BovXovrat dydotv of AvKovdpyov vduot, bre ox ws avOpHrovs GAN ws Hpwas Tovs 

Aakedatuwoviwy Baoieis mporeriujxacw. Plut., Ages., 19, 9: od Oeurdy ovdé 

vevopucpévov Bacitéws owuare Tas xetpas mpoopepew 3 cf. 21. This perhaps was 
the reason why condemned kings were, as a rule, allowed to go into exile. - 
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with food at the State expense; if they attended the Syssitia 

they received a double portion; if they stayed at home, a specified 

quantity of bread and wine was sent to them.! Further, the 
kings possessed very considerable domains, within the district 

belonging to the Perioicoi; and the Perioicoi had to pay what 

was called the king’s tax to the occupants of the throne for the 
cultivation and use of these lands. Moreover the kings received 

as a share of honour a third of the booty, the hides, and in the 

field the back also of the beasts sacrificed, and out of every litter 

of pigs a porker. Whoever prepared a public sacrifice, had first 

to invite the kings, who on these occasions too received a double 

portion. At the public games the kings had places of honour, 

and everybody except the ephors had to rise from his seat before 

them. 

But the dignity of the kings showed itself most of all in the 

manner of their burial. Whena king died, horsemen announced 
Funeral of his death through all Laconia, and in Sparta itself 

the Kings. women went about beating brazen cymbals. Instantly, 
in every Spartan house two free persons, a man and a woman, had 

to put on mourning. From all Laconia came Perioicoi and Helots 
in great numbers to Sparta, to wail when the corpse was carried 
out, praising the dead king as the best that had ever ruled. If 
the king had died in the field, and his body had not been brought 

home to Sparta, an image of him was carried out on a beautiful 
ornamented bier, and, as though it were the body itself, was laid 

in the tomb of the Agiadai or the Eurypontides, according to the 

family of the dead man. The national mourning continued for 

ten days after the burial, and during that time the market was 

1 Of. Xen., Hell., 5, 3,20: cvcxnvotor uev yap 5h Bacrreis &v TQ adr@, bray olxot 
&ow, paraphrased in Plut.,Ages.,20: cvociroicr yap of Bacireis eis 70 ado Por Grres 

gidtriov bray émvdnuacw. That they might also dine at home is plain from 

Hat. 6,57. For their d:mopia and cicxynva see Xen., de rep. Lac., 15,4; Ages., 
5; Hat. 6, 57. 

2 See Xen., de ‘rep. Lac., 15, 3: xal yi 5é év Yroddais Tay Tepioikwy moewy 
amédetev éalperov rocat’ryv, dare pire SetoOa Tay peTplwy pre whovTyH Lreppépery. 

According to Plut., Alcib., 1,128, the Spartan kings are the wealthiest of the 
Hellenes: é€k re yap Trav rowovTwy péyiorat AnWes Kal wretoral eior Tots Bacihedou, 

ére 6& Kal 6 Bacidexds Pbpos ovK dAlyos yiyverat, bv Tehodow ot Aakedamdyco: Tors 

Baotredor.. Agis IV., before his attempt at reform, posssessed, besides a con- 

siderable landed estate, 600 talents in specie, Plut., Ag.,9. The tribute of 
the Perioicoi was probably paid in money. See Auerbach, op. cit., p. 52. 

8 For these various honours and emoluments of the kings, cf. Phylarch. 
ap. Polyb., 2, 62; Hdt. 6, 56-7; Xen., de rep. Lac., 15, 3-6. 
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closed and public business ceased.t Only after this ten days’ 

mourning did the king’s successor enter on his reign with special 

festivities and sacrifices. He forgave at his accession all debts 
which were owing from individual Spartans to the king or the 

State.* 

Originally, of course, the Lacedemonian kings exercised the 
same functions as the Homeric, .7z.e. they were high-priests, supreme 

judges, and generals-in-chief; but in course of time Religious 

their rights in all these directions were diminished, Functions. 
As high priests the kings offered the sacrifices for the State, 

among which must be included the specially mentioned offerings 
to Apollo on the first and seventh days of each month. In the 

field the priestly powers of the kings were called into requisition 
no less than their generalship. Before the expedition set out, 
the king who was leading the army sacrificed to Zeus Agetor, at 

the frontier to Zeus and Athene; and similarly, during the cam- 

paign generally, the king had full power to offer all sacrifices, for 

which the State supplied him victims. Among the king’s priestly 

functions must also. be included the custom by which each of 
them selected two men, called WvOo, to act as intermediaries 

in their dealings with Delphi, and take charge of the oracles 

received. In all probability the special priesthoods of Zeus 
Lacedaimon and Uranios were filled by the kings, for those two 
divinities were their family gods.’ 

1 Cf. the description in Hdt. 6, 58; Paus. 4, 14, 4; Herakleid. Pont, ap, 
Miiller, fr. hist. gr., 2, p. 210, 5, differs from Hdt.: 8ray dé reXevrion Bacireds, 

Tpets nuépas ovdev mw etrar kal dxvpos ) dyopa Karardooerat. The body of a king 

who died abroad was generally brought back to Sparta. Cf. Plut., Ages., 40; 
Xen., Hell., 5,3, 19. The rég@o of the Agiadai in Pitane, Paus. 3, 14, 2; 
those of the Eurypontides at the end of Aphetais, Paus 8, 12,8. With the 
splendour of the king’s funeral is to be compared the simplicity of ordinary 
burials. See Plut., Lyc., 27. 

2? See Hdt. 6, 59: éredv drofavdiyros rod Bacidéos Addos evicrnrar Bacirevs, 

_ obros 6 éotcw EhevOepot boris TL Zraprinréwy TH Bacrréi 7} TS Snuooly dSpecre. Plut., 

Ag., 18, mentions bonds, called «Adpua. The accession took place according 
to Xen., Hell., 3,3, 1, érel dowwOnoav ai qudpar. Thuc.5, 16 must be explained 

by the fais that eal and @vcia: were usual at the accession of the kings. 

8 See Xen., Hell., 3,3,4: Ovovros adrod (’AynowNdov) r&v reraypuévwr Twd Ovovdv 

brép THs eideies. Sactifies on the vovunvia and the éSddun: Hdt. 6,57. On 

the sacrifices in time of war, see Xen., de rep. Lac., 18, 2 ff., 8, 11; Hat. 6, 
56. For the Iv@co0, Hdt. 6,57. Suid. sub verb. Plut., Pelop., 21; Xen., de 

rep. Lac., 15,5. For their special priesthood of Zeds Aaxedaluwy and Ovpdyios, 
ef. Hdt. 6, 56 and the author’s Stud., p. 62 ff. Arist., Pol., 3, 14=p. 84, 20, 
says of the Spartan kings, é7: 5¢ ra rpds rods Oeods drodéboTa Tots Bacihedow. 
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The independent judicial powers of the kings were of but little 

importance after the greater part of the civil jurisdiction had been 

Judicial transferred to the Ephors. The criminal jurisdiction, 

Functions. too, except in the very earliest times, was exercised by 
the Council of Elders. However, the kings undertook the decision 

of d:a8cKaciar for the hands of heiresses, and in general all cases 

involving family rights; adoptions too took place before them. 

Further, they decided all cases which related to the public streets, 

and their delimitation from private property, which might often 

be a matter of dispute.? 

But it was in their character of commanders-in-chief that the 

Lacedzmonian kings retained the greatest power and most privi- 
Functions as leges. They discharged this office in common until 

Generals. 510, when a law was made that only one king at a 

time might henceforth lead the army to war. According to 

Aristotle the Lacedzemonian kingship was an autocratic general- 

ship with an unlimited term of office. Even in Herodotus’ time 
the kings had nominally the right to begin war against any they 

chose, and whoever interfered with them in this was guilty of a 

grave offence. They were, however, liable to be called to account 

for their military undertakings when they were ended; and they 

therefore generally secured themselves by previously obtaining the 

consent of the Ephors and the Apella. Thus it was quite in ac- 

cordance with the actual position of the kings, when in the 4th 

century they were only left the right of leading the army whither 

the State itself despatched it. In the field. the kings had un- 

1 See Hdt. 6,57: dicdfew 6& podvous Tovs Baciiéas Tooade modva’ matpovxou TE 
mapbévov mépt, és Tov ixvéerar Exew, iv uh wep 6 maThp abriy eyyvioy, Kal ddar 

Snmoctéwr répe’ Kal Hv Tis Oerdv maida rovéecOau EO€Ay, Bactdéwv évavtiov moerOa. I 

give kal 6d4v Syuoctéwy répc in accordance with Stein’s explanation, ad loc. 

2 After 510 only one king with an army. Hdt. 5,75; Xen., Hell., 5, 3, 
10; Arist., Pol., 3, 14=p. 84, 21, says: airn uév ody % Baotdela ofovy orparnyia 

Tis avtoxpdrwp kal diéiés €orw. Isocr. 3, 24; Hdt. 6,56: Kal roreudv ye éxpépew 

ér iy ay BobrAwvTa XwWpnv, TovTou Sé undéva eivar Traprinréwy diaxwdhurHy, ei 5 ur, 

atrov év 7 dye’ évéxecOu. Cleomenes I. still began all his wars at his own 

pleasure, and even in the time of Xenophon the kings seem still to have had 
the right to begin war and undertake expeditions on their own authority. 
Xen., Hell., 5,1, 84; 2, 2,7; 4, 7, 1; ef. too Thuc. 8,5. But Xen., de rep. 
Lac., 15, 2, only attributes to the kings the right orparidy, dra dv 4 rods 
éxréuryn, tryeto0ar. Dum, Entsteh. u. Entwickel. d. spart. Ephorats, p. 58 ff., 141 
ff. Punishment of the kings for military expeditions badly carried out: 

Thue. 5, 63. Xen., Hell., 3, 5,25; Plut., Lys., 30, For the king's rights in 
time of war, see Dum, op. cit., p. 151 ff. 
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restricted power of life and death; all operations and movements 

depended upon their decision. The two Ephors, who accompanied 

the king on a campaign, had no voice officially in any matter.t 

The king’s military powers were, however, seriously curtailed, 
by the independent commands occasionally given to ordinary 

Spartans, and by the creation of the Nauarchia.? 
At the time of the matured ephorate the kings’ influence on the 

government and administration of the State was not great, although 
it varied of course with the personal consideration in their Position 

which the wearer of the crown for the time being #S@nerally. 

was held. It is true the kings had a seat and a voice in the 

Council of the Elders, and might exercise a certain influence within 

that body; but they had lost their commanding position at the 
head of affairs, when the Ephors became the State executive.® 

B. The Council of Elders.* 

The Lacedemonian Council of Elders is called yepovoia in the 

so-called Lycurgean Rhetra in the form in which 

we have it handed down to us. Its members are 

described as zpeoBvyevets in King Theopompos’ law on the com- 

petence of the Apella. In later times its name seems 

to have been yepovria or yepwxia.® In historical times 

Name. 

Number. 

1 Arist., Pol., 3, 14=p. 84, 9 says of the Spartan king: éray efEAIQ THY 
Xdpav, hyeudv éore Tv mpds Tov woeMov "—KTEvat yap ov KUptos, Ef ut KAOdIEp emt 

Tov apxatwy év Traits modeuexats é€bdous év xerpds vouw. Cf. Thuc. 5,66. Xen., de 

vep. Lac. 18,10. For the two Ephors in the camp, Xen., op. cit., 18,5. Hell., 
2,4, 36. The 10 ciuBoviou, who were given Agis in 418, were plainly only a 
transitory institution. Thuc. 5,63. The 80 otpBovdka, who from the 4th 
century onwards accompanied the kings on their more distant expeditions, 
formed their staff, without diminishing the military autocracy of the 
kings. Plut., Ages., 6,36. Lys., 23. Xen., Ages. 1,7; Hell., 8,4, 2. 20; 5, 

8,8. Diod., 14, 79. 
2 Arist., Pol.. 2, 9=pp. 49, 30, says, éri yap rots Bacthetow oto oTparnyots 

adlots 7 eal Feiee érépa Bacirela xabéornxev. Agesilaos alone once had 

the command of the fleet as well. Plut., Ages., 10. 
8 Hdt., 6, 57. Stein, ad loc., has rightly observed that Hdt. does not 

state that each king had two votes in the Gerousia, as Thuc. 1, 20 supposed. 
4 For the Lacedemonian Gerontia see Miller, Dor., 2, 87 ff., Eng. tr. 

94, Kopstadt, de rer. Laconicar. constitut. Lycurg. origine et indole, 107 ff. 

Gabriel, de magistratib. Lacedemonior., p. 31 ff. 
S Both documents in Plut., Lyc., 6. The form yepovria is to be found in 

Xen., de rep. Lac., 10, 1, 3, but yepwxia is the term used where the office of 
Sus is actually sipaaik. as may be inferred from Aristoph., Lys., 980. Cf. 
Alrens, de dial. Dor., 62/3. 
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it consisted of 28 members, to whom were added the kings and 
later the Ephors.! > 

Election to the Council of the Elders was in Aristotle’s time 

open to the nobles, and the nobles only; and as a similar distinc- 
Mode of tion between nobles and commons is discernible even in 

Appointment.the earliest times, we must infer a restriction of the 

right of elegibility to the former class even in those days.? Even 
among the nobles, however, only those were entitled to become 

candidates for the office of Geron, who had passed their 60th 
year. This plainly had reference to the fact that in this year 

the obligation to military service came to an end.’ The Gerontes 

were elected by the people in a peculiar manner. The people 

assembled in the Apella, and the candidates for the office 

went through the assembly in an order previously determined 
by lot. He at whose passing the people raised the loudest 

cry, was held to be elected. The loudness of the cry was 
judged by men shut up in a house near the Apella, from which 

they could hear the cry, but could not see the place of as- 

sembly. The successful candidate, followed by a crowd of young 

people and women, who sang praises of his merits and good for- 

tune, proceeded to the temples of the gods, In the houses of his 

friends feasts were prepared, to which he was invited, At their 

conclusion he went to the Syssition, where, on this occasion, he 

received two portions. He gave one to that one among the women 

1 See p. 9. For the number of the Gerontes, Hdt. 6,57; Plato, Laws, 3, 
691; The significance of the number 28 was already unknown in ancient 
times, as appears from the explanations given by Plut., Lyc., 5. 

2 In Aristotle’s days the Gerontes were chosen from the cadol xdyaGol, the 
dfuos possessing only the right of electing to this apy. Arist., Pol., 2, 

9=p. 48,6; 6(4),9=p.161,14 ff Hence the dpxi of the Gerontes is described 
as an é\vyapxla: Arist., 2,6=p. 85, 80. Polyb., 6, 10, speaks of the Gerontes 
as kar’ éxoyiy apiorivinv xexpiuévor. We have seen, p. 12 ff., that Nobles and 

Commons already existed in the earliest times. Arist. 8 (5), 6=p. 206, 1 ff, 

calls the election of the Gerontes at Elis, duvacreurixiy cal duolav ty Trav & 

Aaxedaluovr yepdvrwv, where Sauppe, Epist. crit., 148, inserts an otx before 
éuotav. According to Arist., Pol.,6 (4), 5=p. 155,11 ff., dwacreia is that 
form of oligarchy in which the son succeeds the father, and persons, not 

laws, rule. 
8 Plut., Lyc., 26; Arist., Pol.,2,9=p.49,1 ff, finds fault because canvassing 

took place for vacancies in the Gerontia, a post which, according to him, 
was an Gov rijs dperis, p. 48, 7, and ought to have been gained by the most 
worthy, whether he came forward as a candidate or not. 
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of his kindred who waited before the door of the Syssition, whom 

he wished especially to honour.1 
The office of the Gerontes was held for life and irresponsible.” 

The Council of Elders, like the Athenian Council of 
500, had twofold functions. It deliberated on questions 

which were to be transmitted to the Apella for decision; and at 
the same time it was an administrative body. As to the former 
of its two functions, the powers of the Council underwent changes 
in course of time. According to the so-called Lycurgean Rhetra, 

the Apella had the final decision on the measures introduced by the 

Council of Elders; according to king Theopompos’ law, the latter 

was not bound by the decrees of the Apella,an arrangement which 

appears to have remained in force even in the 3rd century.® In 

the second place, the Council of Elders with the kings and Ephors 

formed the supreme executive magistracy.4 The judicial powers 

of the Gerontes are treated in another place. 

Functions. 

C. The Apella.® 

The assembly of the Spartans, which, according to the so-called 

_ 1 The mode of election, characterized by Arist., Pol., 2, 9=p. 49, 1, as 

mardapuddys, is described Plut., Lyc.,26. It is the natural consequence of the 
voting of the Apella Bo7 cal od Yidw mentioned by Thuc., 1, 87. 

2 The yepovria for life and irresponsible; Arist., Pol., 2, 9=p. 48,18 ff. ; 
Plut., Lyc., 26; Polyb. 6, 45, 5. 

3 The so-called Lycurgean Rhetra ordered otrws cicgépewv Te kal aptotacOar’ 

dduy dé kuplav jwev kal kpdros. Theopompos’ law runs: ai d€ cKxohiay 0 ddmos 

EdoiTo, Tods mperBuyevéas Kal apxayéras drocrarhpas Fuev. See Plut., Lyc., 6 and 

the explanation of these directions in my Stud., p. 134, ff. If Plut., Ag., 
8-11, gives an accurate account of the proceedings in connexion with 
Agis’s Land-distribution law, Theopompos’ law was still in force then. 

Agis had his bill introduced by the Ephor Lysander eis rods yépovras (8), 
Tov yepivTwr els TaUTO Talis yvdpats ob cuudepouévwv. Lysander brought the law 

before the Apella, who manifestly were in its favour (9, 10). Nevertheless 
the Gerontes afterwards rejected it by one vote (11). 

* Isocr. 12, 154, riv rév yepdvrwv aipesw trav émicratovvrww dmaci Tots 
mpdyuwact. Dem. 20, 107, éreddy ris els Thy Kadounévny yepovaolav éyxpiOyn mapacx ev 

airov olov xp7, Seorérns éorl Trav mod\r\wv. Polyb. 6, 45, 5, of dé mpooayopevdmer or 

yépovTes Oud Biov, &’ av kal we’ Gv mdvra xeplferar TA KaTa Thy wodtelav. Dionys. 

Hal., 2, 14, 7 yepovcta ray eixe rev Kowuv Td Kpdros. Cf. Plut., Lyc., 26. isch., 

in Tim., 180. Lex. Seguer. 227, 29. Oncken, d. Staatslehre d. Aristot., 1, 
286, thinks that in the 4th century the Gerousia had been forced into a 
state of absolute insignificance. 

® For the Lacedemonian Apella, ef. Miller, Dor., 2, 82 (87) ff. 
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Lycurgean Rhetra, was to be held regularly every month between 

Babyka and Knakion, 7.e. within the scattered, isolated 

quarters of the town Sparta, bore apparently the 
official name dézéAXa.1 It does not seem permissible to suppose, as 

some have done on the strength of a single and thoroughly un- 

One Apella trustworthy quotation, that there was a second smaller 

only. Assembly existing side by side with this Apella. 
Every Spartan who had passed his 30th year might attend the 

Apella.? 

Name. 

1 The so-called Lycurgean Rhetra in Plut., Lyc., 6, says: Spas é& dpas 
dred\rd few peratd BaBvcas re kal Kvaxiavos. The explanation of these words 

in my Stud., p. 181 ff. Hesych. in his glosses: dweA\dgew* éxxrnordfgew, 
Adkwves. dré\Nac*onkol, éexx\nolu, dpxatpecta, introduces the same term, 

amé\\a, which appears in the Rhetra. Cf. also the Meyd\a dré\\au in the 

inscriptions of Gytheion of a later time. Le Bas, Voyage archéol. Explic. des 
Inser., 2,242a, 248. We can see clearly from passages like Hdt. 1,125; 5, 29, 
79, that when that writer, 7, 134, uses 4\/n he does not intend to give us the 
proper title of the Spartan Assembly. Similarly the expressions repeatedly 
employed by Xen., éxxAnola, Hell., 5, 2, 113 of éxxdrynro, Hell., 2, 4, 38; 5, 2, 

33; 6, 3,3, are not technical terms. Xen. certainly understands by oi 
éxxAnrot the same assembly as he denotes by éxxAnoia; this appears from a 
comparison of Hell., 6,3, 3, with 5, 2,11 and from 5, 2, 32, 33. Vid. Sché- 
mann, op. ac., 1, 88 ff. 

2 The importance of the 30th year of age; ol wév ye vewrepor TpidKovra era 
7) mapdmav od KatéBawor eis dyopdv. See Plut., Lyc., 25.. The hypothesis of 
a second lesser Assembly is based upon Xen., Hell., 8, 8, 8, dkovcavres ravra 
oi Epopo écxeupéva Te éyew ipyhoavro abrov Kal ékerddynoay kal ode Thy ptKpay 
Kahouuevny éxxdyoiay Ev\d\dEavres, GAAL EvAreybuevae THY yepdvTwy Gros GAAOGt 

(but gathering, one here, one there, some of the Gerontes about them) 

éBovredoavto méupae tov Kwddwva x.t.X. The expression 4 puxpa Kkadoupévn 

éxxnola is quite indefinite. "Exx\ycla is not a Spartan expression, and 

accordingly 7 wxpd kahouuévn éxxdnola is only used by Xenophon to denote 

an assembly similar to the éxxAnola, but which was by no means a puxpa 

éxx\nola as is Shown by the insertion of cadouuévn. The context shows that 
there is an opposition between the ordinary assembly of the small Ecclesia 
and the meeting of individual Ephors with individual Gerontes, one in one 
place, another in another. This leads us to conclude that the puxpa cadoupéevn 

éxx\yola denotes that assembly which consisted of the 28 Gerontes, the 2 
kings, and the 5 Ephors. Paus. 3, 5, 2. This was seen, it appears, by 
Lachmann, d. spart. Staatsverf., 216, though of course I do not agree with 
the rest of his conclusions, p. 194 ff. There is no reason for supposing that 
the other magistrates sat in this assembly, as Tittman, Darst. d. griech. 
Staatsverf., 99 ff., does. Schdmann, op. ac., 1, 92/8, regards as members of 
the uixpa Kadoupévn éxxAnola the 8uovoc who happened to be in the town or 
seemed to the magistrates especially deserving of confidence. He has then 
to include in the great Ecclesia the toueloves, a hypothesis which appears 
to me entirely improbable. Kénig, ra réAy et of & ré\et verbis quinam intel- 
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During the proceedings in the Apella the members remained 

seated, as in the assemblies of other Greek ‘States. The place of 

meeting was originally perhaps the market itself.. In piace of 
the 2nd century, A.D., the Skias, a building near the Meeting. 
market place, was employed for this purpose! The Apella was 

originally presided over by the kings, in historical times by the 
Ephors.? 

The so-called Lycurgean Rhetra recognised the right of the 

Apella to pronounce a final decision. This was withdrawn by 

King Theopompos’ law, according to which the Council 
of Elders and thé Kings were not to be bound any 

longer by the resolutions of the Apella.2 After the introduction 

of this rule ordinary citizens in all probability lost also the right 

of raising opposition in the Apella to proposals introduced by the 
Gerontes. At any rate this right no longer existed in historical 
times, when manifestly none but the Kings, Ephors, Gerontes, 

and perhaps the other magistrates, were entitled to speak in the 

Apella; ordinary members could do nothing but applaud or the 

reverse. Subject to these restrictions the Apella voted on ques- 

Competence. 

legendi sint, p. 4 ff., D. i. Jena, 1886, attacks my view of the passage, but he 
has not convinced me of the erroneousness of my interpretation. Neither 
has Thumner in Hermann, 169, 6. 

1 Paus. 3, 12,10: érépa dé éx rijs dyopas éoriw eodos, Ka’ iw werolnral ogice 
Kadouuévn UKeds, évOa cai vov ert éxxAnoidfovor. That the Spartan Apella sat, 

appears from Thuc., 1,87. See W. Vischer, k. Schr., 1, 404 ff. 
2 Thuce., 1, 87. } 
8 Plut., Lyc., 6, gives the regulation in the Lycurgean Rhetra which 

concerns us here as follows: otirws eiogépew re kal ddloracOar* Sduw dé xuplay 

hue kal kpdros. Theopompos’ law: al 6é cxodudy 6 Samos EXorTo, Tods mperBuyevéas 

kal dpxaryéras drocrarijpas fuev. Cf. the interpretation of these regulations 

in the author’s Stud., 134 ff. 
* We see that the members of the Apella did not possess the right of 

speaking from Arist., Pol.,2, 1l=p. 54, 4 ff: & & ay ecicdépwow obra (oi 
— Bacire’s pera T&v yepsvrwv at Carthage) od diaxodca pdvoy drodiddact TO Shuw 
Ta Sdéavra Tots dpxovow, ddd KUptor Kplvew elot Kal T@ BovAropevy Tots elapepomevors 

dvremeiv tect, drep év rats érépas modcrelats (Crete and Lacedeemon) ovx 

éorw. Cf. too Plut., Lyc.,6. In the assembly too described by Thue. 1, 67 ff., 

only the king Archidamos and the Ephor Sthenelaidas are introduced 

by name as speakers. And in the words in chap. 79, weracrnoduevor ravras 

€BovAevovTo kara opas adbrovs mepl Tay wapdyrwv. kal Tov pev wrecdvwv emt 7d abd 

ai yvGuar €pepov there is nothing to prevent us from supposing those en- 

titled to speak to be meant. The anecdote in Asch., in Tim., 180/1, Plut., 
Praec, reip. ger., 4, 17, Didot, p. 978, is not equivalent to direct testimony. 
The manner of voting, xpivovor yap Bop cal ob Widy. Thue. 1, 87. 
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tions of peace and war, campaigns, treaties, and in general on 
all questions of foreign policy.1 Further, the Apella appointed 
the generals, to whom definite commands were to be given; chose 
the Gerontes, the Ephors and probably various other magistrates ; 
decided any disputed claims to the crown; decreed emancipations 
of Helots; and perhaps voted on proposed laws.” 

D. The Ephors. 

The board cf Ephors consisted of five members, and had a per- 

manent president who was the eponymous magistrate of the 

State. <A majority of votes decided its policy. After the Ephors 

ceased to be nominated by the kings, their appointment was made 

Modeot by election; every legitimate Spartan, who was of 

Appointment. the proper age, was eligible. As to the method of 
election, which Aristotle characterizes as childish, nothing can 

Official Resi- be affirmed with certainty. The Ephors had an 
dence. official residence in the market place, where they took 

1 The Apella decrees war and campaigns: Thuc., 1, 67-87. Xen., Hell., 

5, 2, 11. 20; 4,6,3;6,4,3. Plut., Ages., 6; peace, Xen., Hell., 2, 2,20; 6, 3, 

3.18; treaties, Hdt., 7,149; Thuc., 5, 77; questions of foreign policy, Xen., 
Hell., 2, 4, 88; 5, 2, 82 ff. 

2 The Apella appointed the generals, Xen., Hell., 4, 2,9; 6,5, 10; chose 

the Gerontes, Plut., Lyc., 26, the Ephors, and in general the magistrates, 

Just., 3, 3; decided claims to the throne, Hdt., 6, 65/6, Xen., Hell., 3, 3, 1 ff.; 
freed Helots, Thuc., 5, 34; voted on proposed laws, Plut., Ag., 9, 10. 

3 Five Ephors, Xen. Ages., 1, 86: ef év r@ Epopeiw eruxev éornkws pdvos mapa 
rods mévre. Cic., de Rep., 2, 33,58. Arist., Pol., 2,10=p. 51,15 Bekker. Cf. 
the inscription found at Delos: é8acitevoy “Ays Ilavoavias: épopo Foav 

Ouwvidas "Apirtoyevibas "Apxltoras Dodoyas Pedidas. I.G.A., 91. One presided, 

Plut., Lys., 30: Aaxpariday dé dvdpa dpdvimov xal rére mpoect&ra Twv édépwv. The 

president was, at the same time, érdvuuos, Thuc., 5,19. Cf. the inscription 

found at Tainaron, Bullet. de corresp. Hell., 1879, p. 97. Decisions by a 

majority of votes: Xen., Hell., 2, 3, 34, ef 5¢ éexelyy (€v Aaxedalwov) émcxerphoeré 

Tis Taw Epdpwv avTl Tod Tots wheloot weiPecOar Wéyew TE THY apxyy Kal éEvayTioicbar 

Tots mpatToudvos, odk av olecOe abrov kal bm avrav Trav épdpwr Kal brd Tis &dAns 

amdons wokews THs ueylorns Tynwplas diwhfva. Cf. 2,4, 29. I cannot say what 

is to be deduced from the remark in Tim., Lex. Plat., p. 128, épopo. wévre 

pelfous kal mévre éXdrrovs. The notes of the Lexicographers on the Ephors 

are unimportant. See Suid., épopo, 2 Art. Phot. Popo. Et. M., pop = 

Lex. Seguer. 257, 28, where the number of the Ephors is given as nine. 
4 Arist., Pol.,2,10=p. 52, 8, describes the appointment of the Ephors as a 

alpests éx mdvrwy, and says of their office, 2, 9=48, 8, caiorara: €& amdvrwr. 

Other expressions used by Arist. are 7d ék Tod Sijuov elvar rods éEddpous, 2, 6= 

35, 82. -yivovra: 5’éx Tod Shou wdvres, 2, I=47, 23. That anyone and every- 
one might be elected appears from the expressions: yivovras of ruxévres, 2, 

10=52 6. of éx rev ruxévrwy eiol, 2,11=58, 21. bvres of Tuydvres, 2, 9=48, 12. 
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their meals together.!_ They were responsible to their successors ; 
and commenced their official duties about the autumn Entrance on 

equinox with the remarkable order to the citizens to Office. 

“cut their moustaches and obey the laws.” ? 
The official functions of the Ephors extended in 

course of time, as has already been shown in the his- 
Functions. 

Schémann ad Plut., Ag. and Cleom., p. 119 (see too Stein., d. Spartan. Ephorat., 
17) has justly remarked that when Plato, Laws, 3, p. 692, speaks of ri rav 
Epipwy Siva éyyds Tis K\npwrys Suvduews, he merely means, as the whole 

context of the passage shows, that the election proceeded without any kind 
of regard to wealth or birth, just as was the case in lot-magistracies. 
Arist., 2, 9=48, 11, calls the mode of election for the Ephors childish, as he 
does that for the Gerontes, 2, 9=49, 1. Asin the latter passage, he condemns 

the practice of the Gerontes canvassing for that office, but says nothing of 
the sort in the case of the Ephorate, it has been supposed that no canvas- 
sing took place for the Ephorate, and accordingly very various conjectures 
as to the mode of election have been made. I do not regard this as a neces- 
sary inference; for Aristot. might censure canvassing for an office for life, 
and irresponsible, which was according to him an G@dov rijs dperfjs, without 

necessarily expressing a similar condemnation in the case of the Ephorate, 
which lasted for a year, and was responsible. From Arist., Pol., 6 (4) 9=p. 
161, 14 ff., 70 7@ Sv0 Tas weyloras dpxas Thy uev aipetoOar Tdv Siuov, Tis 5€ weréxeL” 

Tovs uev yap yépovras aipodyra, ris & épopelas weréxovoww we can at most only 

- conclude that the Demos did not itself elect the Ephors. We can say 

nothing for certain as to the mode of election. See also Schémann on 

Plut., Ag. and Cleom., p. 116 ff. Schenk], in the Rivista di Filologia, 2, 1874, 

p. 373 ff., regards it as identical with that for the Gerontes. Gachon, de 

ephoris Spartanis, 78 ff., Monspelii, 1888, supposes that the Gerousia chose 
from among the whole people those for whom the omens were favourable. 

Their names were then laid before the people, who chose from among 

them. 
1 Mention of the égopetov, Xen., Ages., 1,386; in the Agora, Paus. 3, 11, 11. 

The épopetov mentioned by Paus. 3,11, 2 is a later building. Cf. Plut., 
Lys., 20; Ag. 16. The ovociriov r&v épdpwv mentioned in Plut., Cleom., 8, 
was plainly in the é¢opetov. Cf. also the position of the temple of Fear de- 
scribed in chap. 8, 9. 

2 The responsibility of the Ephors appears from Arist., Rhet., 3, 18=p. 146, 
82, kal ws 6 Adkwv evOvviuevos Tis époptas. Plut., Ag., 12, apparently deals 

with a similar case. That they gave im their accounts before their suc- 
cessors may be inferred from Arist., Pol., 2, 9=48, 29, ddéee 5 av 7) Trav Epdpwv 
dpxh wdcas evOivew Tas dpyds. Cf. Plut., Ag., 12. The Ephors’ decree with 
which they began their year of office according to Arist. ap. Plut., Cleom., 
9, kelpecOau Tov ptoraka Kal mpocéxew Tois vouos. See Plut., de sera num. vind., 4. 

That the Ephors entered on their office about the Autumn equinox appears 

from the fact that those Ephors who were in office in the Attic month 
Elaphebolion, were Ephors no longer, rod émvyryvoudvou xemavos. Cf. Thuc 

_ 5,19 with 36. 
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torical section. They are here brought together without regard 

to their historical development. In the first place the Ephors had 

TheySummon the right to summon the Apella, and to preside over 

Naege aie its meetings. They possessed similar rights in regard 

Couneil of the to the Council of Elders The Ephors and the 

Elders. Council of Elders together represented the supreme 
governing power, the latter chiefly the deliberative, the former 

the executive side.’ Before the Ephors as presidents of the 

Council of Elders accusations for criminal offences were made; 

these they either disposed of themselves or decided in conjunction 

1 Spakler, de ephor’. ap. Laced., 1842, p. 55 ff., has collected many incidents 
illustrating the Ephor’s functions. 

2 The Ephors’ right to summon the Apella, Xen., Hell., 2, 2,20; Plut., Ag., 
9; to manage it, Thuc.1, 87. Cf. Xen., Hell.,5, 2, 11. They deliberated 
with the Gerontes, Hdt. 5,40. From Xen., Hell., 3, 3,8, we may conclude 
that they summoned the Gerousia ; and from the circumstance that even 
in Herodotus’ time the kings did not preside over its meeting, that the 

Ephors did so. Hdt. 6,57 says of the kings merely, rapifew Bovevover Tots 
yépovor. On the Ephors’ right of initiating legislation, see Plut., Ay., 5, 8. 

8 Plut., Ages., 4, tells us of Agesilaos’ age, rév épdpwr jy rére Kal TGv yepdvTwv 
To péyiorov év TH wodtelg Kpdros. The expression 7a ré\n used by ancient 
writers denotes in my judgment quite universally the highest authority 
in the Lacedeemonian State. Naturally the Ephors in their character of an 

executive magistracy were generally regarded by outsidersas the wielders 
of this authority; but the two expressions of épopa and ra réAn are not 

absolutely identical. This is shown clearly by Xen., Anab., 2,6, 2-4. The 
Ephors sent out Clearchos and recalled him, but he was condemned to death 
brd Trav év Urdpry TeAGY, @.e. by the supreme authority, undoubtedly in this 

case the Gerousia under the Ephors’ presidency. Xen., Hell., 3, 2,23, means, 
by ra 7éAn, the same authority which immediately before he describes as oi 
&popor kal 4 éxxAnoia. In Xen., Hell., 6, 4, 2/3 we must suppose similar repre- 

sentatives of the State’s authority. When Plut., Lyc., 14, the Ephors sent 

to Lysander introduced'the terms of peace for Athens with the words, rade 7a 
Té\n Tov Aaxedamoviey &yvw, they meant, “The State of the Lacedzemonians 

considered the following terms just.” I remark this in refutation of Trieber 
in the Verh. d. 28 Philologenvers., 1872, p. 39 ff.; and Kénig, ra réAy et of év réXer 
verbis quinam intellegendi sint., D. i. Jena, 1886, both of whom identify ra 

ré\n With the Ephors. The more concrete oi év réXex, Which Trieber regards 
as a council of war, serves, according to Kénig, p. 52 ff, to designate the 

_ Ephors, Gerontes, and the other higher magistrates, including the kings. 
It perhaps denotes the magistrates as representatives of the State. “Fleisch- 

handel, d. spartan. Verf. b. Xenoph., p. 89 ff., 129 ff, 1888, argues that 
Xenophon’s expressions of olor, of olkot dpxovres, TA olkoe TEAN, TA TEAN, Efopor 

kal of &xdnrot, Popo kal éxxdyola, Kowdy Tov Aaxedamovlwy, rods are of a 

general character, and indicate the State. Spakler, de ephor. ap. Laced., 
1842, p. 77 ff., regards ra réAn and oi év réXeu dvres aS those who were entitled 
to vote in the assembly, 
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with the Gerontes. Similarly the execution of the punishments 
was entrusted ‘to them! The political misdemeanours of the 
kings, whom the Ephors could throw into prison until a judicial 
decision had been pronounced, were judged before the same court 
and in the same way.2 ~~ 

As executive magistrates the Ephors carried out the decrees of 
the Council of Elders and of the Apella,—especially those which 
concerned foreign affairs. In our authorities very Foreign 

many measures within the sphere of foreign politics Affairs. 

are ‘represented as proceeding from the Ephors; but we obviously 

cannot suppose that these are all instances of independent de- 

cision on their part. All important resolutions-were adopted by 

the Apella after previous deliberation in the Council of Elders; 

but since our authorities in most cases had no occasion to describe 

the full procedure, which a command issuing from the Ephors had 
passed through, what was perhaps merely the determination of 
the Apella, executed by the Ephors, often appears in our author- 

ities as a direct command of the Ephors.? It is necessary in order 

to form an opinion of the powers and position of the Ephors, to 
bear this in mind when considering what is told us of the inter- 

1 Arist., Pol., 3, 1=p. 60, 16, of 5¢ yépovres rds Povixas (Sucdfover). Ken., Hell., 
5, 4, 24, says, of 5’ popa dvexddrecdy re roy UVpodpiav cal bwiyov Oavdrov. This 

indictment took place before the Gerousia: for attempts were made evuerf 
eis Thv Kplow wapacxet Agesilaos in Sphodrias’ interest. Xen., ibid., § 26. 
Cf. tbid., § 24. Plut., Ages., 24, 25. In Plut., apophth. Lac., p. 272 Didot, in 
a dictum of Thectamenes we have xarayvévrwy avrot Odvarov T&v épipwyv; but 
evidently the Ephors are only mentioned there because they presided over 
the Gerousia and, as executive magistrates, carried out the sentence. Cf. 
Plut., Ag., 19. 

2 Paus. 3,5, 2, Baorde? 62 7H Aakedatwoviwy Sucarrhprov éxdOrfov of Te dvouafouevor 

yépovres xT Kal elxoow dvres dpiOudy, Kal ) Tov epdpwv apxH, odv 5é adbrois Kal 6 

rijs oixklas Baowdeds THs érépas. See also Plut., Ag., 19. Hdt. 6, 82, tells us in 
regard to Cleomenes I., voorjcavra 5é puv brfyov of éxOpol bd Tovds Epdpous ; but 

the real judicial proceedings, as appears from the end of the chapter, did 
not take place before the Ephors alone. Trial of Leotychidas, Hdt. 6, 85, 
72; of Pleistoanax, Thue. 2, 21, Plut., Per., 22; of Agis I., Thuc. 5, 63; of 
Pausanias, Xen., Hell., 3,5, 25, Paus., ibid. ; of Leonidas II., Plut., Ag., 11; 
of Agis III., Plut., Ag., 19. Thue. 1, 181, says of Pausanias, cal és wev rh 
elpxryy éonimre 7d rp@rov bd Tov épdpwy (err 5é Tots Epdpors Tov Bacihéa Spdcar 

To0TO). 
8 The Apella decrees war, Thuc. 1,87. Xen., Hell., 5,2, 11. 20. 4, 6, 3, 

where we have édoée Trois 7 Epdpas kal TH exxAnola, dvayKalov elvac orpareverOa. 

It decrees peace, Xen., Hell., 2, 2, 20; 6, 3,3.18. Treaties, Hdt. 7, 149; 
Thue. 5,77. Cf. Dum, Entsteh. u. Entwickel. d. spart. Ephorats., p. 149. 
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ference of the Ephors in foreign affairs. The Ephors either re- 

fused admittance to foreign ambassadors at the frontier, or al- 

lowed them to enter and carried on the negotiations with them. 
It rested with them to say whether they should have an inter- 

view with the Apella or not.1. When war was to be undertaken 

the Ephors issued the order for mobilising the troops, stating the 

years that would have to serve, and gave the command to depart 

to the generals appointed by the Apella.2 The Ephors, as presi- 

dents of the Council of Elders and of the Apella, were in direct 

communion with the generals, gave them instructions, and re- 

called them. In later days two Ephors regularly accompanied 

the kings on their expeditions.? The Ephors also interfered arbi- 

trarily in the government of the allied cities.+ 

The police duties probably entrusted to the Ephors at their first 

institution, developed in course of time into a universal power of 

Police Super- SUpervision over the whole State, with which was 

vision. naturally connected the power of inflicting punish- 

1 Ambassadors refused admission by them at the frontier, Xen., Hell., 2, 
2,13. Negotiations between the Ephors and foreign ambassadors, Hdt. 3, 
46; 6, 106; 9, 7-9. Thuc. 1, 90. Xen. 3,1, 1; 5, 2,11. Polyb. 4, 34, 5. 
Plut., Cim.,6. Them.,19. Diod.11, 40. Ambassadors made their proposals 

before the Ephors and the Apella: Xen. 2, 4, 38; 5,2,11. Polyb., 4, 34, 6, 
says of such an ambassador, rw 6é Maydrg ovvexdpyoayr (sc. of @popor) Sabcew 

Thy éxkdyolav. 

2 Xen., de rep. Lac., 11, 2, rparov uev rolvev of epopor mpoxnpirrover Ta ern els 

& det orparevecOa. The technical expression for this is ¢poupdy gaivew. Hell., 
6, 4,17. Xen. uses this repeatedly, e.g. 3, 2,5; 3,5, 6; 4,2,9; 5,3, 18; 6, 
5,10. The Ephors despatched the generals and armies on special services. 
Hdt. 9,10. Thuc. 8,12. Xen., Hell., 2, 4,29; 5,1, 33; 5, 4,14; Anab., 2, 6, 
2. General’s appointment regularly made by the Apella: cf. what Xen., 

Hell., 4,2, 9; 6, 5, 10, says of the general’s appointment as contrasted with 

the gpovpa dalvew of the Ephors. Cf. Dum., op. cét., 148. 151/2. 156. 
8 The Ephors gave the generals instructions: Thue. 8,11; Xen., Hell., 

3,1, 1.7; 3, 2, 6.12; Diod. 14, 20; recalled them: Thuc. 1, 131, Plut., Lys., 
19, Ages., 15; Apophth. Lac., p. 257 Didot, 39, 41. First entry of the 

Ephors’ official residence by the generals after their return, Plut., Lys., 20. 
All instructions of importance were of course given by the Ephors only 
after they were authorized to do so by the Gerousia or Apella. Cf. e.g. 

Xen., 6, 4,3, with Plut., Ages.,28; and Xen. 5, 2,32 ff. For the form in 
which orders were given to generals at a distance, i.e. for the cxurd)y, as it 
was called, see Plut., Zys.,19. Gell, N.A.,17, 9. Schol. ad Arist., Birds, 

1283. Auson., epist., 23,23. Two Ephors accompanied the kings in war: Xen., 

Hell., 2,4, 86. domep yap voulfera Edy Bacihet Sto Tav épipwy Evorpareter Oat. 

Cf. de rep. Lac., 18,5. Hdt. 9, 76. 
4 Xen. 3, 4, 2. 5, 2, 9. 
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ment. The Ephors superintended the education of the young. 

Every ten days the Epheboi had to appear before the Ephors 
naked to be examined; their clothing and their quarters were 
subject to the Ephors’ inspection. Moreover they supervised the 
relations of the older youths towards their protégés. In case of 

any particularly serious offence on the part of the boys or young 

men the Paidonomos brought the culprit before the Ephors for 

judgment. The Ephors annually appointed the three Hippagretai 

from among the young men, the Hippagretai again selecting the 

Hippeis.t Even when the young men had been enrolled among 

the adults, their outward behaviour remained under the control 

of the Ephors, who could punish any Spartan for any act which 

in their opinion was unseemly.” 
This power of supervision and punishment possessed by the 

Ephors extended even to the other magistrates. They could sus- 

pend them from their offices, put them in prison, and : 

impeach them on capital charges. Lastly the magis- sip inches 

trates at the conclusion of their year of office had to ey fs: 

render account of it before the Ephors.2 The kings of 

were in a similar position of dependence towards the Ephors, who 

exercised supervision over the minutest details even of their social 

conduct. The kings were bound to appear before the Ephors at 

the third summons. The Ephors, unlike the other Spartans, did 

not rise from their seats in the king’s presence. Every month 

‘ 1 The summons issued by the Ephors on entering office, rpocéyew Trois 
vouos, is a particular manifestation of their general supervision of the 
laws. Plut., Clem., 9. Examination and control of the Epheboi, Agath- 
archides ap. Ath., 12,550 C. Aelian, Var. Hist., 14,7.3,10. Punishment of 
the disobedient, Xen., de rep. Lac., 4,6. Selection of the imraypéra:, Xen., 
abid., 4,3. Dum., op. cit., p. 120, concludes from Xen,, Hell., 6, 4, 16, that 
they also presided at the games. Cf. Plut., Ages., 29. 

* Xen., de rep. Lac., 8, 4, popor ofv.ixavol pwév elor Snuscodv bv av Botwvrat, 

Kbptoe 0 exrpdrrew mapaxpiua. Examples in Dum., ibid., 120 ff. 
® Xen., de rep. Lac., 8, 4, cépior 5¢ Kal &pxovras meratd (kal) karamradoae Kal 

eipgal ye kal wept ris wuxijs els dyGva karacrjom. Arist., Pol., 2,  9=p. 48, 29, 

ddfere 5¢ Av H Trav Epdpwr dpxh wdcas evOUvew Tas dpxds. Sphodrias impeached 
by the Ephors, Xen., Hell., 5, 4, 24. 

* The Ephors obliged King Anaxandridas to marry another wife, that 
the royal family should not die out, Hdt. 5,40; they watched over the 
confinement of this king’s wife, that no supposititious child should be foisted 

upon them, Hdt. 5, 41; they punished Agesilaos 87: rods Kxowods roNiras 
idious krara, Plut., Ages.,5. The Ephors’ supervision of the queens: Plat., 
Alcib., 1, 121. 
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the kings took an oath before the Ephors to govern according to 

the laws of the State, when the Ephors answered by promising 

in that case to preserve the royal power undisturbed.1 Every 

nine years, finally, the Ephors observed the heavens on a clear 
moonless night, and if they happened to see a shooting star, it 

was taken as a sign that the kings had been guilty of a re- 
ligious offence. The Ephors then’ suspended them from their 

office, until an oracle favourable for the kings came from Delphi 
or Olympia.” 

Again, the Ephors’ supervision extended to the 

instep a Perioicoi and Helots. They had the power of put- 

Perioicoiand ting the former to death without trial; the xpurreia 
Helots. pli Sa ; nt 

was under their direction. Any evil foreign in- 

fluences which became serious at Sparta were removed by the 
Ephors, sometimes by the Xenelasia, sometimes by 

some other direct mode of interposition.* The financial 

Control of the administration and the State treasury were under their 

Finances. special management and superintendence. Hence they 
received the war-booty, and managed the taxation.® 

Religious Lastly, the Ephors had certain religious duties. At 

Functions. any rate in later times they offered a public sacrifice 

Xenelasia. 

1 Plut., Cleom., 10, says that the king had to obey the Ephor’s third sum- 
mons. Xen., de rep. Lac., 15, 6, tells us, cal Gdpas 5é rdvres bravicravra 
Bacwre? why odk Epopo: dd Tay Epopixav Sippwyv. The personal honour which, 
according to Plut., Ages., 4, that king showed to the Ephors is made a duty 
of all kings in Plut., pree. reip. ger., 21. The oaths of the kings and Ephors, 
Xen., ibid., 15, 7: cal 8pxous 5¢ ddAAjAOLs KaTa pRva Tovodvrar Epopar pev bwep Tis 

mohews, Bacireds O brép éavrod. 6 5€ Spxos Earl TH ev Bacthel Kara Tods Tijs Toews 

Ketmévous vouous Bacidedoew, TH OE moder éumedopKobvros éxelvou doTrupédixTov Thy 

Bacidelay mapéfev. Nicol. Dam. 114 ap. Miller., fr. hist. gr., 3, 459, narrows 

down this reciprocal oath to a single oath of the king at his accession. 
Polyb. 24, 8b describes the relation of the kings towards the Ephors as 
that of children to their parents. 

2 Plut., Ag.,.11, 6.’ érav evvéa AaBsvres of Epopor vixra KaBapay Kal doéXyvov 
cuw1y Kabéfovrac mpds odpavdy droBdémovres. €dy ody Ex pépous Twos els Erepov 

pépos dorhp didéy, Kplvovor Tods Bacireis ws mepl 7d Oeiov e~auaprdvoyvras Kal 

Karamavover THs apxis, méxpe dv ex Acekpav } ’Odvurlas xpynomds EXOy Tols HAwWKdcL 

TwV Baciéwy BonOuwr. 

3 Tsocr. 12, 181, whose declaration I do not hold myself at liberty to 
doubt. Cf. Xen., Hell., 3, 3,8. For the xpurreia see Aristot. ap. Plut., Lyc., 
28. | 

4 Cf. Hdt. 3,148. Plut., Ag., 10; Instit. Lac., 17. 
5 Receipt of the booty gained in war: Plut., Lys. 16. Diod., 13, 106. 

Control of the taxes: Plut., Ages., 16. Vid. Schémann, z. St., p. 149/50. 
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to Athene Chalkioikos and regulated the calendar. It is possible 

that it was part of their religious functions to obtain the dream- 

oracles from the temple of Pasiphaa in Thalamai.! I deal with 

the judicial functions of the Ephors in another place. 

E. Inferior Magistrates. 

The remaining magistrates of the Lacedeemonian State were either . 

elected in the Apella or appointed by the kings and Ephors. They 

were responsible to the Ephors, and could by them be 
suspended from their office, thrown into prison, and 

accused on charges involving life and limb.? All magistrates fell 
into two classes, civil and military. The civil magistrates in- 

cluded in the first place the zpdéevor, appointed by the kings, and 
mpstevor. the four Ilvduo, who likewise were appointed by the 

vor. kings, each naming two. The former had to look after 
the strangers, who came on certain occasions to Sparta; the latter 

were the kings’ intermediaries in the intercourse with Delphi. 

They dined with the kings. The éuzeAwpo, for whom in Roman 

times we find éyopavoyo, had the supervision of the gumrwpor. 
market trade; the dpydovvoe supervised the women’s appécvvot. 
behaviour. At the head of the general education of the young 

In General. 

1 Polyb. 4, 35. Plut., Ag., 16, For the dream oracle in the Temple of 
Pasiphaa, see Plut., Ag., 9; Cleom.,7. Cic., de Divin., 1, 48, 96. 

2 Just. 3, 3, says, among other things of Lycurgus, “ Populo sublegendi 
senatum vel creandi quos vellet magistratus potestatem permisit. The lot 
not in use at Sparta; Isocr. 12, 153/4. Arist., Pol., 6 (4) 9=p. 161, 17 
Bekker. The mpdgevo. and I1v610. were chosen by the kings, Hdt. 6,57; the 
immaypérar by the Ephors, Xen., de rep, Lac., 4,3. Nothing further can be 

settled. Account given before the Ephors, Avivis Pol., 2, 9=p. 48, 29. Their 
rights in relation to other magistrates, Xen,, op. cit., 8, 4, 

8 Hdt. 6, 67. Suid. Iv@cx, For the duties of pale V4 in Re see 
Suid., rpotévous éxddouv rods reraypévous eis Td brodéyerOa Tovs Edvous Tods €& 
iw mérewv ‘jxovras=Schol, Arist,, Birds, 1021. Cf. Hesych., sub verb. 
Monceaux, les proxénies grecques, 6 ff., Paris, 1886, regards these mpitevor not 

as magistrates, but persons selected by the kings to receive strangers from 
a city which had no zpégevos at Sparta. Hdt.’s turn of expression, however, 
makes me still think them magistrates. This naturally does not exclude 
the possibility that individual States had their own mpdéfeva in Sparta, and 

Sparta had hers in other States, as Monceaux, op. cit., 146 ff., demonstrates. 
4 The single thing we know of the eurédwpo is theshort gloss of Hesych., 

éumédwpos* dyopavduos' Adxwves. For the later dyopayduo, see p. 26. Of the 

dpudcvvo. we are similarly informed by Hesych. only dpudcuvou dpxy tis €v 
Aaxedaluove érl ris edxooulas rwv yuvackav. I can make nothing of Hesych., 
yepodkrar’ of Shuapxoe maps Adkwow and éuracévras’ dpxetdv re év Aaxedaluove. 
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was the za:dovdpuos ; the dumades were perhaps his sub- 

ordinates.!1 We must also mention the Kufypodixys, 
who was sent from Sparta to Cythera, and 20 dppoorai, 

with whom we have already dealt more fully.? 
Military Of the military magistrates far the most important 

Officers. was the vavapxos, who, during his one year of office, 

was in command of the Lacedemonian fleet. The office 
of vavapxos, which might only be filled by the same 

person once, was styled by Aristotle a second kingship, and ex- 

isted demonstrably in the time of the Persian wars. The vavapyxos’ 

deputy in his office was the émroAeis.4 We must also 
mention, as military officers, the roA¢uapxo. with their 

oupdopeis, the Aoxyayol, revTnKovTHpes, evwpotdpxat, immapyoorai, the 

apxov tov oKxevoddopwv. The xpewdairns, “EAAavodixor, tapi, and 

AadvporGAa. acted indeed in war, but held no command.’ All 

these will be dealt with in the section on the war department. 

Of commanders of separate divisions in the army we find 6 émi 

THS KpuTteias tTeraypevos, Who undoubtedly commanded the young 

immaypérar. men of the age which was employed for the xpu7reia, 
dyabocpyot. and the three immaypérar, who commanded the select 

corps of the 300 immets. The five éyafoepyol, finally, were employed 

Tadovepos. 

Gppooral. 

vavapxos. 

émrirroXcts. 

1 For the raidovduos vid. Xen., de rep. Lac., 2, 2; 4,6. Plut., Lyc., 12, 
Hesych., radovéuos* apyh tis mapa Adxwow. The durades again are only 

known to us froma gloss of Hesych., durades of rév waidwy émueodmevor 

mapa Adxwow. Perhaps this place was subsequently taken by the Biden or 

Bidvo. See for them, p. 26. 

* For the Ku@npodikns, vid. Thuc., 4, 53. Our information about the 20 
appocral is given by the Schol. ad Pind., Ol., 6, 154: foav dé apyooral 
Aaxedaimoviwy etkoot.. Cf. p. 36. For the harmosts in the States of the 
league see below. 

8 On the Nauarchia in Sparta, see Beloch in the N. Rh. Mus., 34, 117 ff. 
Fleischhandel, d. spart. Verf. bet Xenophon, 57 ff., collects the passages in 
Xenophon. Arist., Pol., 2,9=p. 49, 30: éml yap rots Bacihedow ober orparnyois 

didlos 7) vavapyla oxeddv érépa Bacirela xabéornxer. Eurybiades is called 

vavapxos by Hdt. 8,42. See also Diod. 11,12. Beloch., ibid., 119 ff., shows 

that the Nauarchia lasted a year. ov yap viuos avrois dis Tov adrov vavapxety. 

Xen., Hell., 2,1,7. Cf. Plut., Lyc., 7; Diod. 13, 100. 

4 That the émicrodkeds was the vice-admiral appears from Poll. 1, 96; 

Xen., Hell., 2, 1,7; Plut., Lys., 7. Cf. Xen. 1, 1, 23; 4, 8,11; 5, 1,5 and 6. 
Once we find, instead of éricrodeds the title émicro\vapdpos, Xen., 6, 2, 25. 
The émiBdrns, mentioned, e.g., Thuc. 8, 61, Xen., Hell., 1, 3,17, was a naval 
officer, but indubitably inferior in rank to the éricronevs. 

5 For the military officers, see Gabriel, de magistratib. Lacedemonior., 
p. 15 ff. 
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on courier-service. The five eldest of the young men just passing 

from the iets were appointed to this office. 
In conclusion, we must mention the subordinate officers: the 

heralds, Datarplavers, and cooks, whose occupations 
° Subalterns. 

were hereditary.” 

3. Tue WAR DEPARTMENT.? 

The onesided favour shown to military merit in the Laceda- 
monian State was noticed even by the ancients, and  yrartiay 

Sparta’s government was for this reason compared to Character of 
. eys pay Se 0 ¢ the State. 

that of a military camp.* The prohibition in force at 
Sparta against leaving the country without permission, and the 

threat of death for emigrating to a foreign land, show that this 
view of their State was familiar to the Spartans themselves.® 

This military character was impressed upon the Spartans’ mode 

of life with irresistible strictness. The State institutions, which 

were expressions of this, merely fixed in formal law customs 

long prevalent. It must have been only after protracted wars 

that the Spartans subdued their country, beginning with the in- 

1 6 éml rijs kpumrelas reraypévos; Plut., Cleom., 28. immaypérac; Xen., de rep. 

Lac., 4,3. dyadoepyot; Hdt. 1, 67: of 6¢ dyaboepyol eioe Tov aorar, éflovTes éx 

Tov imméwy aiel of mpecBiraro, mévre Ercos Exdorov, Tods det TodTov Tov émauTér, 

rov dv éflwoe éx Tov imméwv, Xraptinréwy THO xow@ Siateurouévovs wy €devderv 

&Xous &AAy. See Suid. sub verb., Lex. Seguer. 209, 4; 333, 30. 

2 Hdt. 7, 184; 6,60. Mdrrwy and Kepdwr, the heroes of ray év rois pidirios 
mowovvTwy Te Tas magas Kal Kepavvivray Tov oivoy diaxdvwv. Ath. 4, 173 F; 2, 
39.c; 12, 550 v. 

e Since the first edition this subject has been treated by Stehfen, de 
Spartanorum re militari. D. i. Greifswald, 1881; A. Bauer, in the Handb. d. 

cl. Alterth.- W., 4, 241 ff.; H. Droysen, Hearne und Kriegfihr. der Griechen, 
65-74 in Hermann. 

4 Cf. Isocr. 6, 81: éxetvo 5 ofv maot pavepdy, bre Tav “ENAjvwvr devnvdxauev od 

Tw pmeyéer Tis woAews OSE TH TAHOE THv avOpwrwv, GAN bre Thy wodirelav duolav 

Kareornodueda orparorédy Kadws Srocxoumévy kal weapxeiv é0édovte Tots dpxovow. 

Arist., Pol.,2,9=p. 50, 2, says: mpds yap mépos aperijs ) Taca cbvraits THY 
viuov éotly, rhv wokeuexiv. See further Trieber, Forsch. z. spart. Verfassungs- 

gesch., p. 1 ff. 

5 Td undéva trav paxluov dvev Tis Twr apxdvTwy yvouns arodnueivy given by 

Isocr., 11, 18 is extended to all Spartans by Arist. ap. Harp.: xal yap rd 
pndéva. See also Plut., instit. Lac., 19; Ag., 11: rdv 6 dredOdvra ris Urdprns 

éml perouioug mpds érépous dmrobvicKxew Kedever. Trieber, quest. Lac., p. 57 ff, 
has collected all the passages bearing on this point. 
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terior of Laconia; and when this subjugation was completed, the 

very character of the State thus founded compelled its masters to 

be always on the watch against their subjects and slaves, who 

obeyed only unwillingly and under compulsion. The town, Sparta, 
was the permanent camp and base from which the conquerors 

held the conquered land in check. What they lacked in numbers, 

had to be made up by the highest development of warlike ability. 

But this could only be attained by giving up all other interests, 
and it was only by making this sacrifice that Spartans became 

the military artists of Greece, whose invincibility was, until the 

battle of Leuctra, an axiom of Greek popular faith. 

The constant discipline and practice required for the main- 

tenance of this military excellence, was only possible for men, 
whose energies were not claimed by anything else. The allotment 

of fixed xAjpoe to the ordinary citizens (and even they were set 
free, thanks to the labours of the Helots, from the necessity of 

cultivating their lots) relieved them from any anxiety for their 

daily bread, so that they reserved their powers entire for the 

interests of the State.2 But if the State thus secured to its 
citizens the possibility of consecrating themselves wholly to their 

military calling, it at the same time required this possibility to 

be used to the full, and therefore made the possession of citizen 

rights depend upon participation in the Spartan Agoge, and on 

regular contribution to the Syssitia.? 
To pass on to the consideration of details. The reference to 

the Spartan boy’s future military calling manifested itself immedi- 
ately at his birth. It was not the father, as was usual 

elsewhere, who decided whether the new-born child 

was to be brought up or not. Instead of this the decision rested 

with the elders of the Phyle, who, after inspecting the child, if 
they found him strong and well fornted: ordered him to be brongiil 

up; if not, they had him exposed in the “Arobéra, a gorge of Tay- _ 

getus. . Those boys who had been pronounced fit to live were then 

Education. 

1 Oncken, d. Staatslehre d. Aristot., 1, 2483 ff. The Spartans as reyvira cal 
copicral Twv todeutxkdv, Plut., Pelop., 23, Xen., de rep. Lac., 13,5. Cf. Plut., 

Ages., 26. Trieber, queest. Lac., p. 70/1. 
2 Cf. p. 33. 

8 Cf. p. 42. 
4 Plut., Lyc., 16. When Plut. says of the elders of the Phyle, xAfpov aird 

(i.e., the boy who was to be brought up) rwy évaxicxiAlwy mpooveluavres, he 
can hardly be right in this general statement. 
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brought up in their several homes under the superintendence of 

the women till their seventh year. When they reached that age, 
the State took over their education, which was directed by the 

maoovonos.1 Hvery boy was entered in one of the various Bodat, 

and inside this again in one of the tA, which were subdivisions 

of the Bota? Over each Bota was a Bovayds, over each tia an 

tAapxos ; they were taken from the young men of more than twenty 
years of age. The whole of the members of the Bota: were divided 

into three classes, the zaides from seven to eighteen years old, the 

MeAXpaves from eighteen to twenty, the ipaves from twenty to thirty. 

Of the latter again, the younger were called zpwripaves, the elder 

oaipeis.* 

The entire mode of life of these boys and youths was diected to 

hardening their bodies. Beginning with their twelfth year, the 

boys were close cropped, made to go barefoot, and play habitually 

naked. From their twelfth year they went without under- 
clothing, and slept together in their tAa: and Boda, on beds of 

reeds gathered by their own hands from the banks of the Eurotas.® 
Every year the young men who had reached a certain age gave 

1 Xen., de rep. Lac., 2,2; Plut., Lyc., 17. 

2 Plut., Lyc., 16, where the divisions are called dyé\ac and Ta. See also 
Plut., Ages., 2; Inst. Lac., 6, p. 298. That dyé\n=Boda is shown by Hesych. : 

Boda’ ayéXn waldwy. (Adxwves.) Bovarybs’ dyeddpxys, 6 THs dy&Ans dpxwy sais 

Adxwves, ae 

8 From Plut., Lyc., 17: cal car’ dyéNas abrol mpotcravro rwv heyoudvuy elpévwv 

del tov cwppovésrarov kal waxiudrarov, it would appear that the youths and 

boys themselves chose the Bovayés. But see Lyc.,16. For the head of the 
that, see Xen., de rep. Lac., 2, 11: €0yxe rijs tins éxdorns Tov Topwrarov Tay elpévwv 

dpxew. Cf. Grasberger, Erzieh. u. Unterr., Th. 3. For the training of the 
Epheboi, cf. 57 ff. 

* The ages can be determined, it appears to me, from Plut., Lyc., 17: 
elpevas dé kadXobor rods Eros HOn Sevrepov éx maldwy Seidl Liha dé Trav 

taldwy mpecBurdrous. obros ody 6 elpnv elkoor ern yeyovws dpxec x. T.rX. On the 

correct forms of the names, vid. Kuhn’s Zeitschr., 8, 53; Phil., 10, 431; 
Curtius, Stud., 4,1, 116. Phot. : KaTrampwrelpas’ episreaas Gennaetnewes as Mor. 

Schmidt writes Lon mpwtipavas in Hesych.) of rept elkooe rn rapa Adkwor. 
Paus. 3, 14, 6: of dé (sc. of aparpe’s) elow ol éx Tdv éEpjBuv els dvdpas dpxduevor 

ouvreheiv. Mention of cdapeis in inscriptions; C.1.G., 1886, 1432; Le Bas 
164; Bullet. de corr. Hell., 1, 379, 2. For other designations of age, see 

Miller, Dor., 2, 296 (809-10). 
® Plut., Lyc., 16; Inst. Lac., 5, 6, p. 293; Xen., de rep. Lac., 2,3,4. Photius 

on cuvédnBos Says: Lrapridirac 52 ordevvas (Sc. Tods EpHBovs Kadodar)* diéxpivov 5é 

avrovs doa TH H8y, rouréorw mept mevrexaldexa Kal éxxaldexa ern yeyovdras Tov 
vewrépwv waldwy kal xa’ éavrovs HoKxouv avdpotcba. 
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public proof of their power of enduring bodily pain. This diapac- 
tiywows, aS it was called, originally perhaps had had a religious 

significance; it took place at the altar of Artemis Orthia or 

Orthosia. The youths who took part in this competition were 
flogged till the blood came, and he came off conqueror—fwpovixns 

—who bore the flogging longest and most stoically. It hap- 

pened not seldom that they would hold out until they sank to the 

earth dead.1 To train the youths in cunning and craftiness, 

they were allowed to steal provisions to eke out the very scanty 

supplies furnished to them. If they succeeded in this without 

being detected, they went unpunished; otherwise hunger and a 

flogging awaited them.? The particular exercises which the 

young Spartans practised all had the object of fitting them to 

become skilful warriors. Hence they zealously practised all the 

gymnastic exercises which aim at general bodily development.? 

Of particular warlike games, which they played side against 

side, we hear of the fight at the Platanistas, and the ball-match 
in the theatre. Before the development of the body that of the 

mind had completely to give way. The Spartan boys were, from 

their earliest years, practised in the art of brief speaking, but in 

nothing else.® 

1 Lucian, Anach., 38; Plut., Lyc.,18; Instit. Lac., 40, p. 296. Plut., Lyc., 18, 
calls the competitors @¢n8a ; Instit. Lac., 40, ratées. Hygin., fabul., 261: “ubi 
(sc. in Laconia) sacrificii consuetudo adolescentum verberibus servabatur, 

qui vocabantur Bwuovica, quia aris superpositi contendebant, qui plura 

posset verbera sustinere.” Trieber, quest. Lac., p. 25 ff., gives an accurate 
collection of all passages bearing upon this. 

2 Plut., Lyc., 17,18; Instit. Lac., 12,18, p. 293; Apophth. Lac., p. 288,32; Xen., 
de rep. Lac., 2, 5 ff. ; Isocr. 12, 211/2. 

8 For the various exercises, vid. Haase on Xen., de rep. Lac., p. 219, 108. 
4 Description of the udyn, at the Iaramords, Paus. 3, 14, 8 ff.; Lucian, 

Anachars., 38; Cic., Tusc. disp., 5, 27, 77. Of the ball-match, Lucian, <bid., 
says: wéuvnoo, qv more kal és Aaxedatuova @Ons, my KaTayeddoa mde éxelvwy — 

unde olecbar udrnv rovety avrovs, dréray 7} opalpas mépe ev TO Oedrpw cvmarecdyres 

mralwow d\MpAousK.7.’. Particular form of the game—Demetr., de elocut., § 122: 

épopos év Aaxedaluou tov mepiépyws Kal ovK érixwplws cpaiploavta éuactiywoer. 

Schol. ad Plat., Laws., 1, 633: éviore & cal cpatpay 7 dAdo tt éppixrovy, dare Tov 
TPWTOV GPTACAYTA ViKaY. 

5 Plut., Lyc., 18,19. We cannot determine for certain how far the 
Spartan boys learnt the elements of reading and writing. Plut., Lyc., 16, 
says: ypdumwara pev obv evexa THs xpelas éudvOavov, while Isocr., 12, 209, denies 

even this. Perhaps we may assume as certain that many Spartans learnt 

to read and write, but only by private instruction. On Laconism i». 
speaking see Plat., Protag., 842. 
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Although those ipaves, who were the heads of the Boda: and trax, 

were entrusted with the general instruction and supervision of 

the youths and boys belonging to their particular divi- domvfhas 

sions, it was customary for a friendship which lasted and atras. 
beyond the years of the Agoge to be formed between each youth 

of a greater age and a boy, the object being the education of the 

younger. The youth was called, with reference to this relation, 

ciomvyAas, because he was filled with love for his protégé; the boy 
dtras, because he was to listen to the teaching and instruction of 

the eciomvyjAas. This relation was regarded as that of lover and 

love, but its degradation to sensuality was visited with heavy 

punishment.! 

The public Syssitia at Sparta had also, without doubt, a mili- 

tary object, and in their inner significance may be regarded as 

associations of mess-comrades in a camp. Indeed, their 

military character is attested by the designation of the 

members of such a Syssition as ovoxynvor; by the Polemarchs’ 

supervision of them; and by the explicit testimony of ancient 

writers.”, At Sparta the Syssitia bore properly the name dvdpeia, 

Syssitia. 

1 On the duties of the tpavyes, who were the heads of the divisions, see 
Plut., Zyc., 17,18. That the lovers were young men, is attested by Plut., 
Lye., 17: Hn Sé rots rydtxovTos épacral Trav evdoxiuwy véwy cuvavectpépovTo. 

They were responsible for the boy’s conduct, Lyc., 18; Aelian, Var. Hist., 3, 
10. Sensuality punished by lifelong Atimia, Aelian, ibid., 3, 12; Plut., 
Instit. Lac., 7. For the meaning of eicrvjdas and diras see Schémann ad 
Plut., Cleom., 181 ff., and the authorities quoted Ant. tur. publ. Gr., 187, no. 5. 
Hicrvyjdas is to be regarded as the lover, divas as the love. Vid. Et. M.: 
ditas’ 6 épwuevos’ mapa Td dew, 6 éore mvéew' 6 elomvéwy Tov Epwra TH épacTy. pact 

yap ylvecOar tov epwra éx Tob elomvetoOa éx THs mopPdhs: TOD épwuévov. Bev Kal 

elomvidas Kadodat Tos épacrds mapa Adxwow. Accordingly, eiorvet is used of 

the object of affection, eicmveic@a: of the lover, as appears from Xen., Symp., 

4,15: did yap rd éurveivy Te yuds rods Kadods Tots épwrixots, and Plut., Cleom., 3, 
where, in explaining épacrod yeyovdros, he adds, rodro dé éumveicar Aaxedau- 
Moviot Kadovowv. 6 elomvydas, as the lover, must consequently have a passive 
sense, he who is breathed upon by love through the beloved. A passive 
meaning for elorvj\as is assumed also by the explanation which makes 

elomvjAas 6 épwuevos, Which proceeds from the supposition that elomveiy = épar. 
See Aelian, Var. Hist., 3,12; Et. M., eicrvydns. *Atras, according to Aristoph., 
in the Lex. Seguer., 348, 2, 6 ép.suevos, is to be derived from dtw, not as the Et. 
-M. gives, from déw, dye. 

2 On the Syssitia’s military character, vid. Oncken, d. Staatslehre des 

Aristot., 2, 325 ff. The members of a gudiriov were called cicxnva, Xen., de 
rep. Lac., 7,4; 9,4; 15,5. Xen., 15, 4, calls the feeding together cxnveiv; 

_ the State guaranteed the kings a dnuocia oxynv}. Cf. Trieber, op. cit., p. 
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and later q:dira.! In all probability all Spartans of more than 
twenty years old (with the exception of those paves who were the 

heads of Bota or tAar) were entitled and bound to be participants 

in the Phiditia.? Originally the kings seem to have been exempt 

from the duty of taking their meals in their Phidition ; but later 

the Ephors compelled them to do so. Only those might absent 
themselves who were offering a family sacrifice or were away 
hunting. The Phiditia ceased only when a State sacrifice was 
being offered, with which general feasts were regularly con- 

nected. The number of members of a Phidition was about fif- 

teen ; in order to secure complete harmony within the Phidition,* 

new members were admitted only by unanimous consent. The 

expenses of the king’s table were met by the State; all other 

21/2. The Polemarchs superintendence is attested by Plut., Zyc.,12. In 

Plat., Laws., 1, 633 the Athenian interrogates the Spartan, who replies in 
the affirmative: td cvociria payer Kal Ta yupvdowa mpds Tov wodeuov e&nupicbar 

TQ vouobéry; Of the Cretan Syssitia, Plat., ibid., 1, 625, says: émel cal Ta 

cvcciria kwovveter Ewvaryaryelv dpav, ds waves, dwérav orparebwrrat, 760’ bm’ abrod 

Too mpdryuaros dvaykdfovra: pudakhs abrav evexa Evooireiy Toroy Tov xpévov. Cf. 

Dionys. Hal. 2, 23; Lex. Seguer. 308, 21. See Bielschowsky, de Spartano- 

rum syssitiis, p. 32 ff. 

1 On the Syssitia cf. Miller, Dor., 2, 198 (210) ff; 269 (283), and 
Bielschowsky, de Spartanorum syssitiis, Breslau, 1869. For the oldest 
name, see the fragment of Aleman, quoted by Ephoros ap. Strab., 482: 
goivas bé kal év Oidoowww—dvdpelwy rapa Sairuudverot mpérer Tacdva KaTrdpyew 

with which agrees Arist., Pol.,2,10=p: 51,11: xal 76 ye dpxatov éxddovp (sc. 
Ta cuvociria) of Adxwves ob pidizia dAN dvdpeta, Kabdmep ol Kpfres. That pidirca— 

in the MSS. often changed into ¢edirva—is the right form, is shown by the 
line of Antiphanes, quoted in Ath. 4,143 a.,and by Plut., Zyc.,12. For the 
etymology of the word ¢udiriov, see Plut., Lyc., 12. Schémann, Griech. 
Alterth., 1, 286, takes it to mean a “sitting”; Bielschowsky, p. 12, supposes 

the original full title was dvdpeta gidira, meaning cene virorum, and 

derives it from @dev. 
2 That the Spartan youths, after completing their twentieth year, took 

part in the Phiditia has been inferred from Plut., Zyc.,15. See Bielschow- 
sky, 14/15. Of course we cannot be absolutely certain. The tpaves who 

supervised divisions fed with their charges, Plut., Lyc., 17, 18. 

8 Acording to Hdt., 6, 57,the kings might or might not attend the 
Phidition ; this was not so later. Plut., Zyc.,12; Apophth. Lac., p. 278, 6; cf. 

Bielschowsky, p. 17; Plut., Lyc., 12: é&nv yap olkor decrveiy omdre Ovoas Tis 7} 
kuvnyov ovicee, Tods 5& GAdouvs ede mwapeivar. Hesych.: dpédiros (Cobet, 

a@ldtros)* huépa mapi Adxwow, év 7 Ovovow. 

4 Plut., Lyc., 12: cwpxovro 52 dva mevrexaldexa cal Bpaxet tovrwv éhdrrovs 7} 

mdelovs, where the mode of voting at the admission of a new member is also 
touched upon. See Bielschowsky, pp. 15/6. 
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Spartans had to contribute for the Phiditia every month a medim- 
nos of barley-flour, 8 choes of wine, 5 mine of cheese, 2} minze of 

figs, and 10 Aiginetan obols. Perhaps the money thus collected 
. Was spent in the purchase of the pigs for the meals.1_ The regular 

dish was the Bada or aiuaria, i.e. pork cooked in blood, and 

seasoned with salt and vinegar. Of this, each had a certain 

quantity ; but he might take as much as he liked of the bread 

and wine. The dessert consisted of cheese, olives, and figs.? 

Besides this regular fare members of the Phidition contributed 
not unfrequently extra delicacies, portions of sacrifices, game 
killed in the chase, and wheaten bread. When luxury invaded 

even Sparta, the extra dishes, then called ézaixAa, became the 

most important, while the aivaria was only retained for form’s 

sake. All these Phiditia took place in a species of encamp- 

ment or collection of tents, most probably in the Hyacinthian 
street.4 ; . 

In the tactical organization of the Lacedemonian army, various 

changes were introduced as time went on.° We find organization 

the establishment of evwporia, rpraxddes, and ovociria Of the Army. 

1 On the king’s table, vid. Xen., de rep. Lac., 15, 4,and Plut., Lyc., 12, 
who gives the Laconian measures, while Dicaiarchos ap. Ath., 4, 141 c. has 
converted them into Attic measures. Cf. Hultsch, griech. u. rém. Metrol.,? 
500; Bielschowsky, p. 23 ff. 

2 Plut., Lyc., 12 calls the Spartan national dish 6 wédas fwuds. The proper 
Spartan name is gathered from Poll. 6, 57: 6 dé uédAas Kadovdmevos Swuds, 
Aakwvikdy pév ws éml mondd 7d Gdecua, ort 5’  Kadounérvyn aiuaria. Hesych. says, 

Bada fwuds. Adxwves. The ingredients of the aiuaria are blood, as appears 
from the name, vecov xpéas épOdv (Dicaiarch. ap. Ath. 4, 141 B), vinegar and 
salt, as may be inferred from Plut., de sanit. prec., 12: cal xaOdrep of Adxwves 
df0s cal Gras Sdvres TH paryelpw TA Nowra Kedevovuor ev TH lepelw <nrew. For the 

other ingredients see Dicaiarch. ap. Ath. 4, 141 a, s. 
8 The extras mentioned in the text are attested by Xen., de rep. Lac., 5, 

3; Plut., Lyc., 12. It may be questioned whether such an extra was called 
éraixAov in the earlier times. Cf. what Ath. 4, 138 B ff. has collected epi 
Tov Aakwrikwy ouprociwy. On the desuetude of the Syssitia in Sparta see 
Bielschowsky, p. 27 ff. 

* Paus. 7,1, 8, cal jv Kal és éue @rc airy rados &Oa ra Setrva Aaxedarpovlois 

éorl ra piditia kadovmeva. Their tent form is to be inferred from the fact that 

Xen. calls the members of a Phidition otexcnvoa. Vid. p.65. That the 

Phiditia were held in the Hyacinthian street, is the plausible deduction of 
Bielschowsky. pp. 22/3 from a comparison of Polemon’s statement ap. Ath. 

2, 39 C with that of Demetrios of Skepsis ap. Ath. 4, 173 F. 
5 The account of Beloch, Bevélker. d. griech. rém. Welt, 131 ff., does little 

to advance our knowledge of the historical development of the Lacede- 
monian army. 
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attributed to Lycurgus. Whether these expressions really indi- 

cated divisions of the army, and, if so, how these divisions were 
subordinated one to another, or whether there was any such subor- 

dination at all, cannot be determined with certainty.! 

On the other hand we may take it as a certain fact that in the 

earliest times—we know that it was so still in the Persian wars 

—the Spartans and Perioicoi had separate military organizations.” 

The army of the Spartans then consisted most probably of Adyou.? 

Each of these bore a special name, either taken from a quarter of 
the town or given for some other reason. The leaders of the Adxou 

1 Hdt. 1, 65, wera d¢ ra és wéddeuov Exovra évwuorias kal rpinxddas Kal ovoctria 

—tornoe Avkodpyos. Xvociria has either been taken to be the greater divi- 

sions in view of Plut., Ag., 8 (so e.g., Miller, Dor., 2,233 (Engl. Tr., 2, 253) 
Riistow u. Koechly, Gesch. d. griech. Kriegsw., 88; Stein, d. Kriegsw. d. 

Spart. Konitz, 1868, p. 6, or it has been identified with the companies for 

dining—of 15 men regularly—(see Plut., Lyc., 12) and so Bielschowsky, op. 

cit., p. 32 ff, who emends p. 28 ff., Plut., Ag., 8. We must bear in mind that 

cvociria is certainly no Spartan expression, that in Sparta they were rather 
called in the earliest days dvdpeia, later gidirca (see p. 66). It is impossible 
to determine Herodotus’ meaning. I would take ovociria in its general 
sense as associations of mess-companions; it is manifestly used so in 

Polyain. 2, 8, 11—see also Aelian, Var. Hist., 2,1, 15; 2, 3, 11—where, how- 
ever, of course it does not denote any official subdivision. Cf. Stehfen, de 

Spartanorum re militari, 23 ff.; Trieber, zbid., p. 15 ff., who explains Hdt.’s 
ovociria as different from the ¢.diria, takes it as meaning simply a military 

subdivision of the évwyoria, and strikes out rpenxddas as a gloss. 
2 Tyrtzeus’ poems presume a Spartan citizen-army. Cf. especially fr. 

11, 15, 16, in Bergk. I think we may argue the like for the Persian wars 

from Hdt. 9, 10. 11. 29. 
8 Hesych., in a gloss that is evidently incomplete, says: Aéxou ‘ 

Aaxedatoviwy pycilv "Apiropdvyns (Lysistr., 454) rérrapas. mévre yap elow, ds 
¢not Apicrorékys. This has been filled up from Phot., Axor Aaxedaruoviwy 
rérrapes, ws “Apisropdvys, Oovxvdidns dé mévre, "Apiororédns 5é éxrd. Only we 

must begin from Hesych. and suppose Aristotle really gave 5 lochoi, and 

alter Photius accordingly. For Thuc. 5, 68 in reality counts 7 Spartan 

lochoi, and therefore plainly his number has been interchanged with 
Aristotle’s in Phot. See Rose, Aristot. pseudep., p. 492, no. 154. I regard it 
as quite unallowable to explain the 5 Thucydidean lochoi in Phot. by the 

5 Argive lochoi in Thue. 5, 72, as e.g. Trieber, ibid., p. 11, does. 
4 The Schol. on Arist., Lysistr., 454, where 4 lochoi are mentioned, says, 

dpybrepov 7d. Aaxavwv ~oxey ékepydoba 6 mounrhs. Nbxor yap ovK elol rérrapes 

év Aaxedauovia, adda wévre "EdwXos, Livis, Apiwas, IIdods, Mecoodyns. 6 5 Oovxv- 

dldns érrd pnor xwpls Tov ZeipirGv. The Schol. on Thue. 4, 8 calls the 5 Adxou 

Aldddos, Divys, Zaplvas, Iidods, Mecocodrys. Hesych. says under ’Edwiés* Adxos 

Aaxedatpovlwy orws éxadeiro. Meoodrns undoubtedly is derived from the 
xoun Mesoa, and the Adxos Icravdrns recorded Hadt. 9, 53 (cf. Herodian, 4, 8) 

presents nothing suspicious, especially as Hdt. was connected with the 
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were the Aoxayoi, in addition to whom there were already zodXé- 

#apxo. Who perhaps were employed on independent commands,! 

We first hear of a change in the Lacedemonian army organiza- 

tion in 425. The Spartan and Perioican hoplites were then 

amalgamated. This was probably due to the heavy losses which 
the Spartans had suffered in the great earthquake of 465. Spartans 
and Perioicoi were now incorporated in the same lochoi.? In con- 
sequence the number of lochoi was increased. In B.c. 418 the 

Aoxou were the largest divisions in the Lacedeemonian army: every 

Adxos contained 4 revrnxoorves, each revrynKoorvs 4 évoporia.® The 

Pitanatan Archias. Vid. Hdt. 3, 55. We must then substitute I:ravdrns 
for one of the lochoi names above given, the forms being plainly corrupt. 
If we follow Thue. 1, 20 (see also Hesych. II:ravdrns), who denies categori- 

cally the existence of the éxos Iiravdrys (vid. too Bauer in the Phil., 50, 
422 ff.), there still remains the hypothesis that Hdt. called the lochos, 

which he describes as that of the Pitanatai, \éyos Iuravdrns because it was 
composed of them, though its official name perhaps was not taken from 
the xwun Pitane. It is not open to us to substitute the namesof the Spartan 
kwuac throughout for the lochoi names we find recorded, as Riistow and 
Koechly do ibid., p. 37,7. Trieber, op. cit., pp. 11/2 considers our author- 
ities as so worthless that he passes them over with a few words. Stehfen, 
who op. cit. 6/7 regards Aristotle as the ultimate authority for the number 

5 of the lochoi in the lexicographers, supposes (p. 8, 1), that this assertion 
was erroneously attributed to Aristotle, who was perhaps speaking of the 
5 kOuac at Sparta. Harp. udpa serves to refute the idea that Arist. attested 

the number 5. Whoever assumes, as Stehfen does, that in course of time 
changes were introduced in the tactical organization of the Spartan army, 

cannot possibly offer any objection to the various declarations of Arist. 
which refer to different periods. I still regard the views I propounded in my 
first edition as the most probable. 

1 Hdt. 9, 53, says, "Awouddperos Noxnyéwv rod Iliravnréwv Adxov. He is 

counted among the zpwro, and evidently has a voice in the council of war, 

Hdt. 9, 55. Tagiapyo in Hdt. 9, 58 is, judging by the context, not an 
official title. Cf. on this title Trieber, ibid., p. 12 ff. EHvatveros 6 Kapivou éx 
T&v Todeudpxwv dpatpnuévos is mentioned, Hdt. 7, 173, as leading the Lace- 
dzemonians at Tempe. 

2 The hoplites to garrison Sphacteria were drawn by lot ard rdvrwy rov 
Adéxwv, Thuc., 4, 8, and consisted of Spartans and Perioicoi, Thue. 4, 38. 

8’ The number of the éxor, which in the first edition I estimated at 7, 
following Thuc. 5, 68, is better left undetermined. The hypothesis of 
Stehfen, op. cit., 19 that there were 12 lochoi, is not proved. The account 
of the battle at Mantinea, Thuc. 5,67-73, involves many difficulties. The 
following objections to Stehfen’s views, p. 18 ff., suggest themselves: Thuc. 

d, 64 says of the expedition of the Lacedeemonians évraida 5) BofOaa Trav 

Aakedatmoviwy yiyverat airav re cal Tov Hikorwv ravdnuel déeta Kal ola, ow 

mporepov ; undoubtedly he understands among the Helots the veodaydders and 
Bpacidevo. mentioned 5, 67, just as, Thuc. 7, 19, Helots and Neodamodeis are 
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Aoxos was commanded by the Aoxayds, the revrnxoaris by the revrn- 

kovTnp, the évwporia by the évwpordpyys. The rodéuapxo. were in 

immediate attendance on the king, transmitted his orders, and in 

difficult operations took command of separate lochoi.! 

In the course of the Peloponnesian war yet another alteration 

was introduced in the tactical arrangement of the Lacedemonian 

army. We first hear of it for the year 404.2 From this time the 
Lacedemonian army contained 6 pdpa, each popa 2 Adxor, each 

mentioned together. If 5,68 7d Aaxedatmoviwy rére maparyervouevov miOos is 
counted by itself dvev XxipirGv, that is merely because the Neodamodeis 
and Brasideioi were not incorporated in the lochoi. According to the 
calculation in Thue. 5, 68, the number of Lacedemonians in the 7 lochoi 
on the left wing was about 8600 men. To these must probably be added 

the two lochoi mentioned Thuc. 5, 71: with Stehfen 18/9 I suppose from 
the context of chap. 71 that they were “on the right” (see Thuc. 5, 67). 
Thus about 4600 Lacedeemonians, Spartans and Perioicoi took part in the 
engagement. If to these be added 7d éxrov mépos, év G rd mpecBirepdv Te Kal 

7d vedrepov nv (5, 64) that is; the men of the oldest and youngest years from 
the various lochoi, who were sent to the rear, we get as the sum total of 
the Lacedzemonians about 5400 men, a number not too small, when the 
obvious fact is borne in mind that only the well-to-do served as hoplites. 
In 894 at Corinth there fought 6000 men (Xen., Hell., 4, 2, 16), although not 

all Lacedzemonians who were liable to serve were there; we must therefore 
notice that by that date another military reform had been introduced, 
vhose tendency undoubtedly was to increase the number of Perioicoi bound 
to serve. Thuc. 5, 68 gives us the tactical arrangement of the army. 
There we read: Ndxor wev yap éudxovro érra dvev UKipirav, bvrwv éfaxociwy, év 

52 éxdorw Adxw wevTynKosTies Hoav Téocapes Kal év TH mevTnKooTUs évwmoria 

TETO apes. 

1 As to the command in the army Thue. 5, 66 tells us Baciiéws yap 
dyovros tm’ éxelvov mdvra dpxerat, kal Tols ev modeudpxos adtos Ppdfer 7d déov, ob 

5é rots Noxayols, éxetvor 5¢ Tois wevrnKkovTipow, avOcs 5é odror Tols EvwuoTrdpxats, 

kal o6ro. TH ~évwportg. The two Polemarchs who in the battle of Mantinea 

led two lochoi (Thue. 5, 71), were undoubtedly despatched by Agis, to 
execute the manceuvres which he designed. 

2 The Lacedemonian Morai are first mentioned Xen., Hell., 2, 4, 31. 
That the place of the \éxos was taken by the wdpa seems to be shown by 

Hesych., udpa uépn wd. Kal wépn TOO orparod ) rdyya. mapa yap Aaxedatmovlors 

ol marpidoxor (ply Abxor) dpa abOcs dvouacbevres. Trieber, tbid., p. 4 ff. tries 

to show that the Morai were an institution existing at Sparta from the 

very first. But in Hdt. 9, 60 potpa certainly stands in merely the general 
signification of part, and we can draw no conclusion as to the existence of 
the morai from the fact that Hdt. and Thue. mention Polemarchs, for in 

Thuc. 5,71 the Polemarchs manifestly lead the lochoi. There is nothing 
"strange in the simultaneous existence of lochagoi, for the Polemarchs re- 
-gularly were in attendance on the king and conveyed his commands. Vid. 
Thue. 5, 66. 
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Noxos 4 revrnkoorves, each wevrynKxocris 2 évwporia. The popa was 

commanded by the zod¢papxos, the Adyos by the Aoxayds, the 

mevtnxootos by the mevryxovryp, the évwporia by the évwpordpyns.* 

In this arrangement also, Spartans and Perioicoi were enrolled in 

the same Morai.® 
We can say nothing definitely as to the tives observed in 

marshalling the individual soldiers within the Morai. We can 

only note that among the Spartans fathers, brothers, and sons 
did not belong to the same mora, and that the Amyclaioi were 
spread over the whole army.’ 

1 The new organization of the Lacedzeemonian army is attested by Xen., 
de rep. Lac., 11,4, But Isuppose with E. Miller in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., vol. 
75, p. 99, on the strength of Xen., Hell., 7, 4, 20, and 7, 5, 10 (where it is ets 

the veniai déxa is found), thst each ple Lonteiinn wuly two d\éxo. The 

4 \éxo. in Xen., de rep. Lac., 11, 4, the number moreover in the expedition 
mentioned by Stob., Flor., 44, 36, has arisen by changing dvo into 6. So 
Schémann, griech. Alterth., 1,296, 1. Cf. Harp., udpwv, where we find gyal 
(sc. "Apiororédys) 5é ws clot wdpar & dvouacpévac kal Sinpnvra eis Tas wdpas Aaxe- 

Sarudvioe rdvres. See Miiller, fr. hist. gr., 2,129,883. 6 wdpac are the result too 
of a comparison of Xen., Hell., 6, 1,1, with 6, 4,17. The circumstance that 
no lochoi are mentioned in the first six books of the Hellenica, that 4, 3, 15 

jpsov wopas is used, which corresponds to one dédxos, that in 3, 5, 22; 4, 5, 7, 
where we should expect an express mention of the lochagoi, they are not 
named, while in the seventh book (ef. 7, 1, 80; 7, 4, 20; 7, 5, 10) Adxou not 
popac meet us, has led Stehfen, 10 ff., to suppose that the Spartan army, when 
the Perioicoi formed the greater part of it, was divided into morai; when 
the Spartans alone marched out, into lochoi. I fully appreciate the im- 

portance of this extraordinary phenomenon in Xen. But since as a matter 

of fact Perioicoi were included even in the lochoi (cf. 7,4, 20 with 27), 1 
hold it wiser until we get further light on the subject to abide by the 
statement in Xen., de rep. Lac., 11, 4, and to seek for other explanations of 
these peculiarities in the Hell. Xen., de rep. Lac., 12,6 mentions a mp&rogs 
modéuapxos, who, ‘according to a conjecture of Gabriel, de magistratib. 
Lacedemonior., p. 17/8 is perhaps identical with the rpecBiraros ray sept 
dauoclav of Xen., ebid., 18, 7. 

2 Xen., Hell., 4,5, 11; 6, 1, 1, compared with 6, 4, 15. The expression 
popat modtriual in Xen., de rep. Lac., 11, 4, does not make against this. 

According to Xen., Hell., 7, 4, 20, Archidamos marched out pera r&v rodirav 
and left in Cromnos a garrison of three lochoi; among them, however, were 
both Spartans and Perioicoi. Xen. 7, 4,27. Cf. Trieber in the Jahrb. f. el. 
Phil., 1871, p. 448 ff., who demonstrates that the roNurixdy orpdrevua indicates 
the Spartans and Perioicoi in opposition to the allies.) However perhaps 
we ought to read in Xen., de rep. Lac., 11, 4, érdurixév for modirixdy; this 
reading is in Stob., Mlor., 44, 36. 

3 Xen., Hell., 4,5, 10, wodvd wévOos fv xara 7d Aakwvixdy orpdrevya, wAHY Sowr 

éréOvacav év xwpa 7) viol 7) marépes 7) ddeAPpol* obror 5 wamrep vixnpdpor Naprpol Kai 

dyahNouevor TH olxely md0er mwepinecav. Sons, fathers, and brothers, then, of 
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Every Spartan, and also perhaps every Perioicos enrolled among 

Liability to the hoplites, was &uporpos, z.e. liable to military ser- 

Service. vice. The liability continued for 40 years, from the 
20th year of life to the 60th. An exception was made, perhaps 

only in later days, in the case of any Spartan who had 3 sons: he 

was not bound to serve in war.! . It goes without saying that not 

all those who were. liable to military service took part in every 

campaign; the Ephors specified certain ages for the levy, according 

to the force which it was necessary to raise. For dangerous ex- 
peditions it was usual to select only such men as left issue behind 

them in case of their death.2 The varying number of the years 
levied for the several expeditions is the cause of the very diversified 

accounts given by the ancients of the strength of the morai.? 

The 300 irreis formed a corps d’élite among the hoplites,* and 

were selected annually from among the young men in the follow- 
ing manner. The Ephors chose three men in the prime 

of life, and then these three, called immaypéra, each 

selected at his own discretion 100 of the most valiant of the youths 

for service as immeis, this being considered an especial honour. The 

300 immets obtained by this method formed in time of war the body 

ttrreis. 

those who belonged to the annihilated mora were to be found in another 

mora of the army. As to the Amyclaioi, Xen., Hell., 4, 5, 11, says cal rére 

5%) Tous éx wadons THS oTparias AwuxAalous karé\urev “Aynotdaos év Acxaly. 

1 Xen., Hell., 5, 4, 18, tells us that those trép reccapdxovra dd HBns were no 
longer bound to serve abroad. See Plut., Ages., 24. The man liable was 
called éu@povpos, Xen., de rep. Lac., 5,7. Exemptions for those who had 
three sons, Aristot., Pol., 2, 9=p. 47, 18; Aelian, Var. Hist., 6,6. ai én’ 
apxats were also temporarily exempt, Xen., Hell., 6, 4, 17. 

2 Xen., de rep. Lac.,.11, 2, rpdrov pev rolvov oi Epopor mpoxnprrover Ta ern, els 

& det orpareverOa kal immefor Kal owdirats, érecra 5é kal rots xetporéxvas. Cf. 

Xen., Hell., 6, 4,17. On the various ages in the morai see Xen., Hell., 2, 4, 

32; 3,4, 23; 4,5, 14.16; 4,6,10. See Stein, op. cit., p. 18. Sparing employ- 

ment in war of those who left no offspring behind them, Hdt. 7, 205. 
3 Xen. gives 576 as the number of men in a mora, 6, 4, 12; 600, 4, 5, 12; 

1000, 4, 2,16. The uspa was according to Ephor. (vid. Diod. 15, 32) 500 men 

strong; according to Callisthenes, 700; according to others, 900; Plut., Pelop., 
17. Lex. Seguer. 279, 18, gives 800. The number 25 for the évwyoria in 
Suid. and Et. M. gives a strength of 400 for the wépa. Cf. also Phot. wotpa. 

4 See Stein, zbid., pp. 18, 14. That the imzeis, in spite of their name, were 

hoplites is shown by Strabo 481-2. Cf. Hesych.: traaypéras’ apxn émt trav 

émiéxtwy ordirov. In Thuc. 5, 72, they are called of rpiaxdcror immijs 

kahovuevo. We find them mentioned as early as Hdt. 7, 205; 8, 124. 
5 For the method of selection, cf. Xen., de Rep. Lac., 4, 1-4. Membership 

of the 300 was év rij wédeu rpwrevovoa tiuj: Apophth. Lac. Pedareti, 3, p. 284. 

Plut., Lyc., 25. 
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guard of the king, and in time of peace were employed in services 

of particular importance.! 
The equipment of the Spartan hoplites consisted of a red cloak, 

a cuirass, a helmet, a brass shield with a A as 

nisance, a long thrusting spear and a short sword.? 

Before the Peloponnesian war the Helots were only employed as 

camp followers, or at most light armed troops; in that Baiseneiedit 

war it became customary to use select Helots even of Helots in 
as hoplites. bea 

After rendering such services to the State, they as a rule 

obtained their freedom, and after that were promoted to regular 

service in the army as veodayddes. Besides this the Helots also 
served as shield bearers, each hoplite having one in attendance.? 
Midway between the hoplites and the light-armed troops stood 

the Skiritai, or inhabitants of the territory called Skiritis, who 

formed a special division of the Lacedeemonian army. 

In time of war the Skiritai were employed on par- 

ticularly perilous undertakings; they formed the vanguard; they 

began and ended the battle, and held the post of honour on the 
left wing.4 

“6. Equipment. 

Skiritai. 

1 The irre?s as royal body guard, Thuc. 5,72. Dion. Hal. 2,18. Accord- 
ing to Hdt. 6, 56, the king’s body guard consisted of only 100 dvdpes Noyddes. 
The guard of honour which escorted Themistocles to the frontier numbered 

300: Hdt., 8,124. The Ephors employed individuals from their ranks for 
police duties: Xen., Hell., 3, 38,9. See Trieber in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1871, 
p. 443 ff. 

2 See Stein, zbid., 4-5. For the qowikis, cf. Xen., de Rep. Lac., 11, 3. 
Plut., Inst. Lac., 24. Aristoph., Ach., 820, and Schol. on Paa., 1173. @dpat 

and xpdvos: Tyrt., fr. 12, 26; Plut., Apophth. Lac. Demarati, 2, p. 269. Great 
XaAKh domls with the A as token: Tyrt., fr., 11, 28-4; Xen., loc. cit.; Theop., 
fr. 325, ap. Miller, fr. hist. gr. 1, 380. Long dépara: Hdt. 7, 224, 211. 
Short sword: Plut., Apophth. Lac. Agid. Min., 1, p.264,and Antalk., 8, p. 266; 

Xen., Anab., 4,7,16. H. Droysen, Heerwesen u. Kriegfiihr. d. Griechen, 24, 
believes we must say that the Spartans did not use the cuirass ; but he is 
certainly wrong, as Tyrt., fr. 12, 26 shows. Tyrt., fr. 11 enumerates the 
weapons which could be seen in the phalanx; the cuirass was covered by 
the shield. 

5 Cf. Hdt. 9, 28. Thuc. 4, 80; 5, 34. Xen., Hell., 6, 5, 28. veodamwdes 
employed in war: Thuc. 7, 19; 8,5. Xen., Heil., 1, 3,15; 3,1, 4; 3, 4, 20; 
5, 2, 2453, 4, 2. Plut., Ages., 6. On bracmoral, cf. Xen., Hell., 4, 5, 14; 
4, 8, 39. 

* See Stein, 14. The Skiritai were infantry: Xen., Hell.,5, 4,53. Select 
division of 600 Skiritai: Thuc., 5, 68. Cf. Suid.: Sxwpetrac Adxos dvipav x’ 
"Apkadicds, 0 apxduerds Te év Tols modewos Kal TedevTaios dvaxwpdv. Cf. Et. M., 
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The Lacedemonian army had no regular light armed troops 

Light armea Of its own. When they are mentioned as present in 

Troops. armies commanded by Spartan generals they are either 

allies or mercexaries.} 

Neither can the institution of a cavalry force be said to date 
from before 424 B.c. In that year the Lacedemonians, for the 

first time apparently, equipped 400 horsemen, whose. 
number was increased to 600 in the year 394. This 

force was divided into six dpa, each belonging to one of the six 
popa of infantry. Each pdpa was subdivided into two oiAapoi, 

and was commanded by a immappoorys. The Lacedeemonian 

cavalry was of poor quality, for the horses (which were main- 

tained at the expense of the richest of the citizens) were not 

selected for service untila levy was actually decided upon, and 

the men who were mounted upon them were those who were con- 

sidered unfit for service as hoplites.? 

When an army took the field it was accompanied by a corps 
of handicraftsmen or engineers, taken from the Perioicoi, and a 

train of Helot attendants. These were under the orders of the 

dpxwv Tov oKevoddpov.? 
The kings were generals of the Lacedemonian army by right of 

birth, and it was only on minor expeditions that their place was 

Cavalry. 

Lex. Seguer. 305, 22. Skiritai in the vanguard: Xen., de Rep. Lac., 13, 6.: 
in the most dangerous expeditions: Xen., Kyrop., 4, 2,1: on the left wing: 
Thue. 5, 67. Cf. Diod., 15, 32. 

1 See Stein, 15f& Yet in Tyrt., fr. 11, 35 sqq., we find mentioned yuur7res, 
who hurl stones and javelins. 

2 See Stein, p. 16. Equipment of 400 horsemen, 424 B.c. rapa elwOds: 
Thue. 4, 55, cf. 5,67. 394 .c., 600 horsemen. Xen., Hell., 4, 2,16. Acc, to 

Xen., de Rep. Lac., 11,4, there were at that date six udpa of cavalry, of 
which each contained 100 horsemen. By this arrangement the uépa was 
divided into two odd\apol, each being, according to Plut., Lyc., 23, fifty men 
strong. The commander of a pépa was entitled imrapuoorys: Xen., Hell., 4, 
4,10; 4, 5, 12, and was under the orders of the wod¢uapxos. See Xen., Hell., 

4,5,11and12. According to this, we must suppose there were six immap- 

poorat. On the value and equipment of this corps, cf. Xen., Hell., 6, 4, 10 
and 11: rots 6 Aaxedaimovlos Kar éxeivov Tov xXpdvov wovnpbtarov hy Td immxdy. 

érpepov pev yap rods tmmous of mAdovowraror érel dé Ppouvpa pavOeln, Tore Fxev 6 

ouvreraypévos* AaBdy 8 ay tov immov kal dda dota dobein alrT@ éx Tod mapaxphua 

av écrparevero’ Tav 5 af orpatrwrwy ol Trois cwpacw ddvvarwrara Kal Hxiora 

piréripot él Tov trmwv joa. 
3 On the xeporéxvac in the Spartan army, cf. Xen., de Rep. Lac., 11, 2. 

The dpxwv r&v cxevodspwv took charge of the construction of the camp¢ 

Xen., Hell., 3,4, 22. Cf. also Xen., de Rep. Lac., 18, 4. 
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occasionally taken by ordinary Spartiatai, who were then styled 
dppoorai. The subordinate officers under the com- pe King and 

mander-in-chief were the woA¢uapyou, assisted by cvpdo- his Staff. 
pels TGV woAeudpywv. Other officers were the Aoxayol, revtynKovTipes, 
évwmoTapyxat, imrappoorat. The duties of these officers can be in- 

ferred from their names and from what has been said above.! 

Among these the six zoA¢uapxo. belonged to the king’s staff, the 

members of which were called oi zepi dayociav, and were admitted 
to the king’s mess table, so that he could consult with them at 

any time. Besides these, the king often summoned other officers 

to a council of war.? The king’s staff also included 3 émoo, who 

had to take charge of the commissariat. The xpewdatrys was prob- 

ably one of these. Besides, there were also seers, doctors, and flute | 

players. 

Other functionaries employed on military expeditions without 
being themselves officers in the army were the tapia, the Aadupo- 

mat and the “EAXavodixat.* 

Fixed formalities were observed when the army set out to war. 

1 On the king as hereditary commander-in-chief, see page 46 ff. ‘Apuoorhs 
as commander of Lacedzemonian army in war: Xen., Hell., 2, 4, 28; 3,1, 4; 

4, 2,5; 5, 2, 87; 5, 8,20. When an ordinary Spartiates was in charge of 
an expedition, his probable successor seems to have always accompanied 
him, to provide for the possibility of his falling. Cf. Thuc. 4,38. For 

the infantry officers, cf. Xen., de Rep. Lac., 11, 4; 18,4. For the imrappoorat, 
Xen., Hell., 4, 4, 10; 4,5, 12. The wodéuapyos commanded the pédpa of 
hoplites and the udpa of cavalry both together: Xen., Hell.,4,5,11. Cf. 

4,4,7;5,4,46 and 51. Also Fleischhandel 71 ff. oi cuu@opeis rod rodeudpxov 

kaNovmevor: Xen., Hell., 4, 4, 14. 

2 Cf. Xen., de Rep. Lac.,13, 1: cvexnvotor dé adrs (7G Bacire?) of rod€uapxor, 
drws dél cuvdvTes waddov Kal KowvoBoviacww, Hv Tr Séwvrar. See Xen., Hell., 6, 4, 

14, In38,5, 22; 4,5, 7, we find the rodéuapya and revrnkovrfipes summoned 

to the council of war. The Aoxayol are not mentioned. On the other hand, 
cf. those who were present at the @ucia of the king: Xen., de Rep. Lac., 

13, 4. If the king fell, the supreme command devolved upon the zodé- 
papxor: Xen., Hell., 6, 4, 15 and 25. 

3 Cf. Xen., de Rep. Lac., 18,1: cvexnvoicr 5é (rq Bactde?) kat &Adoe rpeis divSpes 

TOv omolwv. obo TovTo.s émiumedovyTaL TavTwY TaY émiTnOciwy, ws uNndeuia aoxorla 

q airots Tav ToheuKwv ériuedeicOar. I conjecture that the cpewduirns also was 

one of these three éuo.u. For him, or them, if there were more than one, cf. 

Plut., quest. symp., 2, 10,2: Aaxedaudrioe 52 kpewdatras efxov od rods TuXévTas 

GAG Tods mpwrovs dvdpas, Gore kal Avcavdpov bm ’Aynoddov év ’Agia xpewdairny 

dmodexOjva. Cf. Plut., Lys., 23. Poll. 6,34. udvres cal larpol cal avAnral: Xen., 

ibid., 18,7. On the tent companions of the king, cf. Gabriel, de magistrat. 
Lac., 18 ff. 

* Cf. Xen., de Rep. Lac., 13,11; Hell., 4,1, 26; Ages., 1, 18. 
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First the king offered up sacrifice at home to Zeus Agetor before 

The Army in he set out. If the sacrifice seemed propitious, the 

the Field. army marched out, and the zvpddpos carried with 
the army fire from that sacrifice as far as the frontier, where the 
usual irepBarinpia were offered up to Zeusand Athene. From this 

second sacrifice the zupddpos took fire to serve for all the other 

sacrifices, which were performed by the king at all kinds of junc- 
tures throughout the whole campaign.! The camp constructed by 

the Lacedzemonians in the field (the dpywv trav oxevoddpwv being 

responsible for its erection), was circular in shape so far as the 

nature of the ground permitted, and was, as a rule} surrounded 

with a palisade of stakes.2 The outposts were occupied by the 

cavalry, and consisted of positions a certain distance away from 
the camp, and affording a good outlook over the adjacent country. 

Besides these, there was also a camp guard, whose main duty was 

to keep watch over the Helots who were present. The Helots were 

not allowed to lodge within the camp. No-one was permitted to 

move about in cémp without his spear, or to go far away from it 

when foraging. Bodily exercises were practised in camp as well 

as at home, though the Spartiatai were not permitted to leave the 

quarters of their mora, lest they should get too far away from their 

weapons. In spite of all this, discipline was on the whole less 

strict in camp than athome.? Before all military operations sacri- 

fices were offered by the king or the highest officer in command.‘ 
When the enemy were in sight, the king sacrificed once more, this 

time a goat and to Artemis Agrotera.> Thereupon the army, with 

wreaths on their heads, marched with leisurely steps against the 

foe, accompanied with the music of the fifes, to which they sang 

1 Cf. Xen., de Rep, Lac., 18, 2-5. Hesych.: wupcopipos. Nicol. Dam. ap. 
Miller, fr. hist. gr., 3,458; 114, 14. Polyain. 1, 10. Trieber, quest. Lac., 
p. 5 ff. 

2 Of. Xen., de Rep. Lac., 12,1. That the camp was surrounded with pali- 
sades may be concluded from the consideration that we cannot well think of 

a circular-shaped camp without them. Cf. Xen., Hell., 6, 2,23. For the 
construction of a camp, cf. Xen., Hell., 3, 4, 22. 

8 Of. Xen., de Rep. Lac., 12,2 sqq.; Plut., Lyc., 22; Stein 31. 
4 See the collection of instances in Trieber, quest. Lac., p. 7 ff. Trieber 

doubts the sacrifice to the Muses and Eros before battle which is attested 
by Plut., Lyc.,21; Apophth. Lac. Eudam., 10, p. 271; de cohib. ira, 10, and 
Athen. 138, 561 E. 

5 Cf, Xen., Hell., 4, 2,20; Lyc., 22; Xen., de Rep. Lac., 13,8; Trieber 13 ff. 
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their battle pean.! If the enemy were defeated, the Lacedzeemonians 
soon returned from pursuit, in order to sacrifice the thank-offering 
for victory to Ares. If the victory had been won in open fight, 

the sacrifice was a cock; if by a stratagem, an ox.” 

“‘With the shield as victor or on the shield a corpse,” as the 
well-known parting exhortation of the Spartan mother puts it——— 

those were the instructions which the Lacedzemonian 
State gave its citizens. Those who did not obey this 

injunction but returned to Sparta defeated, were called rpécarres, 

and incurred a strict driuzia. They lost all eligibility for office, 

and all power of bequest over their property, and were exposed 

to the deepest contempt. No one would eat with them, or practise 

gymnastic exercises with them. At choral festivals they must sit 

apart in seats especially appointed them: in the street they must 

give way to every one; they must rise from their seats before | 

even their juniors. With beard half shorn and gay parti-coloured 

robes, they wandered about, treated everywhere with utter con- 

tempt, compelled even to submit to blows. If they had daughters, 
no one would marry them; if they themselves were unmarried, 
no one would give them their daughters to wife.’ 

The Lacedemonians had no fleet of any consequence; from the 

time of the Persian wars, however, and onwards, they possessed a 

few ships. At the sea-fight near Artemisium, ten’ 

of their ships took part; at Salamis, sixteen; in 413 
B.c. they had twenty-five ships altogether. Their harbour for 

their war-ships was Gytheion.* We cannot tell for certain how the 

equipment of the fleet was managed, except that the trierarchs 

and crews were, as a rule, taken from among the Perioicoi.®> The 

vavapxos and his deputy the émicroAeds have already been discussed 

above.® 

1 Cf. Plut., Lyc., 22; Instit. Lac., 16; de mus, 26. Xen., de Rep. Lac., 13, 8; 
Thuc., 5,70; Polyain.,1,10. For further passages, see in Auerbach, de 
Lacedemoniorum reyib., 44-5. : 

2 Cf, Plut., Lyc., 22; Apophth. Lac., p. 281,80; Thuc. 5,73; Inst. Lac., p. 
295 ff.; Plut., Marcell., 22. 

3 Cf. Hdt. 7,104. For the saying of the Spartan matron, cf. Apophth. 
Lac., 15, p. 299. On the rpécarres, cf. Hdt. 7, 231, and Thuc. 5,34. Xen., 
de Rep. Lac., 9,4 sqq. Plut., Ages., 30. 

4 Cf. Hdt. 8, 1, 48. Thuc. 8,3. Iv@ecov was the émriveroy rav Aakedatpovlwr, 

where were to be found the vedpa rav A.: Diod. 11,84. Paus. 1, 27 5. 
Thue. 1, 108. 

5 Cf. Thuc. 4,11. Xen., Hell., 5,1,11; 7, 1, 12. 
6 See page 60. 

TPETAVTES. 

Fleet. 
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4. FINANCE AND JUSTICE. 

Before the precious metals had become the usual standards 

The Common Of value in Greece, cattle and the ordinary metals 

obama were used as media of exchange. The latter were 
Value. measured out by weight. 

But at an early date the Greeks learnt from the people of Asia 
Minor and from the Pheenicians to make the pieces of metal of a 

convenient conventional shape, and stamp them with a device to 

guarantee the correctness of the weight. Bars and spits or 
obelisks were, according to an ancient tradition, the earliest forms 

in which these common metals circulated. Afterwards, when 
pieces of metal had become the customary measures of value, a 

flat shape was adopted, and from this the round coin was gradu- 
ally developed.* 

In Sparta the ancient custom of using a cheap metal, iron, as 
measure of value, was kept up till the end of the 4th century B.c. ; 

Laconian for no silver coins were made there till after the 
Coins. time of Alexander the Great. Private persons were 

forbidden even to possess precious metals; nevertheless foreign 

silver coins were already in use among the Spartiatai at the time 

of the Persian wars. The most ancient form of native coin at 

Sparta also seems to have been bars weighing a mina each. At 

a later period the principal coin was struck in the shape of a 

sacrificial cake and called therefrom zéAavop.2, In value these 

1 See Hultsch, griech. u. rém. Metrol.,2 162 ff., 105-6. Plut., Lys., 17: 
kwouvever Oé kal TO waurav apxatoy otrws éxew, dBeNokots Xpwpuevwv voulouace 

otdnpots, éviwy dé xadxois. Cf. Et. M., dpaxuy. Poll. 9, 77, tells that Pheidon, 
after causing coins to be made for the first time, consecrated the spits to 
Hera. Cf. Et. M.: 68edNoxos—mrdvrwv 5¢ mp&ros Peldwy’Apyeios vououa Exower 

év Alyivy kal dia Td vouowa dvadaBav rods dBerioKous avéOnke TH ev “Apyer”“Hpw 

See Mommsen, Gesch. d. rim. Miinzwesens, 169. 
2 On the ancient establishment of iron coinage in the Peloponnesus, 

see Kohler in Mitth. d. dtsch. Arch. Inst. in Athens, 7, 1 ff., 377 ff. On the 
Laconian money Hultsch.,? 584 ff. Private persons forbidden to possess 

gold and silver: Xen., de Rep. Lac., 7,6. Cf. Stein in the Jahrb. f. el. 

Phil., 1864, 832 ff Trieber, quest. Lac., p. 48 ff. Acc. to Poseidon. ap. 
Ath. 6, 223 F., private individuals deposited their cash in Arcadia. The 
document published by Kirchhoff in the Ber. d. Berl. Ak., 1870, p. 51 ff., 
is a deed relating to such a deposit. Cf, Plut., Lys.,17., Poll., 9,79; 7, 105. 
Plut., Zys., 17, seems to assume that at Sparta also money originally 
circulated in the form of obeliskoi. Hesych. says: wéXavop 7d rerpdxadkov. 

Adxwves. For the later Spartan silver coins, see Hultsch.? 536. 
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bars and cakes represented originally a silver obol or 735 of the 

silver mina. 
According to a later valuation, ‘this Laconian zé\avop was 

equivalent in weight to an Adjginetan mina, and in value to four 

xoAxoi, or half an obol. This computation puts the ratio of value 
of iron to silver as 1:1200; and an Aginetan silver mina weigh- 

ing 605 grams would therefore be worth 1200 Laconian iron 

mine weighing altogether 726 kilograms.!. This cheapness of 

iron forces us to the conclusion that so long as foreign coinage 

did not yet circulate in Laconia commerce was carried on mainly 
by barter, the iron coins being used merely to balance accounts.’ 

In the towns of the Perioicoi their great export trade must always 

have required the use of the precious metals as a medium of 

exchange.® 

As soon as the Seale ses State began to take part in the general 

politics of Greece, and particularly during the Peloponnesian war, 

the possession of gold and silver became an absolute eed ena 

necessity. The attempt, made by the party of strict Silver in 
observance at the end of the Peloponnesian war, SaOvnee. 

to prohibit the possession of precious metals even by the State, 

was obviously doomed to defeat, unless the Lacedemonians de- 

liberately intended to resign their hegemony. In the case of 

‘private persons, however, the prohibition was renewed at that 

period with threats of severe penalties; nevertheless it was fre- 

quently disregarded.4 

Spartan finance Was managed on a very simple system. It 

1 Cf. Plut., Apophth. Lac. Lyc., 3, p. 278; ob5 yap vipicua map adrots 
e}xpnoTor elace, wdvov dé Td aidnpodv eionynoaro, 8 éort uvd bAKH Alywaia, Surdmec 

dé xadxot réccapes. The weight of the Mginetan mina is given according 

to Hultsch.? 502. The Spartan leather money of which Nicol. Dam. ap. 
Miiller, fr. hist. gr., 3,458, no. 114, 8, and Sen., de benefic., 5, 14, speak, is a 
mere fable. 

2 According to the original ratio of silver to iron, 600: 1, ten Mginetan 
minze would represent 3,630 kilograms of Laconian iron coins; cf. Xen., de 

Rep. Lac., 7,5, Plut., Lyc.,9. That barter prevailed in Laconia is attested 
by Polyb. 6, 49, and Just. 3, 2. 

3 See Miiller, Dor., 2, 21 (24) ff. 
4 Cf. Polyb. 6,49, For the account of the discussions at the end of the 

Peloponnesian war, cf. Plut., Zys.,17. Their result is described as follows: 
Snmocia wev Edoker eladyerOar vduoua Tovobrov, dv dé Tis GND KexTnuevos dia, enuiav 

apicav Odvarov. Cf. Xen.,de Rep. Lac., 7,6. On the observance of this law, 
see Miiller, Dor. 2, 207 (220). Stein, 337, doubts whether such a law was 
passed. ; 
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cannot be supposed that the Spartiatai were liable to any taxa- 

tion, but it is not unlikely that the Perioicoi paid 

tribute. The main revenues of the State consisted of 
booty won in war and subsidies paid at various times by foreign 

States, especially by the Persian king.1 At the head of the 
financial administration stood the Ephors.? 

We possess no more definite information about the 
administration of justice than about finance. Criminal 

Council of jurisdiction was exercised by the Council of Gerontes, 

Gerontes. and included murder cases and State trials.? The pro- 
ceedings in capital cases extended over several days, and were 

subject to no exceptio rei iudicatae.4 The Council of Gerontes 

could inflict money fines, atimia, banishment, or death.5 Execu- 

tions took place at night. Sometimes the prisoner was strangled 

in the Dechas, sometimes hurled down into a deep ravine called 

Kaiadas; into this, however, as a rule, only the corpses of the 
executed criminals were cast.® 

Finance 

Justice. 

1 Cf. Plut., Apophth. Lac. Anazx., p. 265: ruvOavopévou rivds, did th xphuara 

od auvdyovow els Td Onudcrov. In Thue. 1, 80, Archidamos says: xal oie év 

Kow@ (SC. xphuara) Exouev ore Eroluws ex Tdv ldiwy Pépowevr. Of. Aristot., Pol., 

2, 9= p. 50, 10 sqq. Bekker. Acc. to Strabo 365, the Perioicoi, on their 
subjugation, undertook cutee 7H Zrdpry. See Trieber, Quest. Lac., p. 

58 ff. 
2 The Ephors took possession of booty: Plut., Zys.,16. Diod. 13, 106. 
8 On the Council of Elders as court of justice for Sica: povixai cf. Aristot., 

Pol., 3, 1=p. 60, 16. Acc. to Arist., Pol., 2,9=p. 48, 21, the Gerontes are 
Kipto. xploewy ueyddwv generally. That the Council of Elders was the court 

for State trials, follows from the case of Sphodrias, which was obviously 
pleaded before the Gerontes. Cf. Xen., Hell., 5, 4,24 sqq.; Plut., Ages., 24, 
25. For the kings brought to trial before the Council of Elders, cf. Paus., 
8, 5, 2. 
4 CE. Apophth. Lac. Alexandr., 6, p. 265: épwravros 5€ rwos airéy, did Ti 

Tas ep) (Tod) Oavdrov Olikas mdeloow huépats of yépovres Kplvovow, Kav dmroptyyn 

tis, re ovdev Haoadv éorw bwdbdcxos, IloANais pev, py, Huépats xplvovow, bri mepl 

Oavdrov Tots Siapaprdvovew ovk €or peraBovr\edoacbar vou dé brddixov dejoe elvar, 

8re Kata Tovrov Tov vouov dy ely kal 7d xpelrrova BovredoacOa. The appre- 

hension of miscarriages of justice here attested is mentioned also in Thuc., 
1, 182. 
's Acc. to Aristot., Pol., 6 (4), 9=p. 161, 18, the Gerontes judge cases, 

punishable by death and banishment; acc. to Plut., Lyc., 26, death, 
atimia, and severe punishments generally. Atimia, e.g., for Paideras- 

tai: Plut., Inst. Lac, 7. An example of banishment: Thuc. 5, 72. A 

pecuniary fine was imposed, e.g., on Phoibidas, who was certainly con- 

demned by the Gerontes. Cf. Plut., Pelop.,6. On the way in which death 
sentences were carried out, cf. Plut., Ag., 19: rodro d€ (7.e.') kadoupévn Aéyas) 
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Lawsuits, arising out of contracts, were decided by the Ephors 
sitting as sole judges, except in cases where the dispute was settled 

by umpires chosen by mutual agreement.! The Ephors 

further exercised judicial functions in connexion with 

their duties as superintendents of police, and in this capacity 

could inflict punishments of very various kinds.?, The kings had 
lost all their ancient civil jurisdiction, except in cases Kings 

affecting family rights and the public roads.? 

Ephors. 

5. Toe LACEDAMONIAN LEAGUE.* 

After the Spartiatai had made themselves masters of the 

Eurotas valley, and of the communities on the adjacent coast, 

they by no means ended | their career of conquest. Cinna 

In the second half of the 8th century they began _ of the 
the first Messenian war, which they carried on as a ee 

war of conquest.° 

After a struggle of many years’ duration, this war ended in the 

subjugation of Messenia. The inhabitants were reduced to a con- 
dition of oppression and serfdom under Spartan dominion, which 

was not rendered any less burdensome by their unfortunate re- 

bellion, the so-called second Messenian war.® Soon after the first 

éorw olknua Ths elpxrijs, év @ Oavarotc. ro’s Katadixovs dwomviyovres. Hadt. 4, 

146: kKreivovor 5 Tods av Krelywor Aaxedaimdvioe vuxtos, web’ huépny 52 ovdéva. 

Thue. 1, 184: Kal aidrov éwédd\noav peév és tov Kaiddav ofmep rods Kkaxovpyous 

éuBdd\vxew. For a case of increased severity in the form of execution, cf. 
Xen., Hell., 3, 3, 11. 

1 Cf. Aristot., Pol., 3, 1=p. 60, 15: ofov év Aaxedaiwom tras Trav cvpBoralwy 
dicdger Tuwv épopwv dros &ANas,—2, O=p. 48, 11: ere 52 Kal xpioewy eior peyddrwv 

KUptot, SvTes of TuxXdvTeEs, Sidmep ovK adToyvwpmovas BéATiov Kplvew, GANA KaTa Ta 

ypdupara kal rods vououvs. Cf. Plut., Apophth. Lac., 271. Eurycrad. Didot. 

On single arbitrators chosen by agreement between the litigants, cf. Plut., 
Apophth. Lac. Archidam., 6, p. 267 Didot. 

2 Cf., e.g., Athen. 4, 141 a. 
8 Cf. Hdt. 6, 57. 
4 An account of the historical development of the Lacedzmonian league 

down to the Peloponnesian war is given by Broicher, de soctis Lacede- 

moniorum, Bonn, 1867, Diss. Inaug., and by Busolt, d. Laked. u. thre 
Bundesgen., vol. 1, 1878, down to the year 479. 

* The traditional accounts of the early history of Messenia and of the 

Messenian wars are quite untrustworthy. See Niese in Hermes, 26,1 ff. 
The real cause of the war is without doubt given correctly in the Messenian 
account in Paus. 4, 4, 8: alzioy dé civar ris xwpas Tis Meconvlas Thy dperiv. 

6 On the serfdom of the Messenians, who obviously became Helots, except 
those who left the country, cf. Paus. 4, 14, 4sqq.; 23, 1. 
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Messenian war the Spartiatai began war with the Argives for the 
district Thyreatis,! which lay on the frontier between the two 

States, and was not definitely secured by Sparta till the middle of 
the sixth century.? 

Against their northern neighbours also, the Arcadians, the Spar- 

tans at first pursued the same aggressive policy. But it was not 

Sparta ana till after repeated wars, and several defeats in the 

Tegea. — first decade of the sixth century, that they succeeded 
in defeating the people of Tegea about 550 B.c.4 Even this victory 

was by no means decisive enough to afford the Spartans any good 

prospect of subduing the district of Tegea. On the contrary, they 

thereupon concluded peace with Tegea, and apparently abandoned 

all ideas of aggression in that direction. By the terms of this 

peace, the Tegeatai agreed to expel the Messenian fugitives from 
their territory, and to prosecute none of their own citizens for any 

dealings with the Spartans during the war.® 

The last proviso, which, according to Aristotle, was inserted by 

the Lacedeemonians in order to secure safety for the Lacedeemonian 

Foundation of partisans in Tegea, clearly indicates the method by 
the Lacedez- ; monian” Which the Spartans secured for themselves supre- 
Hegemony. macy in the Peloponnesus. Inthe Greek States gene- 

rally, the oligarchical factions agreed in their political theories 

' In Euseb. 2, 83, Schoene, there is recorded under O]. 14: “bellum, quod in 
Thyrea inter Lacedeemonios et Argivos gestum est.” Paus. 3, 7,5: Ocomdurov 
dé ére Exovros Thy apxhv év Uwrdpry ylveracxal 6 wep rhs Oupedridos kadouuévyns xwpas 

Aaxedatpovios dyav mpds ’Apyelovs. I regard the traditions of earlier wars be- 

tween the Spartans and Argives as unworthy of credence: see Stud., p. 72 ff. 
2 According to the account in Hdt. 1,82, the Thyreatis was. first occupied 

and reduced by the Spartans immediately after the fight between the 300 
Spartan and Argive \oydées and the battle which followed. Cf. also Paus. 
2, 38, 5. 

3 The aggressive tendency of Lacedemonian policy in the 6th century (to 
be attributed likewise to the previous century) is correctly described by 
Busolt, d. Laked. und thre Bundesgen., 251 ff. Cf. also Hdt. 1, 66. 

4 Cf. Hdt. 1, 65 sqq. Busolt, ebid., p. 257 ff. 
5 Cf. Plut., Quest. Gr., 5: Aaxedaiudvioe Teyedrars Siaddaryévres Erorjoavto cuv- 

Ojkas kal orHAny er’ Addelw Kowhy avécrnoav év 7 mera TOv Gdwv yéyparra: Meoon- 

vious éxBadew éx Ths xapas kal wh éketvac xpnorovs (cf. Hesych. : xpyorol * of 

Karadedixacuévor) moetv. e&nyovmuevos ody 6’ ApororéAns Todré dyot Sivacba Td wh 

dmoxrwvivat Bonbelas xd pw Trois \axwvifover Tov Teyearav. Cf. also Plut., Quest. 

Rom., 52. The meaning of this proviso is without doubt what is given in 
the text. The Tegeatans had the post of honour in the Peloponnesian 
army on the left wing: Hdt. 9,26. But itis not likely that this honour 
was secured them by the treaty. 
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with the principles of the Spartan constitution, and therefore sup- 

ported Sparta, especially in wars against the Tyrannis, which 
rested on democratic sentiment. Again the oligarchs, who suc- 

ceeded the despots in the possession of power, naturally found it to 

their interest to connect themselves closely with Sparta, in order 

to secure their own supremacy. To this must be added, that in 

the 6th century, asa result of the aggressions of the Lydian kings 

against the Hellenic towns of Asia Minor, and of the immediately 

ensuing rise of the Persian power, a tendency towards centraliza- 

tion became apparent even among the Hellenes.? From all these 

considerations it will be understood how the influence of the Lace- 

deemonians, whose territory by itself already included two-fifths of 

the Peloponnesus, extended itself over the larger portion of the 

peninsula, without any definite record being handed down to us of — 

the manner in which the several States became adherents of 

Sparta. In all Peloponnesus, only Argos and the Achzan towns 

stood aloof from the Lacedzmonian alliance.? The prominent and 
powerful position of the Lacedzmonians in Peloponnesus caused 

them to be regarded by foreigners about 550 B.c. as the leaders 

and representatives of the whole of Greece.* But as a matter of 

1 Overthrow of despots by the Lacedzemonians, according to Thuce., 1, 18: 
érerdh 5¢ of re "AOnvalwy ripayvo kal oi é€x rAs dAAns EdAdSos él odd kal mply 

Tupavvevbelons of rretoTor Kal TedXeUTAaloL TAH THv év DeKehig brd Aakedatmoviwy Kate- 

AVOnocav.—Muller, Dor., 1, 172 (189). Interference with the constitutions of 
the separate States, Thuc. 1, 76: duets yodv, & Aaxedatudvoror, Tas év TH ILeNowov- 

vhow worets ert Td duiv OPéXi pov kaTacryncdmevae e&nyetaGe. 1,19: of uév Aaxedarudrroe 

ovx vioreNets ExovTes Popov Tods Evmpdxous HyobvTo, Kar’ duyapxlay 5é ogiow adrots 

pdvov émirndclws Srws Todkitevowor Oepamevovres—Aristot., Pol., 6 (4), 11, p. 165, 
13 ff. Bekker: ére 62 kal ray év fpyeuovia yevouévwy ris ‘EXXddos mpds Thy rap’ 

abrois ExdTepot TodiTelay droBdérortes of péev Snuoxparlas év Tats wodeor Kaloracay, 

of 5’ é\vyapxlas, ob rpds Td THY ToNewr Guudépov oKoTroivTEs, GANA pds TO oHérEpov 

aitév. That the Lacedeemonian hegemony was not developed in connexion 

with the Olympian festival and in alliance with Elis, as Curtius supposed 
Gr. Hist.,4 1, 218 (Ward’s Eng. tr., 1, 234), is rightly shown by Busolt, 
ibid., p. 57 ff., and Forsch., 1 ff. 

2 On the tendency to centralization among the Greeks in the 6th century, 
see Basolt, ib., p. 245 ff. 2 of the Peloponnese belonged to Sparta: Thue. 1, 10. 
Of the time about 550 z.c., Hdt., 1, 68, already can say, #5n 6é¢ odu (rots 

Aaxedaipoviors) kal 7 woddh THs Hedorovvjoou jv Kareotpayévn, With which com- 
pare Busolt, 2b., p. 264 ff. 

3 On Aepoe' ef. Isoer. 12, 46, cf. 256; on Achaia, Paus. 7, 6 and 8,4. Cf. 
also Thue. 1, 9. 

4 Ace. to Hat. 1, 69, Croesus sends word to the Lacedemonians: tpudas yap 
TruvOdvoua mpoecrdvar THs ENAdbos. Compare Busolt, ib., p. 269 ff. 
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fact their hegemony, after their attempt to extend it to include 

Athens also was defeated at the end of the 6th century, was con- 

fined to the limits of the Peloponnesus.! 
It was the Persian War that first caused any considerable exten- 

sion of the sphere of Spartan influence: for all the Greek States 

Position of involved in that war, even Athens herself, acknow- 

sf spite nog ledged the hegemony of Sparta.? The constitutional 

Wars. forms in which this league expressed itself, corre- 
sponded with the objects which the league was intended to effect. 

The league included “the States well-disposed towards the 

Hellenes,” ? which had bound themselves by mutual oaths to war 
against the Persians.* 

The organising council of the league was the Synedrion of 

mpoBovro. assembled at the Isthmus; they decided upon the 

measures adopted in preparation for the war. During the war 

itself, however, the generals of the several States concerned in 

each operation formed the regular council of war of the allies. 

The commander of the Lacedeemonians on each occasion was the 

generalissimo of the allies, whether on land or at sea.® In its 

capacity as federal council the council of war of the land-army 

1 Concerning the attempts of the Lacedemonians to extend their Hege- 
mony over Central Greece also, see Busolt, 7b., p. 284 ff. 

2 Thue. 1, 18: kal weyddov Kwddvov émixpewacbévros of Te Aaxedamdvioe Tov 

Evurro\ennodvrwv “EA\jvev jyjoavro Suvduer mpov-xovres. 

8 Acc. to Hdt. 7, 172: at rédes al ra duelvw ppovéovoa rept rhv “ENAdba. Cf. 
Hadt., 7,145. For the States which belonged to this alliance, see Busolt, 7b., 
387 ff. Compare also K. Ottfr. Miller, “ History of the Hellenic Synedrion 
during the Persian Wars,” in the Prolegomena z.e. wissensch. Myth., p. 406 ff. 

4 In Hat. 7,148, they are called of cvvwudrar “EAMijvevr ert 7 Tépoy. Cf. also 
Hdt. 9,106. On the other hand, we must regard as a pure invention the 
oath which the Hellenes are said to have sworn either at the Isthmus (cf. 

Hat. 7, 182, Diod. 11, 8) or before the battle at Plateea (cf. Theop., fr. 167, 
ap. Miiller, fr. hist. gr., 2306, Diod. 11, 29, Lyk., Leokr., 80-1) against those 
Hellenes who had submitted voluntarily to the Persians. See Wecklein, 
iid. d. Tradit. d. Perserkr., 67 ff. 

5 The Synedrion at the Isthmus (cf. Diod. 11, 8) is denoted by the phrase 
mpoBovror THs ‘EAddos in Hat. 7, 172. On its activity, cf. Busolt, ib., p. 394 ff, 

who rightly shows, 407 ff., that the Synedrion of rpéfovho. was an assembly 
for purposes of organisation. The general council of war at the Isthmus 

consisted of the Strategoi of the allied States ; cf. Hdt. 7,175,177. See Busolt, 
p. 407, n. 125. That the rpé8ovdo did not assemble during the actual pro- 

gress of hostilities is proved by Busolt, p. 408, n. 126. On the Synedrion of 

Strategoi as Federal assembly see Busolt, p. 410 ff. On the Hegemony of the 

Spartans by sea and land, ef. Hdt. 7, 161; 8,2. Busolt, p. 410 ff. 
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after the battle of Platea drew up a resolution that every year 
mpoBovrAo. and Oewpot from all Hellas should assemble at Platzea. 

The latter undoubtedly were to come as religious representatives 

of the several States at the proposed annual sacrifices to the slain 

warriors, the former as their political envoys to deliberate on the 
affairs of the league. It was further decided to establish there a 
quadrennial festival called the Eleutheria, and the Platwans were 

to be considered sacred and inviolable on condition that they kept 

up the proper sacrifices to the Gods at the festival. For the war 

against the Persians it was determined to set on foot a standing 

army of 10,000 hoplites, 1,000 cavalry, and a fleet of 100 sail.4 
The alliance thus decreed, which is described by Thucydides as ai 

tadaval Lavcaviov pera TOV Mjdov o7rovdai, existed, it is true, in form 

up to the third Messenian war, when the Athenians and their allies 

abandoned the alliance because of their dismissal by the Spartans 
from Messenia; but it never had any practical importance. For 

when the Greeks of the Aigean, in consequence of the presumption 
of Pausanias, elected the Athenians to be their leaders, the Lace- 
demonians acquiesced in this decision, retired from the war 

against Persia, and again confined themselves to their former 

hegemony of the Peloponnesus.?” 

The attempts made in the interval between the Persian and 

Peloponnesian wars, first by Tegea and Argos, and again by all 

Arcadia except Mantinea,* to break down the Spartan 

supremacy, both failed. Sparta, therefore, was able to Hegemon of 
begin the Peloponnesian war as president of the Pelo- ™! 2e¥8s. 

1 Cf. Plut., Arist., 21: éx rovrou yevouévns éxxAnolas cows TOv “EXXijvor Eypayev 

Apirelins Yepioua ovvidvar pév eis Taras Kab’ Exacrov éravrdv amd THs “EAdSos 
mpoBovrous Kal Dewpods, dyecOar O¢ wevraernpixdy ayOva Tov ’EdevGepiwv. clvas dé 

oivrakw ‘EdAnvixiy puplas wev domldas, xudlous Sé iwmous, vais 5é éxardv érl rdv mpds 

BapBdpous rdreuov, Iiharae?s 5¢ dovdous cal lepods ddeiobar TH Oew OVorvras dréep 

"Ed\Addos, cf. 19. The correctness of Plutarch’s account is confirmed in 

certain points by Thuc. 2, 71, 72, 74; 3,58, 68, but Ido not therefore in- 
sist on the accuracy of Plutarch’s account in points for which this confir- | 
mation is wanting. See Busolt, 7b., p. 463 ff. Broicher, ib., p. 64 ff., doubts the 
accuracy of the account of Plutarch quoted above. 

2 ai radatal lavoavioy werd tov Mijdov crovial is mentioned by Thue. 3, 68. 

Thuc. 1, 102, says of the Athenians after their dismissal from Messenia: 
aévres Thy yevouevny érl ro Midw Evupaxlay mpds abrov’s (i.e. mpds Tovs Aakedat- 

poviovs). On the transference of the naval hegemony of the Greeks to Athens, 
ef. Thue. 1,95, Aristot.,’AQ. . 23, Diod. 11, 44, Plut., Arist., 23, and Kim., 6, 

8 For these wars we possess only the short account in Hdt. 9, 35. Paus. 
3, 11, 7, 8, is based on Hdt. 
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ponnesian alliance; and the successful result of that war soon 

obtained for Sparta the supremacy over all Hellas.1 In towns 
outside the Peloponnesus the Lacedemonians exercised this 

supremacy by appointing Harmosts or governors of the garrisons 

maintained there in the Spartan interest, and also by establishing 

native oligarchical governments mostly in the form of Decarchies, 

or councils of ten.? 
The haughtiness and tyranny which the Lacedzemonians dis- 

played towards the various cities, soon produced in the latter a 

Liberation of U°Sire to get rid of the Spartan supremacy. Accord- 
the Greeks of ingly, when Conon with the Persian fleet defeated the 

the #gean. 7 »cedemonians off Cnidos in 394, the Greeks of the 
Aigean everywhere expelled the Lacedemonian garrisons and 

Harmosts, and set themselves free.? — 
However, in 387 the Persian King decreed terms of peace to the 

Hellenes, and entrusted the Lacedemonians with the duty of 

The Lacede. C2trying out the provisions of his decree. This gave 

moniansas them many opportunities of interfering in the con- 

wee ent cerns of the other Greek States. On the other hand, 

King’s Peace.the proviso that all Hellenic States were to be auto- 
nomous, had no effect on the relations of Sparta to its allied 

1 The Spartans, about 400 B.c., rdons Tis “EAXdbos rpoordra : Xen., Hell., 3, 
(1,3. In § 5 he says: maou yap rére ai riders érelBovtTo bri Aaxedatpdvios avip 

émirdzro. In Anab., 6, 4, 13, Xen. says to the 10,000: cal yap év 77 v7 Apxover 

Aaxedatmovin kal év TH Oaddrry Tov viv xpévov. Cf. 7,1,28. In Diod. 14, 10, we 

find: xara 6é riv ‘“EAAdba Aakedarudvion KaradeAvKdrtes Tov IleNoTovvnotaKkdy wodEmov 

duoroyouuevnv éoxov Thy Hyeuoviay Kal Kara ynv Kal kata OadaTrav. 

2 Cf. Diod., 14, 10: xaracrjoavres 5 vatapxov Atcavipov Totty mpocératav 

émimopeverOa Tas mores ev Exdory Tovs Tap avrots Kadovuevous dpuoords éyxabic- 

TavtTa* Tais yap Snuoxparias mpooxdrrovres of Aaxedaudrio b¢ ddvyapxlas EBovdovro 

Tas mores OtocxetoOar. On the dexapxla or dexadapxia, cf. Isocr. 5,95; Paus. 

9, 6,4; Plut., Lys., 5, 18, 14; Diod. 14,13; Xen., Hell.,3, 4,2; 6,3,8. For the 
appooral, cf. Dem. 18, 96: Aaxedacmovlev ys Kal Gadarrns dpxévTwv Kal Ta KiKAw 

ris “Arrixyns xatexévTwr apyoorats Kal dpoupats, EvBouav, Tavaypav kal Bowriav 

dmacav, Méyapa, Alywav, KXewvas, tas dANas vjoouvs. Cf. Xen., Anab., 6, 4, 13; 
Isocr. 14,13; Xen., Hell., 1, 1, 832; 1, 2,18; 1, 3,5; 1, 3,15; 2,3, 14; 4, 8, 3. 

5, 89. See also Fleischhandel, 2b., 65 ff. Harp., dpyoorat. Lex. Seguer. 206,16; 

211,7; 445,29. Even Helots are said to have been employed by the Lace- 
deemonians as Harmosts. Cf. Xen., Hell.,3,5,12. See also Gabriel, de magis- 

tratib. Lac., p. 92 ff. : 

8 Cf. Diod. 14, 84: rocatrn ris peractdcews orrovd} Tis els Tds médets Evérrecer, 

ay ai uev éxBaroicat ras ppovpas Tav Aaxedatuoviey thy édevGeplay diepvdaTTOv, ai 

5é rots wept Kévwva mpoceribervro. Kai Aaxedaudviot méev ard rovrov Tot xpsvou Tiv 

kara Oadarray dpxhv amréBador. 
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towns in the Peloponnesus, for these were already at least nomi- 
nally autonomous! On the contrary, the Spartans used their 
position as guardians of the great King’s peace, to reduce again 

under their influence Corinth which had cut itself adrift from the 
Peloponnesian league in 394: nor did they hesitate to modify the 
constitutions of various States such as Mantinea and Phlius in 

their own interests, in direct contravention of the terms of the 
peace.” And the Spartans did not confine their intermeddling to 

the Peloponnesian States. Their expedition against Olynthus, 
when that town was compelled by force to join the Spartan 

alliance, and also their occupation of the Kadmeia in 382 were 

open violations of the King’s peace.? 

The reaction was not long delayed. In 379 Thebes was liber- 

ated, and in 378 and the following years, the Athenians estab- 
lished their second league, which the Lacedemonians, 
after repeated reverses, were compelled to recognise ppg res 

in 374 and at the spi Peace Congress of 371.4 monian i 

The hegemony of the Lacedewmonians by land was 
recognised at that conference, but received its death blow a few 

days after at the battle of Leuctra. Even the Peloponnesian allies 

then abandoned Sparta one after another, and the last remnant 

of them concluded a separate peace for themselves with Thebes in 

366. Sparta herself was thus compelled to abandon her supre- 

macy, which she never succeeded in regaining even in more 

favourable circumstances, after the battle of Mantinea, though she 

made repeated attempts.° 

It was only the relations between the Lacedemonians and their 

1 Cf. Xen., Hell.,5,1,36: mpoorara: ydpyevouevorTys dd Bacthéws karateupbetons 
elpjvns kal Ti abtovoulav tats wédeot mpdrrovres.—For the terms of the king’s 

peace of 387 z.c., cf. Xen., Hell., 5, 1, 81; Diod. 14, 110. 

2 Corinth, cf. Xen., Hell., 5, 1, 836; Mantinea, Xen., Hell., 5, 2, 1 sqq.; 
Phlius, Xen., Hell., 5, 38, 10-17 and 21-25; Diod. 15, 19. 

3 On Olynthus and the seizure of the Kadmeia, cf. Xen., Hell., 5, 2, 11-5, 
8,9; 5, 8, 18-20 and 26. Also Diod. 15, 19-28. 

4 Cf. Diod. 15, 38, Xen., Hell., 6, 3,18/19. . 

5 Cf. Isocr. 5, 47: ofror (of Aaxedaiudvior) yap dpxovres T&v ‘EXNjvwv od Todds 

xpovos €& of Kal kara yhv Kal Kara Oddatrav els Toca’Tnv pmeTaBodXi)v HAOov, éredyh 

Thy waxnv hrrhOnoay thy év Aedxrpos, dor’ drectepnOnoay ev THs év Tols”EAAyoe 

dvvacrelas. Of. Xen., Hell., 7, 2,2. Separate peace made with Thebes by the 
remaining Peloponnesian allies of Sparta. Xen., Hell., 7,4, 9. In 862 those 

who were then allied with Sparta carried érws év ry éavrdv éxacroe yhoowTo. 
Xen., Hell., 7,5,3. On the later foreign affairs of Sparta in general, cf. 
Isocr. 5, 49. 
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Peloponnesian allies that were subject to any definite inter- 

The Pelopon- national regulations; in the case of the States outside 

nesian League. the Peloponnesus, so. long as the Spartan supremacy 
lasted, the rulers simply dictated and were obeyed. Even in 

regard to the Peloponnesian league, we are not in a position to 

state whether its constitution was based on a treaty of alliance, or 

simply upon ancient custom. But some of the federal obligations 

binding on all members of the alliance and dating from very 

ancient times are definitely known. 

According to these, all cities of the Peloponnese, great and 

small, were autonomous, and were bound to defend the Pelo- 
ponnese from attack. They were also bound to assist any indi- 

vidual member of the league that might be attacked. If disputes 
arose between members of the alliance, they were bound to make 

an agreement together ; if, however, they came to open hostilities, 

they were required to choose a third impartial State as arbi- 

trator. In spite of this, individual members of the league some- 

times waged open war against each other; and we must therefore 
conclude that this was not explicitly forbidden by the constitu- 

tion of the league. 

We know too little about the rights and obligations of the chief 

town of the league and of the other individual members to be able 

to give a systematic account of the confederation. Whenever 

1The regulations given in the text are taken from the treaty between 
Sparta and Argos, as recorded in Thue. 5, 77, 79: rds 6& wédas Tos év 
TleXomovvdow, kal pixpas Kal peyddas, a’rovouws eluev mdoas xara mdrpia. al 

déxa T&v éxrds Iedorovvdcw tis émt ray IleAowévvacov yay ty éml Kan@, dretéuevat 

dmobel Bovrevoapévws, dra Ka Sikassrara Soxy Tots IleXowovvacios in 77; cf. also 

79, 1. The Argives invaded the territory of Epidauros,’Eridavp.o 58 rods 
‘Evumdxous érexadobvro, &v Twes of wev Tov wAva (rév Kapveiov) rpoigpacicavro, ot dé 

kal és weOoplay rhs "Emdavplas édOévtes jovxagfov. Of. Thue. 5,54: and 79 ai 

dé run Tav ToNlwy 7 aupiroya, } Tav évrds } Tav éxrds IleXoTovvdow, aire repli Spwv 

aire mepi &dov Tivds, SiaxpiOjuev. al déris Trav Evupdxwv words moder Epifor, és 

modw édOciv, dv tia toav dudoiv rats woNecot Soxelo. Example of such an 
arbitration in Thue. 5, 31. 
- 2Ina war between Cleitor and Orchomenos, Agesilaos, being in need of 
the mercenary troops of the Cleitorians for his expedition against Thebes, 
ordered the Orchomenians, éws orparela ely, ratoac0at Tob wodeuov. el dé Ts 
modus oTpards otons Ew érl rédkw orparetoo, emt TavtTnv pn mpwrov lévar Kata 7d 

dbyua Tay cumpdywv, Xen., Hell., 5, 4,86 and 37. According to this, feuds be- 
tween members of the league were forbidden by decree of the council of 
the league, but only during military expeditions of the league outside 
Peloponnesus. 
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on any occasion it was necessary to ascertain the opinion of the 

allies, Sparta, as president, summoned a federal council, 
ist] : 1 ‘q Rights and consisting of envoys from the various States. This Obligations of 

assembly, as a regular rule, gave its vote previous to the Leading 

any warlike enterprises or declarations of war by the ga sdhimects 
league, also before the conclusion of a peace or armis- of the League. 

tice? Discussions on such questions took place 
apparently in the presence of the envoys of the allies before the 

Spartan Apella. When the Apella had come to a decision on the 

matter in question, the voting taking place probably after the 

envoys had left the assembly, the envoys in their turn voted on 
the question in their federal council, in which the representatives 

of Sparta voted in accordance with the decision of the Apella.® 

In such voting all members of the league were on an equality; 

all States, great or small, had one vote, and one only. The 

decision of the majority was binding upon all, provided that 
“the gods or the heroes offered no impediment.” * The indefinite 

nature of this last formula made it possible for the several mem- 

bers of the league to ayoid obeying a decision of the federal 

council. Yet the great influence which Sparta exerted over the 

league made such non-compliance very rare, while, on the other 

hand, the same formula secured the Lacedemonians from being 

outvoted by the smaller States. 

The decisions of the allies were naturally carried out by the 

head of the league, Sparta. Accordingly, the chief command of 
the allies in a war upon which they resolved belonged to Sparta. 
Sparta made the arrangements for furnishing troops, siege 

materials and ships. When an expedition was decided upon, 

Sparta sent into the allied towns fevayot, who assumed the com- 

1 Cf. Thuc. 1, 87 and 119; 5,17 and 36. 
2 Instances are Thuc. 1, 87; Xen., Hell., 5, 2, 20; Thuc. 4, 118; 5,17 

and 18. 
® The evidence on this point is not complete enough for us to be able 

to describe the course of procedure with certainty. Cf, Xen., Hell., 5, 2, 11, 

20 sqq.; 6,3, 3,18. Thuc. 1, 67 sqq., where, however, the whole council of 
the league was not assembled. In this case the allies who were present 
retired before the Apella debated and voted. Cf. 79. Thuc. 1, 119 sqq. 

4Cf. Thuc. 1, 125: of 5¢ Aakedaudmoe éredy ag ardvrwv Hrovoav yrounv, 

_Wipov ériyyayor rots Evupdxos dracw dco maphoay éffjs cal welforr kal éX\dooove 

mode Kal 7d TAHOs Eyndicavro woreueitv. In Thuc.,1, 141, the members of the 
league are said to be wavres isdynpa. Thuc., 5, 80: elpnudvoy xiprov elvat, bre 
av 7d rhHO0s Tay Evpudxwr Wodlonrat, jv wjre Pedy 7 Hpdwy Kddupa 7. 
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mand over the troops of the allies and brought them to the 

Lacedeemonian generals.1 But if the allies were not summoned 

by the Lacedemonians to give their vote on a war, then they 

were not bound to obey the orders issued by Sparta for the pur- 
poses of that war.? 

The military burdens of the several States were assessed, as 
might be expected, according to their size. The contingent which 

every State was expected to furnish to an expedition outside the 
limits of its own territory amounted to two-thirds of its entire 

population capable of bearing arms; but the State in whose 

territory the allied army was operating was bound to bring its 

whole force into the field. When the employment of mercenaries 

became prevalent in Greece, it often happened that particular 

States avoided the burden of supplying troops by the payment of 

a fixed sum for every man required.* 

The costs of the war were defrayed by the allied States in pro- 

portion to the size of each, but no permanent or regular tribute 
was exacted from them.® | 

1 Cf. Thuc. 2, 10; 5, 17; 7, 18; 3, 16. Xen., Hell., 5, 2, 37. On the 
tevayol, cf. Thuc. 2, 75, Xen., Hell., 3, 5, 7; 5, 1, 338; 2, 7; 7, 2, 3. 

Yet beside these the contingents of the allies seem also to have had 
their own orparnyol. Cf. Thuc. 2,10. By decree of the league the Lace- 
dzemonians were specially empowered to inflict punishment on those who 
were negligent in the fulfilment of their military duties. Cf. the decree 
of the league in Xen., Hell., 5, 2,22: ef d€ tis rv wbdewv ExXiran Thy crpariar, 
éfetvac Tois Aaxedarmovlas émifnuody crarnpt kata Tov dvdpa THs Huépas. 

2 Compare the refusal of the allies to serve in the expedition of Cleo- 
menes against Athens in Hdt.5,74 and 75. At the same time the influence 
of Sparta was not unfrequently strong enough to induce the allies to take 

part in a war concerning which their vote had not been taken. Cf. Thue. 
5, 54. 

8 In an éxdnuos é£od0s the allies had to send two-thirds of their fighting 

men. Thuc., 2,10; 3,15. Compare the resolution of the federal council in 

Xen., Hell., 5, 2,20: wéumew 7d eds rods pvplous Eivraypa éxdornvy wodw. Cf.§ 37. 

That the State, in whose territory the allied army was operating sent all 
its available forces, is attested by Thue. 5, 57: Brrdovoe 6¢ wavorparid, 8re év 

TH éxelvwy hv 7d orpdrevpa. 

4 Cf. Xen., Hell.,5, 2,21: ddyou 5 éyévovro (in the federal council) dpyipror 
re dvr’ dvdpav ékeivar Sidivan TH Bovdouévyn Tay modewy, TpLWBodov Alywaiov Kat’ 

dvdpa, trréas te ef tis mapéxor, (avril) rerrdpwv dmditaGv Tov pucOdv TH iret 

did0c0a. Cf. also Diod. 15, 31: qv 62 adrots 6 pev drditns pds Sto YXods 
reraypévos, 6 5 immeds rpds TérTapas OmNiras loafbpevos. 

5 Cf. Plut., Apophth. Lac. Archid., 7, p. 268 Didot: rav 6 cupudxon év r¢ 

TleXorovynoiaxe Troréuy éemi{nrotvrwy, mica xphuata dpxéce, Kal agiovvTwy oploas 
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rov Popov, 6 wédeuos, pn, od Terayuéva Syret. That is the dpyvtpsov pyriy of 

Thue. 2,7. The apportionment of the war expenses according to the size 
of the allied towns follows from Diod. 14, 17, where the Lacedzemonians 
require from the Eleans rds damdvas rod mpds "A@nvatovs mohéuov Kara Td 
émtBaddov adbrots pépos. No regular tribute; cf. Thuc. 1, 19: kal of perv 
Aaxedarpbvior ox brroreneis Exovres Pdpou Tods Eywudxous Hyodvro—C. I. G. 1511= 
Dittenberger, Syll., 34, contains a fragment of a list of war taxes paid by 
the allies to the Lacedeemonians. 
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ATHENS. 

I, 

HISTORICAL. 

1. THe ATHENIAN STATE FROM ITS BEGINNING DOWN 

To SOLON. 

THE territory! in which the Athenian State arose, contained an area 

of about 1000 square miles. The peninsular shape of the country, 

and the numerous bays and openings into the land, = 
. ‘ atural 

produced a coast line of extraordinary length compared Features of 

with its area. It was nearly 100 miles long. The “° TORR 

bays supplied natural harbours in plenty; and between them and 

the mountains were enclosed coast plains, most of them suitable 
for cultivation. Of these plains, however, only two extended far 
into the interior of the country, namely, the plain of Eleusis and 
the plain of Athens, separated from each other by the rocky ridge 

of Aigaleos. The pieces of level land were but few in number, 

on account of the many mountain chains which stretch through 

Attica, and their calcareous soil was light and rather arid and 

stony. Many broad stretches of land, called gdeAXcis, where the 

rock was covered only by a thin layer of earth, were available for 

1For the description given in the text compare Bursian, Geogr. v. 
Griechenl. 1, p. 251 ff. Curtius in the Ber. d. Berl Ak., 1877, p. 425 ff. 
C. Wachsmuth, d. St. Ath., 1, 93ff.; Kiepert, Lehrb. d. alten Geogr., § 248 ff. 
According to Kiepert’s computation, “as exact as the topographical material 
at present existing permits,” Attica with its small adjacent islands, is about 
1000 square miles in area. See Frinkel in Boeckh, Staatsh. d. Ath.,? 2, 9, no. 
67. In Beloch, Bevélker. d. griech.-rém. Welt, 55 ff., 1886, the area of Attica, 
including Oropos, Eleutherai, and the islands on the coast, is given as 2647 
or 2658 square kilometres. 2650 sq. kilometres=1023 sq. miles. 
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nothing except pasturage for sheep and goats.) A further dis- ' 

advantage, in addition to the unsatisfactory soil, was the complete 

absence of any adequate natural water supply. The climate, 

however, which prevailed in Attica was so mild and genial, that 
the inhabitants, by dint of very diligent cultivation, succeeded, in 
spite of these disadvantages, in growing crops of excellent quality, 

if scanty in quantity. Attica produced, for instance, capital 

barley, but not enough for the needs of its population.2 The 

olive, the fig tree, and the vine were extensively cultivated; . 

gardens were common and well kept. The considerable extent of 

the peAXcis favoured cattle breeding, which, however, was mostly 

confined to sheep and goats. The minerals found in Attica were 

silver ore, marble, and potters’ clay. 
Within the boundaries of this land there dwelt in historical 

times a population of Ionic race, who claimed for themselves the 

honour of being the aboriginal inhabitants.? But as 

in most cases where we find such pretensions ad- 

vanced by any race, so in Attica, we cannot admit this claim 

to autochthony in the sense in which it was made by the his- 

torical Athenians. We must, on the contrary, assume that there 
were repeated immigrations of foreigners into the land. To this 

foreign element belonged in the first place, according to a per- 

fectly credible tradition, a not inconsiderable number of noble 
families, who came to Attica from various districts of Hellas. 
Further, we must reckon among the immigrants in all probability 

those clans also which are personified in the legends under the 

names of Xuthus and Ion, and which dwelt originally on the east 
coast of the country.4 But we are able to point to the presence of 

Population. 

1 Thue. 1, 2, calls the soil of Attica Xerréyewv. For the dedXelis see Sauppe, 

epist. crit., p. 59 ff. The Scholium on Aristoph., Ach., 272, says, gedrets dé 
éXeyor ol Arrixol Tods werpwders Témous, olriwves KdTwHev pév elor weTpwoers, Emmons 

de ddtynv exovor yqv. The geddrc?s especially devoted to goat pasturing: 
Schol. on Aristoph., Clouds, 71. Harp., geddéa. Alkiphr., 3, 21. 

2 Cf. Xen., de Vect., 1,5: got 6é cal yi, } oreipouévyn pev od Péper kaprév, 
éputrouévn 5é rodaTAacious Tpéper 4 ef cirov pepe. For the barley, cf. Theophr., 

wept puTav loropias 8, 8,2: “AOnvnct yodv ai xpiOal ra mrelora mootow addiTa, 

KptOopdpos yap apiorn. 

$ On the autochthony of the Athenians, cf. Hdt. 7, 161; Thuc. 1, 2; 2, 36. 
Eurip., fr. 362, 5. Dem. 19, 861. Isocr. 12,124. Plat., Menex., 288C.. Strab. 

333. 
4 Cf. Thuc.1, 2. Ephor. ap. Suid. Tep:Aotdac develops this into a law: 

vouos 5 Fv AOnvnar eévous elcdéxeOat Tods Bovdouévous Tov "E\\jvwv. Aristeid., 
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even non-Greek elements in the population of Attica. As such 
must be mentioned, in the first place, the Phoenicians, who came 
from Salamis to Attica, and established settlements of their own 

in Phaleron and Melite.! Further traces of the same nation meet 

us at Marathon and Athmonon.? The cult of Herakles, a deity of 
Phoenician origin, was especially characteristic of the Athenians.® 

An immigration of Carians and Leleges is attested by the 
sepulchral relics which have been found, and by a number of 

names of localities in Attica. Still further, various cults and 

Panath., 1, 173-8 Dind., who according to the not improbable theory of 
Maas in the Gétt. gel. Anz., 1889, p. 802, and 813, gets his information from 
Ephoros, develops the same idea still further. According to Aristeid., op. 

cit., 177, the immigrants were ol wep! OjBas druvxjoavres Kal rdons THs Bowrias 
cuvexrrecévres aNd Oerraday of ravry rparduevor kal Tavaypalwy ol weracravtes 

Awptéwy TleXorovyjoou Kparnodytwv bd rv elédvrwv dvacrdyres. In addition 

came immigrants dm’ dudorépwv Tov alyiadGv T00 0 éomeplov Kal Tod éwov. On 
the immigration of the Ilep:Ootdac from Thessaly, see Maas, thid., 812-3; on 
the immigrants from Beeotia, id., 813 ff.; on the Gephyraioi from Tanagra, 
Toepffer, att. Geneal., 296 ff.; connexion between the Phytalidai and Troezen: 

Toepffer, 7b., 252 ff.; between Theseus and Troezen: 7 Suppl. vol. of the Jahrb. 
f. cl. Phil., 233-4. Aristeid., ibid., says of the immigrants from Thessaly and 
Beeotia : ofro 5” Roav “Iwves (so the Schol. for "Iwvia) rdvres. Xuthos and 
Ion on the East coast of Attica. Xuthos in the Tetrapolis: Strab. 383. 

*Iwvldac in Thorikos: Schol. Plat., Apol., 23: Avkcwv pévroe marhp Fv AbrodvKou 
"Iwvldns (Meier, de gent., 4, for “Iwv) yévos, S4pywv Oopixios. The locality of the 

demos ’Iwvida: is uncertain. Tddos”*Iwvos in Potamoi: Paus. 1, 31,3; 7, 1, 5- 

See also Toepffer, zbid., 267 ff. The Kephalidai also belong to this section. 
Kephalos on the mother’s side grandson of Xuthos (Apollod. 1, 9, 4) in 
Thorikos: Apollod. 8,15,1. See Toepffer, 255 ff. 

1¥For Salamis as the entrance to Attica for the Phoenicians, see Curtius, 
erldut. Text d. 7 Karten, p. 9 ff. Stadtgesch. v. Athen., p. 23. Wachsmuth, d 
St. Ath., 1, 442 ff. Phoeniciansin Phaleron: Wachsmuth, 1, 439 ff.; in Melite, 
1, 404 ff. 

2 On the Pheenicians in Marathon, see Wachsmuth, 1,407; and in Athmo- 
non, 1, 413. 

8 Cf. Diod. 4, 89: ’A@nvatoe mp&roe Trav &\d\wv ws Oedv ériunoay Ovolas rdv 

“Hpaxdéa. Cult of Herakles as bond of union of the rerpdxwuo: Poll. 4, 105. 
Steph., ’"Exe\ldac ; of the Meodyeror: C. 1. A., II. 602-3; in Melite: Wachsmuth, 
1, 406 ff. ; in Hephaistiadai: Diog. Laert., 3,41; in Plotheia: C.I. A., II. 570; 
in Marathon: Paus. 1, 15,3; 32, 4. 

4 For Carians in Attica, cf. Philoch. ap. Strab., 397. On the ethnography 
of the Carians and Leleges, see Wachsmuth, 1, 445, 4. For the sepulchral 
remains at Spata, see Milchhéfer in the Mitth. d. dtsch. Arch. Inst. in Ath., 

2, 271 ff., and Kohler, 3, 1 ff. According to Kéhler, the contents of the 
graves of Spata and Menidi have their nearest local analogues in the 
islands of the Aigean Sea, where a population of Carians and Leleges 
once dwelt. On the round tomb of Menidi, see the Publication des 
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places of worship show traces of having been founded by Leleges.} 

But it can no longer be considered probable that there ever 

existed a Thracian community at Eleusis.? 

According to Thucydides’ description of the condition of his 

country in the earliest ages, the inhabitants of Greece dwelt in 

age those times in unfortified villages, situated some dis- 

the countryin tance from the coast, through fear of the piracy that 

the Earliest everywhere abated It was not until the Greeks 
began to grow familiar with seafaring life that 

towns grew up on the coast. As prosperity increased, these were 

able to build town walls to protect themselves against attack from 

sea. Then the larger towns gradually reduced their smaller - 

neighbours to subjection.? In Attica therefore, as elsewhere, the 

population dwelt originally in small towns, some fortified, some 

not, but each independent of the rest in its political life. It is 
certain that many of the demes we meet with in historical times 

dated their first beginnings from the most remote antiquity.* 

New forms of political life were developed in Attica by circum- 

stances similar to those in operation in the rest of Greece. 

Certain large towns obtained sway over the smaller ones.» In 

deutschen Arch. Inst. in Ath., 1880, and Mitth., 12, 189 ff. Acc. to Kohler, 

p. 9, the names of the Attic mountains ending in ettos agree in their suffix 

with many names of places in Caria. See Kiepert, Lehrb. d. a. Geogr., 73, 3. 

By what route the Leleges reached Attica is uncertain ace. to Wachsmuth, 
1, 444 ff. 

1 Lelegian character of the Artemis of Brauron and Munychia: Deimling, 

die Leleger, 179 ff.; of the Dioscuri and Helena, 153-4, of Nemesis at Rham- 
nus, 154; of the Amazons, 183 ff.; Wachsmuth, 1, 421 ff. On the encamp- 
ment of the Amazons at Melite, see Wachsmuth, 1, 415 ff. 

2 See the convincing argument of Toepffer, zbid., 26 ff. Wachsmuth, ibid., 
1, 401 ff., adopts the theory of a Thracian community at Eleusis. 

8 Cf. Thuc. 1, 5, 7,10, On the newer towns, Thue. 1, 7,8. Subjugation of 
the smaller 7é\es by the larger: Thue. 1, §. 

4 Cf. Thuc. 2,14,15.. I have shown in the 7 Suppl. vol. of the Jahrb. f. el. 
Phil., 202 ff., that the év rots dypots diarrdcOar of 2, 14 is identical with the 
kara modes oikeicOar of 2,15. For the existence of demes before the time of 
Cleisthenes, see my remarks, zbid.,206 ff. The recollection of their earlier 
autonomy was kept up in the traditions of the demes, cf. Paus. 1, 31, 5: 
yeypanra: 8 Hin wor ray év rots Shows pdvat woddovs ws Kal wpd Tis apxjs €Bact- 

Aevovro THs Kéxporos. Cf. Paus. 1, 14,7; 31, 5; 388, 1. Traditions of the 
demes distinguished from those of the town of Athens: Paus. 1, 14,7: Aéyoust 
5é ava Tovs Snuous kal dra ovdev dfolws Kal of Thy wodw ExorTes. 

5 Fg. Boavpow and”Adguéva. As dependencies of Bpavpay may be reckoned 
Piratiar, “Adal "Apadnvides and ’Apadjv. See Bursian, Geogr., 1,348 ff. To 
"Agiéva belonged Tiraxida: (Hdt. 9, 73) and Iefpidac (Hesych., sub verb.). 
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other neighbourhoods, towns more equal in size to one another 

joined together in religious leagues, each with some shrine wor- 

shipped by all the members as its centre.1 The endeavour to 

describe this state of affairs as a symmetrical system, led to 
accounts such as that given by Philochoros, who tells us that 
before the time of Theseus, the inhabitants of Attica were united 

by Cecrops into a dodekapolis, or league of 12 cities. The number 

12 seems to have been chosen on the analogy of the 12 Ionic 
cities of the Aigialeia and of Asia Minor, and the 12 pre-Cleisthenic 
phratries.? 

The unification of the country first commenced in the plain 
which is shut in by the mountains Hymettos, Brilessos, Parnes 

and Aigaleos, and stretches from their feet to the sea. Independent 
On the high ridge which extends into the plain, and Sommuntics 
round its flanks, arose one after the other three commu- Athens itself. 
nities of three different nationalities. The oldest was of aboriginal 

stock, and had established itself on the summit of the hill which 

was afterwards called the Acropolis, and on its 8.E. side. They 

seem to have been specially identified with the worship of Zeus, 

Ge, Athene, Hephestus, and the Chthonian deities. On the Agra, 

a hill K. of the Akropolis, settlers of a different race had fixed 
their abode. The main bulk of these were Ionians: the deities 

they chiefly worshipped were Apollo Delphinius and Pythius and 

1 As examples of such religious leagues, which were kept up in historical 
times, may be mentioned Tpikwuo.: Steph., E’mvplia. Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. 
Inst. in Ath., 12, 87, 27. Terpdxwwor: Poll. 4, 105. Terpdrods: Strab. 383. 
Steph., sub verb., C.I.A., II. 601. Dedicatory inser. in C.I.A., II. 1824. 
"Eraxpets: C.1.A., II. 570, Steph., Syuaxldar, Meodyevor: C.1.A., II. 602-3. 

On the league for the worship of Athene Pallenis, see the author’s Altatt. 

Komenverf., ib., pp. 212-8. On the positions of the demes that belonged to 
this league, see Bursian, 1,344 ff. Briickner in Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. 
in Ath., 16, 200 ff. Milchhéfer in the Berl. Phil. Wochenschr., 1892, p. 2 ff., 
34 ff. 

2 Cf. Philoch. ap. Strab., 397, where eleven towns are mentioned: Kekropia, 
Tetrapolis, Epakria, Dekeleia, Eleusis, Aphidna, Thorikos, Brauron, 
Kytheros, Sphettos, Kephisia. Cf. Parian Marble, 34; Steph., ’A@jva, 
*Eraxpla. Theophr., Char., 26. Haase in Ath. Stammverf. in the Abh. d. 
hist. phil. Ges., Breslau, 1, 67 ff.; and Philippi, Beitr. z. e. Gesch. d. att. 
Birgerr., 257 ff., endeavour to explain Et. M., éwaxpia x#pa, and Suid., 
éraxpla xaépa, as belonging to the genuine Philochorean tradition ; but I 
still consider their attempt unsuccessful. See Author’s Komenverf., ib., pp. 
203 -4. 

8 See Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 1,387 ff. 
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Poseidon Helikonios. Clear indications point to the E. coast of 

Attica as the quarter whence the cult of Apollo was brought to 

the Agra hill! Lastly, on a group of hills to the W. of the 
Acropolis was a settlement of Phoenician and Carian-Lelegian 

elements. To the Phoenicians we can trace the name of the dis- 

trict Melite, which is the Greek form of the Phoenician Melitah, 

i.e. asylum or place of refuge; Herakles and Aphrodite Urania, 

who were worshipped there, are both deities of Phoenician origin ; 

the Heptachalcon, 7.e. building of seven metals, is to be explained 

as connected with the Chaldean system of the seven planets. 
Carian-Lelegian settlers are indicated by the tombs of theAmazons, 
the Amazoneion and the place Chrysa.? 
We possess no direct testimony about the unification of these - 

independent settlements into the town of Athens; but the legend 
; . 

Synoikiamos of Theseus’ wars with the Amazons enables us to 

of the Town conclude that it was not effected without war; and 
of Athens. . : . ‘ 

since Theseus, the victor in those wars, is the represen- 

tative of the Ionian community on the Agra, we may infer that 

1 Compare Wachsmuth, 2b., 1,392 ff. The Cult of Apollo Delphinios was 
common to all Jonians: Strab. 179. Connexion of this Apollo with 
Aigeus: Poll. 8,119, who dwelt in the Delphinion: Plut., Thes., 12; and 
with Theseus: Plut. Thes., 14,18. The Pythion as an ancient shrine (Thuc. 

2,15) of Apollo Pythios, who after the time of Ion was the @eds zarpgos of 
the Athenians: Arist. ap. Harp., ’Aré\\wv rarpgos. At the Delphinion 

Theseus, who generally is represented as érn\us xal Eévos (Plut., Thes., 13, 32), 

displayed the first proof of his strength on Athenian soil: Paus. 1, 19, 1. 
Theseus is connected with Poseidon also (cf. Plut., Thes., 25, 36), who was 
his father according to Troizenian legend: Piut., Thes., 6. Aigeus can 
scarcely be distinguished from I[losedév Alyaios (Pherekyd., fr. 115, in 
Miller, fr. hist. gr., 1,99). Compare Toepffer, 1b., 254. Acc. to Artemidor., 
Oneirokrit., 2, 12, the billows were called afyes, and the epithet ‘Edxavios 
given to Poseidon on the Agra is also probably derived from the curling 

motion of the sea waves. See Wachsmuth, 2b., 1, 396, 2. That Poseidon 

Helikonios is an Ionic god, is shown by the fact that he was worshipped by 

the Ionians of Asia Minor also. Cf. Hdt. 1, 148. The theory that the 

Ionic worship of Apollo was introduced into the town from the E. coast of 
the land, agrees well with the tradition that the Kephalidai were admitted 
into Athens, and to the citizenship, and kept up their gentile sacra on the 

mountain ridge between the immediate territory of Athens and the borders 
of Eleusis. Cf. Paus. 1, 37, 6-7; Toepffer, 2b., 260 ff. A settlement from 

Thera on the Athenian town territory, which Wachsmuth tries to prove, 

ib. 1, 899 ff., I regard as improbable, as may be inferred from what is said 
above. 

2 See Wachsmuth, ib., 1, 404,ff. 
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this community was the one which compelled the others to com- 
bine with it, though the Acropolis hill was adopted as the political 

centre of the new State because of its position and strength.! 
The Panathenaic festival was held in honour and remembrance 

of this synoikismos of the town ’A@jva, whose very name by its 

plural form points to the origin of the town in a group of indepen- 

dent settlements. The festival celebrating the synoikismos of the 

town was extended and developed into a national festival of the 

country, but not until the whole land was politically united with 
Athens.? 

This political unification, and the classification of the entire 
community thus formed into Phylai are connected by tradition 
with the names of Theseus and Ion. Both of these gynotkininie 

men were immigrants and foreigners, and it was legen- of the 

dary genealogies that first made out any relationship by estore. 

descent between them and the native Erechtheidai. It is, there- 

fore, a very plausible conjecture that the newly arrived Ionic 
element of the population first brought about the amalgamation 

of all the communities who dwelt on the site which afterwards 

became the town of Athens; and then by the help of this consoli- 
dated State forced the other communities of the land into political 

1 See Wachsmuth, ib., 1, 459 ff. 
2 The institution of the Panathenaia is ascribed to Erichthonios by 

Hellanikos and Androtion ap. Harp.=Ilavaéjvaa. Phot. Suid., 2 Art.; and 
by Philochoros ap. Harp., Kavnpépo, and by the Schol. on. Aristoph., Wasps, 

544. On the Parian Marble, 17, 18 (Miller, fr. hist. gr., 1, p. 544), it is said 
of the year 1506 B.c.: d¢ 06 "EpixAdvios Havabnvaios tots mpowros yevouévois 

dpua efevte kal rov dyGva édetxvve kal’ AOnvatous (adv)d(uace.) Apollod. 3, 15, 7, is 

to be explained by Diod. 4,60. Plut., Thes. 24, based on the authority of 
Philochoros (see Philolog., 1873, p. 60 ff.), attributes the institution of the 
Panathenaia to Theseus, in the words: xa! Hava@jvaa Ovolav érolnce Kou hy, 
i.e., he converted the Panathenaia into a festival common to all Attica. The 
same thing is meant by Paus., when he says, 8, 2,1, that after the unifi- 

cation of the country by Theseus the festival was called Panathenaia, 

having been previously called Athenaia. But Istros ap. Harp., Mavaéjvaca 
attributes the change of the name to Erichthonios. Suid., Havaéjvaca, 1 
Art., and Apost., 14, 6, speak of two establishments of the Panathenaia, first 
by Erichthonios, then by Theseus. Thuc. 2, 15 is equally ignorant of 
any re-modelling of the Panathenaia at the synoikismos. Wachsmuth’s 
hypothesis, 7b., 1, 453 ff., on the synoikismos of the town of Athens, and the 
significance of the Panathenaia, has no sufficient justification in our 

authorities. On the significance'of the plural form in names of towns, see 
Géttling, Rhein. Mus., 1841, p. 162. 
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union.! According to Thucydides, this union meant the centralisa- 

tion of the whole government in the metropolis Athens, by the 

abolition of the various governments of the hitherto autonomous 
States.? 

The Eupatrid families which up to that time had governed the 
various independent communities, were now compelled to reside in 
Form of the Athens, where they obtained a share in the central 

Synoikismos. oovernment of the whole country. The festival of the 
Xvvotkia or Meroéxa, celebrated on the 16th of Hekatombaion, kept 

1 Ton, founder of the oldest form of government in Attica: Aristot.,’Ad. 
mor., 41, 2: mpdrn pmev yap éyévero [ka]rdoracis r&v é€& dpxfs, “Iwvos kal Tov 

mer atrod cuvoxnodytwv. Cf. also Arist. ap. Harp.,’Aré\\wv ratpgos. Rose, 
Arist. pseudep., 406-7. Ion helped Erechtheus against the Eumolpidai: 
Philoch. ap. Harp., Bonipdua. Cf. Suidas, sub verb. Et. M., Bondpomdyv. Ion 

does not occur in the list of Attic kings. Hdt. 8, 44 calls him orpardpyns 
of the Athenians, Aristotle, 7b., 3,2, Polemarch. So Schol. on Aristoph., 
Birds, 1527. Acc. to Strab. 383, the Athenians granted him the rodureéa in 
return for his help. Euripides represents him, in contrast to Xuthos, as an 
autochthonous Athenian, son of Apollo and Kreusa, since none but an 

autochthon could rule over Athens. Cf. Jon, 589 sq., 1058 sq., 1069 sq. Cf. 

-also the words of Kreusa, 1463 sq. Acc. to Hdt. 1, 143, the Athenians even 
in his day still disdained to be called Ionians. Acc. to Thuc. 2, 15, Theseus 

was the synoikist of Attica; for his opponent the Erechtheid Menestheus, 
cf. Plut., Thes., 32, 35, and 24, 25. 

2 Cf. Thuc. 2,15: éredh 5¢ Onceds EBacirevoe, yevouevos wera Tod Evverod Kal 

Swards Ta Te Ga Sexbounoe Tiy xXdpay kal Karadvoas Tov AAwY TodEwn Td TE 

BovAreuripia Kal ras dpxas és Thv viv wédw ovcav év Bovdevriprov dodeigas Kal 

mputavetoy, Ewyxice mdvTas Kal vewouévous Ta abrwr éxdorous dep Kal mpd Tod 

hvdayKace mig méde Ta’ry xphoOa, } ardvrwv Hon EvvTedotvTwv és abrhvy pmeyadn 

yevouévn mapeds0n b3d Onoéws tots érecra. Cf. Plut., Thes., 24, 32.. That the 

synoikismos of Theseus did not involve a concentration of the whole popu- 

lation of Attica in Athens itself, is recognised by Kuhn, ib. d. Entsteh. d. 
Stddte d. Alten, p. 160 ff., though few good authorities state the fact. Cf. 
Diod. 4, 61. Paus. 1, 22, 3; 26, 6. Apost. 14, 6. Cic., de Leg., 2, 2, 5. 
Valer. Max. 5, 3, 3. On the Synoikismos of Theseus see the author’s 
Komenverf., p. 239 ff. In 3, 2, again Thuc. uses évvorxifew in its constitutional 
“meaning, not literally. 

5 The settlement of the Attic Eupatridai in Athens is attested by Plut., 
Thes., 82 (Philoch.), where we are told of Theseus: els év doru cuvelptavra 
mdyras (i.e. rods edrarpldas). Cf. also the description given in Plato, Critias, 
110 c, which must be considered historical because it takes into account 

the three é6v7 which then existed: ke: 6¢ ré7 év THSE TH XwWpa, TA ev Ara COvy 
Tév wodirav mepl ras Snuovpylas dvra Kal Thy éx THs yijs Tpopiy, Td 5e udxipov bar 

dvipav Oclwv kar’ dpxas dgopirbév Ker Xwpls kK. T.d. Td udX wor, being contrasted 
with the Demiourgoi and Georgoi, can mean nothing but the Eupatridai, 
and their separate dwelling-place in opposition to the x#pa must be the 
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up the remembrance of this unification of the country... The 
synoikismos and the many new settlers it brought to Athens 

naturally increased the size of the town, which now spread itself 

over the district N. of the Acropolis.? . 
The Synoikismos was accompanied by a distribution of the 

population into four Phylai. In the ordinary traditional accounts 
this classification is attributed to Ion, and the pe tonic 

occurrence of the same Phylai in the Ionic colonies is  Phylat. 
a further proof that these Phylai were of Ionic origin. The names of 

the four Phylai, Aiy:xopets, Apyadets, "Ordyres, and T'edéovres, signify 

in literal meaning most probably ‘Goat-herds,” ‘ Agricultur- 

ists,” ‘‘ Warriors,” and “ the splendid” or ‘‘ brilliant men,” and, to 
all appearance, are an echo of some primeval caste-classification.* 

dorv. Cf. also Et. M. Ev’warpida (Lex. Seguer. 257, 7 sqq.): éxadoivro 
evrarpidat of add 7d dou olkobyres Kal weréxovTes BacidtKod yévous, Thy TwY lepwr 

émuédecav movodvres, yewpryol 52 of ris dAAns Xwpas olk}ropes, Erryewmopa 5é Td 

Texvixoyv EOvos. 

4 Thue. 2, 15, after the words quoted above, continues thus:—xal tuvolka 
€& éxeivov “AOnvaio: ért kal viv tH Oew éoprhy Snuoredyn wowior.. Cf. Charax ap. 

Steph., ’A@jvar. Schol. on Arist., Pax, 1019.. Plut., Thes., 24: é0vce dé kal 
Meroixia ty extn émt déxa Tod ‘ExarouBaccvos, jv etc viv Ovovor. The festival 

could be called Merofxia in reference to the settlement of the Eupatridai in 
Athens. Meroxeiv=to change one’s residence, to remove toa place. Paus. 
2, 30,9; 6, 22,7. Kausel, however, de Thesei syncecismo, 13 sq., Marburg, 

1882, shows that Meroixia can be also used as equivalent to Zuvoixia. 
? Increase of the population of Athens by general immigration as well, 

Plut., Thes., 25: &ru 5é wadrov adéffoar thy wédw Bovdduevos exddrer wavras éml Tos 

loots kal 7d Sedp’ ire mdvres Kew Khpvyua Ojoews yevécOar gaol ravdnutay Tiwd 

kafioravros. Thuc. 2,15 is the authority for an extention of the area of 
the town of Athens in consequence of the Synoikismos of Theseus. The 
words of Thuc. are not self-contradictory, as has been supposed by some ; 

Wachsmuth, ib., 454 ff.,is wrong in supposing that they refer to the Synoikis- 
mos of the town itself. Kausel, 2b., 9 ff., also disagrees with Wachsmuth. 

3 I regard the account of the pre-Ionic Phylai in Poll. 8, 109, as com- 

pletely worthless. See Schémann, de comit., 347. Meier, de Gent. Att., p. 3. 
Ilgen, de Trib. Att., 6 ff Arist., 41, 2, says: rére (te. after Ion had 
established the mparn kardoracis twv €& dpxfis) yap mpwrov els Tas Térrapas 
guvevennOnoay pvdrds Kal rods PudoBacire’s xaréornoav. In other traditional 
accounts the four Ionic Phylai are either derived from the sons of Ion (as 
in Hdt. 5,66; Eur., Jon., 1575 sqq. ; Plut., Sol., 23; Poll. 8, 109), or at any 
rate are recognised as instituted by Ion. Cf. Strab., 383. Steph., Alyixdpews. 
Hdt. 5, 69, shows that these Phylai occurred among the Ionians generally. 
There is evidence of the existence in Teos of I'eXéovres: C. I. G., 878-9; in 
Kyzikos of Tedéovres: 8664-5, ’Apyade?s: 8664-5, Alyixopets: 3657, 3663-4-5, 
and “Omdnres: 3665. Mitth. d. dtsch. arch, Inst. in Ath., 6,44. ’Apyadeis and 
Aiy:xopets at Tomoi: Perrot., Mel. d’arch., 446 ff. Anc. Inscr., II, 178. 
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It is, therefore, a very plausible theory that the four Phylai were 

a system imported into Attica from abroad, and, if we follow the 

traditional account, from the Ionians. The symmetrical form of 

the clan organisation based on these four Phylai, and the cou- 
ventional explanation of the expressions @vA7, dpatpia, and yévos, 

indicate that the whole system was not a historical growth, but 

artificial, which agrees admirably with the theory that the Phylai 

were a classification introduced into Attica from abroad. 

The investigation of these classifications based on kinship or 

family connection is one of the most difficult subjects in ancient 

Clan Divisions history. Since the “A@yvaiwy woditefa of Aristotle, 

of Attica. as we possess it, begins with the period after Kylon’s 
enterprise, we have nothing better to consult than the state- 
ments of later grammarians and lexicographers; but they too 

seem to have obtained all the essential points of their informa- 
tion from Aristotle. The utmost result therefore which we can 

obtain, is to establish beyond doubt what were the views held on the 

subject by Aristotle and the authorities he followed. But, when 

that is done, we have made but little progress towards the dis- 

covery of the actual truth; for even Aristotle and his sources offer 

Tededvres and Alyixopets, at Perinthos: Mitth. 6,49. An ’Apyadis at Delos: 
Bull.,10, 473. A xduacrds’Apyade?s at Ephesus: Dittenberger, Syll., 184, 10 ; 
815, 5. Alyxope?s is to be explained as analogous to Bouxédos, with the 
common change of Ainto P. See Curtius, Grundz. d. griech. Ht., 2. Aufl., p. 412. 

*Apyadys is most probably a nomen agentis from épydfoua. See Curtius, p. 
165, and 570. Philippi, Beitr., p. 278 also considers them yeomen. “Om)yres 

=émrdira. Tedéovres=the brilliant men. See Bergk in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 
vol. 65, 401. Hugo Weber, etymol. Unters., 40 ff. Zeds Tedéwv in Inscr. : 

C.I. A., III. 2. Other explanations of the terms Aly:xopeis and ’Apyade?s are 
given by Maas in the tt. gel. Anz. 1889, pp. 806-808, but I cannot agree 
with him. Schdmann, de comit. Athen., 357 ff., considers that the I'edéovres 
were the priestly class ; Haase, d. ath. Stammverf. p. 77, says they were the 

royal families. See also Preller in the arch, Zt., 1854 p. 287. On Plato’s 
views see Susemihl, genet. Entwickel. d. plat. Phil., 2,480. Even the ancient 
writers consider the names of the four Phylai to be connected with yévy rod 
Biov. Cf. Plut., Sol., 23; Strab. 383; Plat., Tim. 24. 

1 Philippi’s conclusion, Beitr., p. 290 ff., that the Phylai could not have 
been introduced into Attica from abroad, is based on premises which 

cannot be proved. The ancients were as ignorant of the original signifi- 

cance of the names as we are, as is proved by their connecting them with 

the sons of Ion, and by the attempts at explanation in Strabo, 383, and 
Plut., Sol., 28. Koutorga, la tribu, p. 65 ff., supposes that Attica was once 

conquered by Ionians, who brought in along with them their own tribal 
divisions. 
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us, for the most part at any rate, nothing but the combinations 
and conjectures which seemed to them satisfactory. The state- 

ments of the orators concerning the earliest periods are of little 
weight, because they lived at a time when the constitution had 

already undergone many profound changes. With this warning 

as to the hypothetical nature of the following description, 1 now 

give a short survey of the old Attic clan divisions. 
Aristotle seems to have discussed the old Attic Phylai and 

Phratries, while treating of the institution of the System of the 

four so-called Ionic Phylai, with which he too con- pnyaiand 
nected the name of Ion: nor did he return to this Puratries. 
theme until he came to describe the constitutional changes intro- 

duced by Cleisthenes.! 
In the first place, it is now generally believed that even the pre- 

Cleisthenian Phylai were local in character *—were, in fact, topo- 
graphical subdivisions of the country. But the Phylai also served 

1 Tn his review of the various changes of constitution in cap. 41 Aristotle 
says: mpaérn mev yap éyévero [ka]rdoracis raév é& dpxijs, “Iwvos kal Trav per’ 

abrod cuwvonodyrwy * rére yap mp&rov els Tas rérrapas cuvevenjOnoay pudds Kal rods 

gudoBacitéas xatéornoav. The statements we find attributed to Aristotle on 
the subject of the old Attic Phylai and Phratries, belong without doubt to 
the section of the A@. II. in which Aristot. treated of the institutions of Ion. 

2 Aristot., Ad. 7., 21, 3, gives as the reason which led Cleisthenes to make 
ten tribes: 614 roiro 5é ovK eis SWdexa Pudds cuvéraéer, [drws aliTe wh cvpBaivy 

peplvew Kata Tas Tpotrapxovcas TpiTTos, hoav yap éx 5 pud@v Sddexa rpitTves, oT Ov 

[ouv émcrrev (I consider it incorrect to supply 4y to fill the lacuna, because 

Iregard the statement as relating to the time before Cleisthenes) dvauioyer Oar 
To wAHOos. From this it follows that the twelve Solonian Trittyes were 
local districts. Therefore the Phyle made up of three Trittyes must have 
had a local character. 

8 Aristotle, 8,3,expressly states that the Trittyes were a new creation of 

Solon’s. Against his evidence little pretension to credibility can be made 
by the traditional information given by the lexicographers, which regards 
the expressions ¢parpla, rpirrvs, and é@vos as identical (Poll. 8,111), or at any 

rate gparpia and rpirrvs (Harp., Suid., Moer., yervfra:. Steph., pparpia. Schol. 
Plat., Axioch., p. 465 Bekker. Lex. Patm. in Bulletin 1, 152=Aristot., ed. 
Kaibel et v. Wilamowitz, p. 88). Harp. (=Suid. Phot.) is without doubt 
correct: tpirtis éott 7d Tpirov pépos Tis pudtjs. airy yap Suypyrat els Tpla wépn, 

TpitTis Kal €0vn Kal pparplas, &s pyow ’Apiororédns év TH’ AOnvalwy wodirela. But 

at the same time we must not suppose that the rprrds was already in 

existence in the earliest times. [Sandys on Arist. 8, 8, é« dé [rfs] gu[\js 

éx]dorns hoav veveunudvat Tpirtves ev Tpeis, vavxpaplac dé Swiexa Kad’: éxdorny 

takes the plupf. to show the existence of these divisions before Solon; and 
“every four of these districts (sc. the naucrariai) formed a group called a 
TpiTrvs, or third part of a tribe.’’] 
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as divisions of the burgess body; and as such included only those 

members of the population who were counted as citizens.1 The 

further sub-divisions of the burgesses are represented in the tra- 

ditional account given by the lexicographers as connected with the 

Phratries on the following system:—each Phyle contained three 

Phratries, each Phratry thirty yevy, each yévos thirty men.? This 
classification assumes for the system of Phratries and Phylai, con- 
nected by Aristotle with the name of Ion, a total population of 

10,800 burgesses, a number which is scarcely consistent with the 

actual circumstances of that age. It seems probable, therefore, 

that the lowest step of the subdivision given by the lexicographers, 

i.e. the thirty men assigned to each yévos, did not form part of 

 Aristotle’s account of this early classification.® 
Originally none but the Eupatrids were counted as members of 

the Phatries and yévy7. When the Ionian conquerors had become 

1 That the account given in Lex. Patm., ibid., with which Schol. Plat., 
Azxioch., p. 465 Bekker, agrees (cf. also Moer., yevvfrat), is not taken word for 
word from Aristotle, follows from the fact that Aristotle cannot have 
identified rp:rrds and ¢parpla as their account does; besides, Aristotle calls 
the second éévos not yewpyol but dypoxa. Cf. Arist. 18,2. Therefore the 
statement that the whole 7\j0os of the Eupatrids (who are omitted in the 

Lex. Patm. as well as in the Schol.), the Georgoi, and the Demiurgoi all be- 
longed to the Phratries and yévy, cannot be accepted as Aristotelian as it 
stands. I believe the genuine Aristotelian version to be that given by 
Harp., yervfjrac (=Suid., 2 Art.), in the words: diypnuévwv yodv amdvrwv trav 

mokiray Kara wépyn, though Harp. too in his article on rperrds makes the mis- 
take of identifying rpirrds and ¢parpia. 

2 Poll. 8, 111, makes the é@vos the second subdivision. Other authorities 
as a rule make the Phratry the next subdivision after the ¢vd7, and then 

continue either down to 30 men in each yévos (Poll. 3, 52; Schol. Plat., 
Axioch., 465; Lex. Patm., ib.), or else only to the 30 yévn in each ¢parpia 

(Harp., yervrac; Suid., Art. 2). 

3 In Lex. Patm., ib., and Suid., yeryfra:, Art. 1, the numbers given in this 
system are represented as connected with the year—the 4 Phylai with the 

4 seasons, the 12 Phratries with the 12 months, the 360 yévy with the 360 
days. According to the passage first quoted this idea is derived from 
Aristotle, which is not impossible. But this will not account for the 30 
dvdpes in each yévos. As to the 360 yévy there is no reason to doubt their 
continued existence. Proklus refers to it on Hesiod, Works and Days, 492: 
kal yap év ’AOjvats Roay ro.odroa Témo Kal wvoudfovTo héoxat, é&fxovra Kal Tpia- 

kéovot, Kal €dpard twa Oéomia map adrovs, tva ol Noy yiyvovras adv Tols cumotow 

érwedets. There has recently been discovered between the Areopagus and 
the Pnyx a small quadrangular building of porous stone, and near it two 
boundary stones in situ inscribed pos Aéoxys, also an altar im situ. See 
Berl. phil. Wochenschr., 1892, p. 823. 
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masters of Attica, they formed, in conjunction with the most 
prominent native families, a new community classified into yevy 
or families. Even the autochthonous families, who already had 

the cult of Zeus Herkeios as family god established among them, 
now adopted the Apollo Patroos of the Ionic conquerors, whose 

worship superseded for the most part the cults hitherto kept up 

by the several clans.t 
Whether these families or gentes were at their first institution 

really families, z.e. associations based on natural family relation- 

ship, or whether they were from the first artificial classifications 
made on the analogy of natural families, cannot be decided with 

certainty.” 
New members were admitted into the Phratries, if not in 

earlier times, at any rate by the time of Draco, when all were 
admitted to citizenship who were able to equip extension of 

themselves as hoplites. Hence, ever after the time the Franchise. 
of Draco at any rate, if not before, the burgess body, and therefore 

the Phatries also, contained non-Eupatrid members.? Whether 

1 For Zeds épxewos, cf. Harp., pxeros Leds, @ Bwpds évrds Epxous év TH addy ldpurac. 
Tov yap teplBorov Epxos €\eyov. Paul. Festi, p. 101 m: Herceus Jupiter intra 
conseptum domus cuiusque colebatur, quem etiam deum penetralem appel- 

labant. ’Amé\\wy warpgos is the special family god of Ion. ’Amdé\\wv is 
called among the Ionians rarpgos da Thy Tod "Iwvos yéveow : Plat., Euthyd., 302. 
Cf. Harp., sub verb. rov 6é’Amb\Nwva Kowds ratpPov tTindow ’AOnvaior ard “Iwvos* 
Tovrou yap olkjoavros Arrixiy, ws Apicrorérns dyol, rods ’AOnvatovs "Iwvas KAnOjvae 

kal “Amrd\X\w marpwov avrois dvouacbfva. The deol rarpga of the various yévy 

were originally the deities from whom each yévos traced its descent: e.g., 

Hermes was 6 rarp@os to Andocides (cf. Lys., 6,11); the clan of Kijpuxes pro- 
fessed to be descended from Hermes and Aglauros (Paus. 1, 38, 3). See 
Toepffer, att. Geneal., 80ff. Whether Zevs dpdrpus (Plat., EHuthyd., 302; Dem. 
43,14; Kratinos ap. Athen., 11, 460 F), and’A@nva dparpia (Plat., ibid.) were 
the patron deities of the Phratries even in the earliest times, I consider 

questionable. Probably they derived their origin from the reforms of 
Cleisthenes, which will be discussed below. 
2 The definition of yevyfra: given in the lexicographical tradition regards 

the yén as artificial divisions. Cf. Harp., yewvirar—ovx of ovyyeveis uévror 

dmhws kal of 2 alwaros yervnral te Kal éx Tod avdrod yévous éxadodyTo, adN ol é& 
apxis eis TA Kadodmeva yévn karaveundévtes. Suid., yevvijrac ovx ol éx yévous kal ad’ 

alwaros mpoojKovtes, GAN ol éx TOY yevGv T&v cuvveveunuévwn eis Tas pparpias. Cf. 

also Poll. 8, 111; Et. M., 226 yevyra. Lex. Seguer. 227, 9ff.; Rose, Arist. 
Pseudep., 408, 5. 

3 Concerning Draco we are told in Arist., 4,2: dwedédoro wev 4 modcrela 

Tois dra rapexouévos. [The tense implies that the franchise had already 
been given. (Sandys)]. That in the time of Draco others besides the Eupa- 
trids were included in the Phratries, may be inferred from the ordinance of 
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these new burgesses were also admitted into the yévy must be left 

undecided ; because Draco’s ordinance concerning homicide makes 

no mention of the yévy, but regards the Phratry not the yévos as 
the next unit above the circle of immediate legal kinsmen or 

dyx.oreis.| Nor can we determine for certain whether the 

Phatries obtained additional members by the reforms of Solon 

or not. Tor civil dissensions broke out immediately after Solon’s 
legislation; and therefore the enrolment of the Thetes into the 

burgess divisions of Phylai and Phratries was very possibly 

postponed for some considerable time.’ 

Draco quoted in Dem. 48, 57-8, a statute whose authenticity is established 
by C.1.A., 1, 61 (Dittenb. 45, Hicks 59). In it the following directions 
are given for the choice of the ten pdrepes: rovrous 5’ of revrjxovra Kat els 

dpirtivinvy aipetcOwyv (for the MS. reading rovros see Philippi, d. Areop. u. d. 

Eph., 188). Here dpicriviny can, in my opinion, mean nothing except 
‘from among the Eupatrids” (see also Lachmann, spart. Verf., 248; Zelle, 
Beitr. z. dltern Verf. Ath., 20),and therefore cannot be equivalent to xar’ 
dperjv, aS is supposed by C. Schaefer in the Pforta Progr., 1888, p. 27, and 
Ed. Meyer in the N. Rh. Mus., 41,586. dperj cannot be seen from external 
signs, therefore the Ephetai would have been obliged to trust their own 
personal opinion. But they would have had to do that in any case with- 
out any such directions. Previous to Draco’s legislation the Archons 
were appointed dpiorivinv Kat mdovrivdny, which without any doubt meant 
from among the rich Eupatrids. Cf. Arist. 3, 6. 

1 The Draconian statute concerning the prosecution of homicides runs 
as follows in Dem. 48, 57, and in the fragments of the same law from in- 
scriptions in Dittenberger, Syll., 45: mpoeuretv r@ xrelvayte év ayopd évrds 

dveybrnros Kal dveyrav (so Philippi, Areop. u. d. Eph., 72, for the MS. dveyxod), 

ouvdixev 5é kal dveyrovs kal dvepiay matdas kal yauBpovs kal mevOepods kal ppdrepas. 

On the meaning of the words, see Philippi, ebid., 71 ff. Had every citizen at 
that period still belonged to a yévos, the words kal yervyijras would have been 

required before cal ppdrepas. 

2 The political rights which Solon conceded to those who belonged to 
the Thetic census are described by Aristot. 7,3: rots 6é 7d Ontixdv Tedodow 

éxxrnolas Kal dixaocryplwv perédwxe pdvov—7, 4: rods 5 ddAous Onrixdv, obdemas 

weréxovras dpxfs. Nothing is told us about their enrolment into the Phylai 
and Phratries. In any case Cleisthenes found a considerable number of 
people who did not possess burgess rights. Cf. Arist. 21,2: mrpé&rov pév ofy 
Cov>véverme mdvras els déxa pudds avTl rdv teTTdpwrv, dvameitac Bovhduevos, Srrws 

perdoxwot mrelous THs wokrelas. Here dvapettac BovAduevos gives the motive of | | 

the institution of the ten Phylai, each having its Trittyes scattered in 

various parts of the country ; érws puerdo. rr. T. 7. is the reason for including | 
all the inhabitants in these new Phylai. From this it may be inferred 
that the four old Phylai did not include themall, Ido not, however, think 
we are justified in taking these words in combination with the passage in 
the Politics, 3, 2=61, 11, roddovs yap épuderevce (KAeroOévys) E€vous Kat Sovhous © 

peTolkous SO as to sane dots mean only strangers and metoikoi. 
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It appears that only those who were born of Athenian 
ce aie 

citizens both on the father's side and on the » striction of 

mother’s were admitted into the classes discussed Burgess 
5 Rights. 

above, 

The oldest form of political government in the Athenian State 

was, as in Greece generally, monarchical. At the head of the 

State stood a king who, after the unification of Attica, oigest form of 
ruled over the whole country. He was assisted by a Constitution, 
permanent council of dvAoBactA<is, or Eupatrids, selected as repre- 
sentatives of the various phylai.” 

\ Sa 
1 Arist., Pol., 3, 2=p. 60, 27 sqq. Bekker, says in general terms: dpitovra 
5} mpds Thv xphow mwoNrirny Tov €& audorépwv modiray Kal uh Oarépov pédvor, ofov 

matpos } unrpds. This agrees fairly well with the information we possess 
about the Athenian franchise. According to a provision of the Draconian 

constitution candidates for the office of Strategos or Hipparchos were re- 

quired to have maidas éx yaperjs yuvaikds yvynolous trép Séxa érn yeyovdras 

(Arist. 4,2). Deinarchos contr. Dem., 71, states this qualification as valid 

in his day in the words radoroetcbat xara Tods vduovs. That yauerh yuri) 
meant an Athenian wife as opposed to a éévy, follows from Arist. 17, 3, 
where the yaper? yu} of Peisistratos is contrasted with the *Apyea. "Hoav 
5é KUpion pev Tov mpayudrwv dia Ta dkudpara Kal did Tas Hrcktas"Iwmapxos Kal 

- ‘Trmlas (Arist. 18, 1), the sons of the yayery yur}, where 61a Ta détyara Means 

“on account of their pure citizen blood.” Hdt. 5, 94, calls Thessalos, the 
son of the ’Apyela yur}, a vd00s. In the factions which followed Solon’s 

~legislation Peisistratos was supported, besides his other adherents, by oi 

T@ yéver un KaOapol did tov PbBov" cnueiov 5’ bre wera THY [TSv] Tupdvywy KaTddvow 

érolncav Siapngirudy, ws twoAdwWy KowwvolvTwr THs modiTelas od mpocfKov (Arist. 

13,5). Theroyéve uw. kad. are without doubt those whose citizen descent 

was not quite unquestionable. In the Solonian legislation a distinction 
was made between the ywvjouos and the vdAos mais, the védos=av sévns yuvatkds 

(ef. Aristoph., Birds, 1650-1666). The vé#os could not claim dyxorela: 
Aristoph., Birds, 1661 sq., cf. Dem., 43, 51. The father has freedom of 

testamentary disposition, éav wh matdes Sou ywjovo: Dem, 20, 102, cf. Is. 3, 68. 

These vé@o: are doubtless meant in the glosses of Hesych.: é& rpiaxddos* of wh 

merarauBdvoytes matdes 7) dyxioTets KAnpou TeNevTHoavTds Twos’ AOHvncw éxadodyTo. 

arpidKocrot* of un jmeréxovres Tptaxados’A@nvaio. Poll. 8, 111 identifies rpraxds 
with yévos, but the literal meaning of the word is certainly no less appro- 
priate to the Phratry or complex of thirty yévy.  ~ 

2 For the mythic kings of Attica, see Biichsenschiitz, d. Kénige v. Athen., 
Berl. Progr., 1855. For the manner in which the oldest list of Attic kings 
was gradually enlarged and lengthened see Brandis, de temp. Grac. antiquiss. 
rationib., 7 ff. The list, as it was finally drawn up, and the chronology 
fixed, isin Euseb., Chron. ed. Schoene, 1183 ff. The powers of the @uAoBaciXe?s, 
were, without doubt, far more comprehensive originally than in later 
times, and they apparently underwent the same process of change as those 
of the Bacide’s, ending by being nothing more than purely religious func- 
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But the kings of Attica do not appear to have remained long 

in possession of full monarchical power. Earlier tradition credits 

Gradual ‘heseus with a restriction of the powers of the king; 
kop later versions represent him as the founder of the 

Power of democracy.! We cannot state with certainty the steps 

the King. by which this gradual diminution of the kingly power 

was brought about. Aristotle, who represents for us the most 
ancient tradition, made out from the authorities at his disposal, 

supplemented by his own conjectural combinations, the following 

account of the development. The Bacvdrc‘a remained in existence, 
it is true, but was considerably weakened in course of time by 
restrictions of the functions of the kings and shortening of their 

tenure of office. The first step in the process, according to Aris- 

totle, was the creation of the zoAéuapyos. Since Ion is given as 
the first roA€uapyos, we are tempted to conjecture that the tradition 

which Aristotle followed represented the creation of this new 

military office as connected with the immigration of the conquer- 
ing Ionians, whose eponym Ion has found no place in the list of 

Attic kings. Just as the chieftain of the Ionic immigrants now 
appears by the side of the King of the Attic autochthons, so we now 
find side by side with the BaciWeds a rod€guapxos; and it is not in- 

conceivable that this new military magistracy was first introduced 

when the Ionic families coalesced with the autochthons to form 

the new political community, and that it was originally a here- 

tions. Poll. 8, 111 says: of 6¢ duvAoBacire’s EF edrrarpiday récoapes (so Wecklein, 

Monatsber. d. bayr. Ak., 1873, p. 38 for MS. 52) dvres uddcora Trav iepdSv érepedodvro 

guvedpevovres ev TH Bacirely TH Tapa 7d BovKoretov, which, acc. to Arist., 3, 5, 

was the official residence of the Baoiteds. In the 4th cent. the gPvdro0Bacire?ts 
still exercised jurisdiction, conjointly with the Bac.deds, éri Ipuravelw. Cf. 
Arist. 57,4: diucdge 8 6 Bacideds kat of dudoBacrre?s kal Tas Tov dYyiywv Kal TOV 

dd\Awy ¢ywv.—Cf. Poll. 8, 120. 
1 Arist. 41,2: Sevrépa dé, cal rpdrn mera ravra éxovea modirelas rdkw, 7 én 

Onoéws yevouévyn, puikpdv mwapeykNlvovoa ris Baowskjs. By this is meant the 
form of constitution described by Aristotle in Ch. 3, as is shown by the 
words which follow: pera 6¢ raira 7 él Apdxovros x.r.A. Cf. Plut., Thes., 25. 

Theseus as founder of the democracy: Paus. 1, 3, 3. 
2 Aristot. consulted several sources of information. Cf. 3,3: [oi] mév yap 

mrelous ért Médovros, évior 5 émt ’"Axdorov pact yevécOar [Bacrhé]ws. However, 

even his authorities do not seem to have possessed any direct traditional 
version. The condition of affairs in the earliest periods was inferred from 
later onueta. Plato also, in Menex., 238, assumes the continuity of the later 

Bacirela with the earlier kings: Baowdel’s pev yap del juiv elolv. obroe é Tore 

pev €x yévous, Tore 5é aiperol. 
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ditary office in the possession of the leading Ionic families.1 The 
institution of the dpywy took place according to the most usual 
tradition under King Medon, but nothing is said about the original 

functions of the office.2 The BacrAcia, diminished in importance 
by these changes, seems to have still remained in the hands of 

Medon’s family for a number of generations; while the office of 
moA¢uapxos, which was probably at first hereditary in the family 

of Ion, was afterwards thrown open to all Eupatrids, as was the 

office of dpywy from its very first institution. The power of the 

1 Arist. 8,2: uéyrorar 58 kal rpwrat Tw dpxwr Foav Bac[ireds Kal] rodéuapxos 
kal dpxwv' roirwy 6¢ mpwrn uev f ToU Baciéws* airy yap é& [dpx]i[s jv] [Sev] répa 

& émixaréorn [more] uapxla, dua 7d yevérOar twas Twv Baciiéwy Ta TodemiKa pa- 

Aa[kods, d0ev kal] Tov “Iwva pereréupavro xpelas KaradaBotons. Hdt. 8, 44, 
says: “Iwvos 5¢ ro Zovdov orpardpxew yevouévov’ APnvalocs ExdHOnoav ard robrov 

"Iwves. Cf. also Paus. 7, 1, 5. , 
2 Arist. 3,3: reXevraia 5’ [rod &pxovros* ol] uév yap wrelovs ert MédovTos, 

éviot 8 émt ’"Axdorov pact yevécOar [Bacidé|ws. Tlodtw] 8 émipépovow, [rx] ob 
évvéa pxovres duviovor Kabdwep émi 'Axdorov Ta Spkia moljloew, ws emi 

To[vrov Tis] Bacirelas wapaxwpnodvTrwy tev Kod[pijddv dvrl rev dobecav re 

dpxovrTe Swpedv. Tolro pév obv drorépws mor’ exer, puxpdy Al[v SuaddAdr]roe Tots 

xpévos. re [Se] redevraia rovTwy éyévero TWH dpxwv, [on]uctov Kal [7d] pn[dlev | 

Tov [rlarplwy rov &pxovra Soxetv, Horep 6 Bacireds Kal 6 modéuapxos, ddA[a udvor 

T|a& [émi]@era. 51d kal veworl yéyovey  dpxh peydrn, Tols émiBéras avén[Oetoa]. 

There is no inconsistency between this passage and Arist., Pol., 8 (6)., 
10=p. 217, 26 ff., where Kodros is said to have secured for himself the royal 
dignity by saving Athens in time of war from being reduced to subjection. 
It is obvious that this account has no connection with the story of the 

death of Kodros given in Lyk., Leokr., 84 ff. Paus. 4, 5,10, Vell. Pat. 1, 2, 
and Justin, 2, 7, also tell us of a diminution of the regal power after the 
death of Kodros, z.e. under Medon, though by a process different from that 
given by Aristotle. 

3 The Eupatrid family of the Medontidai can be proved to have been 
still in existence at Athens in later times. See Toepffer, att. Geneal., 228 ff., 
where the relation of Kodros to this family is also discussed. An inscr. 
of the 5th cent. found just in front of the steps up to the Acropolis reads: 

bpo(s xw)pas Med(ov)r(c)dav. See C. 1. A., 1.497. The Medontidai may have 
become facireZ’s, occupying at Athens a position similar to that of the 
Androklid Bacie’s at Ephesos. Cf. Strab. 633. There occur, however, in 
the list of Medontid kings, as given by the chronographers, names which 
in later times belonged to other Eupatrid gentes, e.g. Megakles and Alk- 
maion, suggesting the Alkmaionidai, Ariphron the Buzygai, Agamestor the 
Philaidai. See Toepffer, 7b., 241-2. Acc. to the usual chronology, the Me- 
dontidai retained possession of the Baordela till 712, but the last four only 
for ten years each. Euseb., Chron.. 1, 189-190 compared with Paus. 4, 13, 7. 
Phot. rap’ trrov kal xdpnv=Suid. ad verb. Suid. ‘Irrouevns. That they kept 

the title of king, see Lugebil in the 5 Suppl. vol. of the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 
539 ff. Arist. 3,1, says of this oldest constitutional period: ras wey dpxas 
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archon was now diminished by limiting his tenure of office, which 

was originally held for life, to ten years.! 

The same tendency continued, and the decennial archon was 

reduced to a merely annual magistrate. Whether this was simul- 
Be aenartne taneously accompanied by the institution of the new 

Annual functionaries, the six @Oecpoférar, or whether these 

Magistrates. -ome at a later date, cannot be determined. The 

original official duties of the Thesmothetai were, we are told, to 

write down the law, ¢.e. the customary law which had grown up 
in the course of time, and to secure the administration of justice.” 
The six Thesmothetai were, from the very first, a collegium or board 

of magistrates; on the other hand the Bacrdrevs, the zod¢uapxos, 

and the dpywv remained separate magistrates till the reforms of 

Solon, and had each his separate official residence and his distinct 

sphere of activity. The BaciAebs occupied the building afterwards 

called the BovxddAxov, the rorAguapyos the zodenapyxeiov, afterwards 
called *"EmiAvxeov, the dpywv the zputavetov, and the Oecpobéra had 

their Oecpoberciov.2 The functions of the three chief magistrates 

[kaBiloracay dpiorlvdnv Kal amdovtivdnr, i.e. from among the nobles, the Eupa- 

trids, for evyévera is dpxatos mdodros cal dperh (Arist., Pol., 6 (4), 8=p. 159, 28 
Bekker), and evyeveis are ols trdpxe: mpoydywv dperh Kal mdodros (2b., 8 (5), 
1=p.194,14). In Plut., Thes., 25, it is said of Theseus: evrarpidacs dé ywwokew 
7a Oeta cal wapéxew dpxovras dodo’s kal véuwv SidacKkddovs elvar Kai dciwy Kal 

iepay é&nynras. Cf. Et. M., 395, edaarpida.=Lex. Seguer. 257,7. Dionys., Ant. 

R., 2, 8. 
1 Arist. 3, 1: fpxov 5 7d wev mpwrov [did Blov], wera 5¢ Tabra [Sexa]érecav. 

The context shows that he refers to the three magistrates, the Bacvevs, the 
moéuapxos, and the dpywv. Paus. 4, 5,10 says the power of the Medontidai 
was weakened by the mpoOecula érsv déxa. The date of this limitation is 
given as 752: Dionys., Ant. #., 1,71. Euseb., Chron., 1, 189-90. - 

2 Arist. 8,4: [Oec]uoOérar 58 wodXois torepov Erecw ypéOnoav, 45n Kar’ éviavrdv 

alp[ouuerwy] rds dpxds, Srws dvaypdyarres Ta Oéopia purdtrwor mpds Thy Tay [wapa- - 
vouot|yTwv Kplow. 61d Kal udvn Tav dpxay ovdk éyévero mretov [7] évcavoros. [odor] 

pev odv [xpdvm] rocoiroy mpoéxovew ddd\jAwy. With the official functions 

of the Oecuobéra should be compared the edictum perpetuum of the Roman 
pretor. See Mommsen, rém. Staatsr.1 1, 151; 2,201. This definition of the 
duties of the decuodéra is, however, nothing more than an inference drawn 
by Aristotle or his authorities from the etymology of the name. 682 
[(Duncker., Hist. of Greece, ii. 185 E. T.) or 683 (Sandys)] is the conventional 
date for the first institution of the nine annual archons. Synkell. 399, 21, 

Says: mera Tovrous dpxovres éviavoraton ebpeOnoav ef ebrrarpidwy évvda Te apxdvTwy 

"ADhvnow apxh kareord0n. Cf. Euseb., Chron., 2, 84-5. 
8 Arist. 3,5: foav 5 obx dua waves ol évvda Apxovres, GAN’ 6 ev Bacrreds eixe 

7d viv Kadovpevoy Bovxddov rAnolov Tod mpuravelov’ (onuetov dé ere Kal viv yap THs 

Tod Baciiéws yuvaixds h otppertis évrad0a ylyverac rm Arovicw kal 6 ydpos), 6 dé 
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remained after the curtailment of their period of office the same 
as before. In the case of the Thesmothetai, even if their official 
activity was practically limited to writing down the law and _ pro- 

viding for the administration of justice, yet we may perhaps 

venture to conjecture that each of the three superior magistrates 

had two Thesmothetai to assist him in his judicial functions.! 
The final decision in judicial affairs lay in the hands of the 

three first magistrates, who indeed at that date transacted the 
bulk of public business generally.? 

That other officials were already in existence in very early times 
by the side of these chief magistrates, admits of no doubt; but we 
possess no record of their names or functions. Only, yg 

f : Q oAaKpeTat, 
the xwAaxpéra: can with any certainty be specified, and 
they merely on account of the archaic form of their title. Their 

name means dividers or carvers of the limbs of animals offered in 

dipxwy Td mpuravetov, 6 dé modéwapxos 7d ’Emidixeov (5 mpdbrepov pmév éxadetro 

mo\euapxetov, érel 5¢’Hriduxos dvwKoddunoe xal xkarecxevacev avTd modeualpxy|oas 

"Emidvxevov €xXH0n), Oermobérac S elxov Td Oeapoberetov. él 5¢ Védwvos dravres els 

Td Oecuoberetov cuvpOov. For the first and last clauses, cf. Diog. L., Sol., 58: 

kal mp&ros Thy cwaywyhy tay évvéa dpxdvTwv érrolncev eis Td ouvderrvety (so Her- 

mann Staatsalt. § 138, 18, for cuvevreiv), ws’ Amod\Nbdwpis pnow év Sevrépw repli 
vouoberwv. That the Bovxddoy was the original official residence of the 
Bacrreds, is obviously only an inference made by Aristotle or his authorities. 
In historical times he occupied what was known as crod 7 Bacdrela. Suid. 
dpxwv and Lex. Seguer. 449, 17 sqq., both based, though with some errors, 
on Aristotle, describe the official quarters of the dpxywy as mapa rods 
érwvimovs. But they mean the zpuraveiov, as is shown by the Schol. to 

Aristoph., Pax, 1183: réros mapa mpuvraveiov, vy @ éorhxacw avdpidvres, ods 

érwvtpous kadodow. The objections of Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 2, 1, 353, 1, 

are disproved by Aristot. Cf. also Plut., Arist., 27, where the daughters of 
Aristeides are given in marriage éx rod mpuravelov, which must have 
belonged to the archon. The name Epilukos is known as occurring among 
the gentes Philaidai and Kerukes: Toepffer, zbid., 278-9. Suidas and the 
Lex. Seguer., ibid., have turned the Aristotelian joay & ox dua rdvtes of 
évvéa &pxovres into mpd pev Tav Dodrwvos vouwv-ovdx é€fv avrots dua Sukdgev. The 

emendation and restoration of these words proposed by Lange, d. Eph. 

u. d. Areop., 71 sqq., has been made superfluous by the discovery of Aris- 
totle’s treatise. 

1 The conjecture in the text affords an explanation of their strange 
number six. When they obtained from Solon a more independent position 
and a wider sphere of activity, their original places may have been filled 
by the two mdpedpo of the first three archons. 

2 Arist. 3,5: xdpio. 5’ Foav kal ras Sixas adroredels [kplyjew Kal otx domep viv 
mpoavaxpivev. So Suid. and Lex. Seguer., ibid. Thuc. 1, 126, says of the , 
period of Kylon: rére dé 7a woAdd Tisv TodtTiKay ol évvéa Apxovres Erpaccor. 
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sacrifice, and we may infer that they were the assistants of the 
king at sacrifices and at banquets connected with sacrifices, and 

that when the age of “ kings who fed on gifts” was gone by, they 

became the treasurers of the chief magistrates.1 
None were eligible for election, at any rate to the higher offices, 

except the rich Eupatridai; the right of electing belonged to the 

Right council on the Areopagus, who selected for office accord- 
ceton ing to their personal opinions those who seemed to 

Passive. them most suitable.” 
| This council on the Areopagus, consisting of life-members, 
recruited every year by the archons who had just vacated office, 

The represented the highest administrative authority of 

Areopagus. the State. Since this council, as has been remarked 
before, nominated the archons themselves, it therefore practically 

elected its own members by cooptation, though indirectly. It also 

had power to enforce the law, and had the control of the great 
bulk of important State affairs, since it possessed the right to in- 

1 The high antiquity of the cwdaxpéra is attested also by the occurrence 
of the expression xwiaxperev in Kyzikos (C. I. G., 3660), to which town it may 

have been introduced from Athens vid Miletus. Kwhaxpérys is correctly ex- 
plained by Lange, d. Eph. u. d. Areop., 65 a, 115, as a compound of xéha, 
“limbs” (of animals slaughtered in sacrifice), and xelpw, “I cut.” Kddar 
pretty frequently mean the customary portions given to the priests from 

the victims offered up. Cf. Suid. cwaxpéra. Inser. from Byzantium in the 
Monatsber. d. Berl. Ak., 1877, p. 476; C. I. G., 2656, 9 ff.; 2265, 18. With 
reference to their original duties should be compared what C. I. A., II. 602, 

says of the dpxwv of the Mecdyeo: éreuehyOn 5é (Kal ris . . .) las Kai rhs 

kpeavoulas kal Tis éwixoc(uhoews THs T)pamrévns. For the dwpopdyor Baordjjes, cf. 
Hes., Works and Days, 87 sqq., 220 sqq., 263 sqq. The title raulac (from 
tie) also seems to be derived from the carving of the sacrificial victims. 

See Lange, 2b., 68 a, 116. 

2 Arist., 3, 1: Tas méev apxas [kablloracav dpiorly Sy kal mdourlvinv and 3, 6: 

h yap alpeois Trav dpxdvrwv dpicrivdnv Kal mdourivinv fv, & Gv ol ’Apeowarytrat 

kabloravro. That by dpiorivnv cat rdovrivdny must be understood rich Eupa- 

tridai admits of no doubt. Cf. also Plut., Thes., 25. Dionys., Ant. R., 2, 8. 
Et. M., 895, Edrarptda. In Philoch., fr. 58 (Miiller, fr. h. gr., 1,394) it is said 
of this period: od ravrés dvdpds fv els rhv €€’Apelov mdryou Bovhhy Tedeiv. adn’ ol 

map’ ’AOnvaiows mpwrevorres év Te yéver kai movTy (i.e. rich Eupatrids) cal Bly 
XonoTG, ws torope? Birsyopos did 7Hs tpirns rHv abrav'ArOidwy. The election of 

the magistrates by the council on the Areopagus is attested by Arist., 8, 2: 
[ZdA]wv ev ody obrws evomobérncev rep Trav évvéa dpxdvTuv. 1d yap apxator 7 év 

"Aplelw rdyw Bov]\) dvaxarecapyéevy Kal kpivaca Kab" abriy Tov émirjdecov ép’ éxdorn 

rav apxav éw [évilalur]ov [duardéa]loa dwéoreddev. The words 7d dpxatoy can 

only refer to the time previous to Draco, because acc. to Arist., 4, 2, of 

Srda mapexduevr elected the nine archons after that date. 
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flict fines and penalties at its own discretion on those who violated 
the constitution.! 

The Eupatrid constitution thus sketched out was without doubt 

a woAreia Tov imréwv, Which, according to Aristotle’s evidence, was 
the oldest form of constitution in the Greek communi- modureta 

ties after the overthrow of the monarchies. This view 74v téwv. 

is made more probable still by the fact that a similar constitution 
existed contemporaneously among the closely related Ionic families 

in Chalkis and Eretria, and also by the fact that im7eis already ex- 
isted in Attica before the time of Solon. I therefore identify the, 
immets, Who went to battle in chariots or on horseback, with the 

Kupatrids. Among the Eupatrids the revraxoctopedipvor, or great 
Kupatrid landowners—for they too can be proved to have existed 
before Solon—held all the highest offices, and after the expiration 

of their period of office still kept control of the government as 
members of the Areopagus.? 

1 Arist. 3,6: 4 dé rév’Apeorayir&v Bouvdy riv pev Tak eTxe TOO Scarnpety rods 
vouous, Supxer b€ Ta wreiora Kal TA wéyiora Tov év TH odeL, Kal KoAdfouca Kal 

§nu.otvoa wdvras Tovs dxoomodvrTas Kuplws. 7 ydp alpeois Tov apxdvTwr apiorlySnv Kal 

trourivdnv jy, €& Gv oi Apeomaytra kabioravro* 5d kal udvyn TOV dpxdv alrn weuevynke 

dua Blov kal vov. The view expressed by Schémann, Antigu., 172 a, 5, op. ac., 
1, 190 ff.; Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1875, 158 ff., that the Areopagitic Boule is of 
prehistoric antiquity has been confirmed by Aristotle. The other conjec- 

tures on the subject of the Eupatrid State Council may be now regarded as 
exploded. Icannot agree with Peter Meyer’s view in his Aristot. Politik. 
u. d. ’"A@nvalwy modirela, 1891, p. 32, that in the passage quoted above the 
words duce: 5é x.7.X. indicate an unconstitutional abuse of its influence on 

the part of the Areopagus; because in that case the preceding words also 
cannot mean that the Areopagus possessed any constitutional or legal 

right of supervising the laws. The clause 7 ydp x... gives the reason why 
the Areopagus was entitled to this commanding position in the Eupatrid 

State, z.e. because it was composed dpicrivinv cal mdourivdny; it was for the 
same reason too that the Areopagitai held their seats for life. 

2 Arist., Pol., 6 (4), 18=p. 168, 21 ff: Kal } rpwrn 5€ rodurela év rots "EXAnow 
_ €yévero wera Tas Bacirelas éx Tov modenovvrwy, h ev EE dpxiis éx Tov lrwéwy (rh 

yap icxdv Kal thy brepoxhy év Tots immedow etyev * dvev pev yap cuvTdtews dxpnoroy 

70 omhurikér, ai 5¢ repl TSv TootTwr eurrerplas Kal Tasers Ev Tots dpxalors odX barjpxor, 

wor’ év Tots tarmefow elvar rv icxtv). Concerning the ‘ImmoBSorév modtrela in 

Chalkis, Arist. ap. Strab., 447, says: mpoéornoay yap aris dd tiunudrwv dy dpes 

dpirrokparixws &pxovres, t.e. the rulers of the State were those of the Hippo- 

botai who, like the revraxoc.ouédivor at Athens, possessed property amount- 

ing to a certain fixed assessment. So in Eretria there was an d\vyapyla trav 

imréwv: Arist., 6 (4), 3=p. 148, 16 ff, 8 (5),6=p. 206, 20. Peisistratos on his 
last return to Athens found supporters from among rTav imréwy ray éxdvrwv 
év ’Eperpia tiv mwodirelay: Arist., 15, 2. A stele in the sanctuary of the 
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The rest of the people were almost exclusively country farmers 

The nd agricultural labourers; for the artisan class, if 
non-Eupatrid any such existed at that early date, formed but an 
Population. . 

insignificant fraction of the population. r 

The agricultural population was, it appears, of two classes, 

peasant proprietors and labourers. The first class, whose numbers 

formed certainly only a minority of the agricultural population, 

comprised the so-called Zeugitai, who each possessed at least 

enough land to require a yoke of two oxen for its cultivation.? 

Amarynthian Artemis specified rpicxiAlors ev brdiras éfaxoclos 8 immetow 

e&jxovra Gpuace moeivy thy mourhy: Strab. 448. That there were imre?s 

and revraxoc.owédiuvo. before Solon is proved by the Draconian ordinance 
in Arist. 4,3. It is not very likely that Draco was the author of the classi- 

fication. [Arist., 3, 1 implies the existence of some such classification, 
Sandys.] The authorities who acc. to Arist., 7,4, used to define the immeis 
as Tovs larmorpopelv Suvauévous very probably had these pre-Solonian im7e?s in 
view. That only the wealthiest landowners were eligible for the highest 

offices is attested by Arist. 3, 6: % yap alpeois ruv dpxdvTwv apiotiviny Kal 
whourivdny jv. 

1 Plut., Thes., 25, attributes to Theseus the institution of the three vy of 
Evrarplia, Vewudpor and Anmodpyo. Cf. Poll. 8,111. Hesych., dypoérar. In the 
Et. M., 3895, Evwarpidac=Lex. Seguer. 257,7 sqq., the Anumotpya are called 
"Ervyewyopa. Plato, Critias, 110, says: ker dé Sy rér’ év THSE TH Xwpa Ta meV 

Ga €6vn T&v wodirdv wepl tds Snusoupylas dvTa Kal tHv éx THS yis TpopHy, Td bE 

aaximorv (t.e. the Eupatrids) br’ dvipwy Oeiwy kar’ apxds adopicbév wer xwpls. 
Dionys., Ant. #., 2,8, tells us what was certainly true for this early period : 
éxetvou (2.€. of "AOnvatior) wev yap els S00 mépn veluavtes TO TANOs edmarpldas mev 

éxddouv Tovs éx Tov éripavaw olkwy Kal xphuace Suvdrous, ols } THs wodews avéxerto 

Tpoctacia, dypolkous dé rods &AXovs roAlras, of TGv Kowdv ovdevds Foav KUptow’ bY 

xpbvw 6é Kal obro. rpoceAnPOnoay émt ras dpxds. Aristot., 2, distinguishes be- 

tween rich and poor, the latter of whom form the rustic population. Arist., 

2, 2, says of the time before Draco: 7 5¢ raca yf dv 6Nlywv Fv, and the same 

of the time succeeding Draco: kal 4 xw#pa 6.’ ddlywr fv: 4, 5. 

* The class of Zeugitai can be shown to have been in existence at the 
time of Draco, I identify them with the peasant proprietors. They in 

particular were the owners from whose estates Solon prides himself on 

having removed the mortgage stones. Cf. Arist., 12,4. Cf. also Busolt in 
the Phil., 1891, 50, 399. To their ranks belonged the people to whom, acc. 
to Hlian, Var. Hist., 9, 25, Peisistratos said, when he observed them loafing 
idly in the market place: ef wév cor rébvnKe fSed-yos, map’ éuod AaBaw drih Kal 

épydgfou' el 5 daopeis omepudrwv, map’ éuod ca yevéoOw, Cf. also Arist. 16, 6. 

Their later descendants are the Georgoi of Aristophanes, who, when con- 

fined to the city in the Peloponnesian war, longed for peace and for their 

_ gevydpiov olketoy Bootv. See the author’s Beitr. z. innern Gesch. Athens, 97 ff. 
That the oldest ¢edyos was a yoke of oxen, I infer from the fact that in 
Attica it was forbidden to sacrifice the ox from the plough. A®lian, V. H., 

5,14. In later times we hear of ¢e’-yn of oxen, mules, and horses: Poll. 10, 

58. Et. M. 409, fe6yos. Phot., sub verb. Lex. Seguer. 260, 29. 
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The field labourers called zweddéra, t.e. euphemistically “neigh- 
bours” of the Eupatrid landlords who employed them, also bore 

the special name éxrjyopo. That is to say, the oldest 

form of labour contract that we find in Attica, in those 
early times when no foreign slave element existed there, is the 

métayer system of co-operation still common in various countries for 
the association of Capital with Labour for the purpose of obtaining 
produce from the soil. The éxrjwopo. however found themselves 

in a situation unusual in such systems and perfectly desperate. 

They had to hand over to the landlords 2 of the produce of 

the patch of ground which they with their wives and children 
cultivated. The last sixth of the produce they kept as a reward 

for their labour. This in itself unfavourable relation of the 
° 

“Exthpopor. 

1 On the meaning of weAdra: see Poll. iil. 82. meddrar dé Kal Ofres EhevOepwv 
éotly dvéuara dia meviay ém’ dpyuplw Sovrevovres. Cf. Hesych., sub verb. Phot., 
Plat., Huthyphr., 4, éwel & ye droOavav meddrns Tis Fv éuds, Kal ws eyewpyoduev 

ev TH Ndéw, €Oqrevev éxet map juiv. For the explanation of their name cf. 

Phot. That the reAdrac and éxrjuopax in Attica were the same people, ap- 

pears from Arist. 2, 2, and is expressly asserted by Poll. iv. 165. éxrnudproc 
52 of weAdrat mapa rots ’Arrixots. See also Phot., sub verb, Arist. 2,2 says 
kal dh kal edovdNevoy (it was not at first a real slavery) of wrévyres Tots mXovelots 

kal avrolt [kal r]a réxva kal ai yuvatkes, kal éxadodvTo meAdra Kal éxrjuopo.* [kara ] 

TavTny yap Thy uicOwow [h]oydtovro Tay mrovoiwy rods dypovs. Lallow what Riihl 

contends (NV. Rh. Mus., 1891, p. 449; 18. Suppl. vol. of the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 
p. 683 ff.) that the last words may easily be misunderstood, and this fact 
explains why, according to Phot., reAdra:, and Hesych., éxr7juopor, the exrjmopot 

kept 4 of the produce, while according to Plut., Sol., 18, Hesych., émiwopros, 

they had to give that to the landlord. The desperate case of the éxrimuopot 
is only explicable if they had to hand over % of the produce. Had they 

kept 2, they would have been better off than the métayer tenants nowa- 

days. The hypothesis that the éxrjuopo kept 4, is further confirmed by 

the notice in Eustath. on Odys., xix. 28,7 woprh 70 xrov pacl uépos Tay Kapow, 
4 €5id0r0 Tots Exrnuoplos, ds év dvwviuy Ketrat hestK@ pyropuk@. To judge by Poll., 

vii. 151, thisexplanation is derived from a law of Solon. Aristotle’s words I 
take with Gomperz, d. Schrift v. Staatswesend. Ath. u. thr. neuester Beurtheiler, 
p. 11, to mean “they were called sixthers; for that was the agreement 
under which they cultivated the lands of the rich.”. The words ras mo@woets 
amoddévar, Which immediately follow, mean ‘“‘pay the rent.” Gomperz, op. 
cit., should not have given up (p. 45 sqq.) his original view (p. 11 ff.), that 
the éxrjpuopa kept 4 of the produce. IleAdra: is the Greek expression for 
the Roman Clients. See e.g. Plut., Rom., 13. On the métayer system still 
in use in France, cf. Schriften d. Vereins fir Socialpolitik, 27,17; in Italy, 
op. cit., 29, 124 sqq.; in America, Gilman-Katscher, die Theilung des Ge- 
schdftsgewinns, p.9 ff. [Beloch Griech. Gesch., p. 218, holds that the éxrjopou 
were harvest field labourers, who were paid one sheaf for every six they 
reaped. | . 
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tenant to his landlord in regard to the division of the produce be- 

tween them was made still more cruel by the fact that according to 
the customs of that day the former was liable to the latter in his 

own person for the fulfilment of the terms of their agreement, 

that is to say, the tenant, if he did not fulfil the agreement, 

became the slave of the landlord, and as such could be sold into 

slavery.1 Even for the still independent Zeugitai the rights of 

creditors as they were then understood might prove fatal; for a 
loan was made only on the security of the debtor’s person, not 

upon his land, so that to all appearance the debtor who did not 

fulfil the obligations which he had incurred fell, himself and his 

land, into the power of his creditor, who then probably as a rule 

left him as a éxryjpopos on his farm.” 

It is only natural that great dissatisfaction should have pre- 

vailed among those who did not belong to the class of the Eupa- 

tridai, in consequence of this unfavourable position 
of the tenant-farmer, a position the unpleasantness of 

which was accentuated by the complete absence of political rights. 

On this universal dissatisfaction of the lower classes it is possible 

that Cylon, the son-in-law of the tyrant Theagenes of Megara, 

reckoned, following the usual policy of tyrannoi, when he made his 

attempt to make himself master of the Acropolis and so seize the 

tyranny. The attempt failed however. Cylon and his brother 

escaped, but his followers were compelled to surrender by the 

Archon Megakles, and most of them were put to death.’ 

Cylon. 

1 Arist. 2, 2, after the words quoted in the previous note, continues: kal 
[el wh] Tas pucOdces [drodidoter, dydytuor Kal avrot Kal ol maides éylyvovro. On 

the consequences of this state of affairs, cf. Solon ap. Arist. 12, 4, v. 8 ff. 
2 After his sketch of the position of the éxrjuopax Arist. 2,2 adds the 

general observation: xal of[i] dalvec]u[ol mwlaow él trois cHuacw Foav péxpt 

LsAwvos' obros 5é rpSros eyév[ero Tod Shuolv mpoordrys, where the last words 

seem to mean that Solon released the people from this miserable lot. Cf. 
also Arist. 4, 5, éwi 6¢ rots cd[ualow joav oi Salve]ulol, kaOdrep elpnra:, Kal 

n xwpa 8 ddlywr nr. 

3 Arist. 2, 2, xaXerwrarov ev ofv Kal mixpératov nv Tots wodAgis THY KaTa Thy 

mwodurelav T[d SovAlevew" ob} why adddAd Kal Tois GAs edvoexEpawov" ovdevds yap, Ws 

elreiv, ériyxavov peréxovres. On Cylon’s attempt cf. Hdt. v. 7; Thue. i. 
126; Plut., Sol., 12. From Arist. 1 we see that this attempt belongs to the 
time before Draco, as Busolt, griech. Gesch., i. 504 ff., had already supposed. 
For determining Cylon’s date we have the fact that he made his attempt in 

an Olympic year, after himself winnigs at Olympia in 640 (see African.). 

Vid, Thuce., ibid. 
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The dissatisfaction prevalent among the agricultural population 

was met by Draco by his reforms of the constitution in so far as 

he admitted to a share in political rights the indepen- _Draeo. 
dent yeomen possessing a yoke of oxen, the class of the so-called 
Zeugitai. Draco was perhaps induced to make this extension of 

the franchise by the circumstance that, after the introduction 
of the hoplite system, those who served as hoplites—as the 

Zeugitai undoubtedly did—could not well be excluded from the 

citizenship.} 

1 Arist. 4,1: wera d¢ radra xpévou rivds ob modo SieOdyros em’ "Apirralx mou 

dpxovros Apdxwy rods Oecuods @0nxev. I do not consider as successful Peter 
Meyer’s attempt, Arist., Polit. u. d.’A@nvalwy rodcrela, p. 31 ff., to prove the 
institutions described in Arist. 4 to be identical with what we find in Arist. 
3,80 that Draco would have only drawn up his code of laws to suit an 
already existent constitution, and thus there would be no contradiction 
with Arist., Pol., ii, 12=p. 58, 6. Apdkovros 5¢ véuor wey elot, morurelg 
3 brapxovon Tods vouous €Onxev. The first words in Arist. 4 show clearly in 

my judgment that Arist. made a new organization of the State begin with 
Draco. This is shown also by c. 41,2. For it is impossible to question 
that % érl Oncéws yevouevy (Sc."weTaBdry), muxpdv mapeyKAlvovoa THs Bacikuixhs is 

that described in c. 3, when we read the representation given there of 
the gradual weakening of the crown. I can therefore only see in Arist. 
4 a further reason for doubting the genuineness of Arist., Pol., ii. 12. 
The attempt to support it in Meyer, ibid., 16 ff., seems to me to fail. See 
also Niemeyer in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1891, p. 408. According to Paus. 
ix. 86, 8, Draco made his laws éml rijs dpxfs, which in all probability 
means when he was archon. On the chronology of Draco’s legislation 
we can say nothing for certain, since the Archon Aristaichmos is un- 
known tous. Cf.in general Fischer, griech. Zeittafeln, 103 ff. What we 
know of this legislation apart from the new information in Aristotle is 
collected by K. Fr. Hermann, de Dracone legumlat. att. Ind. schol., Gitt., 
1849/50. Cf. for Draco’s extension of the franchise, Arist., Pol., 6 (4), 
18=p. 168, 21 ff: cal ) mpwrn 5é worsrela év Tots"EAAnow éyévero pera Tas 

Baowrelas éx Ta&v modenotvTwr, ) mev €& dpxns Tov imméwy (Thy yap lioxdv Kal rh 

brepoxhy év Tots immetow 6 wbdemos elyev* dvev yap ovvrdéews &xpynorov Td 6mduTiKdy, 

ai dé wept r&v rovovTwr éwmerplar kal ragers év Tots dpyalous obX dHpxov, Bar év Tots 

immedow elvar rhv ioxdv), adgavouévwv b¢ tev mébdewv kal rev év Tots Sols 

isxvodytwv addov wrelous peretxov Tis wodtrelas. Cf. also Arist. 7 (6), 7=p. 

188, 10 ff. That the Zeugitai in reality did belong to the woNrela after 
Draco is plain from Arist. 4,8. We should compare Arist., Pol., 6 (4), 
4=p. 152, 6 Bekker: kal yap éwditevew Kal yewpyeiv oupBaive trois adrots 
mo\dKis. We see from the passage just quoted from Aristotle’s Politics 
that the rodirela rév Sra mapexouévwy was a regular stage in the early 
historical development of the Greek States. The rodirela rwv dada rapexouevwr, 

established, according to Arist. 4, 2, by Draco, very well harmonises with 
the character of the age, and it appears to me more likely that the 
mevraxioxtrror of éx Trav StAwv, Who were provided for in the constitution of 
the 400 (Arist. 29, 5 ; 32, 3), but first came into actual existence after their 
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In any case, in consequence of his reforms, all those who were 

modtrela, able to arm themselves at their own cost as hoplites 

tay owAvrav obtained a share in political rights. 
Meanwhile, these political rights were divided into various 

grades. The Baored’s, the roAd¢uapxos, the dpxwv, the Pcouoférar, 

and the rayia, were still to be chosen from the class of the 
mevraxooopediuvot, 7.e. the Eupatrid landowners; the other elective 

magistracies were filled from the number of those who could arm 

themselves, z.e. besides the wevraxociomédiuvor from the classes of 

the Hupatrid immeis and the yeomen Zeugitai. Still, to hold the 
office of a Strategos and Hipparchos, the possession was necessary 

of an estate worth at least 100 mine, and free from mortgage, 

and of children over 10 years of age, born in lawful wedlock.” 
For the Strategoi and the Hipparchs the peculiar rule was 

made, that the Prytaneis, in all probability those of the Council, 
must, until those officers had given in their accounts, guarantee 

that they possessed the requisite amount of property, while to 

secure the Prytaneis four sureties were produced by the Strategoi 

and Hipparchs, with the same rating as they themselves had to 

have. This peculiar regulation may perhaps be explained con- 

jecturally as follows :—The State did not make a regular assess- 

overthrow (Arist. 88, 1) were copied from the rdrpio vduo (Arist. 29, 3) 
than the converse, that a pamphleteer fabricated the Draconian constitu- 

tion in imitation of that of the 400, as Nissen (N. Rh. Mus., 1892, p. 201) 
has conjectured. [But cf. Dr. Sandys, Ath. Pol., 4, 2 note]. 

1 Arist. 4,2: dmedédoro wéev 4 woditela Tots Sada tapexomévors. 

2 Arist. 4, 2: ypodvro dé rods perv evvéa dpxovras Kal rods Tamias ovolay 

KexTnevous odk éddrTw déxa pvav éhevOepav, Tas 5’ ddras dpxas Cras> éhdrrous ex 
Tov Orda Tapexouevew, oTparnyovs 5é kal irmdpxous ovclay dropatvovras ovK €X\aTrov 

} éxarov pvav édevOépay Kal maidas ex yaueris yuvaikds yvnolous brép déxa ern 

yeyovéras. That the reading déka pyav is wrong, goes without saying. 

The évvéa dpxovres, as they were afterwards called, were the highest magis- 

trates in the State, and they must therefore have possessed a larger pro- 
perty than the Strategoi and the Hipparchs, who undoubtedly even then 
were inferior to the Polemarch. Whether we ought to write diaxociwy or 
Tpiakociwy or something else, we cannot say. In any case the property 

qualification specified in this passage corresponded to that of the Penta- 
kosiomedimnoi. We cannot determine how large an estate, free of mort- 

gage, represented a yearly income of 500 Aginetan medimnoi. The 

magistracies mentioned in the above quoted words of Arist. are the elective 
magistracies, as Gomperz, op. cit., 81 ff., assumes—and I agree with him— 
and as indeed the zpoivro shows. Why no magistracies appointed by the 
lot can remain over and above the elective officers here indicated, as Rihl, 
N. th. Mus., 1891, 445/6, maintains, is not obvious. 
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ment: the families of the Pentakosiomedimnoi, who alone had a 

share in the government before Draco, were known; and the lowest 

class again was limited by the power to arm oneself as a hoplite 

from one’s own resources; but the citizens between these extreme 

classes were not officially classified, so that the possession of an 
estate worth 100 mine, and free from mortgage, required as a 

qualification for the Strategia and Hipparchia, could not be 
actually demonstrated. Accordingly the Prytaneis, who perhaps 
presided over the meeting for election, undertook to answer for 
the fulfilment of this requirement if four sureties, whose estates 

were likewise estimated at 100 mine, were produced, to be 
responsible to the Prytaneis, until the Strategoi and Hipparchoi 
had given in their accounts, for the existence of the amount of 

property required of those magistrates.1 
The lot-magistracies, and the Council, whose members were like- 

wise chosen by lot, were open to all citizens of at least 30 years 
of age. But no one might be drawn a second time for the Council 

or a lot office, until all the other.citizens had participated in the 

administration of these magistracies.? 
A new institution of Draco’s was the Council just mentioned, 

consisting of 401 members. This council, which was not always 
sitting, was apparently represented by a standing com- 

mittee of rpurdves, as to whose organization no further 

information has come down to us.? 

Council. 

1 Arist. 4,2: rovrous 5’ eer due[yyu]G[o0ar] rods mpurdvers kal rods oTparnyovs 

kal Tovs immdpxous Tods evous méxpr evOuvar, éyy[un|ras & éx rod avrod TéXous 

dexouevous (not [rapa]oxouevous), obrep of orparnyol Kal irmapxo. The subject 

in the accusative and inf. clause is rov’s rpurdveis, the object rovrovs, which 
refers to the previously mentioned Strategoi and Hipparchoi, and is again 
taken up by kal rods orparnyovs xal rods im@dpxovs. This is borne out by the 

relative clause at the end, and dexouévovs is therefore to be retained. 
2 Arist. 4,3: Bovdedew dé rerpakoctous kal &va rods Naxdvras éx Tis TwoNcTelas. 

kKXnpotobat dé kat radrnv Kal ras dddas dpxas Tods brep TpidKovT’ Ern "yeyoviras, Kal 

dis rov avrov wh dpxew mpd Tod wdvras é[~]eNOetv (or perhaps comparing Arist., 

Pol., p. 169, 832; 175, 11 dveNOeiv)> rire 5é wédw €f drapxis KAnpotv. For the 
last requirement, cf. Arist., Pol., 6 (4) 14=p. 169, 29 ff.: kal év dddaus 6e 
monirelas Bovedovrat ai cvvapxlar cuviodcat, eds 5¢ Tas.dpxas Badifover wavTes Kara 

Mépos é€x TGv guday Kal Tov poplwy Trav édaxloTwy TayTEhOs, Ews av SEAOy Sia 

mavrew. Ib. id. 6 (4) 15=p. 175, 8 ff., where he discusses the various ways of 

appointing magistrates: #ydp rdvres éx rdvTwv aipécer, } mavtes éx TaVTWY KANPYW, 

kal 4 €& amdvTwr 7) ws dva pépos, olov Kata pudds Kal Syuous kal Pparplas, ws av 

KNOY Sia wavrwy TSv TwodiTy, } del €& adrdvTwr, kal Ta ev obrw, Ta dé éxelvws. 

8 Arist. 4,3. Bovdedew 58 rerpaxoctous kal va rods haxdvras éx THs wohurelas. 
Rihl (Suppl. vol.of the Jahrb., 18, 687/8) thinks Plutarch cannot have read in 
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Besides the Council there was also an Ecclesia, composed un- 
doubtedly of all citizens. Any member of the Council who 

missed a sitting of the Council or an assembly of the 
Ecclesia, had to pay if a wevraxoctopédiuvos a fine of 

3 drachmae, if a immeds 2, if a fevyirns 1 drachma.} 
The great powers which the Council of the Areopagus possessed 

in the government before Draco, were considerably curtailed by 

him. For whereas the Areopagus before Draco, and 

again subsequently to Solon’s reforms, exercised ju- 

dicial functions, and could inflict corporal punishment and fines; 

Ecclesia. 

Areopagus, 

Aristotle of the establishment of a Bovd} by Draco, because he ascribes to 

Solon the establishment of a second fovd7# (Plut., Sol., 19. Comp. of Sol. and 

Public. 2). But Plutarch did not write an Athenian Constitutional His- 
tory, but a biography of Solon. He only recorded what Solon did, and 
therefore could very well write as he has. For the Prytaneis cf. the pas- 
sage of Arist., quoted and explained, p. 121, 1. IlIpurdvecs in the Greek States 
either form a committee of the council (see Part 2, 316 ff.) or are single 
magistrates (Part 2,326). Since at Athens we only hear of them in the 
former character, I do not hesitate to regard them here too as a committee 
of the council. In Thue. ii. 15 we read that before Theseus the several 
Attic ré\evs had their separate mpuraveta re xal dpxovras. Theseus made them 

all into one, caradvcas r&v d\Aw édr\ewv TA TE BovAEvTHpLA Kal Tas dpxas els Thy 

viv modw ovcav, év Bovdeurypiov drodeléas Kal mpvravetov. Here mpuravetov once 

corresponds to the Bovdeurjpior, then to the dpxai. The mpuravetov was at 

Athens the official residence of the dpywv: Arist. 3, 5, but also a council- 

room of the mpurdves, Plut., Sol.,19. The rpurdvets rév vavepdpwv in Hdt. 5, 
71, have nothing to do with Draco’s mpurdves, for they are an invention 
of Herodotus, 

1 Arist. 4,3: ei 5¢ rus Trav BovAevrav, drav Epa BovdrAfs A éxxAnolas F, éxdelror 

[ryv|ovvodov, amrérwov 6 wév tevraxocopédipuvos Tpets Spaxuds, 6 5é larmeds dvo, 0 

fevyirns 6é play. Cauer (Hat Arist. d. Schrift vom Staate d. Ath. geschrieben ? 

p. 70) takes offence at these fines, since Draco, according to Pollux 9, 61, 
kal why Kav rots Apdxovros vouos éorw drorivev eixoodBo.or still employed cattie 

as the measure of value. Riihl (Suppl. vol. 689) rightly rejects this, for 

according to Poll., ébid., the Didrachmon was then called Bois, and so eixocd- 
Bowv is only an antiquated expression for 40 Drachme. Nevertheless, 
Rihl thinks this passage untrustworthy. Of course we must not regard it 

as evidence for believing that Solon found his 4 property classes already 
existent. How the expressions are to be understood has been shown in the 

course of the text. Busolt (Phil., 1891, 399) thinks that in Draco’s laws 
compensation in cattle and fines subsisted side by side. Fines graduated 
according to the person’s property, for absence from the Assembly and 
the Council-meetings were an ddvyapxixdv odgicua THs vouobectas. Cf. Arist. 
6 (4) 18=p. 167, 14 ff. wept éxxdyolay mév 7d ekeivar ExkAnordfew maior, (nular 
& émixetoOar rots evrdpos, éav wh éxxrAnorafwouw, 7} mdvors } pelfw mok\h@—«xal rept 

Ta Sixacrhpia rots wev edmdpors elvar Enulay, dv jr Sixdgwor, rots F dmrdpos &decav, 

} rots uev weyadny Tots 5é pxpav, womep év Tots Xapwvdov vduots. 
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so long as Draco’s constitution lasted, that council was merely 
the guardian of the laws, and superintended the magistrates to 
ensure their administering their office in accordance with the 

laws. Whoever believed that he had suffered injustice at the 

hands of a magistrate might bring an Hisangelia before the 
Council of the Areopagus.!_ Draco transferred the judicial powers 
which the Areopagus had previously possessed to two 5, .aiction 

new bodies which he created, the Ephetai and the of the 
Prytaneis.? In the first place, as to cases of homicide, a arto dh 
which undoubtedly were tried by the Areopagus before 

the time of Draco, he transferred these to a board of 
fifty-one Eupatrids over 50 years of age.? These fifty-one judges 

"Eéra. 

1 Arist, 4, 4, 4 58 Bouvhh 4 é£ Apelov mdyou PUAat fw Tov vouwy Kal duerhper Tas 
dpxas Srws kara rods vbuous dpxwow. c&Av 58 7G ddtxovmévy mpd[s Thy Tar] ’Apeora- 

yitGv Bovd eloayyéddew, dropalvorre wap’ bv ddiketrac vouov. On the other 

hand, of the Bov\} rav’Apeorayirév in the times before Draco we read: kal 

Koddtovea Kal ¢nuotca mdvras rods dxoguotvras xuplws. Arist. 8, 6: for the 
times after Solon: xal rods duaprdvovras nbOuvev kupla ofca [kal fy]me[odv] Kal 

kodafev. Arist. 8, 4. 
2 That Ephetai and Prytaneis sat before Solon, follows from the Solonian 

law of Epitimia in Plut., Sol.,19: driuwr 80 d&riuoe Foav, mplv 7) Ddrwva dpeat, 

émuriwous etvat mAhy door €€’Apelov maou 7 Sco. éx Tuy éeperav 7} €x mpvravetov KaTa- 

dixacbevres rd Tuy Bacitéwv eri Pdvw 7 ocpayaicr 7) émt Tupavvidi epevyov, bre 6 

Oecpds épdvn 8de. Like Philippi (NV. Rh. Mus., 29, 7/8, vid. too Areop. u. 
Eph., 238), I suppose that caradicacdévres bd rev Bacidéwv relates to all three 

courts, and that by Baci\e?’s we must understand the successive Bacrreis (see 

also Lange, d. Eph. u. d. Areop., 41 ff.; Leipz. Stud., 2, 116 ff. Hauvette- 
Besnault, de Archonie Rege, 2 ff.). I agree with Lange that as the double 
dco. and double ém show, a bipartition of the courts and of the offences is 
indicated. Adopting these hypotheses, I interpret the law to mean by the 
cou €&’Apetov rdyou those condemned by the Areopagus before the introduc- 
tion of Draco’s reforms, by the 8c. éx Trav éper&v 7 éx mpuravelov those con- 
demned, after Draco’s reforms, by the Ephetai and the Prytaneis. 
Further, ¢évos and cayai go together, meaning premeditated murder and 
assassinations in political party fights (Lange, op. cit., 46); in opposition to 

_ this stands rvpayvis—an attempt to gain the Tyrannis. Before Draco per- 
haps the Areopagus tried all three crimes; afterwards perhaps the Ephetai 
took dévos and cdayal, the Prytaneis ruparvis. 

8 Cf. Poll. 8,125: épérac rov mév dpiOudr eis Kal mevrjxovra, Apdxwy 8 adrovs 

karéornoev dpioriviny aipeBévras* edixatov dé Tots éd’ aiuare Siuwxouévacs ev Tols wévTE 
dixcaornptos. Lddwy 5é avrois rpocexaréarynoe Tv €E’Apelov md-you Bovdyv. This 
statement of Poll. was first called in question by Philippi in the Jahrb. /. 
el, Phil., 1872, 578 ff., especially 604. See too d. Areop. u. d. Eph. 139 ff. He 
was followed by Lange, d. Eph. u. d. Areop., 3 ff., Wecklein in the Sitz- 
ungsber. d. bayr. Ak., 1873, 5/6, Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 1, 479, 1, and by 
the author in his first edition. Schédmann opposed this view in the Jahrb. 
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in murder cases bore the name édéro1, by which probably they 

were designated as being those who by their decision determined 

what was to be done with the accused.! 

Whether Draco himself introduced, or merely codified in accord- 
ance with customs already existing, the system by which murder 

cases were tried at Athens; and which even measured by the 
standard of to-day is tolerably complete, can as little be decided 

with certainty as can the question whether he was the founder of 

the 5 different courts, at which in later times the trial was held 

f. el. Phil., 1875, 153 ff. Poll.’s account was supposed to have had its origin 
in the false reading of Draco’s law in Dem. 48, 57, rovro.s (for rovrous) 5’ of 
mevTjKovTa Kal els dpiorivdny aipelcOwv. This supposition was possible but not 

necessary. Now that our knowledge has been enlarged by Aristotle, I 
cannot agree with it, but see in the passage in Poll. a satisfactory testi- 
mony agreeing well with the process of constitutional development at 

Athens, for the institution of the Ephetai by Draco. The number of the 
Ephetai, 51: C. I. A., I. 61; Dem. 48,57; Poll. 8, 125; over 50 years old: 
Suid. Phot. Et. M. épéra, Lex. Seguer. 188, 30 ff. The number 51 is per- 
haps best explained with Schémann, op. ac., 1, 196, as composed of 3 
éénynraiof sacred law—see (Dem.) 47,68 sq.—and 12 Ephetai from each Phyle. 

Against this Lange, d. Eph. u. d. Areop., 20 ff. The Ephetai as dpioriviny 
aipeBévres (Poll. 8, 125) must have been Hupatrids. See the dpicrivdny kal 
miovriviny in Arist. 3, 1.6. That in the Aristotelian “A@yvalwy rohrela there 

is nothing said of the institution of the Ephetai by Draco, may be due to 
the fact that in the cuvaywyh raév véuwr written as a companion to the col- 

lection of Constitutions the organs of the administration of justice were 
likewise treated. See Nissen in the NV. RA. Mus., 1892, 184 ff. 

1 On the etymology of é¢éra: cf. Lange, de ephetarum Atheniensium nomine. 

Leipzig, 1874; d. Eph. u. d. Areop., 13/4. Lange explained of épéra: as of 

éml rots éras dvres, 7.e. a8 the presidents of the citizens optimo iure, and re- 

garded them as the old Council. This explanation the author accepted in 
the first edition (see too Philippi, d. Areop. u. d. Eph., 213; Oesterberg, de 

ephetarum Atheniensium origine, 70/1. Upsala, 1885). Now, however, that 
another fovdi is attested by Aristotle for the period before Solon, we can- 
not acquiesce in Lange’s theory. I now regard as most satisfactory the 
explanation of Schémann, op. ac., 1, 196, who explains the Ephetai as those 
who by their verdict determined (é¢iec@ar) what was to be done with the 
accused. The possibility of this view is admitted also by Lange, op. cit., 7, 
though he regards it as improbable, since this would be applicable to all 
judges. See too Philippi, op. cit., 218. The other etymologies are disproved 
by Lange, op. cit., 8 ff. Since Lange, Forchhammer, Phil., 34, 465 ff, has 
proposed to derive the word from the root é, jua:, making ol é¢érai, “‘those 

who sit in judgment upon something,” and Joh. and Theod. Baunack in 
the Stud. auf. d. Geb. d. griech. u. ar. Sprachen I., 1, suggest the Sanskrit 
sabha=a judicial assembly, corresponding to which a Greek word, 6 é¢os, 
might have been formed. 
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Guixpert I, 127-128.] Draco. [Giipert IT. 187,138. 

according to the nature of the case.1 The other judicial powers 

which before Draco had been exercised by the Areopagus, with 

the exception of the cases of homicide just discussed, were appa- 

rently transferred by Draco to the Prytaneis, the 

standing committee of the newly established Council. 
The Bacrrevs, who still acted as chief magistrate, kept the presi- 
dency even in those new courts of the Hphetai and the Prytaneis, 

just as he had beyond a doubt presided before Draco in the 
Areopagus.? 

Besides the constitutional reforms just described, the codifi- 

cation of the unwritten laws then obtaining is attributed to Draco. 

Of this code, whose regulations a later age regarded 

as excessively severe, we know practically nothing 

except the laws concerning homicide which Solon adopted 

with slight alterations.? The-social problem was unaffected by 

TIpurdvets. 

Draco’s laws. 

1 The decuoi povxol of Draco contained, so far as we are acquainted with 
them, no provisions about the places where the various kinds of homicide 
were to be tried. See C.I. A., I. 61., Philippi, d. Areop. u. d. Eph., 333 ff. 

On the contrary, all Draco’s blood-laws were called govixol of é& ’Apelou d-you: 
Dem. 23, 22, cf. Lys.,6, 15. Moreover, the law about the dixaios pévos is cited, 
Lys., 1, 80, é« ris orhdns Tis €&’Apelou mdyov. 

2 As has been already remarked, p. 123, 2, the author refers the é« rpura- 

velov of the Solonian law on Epitimia in Plut., Sol., 19, to the mpurdveis 

mentioned in Arist. 4,2. Plut., too, in his explanation of é« rpuvravetov, uses 
the word zpurdves. The crime which they had to judge, according to the 
law just mentioned, was undoubtedly rupavvis. For the punishment decreed 
for an attempt to gain the Tyrannis, cf. Arist., 16, 10., Pécuia rade ’AOnval[ocs] 
kal mdrpia* édv Tives TUpavvelty éEravncTavra } Thy Tupayvida Tis cuyKabLoTH, ATiuov 

elvat kal adrov kal yévos. There is nothing strange in this judicial power of 

the Prytaneis; the Council of the 500 too after Cleisthenes possessed juris- 
diction over certain offences, and could inflict fines, imprisonment and 
death. See Aristot. 45, 1; C.I.A., I. 57. The Bacireds is indicated as 

president of the Ephetai and Prytaneis in the Solonian Epitimia-law (p. 
123, 2), and inC.I.A., I.61. Curtius, on the contrary, Monatsber. d. Berl. Ak., 
18738, 290, understands by the Bacvdeis there mentioned the 9 archons, or 

the three first of them ; Schoell, Herm., 6, 21, and Wachsmuth, d. St. Ath., 1, 

468 ff. the dvA0Bacideis ; Sch6mann in Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1876, 16, the Archons 
and the dudoBacirels. 

$ Arist., Pol., 2, 12=p.58, 7, Bekker—a passage, however, which is hardly 

genuine—pronounces on Draco’s laws: tétov 8’ év rots véuots obey éorw Bre Kal 

pvelas d&ov thhv  xaderdrns dia 7d THs (nulas wéyebos. A dictum of Demades, 
bre dv’ atparos, od did uéXavos Tods vouous 6 Apdxwy &éypayev, Plut., Sol., 17. The 

Athenians, says Arist., 7, 1, after Solon rots Apdxovros @ecpois ératcavro 

Xpduevor tiv Tov dovxdy. Solon introduced the Areopagus again as the 

court for pévos éxovovos ; but he retained Draco’s laws on that subject, and 

began his rp@ros déwv with Draco’s regulation about Pévos dxovo.os. That the 
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Giisert I, 128-180.] Athens. — [Girperr II. 139, 

Draco’s legislation. The éxrjpopo continued to be personally liable 

Social for the fulfilment of their obligations. The increasing 

Fosition. indebtedness of the still independent Zeugitai threat- 
ened to reduce them also sooner or later to slavery.} 

2. From SOLON TO EUCLIDES. 

Draco’s revision of the constitution was not such as to produce 

internal harmony among the various classes of the community. Not 

only did it fail to remove the existing social distress, 

but by codifying the laws relating to debt, it actually 

sanctioned that state of affairs for the future. The mortgaging of 

the small peasant properties proceeded unchecked. Whoever could 

not meet his financial obligations, fell in the end into slavery, and 

was either sold out of the country, or led a slave’s life in Attica.? 

Furious internal struggles of the people against the aristocrats and 

Social. 

definition of évos éxotdcws preceded this in Draco’s laws, may be inferred 
from the cal at the beginning of the rp&ros déwv. See C.J. A., 1. 61. 

1 Arist. 4, 5, concludes his account of Draco’s legislation with the 

words: émi dé rots ow[ualow foray of Say [eo] uol, Kabdrep elpnra, kal ) xdpa 5’ 

OAlywv Fv. . 

. ? Even for the time after Draco, Arist., 4,5, says: él 6é rots cé[yalow 
fioav ot Savleco)|uol, kaOdarep eipnra, kal) xwpa de’ drNiywv fv. The davelfew émi 

Tots cwuacw (Arist. 6, 1; see too Plut., Sol., 13) lasted down to Solon, 2. 
Attic law before Solon knew no credit on real security, but only a personal- 
credit. Even in case of the po on the plots of ground the debtor was per- 
sonally liable, and therefore could not free himself of the debt by cession 
of the property mortgaged. Solon describes the position of affairs before 
his legislation as follows: ratra pév &v Shuw orpéperar xaxd* Tov dé wenixpav 

—ixvodvrat moddol yatav és ddodarjy—mpabévres Secmoict 7 detxeNlous debévres, 

—kal kaka Sovroctvns orvyva pépovor Big (Sol. fr., 4, 23 ffi.—Dem. 19, 255). 

Further, in Aristot., 12, 4: 

ouppaprupoln Tadr’ av év dikn xpdvou 

unrnp meylorn Sauovwr [’OXv] uriwv 

dpiora, I'7 pédauva, ris eye more 

Spous dvetNov ro\daxy wernyéra[s] 

[rpicO lev dé Sovredouca, viv éevdépa. 

moddovs 6’ "AOjvas, warpis’ eis OedxtTiTov, 

[av7j|yayov mpabévras, &ddov éxdixws, 

Gov Otkalws, rods 6’ dvaryxalnys taro 

xpelods puydvras yAGooay obKér’ ’ATTiKhy 

iévras, ws av wéd\dNaxy mrav[wuevous], 

tovs & év040’ abrod dovAlny detxéa 

éxovras, 40n Secrorév Tpopevpév [ous], 
ehevd épous 2OnKa. 
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Gitzert I. 129.] 3 Solon. |Grizert II, 140, 

the well to do threatened the existence of the State with the most 
serious dangers, and it was high time that Pallas 

Athene, who, according to Solon’s expression, held her 

protecting hand over Athens, should send a saviour, if it really was 

the will of Zeus and of the blessed gods that the State should not 

perish. This saviour appeared in the person of Solon. Born of a 

Eupatrid family, but by the amount of his property and his station 
in life belonging to the middle classes, he appeared to both parties 
a suitable mediator, when in a political elegy he depicted the 

miserable circumstances of his native city, attributed them to 

greed and arrogance, and concluded by calling on all to lay aside 

their civil feuds. If Solon had joined either party now, he would 

have found it an easy task to secure the Tyrannis. He disdained 

to do so, and contented himself with becoming the lawgiver of his 

country and the mediator in her social disputes. The result was 

that during his lifetime he found but scant recognition for his 

institutions, but after his death was famed for centuries as the 

founder of the Athenian constitution.? By a compromise between 

the contending parties, Solon was chosen to be peacemaker, and 

charged with the reform of the constitution, a duty which he 
carried out in his official capacity as archon in 594 B.c.3 

Solon, 

1 Arist. 5, 1: rovadrns 5¢ ris rdtews oons év TH modrela Kal Trav mov 

Sovrevérvrwr Trois dAlyous, avréory Tots yywpluos 6 Ojos. For Solon’s origin and 

social position see Arist. 5, 3: fv 8 6 Zédwv rH pev [pd]oe Kal rH doéy rev 
_ mparwv,7y 8 obaig, kal rots rpdyuact Tov péowy x.t.d. According to Plut., 

Sol., 1, Solon was a descendant of Codrus. Cf. too Toepffer, att. Geneal., 
234,1. On the contents of the elegy, which indicated Solon as suitable for 
a mediator, see Arist. 5, 2,3. From it too probably comes Sol., fr. 4=Dem. 
19, 25, where the verses quoted in the text are also to be found. 

2 See Sol., fr. 82, 338, in Plut., Sol.,14. That his reforms failed to satisfy 
most citizens, is shown by his verses in Arist. 12, and fr. 87=Aristid. 2, 
537. See also Arist. 11. Arist., 6, 3, says he was so moderate, and so 
thoughtful of the general good [&]o7’ édv airw rods [ér]é[po]us brroronodmevov 

Tupavveiv THs wodews, duoréepos dex |O]éoPar Kal wept wrelovos morcacbat Td Kaddv 

kal Ti Tis modkews cwrnplay 7 Thy avrod wreovediav. Cf. too Arist. 11,2: 

[aulporépas qvavriwby Kal éfdv air@ uel’ drorépwv HBovrero ovord[vri] Tupavvety 

elXero mpds duporépous dmex0écOat, cwoas Thy marplda Kal Ta Bé[Ari]ora vomobe- 

THOS. 

3 Arist., 5, 2, loxupaGs 5¢ ris ordoews otons Kal moddv xpdvov dvrixabnudven 
adAjrots elovro KowH Siadraxrhy kal dpxovra Ddrwva Kal rhy [od] relav érérpevay 

air@ x.7. a. Solon was archon, according to Sosikrates, Ol., 46, 3=594/3: 
Diog. L. 1, 2,15. Cf. Cyril, adv. Jul., 1, p. 12 e, Aubert., Clem. Strom. 1, 
14. According to the Armen. Euseb., Solon’s legislation, Ol., 47, 3=590, ac- 
cording to Jerome, Ol., 47, 1=592. Solon succeeded Philombrotos, Plut., 
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Giuzert I. 130-181.] Athens. [Grier IL. 141,142. 

While the people hoped his mediation would secure a general 

redistribution of property, the aristocrats expected at most an 

insignificant alteration of the existing state of affairs. 

Solon however, like a true mediator, did not com- 

pletely accede to the wishes of either party; but by far-reaching 

changes in the laws of property he ended the social distress 

without attacking the social foundations of the State. The 

measure which effected this object was the ceodyfea, as it 
was called—the shaking off of burdens... Even in ancient times 
opinions were divided as to the meaning of this cewdyGera. The 

general view, which Aristotle and Philochoros represent, re- 
garded the ceacdyfaa as a cancelling of debts.2 Androtion, 

on the other hand, supposed that Solon’s measure merely meant 
the relief of debtors by a reduction of the rate of interest and 

depreciation of the eoinage. According to the new standard 

Derr dy Vera, 

4 

Sol.,14. Stettiner, ad Solon. wtatem quest. crit., 47 ff., Kénigsberg, 1885, 
conjectures that Solon ‘was alsuuvirns for 20 years. Holzapfel, Beitr. 

z. griech. Gesch., 1 ff., 1888 (cf. too Fr. Cauer, Parteien u. Politiker in Megara 

u. Athen., 56 ff., 1890), wishes to throw Solon’s legislation forward to the 
year 584, Certainty is perhaps impossible; the year 594, however, seems 

to be the best attested, See Bauer, Lit. u. hist. Forsch. zu Aristot. ’A@nvaiwy 
monrela, p. 44 ff. That Solon exercises his legislative powers as archon, is 
proved by the form of the Solonian law in Dem. 44, 67/8. 

1 Arist. 11,2: 6 wév yap Sijuos wero rdv7 dvddacra rooew adrév, ol dé yrd- 

ptuoe wad [(els)] Thy adbriv rdiw droddcew 4 [mxpdrv] mapadddé[ev.] For the 

cecdxbea see Arist. 6, 1: cal xpedv droxoras érolnce kal rdy idiwy Kal rev 

Snuoclwy, as cecdxXPeay Kadofow, ws droceocduevoe 7d Bdpos. Arist. 10, 1: 
év [uév ody lots vouors Tadra Soxet Ocivar Snuorixd, mpd dé THs vouobeclas tronoals 

Thy Tav xpleQ[v arolkowiy kal pera Tadra Thy Te Tv wérpwv Kal crabuer Kal Thy 

Tod voulowaros éravinow. According to Plut., Sol., 14, Solon carried the 
cecdxGea as archon and then was appointed ScopAwrhs Kal vouobérns ris 

mohirelas, Plut., Sol.,16. This is not probable; by the cewdxfea he un- 
deceived both parties, and therefore would hardly have been chosen to 
legislate afterwards. 

2 Cf. Plut. Sol., 15: of 5¢ rreicrot rdvrwv buod act Tay cupBoralwy dvalpeoiw 

(riv rev xpeGv droxorhy) yevécOar Thy cecdx Peay Kal Tobrots cuvdder maddov Ta 

ronuara. Arist. 6, 1: Kdpios dé yevduevos Trav mpayud[rwl Zd\wv—Kal xpeav 

amokxoras éroince kal Tov idiwy Kal Ttdv Synuoclwy, as cercdxPeay Kadodow, ws 

drocecduevor Td Badpos. Cf. the whole chapter. Philoch.’s version is in Phot. 

Suid. cedyGea. Apostol. 15, 39: cewrdx eva xpewxorla Snuoclwy Kal ldwwrixar, 

iy elonynoaro Xddwv. elpnrar 5€ rap dcov Mos tw “AOnvnor rods dpelhovras Tar 

Tevirwv cdpare épydgerOar rots xpjoras, droddvras 5é olovel Td dxOo0s droceicacbat" 

ws Biroxydpw dé Soxel, drowngicOjva 7d ExO0s. The cede was regarded as a 
cancelling of debts by Herakleid., 1, 5 (Miller, fr. hist. g7., 1, 208). Dionys., 
5, 65. Dion., Chrysost., 31, 69. Diog. L. 1, 2, 1. 
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Guiusert I, 130-1.] The Seisachtheta. [Giipert II, 142, 143. 

100 new drachmas were worth only 73 of the old standard ; 

and the change must have acted in favour of the debtors be- 

cause the capital received in the old heavy coinage was repaid 

in the new light money.! Of these two views—both already 

current in ancient times—the first is the better attested, since 

Aristotle and Philochoros adopt it. Moreover the consequences 

which, according to Solon’s own declaration, attended the Seis- 

achtheia, the removal of the mortgage pillars from the estates, 

and the emancipation of the enslaved debtors, are of such a 

character that they could not have been effected by a partial 
cancelling of debts to the extent of 27%. And the reduction of 
the rate of interest which Androtion considered a part of the 
Seisachtheia is expressly contradicted by a law of Solon’s, which 

has been preserved for us, and which leaves the rate of interest 

entirely at the pleasure of the lender.” Accordingly in my view 

of the Seisachtheia I follow Aristotle and Philochoros, and regard 
it as a complete cancelling of debts. The financial injury to the 

rich involved in the measure was justified in Solon’s eyes not 
only by reasons of statesmanship, but also by his ideas of morality, 
for, according to his own testimony, their riches had been gained 

by unrighteous means.? The emancipation of the enslaved debtors 
was a consequence of the provisions for cancelling of debts, and 

of course was accompanied by compensation to the creditor in 

whose possession they were. But we cannot say how the debtors 

already sold as slaves abroad were brought back to Athens by 
Solon.4 To guard against the recurrence of similar circumstances 

1 See Androtion ap. Plut,. Sol., 15: xatrot rwés @ypawav, dv éoriv’ Avdporiwr, 
ovK dirokomy xpeGv, GNA TdKwy peTpLdTynTe KovgicbévTas adyamrjoa Tovs wévyyTas Kal 

ceiodx Peay dvoudoa Td pitavOpwrevua TodTo kal riv dua Tov’Ty yevouévnv Tay TE 

pérpwv éravéinow Kal Tod voulouaros Tywny x.T. ad Arist., 10,1, distinguishes the 

two in express terms: mpd.dé rijs vouobecias rajcals Thy Tov xple@[v dro]xomhy 

kal wera Tatra Thy Te Tay wérpov Kal orabuady Kal Thy Tov voulouaros ab&yow. 

Hultsch., griech. u. rom. Metrol.,2 200 ff. Curtius, Gk. Hist., 15, 816 ff. 
(Ward’s Eng. tr, 1, 329 ff.) formerly followed Androtion. Schimann, griech. 
Alterth., 13, 8347; Grote, vol. 2, p. 476, take the right view. 

2 Solon’s own description of the results of his legislation in Arist. 12, better 
than in Aristid. 2, 586=/r. 36. Cf. in regard to the limitation of interest 
the law of Solon ap. Lys. 10, 18: 7d dpydpuv ordorporv civar, ép drbcw dv 
Bov\ynrat 6 davelf~wy with the explanation 7d ordoimor rodrd ear, & BédATicTE, od 
fvy@ iordvat, ddd TéKov mparrecOat, Oricov ay Bov'Anrat. 

8 Cf. Sol., fr.4, 11=Dem. 19, 255. Arist., 5, 3, says of Solon: cal ddws alel 

Th alrlayv Tis oTdcews dvdrret Tols TAOVCLOLS. 

4 That they were so brought back, he tells us himself, fr. 36, 6 ff., Arist. 
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Giuzert I. 181-2, 134.] Athens. [Gureerr IT, 148, 144. 

in the future, Solon forbade ézt rots cwpacr daveiLew, and ensured 

the existence of small holdings by fixing a maximum,.which no 
individual citizen’s estate was to exceed.} 

After Solon had removed the immediate distress, he laid the 

foundations of the new constitution. Even before Draco there had 

been four grades in society, with the names zevraxocto- 

peduipvor, t.€. the Eupatrid large landowners, im7eis, i.e. 
Eupatrid knights, fevyira, peasants masters of a team of oxen, and 

the @jres, t.e. the dependent manual labourers. These names 

Solon employed.-to indicate the four classes which he insti- 

tuted for purposes of taxation. For each class except the last he 

fixed a certain minimum of property. The zevraxociopédipvor had 
to be in receipt of 500 measures of dry or fluid produce from land 

of their own, #.e. either 500 medimnoi of corn, or 500 metretai of 

oil or wine—the amount to be measured by the new measure 

which was nearly 50 ¥ less than theold. The im7eis had to have 

a revenue of 300 measures, the fevyira: 200; while all those whose 

yearly income from land of their own did not reach the minimum 
of the Zevytra: were included in the class of the Oires.? 

Classes. 

12. Hugo Landwehr in the 5. Suppl. vol. of the Phil., 185/6 supposes Solon 
made the return of many to their country possible by granting freedom 
to any who escaped from their masters abroad and came to Attica. In that 

case Solon chose a very strong expression when he said: roddovs 6’ ’Adjvas, 
marpid’ eis Oedxrtrov,—[davyn]|yayov mpabévras, ddXov éxdixkws,—Gdrov Sixkalws. | 

1 See Arist. 6, 1: Kdpios dé yeviuevos tov mpayyd[rwly Didwy Tov re Sjuov 

Mrcevbépwoe kal év TH wapévtt Kal eis TO wédAAOV KwrvGas S[avelifew émi Tots cbuacw. 

According to Plut., Sol.,15 the prohibition émi rots cHuacr uniéva Savelgev 

belongs to the cewdxeua. For the holdings see Arist., Pol., 2, 7=p. 37, 26 ff. 
Bekker : olov cal Zorwv evouobérnoer kal map’ dddors éorl vduos, ds kwrver kTacOat 

viv, ordonv dy Bov’dAnrat rts. 

2 On the earlier existence of the four grades mentioned in the text, see p. 
114 ff., 122. Previously they were not classes for the purpose of taxation, 
with the exception of the wevraxociouédiuvor. On this point I agree with 

Gomperz, d. Schrift vom Staatswesen d. Ath. u. ihr neuester Beurtheiler, 1891, 
p- 40 ff., who is only mistaken in making revraxoc.omédiuvos too an indefinite 
expression like our millionaire. The wevraxocvopédimyoe are the people who 

carried on the government in the pre-Draconian constitution, and they 
must have had a minimum-census, just as did the governing class among 
the Hippobotai. But the revraxoctouédiuvos of Solon is socially a different 
person from the zevraxoo.opédipuvos before Draco (see too Busolt, Phil., 1891, 

p. 896). For the proportion of the Solonian system of measures to the 
Aginetan is: An Hginetan medimnos=72'74 litres, a Solonian=52°53, an 

Mginetan metretes=54-56 litres, a Solonian=89°39. See Hultsch, griech. 

u. rom. Metrol.,2 499 ff.,505. By the assumption in the text the titles of the 
classes, so extraordinary if taken as classes for taxation, become clear 
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Giusert I. 134.] Solon’s Classes. (Gitzert II, 145. 

The extent of the political rights possessed by each burgess 
depended upon the assessment class to which he belonged. The 

9 apxovres, the rapiar, the wwAynrai, the évdexa and the political 

kwAaxpérat were all chosen from among the first three Beh. 

classes, but not all of them from all three classes without distinc- 

tion ; the dpyovres were elected from among the zevraxoovopedipvor 

and the im7eis, the rapéac from the wevtaxoctopédipvor, the rest from 

all three classes. Only the members of the. first three classes 
were liable to military service. The Thetes were exempt from 

service, at any rate from serving as hoplites; they were not 

eligible for any public office; they merely possessed the right of 

attending the éxxAyoia and serving as jurymen.4 

(see Gomperz, ibid.); and at the same time the passage in Aristotle, 7,3: 
Kaddmep Sinpnro Kal rpérepov, becomes intelligible. Busolt., zbid., justly notices 
that the Pentacosiomedimnoi after Solon should have been called properly 

Pentacosiometroi. The retention of the old name shows how Solon clung 
to what already existed. In Arist. 7,8 we read concerning these taxation- 
classes: ¢rd>riujuara duethev els rérrapa Tédn, Kabdrep Siypyro Kal mpdrepor, els 

mevraxoc.ou[édim [ov Kal imméa] wal fevyirnvy wal Ofra. 7, 4: der Se redety 

mevrakoc.opédiuvoy pev os dy éx Tis olxelas movy wevraxdo.a wérpa TA cuvdudw Enpa 

kal, bypd, lrmdda dé ros rpiaxdora movodvras, ws 5 enol pace Tos immorpogeiv 

dvvauévous. After Aristotle had refuted the latter view, he proceeds: 
fevyicvov 5é TedXelv Tods Siaxdoua Ta cuvdudw ro.odvras, Tovs 5’ &Adovus Onrikdy K.T.d. 

Cf. Plut., Sol., 18. Harp.: mevraxociopédiuvo. immds. Ofres Kal Onrixdv. 

Poll. 8, 129, 180. Phot.: mwevraxociopédivor. immds. evyjovov. Onreds Kat 

Onruxdv. Hesych.: é« riynudrwv. immds. fevylowov. Onrixdv. Suid.: mevra- 

koc.ouédiuvov. lrreis. tarmds. Ofres kal Onrixdv. Et. M.,410: fevylcrov. Onrikdv. 

Lex S2guer. 261, 20; 264, 19; 267, 13; 298, 20, all of which are drawn 
from Arist. Boeckh’s view (St. d. Ath., 1,647, Lamb’s Eng. tr. of Boeckh’s 
Publ. Ec. of Ath., p. 641) was that the minimum assessment of the Zeugitai 
was 150 wérpa. He inferred this from a law preserved in Dem. 43, 54. But 
this view is now no longer tenable on account of Aristotle’s testimony. 

1 Arist. 7,3: kal ras [[we[ylor]as]] dpxas dréveuer dpxew éx. revraxociopediurwy 

kal imméwy kai fevyir@v, Tovs évvéa &pxovras Kai Tovs Taulas Kal To’s mwAnTas Kal 

Tous évdexa Kal Tovs KwAakpéras, éxdoros dvd Adyor TH meyéOer TOD Titparos 

drodidovs [Thy ap|xyv. Tots dé 7d Onrixdy TerXodow exkXynolas Kal Sixkacrnplwy 

perédwxe pdvov. 7, 4: rods 5’ GAdrous Onrikdv, ovdemas peréxovras dpxjs. Cf. 

Arist., Pol., 2,12=p. 56, 82 sqq. Bekker: ras 5’ dpxas éx Tay yrwpluwy Kai Tov 
evrdpwv katéornce wacas, éx TOv TevTakoc.opedivur Kal fevyitGv Kai Tplrov TéXous 

THs KaXoupévyns trmddos rd 5é réraprov Onrikdr, ols ovdemas dpxfs merqv. Poll. 8, 

130. Harp. Ojres—éri 5é odk éorparevovro, epnke kal’ Apioropdyns év Aaradedow. 

In general cf. Sol., fr. 18. Arist. 26, 2: of 5@ (viz. of évvéa dpxovres) pd Tobrou 
(t.e. before 457/6) wdvres €& irméwy kal revrakociomedinywy hoav, ol C5é> fevytrac 
Tas éyKxuKAlous hpxov, el wh TL Wapewparo Tv év Tots véuors. When Plut., Arist., 1, 

says that Demetrios of Phaleron cited as proof of the easy circumstances 
of Aristides riv émdvunoy apxiy, tv hpte TO kuduw Naxdv ex Tov yevdv Tay Ta 

béyiora Tinnwara KEeKTnuevwy, ods mevTaKog.omediuvous mpognydpevoy, the last ex- 
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Solon seems to have arranged the incidence of taxation on the 
same principle on which he distributed political rights. If 

Boeckh’s ingenious combination is correct, he gradu- 

ated the financial burdens of the burgesses on a system 
of extraordinary originality for such early times, according to the 

census-class to which each burgess belonged. Regarding the 

500, 300 and 200 measures as the net income, computed from the 
amount of rent the estate brought in, then, since Solon regarded 

the medimnos as equivalent to a drachma, it follows, if we assume 

a ratio of income to property of 8} % (which is the ratio sup- 
ported by evidence from later periods), that the minimum value of 

landed property for the wevraxoc.opédisvor was one talent, for imzeis 

3,600 drachmas, for the Zeugitai 2,400 drachmas. Now to secure 

an equitable distribution of taxation for state purposes among the 

classes two methods were available: the different classes might 
have been taxed at different rates per cent. upon their entire 

property ; or, the assessed capital might be made to vary from the 

actual capital in different ratios in the different classes, while the 

taxes were levied at the same rate per cent. of assessed capital in 

all. Solon adopted the latter course. The revraxoctopédipvo. were 

assessed at the entire value of their landed estates, the im7ets 
at 3,000 drachmas, the Zevyira: at 1,000. These numbers represent 

the minimum assessment on a member of each class, and also 

show the ratio at which the assessed capital stood to the real 

capital for each member of the class.! 

Taxation. 

planatory words may be Plutarch’s own. In the Draconian constitution 

the dpxovres and rauiac had the same assessment (Arist. 4, 2); according to 

the Solonian the latter had to be Pentacosiomedimnoi (Arist.'8, 1). 
1 For the system of Boeckh’s given in the text see Publ. Ficon:, 1, 643 (495) 

ff. It is based on Poll. 8, 180. The 84 % assumed by Boeckh as the ratio of 
rent to value of landed property is supported by the 12 minae as rent for 
an dypos worth 150 mine in Is. 11,12. For the worth of a medimnos in 

Solon’s time=one drachma, ef. Plut., Sol.,23. The objections of Bake, Schol. 
hypomnem., 4,123 ff., have been answered by Thumser, de Civium Atheniensium 
munerib., 29 ff. Beloch has criticised Boeckh’s combination in Herm, 20, 
245/6. A graduated taxation so complicated as that Boeckh assumes 
cannot be admitted for the period when financial science was still in its 

infancy ; even the Pisistratidai still levied ,', of the produce of the soil in 
kind. At any rate it must always be recognised that Boeckh’s scheme is 
merely a hypothesis. On the other hand, the statements in Pollux show 

that there was a graduated system of some kind or other. Therefore the 
only doubt remaining is whether such a scheme can date as early as Solon 
himself. If this is considered probable, then it must be assumed that 
Pisistratos reverted to what was undoubtedly the original system of taxes 
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The employment of the census-classes for purposes of finance 
was effected by means of the system of Naucraries instituted by 

Solon. Starting with the four Ionic Phylai, he gystem of 

divided each Phyle into 8 rpurrves, each rpirris into 4 Naucraries. 

vavxpapia ; the whole country was thus mapped out into 48 local 
divisions or Naucraries.! At,the head of each Naucrary stood a 

vavxpapos or ‘‘ship-furnisher,” who derived his name from his 
duty, the equipment of a.ship of war: when the ship was com- 

pletely furnished he also acted as its captain or commander.? 
This etymology is corroborated by the fact that according to our 

paid in kind. Cf. Thue. 6, 54; Arist. 16, 4; Zenob. 4, 76. On the other 
hand, the statements of Arist. 8,3 on Solon’s arrangement of the Naucraries 
show that the Naucraries levied an eisgopa in coin. The comparison of the 
Naucrary with the Symmory in Phot. seems to point to the same conclusion. 

1 Arist. 8,3: @udai & joa 5 Kabdwep mpdbrepov Kal pudoBacire’s rérrapes. €ék 
dé [rs pudfs éx]dorns noav veveunuévar tpitries pev Tpets, vavKpapiae 6¢ Swdexa 

Kab’ éxdornv, [érl 6¢ Tov] vavxpapidy apxh Kabeornkvia vavKpapo, Terayuevn mpds 

Te Tas elogopas Kal ras dam[dvas] Tas yryvouévas’ 61d Kai év Tots vduos Tots 

Léirwyvos ols odkért xpSvrat wodrax[od yélyparrat “rods vauxpdpous elompdrrew” Kal 

“ dvanloxev €« Tod vavkpapixod apyup[lov].”” Cf. also Phot. vavxpapia’ 7d wrpdrepov 
oUrws éxddouv vavkpapia kal vatkpapos’ vavxpapla pev drotsy Te ) oumpmopia Kal 6 

Ojos, vavKpapos dé dmoidy te 6 Shuapxos, Virwvos obrws dvoudoavros, ws Kal 

Apiororérys pyal. Kal év rots viuots Néye (for the MSS. 6é), ‘ édv ris vavepapias 

dugisBnrh” Kal “rods vavxpdpous Tods kara vauxpaplay”* terepov de drd Kiev bévous 
Sjuol eiow Kal Shuapxo ExrnOnoav’ éx THs’ Apiororédovs moditelas dv Tpdtrov diérake 

Tiv widw 6 Lddrdwv' ural 5é joay résoapes KaOdrep mpdrepov kal PuvdAoBacrrels 

Tésoapes’ Ex O€ THs PrARs oav veveunuévar Tpirrves ev Tpels, vavKpaplar dé SWdexa 

Kad’ éxdotnv. See Rose, Aristot. Pseudep.,410, 7. That the explicit testi- 
mony of Aristotle outweighs the casual notice of Hdt. 5, 71 admits of no 
further question, now that we have Aristotle himself (see also Stein, ad 
loc. For Hdt.’s knowledge of Athenian institutions, see 5,69). The Schol. 
on Arist., Clouds, 37: of mpérepov vatxpapo elre bd Tdrwvos Karacrabévres etre 
kal mpsrepov, who immediately before quoted from Aristotle, has obviously 
in view the evidence of both Aristot. and Hdt.in his annotation. I have 
fully discussed my view of the date of the institution of the Naucraries 
in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1875, p. 9 ff., where the views of other writers are 
also stated. Schémann has raised objections in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 
1875, p. 452 ff. [See Sandys’ Ath. Pol., 8, 13.] 

2 On the etymology of vavxpapos cf. G. Meyer in Curtius’ Stud.,7, 175 ff., 
who rightly rejects the explanation of vavxpapo as “ householders” given 
by Wecklein in the Sitzungsber.d. K. Bayr. Ak. 1878, p. 42. In Meyer’s 
view Navxpapos is compounded of vais and the root cap, with metathesis xap, 
which appears in the verb xpaivw ‘‘ fulfil.” With this meaning should be 
compared Lex. Seguer. 283, 20: vavxpapor’ of ras vais mapackevatovres Kal 

Tpinpapxodvres kal Ty moreudpxw broreraypéva. We are expressly told that 

there was only one Naucraros in each Naucrary. Cf. Poll. 8,108. Hesych. 
yavKk\apor. 
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authorities each Naucrary had to furnish a ship and two horse- 

men. The Naucraroi levied all the contributions from the mem- 

bers of their Naucrary, and disbursed all the sums necessary for 

that purpose. To judge from a fragment of a Solonian law, a 

citizen’s claims to the office of Naucraros depended upon the 
amount of his wealth. This supposition at any rate will explain 

how disputes could arise who among many candidates was en- . 

titled to the office of Naucraros. 3 

It is characteristic of the Solonian census classes, and at the 

same time in perfect accord with the political ideas of that age, 

Census that no kind of wealth except landed property was 

pa shoe taken into account in the assessment of the classes, 

Estate. and therefore in the distribution of political rights 
also. “The agricultural Demos is the best,” says Aristotle, and 

with justice: the landowner is most closely involved in the 

destiny of his country; and according to the testimony of 
Socrates agricultural life produces for the State the best and most 

patriotic citizens. Attica, however, from the nature of its soil 

and the configuration of the country, is but little suited for ex- 

tensive agriculture; and it therefore speaks well for Solon’s in- 

sight into the circumstances of the case that he made not merely 

the produce of agriculture, but also the revenues from tree culti- 

vation the basis of his class system. It was obviously with a view 

to encourage the cultivation of the olive, that Solon, while he 

attempted to keep up the somewhat scanty returns from the soil 
by a general prohibition of exportation, made an exception in the 

case of olive oil, which could not all be consumed in Attica, if 

olive cultivation was developed to any great extent.* 

1 Cf, Poll. 8, 108 : vavxpapia 8 qv réws pudFs Swdéxarov pépos Kal vavKpapo Hoar 

5udexa, TérTapes Kara TpitTdv éxdornv. Tas dé elogopas Tas KaTa Ohmous drexet- 

porévouy otro. kal Ta é& avTGy dvadkeuata. vauKpapla 5 éxdorn do imméas Tapetxe 

Kal vadv wlav, ad’ As tows wvduacro. 

2 Cf. Arist., loc. cit., Hesych. vaixXapor—rivés 5¢ ad’ Exdorns gudijs Sddexa, 
otrwes ad’ éxdorns xwpas Tas elogopas éféeyov. That the amount to be levied 

by the Naucrary was computed according to the assessment of the indi- 
vidual members, is natural in itself, and is attested also by the comparison 

of the Naucrary toaSymmory. Cf. Phot., vavepapla—vavepapia uév drrotdv te 
7] ovppopla. 

8 The Solonian fragment reads as follows in Phot. vavxpapia—édy tis 

vavkpaplas (4.e. the office of vavxpapos) dudicBnry. For such dugicBirnos for 

priesthoods, cf. Poll. 8,90. Phot. iyeuovia dixacrnpiov. 

4 Arist. 7 (6), 4=p. 182, 3 sqq. Bekker: BéArioros yap Simos 6 yewpyixds éorw, 

dore kal roveiy évdéxerat Snuoxpariay, dou fp Td wAHO0s awd yewpylas 7) voujs. In 
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This partiality in favour of the agricultural population did not 
prevent Solon’s devising careful and energetic measures in the 

interest of the traders and handicraftsmen, who al- rade ana 

ready existed in Attica in his day. The alteration of Manufactures. 
the system of weights and of coinage was intended to make the 

trade of Athens independent of gina, and open a new region 

as a market for its produce. Solon made special enactments 

to encourage Attic industry and handicrafts, and facilitate the 

settlement of foreign craftsmen at Athens. Further, those who 

belonged to this class were not absolutely excluded from political 

rights. Anyone who invested his earnings in landed property to 

the requisite amount, became thereby a member of the privileged 
classes; and that land. should not be difficult to procure, was 

secured by the Solonian law, which prohibited the acquisition of 

landed property above a fixed maximum amount. Similarly the 
law which can be proved to have been in force in the 5th and 

4th centuries prohibiting éyxrnois yas by Metoicoi, was also in- 
tended to facilitate the acquisition of land by Athenian burgesses.! 

case the enemy invade the land, the yewpyol are eager dpiyev TH xapg, the 

rexvira: on the other hand are willing to sacrifice the country and defend 
the town only: Xen., Oecon., 6, 5-7. dua rabra dé cal evdofordrn (so also § 10), 
elvat mpds Tay rédewy airy ) Brorela (i.e. ) yewpyla), bre Kal modlras dplorous Kal 

evvovordrous mapéxecOar Soxet rH xKowg@. After treating of agriculture, Xen., 

Oecon., 19, discusses 4 r&v dévdpwv purela, so far as concerns the vine, the fig, 

and the olive tree. Prohibition of export rv yeyvouévwr with exception of 
oil: Plut., Sol., 24. State protection of the olive tree: Boeckh. 1, 60 (41) ff. 

Arist. 60,2. Attica as original home of olive culture: Hdt. 5,82. Later 
Pisistratos is said to have paid special attention to its encouragement : 
Dio Chrysost. 25, p. 181. 

1 In Diod. 9, 18 the division of the rodrela into Eupatridai, Georgoi and 

Demiourgoi is attributed to Solon, while Plut., Thes. 25 assigns it to Theseus. 
For this classification cf. also Poll. 8,111. Hesych. dypowra. Et. M. 395. 

- evrarpiiac=Lex. Seguer. 257, 7. Sol., fr. 18, 43 sqq., speaks of the classes of 
merchants, countrymen, and artisans. In the introduction of the new 
coinage Solon adopted the Eubceo-Corinthian system, with the object of 
obtaining Sicily and Chalkidike as markets for Athenian trade. Sce 
Kohler in the Mitth. d. disch. arch, Inst. in Ath., 10, 151 ff. Imhoof in the 

Ber. d. Berl. Ak., 1881, 636 ff. Droysen, ib., 1882, 1202. Special decrees of 

Solon’s for the encouragement of Industry and Manufactures:—A son need 
not maintain his father, if his father had taught him no trade: Plut., Sol., 
22. Solon granted citizenship to foreigners, raveorious ’AOjvave meToukigupevors 
él réxvyn: Sol., 24. Concerning the political rights of Syuovpyol in general, 
Arist., Pol., 3, 4=p. 65, 6, says: 6:0 wap’ éviois ob pweretxov ol Snucoupyol 7d madardy 

dpxav, mply Shuov yevécOar tov Ecxarov. Solon himself practised a trade: 
Arist. 11,1. For the possibility of rising out of the class of Thetes to a 
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For the appointment of magistrates (of whom we have attested 

as existing in Solon’s time oi évvéa adpxovres, of rapiat, of twAnTat, ot 

evoexa and of kwAaxperat) Solon introduced a combination 

of election and allotment. The 9 Archons, whose method 

of appointment cannot have been essentially different from that 

of the rest, were selected in the following way: each of the 4 

Phylai elected from its own numbers 10 citizens belonging to the 

two first census classes; then from among these 40 the 9 archons 

were taken by lot.} 

These 9 Archons became by Solon’s legislation a Collegium or 

board of colleagues; at this date they must have first obtained 

ot évvéa. the official title of évvéa apyovres. This board met in 

dpxovres. the Thesmotheteion. The president was not the 
Baorrevs, but the official already known before the time of Solon 

as apxwv: his position must have given him the preponderant in- 

fluence on the board. The official powers of these 9 Archons were 

diminished by Solon to the extent that he permitted litigants to 

appeal to the public assembly against their legal decisions.? 

Magistrates. 

higher class, see the example of Anthemion in Arist. 7, 4. Poll. 8, 181. 
Maximum limit of landed property: Arist., Pol., 2, 7=p. 37, 26 sqq. 

1 On the magistrates who existed in Solon’s time, cf. Arist. 7,3. On the 
method of appointing magistrates, cf. Arist. 8, 1: ras 5’ dpyas érolnoe kAnpwras 
éx mpoxpirwr, ods [éxdo]rn mpoxplvece raw purav. mpovKpiwe & els rods évvéa Apxovras 

éxdorn Séxa kal Céx> rov[rwr éxA]hpovv 8bev ere Siapéver Tals Pudais 7d Séxa KAnpodvy 
éxdorny, elr éx TovTwy Kvamevtew. onuetov 5 Sri KAnpwras érolnoer Ex TOY TLuNuaTw 

6 wepl Trav Tapimv vbuos, @ xpwpevor [Siaredo]iow eri cal vodv' Kedever yap KAnpodv 

Tovs Tapias é€x mevTaxooiouediuywly. DddrA]wv pev obv obrws évomobérnoev epi Tay 

évvéa dpxdvrwv. From é6ev én 5. 7. p. 7. 5. kX. Ex. we must understand that 
this method of appointment was abolished for a long period and not re- 

introduced till the time of Eucleides. The method of appointment men- 
tioned in Arist. 55,62 must be this one. But in 487 one slightly different 
was substituted, which in turn must have been abolished afterwards. Cf. 
Arist. 22,5, where the words of 5¢ rpérepo mavres Foav aiperol are explained 
by the fact that the Solonian system remained in force only a very short 

time because of the civil wars which followed and the domination of the 
Pisistratidai. That the method described in Arist. 8, 1 is not inconsistent 

with Arist., Pol., 3, 11=p. 76, 9 sqq., 77, 12 sqq., is correctly shown by 
Meyer, Aristot. Pol. u. d. ’A@nvalwy rodtrela, p. 44 ff., and Niemeyer in Jahrb. 

f. el. Phil., 1891, p. 408. 
2 Cf. Arist. 8, 5: él d¢ Dbrwvos dwavres els Td Oecpuobereiov cvv@rOov. In 

Diog. L., Sol., 58, it is said of Solon: kat mp@ros rhv cuvaywyhv trav évvéa 

dpxivrwv érolncev els 7d cuvdecrvetv (adopting the cj. of Hermann, Staatsalt., 
§ 188, 18 for cuverreiv) ws "ArodNb5wpss now év Sevrépy rept vouoberav. Acc. to 

Arist. 9,1 7 els 7d dix[acrhproy] ép[eors] dates from Solon. The expression 
used by Aristotle, égeois, seems to necessitate the conclusion that the 
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Solon retained the Rov} as established by.Draco, except that 
its 400 members were now to be chosen 100 from each Phyle, by 

the same method perhaps by which the 9 Archons were Boudh. 
appointed ; ze. the requisite number were chosen by 
lot from among a larger number of candidates elected by vote by 

each separate tribe. This council formed an advising body whose 

duty was to consider beforehand and prepare all business intended 

for the consideration of the Ecclesia, and to lay before the Ecclesia 
appropriate proposals.! 

The council of the Areopagus, into which just as before the 

Archons were to enter after the expiration of their term of office, 
obtained again from Solon most of the powers taken 9», gounes 
from it by Draco. It retained the power which it had _ of the 
previously held of supervising the law and the consti- malate 4.0 

tution, and in addition was invested with increased judicial powers, 

which made it again competent to inflict fines and even death. 
More especially cases of homicide and attempted homicide, of 

arson, and of attempts to overthrow the constitution, were placed 

under its jurisdiction.? 

Archons pronounced sentence, and that thereupon the litigant could ap- 
peal against the sentence if he chose, or else declare his acquiescence.. The 
influential position of the Archon is shown by the description given us of 
the faction-wars which followed Solon’s reforms. Cf. Arist. 18, 2: 6 kal 
dfrov Sri peylorny etxev divauw 6 dpxwv' palvovrar yap alel cracidfovres wept TavTns 

rhs apxfs. From this period certainly dates the xj#puyuwa made when he entered 

on his office: Arist. 56,2. That 6 d&pxwv is here used collectively, as Gom- 
perz, ib., 31 supposes, is not very probable. The official meant is without 
doubt the dpywv érdvuyos who was raised by Solon to the position of presi- 
dent of the board. 
1 Arist. 8,4: [BovA]qv & érolnce rerpaxocious, éxardy €& éxdorns pudfjs. That 

Solon’s BovA7n was no new creation, is shown by Arist. 4,3. Plut., Sol.,19,in 
the words: Sevrépay mpocxaréverme Bovdty dard pudijs éxdorns Tertdpwyv ovodv 

éxarov dvdpas émidetduevos, ods mpoBovrevew eracE Tob Shuov Kal undev dv drpo- 

BovXevrov eis éexxAnolay elapéperOa seems to be describing a new institution of 
Solon’s; but we must remember that Plut. was writing a biography of 

Solon not a constitutional history of Athens, and therefore took no account 
of anything Draco had done. The method of appointment given in the 
text is attested first by the analogy of the appointment of Archons 

(Arist. 8, 1), and again by the method by which the 400 were nominated in 
411, which was cara ra wdrpia. Cf. Arist. 31, 1: Bovdevew wev rerpaxoclous kara 
Ta mwdrpia, rerrapdkxovra é& éxdorys <Tis> pudrj7js, éx mpoxpirwy ods dv ewvrat ob 

gurérat Tov brép TpidKovra ery yeyovbtwr. 

* Arist. 8,4: rhy 6 ray ’Apeorayiray eratev é[rl 7d] vouopudakev, domep 
Uwipxev Kal rpdrepov érloxoros otca Tis wodtrelas, [kal] rd re A\Na Ta wretoTA Kal 

Ta peyiora Tay wohirCiKyav dierjper kal rods duaprdvovras nvOuvev Kupla odca [Kal 
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The Ecclesia had been in existence since the time of Draco 

at any rate. The right of taking part in its proceedings was 

granted by Solon even to Thetes. Aristotle in the 

Politics attributes to Solon among other legislators 
the honour of having given to the multitude the right of electing 

the magistrates and of calling them to account; drawing a dis- 

tinction between the rights so described and the right of actually 
holding office in person. This however does not say that the 

business of the Ecclesia was confined to these two functions. On 

the contrary it seems a more natural inference from the method 

of election of magistrates instituted by Solon, and described above, 

that the active power of election was exercised by the multitude 

not in the Ecclesia at all, but rather in the tribal assemblies of 

the Phylai; on the other hand the right to call magistrates to 

account before the Ecclesia belonged certainly to every citizen 

who thought himself aggrieved. Therefore the passage just 

quoted from Aristotle’s Politics does not in any way prevent us 

from concluding that other matters came before the Ecclesia for 

decision. 

Ecclesia. 

fn|m[odv] Kal Koddfew Kal rds éxrices dvédepev els wédw, od émvypddovea Thy 

mpdpaciy rod mrpdrrjecOa, Kal rods émi Kara’cet Tod Simov curicTamévous expwev 

ZdrAwvos Gévr[os} vdpov eicalyy]eA{las] wepl adrdv. Plut., Sol., 19, says simply: 
Thy 5 dvyw Bovdhy émloxorov mdavrwv kal pidr\axa Tov vouwy éxdbicev. Acc. to 

Poll. 8, 125 Solon added the court of the Ephetai to the Areopagus as a 

court of justice to deal with cases of homicide. On the competence of the 
Areopagus in this department, cf. the law quoted in Dem. 23, 22. Arist. 57, 
3. Poll. 8,117. On the composition of the Areopagus, cf. Plut., Sol., 19: 
gvoTnoduevos bé Tiv év Apel mwdayy Bouvdhy éx Tay Kar éviavrdy dpxdvtwy. Cf. 

Plut., Per., 9. | 

1 Arist. 7,3: rots 52 7d Onrixdy Tedodow exkAnoias Kal Sixacrypiwy werédwKe wdvor. 

Apart from the passage in the doubtful 12th chap. of Bk. 2 of the Politics 

=p. 56, 29 sqq.,'érei DiAwy ye Zouxe Thy dvayKkaorarny drodibivar TO Sjuw Siva, 

TO-Tas dpxas alpetoOa Kal edOdvew* unde yap Tov’Tou Kiptos Gv 6 Sfuos Soddos ay ely 

kal modéuos. Tas 5 dpxds éx Tov yrwpluwy Kal Tov edripwrv KaTéoTNCE TATAS K.T.d.y 

the passage of the Politics to which Arist. 7, 2 corresponds is 3, 11=p. 76, 9 

sqq.: didrep kal Ddrwv xal rv &Arwvy Ties vowoberdv raérrovow (sc. 7d whjGos) 

éml re ras apxatperias Kal Tas edOdvas Tov apxdvTwy, apxew 62 KaTrapudvas odK eBow. 

That these ef@vvac rév dpydvtwy were nothing more than the auditing of 
accounts of magistrates at the end of their year of office as was customary 
in later times, I do not consider at all probable. I am more disposed to con- 
nect these ev@vva: with the regulation which Aristot. 9, 1 counts among the 

three Syuorixwrara of Solon’s, 7d ékeivar rH Bovrouevy Timw[peiv] brép Tov 

ddixounévwv. Cf. also Plut., Sol.,18. Draco granted to a burgess aggrieved 
by a magistrate—the context clearly shows that such is meant, and not one 
ill-treated by a private citizen—the right to prosecute the magistrate by 
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Another concession of Solon’s to the Thetes was the right of 

taking part in the administration of Justice. For Solon instituted 

a great popular tribunal consisting of a fixed number 

of jurymen chosen by lot from among all burgesses 
over 30 years of age who offered their services. This great popular 

tribunal was called ‘HA:aia, and was probably divided into a number 
of sections even as early as the time of Solon! With regard to 
the judicial powers of this Heliaia we must remember, that up to 
the time of Solon the sentences_pronounced by the Archons were 

final in all processes, after Solon’s reforms appeal to the Heliaia 

was permitted. We must however hold that this right of appeal 

was limited to certain specified cases, because in the 4th century 

“HAuala. 

Eisangelia before the Areopagus. Cf. Arist. 4,4. Solon made a distinct 
advance in the direction of democracy by substituting the Ecclesia for the 
Areopagus, On the other hand, the right to prosecute a private individual 
for injustice is not a specially democratic institution,—not to mention that 
it must have been long in existence at Athens before this time. Therefore 
Solon’s measure was the precursor of the later Epicheirotonia of magistrates. 
What other matters were subject to the decision of the Areopagus, we do 
not know. Schiémann, Verf., 53 ff., and Wachsmuth 1, 497 attribute legis- 
lative powers to the Ecclesia. Solon’s own words in Arist. 12,1: djum pév 

yap @wxa rocov yépas Socov dap [ke] i,—riuys ob’ ddehay odr éropeeduevos Show 
that he had no very great veneration for the rights of the Demos or 
Ecclesia either. 

1 Arist. 7,3: rots 5€ 7d Onrixdy reXodcw éxkAnolas*Kal Sixacrnplwy perédwKe 

povoyv. That the ‘Hd:ala was established by Solon follows from the wording 
of a Solonian law preserved in Lys. 10, 16, the authenticity of which there 
is no reason to doubt: dedécOa & év rH modoxdkxyn huépas wévre Tov moda, éay 
mpooriunjon ) uaa. That the jurymen were chosen by lot from among 

citizens who volunteered their services, I infer from the fact that this was 
obviously the method practised at the time when payment for the jurymen 
was introduced by Pericles. Cf. Arist. 27,5: d¢ dy (through the introduc- 
tion of pucPopopd) alriavral twes xelpw yevécOat (SC. TA StkacrHpia), KANpoUMEer wy 

ered as det uaddov Tov TuxXdvTwY } Tov émiekav dvOpsTwv. The jrxLala appears 

as a great board of dicasts in C.I.A., IV. 27a. (Dittenb. 10. Hicks 23). 
Cf. Antiph., de Chor., 21. Demad. repi dwodexaerias, fr. 52 in Hermes 13, 494. 

For the position of the #ala building cf. Eustath. on Od., 1430, 22: qv 
dryopa Kepxwrwv miyolov jvaias. Wachsmuth 1, 496; 2, 1,359. That 

there was a distinction between the Heliaia and the Demos is clearly 
shown by Plut., when in his Comp. of Solon and Poplicola, 2, he says of 
the latter: xal yap dpxévrwy Kkaracrdcews Kupiovs érolnce Tovs modXovs Kal Tots 

gevyovot Sixny émixadetcOa Tov Shuov, Howep 6 Vddwv Tovs Sixacras, €dwxev. It 

is uncertain whether Solon at once divided the Heliaia into sections. 
Aristot. in the passage quoted above speaks of dixacrjpia, but in ce. 9, 2 of 
dixaoryjpiov. The Solonian statute quoted above designates the Heliaia asa 

court of justice, 
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the magistrates still possessed the power to inflict fines up toa 

maximum amount specified by law, and this appears to be a 
survival of an original power of delivering final judicial sentences.} 

Moreover the right of participating in the administration of 

justice granted to the Thetes by Solon was at that date more im- 
portant theoretically than in actual practice; for so long as the 

jurymen were unpaid, it was only in exceptional cases that Thetes 
were willing or able to devote their time to the tedious business of 

jurisdiction. 

While Solon retained the Draconian laws concerning homicide, 

with the modifications explained above, he abolished all the rest 

of Draco’s statutes, and secured complete Epitimia to 

all who had been condemned under them, with but 
few exceptions. The Draconian laws were replaced by the code 
of statutes drawn up by Solon, and this code remained the stan- 

dard of Athenian legal obligations for all departments of public 

and private life. The Solonian laws were written out on square- 

based pyramidal pillars, which were called doves because they 

were mounted so as to admit of being turned round, and kvpPas, 
because of their shape. These were placed in the oroa Bactdeos. 

The 9 Archons had to take an oath at their entry upon office that 

they would observe the laws, and would dedicate a golden statue 

at Delphi if they transgressed.” 

Solon’s Laws. 

1 Arist. 9, 1: rpirov 5&, <6> paricra gacw IsxuKévat 7d hHO0s, H els TO 

dixLacrypiov] Elects]. kpros yap av 6 Sjuos THs Whpou xvpros ylyverat THs wodcrelas 

x.7t.r. Plut., Sol., 18: 8 (7d dixdtew) war’ dpxds wév ovddév, Vorepov 5é wauméeyebes 

épavn’ Ta yap wretcra Tov Siapdpwv évérurrev eis rods Sixacrdas. Kal yap boa rails 

dpxais érate xpivew, duolws xal wept éxelvwy els Td Sikacrhpioy éepécers Ldwke Tois 

Bovrouévas x.7.d. Cf. also Aristot., Pol., 2,12=p. 56,8 sqq. Bekker, on the 
judicial institutions of Solon. The right of appeal to the Heliaia is attested 
also by Plut., Comp. of Sol. and Popl.,2: kai rots pevyouc. Sixny émixadetcbat 
Tov Sijuov, domep 6 Dorwv rods Sixacrds, Swe. Arist. 3, 5 says of the powers of 
the magistrates under the earliest form of constitution: kip 8 joa Kat 
ras Sikas avroreneis [kpivJew cal otx Sowep viv mpoavaxplvew. Suid. dpxwy=Lex. 
Seguer. 449, 24 connects this limitation of power to dvaxplivew with the legis- 

lation of Solon, obviously basing the statement on the words of Aristotle 
3, 5. 

2 The Solonian law of Epitimia, Plut., Sol.,19. Solon describes his own 
work as lawgiver in the words: @Oecuods 5 duolws TO Kax@ Te Kdyaby,— 

evOciav els Exacrov apudoas Gixny,—éypaya. Cf. Arist., 12,4. Arist., 7,1, says: 
_twodtTeiav 5¢ katéornoe Kal vduous €nxev GdXous, Tots 6¢ Apdxovros Pecuots éravcavro 

Xpduevor wAHY TG hovikGv. dvarypdwavres dé rods vimous els rods KUpBers eornoay 

év T) oT0G TH Bactrelw kal dmocav xpjcecOa mdvres. I now consider it wrong 
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The auspices under which Solon had brought about his reforms 

seemed to promise but little permanency for his new constitution. 
The poor were disappointed because there had been n0 piscontent at 
general redistribution of wealth; the rich were dis- Athens. 

contented because they considered themselves unjustly robbed of 
their political rights and of their social position. Solon came to 

the conclusion that the discontented elements would most readily 

acquiesce in the new régime if he himself left the country, and so 

deprived them of all prospect of any peaceable alteration in the 

existing state of affairs. He therefore, in perfect self-denial, 

started upon a long course of travels, which kept him for ten years 
far away from his fatherland.! 

Solon’s hopes, however, were doomed to disappointment. The 

struggle which broke out a few years after his departure was 

carried on, it appears, among the Eupatrid Hetairiai Damasias. 

or factions, and its object was the possession of the Copstitu 
office of first Archon. Solon’s reforms had made this Changes. 

the most influential post in the State, and the Hupatrid Hetairiai 
were therefore eager to secure it for their own leaders, so as to 

get the control of the State into their own hands. As a result of 

these dissensions, the office of senior Archon was vacant alto- 
gether in the fifth year after Solon’s departure, and again in the 

tenth. After. this Damasias became senior Archon, and kept 

to distinguish déwes from x’p8es as made of different materials, as Wachs- 

muth does in his St. Ath., 1,535, 1. Both were made of wood. Harp., déov, 
Plut., Sol., 25 and Cratinus ap. Plut., Sol.,ib. The wood decayed in course 
of time, and for that reason the laws were copied out again at a later date, 
and preserved in the archives. Cf. C.I.A., 1, 61. [Hicks, 59. Cf. Dem. 
in Macart., 1069.] The AeiWava of the wooden originals were put in the 
Prytaneion: Harp. dfovu; Plut., Sol., 25; Paus., 1, 18, 3. In 409 bc. the 
originals had already disappeared from the orod Baci\evos, otherwise there 

would have been no need for the resolution recorded in C.LA., 1, 61. 

The statement of Anaximenes ap. Harp., 6 xdrw0ev vduos, that Ephialtes 
removed the &foves and xipBeas from the Acropolis to the Bouleuterion and 
the Agora, is, according to Kihler in Herm. 6, 98, 2, based on a false in- 
terpretation of Dem, 23,28. Wachsmuth, «)., however, disputes this. The 
question scarcely admits of a certain solution. C.I.A., 1, 61, shows that 

they were no longer there in 4098n.c. For the Archons’ oath cf. Arist., 7, 1: 
oi 5 évvéa Apxovres duvivres mpds TH NOW kaTrePdrifov avabyjcew dvipdvTa xpucodr, 

édv Twa TapaBdow rv viuwy> bbe Ere kal viv obrws duyvovor. Cf. Plut., Sol., 25. 

For the significance of this oath see below. © . 
1 The Athenians not satisfied with Solon’s institutions: cf. Arist., 11, 12, 

Solon’s travels, Arist., 11, 1. 
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possession of office for more than two years, until he was deposed 

by force. Thereupon an attempt was made to modify the consti- 

tution so as to render such an intolerable state of affairs im- 
possible. In place of the board of nine Archons, in which the first 

or senior Archon had the preponderating influence, it was resolved 

to appoint ten Archons theoretically equal in power, five from 
among the Eupatrids, three from the agricultural class, 2 from the 

artisans. The measure was a compromise made by the Eupatrids 
with the well-to-do farmers and artisans, in order to obtain the 

help of the latter in overthrowing Damasias. We do not know 
that this board of ten maintained its existence for any length of 

time ; but it was at any rate a departure from Solon’s constitution.1 

After this time the relation of the several classes to the Solo- 

Local lian constitution still continued to be the decisive fac- 

Factions. tor in the grouping of political factions, which assumed 
more and more a local character. First came the party formed by 

those rich Eupatrids who were discontented with the new régime. 

These owned land in the fruitful plain of Athens, and were there- 

fore called wed:axoc. Their leader at that moment was Lycurgos, 

and their political object was the establishment of an oligarchy.” 

1 The text is based on Arist. 18, 1: Zéd\wvos 5 drodnunoavros ére Tijs 

médews TeTapayperns, mt pev ern térrapa Sifyov év jovxig¢® Toe Sé wéumTw pera 

Tiv Xd\wvos apxhv ob Karécrncay dpxovta hia rhv ordcw, kal wadw érer wéuTT@ 

Cdia> tiv abriv airiay dvapxlay érolnoay, pera 5¢ tabra did Tay airav xpivav 

Afa]ua[cias alipedels &pxwv Ern So xal Sto utvas jpkev, ws €EnrdOn Bia THs apxjs- 

er’ 2d0tev atrois Sia 7d cracidfew dpxovras éhécOa déxa, wévre pev edrarpidar, 
pets 5° d[-yplolxwy, S00 5¢ SnmoupyGv, Kal obra rdv pera Aapaclay npiay énaurdv. 
@ kal Sfdov Sti peylorny elxe Sivayw 6 dpxwv' galvovra yap alel craciafortes 

wept ravrns THs apxfs. The theory of Landwehr, in the 5th Suppl. vol. of 
Phil., 105 ff, and Diels, in the Abh. d. Berl. Ak., 1885, 10 ff., that by 
Damasias is meant the second Archon of that name known to us, has now 

been confirmed by Aristotle. Diels, ib., 11, had fixed his year of office at 

586/5, or, at any rate, between 590 and 580, which agrees with Aristotle. 
That the new arrangement only lasted one year, as Busolt supposed in his 
griech. Gesch., 1, 544, does not necessarily follow from the text of Aristotle. 
See also Diels, ib., 19. Nor does Aristotle give any justification for the 
theory that Damasias obtained support as tyrannos from the non-Eupatrid 

classes, as Diels, b., 18 ff., and Holzapfel, Beitr. z. griech. Gesch., 14 ff., 1888, 
suppose. Arist., 18, 8, gives riv xpds dAdpdous PiAouklay as a sign of the 

long-continued voceiy ra mpds éavrovs. I take this as referring to Eupatrid 
Hetairiai, such as we meet with in the history of Cleisthenes (cf. Arist., 
20, 1); they were analogous to the fvvwpoola éx’ dpxais of the period of ‘the 
Peloponnesian war: Thuc., 8, 54. 

2 Arist. 13, 3 ppbnebde- as follows: 8drws dé dueréXovy vocobyres Ta mpds 

éavrous, of wev apxiv Kal mpbpacw exovres Ti Tov xpeav droxorhy (cuveBeBrKet 
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The faction of the Alemeonidai found its chief supporters among 

the wapdAro, the inhabitants of those coast plains which were most 

‘guitable for cultivation; for in those districts Solon’s reforms had 

created a free population of peasants or small landowners. The 

leader of the Alemeonidai and of the zapadA:o. was Megacles; their 

political programme was the maintenance of the Solonian constitu- 

tion.! Lastly came a third faction, led by Peisistratos, who from 

the first had the tyrannis in view as the goal of his efforts. With 

him were leagued all sections of the community who hoped to 

profit by a subversion of the existing constitution, all who had 

been reduced to poverty and distress by Solon’s remission of debts, 

and all those who were apprehensive of losing the political rights 

to which their birth gave them but a questionable title. Further, 

since Peisistratos seemed to be more democratic and friendly to 

the common people than the other leading men, he was supported 

by the Diacria also, 7.e. by the mountain districts of North Attica, 

and by the hilly coast country to the south as far as Brauron; 

for these parts were too mountainous to afford room for a middle 

class of farmers. Such inhabitants as there were managed with 

difficulty to eke out a penurious existence. Ever since the time 

of Solon’s legislation these people had indulged in hopes of a 

general redistribution of property, and Peisistratos contrived to 

encourage these restless expectations well enough to be able to 

calculate on their support.” 

yap abrots yeyovévar wévnow), of 5¢ rH modirela Svoxepalvorres did 7d peyddny 

yeyovévat meraBorry, Evioe Sé dia [Tv] mpds aAAHAOvs Pirovixiav’ Foav [dé] ai craces 

Tpeis* pla wev Tov wapardiwy, Gv mpoeoryKe. Meyaxd7s 6’AXKuéewvos, olrep Eddxouv 

pandora Subkew tiv péonv woditeiavy, Gdn 5€ rev media[Kwvr], of Thy ddAvyapxlav 

éffrouv® tyyetro S airwyv Avxodpyos. Ol rH wodcrela Svoxepaivovres Sid TO Me ¥- 

peraBorjv formed without doubt the nucleus of the qediaxol, who, ace. to 
Arist., Pol., 8 (5), 5=p. 208, 21 ff., are identical with the mdovc.w. Arist., 
18, 5, says of the party divisions: elxov 5 ékacro Tas érwvupulas dd Toy TéTw?, 
év ols éyedpyour ; cf. also Plut., Sol., 13 and 29 (where, acc. to Diels’ (2b., 19 ff.) 
more probable theory, 13 is a dittography of 29), and Hdt. 1, 59. 

1 Arist., 18,4: ula uev rdv rapaNiwy, Sv mpoeornke. Meyaxdjjs 6 ’"AXkpuéwvos, 

olrep éddkouwv uddoTa SudKew Thy uéonv wodtreiavy. The péon rorireia is the con- 

stitution of Solon, who, according to Arist. 5,8, belonged ry ovcig Kai rois 
mpayuact Tov péowv. Thuc. 2,55 includes in the wdpados or rapadia yh the 

coast districts facing the Peloponnesus, as well as those towards Euboia and 
Andros, 

2 Arist. 18, 4: rpirn 8 4 Trav duaxpiwy, ep F reraypevos Fv Teolorparos, 
Snuorixwratos eivar SoxGv. mpocexekdounvTo 5é rovTas ol Te adypnuévar TA xXpéa 

ia Thy drropiay (these are the same of whom it is said, 13, 3: ot uév dpxyiy Kal 

mpipacw exovtes THy THY Xpeav AroKkoT hy, TUvVEBEBHKEL yap avToOis yeyovévar wévyowy ) 
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With the help of these classes Peisistratos established himself 

as Tyrannos in 561. He was twice driven out of Attica by his 

The combined opponents, and twice recovered the supre- 

Peisistratidal macy, which, after his death, about 528/7 B.c., his sons 

maintained until 511/10.1. The rule of the Peisistratidai, which 

was a domination of a family rather than a personal autocracy, is 

described as gentle and law-abiding in the main, with the excep- 
tion of the last years of Hippias. They observed the established 

laws, taking care only that one of their family always had a place 
among the chief magistrates of the State. We are told that 

Peisistratos, accused of murder, pleaded in his own defence before 

the Areopagus. He took special care of the interests of the agri- 

cultural population, so that they might possess satisfactory means 

of obtaining a livelihood, and therefore remain contented with the 
existing régime and abstain from interfering in politics. Again, 

in order that the country population might not be obliged to come 

up to Athens to settle their legal disputes, Peisistratos instituted 

kata dypous duxacrai, who made circuits through the country, and 

settled the less important cases on the spot. The taxes levied by 

the Peisistratidai consisted of a fixed percentage on the produce 

of the harvest.” 

kal of TO yéver wh Kabapol bid Tov PbBov* onuetov 8’, bre mera Thy [Tay] tupdvywy 

karddvow éroinoay duayngicpmdv, ws woAAGY KowwvotvTwr THs TodtTelas Ob TpoT7KoV. 

Hadt., 1, 59, says of Peisistratos: xaragppovyjoas (with designs upon) riv rupay- 

vida iyepe Tpirny ordow, ovddékas 5¢ cracusras cal TY Adyw TeV brepaKpiwy 
mpooras unxavarat Todde x.7-X. Plut., Sol., 29, says of the Diacrzoi: é ois qv 

6 Onrixds SxXos Kal widtora Tots TAovolois dXOduevos. The extent of the Diacria 

is given in Hesych. Ataxprets as 7 dd laprnPos Ews Bpavpdvos, Sc. xwpa. 

1 Fcr the tyrannis of the Peisistratidai cf. Hdt. 1,59; Plut., Sol., 30; 

Arist., Pol., 8 (5), 5=p. 203, 18 sqq.; Arist.,’A@. r., 14-19. On the chrono- 

logical inconsistency between the two passages of Arist., which however 

can supply no argument against the authenticity of the ’A@. ., see Peter 

Meyer, Arist. Pol. and the’ Ad. m., pp. 48/9; Gomperz, d. Schrift v. Staatswesen 
d. Ath. u. ihr neuester Beurtheiler, 1891, p. 21 ff: For the chronology of the 

Peisistratidai cf. Toepffer, questiones Peisistratew, 115 ff., 1886; Bauer, Lit. 

u. hist. Forsch. z. Arist. ’A0. 7.,50 ff. The statements in the text seem 
fairly certain. 

2 The rule of the Peisistratidai, Arist. 16; Thuc. 6,54; Hdt. 1,59; Plut., 
Sol., 31. Always one of them év rats dpxais: Thuc. 6,54. That at that 
date the magistracies had again been made elective follows from the words 

ol 5¢ mpirepoa mavres oay alperol, in Arist. 22,5, defined more accurately by 

the preceding words, werd thy rupavvida. Government according to the 

laws: Thuc., i#.; Arist. 16,8 Peisistratos before the Areopagus: Arist. 

16,8, 9; Aristot., Pol.,8 (5), 12=p. 229, 82. Patronising of the agricul, 
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All the leading families of Athens who had not become ad- 

herents of the Peisistratidai had been driven into exile. The 

attempt they made under the leadership of the Alemeo- py. throw 

nidai to expel the Peisistratidai was frustrated by__ of the 

their defeat at Leipsydrion. But soon afterwards Ree 
Alemeonidai won over to their side the priests of Delphi, who 

induced the Lacedemonians to undertake the task of deposing the 

despots. The first expedition of the Lacedemonians was unsuc- 

cessful, but a second, led by Cleomenes I., and aided by the 
Athenian exiles, affected its object in 511.1 

Immediately after the expulsion of the Peisistratidai a fierce 

struggle for supremacy broke out between the returned exiles, 

led by the Alcmeonid Cleisthenes, and the old ad- 

herents of the Peisistratidai, led by Isagoras. Cleis- 

thenes was overpowered, and thereupon put himself at the head of 

the democracy. 

This reform of the constitution introduced? in Isagoras’ archonship 

in 508 was generally accepted, after Isagoras’ attempted reaction 

with Lacedemonian help had failed in consequence of the opposi- 

tion of the Athenian people, and Cleisthenes, who-had left Athens, 

Cleisthenes. 

tural population: Arist. 16, 2 sqq. Cauer, in his treatise, Hat Arist. die 

Schrift v. Staate d. Ath, geschrieben? pp. 64/5, has given Peisistratos credit, 
which he scarcely deserved, for services in this direction. Oi xara Shmuous 

dixacrad: Arist., 16,5. An eixosrh Trav yryvouévww is attested by Thue. 6, 54; 
a dexarn ard ray yyvoudvew by Arist. 16,4; a dexdrn rev yewpyoumévav by 

Zenob. 4, 76. 
1 Arist. 16,9: éBovdovro yap kal Trav yrwpluwv Kal Tov [SnwolriKay oi rool: 

Tovs ev yap Tals dutrlats, Tovs dé Tats els Ta tia BonOeias mpoo[h|yero Kal mpds 

auporépous érepixer kadws. Miltiades also was opposed to Peisistratos, and for 

that reason retired to the Chersonnesus. Cf. Hdt. 6,35. Oi duyddes, dy oi 
"AAkuewvldat mpoecornxesay Arist. 19, 8 calls them, and the Scolion styles 
those who fell at Leipsydrion evrarpiéas. Exiles at Leipsydrion: Arist. 
19,3; Hdt. 5, 62; the Scolion in Arist. 19, 3,and Athen. 15,695 E. Be- 
haviour of the Delphian priesthood: Hdt. 5, 68; Arist. 19,4. According 
to Arist. 19, 4, with which Philoch., fr. 70 (Miller, fr. hist. gr., 1,895), agrees, 
the Alemeonidai undertook the repair of the Delphian temple. By this 
means they obtained possession of large resources, which they employed in 
expelling the Peisistratidai, then built the temple afterwards, According 
to Hdt. 5, 62, they won the favour of the Delphian priests by repairing 
the temple, and the priests thereupon supported their interests. This 
temple-building cannot be the same as that which, according to Hdt. 2, 
180, took place during the rule of Amasis. According to Paus. 10, 5, 13, 

the temple of Delphi was burnt down in 548. For the expulsion of the 
Peisistratidai cf. Hdt. 5, 63 sqq.; Thuc. 6, 59; Arist. 19. 
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had returned with the other exiles.1 Our knowledge of these 
reforms of Cleisthenes is very defective. We know that the or- 

Extension of Zanization of the Athenian citizen-body, as we find it 
the Franchise. in the 5th and 4th centuries, was his work. Cleisthenes 
made the constitution more democratic ; he admitted to citizenship 

all free inhabitants of Attica, not only those Athenians who until 

then had not been in possession of full citizenship, but also the 

strangers domiciled in Athens, and those slaves, who by emancipa- 

tion had attained the standing of Metoicoi.? 

With this extension of the franchise Cleisthenes combined a new 
political arrangement of the citizens. The object of this was to break 

New Phylai Up the connexion of old-established local interests, by 

and Demes. which the old local Phylai had been governed, and to 
bring the political antagonisms which in earlier days were bound 

1 Tsagoras is described by Arist. 20, 1 as ¢idos rév rupdvvwv, and the same 
sentiments must have been entertained by the Hetairiai to whom Cleisthenes, 

according to Arist., succumbed. The contest between Isagoras and Cleis- 
thenes was at first a mere contest rep Suvdyuos, Hdt. 5, 66. It was only when 
Cleisthenes was beaten, when, that is, Isagoras had been elected Archon, 
that he won the Demos to his side, dodidods 7G rAHOE Thy wodtrelav, Arist. 

20,1. The reform of the constitution was carried out él "Icayépou dpxovros 
(Arist. 21, 1), te. 508. Marm. Par. 46, Dionys. Hal. 1, 74; 5,1. On the 
events described in the text, ef. Hdt. 5, 66, 69 ff.; Thuc. 1, 126; Arist. 20. 

2 Arist. 20, 1 describes the result of Cleisthenes’ reforms by the words, 
droddovs TH wAHGe Thy r. Thesame expression is used Arist. 4, 2in describing 

the constitution of Draco, diedédoro pév } modirela Tots Sra wapexouévors. It 

is true Solon had (Arist. 7, 3) given a share éxxAnolas kal Sixacrnpliwy rots 7d 
Onrixdy TeAodow, but in the disturbances which followed Solon’s legislation 
and under the rule of the Pisistratids the Thetes hardly had any rights at 

all. It is not probable that they were included in the four old Phylai. 
Arist. 21, 2 says rpGrov pev ob ovvéverme mavras eis Séxa pudds avtl Tey TeTTdpwr, 

dvapetiar BovrAduevos, Srws werdoxwor mrelous Tis Todcrelas : the dvapettac Bovdduevos 

gives the reason for the establishment of the ten Phylai in place of the pre- 
vious four, but the final clause describes the object which Cleisthenes had 
in view when he included wdyras in the Phylai. Not all then can have 

been enrolled in the Phylai beforethis. It seems scarcely probable that this 

inclusion ought to be limited to strangers and freed siaves, on the strength 
of Arist., Pol., 3, 2, p. 61, 9 ff. ofov ’AOnvnow érolnoe KderoOévns mera Thy Tar 

tupdvvwy éxBodghv" moods yap éepudérevece E€vovs Kal Sovdovs meroixovs. Such a 

limited extension of the franchise could hardly be called édmrodiddvar ro 
ANGE Tiv woditelay. Peter Meyer, des Arist. Polit. u. d.’AQ. roX., p.50, makes 

the final clause depend on dvapettac Bovdduevos. But how this intermingling 

was to make more people take a real share in the government is incompre- 

hensible, for the relations of dependence, where they did exist, remained in 
the new Phylai as much as in the old. On the paraphrase of the passage 

in Aristotle’s Politics given in the text, see Bernay’s d. herakleit. Briefe, 155. 
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up with the triple division of the country to a peaceable settle- 

ment in each of the ten new Phylgi. So far from following the 
example of Solon in artificially creating 48 Naucraries, Cleis- 
thenes in this purely political arrangement of the land and the 
citizens proceeded on the basis of the local townships or villages 

which had arisen in the course of natural historical development. 

To these he gave official names, and made them into independent 

unities under the style of djpo, each with a dyuapxos at its head.? 

The Demes thus formed were grouped by Cleisthenes into thirty 

local and contiguous tpirrves. The number of demes assigned to 

one tpitrds varied with their size. Ten Trittyes were 

formed from the districts of the plain of Athens, 10 

from those of the coast, 1U from those of the Mesogaia, which 
beyond a doubt is identical with the Diacria. From each of these 

three divisions, each of 10 Trittyes, he assigned by lot one Trittys 

to each dvAy, the largest unit in this system of organization. Thus 

each Phyle formed was made up of three Trittyes, one in each 

Tpurrves. 

1 For the object of the new arrangement see Arist. 21,2: rp@rov pév ofv ovr- 

éveme mavras els Séxa pudas avrl ray Terra pwr, avamettar Bovddpuevos, Srws merdoxwoe 

mhelous Tis moAtrelas.—Odid Todro dé ovdK els Swdexa Hudrds cuvérakerv, [Saws alirH 

“HHT Balyy mepivev Kara Tas mpovrapxovoas TpiTTOs’ Roa yap éx 5’ Pudray dwoexa 

rpirries dor’ od [cuvé]mirrev dvauloyerOa 7d wdAHO0s. On the institution of 
the demes see Arist. 21,5: xaréornyoe dé xal Snudpxous rv adrnv exovras émipé- 

Necav Tots mpbrepov vauKpapos’ Kal yap Tods Shwous avTl TwY vavKpapiav Eérolncer. 

mpoonyobpevoe S¢ Tay Shuwy Tods pev ard Ta Tory, Tods 58 drd TeV KTICdvTwY* Ob 

yap dravres Uwfpxov év Tots Torus. The pre-Cleisthenic existence of the Attic 

Demes appears from what Plat., Hipparch., 228/9, says as to Hipparchos’ 

erection of Hermai as finger-posts. Cf. Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen, 1, 498, 3. 

Moreover the villageS and hamlets without doubt had names before Cleis- 
thenes; he only gave them official recognition. On the origin of these names 
ef. Et. M. 327, 33/f. That Cleisthenes originally established 100 Demes 
(though Strab. 396 gives 174 as the number of the Attic Demes, and the 
Demes we know outnumber 100) appears to be nevertheless the meaning of 

Hdt. 5, 69: ras @u\ds perovvduace Kal érolnoe wedvas €& éAXaccdvwr" déxa Se Sh 

purdpxous dvtl reccépwy éroinoe, Séxa 5é Kal Tovs Shuous Karéverpe els Tas Pudds. 

This is confirmed, it has been believed, by Herodian 7m. uw. déé., pp. 17, 8, 
“Apadhy els rav éxardv Hpdwv. Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 2, 1,248,1. Sauppe, 

de dem. urb., 5; Landwehr in the 5th Suppl. vol. of the Phil., 161 ff., attacks 
this. Perhaps the 100 #pwes are to be explained from Arist. 21, 6: rais 5é 
gudals érolncey érwvimous éx Tav mpoxpiOévray éxardy apxnyeTur, ods dvethey 7 

IIv@ia déka. Of. Poli. 8,110. The notice of Cleidemos ap. Phot., vauxpapta: 

6 Knreldnuos év rq tpiry dnoiv, dru Kew Oévous Séxa pudds woujoavros avtl Tay 
TeTTapwy ouvéBn Kal els mevtixovra pmépn Siarayhvac’ avrovs 6¢ éxadovy vav«paplas 

perhaps is due to a confusion with the 30 rpirrves. 
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district.! By constituting the Demes independent communities and 

subdivisions of the State, he bound together the members of the 
several demes, making them feel personally united; henceforth 

every citizen was officially designated as member of some par- 

ticular Deme, and all official distinction between old and new 

burgesses disappeared.? 

Another reform of Cleisthenes was the supplementing and ex- 

tension of the old arrangement of the Phratries. This was ren- 

Wie abeieare: dered necessary by the creation of so many new 
mentofthe citizens.® Cleisthenes formed from the new citizens 
Phratries. 

a certain number of @/aca or religious societies ; in so 

doing perhaps he recognised as 6/aco some private associations of 

this kind already in existence. These 6iaco had the same importance 

for the new citizens as Ta kaAovmeva yévn for the old.4 While the 

old citizens remained in the Phratries, to which they had previously 
belonged, the @/aco: of the new citizens were, it appears, arranged 

within the old Phratries already existing, or in other cases new 
Phratries were formed by a union of a certain number of @iaco. 

In doing this Cleisthenes naturally proceeded in such a manner 

1 Arist. 21, 4: diéverpe 5¢ xal rhv ydpay kard Shuous Tpidxovra uépy, Séxa wev TOY 

wept To doru, 5éxa 5é rHs wapadias, Séxa 5é ris pwecoyelov, kal Tavtas érovoudoas 

TpitTis, éxAhpwoev Tpeis els Thy pudtw éxdornv, brws éExdorn meTéexy TavTwy Twv 

Torwy. 
2 Arist. 21,4: cal Snudras érolnoer ddAjAwY Tods olkobvTas év ExdoTY TOV Ohuwy, 

iva ph warps0ev mpocaryopevtovres eLehéyxwow Tovs veowoNitas, GAMA TaY Shuwy 

dvayopetwow* Sbev Kal kadotow "A@nvata odds abrods Trav Sjuwrv. In Aristotle’s 

times the Athenians called themselves rarpé@ev and by the Deme to which 
they belonged. The zarpé@ev in this place, if it is not struck out, must 
therefore have a different sense from that it usually bears. I understand 
by it that the Athenians till Cleisthenes’ time called themselves by their 

family names, e.g. KXewbévns 6 AAkuwewvridns. 

3 Arist., Pol.,7(6)4 = p. 184, 30 ff. : ére 6¢ kal ra Toadra KaracKevdc para Xpjowwa 

mpos Thy Snuoxpariayv Thy Torav’Tnv, ols KXewsbévns re "AOnvnoww éexpjoaro Bovdspevos 

avéifoa tiv Snuoxpariay Kal mepl Kupivnv ol riv Siuwov xadiordvtes’ pvdal Te yap 

&repae moréat welous kal Pparpiat kal Ta TOv ldiwv lepav ouvaxréov eis ddiya Kal 

xowd. This is not contradicted by Arist. 21, 6: ra dé yévn kal ras pparplas Kai 
ras lepwotvvas elacey éxew éxdorovs kata Ta warp. This has been rightly 

emphasized by Peter Meyer, de Aristot. Polit. u. die ’AQ. moX., p. 51 ff., and 
Niemeyer in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1891, p. 409. 

4 The actual evidence that the Phratria was divided into a number of 
6taca, is supplied for the age after Eucleides by the decree of the Phratria 

Demotionidai, most easily accessible, in a complete form, in Sauppe, de 

phratriis Att., II. p. 8f., Ind. schol. Groett., 1890/1, the first half in C.LA., 

II. 841b, the second in Berl. phil. Wochenschr., 1889, 225 ff. 
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that as far as possible all members of any one particular Deme, 
so far as they did not already belong to an old Phratria, were 

attached to the same Phratria, so that the majority of the members 

of a Deme or of several demes were united in one and the same 
Phratria1 The members of the O/aco, who were also called 

opyeaves, had citizen rights now just as much as the members 

of the yévy, and the Phrateres were bound henceforth to receive 

the former no less than the latter into the Phratria.? 

1 The @lacos to which Aeschines’ family belonged was, it appears, incorpo- 

rated intoan old Phratria, I infer this from his words de falsa leg., 147; elvar 

&’ éx dparplas 7d yévos, 4 Tov abrav Bwwav "EreoBourddas ueréxer. The Phratria 

Demotionidai, in whose decree only @iaco: are spoken of, was a new Phratria, 
or one in which 74 xadovueva yévyn had died out. R.Schoell in the Sitzungsber. 
d. bayr. Ak., 1889, 2, p. 22, says of Cleisthenes’ new arrangement of the 
Phrairies: “It is not the family or yévos, but the deme which is the basis 
of the Phratria.” This is so far right that Cleisthenes as far as possible 
assigned whole Demes to the Phratries. Thus in all likelihood Myrrhinus 
was the centre of the Phratria Dyaleis, for the ¢parpov was there. Cf. 
C.1.A., II. 600. Similarly Dekelea was the centre of the Phratria Demo- 
tionidai. See the last note. Butother Demes also belonged to this Phratria, 
for otherwise the direction ]. 115 ff., 8rws 5’ av eldGcr ol ppdrepes To's uéddovTas 
elod-yerOat, droypaderOat TS mpwry ret i) @ Av Td Koupeiov dyer Td Svoua twarpdber 

kal Tob djuov x.7.d., would be as far as the last words are concerned super- 

fluous, Moreover the Phratriarch is from Olkov Aexedeckév, 1. 11/12. With 
Schoell, ¢bid., 21, I take the ofxos of the Dekeleans to be the whole of those 
who belonged to the deme Dekelea, to which as chief deme fell the leading 
position in the Phratria. Hence the Phratria-notices were made 8ov av 

AckeXerfjs rpoogordow év dore:, 1. 60 ff, 120ff. Cf. Lys. 23, 3. 

? This is definitely stated by an old fragment of a law preserved by 
Philochoros, fr. 94, in Miiller, fr. hist. gr., 1, 399 (=Suid. Phot., dpyedves), be- 
longing to the 4th book of the Atthis (cf. fr. 94 with fr. 91= Harp. yevvjrat), 

a book which covered the period from 456-403 s.c. This fragment, belong- 
ing perhaps to the legal enactments drawn up at the revision of the laws in 

403, is derived in all probability from a law of Cleisthenes, Schoell, ibid., 
16 ff. It runs rods 5 gdpdropas émdvaryxes déxecOar Kal Tods dpyewvas Kal Tods 

dmoyddakras, ods yevyras Kadoduev. The explanatory relative clause is, 

without doubt, an addition of Philochoros. The meaning of the words is 
clear. Cf. Schoellp<bid., p.17. ’Opyedves appear as early as Solon’s laws 
(see Seleucos ap. Phot., dpyedves. I now agree with Schoell, ibid., 15, 1, that 
he refers to the law preserved in Dig. 44, 22, 4), but without reference to the 
organization of the citizen-body. The édpyedves mentioned Is. 2, 14.16, before 
whom an adopted son was brought, I now regard as the members of a sub- 
division of the Phratria. Isolated lexicographers identify épyeaves and 

yervirar (Et. M. 226, 18 ff., Lex. Seguer. 227, 9 ff.): they probably arrive at 
this from the general meaning of the dpyedves as a religious association 

' (Harp. Suid., dpyedves), because after the reconstitution of the Phratria 
yervijrac and dpyewves attend to similar religious ceremonies. 
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The cult of Zets “Epxetos and “AwéAAwy Llarpdéos, hitherto the 

possession of the yévy alone, was now undertaken also by the 
new citizens, and henceforth counted asa proof and condition of 

Athenian citizenship. In earlier days perhaps this cult had been 

observed in the individual families only: now Zeus Herkeios and 

Apollo Patroos became guardian-gods of the Phratries, in which 

character the former meets us in the cults of the Phratria side by 

side with “A@yva Pparpia as Zevs Pparpros.! 
The Old It seems to be abundantly proved that Clstethonen 

Fhylal. left the 4 old Phylai standing in some form or other.” 
In harmony with the tendency to increase the citizen-body, which 

Cleisthenes followed in his enfranchisement of the strangers and 

Conditions of ¢mancipated slaves, the rule was now established, that 

Citizenship. citizen descent on one side of the family was sufficient 
to secure Athenian citizenship. This appears to be demonstrated 

by the isolated examples of which we hear. We do not know what 

1 In Plat., Huthydem., 302, Socrates says: fort yap éuolye kal Bwpol cal lepa 
olxeta kal marpga kal Tada Soamep rots d\Nos AOnvalois TSv TootTwy, AS appears 

from what follows, he means the cult of Zeds ‘Epxetos and Pparpios, Amd\\wv 
Ilarpgos and ’A@nva Pparpia. Harp. épxetos Leds says, bre 5¢ rovrors perhy Tijs 

woNitelas, ols eln Zeds épxeios, Sed Awxev kal ‘Lareplins év rH brép Snuororjrov, el 

yvjovos, kal Anuhrpios év trois wepl ris "AOhvnot vouwobectas. At the Archon’s 

dokimasia the candidate was asked, ei orw air@ Ard\\wv marpGos kal Leds 
épxetos kal 10d Taira ra lepd éorw. Arist. 55,3. The last clauseshows clearly, 

that it is not here a question of a private worship of the gods named. The 
question means, To what Phratria do you belong? Cf. the question in 
Dinarchus (Harp., épxetos Zevs), ef ppdropes a’rw cal Bwuol Ads épxeiov kal 

"Ardd\X\wvos ratpwou eiciv. Both gods became exclusively Phratria-divinities, 

Schoell., ibid., 23 ff. This explains the inscription in C.LA., Il. 1652, 
(i)epd(v ’Add)Awr(os warp)wlov P(parpla)s (O)eppix(tad)Gr. Cf. the recent dis- 
covery given in Sauppe, de phratriis Att., Il. 11: (8)pos rewévous ’Amd\Awvos 

marpwiov EXac.dav, where however it is a question whether Elasidai repre- 

sents a Phratria or a yévos. Apollo Patroos is perhaps meant also in 
C.LA., IL. 1653, (depdv (’A)wb\Awvos EBdopelou dparpias ’Axviadav. The’Amrddd\wvos 
marpwpou kai Avds épkelov yery#rac mentioned Dem. 57, 66 are the members of an 

old family. Zevs Spdrpios and ’A@nva Pparpia, Plat., Euthyd., 802. Dem. 43, 
14. Cratin. ap. Ath.11,460 F. Schol. ad Arist. ae: 146. Suid. Kisccobniee 

C.LA., II) 841 b. Berl. phil. Wochenschr., 1889, 225/6=Sauppe, de phratis 
Att., Il. 3 ff. ; Ind. schol. Goett., 1890/1. 

2 Zeds 'ehéwy in an inscription so late as the time before the introduction 

of the Hadrianis, C.I.A., III. 2. The continuance of the old Phylai as 
corporations seems to’ be shown by the continuance of the ¢uAoBacrets, Poll. 

8, 111.; Arist. 57,4, and by the payments still made in the 4th century for 
sacrifices éx rv puAoBacwuxay. C.LA., II. 844. 

8 Themistocles, although a vé@os on the mother’s side (Plut., Them., 1; 

Ath. 18, 576 C) was nevertheless Archon. (Thuc. 1, 93; Arist. 25, 8). 
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else Cleisthenes did to make his constitution more democratic than 

that of Solon! His arrangements for the organization of the 

government were based on the number 10 of the new Phylai. He 

raised the number of the members of the council of 400 & .siacation 
to 500, taking 50 from each tribe. The number 10 on Decimal 

was also adopted for the boards of magistrates either ws has 
introduced by Cleisthenes or subsequent to him. We are not in 

a position to say what magistrates were established by Cleisthenes, 

and what only later. We only know that the Apodectai were his 
creation.? 

Lastly the institution of ostracism, which lasted till 418, is due 

to Cleisthenes.2 It was specially directed against the followers 

Schenkl, in the Wiener Stud., 1883, 23, has doubted this without reason. See 
also Wachsmuth in the Wiener Stud., 1885, 159/160: Schenkl’s reply, ibid., 
337 ff., is not at all conclusive. Cimon too was a vé@os, Hdt. 1, 39; Plut., 
Cim., 4. The v0 received their public gymnastic training in the Kyno- 
sarges, Plut.,.Themist., 1; Lex. Seguer. 274, 21 ff. That fact, it is true, 
put them to a certain extent on a lower level than the general citizens. 

With the tendency of Cleisthenes’ institutions agrees very well the remark 
in Arist., Pol.,7 (6) 4=p. 184, 16 ff. rpds 58 7d Kaiordvae rabrqy Ti Snuoxpariay 
kal Tov Ojuov moreiv icxupdy eiWOacw ol mpoecTStes TH TpocrAauBdvew ws wrelorous 

kal movetv roNlras uz) udvor Tods yvnatovs, GAAA Kal Tods vd0ous Kal Tovs EE SrroTe- 

povovv moXiTou. 

1 Arist. 22, Lsays: rodrwr 5é yevouévww Snuotixwrépa rord Tis Vddwvos éyévero 

H jwodtrela’ kal yap cuvéBy Tovs wey UdAwvos vduous dpavica rhv rupavvlda did 7d pH 

xpcOar, vouous 5’ dddous Octvar roy Kero bévyn sroxafspevov Tob wrHOous, év ols éréOn 

kal 6 mepl rod dcrpaxiomod vouos, Cf. 41. réurrn & mera Criv> Trav Tupdvywr 

katd\vow % KrecoOévous Snuotixwrépa Tis Zddwvos. On the other hand in 

Cleitophon’s supplementary proposal during the discussions which pre- 
ceded the establishment of the 400, we find, Arist. 29,3: KnNerropav 6é ra wev 
GdAa kabdrep Ilv0ddwpos elrev, rpocavasnrioas dé rovs aipePévras @ypawev Kal Tovs 

mwarplous vojous, ods KreroOévns eOnxev, bre Kabiorn Thy Snuoxparlay, Srws Cav> 

dxovcavres kal TroUTwy Bovrlevowvrat Td ApioTov, ws ov Snuotikhy G\AG wapamAnoiav 

odcav Thy KrXecoOévous rodirelav TH VdAwvos. 

2 Arist. 21, 3 ére:ra rhv Bovdhy revraxocious dvri rerpaxoclwy Karéorncer, 

mevrikoyra é& éxdorns pudfs' Tore 5’ joav éxarév. Harp., dwodéxrar—édre 5é dvrl 

Tov Kwhaxperdv ol drodéxrar bd Kero Bévous aredelxOnoav, Avdporiwy B’. On the 

‘‘ Constructive plan of the political reform carried out by Cleisthenes,” see 
Wachsmuth, d. St. Ath., 1, 506 ff. 

3 Arist. 22, 1, xawovs dddous Oetvar rov KrXecoOévn croxagduevov rod mAHOous, v 

ols éré0y kal 6 mepi Tod éoTpaxiopod véuos. Philoch. in the Lex. Cantabr., p. 675 
= Miiller, fr. hist. gr., 1, 396, 79b: wera rodrov (‘LmrépBorov) dé KkaredvOn 7d 00s 

dpéduevov vouolerhoavros KievoGévous, bre Tovs TUpavvous KaTédvoeV, brws cuveKBAAY 

Kai rods pidous adrav. Cf. Heracl., fr. I. 7=fr. hist. gr., IL., 209. Ailian, Var. 

Hist., 18, 24; Diod. 11, 55. Lugebil in the 4th Suppl. vol. of the Jahr, f. cl. 
Phil. p. 163 ff., makes the ostracism introduced after 496; its abrogation 
418, according to Philoch., ibid., cf. Schol. ad Arist., Eq., 855. See my Beitr., 
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and friends of the Pisistratids, and was not employed till after- 

wards against other prominent political personages 

also. Cleisthenes wished by its help to prevent men 

who from their wealth, their many friends, or personal importance, 
attained a leading position in the State, ae ever again proving 

fatal to the continuance of the constitution, as they had done in 

the past. In ostracism he gave the assembly of the people the 

power of banishing men of this character from the State for a period 

of 10 years without any definite accusation. A vote for this pur- 

pose was taken once in each year.t It was only in later times 

that ostracism began to be misused for party ends. Of this im- 

proper application of ostracism the description holds good which 

has mistakenly been regarded as true of its original character: 

that it was a contest between two parties for the preponderating 

influence in the State, and was decided by the temporary banish- 
ment of the leader of one party.’ 

Ostracism. 

etc., 231, 237. Lugebil, p.174, assumes the year of Eucleides for its abroga- 
tion. So Seeliger in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1877, p. 742,10, and Zurborg, 
abid., p, 836. 

1 Arist. 22,8, rére (488) rp&rov éxpjoavro TQ véuw Tw wept Tov dcTpaKxioudr, ds 

éréOn Sia Thy dbropiay trav év Tats Suvdmeow, bre Melorparos Snuaywyds Kat 

oTparnyos @v ripavvos katéorn* kal mp&ros warpaxicOn Trav éxetvou cuyyevav 

“Immapxos Xdpuov Kodvrrev’s, 6’ dv xal pddiora Tov vduov @Onxev 6 Krevobévns, 

éfeXdoat Bovdduevos adrév. of yap ’AOnvatoa rods T&v Tupdvywy gidous, boo pH 

guvetnudpravoy év Tais Tapaxais, elwy oixety Thy wédw, xpwmevar TH elwOvig Tod 

Snuov mpgdrnte’ Gy ipyeuov Kal rpoordrns jv “Immapxos.—22, 5, kal worpaxicOn 

Meyak)jjs ‘Irmoxpdrous "Ahwrexibev. éxi per ody ern rpia Tos TSv Tupdvvwr pidous 

worpakifov, Gv xdpiw 6 vouos éréOn, wera 5¢ radra TH TeTdpTw ere Kal Tav G\dwv ef 

Tis doxoin pelfwr eivar peBicravro. 22, 8, kal 7d Nouwdy (after 481) Spicay rots 

doTpaxtfouevos exrds (SO we Should read for the MS. évrés) Tepaicrod (south 

coast of Eubcea) cal ZxvdAdaiov (east coast of Argolis) carorxety, 7) dripous eivae 
xa0dmraé. Cf. on the importance of ostracism Aristotle’s comments, Pol., 3, 

13=p. 82, 13 ff., 60d Kal rievra Tov dorpaxiopdr ai SnroKxparovmevat wodes did THY 

ToavTny airiav® adrar yap 5) Soxobcr dtwKew Thy lodrnra uddtoTa WdvTwr, doTE TOvS 

doxodvras brepéxerv Svvder Sid WOUTov 7} wodugiNlay # ria &dAnY TohiTixhy loxodv 

dorpadkitov Kal peBicracay éx Tis médews xpdvouvs wpicuévovs. The ostracism 

directed against Pisistratus’ followers, according to Androt. ap. Harp., 

"Inrapxos—rod epi rov édarpaxicpov vbuov rére mpGrov Tebevros Sia THY drowiay 

Tov mepl Ilewtcrparov. Cf. Heracl., ibid.; Diod. 11,87. Hipparchos, son of 

Charmos, a relation of Pisistratus, is mentioned also» by other authors as 
the first to suffer ostracism. Androt., ibid., Cleitodemos ap. Ath., 13, 609 D. 
Plut., Nic., 11. Valeton in Mnemosyne, 1887, p. 129 ff., thinks the principal — 
demagogues were all suspected of aiming at tyrannis, and therefore Cleis- 
thenes gave the people the power to banish any of them it chose. The 
banishment was a means of deterring those who remained behind. 

2 Arist., Pol., 3, 13=p. 83, 26, od yap €BAerov mpds Td THs wodtrelas Tis olKelas 
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In the year 501 the Athenian constitution was further developed 

by a new arrangement of the military officials. From this year 

onwards 10 Strategoi were elected each year, one from 
. New Arrange- 

each Phyle; they commanded the men of their Phyle, went of the 

while the oo ch retained the command-in- chief of 

the whole army. 
In the year 487 a new mode of appointing the 9 Archons was 

introduced. The peculiar mode of selection by lot established by 

Solon had been replaced again by election under they. voae of 

rule of the Pisistratids. In 487 a return was made to appointing 

the lot; 500 candidates were nominated by the Demea? 29" 

perhaps in numbers proportional to their size; from these 500 the 
9 Archons and their secretary were drawn by lot, one from each 

tribe. We cannot definitely determine whether the lot was also 
introduced for other magistrates in some form or other.? 

Military 
Magistrates. 

ouudépov, d\AG craciacriKws éexpuvro Tots darpaxicuots. A listof the conflicting 

parties and party leaders from Cleisthenes to the end of the Peloponnesian 
War is given by Arist. 28. The whole of Aristotle’s account, Pol., 3, 18, 
seems to me to testify expressly to the change in the meaning of ostracism 
given'in the text. It explains too the universal tradition of antiquity that 
by the ostracism those were attacked who towered above their fellow- 
citizens. Lugebil, p. 154 ff., explains this tradition as arising from the 
debates preceding ostracism, in which each side reproached the other with 
aiming at tyrannis. This seems very improbable. His explanation of the 
character and historical significance of ostracism is correct for the time of 
its improper use in the 5th century. He starts from a remark of Roscher, 

iiber Leben, Werk, und Zeitalter d. Thukyd., p. 381 ff. 
1 Anist. 22, 2, érecra rods orparnyovs jpovvro Kara pudds, €& éExdorns <rIjs> 

gudjjs éva, Tis 8 awdons orparias iyyeuov Fv 6 wodéuapxos. The time is defined 

by the words that follow: ére 6é mera tadra dwiexdrw vixjoavtes Thy év 

Mapaduve uixnv érl Pavimmou dpxovros. So at Marathon the Polemarch was 

commander-in-chief, Hdt. 6, 109 ff. See Lugebil in the 5th Suppl. vol. of 

the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 585 ff. 
2 Arist. 22, 5, cidds 5é r@ Uorepov érec éwl Tedeolvov Sesadaei éxudevoav Tos 

évvéa dpxovras kara pudras Ex T&v mpoKpioévrwv brd Tav SnuoTav wevtakoclww Tébre 

pera Ti Tupavvlda mpwrov: of dé mpdrepar waves Foav aiperol. For the Solonian 

mode of selection by lot see p. 186. The drawing of the 9 Archons by tribes 
would proceed as in later times (Arist. 55, 5)—their secretary made up the 
necessary number 1Q, The candidates were nominated from the two 

highest classes, Arist. 26,2. The statement in Hdt. 6,109 that Callima- 
chos, Polemarch in 490, and that of Demetrios of Phaleron on Plut., Arist., 
1, that Aristides, Archon 489, were chosen by lot, are thus cleared up. 
Idomeneus ap. Plut., ibid., maintained that Aristides was elected. Cf. 
Lugebil, ibid., 585 and 659 ff. Plut., Arist., 22 (Aristides) ypdde Yygicua 
kowhy elvac Thy modtrelay Kal Tods dpxovras €&’AOnvalwy mdvTwy aipetodar cannot 
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The gradual development of the constitution in a democratic 

direction received a check from the circumstance that in the 

dangers of the second Persian War the council of the 
on aatbagy Areopagus alone showed itself equal to the situation. 

The-consequence was that the supreme power in the 
State was transferrred de facto, but without any special resolution 

to that effect, to the Areopagus. The foundation and establish- 
ing of the first Athenian League was carried out under the 

Areopagus’ guidance.! 

The Athenian Demos, whose self-reliance was considerably raised 

by the happy issue of the Persian war, submitted to the usurped 

powers of the Areopagus by no means without resist- 
Its over- ‘ : : 
throw. ance. Still that body for 17 years practically main- 

tained its position. It was in the year 462 that this 
usurpation of the Council of the Areopagus was brought to a close 

by a resolution of the people; and apparently other limitations of 

their powers followed in the next years.” It would be a hopeless 

be correct as it stands. The lot asa democratic institution was adopted 
pretty extensively in ancient times. Hdt. 3, 80. Plat., Laws, 6, 757. 

Arist. in various passages collected by Lugebil, ibid., 571 A, 53. Grote, 
vol. 8, p. 861, also regards it as a democratic measure. Perrot, le droit 

public d’ Athénes, 56, 1. 
1 Arist. 41, 2 makes his sixth yeraBorh rijs rodirelas ) wera TA Mndcxd, ris éf 

*Apeiou mayou BovAfs ériorarovons. Cf. Arist. 23,1. rére wey ofv wéxpe TovTou 

mponOev modus dua 7H Snuoxparia Kara puxpdv avbéavouévyn’ pera b€ Ta Mndixa 

maddw toxvoev ev Apely mayw Bovdry kai dice Thy rod, ovdevl Siyuart NaBoidoa 

Thy ayyewoviav, GNAd bid 7d yevéoOat THs wept Darapiva vavyaxlas airia. Tov yap 

oTpatnyuv éfaropnocdytwy rots mpdyuact Kal xnpvédvrwy owfew Exacrov éavrdv, 

mwoplaaca Spaxuas éxdotw oxTw diddwxe kal éveBiBacev eis Tas vais. dia Ta’THv 

5) Thy airlay mapexdpouv abrijs TH diwpyart, Kal érodtrevOnoav ’AOnvato kadros kal 

Kara TovTous Tovs Katpovs. cuvéBy yap avbrois rept Tov xpdbvov TovTOV Td Te eis TOAEMOV 

doxnoa kal mapa To’s"ENAnow evdoxiujoa kal Thy THs Oadrdrrns Ayeuoviav haPeir, 

dkivrwy Trav Aaxedamoviwy. See also Arist., Pol., 8(5) 4=p. 201, 5. Plut., 

Them., 10. Cic., de Off., 1, 22,75. On the establishment of the first Athenian 
League, see Arist. 23, 24. 

2 Arist. 25,1 says, érn dé éwraxaldexa pddiora peta TA Mndixd Siéwewev 7 

mokirela mpoeoTwTwy Tav "ApeomayiTuov Kalrep dropepomévn Kara puxpdv. With 
this Arist., Pol., 8 (5) 4=p. 201, 5 ff., very well agrees: olfov % év Apelw rayy 
Bovry evdoxiunoaca év Trois Mndtxols Ed0ke cuvTOvwrépay Toihoa THY WodiTelav, Kal 

mad 6 vaurixds bxAos yevouevos alrios THs wept Ladauiva vixens Kal did Tav’rns THs 

tyewovlas Oud THy Kara Oddarray Sivauw riv Synuoxpariay loxvpotépay érolncev. 

See Peter Meyer, des Arist. Pol. u. d."A@. wod., 55 ff. Arist. 41, 2 describes — 
the curtailment of the Areopagus’ powers in these words: €Bddun dé 7 pera 

Taurny (sc. weraBorh), Hv ’Apioreldns pev bwédeckev, Eqiddrns 52 éweréhecev kara- 

hicas Thy’ Apeorayirw Bovdjy. év 7 whelcra cuvéBy riv modu did Tods Snuaywyouvs 

Gmaprdvew dia THY Ths Oardrrns apxiv. What Aristides, though indirectly, 
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task to try to determine precisely how the official powers of the 
Areopagus were constituted in the 17 years of its rule. The 

Areopagus had simply usurped its supremacy during these years, 

so that of course there can be no question of a constitutional limi- 

tation of it. The Areopagus appropriated all the powers it could. 
Ephialtes, according to Aristotle’s testimony, restored the powers 

that he took from the Areopagus to the Council of 500, the Ecclesia, 

and the Heliast courts; therefore those powers must have been 

administrative and judicial. In general we may suppose that from 

the laws of Ephialtes, Archestratos, and Pericles dates the re- 
striction of the Areopagus in its judicial powers to murder-cases, 
the ypady) rupxaids, and the ypady doeBeias, and in its adminis- 

trative activity to those functions which it still exercised at 

Athens in the 2nd half of the 5th and the 4th century.’ 

The supposition that the new. office of the voyodvAakes was 

established to discharge certain isolated duties taken from the 

Areopagus by Ephialtes, is not adequately proved nor 

does such an institution appear to be in harmony with 

the tendency of contemporary constitutional development.? 

NopodtAaxes. 

- contributed to the restriction of the Areopagus’ powers, is shown by Arist. 
24, 3, xaréornoay 5é Kal rots roAXols evropiay Tpophs, womep Apiorelins elonyhoaro. 

Ephialtes’ activity in this direction, Arist. 25, 2: xal mp@rov pév dveidev 
ToAdovs Tav ’Apeorayirav, dyavas émipépwv mepl Tav Sipxnuevwr* Erevra THs Bovhjs 

érl Kévwvos d&pxovros dmravra meptethero Ta éwiGera, Ov Gv hv } Tis wokcrelas Pudaky, 

kal Td wey Tots wevraxoolos, Ta 5é TH Shuw kal rots Sixacrnplos dwédwxev. I refrain 

for the present from expressing an opinion on Themistocles’ share in this, 
contradicting as it does all we had known hitherto, but cf. Bauer, Lit. u. 
hist. Forsch. z. Arist. ’A@. od., p. 67 ff. Quite general accounts are given 

by Arist., Pol., 2,12=p. 56,20. Plut., pres. ger. reip., 10, 15; Diod. 11, 77; 

Paus. 1, 29,15. Plut., Cim., 15, tells us, of woddol adeirovro r7ys €& ’Apelov mdyou 

Bouvdys Tas Kpices wiv dAlywv dmdoas kal rav Oikaornpiwy Kuplovs moujoavTes els 

&xparov Snuoxpatiay évéBadov riv wo\uv, and Cimon seeks rdw dvw tas dixas 
dvaxadeicOa.. According to Plut., Per., 9, Pericles contrived ore riv pév 
(BovrAnv) dpatpeOfvat ras mreloras xpices d¢ "Ediddrov. Arist. 35,2 mentions 

tous T Equddrou kal Apxeorpdrou vouous Tovs mepl Tov Apeorayitav. Of Pericles, 
Arist. 27, 1 says, xal yap r&v’Apeorayiray évia mepeidero. The limitations of 
the Areopagus’ power carried by Archestratos and Pericles belong perhaps 

to the time after Ephialtes. 
1 The dixa dovxal always remained in the hands of the Areopagus. 

Philippi, d. Areop. u. d. Eph., 264 ff., ypaph rupxaias, 161/2, ypagh doeBelas, 

156/7. On the Areopagus’ administrative activity in later times, cf. 
Philippi, ibid., 307 ff. . 

2 Strenge, quest. Philochoree, Gitt., 1868, p. 5 ff., following Boeckh in his 
Kl. Schr., 5, 424 ff., has in my judgment (see also Wachsmuth; d. St. Ath., 1, 
534, 2), demonstrated that the. vouopidakes are not earlier than the age of 
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In the period of the Areopagus’ supremacy, and the age follow- 
ing thereupon falls the time of Athens’ development into a great 

Athens asa power. This was accompanied by a marvellous change 

Great Power. 4nd development in political life. To fulfil all those 

duties which their position at the head of the league laid upon 

the Athenians, it was necessary for all the people to take their 

share in the political business of the State. It was simply impos- 

sible to escape this necessity unless they were willing to resign 

their leading position within the league. This is shown by one 

characteristic circumstance. The way for this development was 

prepared by Aristides, under the aristocratic guidance of the Areo- 

pagus; and one is inclined to attribute conservative tendencies to 

this statesman rather than democratic. After the powers of the 

Areopagus were curtailed, this expansion proceeded with an accele- 

rated rapidity. The inhabitants of Attica migrated more and 
more to Athens, where they found employment and maintenance 
in military and political duties. More than 20,000 men found em- 

ployment and support in the service of the State, either as soldiers, 

jurymen, bouleutai, or magistrates. The State, as indeed under 

the existing conditions it was forced to do, made heavy demands 

upon the services of its citizens: and it could do so only by the 
employment of an extensive system of salaries. It is in this period 

of the foundation and expansion of the Athenian League that the 

picbos otpatiwtixds, BovAeutikos, and “dcxacriKos must have been in- 

troduced. We are told indeed that the last was brought in by 

Pericles. At the same time there must have been a great increase 

in the number of magistrates. In general the Athenian State 
acquired in the brilliant period of the Pentecontaeteia those forms 

of constitution and government which were peculiarly charac- 

teristic of the political life of Athens in the 5th century. But we 
are not in a position toadduce details in consequence of the silence 

of our authorities,! 

Demetrios of Phaleron. Philippi, d. Areop. u. d. Eph., 185 ff., believes we 

must maintain their institution by Ephialtes, but he can tell us nothing 

as to their duties. Starker, de nomophylacib. Atheniensium, p. 39 ff., Diss. 

inaug., Breslau, 1880,supposes we may transfer to the vouodi\axes instituted 

by Ephialtes all the functions which are recorded by the lexicographers 
under their name. I do not consider he has succeeded in his attempt to 
prove (p. 22 ff.) the credibility of the statement in the Lex. Cantabr., 
vouopvrakes: érra 5€ Foay Kal xaréornoav, ws Piddxopos, bre "Eq*idArys pwdva 

karéure TH €& Apelov mdyou BovAy Ta brép TOU cHparos. 
1 On the changes for which the way was prepared under the govern- 
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We read that from and after 457 the candidates nominated by 

the Demes for selection by Jot for the 9 archonships Admission of 

were drawn from the Zeugitai as well as the other en ae: 
classes: up to this time the Zeugitai were eligible ship. 
only for the inferior offices.! In the year 453 an institution first 
introduced by Pisistratus, and after the expulsion of the Pisis- 

tratids perhaps abolished, was re-established. This was the 30 

Deme-judges, who journeyed about Attica and gave 
final sentence in cases where the amount in dispute did 

not exceed 10 drachme. Under the government of the Pisistra- 

tids this institution had had a political character; it was now 

reintroduced merely to relieve the Heliast courts from the business 
of deciding unimportant cases.? 

The easiness of the conditions upon which Cleisthenes had made 

the attainment of the Athenian franchise to depend, had greatly in- 

creased the numbers of the citizens, especially through the great 

Deme-judges. 

ment of the Areopagus see Arist. 24. We do not possess definite information 
as to the introduction of the picbds orpatwwrixds and Boudeuvtixés. Arist., Pol., 
2,12=p. 56, 20 ff., connects Pericles’ introduction of the pic bds Sixacrixds with 
the limitation of the Areopagus’ power: kal tiv pév ’Apelw mayw Bovdyy 
"Equddrns éxddovoe kal IlepexrAjs, Ta Sé Sixacripia picOopdpa xaréornoe Iepixdfjs. 

Arist. 27, 8 says: éroince 6¢ cal pucdopdpa Ta Erxacrypia Ilepixdfs mpwros, 

dvriinuaywywy mpds Thy Kimwvos edroplav. 27, 4, érel rots (dios Arraro(sc. Ilepixdfs), 

diddvac ro’s moddols TA abTwv, KaTecKevace picOogopay Tots Sikacrnpios, ad’ av 

airwwvrat tives xelpw yevécOar, KAnpoupévwy emiyehas del uaddov Tay TuxdvTWY, 

Tov émiekav avOpwrwv. According to Arist. 24, 8, the dpxal &inuo required 

700 men yearly, besides the dpyat drepdpior. There were 6000 dicacrai, Arist. 

24,3. Arist. 26,1 says of the time after the overthrow of the Areopagus, 

pera 5é tatra cvvéBawev dvlecOar waddov THv moNTelay dua Tods mpodduws Snuayw- 

yotvras. 26, 2, 7a wev ody dda rdvTa dimKouy obx duolws Kal rpsrepov Tots vdpors 

1 poo€éXovTes. 

1 Arist., 26, 2: ryv 5 rw évvda dpxdvTwr atpeow odx éxlvouv, adn’ [4] exr@ erec 
pera Tov "EqidATovu Odvarov éyvwoav Kal éx fevyirwy mpoxplvecbar Tos KAnpwoomuevous 

Tov évvéa dpxdvTwv, kal mpwros hpkev €£ a’rwv Mvnowbeidns. of dé rpd To’rou wavTes 
€& imméwv kal revrakociopedivwr hoav, ol <5é> fevyirar rds éyKuKAlous Apxov, el uh 

Tt Tapewparo Tav év Tois vduos. Plut., Arist., 22, can hardly be right, as the 

words stand, when he says of Aristides, ypdger Yndioua Kowny elvar THY Tod- 

relav kal Tovs dpxovras €£ "AOnvatwy rdvrwv aipetoOa. Cf. Arist. 7, 4, 61d cal viv 

éredav eonrar Tov méd\dNovTa KAnpodcbal Tw’ dpxiv, motov réXos Tede?, oS’ dy els 

_ erot Ontixév. But in the 4th century at all events the Thetes do not appear 

to have been excluded by law from the archonship, although perhaps on 

account of the expenses incident thereto they refrained from standing fur 
it. See Lys. 24, 18, (Dem.) 59, 72. 

2 Arist., 26, 3: érec dé wéumrrw peta Tadra éml Avoixpdrous dpxovros ol rpidKovra 

dixacral Katréornoav mad, of Kadovpevor KaTa& Syjuovs. On their functions see 

Arist. 53. On the object of Pisistratus’ introduction of them, Arist. 16, 5. 
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attraction which Athenian citizenship must have had for the mem- 
New Fran- bers of the Confederacy of which Athens was the 

chise Law. mistress. In the year 451, therefore, on the motion of 
Pericles, it was resolved that from that time forth no one should 

be an Athenian citizen who was not of citizen parentage on both 

sides.! 
The foundation and development of the Athenian Confederacy 

had prepared the way for a larger and larger participation by the 
The Pelo- ©utire people in political life. This was rendered com- 

ponnesian plete by the Peloponnesian War, when the whole 

bala population of Attica was shut up for years in Athens, 

and gained a yet more absolute control over the government and 

direction of the State.? 

The oligarchic interregna of the 400, and of the 30, which the 

Peloponnesian War brought in its train, were of too short dura- 

tion to deserve a place in this brief review of the development of 

the Athenian constitution.® 

The last alteration which the Athenian constitution underwent 

during the period of independence dates from the year of 

1 Arist. 26,4: cat rpirw mer’ abrov éml *Avriddrov bia 7d WARS Trav modiTav 

Ilepexdéous eirévros éyvwoay ph meréxew Tis modews, ds av un EE dugoty doroly F 

yeyovus. Of. Plut., Per., 37; Milian, Var. Hist., 6,10; 18,24. Suid. dypo0- 
molnros. This settles the discussions of Duncker in the Ber. der Berl. Ak. 

1883, 935 ff. =Abh. z. griech. Gresch., 124 ff., and of Zimmermann, de nothorum 
Athenis® condicione, p. 32 ff., Berlin, 1886. In 445/4 on occasion of a dis- 

tribution of corn from Amyrtaios (Duncker, ibid., 132 ff.) there was a 
great fevndacia of about 5000 persons at Athens (Plut., Per., 37, Philoch., fr. 
90 in Miller, fr. hist. gr., 1, 3898/9). The doubts which H. Schenkl in the 
Wiener Stud., 2, 170ff., and 1883, pp. 4/5, 25 ff., has raised upon this point, I 
regard as unjustified. Cf. Wachsmuth in the Wiener Stud., 1885, 159/60 ; 
he has been answered by Schenkl, zbid., 837 ff. The means of deciding in 

such cases seems to me to have more probably been the dvayygiors than the 

ypaph) gevias, for which Philippi, Beitr., 34 ff., and Duncker, ibid., 944 ff., have 
pronounced. Cf. Lipsius on Meier and Schémann, de att. Proc.,? 439, N. 704. 

2 Arist. 27,2: év @ (rp mpds IleNorovvnciovs modéup) KagaxAynoGels 6 Shwos év 

TQ dorer Kal cuvedicbels ev Tals orpareiais micOopopeiv, TH mev Exwy, TA Dé Axwv 

mponpeiro THv Tohirelay Stokely abrds. 
3 Arist. 41, 2 reckons the establishment of the 400 as the eighth change 

in the constitution, as the ninth the restoration of the democracy, and as 
the tenth the rule of the 80. Arist. 29-40 describes the history and con- 
stitution of the 400 and the 80 at great length. What was previously 
known on the subject from other sources has been collected, as far as the 

rule of the 400 is concerned, in my Beitr. z. innern Gesch. Athens, 300 ff., for 
that of the 30 by Scheibe, die oligarch. Umwilzung zu Ath. am Ende des 
pelop Krieges. 
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Eucleides’ archonship. This new constitution, showing a strong 
democratic tendency, continued essentially unchanged ,1.. tions 

until the destruction of Athenian political independ- — under 
ence, although, it is true, some reforms were introduced Saree 
in the course of the 4th century. The antiquarian section will 
have to deal with the details of this constitution. SS 

3. INTERNAL History or ATHENS AFTER 322, AND SURVEY OF 

THE ATHENIAN CONSTITUTION UNDER RoMAN RULE. 

The Athenians took part in the Lamian War, and this in 322 led 

to the destruction of their independence. They were compelled 

to receive a Macedonian garrison in the harbour-fortress of 

Munychia, and all Athenians who did not possess a fortune of at 

least 2,000 drachmas—there were 12,000 of them—were deprived 

of burgess-rights.2 After Antipater’s death Polysperchon restored 

the democratic government at Athens as elsewhere, 319 B.c.3 Its 
duration however was but short. Nicanor kept possession of 

Munychia and the Pireus in the interest of Cassandros, and the 
Athenians thereby found themselves compelled in 318 to make 
peace with the latter by agreeing that Cassandros should remain in 
possession of Munychia, and that the franchise should be restricted 

to those who were assessed as possessing at least 1,000 drachmas. 

Finally, in compliance again with a demand of Cassandros, 

Demetrios of Phaleron was made administrator of the State + 

1 Arist. 41, 2: évdexdrn 8 4 pera rv dard PvdAfs Kal x Ileipacéws xdPodov, ad 

Fis Suayeyévnrar méxpe Tis viv del mpoceriAauBdvovca TH wAHGEr Thy efovoiar. 

dmdvrwv yao avros abrov memrolnkev 6 Shuos KUptov Kal mavra Stoxetra Wydicpacww 

kal duxcacrnplos, év ols 6 Sfjudss éorw 6 kparGv. Kal yap al rijs Bovdijs kploes els Tov — 

Sjuov éAnOacw. Kal TodTo Soxodcr moetv dpOds* evdtaPOopwrepoe yap Col) dAlyor 

Trav Today elow Kal Képder kal xdpiow. According to Cauer, Hat Arist. d. Schrijt 
v. Staate d. Ath. geschrieben ? p. 47 ff., this passage in some marvellous man- 
ner furnishes the main proof of the spuriousness of the ’A@yvalwv modireia. A 

‘ satisfactory refutation of this view has been given by Peter Meyer, des 

Arist. Polit. u. d.?A@. rod., 59 ff., Niemeyer in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1891, 
410 ff., and Crusius in Phil., 1891, 174 ff. 

2 Cf. Diod. 18, 18., Plut., Phok., 28. Schwarz, die Demokratie von Athen, 
582 ff. Spangenberg, de Atheniensium publicis institutis aetate Macedonum 
commutatis, 2 ff., Halle, 1884. 

8 Decree of general freedom in Hellas, ef. Diod. 18, 56. For the re- 
establishment of the democracy in Athens cf. Plut., Phok., 82. Droysen, 
Gesch. d. Hell., 2, 1, 214 (197) ff. Schwarz, 7b., 537 ff. 

4 Cf. Diod. 18, 74. The 1,000 drachmas mean probably not the entire 
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What powers he had in that capacity cannot be determined with 

certainty; he held at the same time various special offices. He 

seems to have left the democracy unimpaired, at any rate so far 

as outward form went; and the prosperity and population of the 

country increased under his rule.1 A new institution of his was 

the office of the voyopvAaxes, whose chief duties were to see that 

the magistrates observed the laws, and to prevent the vote of the 

Ecclesia being taken if an illegal or harmful decree was about to 

be passed.* Another was the office of the yvvaixovoyor, who 
exercised a sort of censorship of morals.’ 

In 307 Demetrios, the son of Antigonos, expelled Demetrios of 

property, but merely the riunua. See Bergk in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., vol. 

65, 398. In Diod. Demetrios is styled émiedynris tis ré\ews. But in the 

honorary decree of the Demos Aixonai to Demetrios Kohler reads xal 

a(irov eianyayev Tots A)Onvatos Kal ret xd(pa Kal émiordrns or mpocrdrns aip)eGels, 

since the gap is not large enough to admit of émiednrfs. "Emiordrns 1s 

supported by Strabo 398 and Diod. 20, 45; rpoordrys by Polyb. 12,18, 9. Cf. 

C.I.A., II. 584, and Kéhler’s remarksthere. Vischer, kl. Schriften, 2, 87 ff., 
conjectures that the official title of Demetrios was orparnyés. Demetrios 

was condemned to death along with Phokion, but was absent at the time. 
Cf. Plut., Phok., 35. See Droysen, ib., 226/7 (205) and 233 ff. 

1 Demetrios was Archon 3809/8: Athen. 12, 5422. Diog. L. 5, 5, 8=77. 
Diod. 20, 27. He was also four times orparnyds: Dittenberger, Syll., 121. 
Strab. 398 concludes from Demetrios’s commentaries on his own govern- 
ment, that od pdvoy od xarédAuce Thy Synuoxpariav, ddd Kal érnvapOwoe. Plut., 

Demetr., 10, calls the rule of Demetrios Néyw wév drAvyapxiKn, Epyw 5é movapxixy 

xatdoracis. The revenues increased by Demetrios: Diog. L. 5, 5, 2=75. 

Acc. to Duris of Samos ap. Ath. 12, 542c he had control of 1,200 talents per 

annum. Cf. also Polyb. 12, 138. Acc. to Ctesicles ap. Ath. 6, 272B, the 

population in the archonship of Demetrios amounted to 21,000 citizens, 
10,000 metoikoi, and 400,000 slaves. On the last number see, however, 
Beloch, Bevélker. d. griech.-rom. Welt., 87 ff. For the literature on Demetrios 
see in Wachsmuth 1,610. Compare Droysen, 1b., 2, 2, 106 (403) ff.; Schwarz, 
ib., 542 ff.; Spangenberg, 7b., 8 ff. 

2 Cf. Suid., vouopidAaxes. Phot. Lex. Seguer. 191, 20; 283, 16; Poll. 8, 94; 

Harp. Lex. Cantabr. 674. S2e also Starker, de nomophylacib. Atheniens., p. 

9 ff., Breslau, 1880. That they were first instituted by Demetrios has 
been proved by Strenge, quaest. Philoch., p. 5 ff., Goett. 1868, who follows 

Boeckh., K1. Schr., 5, 424 ff. See Spangenberg, 7b., 13 ff. 
8 Cf. Philoch. ap. Ath. 6, 245c: of yuvatxovuor pera T&v’ Apeorayirey éoxdrovy 

ras év Tats oixlais ouvddous év Te Tois yamous Kav Tals GAXats Ovoias. Cf. Poll. 8, 

112. Hesych., r\dravos. The mention of the yuvatxoyéuoc in the comic poets 

Timocles and Menandros ap. Ath. 6, 2458 sq., marks them as a new insti- 

tution rightly attributed by Boeckh, K/. Schr., 5, 421 ff., to Demetrios. Sve 
Spangenberg, ib., 11 ff. Stojentin, de Poll. Att. Ant.,50 ff., maintains that the 
yuvatxovéuor were already in existence before Demetrios’s time, and Wachs- 

muth 2, 1, 890, 2 agrees with him. 
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Phaleron, drove out the Macedonian garrison from Munychia, and 

gave back to the Athenians their freedom and their old constitu- 

tion. Soon afterwards Lachares set up in Athens a new Tyrannis, 

which, after one year’s duration, was overthrown by Demetrios 

Poliorketes again, B.C. 295. This time Poliorketes restored the 

democracy once more, it is true, but retained in his own power 

Munychia, the Pireus, and the fortified Museion hill.? The 

Athenians dislodged the garrison of the Museion in 287, but 
Munychia and the Pirzeus remained in the possession of Demetrios 
and of his son Antigonos after him.® 

In the Chremonidean war the Athenians, after regaining posses- 

sion of the harbour fortifications Munychia and Pirzus, attempted 

once more to maintain their independence. But in spite of their 

vigorous resistance Antigonos compelled them to capitulate in 
263, and insisted on their submitting to permanent Macedonian 

garrisons in Salamis, Sunion, Munychia, and also on the Museion. 

In 256 Antigonos withdrew the last, and restored Athens to 
’ nominal freedom;* but the other fortresses remained in the 

hands of the Macedonians, until the death of Demetrios the suc- 

cessor of Antigonos in 229. At that date Aratus effected an 
agreement by which Diogenes, the Macedonian Phrourarch, 
evacuated Attic territory on payment of 150 talents. Thus the 
Athenians recovered their freedom, and henceforth held them- 

selves aloof from all Hellenic affairs, seeking to obtain the support 

of Rome.® 

Upon the settlement‘of the affairs of Greece by the Romans 
after the sack of Corinth, Athens became one of the civitates 

1 Cf. Plut., Demetr., 10; Diod. 20, 45; Droysen, 2, 2, 114 (412) ff. 
2 See Droysen 2, 2 (538) ff., 272 (559) ff, Plut., Demetr., 34. C.LA., II. 300. 

Paus. 1, 25,5. Acc. to Droysen the occupation of the Museion took place a 

few years later than that of the Pireus and Munychia; acc. to Wachsmuth 
1, 617, 1 they were all three occupied at the same time. 

§ Droysen 2, 2, 299 (585) ff. 
* Paus. 3, 6,6; 2,8,6. Jerome and the Armenian version of Eusebius 

remark on the year of Abraham 1761=256 z.c. “ Antigonus Atheniensibus 
reddidit libertatem.” See Euseb., ed. Schoene, pp. 120,121. For the Chre- 
monidean war see Wachsmuth 1, 626 ff. Droysen 8, 1, 225 ff. 

® ‘Wachsmuth, 630 ff.; Droysen, 3, 2, 55 (487) ff. A Roman embassy was 
sent to Athens immediately after the defeat of the queen of Illyria in 228, 

The Athenians granted to the Romans the right of admittance to the 
Mysteries, and also the Athenian franchise. Cf. Polyb. 2,12, Zonar, 8,19. 
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Sederate.1 Such States were recognised by Rome as indepen- 

Athens under ent, except that they were not allowed to adopt an 

Roman rule. independent foreign policy; they possessed full power 
to coin money and full rights of exilium. In internal affairs they 

were exempt from any interference by Roman officials, and 

possessed full jurisdiction not only over their own citizens, but 
also over Roman citizens residing in their territory, at any rate in 
civil cases. They paid no taxes and were subject to no burdens of 

any kind, except those expressly stipulated in the foedus.2 In 

spite, however, of the fact that Athenian independence was main- 

tained and respected, there is no reason to suppose that Athens 

escaped all interference with her constitution; for it was the 

usual practice of the Romans when they arranged the affairs of 

new provinces to alter the constitutions of the allied cities in the 

direction of timocracy. At Athens this alteration seems to have 

consisted chiefly in the restriction of the powers of the Ecclesia 

and the law courts.2 The following is a short summary of the 

main facts known to us concerning the Athenian constitution 

under Roman supremacy. No account is taken of minor points of 
difference between one period and another. 

1 On Athens under Roman sway see Ahrens, de Athenarum statu politico et 
literario inde ab Achaici foederis interitu usque ad Antoninorum tempora. 
Goett., 1829. Neubauer, Atheniensium reipublicae quaenam Romanorum tem- 

poribus fuerit condicio, Halle, 1882. On Athens as civitas foderata cf. 
Strabo 398. Tac., Ann., 2, 538: hine ventum Athenas foederique sociae 
et vetustae urbis datum, ut uno lictore uteretur. In Plin., N. H,, 4, 7, 24, 
Athens is called a libera civitas. Cf. Plin., Hp., 8,24. Dio Chrysost. 31, 
843 m., 622 rn. Aristides 14, 224. For the subsequent fate. of Athens 
under the Roman empire see Wachsmuth 1, 650 ff. 

2 See Marquardt, rém. Staatsverwalt., 1°, 73 ff. On the Athenian right of 
exilium cf. Cic., Tusc., 5, 87, 108. Also C, I. A., III. 44, of the time of 
Septimius Severus (oi bd rod Sju)ov (?) dvyhv Kareyrwopuer(or). 

8 That the Romans had already effected changes in the Athenian con- 
stitution can be seen from Appian, Mithr.,39, where it is said of Sulla after 
his capture of Athens: kal véuous 20nxev &racw dyxod Trav rpbcbev avrois brs 

Pwyalwy épicbévrwv. The nature of these regulations can be inferred from 
the words of Aristion just before the defection of Athens from the Romans 

in 86, as recorded by Poseidonios ap. Athen. 5, 213 p, though they are un- 

doubtedly exaggerated: cat uj repildwuev—rd Déarpov avexxdAysiacror, dduva 

be rad Suxacrhpia Kal THY Gedy xpyomois kadworwpévnv wixv’ adypnpevnv Tod Shuov. 

Ahrens 24 ff., Hertzberg, Gesch. Griechenl. unter der Herrsch. der Rémer, 1, 
p. 308 (288) ff, and Wachsmuth 1, 650/1 all suppose that a constitutional 
change of that kind took place about 146 .c. For the political restrictions 
of Athens under the empire see Neubauer 10 ff. 
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The purity of the burgess body was so little valued at Athens 
in this period that the franchise was offered for sale, gurgess- 

until Augustus prohibited the practice.' Under the  Tshts. 
Roman supremacy as before the magistrates seem to have been 

appointed some by election some by lot.” Magistrates. 
The collegium of Strategoi of equal power remained in existence 

apparently till the year of the battle of Pharsalia, 48B.c. At 
that date the orparyyds emi ra dda, otherwise called or. 
éxi tovs drXiras or simply orparyyds, acquired the pre- 
eminent position in the State in which he afterwards appears. It 

is doubtful whether he was assisted by other Strategoi or not.’ 
Immediately upon the first occurrence of the title, the orparnyds éxi 

tos émAiras appears as eponymous magistrate by the side of the 

orparnyol. 

! Cf. Nicol. Dam. in Miiller, fr. hist. gr., 3, 355, 6: xareyéda 5 kal rdv Kad’ 
abrov copicTGv, of weyddos Tiuhuacw éwvodyTo AOnvaio. 7 ‘Pddi0t kareicAar. Dio 

Cass. 54, 7: xal mpooére (6 Adyovoros) kal danydpevoé ogiot pndéva modirnv 
apyuptov moetcOar. See Hertzberg 1, 434. 

2 See Sauppe, de creatione archontum att., p. 27 ff., whose view is adopted by 
Dittenberger on C.I.A., III. 87, though it is generally supposed that ap- 
pointment by lot was entirely abolished. Appointment by lot is attested in 
the case of a ypaumareds: C.I.A., III. 87, and in a fragment, no. 81, we find 
(kA\jp)w Aaxdv. No. 1 shews that the orparnyés émi 7a b7rka was elected ; the 
inscription on the chair of the ééyynr7s é& Evwarpidév in the theatre, no. 

267, shows that his office too was elective. Another fragment, no. 96, has 
(xet)porovnrot. The émimedyrns érl rov Aywéva was elected: C.I.A., II. 475. 

Philostrat., Vit. Apollon. Tyan., 8, 16, says of the Athenians : rupdvvos Nourdy 
Xapifovra Td KeXELporovnuévous avTav dpyeuw. 

3 In the time before Augustus, acc. to the inscrr., of crparnyol shared the 
superintendence of the Epheboi between them (C.I.A., II. 470, 471), and 
were responsible for the proclamation of the victor’s wreaths (II. 469, 470, 
471, 478/9, 480. Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst., 5,829); 3 (erpa)rnyot of émt rdv 
Tlecpacé acc. to Kéhler in the year 95/4; C.LA., II. 1207. Cf. also 1206. 
In the years 102-94, B.c., crparnyds éml 7d vautixdy, orparnyds éml Thy mapacKeuny 
Thy év dorer, 985. The orparyyds émi rods érXiras is first mentioned in C.1.A., 
II. 481, drawn up bet. 52-42 s.c. Kohler in his note on the inscr. con- 
jectures that this innovation dates from Cesar and the battle of Pharsalia. 

This orparnyis, called sometimes émi ra dda, sometimes él rods dmXiras, 
sometimes simply 6 orparnyés (so on his theatre-seat orparnyod, C.1.A., III. 
248, cf. 10, 38, 651), occurs throughout the whole imperial age. In C.LA., 
II., 481, in which the orparnyds éxt rods drXiras first appears, we still find 
mention of orparnyol in line 52. But we cannot from this infer, as Neu- 
bauer 43 ff., and Hauvette-Besnault, les stratéges Athéniens, 175, Paris, 1885, 
do, that other Strategoi still existed, for these orparnyol do not belong to 
the same year as the orparnyds ért rovs é6rdiras Mnaseas, but to the year 
before. But in a list of Prytaneis, dating from 90-100 a.p., a orparyyés still 
occurs by the side of the or. émi ra Orda. Cf. C.I.A., III. 1020. 
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Archon, and so repeatedly throughout the principate.t According 

to Hadrian’s decree concerning the exportation of oil the Strategos 

possessed the power of convening the Boule and the Ecclesia.” 

According to our literary authorities he stood at the head of the 

Athenian State, took charge of the corn trade and corn supply, 

and supervised the training of the Epheboi.? © 
The collegium of the 9 Archons, who were all together styled 

Geo pobéra1, continued in existence. The apywy, who as eponymous 
magistrate is often at this date called dpxwv érwvupos, 
was, together with the Strategos, the most important 

official in the State. The Bacirevs, the woAguapyxos, and the six 

Geopobéra, though of less importance than the dpywr, nevertheless 
were high officials, and, like the others mentioned, possessed seats 

of honour in the theatres Other magistrates of the times of 

independence who still remained in existence were the 

dyopavouor, Whose number was now diminished to two, 

and also the dorvvouo.® As in Sparta, so also at Athens, we meet 

&pxovres. 

&yopavdjot. 

1 C.1.A., II. 481, and for examples from imperial times III. 63, 65, 68, 
158, 457, 616. 

2 ©.1.A., III. 88. Compare Swobeda in N. Rh. Mus., 1890, 809/10. 

8 Cf. Philostrat., Vit. Soph., 1, 23, 1. mpovorn 5é Kal rod ’A@nvalwy Shou 

oTparnynoas avrots Thy éml Trav bruv fh dé dpxh alrn wdda Karédeyé Te kal éfijye 

és Ta modéua, vuvt 5¢ Tpopav émipedetrac kal cirov dyopds. Cf. 2,16; 2, 20,1. 

Plut., Quaest. Symp.,9,1,1: ’Auudmos "AOhvno. orparnyav damrddakw &haBe rH 

Awyeviy trav ypdupara Kal yewuerplay Kal Ta pyropiKad Kal wovotkiy payOavivrwvr 

éo7Bwv. On the Strategoi, cf. Ahrens, 42 ff. 
4 See Neubauer, 36 ff. For the lists of the 9 Archons, whoare called oi 

ouvdpxovres in C.1.A., III. 710, and @ecuodérac in 716, see C.I.A., IIT. 1005 ff 

Along with them we find mentioned in these lists the «fpvé rijs é& ’Apetou 
mdyou Bovdjjs, the kfpvé &pxovros, an avAnrhs, and a ecroupyss. See 1005, 

1007/8, 1018. The dating of the years acc. to the first Archon, who is 
not unfrequently called érdvupuos (81, 180, 623, 655/6, 659, 662, 676, 1006) 
continues through the whole imperial age. Seat of honour at the theatre : 
254. Dio Cass. 69, 16 calls his office 4 weylorn dpx}. The same office is 

meant also, I believe, in Philost., Vit. Soph., 2, 20,1: & re Necroupytas, as 
peyloras "AOnvatoe voutfovor, thy Te érwvuwor Kal Thy érl Trav Smhwv érerpdrn, 

where \ecroupyla seems to mean the same as dpx7, though as a rule it meant 

nothing more than the tmnpecia of the dnudom. Cf. C.LA., Il. 404, 476, 
line 53. Of. also the Aecroupyds mentioned above and the Aecroupyds él rhv 
Xxidda, C.1.A., III. 1020. Special mention of the Baoreds: II. 95, 680, 717, 

His chair at the theatre: 255; mention of the rodéuapxos: 91, his theatre- 
chair 256; mention of the ecuodérac: 690, their chairs, 257-60. 

5 dyopavduor mentioned, C.I.A., III. 160, 682, 725. An dyopavduos dedicates 
(rdv) tvydv Kal rd wérpa: 98. 461 shows that there were only two of them: 

dyopavayotvray atrod re Atovvalov Mapa@wviov xal Koivrov NaiBiou “Povpou 
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with various émipeAnrai.1 Under Augustus a ovrwviKdv raptetov 

was established, under the control of a ovrwvys and of 
Tapiat tov citrwvikov. Hadrian’s decree concerning oil 

exportation established €Acdvaz also. 
The rapias tév orpatiwrikdv, who appears to have been the 

supreme official of general Athenian finance in the last century 

B.c., still occurs under the principate of Domitian.’ Financial 

Under Hadrian the state rapretov seems to have been Officials. 
placed under the control of dpyvporapia; and there was also a 
cvvyyopos Tov Tapweiov, Whose duty was to represent the interests of 

the State in lawsuits concerning fiscal matters.4 In the 2nd 

century B.C. there occurs a tapias Tov i beh net An inscription 

of the last century B. C. mentions of dpxovres ext tH Snpooiav 

tpamelay.® 

The Boule also continued in existence under the Roman rule, 

though with repeated changes in the number of its members. 

After the Phylai were increased in number to 12, 600 

was the usual number of Bouleutai, but in 126/7 A.D 
the old number 500 was restored. Whether this iat change 

coincided in date with the creation of the new tribe Hadrianis, or 

whether it came later, must be left undecided. In an inscrip- 

tion dating before 267 A.D., we find a council of 750 members, 
while at the end of the 4th century A.D. the number of Bouleutai 

oLTovys. 

Boule. 

Medréws. The existence of doruvduo as state officials may be inferred from 
their occurrence among the governors of the Epheboi. Cf. C.1.A., 1114, 
1147, 1199. See Neubauer, 45/6. 

1 ’Emimednris Tod év ILetpace? Acuévos, also érimedyris Ierparéws, émriuedynris Tod 

Aywévos, or él rov Auéva: C.I.A., II. 985, 475/6. See Wachsmuth 2, 1, 819. 
III. 458. émipednrhs rijs wodews: III. 68, 556, 721. ériwednrhs ris xara Thy 

mwodw dyopas: Neubauer 45. éaiweAnrhs mpuravelov: III. 90. émiuednrhs rod 

Avxelov: III. 89. 

2 On the date of the institution of the c:rwyixdy rameiov see Ditten berger 
on C.I.A., III. 645, where a oirdéyvns is mentioned, as also in no. 708, about 

200 a.p. ants Tov oirwmkdv: III, 646. Bredvat, olrives del mpovoodcw TH(s 

Snuoclas xpeta)s: ITI. 38. 

8 C.LA., III. 654. On his occurrence in inscriptions before the Christen 

era see the collection of instances in Hartel, Stud. a. att. Staatsr. u. Urkun- 
denw., 1385/6. 
. £’Apyvporaula, C.I.A., IIT. 88/9. The title dd cuvn(y)opidv rau(ce)iov, III. 
712a and Dittenberger’s note. 

5 ramedwy emt ra movraveta, C.I.A., II. 1201/2, 1858. of dpyxovres emt ryv 
Snuociay rpdmegav, C.1.A., II. 476, lines 4, 28. On dymocia rpdega, cf. Boeckh 
2, 356 ff., Wachsmuth in NV. Rh. M., 24, 471. 
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has diminished to 300.1. An extension of the official powers of 

the council, coinciding with a restriction of the rights of the popu- 

lar assembly, can be assigned with considerable probability to 
the year 48 B.c.; but. our authorities tell us just as little about 

the powers of the Boule as they do concerning the difference 
between its powers and those of the Areopagus. In the inscrip- 

tions the Boule repeatedly grants its consent to private persons to 

put up dedicatory offerings: in Hadrian’s decree on oil exporta- 

tion the Boule was empowered to decide cases arising out of the 

transgression of that decree, up to a specified maximum amount.” 

Among officials of the Boule we find in the Prytany-lists a 
ypappaters BovArjs Kal Sijuov, a ypappareds Kara mpvtaveiav, also styled 

mept TO Pha, an dvtvypadeds, a KipvE BovdAjjs cal Sjuov, and a troypap- 

_ pateds; all these belonged to the dicito. The rapias ris Bovdts 

was not counted among the dioiro.. Further, the zpurdveis, whose 
émuotarys held office throughout the entire Prytany, had their own 

clerk, the ypayparets BovAevrav, their rapias rs dvAjs, and their 

éxwvupos, Whose full title seems to have been iepets érwviuov. The 
meetings of the Council, and also of the Ecclesia, were presided 

over, as in earlier times, by the zpd«dpau.? 

1 See Ahrens 29 ff.; Neubauer 26 ff. Institution of the 13th tribe 

Hadrianis: Paus. 1,5,5. On the manner of its formation, see Dittenberger 
in Herm., 9,386 ff. The Bovdy trav revraxociwy, repeatedly mentioned in the 
inscriptions of the imperial age, was introduced at the same time as the 
Hadrianis, ace. to Hirschfeld, Herm., 7, 55, with whom Dittenberger, ib., 

221, agrees, though on different grounds. According to Neubauer, 27 ff., 

the Hadrianis came later. The question is best left undecided. C.LA., III. 
716, which Dittenberger, in Commentat. Mommsen, 246, puts not, later than 
267 B.c., gives a Bovdy of 750 members; III. 635, 719, gives one of 300. 

2 On the increase of the powers of the Council see Kohler on C.1.A., II. 
481. Dedications by private persons, card rd détavrTa rH Bovdy, C.1.A., III. 
809, 77a. Kara 7d érepwrnua Tis Bovdfjs, 697, T80b. Wydicauévns ris Bovdjs, 

822a. The Boule as court of justice, III. 88. 
3 The lists of the dioiro., among whom were counted also a number of 

religious functionaries, and also a Aecroupyés, t.e. @ mnpérys, the émi Tiddos, 
see C.I.A., III. 1019 ff. ILI. 1020 gives the accurate term, (Ac)roupyds émi riv 
Zxi(dda). See Neubauer, 32 ff., raulas rHs Bovdfjs, III. 646, 650, 1297. That 
the émurdrns mpuravéwy remained unchanged through the entire Prytany, 

follows from the fact that the lists of Prytanies obviously know only one 

émistarns. See 1025/6, 1047, 1058, 1055, 1058. ypaumuareds Bovdrevray, 1030, 
1032-37-40-57. In 1042 he seems to be counted among the dicira. Tapias 
Tis PuARS, 4.€., Tav mpurdvewy, 648, 1019, 1028, 1057. émdvuuos, 1030, 1082, 1037, 
1040, 1047, 1049, 1053, 1054-58, 1062, 1065, 1075. lepeds érwv(duov), 1051. 
Mention of wrpdedpor, 2, 10. 
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Another governing body was # é& “Ape‘ov rayov BovAyj, which at 

that date was certainly not recruited in the same way as in old 

days. In earlier times the State was represented by Council and 
public assembly; now it was represented by the Areopagus, the 

Council, and the public assembly. These three together drew up 
decrees and dedicated votive offerings. Written communications 

to the State from foreign powers were addressed to all three. 

Cases, however, occur where a dedication is made by the Areo- 
pagus and Demos only, or decrees are drawn up by the Boule and 
Demos.!' As to the special competence of the Areopagus, we can 
only give isolated details. The Areopagus made votive offerings 

on its own account and granted its permission for dedications, a 

right which, however, belonged to the Boule also, as we have seen.” 

It also granted permission for repair of houses, and supervised 
education.2. The Areopagus exercised judicial as well as adminis- 

trative functions.* In the first place it was still the tribunal for 

cases of homicide.5 Our other information as to its judicial activity 
is limited to two cases. Ina decree, dating before the Christian 

1 Cic., de Deor. Nat., 2, 29,74: si quis dicat Atheniensium rempublicam 
consilio regi, desit illud Areopagi—Plut., Per., 9, describes the Solonian 
method of appointing Areopagites as an institution of the bygone past. 
Decree of the Areopagus, Boule, and Demos, ©.1.A., III. 10. Dedications 

_ by all three, III. 454, 457/8, 461/2, 464, 556, 578, 604, 618, 642/3/4, 706. 
Letters addressed to the three, III. 31, 40/1. Dedications by Areopagus 
and Demos, III. 452/8, 558, 566. Decree of Boule and Demos, III.2. On 
the Areopagus at this date see Ahrens., 34 ff.; Philippi, d. Areop. u. d. 
Eph., 309 f£.; Neubauer, 14 ff. 

2 Dedications by the Areopagus, C.I.A., III. 546, 567. The permission of 
the Areopagus for the dedication of votive offerings is stated in the in- 
scriptions in various formule. xard ra Sbtavra rH é& "Apelov wdyou BovAy or 

the like: IIL 703, 687, 714, 675a, 775a, 830a. Yngicauévns trys é&’Apelov mdyou 

Bovdyns, III. 751; xara 7d éwepdrnua tHs é& "Apelov mdyou Bovd7s, III. 732, 

965 a,b,c. xa’ drouvnuaricpdv ris é€’Apelov mayou Bovdfjs or Similar phrase, 
ITI. 848, 806, 938, 772h, 832a. The dedicator had to ask the consent of the 
Areopagus: see III. 704, 710, 735, 746, 774a. Occasionally the Areopagus 
and Boule give their joint sanction, III. 639, 707, or the Areopagus, Boule, 
and Demos, ITI. 716. 

3 Repair of houses: Cic., ad Fam., 13,1; ad Att.,5,11.. The Areopagus 
gave permission to the Peripatetic Cratippus to teach in Athens: Plut., 
Cic., 24. 

4 Lucian, Bis Accusat., 4, 12,14; Vitar. Auct., 7, represents the Areopagus 
as the centre of the Athenian judicial system generally. 

5 This follows from Paus. 1. 28,5, though I agree with Philippi, p. 314/45, 
that no special weight should be assigned to the anecdotes in lian, Var. 
Hist., 5, 18, Quint. 5, 9, 18, and Gell. 12, 7. 
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era, and treating of the introduction and use of new standards of 

weight and measure, the Areopagus is empowered to punish the 

transgressor of the regulations, xara rods éxt Trav KaKovpywv Keipevous 
vounovs. The other case is from the beginning of the first century 

A.D.: the Areopagus condemned a man for forgery, but the par- 
ticular details are not recorded.! The office of xipvé rips e€ ’Apeiov 
wdéyou BovAns was held in high honour; we may regard him as the 

chairman of the Areopagus.? 

No certain information can be given concerning the adminis- 
tration of justice apart from the cases which belonged to the 

Areopagus. Hadrian’s decree on oil exportation pro- 

vides that the transgressor of its provisions shall be 

condemned by the Boule if the amount in question does not ex- 

ceed 50 amphorai, if it be greater by the Ecclesia. In the latter 
case appeal was permitted to the emperor or to the governor of 

the province, and the people were to appoint ovvduxor to represent 

the interests of the State if appeal were made.® Yet there seem 
still to have been other permanent courts of justice besides the 
Areopagus. For there are mentioned in the inscriptions four 

~ annual éripeAnral dicacrypiwy with two ypapperteits, who must have 

been presidents of such courts.* 
The Demos was of little importance after 48 Bc. It is true 

that the Athenian populace still assembled in the 

theatre to draw up decrees, still elected Strategoi in 

the Pnyx, and, indeed, had a certain judicial competence under 

Justice. 

Ecclesia. 

1 €.1.A., IT. 476, line 59/60. Tac., Ann., 2, 55, where it is said of Cn. 
Piso: offensus urbi propria quoque ira, quia Theophilum quendam Areo 
iudicio falsi damnatum‘precibus suis non concederent. 

2 See Kohler on C.LA., II. 481. He and the orparnyéds sopether ar- 

ranged for the protlamation of the victors’ wreaths. Not to mention 
religious officials, he is mentioned along with the dpywr érdvvuos and the 
orpatyys: LII. 10, 721, and with the orparnyds and Bacirevs: 680. The theatre- 
seat inscribed xjpvxos, III. 250, belonged without doubt to him. In C.LA., 
III. 57, he gives presents to the Areopagus. He is introduced into the 
list of Archons: III. 1005, 1007, 1008, 1013. If the xjjpvé mentioned III. 

38, 39, is the kfpvt of the Areopagus, he apparently had a share in the 

financial administration. Perhaps Plut. refers to him in Am seni sit ger. 

resp. 20: obdé yap év dpxais rbv TyALKobrov wpa PépecOar, mAHv boar ye péyeOos 

Kéxrnvrar Kat Akoya Kabdrep tv od viv AOnvynor meraxepléy ris €& ’Apelou md-you 

BovAjjs éricraciav. 

8 C.1LA., ITI. 38. 
* Cic., ee Balbo, 12, 30, draws a distinction bet. iudices and Areopagite. 

For émipednral BEES E28 see C.1.A., III. 1017, 1018. 
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Hadrian; but they no longer possessed the influence which they 
enjoyed in the period of fully developed democracy. 

1 For the date of the restriction of the Demos see Kohler on C.I.A., II. 

481. Ecclesia in the theatre in the Psephisma in Joseph., Ant. Jud., 14, 8, 
5. The Demos-decrees of this period are mostly honorary decrees: C.1.A., 
II. 490; III. 1, 2, 8. Decree concerning the disputes of the Lemnian 
Cleruchs, II. 488. Decree on the Epheboi sharing in the Eleusinian 
festival, 5,6. Decree for a festival to celebrate the appointment of Getas 
as joint emperor, 209 a.v., 10. Election of crparzyds at the Pnyx: Hesych. 

Iivvé The Ecclesia as court of justice, C. I. A., III. 38, See also Neubauer 
21 ff. 
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II. 

ANTIQUITIES. 

1. THE ELEMENTS OF THE POPULATION. 

A. The Slaves.} 

THE number of the slave population in Attica cannot be stated 
with precision, but can scarcely have ever amounted to much 
Number and more than 100,000.2 These were naturally divided 

Origin. in very various proportions among the different house- 
holders. For quite apart from the difference in wealth between 

the various slave-owners, a difference which determined the number 

of slaves in each household, the number of a citizen’s slaves at 

any moment depended also on the question whether the slaves 

were kept simply for household service, or whether the owner had 
invested part of his fortune in purchasing and keeping slaves for 

the prosecution of manufacture or mining, or to get a profit from 

their strength and skill by letting out their services on hire to 

others. There were but few slaves born from slave-parents in 

Attica; the demand for fresh slaves was supplied mainly by 

importation from barbarian lands; we are told that the chief 

supply came from Lydia, Phrygia, Paphlagonia, Syria, and the 

countries of the Black Sea. In private households the slaves 

1 On the slaves in general see Biichsenschiitz, Besitz. u. Hrwerb. im griech. 
Alterth., 104 ff. 

2 Ace. to Ctesikles ap. Ath. 6, 2728, there were 400,000 slaves in Attica 
when Demetrios of Phaleron was ruler. The impossibility of the truth of 
this statement is proved by Beloch, die Bevélker. d. griech.-rém. Welt, 87 ff. 
1886. Acc. to Thuc. 7, 27, 20,000 slaves even were a very considerable 

number. 
8 Cf. Dem. 27, 9. Lys. 12, 19. Slaves hired out to employers in the 

mines: Xen., de Vect., 4, 14, 15. Lex. Seguer. 212, 12: ’Avaxetov Acocxovpwr 
iepbv, 08 viv ol uscOopopodvres SodAa éordow refers to slaves hired for particular 
jobs. On the servants of KoAwvds dyopaios cf. Harp., Kodwviris. 
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were called either by their national name, or by a proper name 
suggesting their origin, e.g. a Phrygian would be called Midas." 

The life of the slaves in Attica was a comparatively comfortable 
one. Their behaviour is described as impudent and shameless, 
and we are told that freedom of speech was enjoyed at Athens 

even by aliens andslaves. They were not distinguished gondition of 

from the ordinary citizen either in dress or by close- the slaves. 
cropped hair. In their owner’s household they were treated 

as members of the family. When a newly bought slave entered 
into the house the master or mistress scattered figs, dates, nuts, 

and other dainties over him, declaring, symbolically, that his life 

in the house would be a pleasant one.” 
The slave was permitted to enter the public sanctuaries, and to 

be present at religious festivals, but was not allowed to visit the 
Kcclesia or the Palestra. He could only appear as a 7.04) posi- 
witness before a judicial tribunal in cases of homicide, tion of the 
in all other cases his evidence, to be valid, had to be Bo i 
given under torture. On the other hand, the law protected the 
slave against ill-treatment by strangers by allowing the owner of 

the injured slave a ypady tBpews against the injurer;* and also 
against his owner by establishing considerable restrictions on 

the right of the owner to inflict punishment. Thus the owner 

1 Strab. 304. Compare Biichsenschiitz 117 ff. No slave was allowed to 
have the name Harmodios or Aristogeiton: Gell. 9, 2, 10. 

2 General condition of slaves in Attica: (Xen.) de Rep. Lac.,1, 10 sqq. 
Dem. 9,3. Their clothing and method of wearing the hair: Xen., 2b., 1, 
10; Arist., Birds, 911. For the symbolic act of reception of the slave into 
the house cf. xaraxtouara. Lex. Seguer. 269, 9: xaraxytouara ioxddes Kal 

goivixes Kal kdpuva &\Aa Tovadra €dwWdiua Karéxeov al Kvprar TSv olkwy Kara Te eO0s 

él Tas Kepadras Tov dpre éwvnudvwwv SovrXwv mwapadnrodcat, ru émt yAuKéa kal Hdéa 

mpayuara eloednrtdacw. Of. Suid. Art. 1.=Phot. Art. 2. Schol. on Arist., 

Plut., 768. 
8 Cf. (Dem.) 59,85; Plut., Phok., 34. isch. c. Tim., 188. Antiph., de cede 

Herod., 48: elwep yap kal paprupety teore SovAw Kara& Tod édevOépov tov Pédvor. 

This competence of the slave to give evidence in homicide cases is disputed 
by Guggenheim, d. Bedeut.d. Folter. im att. Proc., 7 ff., Zurich, 1882; he 
believes that the zaprupe?y used with reference to slaves is used by the Attic 
orators for uyview also. His arguments are answered correctly by Lipsius 
in Meier,? 875, no. 306. On the legal competence of slaves in general see 
Meier,? 749 ff. 

4 Of. Hyper. ap. Ath. 6, 266 F: éecav ot pdvov brép rav ddevdépwr, aNd Kal 
édy ris els SovAov oGua UBpion, ypapas elvar karad Tod bBpicayros. See Lipsius in 
Meier,? 399 ff. The owner is the legal representative of his slave as a 
general rule. Cf. Dem. 53, 20. Antiph., de ced. Her., 48. 
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possessed no power of life and death over his slave ; the slave’s life 

could not be forfeited except by judicial sentence ; the slave could 

further obtain protection against any inhuman treatment by his 

master, by taking asylum ina temple. The temples used for this 
purpose at Athens were the temple of Theseus and the shrine of 

the Seuvai.t In them the slave not merely obtained protection 

against immediate ill-treatment, but could also, under certain cir- 

" cumstances, either as a right or as a customary piece of humanity, 
get his owner compelled to sell him.? 

The slaves, known as of xwpls oixotvres, occupied a peculiar pos 

1 The death penalty cannot be inflicted on a slave except by decision of 
a legal tribunal: Ant., de caed. H., 48. For the temples of refuge cf. Schol. 
on Arist., Hg., 1812: eis 7d Onceiov’ evraida of karadevyovres T&v oixerav dovNav 

elxov. émi ray ceuvav' eis Td TOV Epwiwy lepdv. xal évrada 6é of olkérar Epevyov. 

Similarly Suid. Oncetov, The Oncetov alone is mentioned as the asylum by 

Phot., Hesych., Et. M., Lex. Seguer. 264, 21. Cf. also Plut., Thes., 36. Diod: 
4, 62. Teles op. Stob. Flor. 567 speaks in quite general terms: dcorep 

olxérns mpos kipiov ép lepdv Kabloas Sikaodoyetraue ri mo wdxyn; mh Te col 

kéxNoga ; od wav Td mpocrarrépevoy bd cod row ; ob Thy dmropopav evTaKTWS TOL 

Pepw 5 
2 The technical term is mpacw airetv. Cf. Poll. 7,18: 8 52 of viv daci rovs 

olkéras mpaow airety, orw ebpew év rats Apioroddvous “Qpaits : 

éuol 

Kpariorév éotw els Tb Onceiov Spapueir, 

éxet 0, ws av rpadcow eipwuer, méverv. 

dvrixpus dé év rats Hdwédcdos wédeot 

Kaka roudde 

mdoxovca unde mpadow aire, 

Who had to decide whether the zpaois should be granted to the slave, we 
are not told. In the Et. M. Onceiov it is said: Onogiov réuevds éore TH Onoe?, 

5 rots olkérats dovdov Fv" €édéyovTo Sé Sixas évradOa, with which however should 
be compared Meier,? 179/80. In the Mystery-inserr. of Andania, Ditten- 
berger 388, 80 sqq., it is said: 6 5é lepeds émixpivérw rept Twv Sparerixwr, boot ka 
vrae éx Tas duerépas médeos kal dcovs Ka Kataxplve, mapadédtw Tots Kuplos* av dé 

bh mapadidg éi(éo)rw TQ kuplw dmorpéxew Exovrt. In theaccounts of the émordrat 

’Exevowd0ev, dating from 329/8 B.c., we find C.I.A., II. 834b, Col. I. 65: cégwoe 
map ’Auewiov éx Tod Oncelov. 68: Fro Tats Ovpats éx Too Onoelov: Col. II. 

30/1: frwv or(a)ripes rpeis, 6 crarhp KEF, rpeis rapa Pidwvos éx Tod Oncéov. 

55/6: dugidetac rats Oupoxwxdrlow rérrapes mapa Pitwvos éx roh Oncéov. Kohler 
remarks on 834b, Col. I.: servos, qui a dominis male habiti ad heroes 
confugerant, interdum in area templi constitisse et tabernas collocasse 
non est veridissimile, probably in order to purchase their liberty with 
their earnings. 
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tion.1 They were those slaves who lived by themselves, and on 
their own resources, and simply had to pay their of ywpis 

masters a fixed sum annually. Such slaves were able °kotvres. 
to amass a respectable fortune in course of time, and these are 

obviously the slaves referred to, when complaints are made of the 

luxurious and sumptuous life of slaves at Athens.” Sometimes, 
also, several slaves worked together in a workshop or factory 

under a foreman or overseer, himself also a slave, paid their 

master the stipulated amount, and then shared between them- 
selves any surplus profits.® 

The State employed slaves in various public services. For in- 

stance, the Athenian police force was composed entirely of slaves. 

They were called bowmen because armed with bows, 
R State slaves. 

Scythians from the country whence they were ob- 

tained, or Speusinii from the name of the founder of the force. 
These Skythai, who were encamped in tents in earlier days in 

the market-place, but afterwards on the Areopagus, were em- — 

ployed to keep order in the public assembly, in the courts of 

justice, in the open spaces of the city, and when public works or 

functions ‘were proceeding. The magistrates employed them in 

1 Cf. Lex. Seguer. 316, 11: ywpls olxodvres: of drededOepor, Ere xwpls olkoicr _ 

Ti drehevdepwodvrwv 7 Sodot xwpls olkobvres Tav Serrorwr. 

2 (Xen.) de Rep. Ath. 1, 10 ff. Teles ap. Stob. Flor. 95, 21: olxérac of 
ruxévres abrovds Tpépover kal pc Odv Tedodar Tots Kuplos. These are the dvdpdroda 

pucGogopodvra, Is. 8, 35. dmrogopdé, mentioned also by Teles ap. Stob. Flor. 
5, 67. Theophr., Char., 30. The slave mentioned by Andok., de Myst., 38, 
as bringing in an dmrogopd, was not an independent workman, but a slave 
let on hire to an employer. See Boeckh, kl. Schr., 5, 46 sqq. 

8 Msch., c. Tim., 97: xwpls dé olxéras Snurovpyods rijs sxvroromKhs réxvyns 

évvéw 4 déxa, Gv Exacros ToUTW Su’ dBoods arogopay ~pepe THs hucpas, 6 5 iyyeuav 
Tod épyaornplov TpiwBoror. 

4 For these see Boeckh 1, 290 (206) sqq; Poll. 8, 181/2: of wévroe rpd Trav 
Stxacrnplwy Kal Twav dd\Awv cuvddwv Snuoctov brnpérat, ols érérarrov dvelpyew Tovds 

dxocpmoovras Kal Tovs & wy det AéyorTas éFalpew Kal TediGar ExadodvTo kal rokdrat Kal 

Lrevolno. awd To mpwrov cuvTdéavros Thy wepl adbrovs brnpeciay. Schol. Aristoph. 

Ach., 54: eiot 5é of rofdrar Snudovoe banpérar, PUAaKes TOU doreos, Tov dpLOmdy 

xido1, olives mpbrepov pev @kow Thy dyopdy péonvy oKxnvoroncduevor, Uorepov dé 

peréBnoav els”Apevov mdyov x.7.d.=Suid. rogérar. Cf. Phot. rofdrar. Acc. to 
Lex. Seguer. 234, 15 sqq. they were told off wpds darnpeclav rar Sixacrnplwy Kar 
TOV Kowav Torwy Kal éxywv. In an inscr. about 440 z.c. there are specified as 
sentinels on the acropolis: @vAaKas 5é (€l)var rpe’s uev rotd(r)as éx THs PudrARs Tis 
(ar)puravevodons: Bull. 14, 77=’Apx. deAr. 1889, 254=C.L.A., IV. 8, 26a. I 
consider these rogéra: as rogérae dorixol, not as Wernicke in Herm. 26, 51, 

Skythai. Classification of the former by Phylai is attested e.g. by C.LA., 
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personal services connected with their spheres of office! The 

formation of this corps of bowmen dates from the time of Pericles’ 

expedition to the Pontos, on which occasion, probably, the first 
300 were bought. The nnmber was afterwards increased to 1,200.? 

Whether the executioners, torturers, and similar officers were 
taken from among these Skythai or not, must remain undecided. 

At all events, the duties of these people also were performed by 
slaves.? It was customary, too, to employ slaves skilled in writing 

and reckoning as clerks and accountants in the financial depart- 

ments, because slaves could be put to the torture if necessary.‘ 

The State possessed no slave for mere manual labour except those 
employed in the mint.® Slaves were employed as oarsmen in the 

fleet only in exceptional cases, e.g. in the sea fight at Arginuse.® 

A slave could obtain his freedom by decree of the people, or by 
the voluntary permission of his master, or by purchasing his free- 
Emancipa- dom himself. The State granted emancipation to the 

tion. slaves by decree of the people, apart from wholesale 
grants of freedom for service in war, to those slaves who had 

given information of offences against the State. In this case the 

I. 79, but for the latter it is not at all probable. Nor can I identify the 
Skythai with the imrorogéra:. Foucart in the Bull., 2b., supposes that a few 

words have been lost after ro&d(r)as. 
1 The Prytaneis have archers in attendance upon them (Arist., Ach., 54; 

Thesm., 940, 1002 sqq.); so have the Probouloi who represented them (Arist., 
Lysistr., 441 sqq.). Such attendants must have been specially numerous in 
the case of police officials such as the Astynomoi and Agoranomoi. 

2 So we find in Andok., Pax,5and7. Msch.,de Fals. Leg., 1738/4. See 
Boeckh, 1, 292 (208). Scheibe in Phil. 3, 542 ff. makes the words érépous 
rocovrous found in both passages, refer to the 300 first bought, and accord- 
ingly makes 600 the maximum number ever reached, but he is refuted by 
Funkhaenel in the Zettschr. f. A.-W., 1856, p. 41 ff. The number 1000 given 
by the Schol. Arist., Ach., 54=Suid. roféra, is of no weight against these 
statements of the orators. Duncker was the first to make the plausible 
conjecture that Pericles bought the first 300 Skythai on his expedition 
to Pontos, which he puts in 4448.c. Duncker, Abhandl. z. griech. Gesch., 

(158), 147. 
8 Poll. 8,71; Harp. Et. M., dyudcowos. Lex. Seguer. 236, 8. Biichsen- 

schiitz, ib., 164, 5. 
4 For authorities see the section on financial administration. 
5 Andok. in the Schol. on Arist., Vesp., 1007, repi “LarepBérou réyew aioydv- 

ouat 08 6 wey twarhp éotiypuévos er. Kal viv év TH dpyuvpokoTelw Sovdever TH Snuooly, 

6 See the author’s Beitr. z. innern Gesch. Ath., p. 867. The xwpls oixodvres 

in Dem. 4, 36 mean, without doubt, freedmen. So they are explained by 
Harp.=Phot. Suid., rods xwpis oixofvras. See Biichsenschiitz in NV. Rh. Jhrb. 
f. cl. Phil., Bd. 95, 20 ff. 
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State paid compensation to the owner for the value of the slave, if 
the slave belonged to a private person.! In the same way, if a 

slave rendered signal service to his master, he might be emanci- 

pated by the voluntary act of his owner. 
We have no definite information about the forms by which a 

slave could purchase his own freedom, and it must therefore be 

left undecided whether the owner was bound to set his slave free 

whenever the latter paid the amount for which he was purchased, 

or an amount previously agreed upon, or whether in this case also 

the emancipation depended upon the will and pleasure of the 
owner.” Nor do we know upon what formalities the legal validity 

of the emancipation depended. We hear of emancipations taking 

place before a court of justice, and also in the theatre.? 

The freedman ‘ obtained, roughly speaking, to the same rights, and 

became subject to the same obligations, as the Metoicoi. He was 

bound to render certain services to his former master The Freed- 

even after his emancipation, but what these werewedo ™eé2 
not know, except that he was obliged to choose his emancipator as 

mpootarys. If he neglected to do this, his former master was en- 

titled to proceed against him by a dixy drooraciov, in which case 

an adverse verdict made the freedman once more the slave of his 

emancipator; if, on the other hand, the freedman won his case, 

he was released from all obligations towards his former owner.® 

1 Lys. 7,16, ed yap ay eidelnv, bru éw exelvors (Sc. rots SovAos) Fv Kal éue 
riuwphoacba Kal adrois unvicacw édrevbépas yevécOa. Plat., Leg., 1, 914, doddos 

«8 éav F, unvioas pev édedOepos bd Tis wbdews 6pOGs ylyvoir’ dv drod.dovons TO 

deomity THY Tiwhv. On the slave’s right to uvvors see Guggenheim, die 

Bedeut. d. Folter. im att. Proc., 5 ff. 
2 Dio Chrysost. 15, 453 R, 241 M, gives no definite information to decide 

this question. A case of purchase of freedom in (Dem.) 59, 29-30. 
3 Is. drép Hiuddous, fr. 15, 8, elias ddemmevov év 7G Sixacrnply brd Emvyévous. 

Emancipation in the theatre, Asch., in Ctes., 41. 

4 The freedman was styled dzedeUGepos or éfeXeVOepos. Cf. Harp. in Din- 
dorf’s Oxford ed., praef. VII., dededepos’ 6 Soddos dv, efra daodvbels rijs 
SovAelas, ds Kal map’ Aioxivy. é&ededOepos 5é 6 did. Twa airiay doddos yeyovws, elra 

dmonvbels. eori 5 dre xal od Siadépovow, 

5 Harp., drocraciovu Sixn ris éort Kara T&v dredevOepwhévrwv SeSouévn Trois arr- 

edevdepwoacw, édy dguoravral te dm’ abruv 7) &repov érvypdgwvrat mpoordrny kai & 

KeXevovow of vduor wh mova. Kal Tods ev Gddvras Set Sovdrous eivat, Tods Sé viKH- 

cavras Tehéws H5n EXevépovs. So Suid. Art. 1. Et. M. Lex. Seguer. 201, 5 sqq., 
434, 24 sqq. Another form of the drocraciov Sikn was directed against a 
slave who gave himself out to be a free man, and thus deserted his master’s 
service. Suid., Art. 2. Lex. Seguer. 434, 80 sqq., 184,25. Platner, Proc., 
239. 
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It seems to have become customary towards the end of the 4th 

century—no earlier instance has been found—for the freedman 

acquitted in a diky drocraciov to dedicate to Athena a silver bowl 

called giddy efeAevGepixy of 100 drachmas in weight, as a thank- 
offering for his liberation.! 

If a freedman died childless, his property reverted to his 
emancipator.* 

B. The Metoicoi. 

The second non-citizen element of the Attic population consisted 
of the resident aliens.? Over and above the fluctuating alien 

brane: population which must be supposed to have existed in 
Their Number Athens as in every large commercial town, there were 

and Origin. 21s0 aliens who had definitely settled there either per- 

manently or for long periods of time. At Athens all aliens who 

remained in residence longer than a legally specified time were 

obliged to get themselves enrolled as péroxo.* The State en- 

1 In an inventory of the treasurers of Athena, C.I.A., II. 720, we have 
mention of silver hydriai made é« trav giaday rav étehevOepxav. Kohler in 

Miith. d. arch. Inst. in Ath., 3, 172 ff, compares with this the fragmentary 

inscriptions which record dedications of cups—C.I.A., II. 768-775, 776 b. 
"Ed. apx., 1889, p. 60. Ber. d. Berl. Ak., 1887, 1070, 1199; 1888, 251. "Apx. 
deAr., 1888, 174; 1890; 58 ff.—in formule such as (M)dvns Padnpe(7) olkav, 
yewpyos (dr)opuyav Nextay ‘Oddy Oov, giddy (cradu)dv H (768), and infers that 
slaves when emancipated were accustomed to dedicate such cups to Athena. 
In the apparently analogous inscription, C.1.A., II. 776, the word (dr)ocra- 
ciov still legible indicates that these offerings are to be attributed to those 
set free by acquittal in 6ixy drosractov, and this is corroborated by the 

_meaning of arogvye. See also Kéhler on C.1.A., II. 768; H. Schenkl in d. 

Zettschr. f. dsterr. Gymn., 1881, 167 ff.; Wiener Stud., 2, 218 ff. Lipsius in 
Meier and Schémann, att. Proc.,? 621, No. 373. Wachsmuth, 2, 1, 151, 2, 
thinks they refer to emancipations by purchase taking place in courts of 

justice under the form of a dixy drocraciov. But this is not at all probable, 
because the defendant in a diky drocraciov must be already a freedman. 
[Cf. Buck, in Amer. J. of Archeol., 1888, p. 149 ff.] 

2 Ts. 4, 9. 

8 De Bruyn de Neve Moll, de peregrinorum ap. Athen. conditione, Ludg. 

Bat., 1839. H. Schenkl, de metoecis att. in Wien, Stud., 1880, 161 ff V. 
Thumser, Untersuch. i. d. att. Metoeken, in Wien. Stud., 1885, 45 ff v. 
Wilamowitz-Moellendorf in Hermes, 22, 107 ff., 211 ff., 1887, whose views 
are not made at all more tenable by the air of certainty with which they 
are put forward. Cf. Thalheim in the Berl. phil. Wochenschrift, 1888, 
1344/5. 

4 Arist. Byc. in Boissonade Herodian. Epimer., p. 287=Nauck, fragm. 
Arist. 38, p. 198: péroixds éorw, érbray tis dwd sevns EMOcw evox TH wodet, 
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couraged their settlement because they contributed not a little to 
the prosperity of Attic industries, and supplied valuable recruits 
for the navy.1 In the census taken during the government of 

Demetrios of Phaleron the number of Metoicoi was given as 10,000, 

i.e. that was the number of those who paid the Metoikion; therefore 

we must assume at least an equal number for the Metoicoi at 

Athens in the 5th and 4th centuries. At Athens there were 
Greeks, Lydians, Phrygians, Syrians and barbarians from all 
parts.2. In Athenian parlance the Metoicoi, as distinguished from 
the burgesses, were spoken of not as Demesmen but as dwellers in 
the Demes.? 

Every Metoicos was bound to choose for himself a burgess as 

mpootarys to represent his interests. The respectability of the 
Metoicos was generally estimated by the dignity of his 
mpootatys; the Metoicoi therefore were careful to 

choose men of special eminence as prostatai, and they in their turn 

obtained honour from being patrons of as many Metoicoi as pos- 

sible. Metoicoi that had no zpoorarns were liable to a ypady 

azpooraciov, involving confiscation of their property if decided 

against them. To what extent this representation by a mpoorarys 

was necessary for all the Metoicos’ affairs cannot be accurately 

TpPOTTaTNS. 

Téd\os Tehav els drroreraypueévas Twas xXpelas THs mbdAEws* ews ev ody Tochy huepay 

mwapemlinuos Kadetrat kal dredys éoti, édv Sé brepBy Tov wpiopuévov xpbvov, uéroiKos 

Hdn ylyverac kat broredjs. Of. Harp. peroixcov. In C.1LA., II. 86, the 

Sidonians are excused the necessity of enrolling themselves as Metoicoi 
after the legal interval: édréz0. Sav LTidwviwy oixobvres és Dida Kal ror- 
Tevduevor éridpuadow Kat éuwroplay "AOjvyot, uh éketvar abrovds perolkiov mpdrrecbac 

unde xopryyov undéva karacrioas wd elopopday unéeulay érvypdgpew. See Schenkl, 

1b.,189. The uérocxo not enrolled were called déiidraxro, Poll. 3, 37. 
1 (Xen.), de rep. Ath.,1,12. Cf. the measures proposed in Xen., de Vect., 2, 

to attract Metoicoi to Athens in still greater numbers. 
2 Ctesicl. ap. Athen. 6, 272 B gives 10,000 Metoicoi. Beloch, Bevélker. d. 

griech.-rém. Welt, 58/9,73. For their nationality cf. Xen., de Vect., 2, 3. 

Seg. C.LA., 1, 824: Tedxpos év Kvdabnvalp oixav, cf. C.1.A., II. 768-776. 

v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorf., 2b., 107 ff., gives a collection of the evidence on 
this point. In 213 ff. he argues from the formula olka év Tr Seive Shuw that 

the Metoicoi were members of Deme, Phyle, and State, and accordingly 

credits them with quasi-burgess rights, and refuses to admit that the 
Metoicos stood in client-relationship to any individual Athenian. This 
arbitrary conclusion cannot be accepted. The Metoicos did not pay the 
Demotikon ; he is merely styled “ resident in such and such a Deme.” We 
have no more right to assume from that a quasi-burgess right of the 

Metoicos than we have to assume that an Englishman, said to be resident 
in Géttingen, must therefore be a German citizen. 
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determined, but it can be shown that the Metoicoi sometimes con- 

ducted their own cases in court themselves.! 

The Metoicoi were under restrictions as to their rights of owner- 

Burdens of Ship, being prohibited from acquiring landed property 
the Metoicol.in Attic territory ;? further, they were subject to various 
liabilities towards the Athenian State. They were liable to 

military service, the wealthier among them as hoplites, the rest as 

Military oarsmen in the fleet. But they were not employed 

Service. as cavalry even if they possessed the census of the 
3 immets. 

1 The Metoicos judged of by his rpoordrys: Isocr. 8,53. Harp., rpoordrns* 
of rév perolkwy ’"AOhvnot mpoeornkdres mpoordra: éxadodyTo * dvaryKaiov yap tv 

éxacrov Tav perolkwy moNrirnv Tid AOnvalwy véuew mpocradrynv. So Suid., Phot., 

mpoordrns, Acc. to Suid. véuew rpoordryy, arpocraciov, and Lex. Seguer. 435, 
1 sq., 298, 2 sq., the wérokos pera mpoordrov pays the perolkiov. Harp., drpo- 

otaclov' eldos dixkns kara T&v mpocrdrny uh veundvTwy perolkwv* npetto yap ExaoTos 

éauT@ Tay mwodiTwY Twa TpocTnobuevoy Tepl rdvTwy Tav idlwv Kal TeV KoWwWr. 

So Et. M., Suid., drpocractov. Lex. Seguer. 201, 12 ff Results of the dixy 
ampooraciov : Phot., rwAnrat, 1 Art.=Suid., rwAnral, Art. 2. For these trials 

cf. Meier and Schémann, att. Proc.,? 388 ff. Choosing a mpoordrys was 
called rév Seva rpoordrny érvypdwacba (Aristoph., Pax, 684) or véuew (Suid., 
véwew mpoordrny. Harp., mpoordrys. Lex. Seguer. 298, 2 ff.). Independent 

appearance in court of justice is attested by Demosthenes’ 56th speech, 
where the speaker is a pérouos. See Meier and Schémann, att. Proc.,? 
753/4. Cf. Herondas Mimiamb. 2, where the ropvoBockés, who pleads in 
person before a Coan court of justice, is obviously a Metoicos, cf. v. 15, 40, 
92 sqq. In my opinion the evidence—especially Isocr. 8, 53—is quite clear 

enough to justify us in adhering, in spite of v. Wilamowitz-Moellendorf, 
ab., 223 ff., to the old view that even in the 4th century every Metoicos was 

obliged to have a Prostates. Ina decree of the people init. 4th century, 

the Athenians grant a person who undoubtedly was a Metoicos, besides 
other privileges, (apécodov) elvas ait@ mpds rv modéuapxov (kabdaep) ro(t)s 

d\dXors mpogévars : it appears from this that the rpdcodos rp. rv 1. was only 
allowed to the rpétevor, while the ordinary Metoicoi had to obtain formal 
introduction by their patron. C.LA., II. 42. 

? Xen., de Vect., 2,6, and the decrees by which éyxrnois yijs kal olkias was 
granted to individual Metoicoi, eg. C.I.A., II. 41, 42, 70, 186. For this 
reason mortgages on houses or land were of no value to Metoicoi. Cf. 
Dem. 36, 6. 

8 Hoplites: Thue. 2, 18. 81; 4, 90. XKen., de Vect., 2, 2. In earlier times 
they were only employed, as a rule, for the defence of Attic territory ; in 

Demosthenes’ day for service abroad as well. In this Iagree with Thumser, 
ab., 62 ff., against Schenkl, ib., 196 ff. At any rate they seem from Thue. 2, 
13 to have been employed in cases where oi mpecBirara kal oi vewraro were 

also used. Acc. to (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 1,12, the Athenians needed the 
services of the Metoicoi 64 7d vavrixdv. Cf. Harp., uerolxov. Dem. 4, 36. 
The Metoicoi not immeis: Xen., de Vect., 2, 5. 
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Further, the Metoicoi paid an annual tax called perofkiov. This 
amounted to 12 drachmas for a man, 6 for a widow. The latter, 
however, ceased to pay as soon as any son of hers attained his 

majority and became liable on his own account for the ordinary 

12 drachmas.! It need scarcely be said that the freedmen also 

paid the Metoikion, because by emancipation they obtained the 

status of Metoicoi. We also hear that they were liable to an 

extra tax of 3 obols, but the point cannot be certainly determined.? 
Those Metoicoi who. failed to pay the metoikion were brought 

before the Poletai, and if convicted were sold into slavery.® 
Besides this tax, paid as the price of state protection, every 

alien, and therefore without doubt every Metoicos, as soon as he 

began to trade in the market, was required to pay a 

fee for the privilege of using the market place. The 

exact amount is not specified.4 

Further burdens imposed by the State on the Metoicoi were 

Market dues, 

1 Isaeus ap. Harp., werolxvov = Phot., sub verb.: Ioaios 5 év 7G kar’ EXraryépou 
kai Anuoddvovs brocnuaiver, bre 6 pev avnp Swdexa Spaxuas érérec merolxiov, H Se 

yun &&, Kal bre Tod viod Tedodyros H uATnp ovK éréder* wh TeEAODYTOS 5’ éxelvou a’TH 

reret. Of. Lex. Seguer. 281, 19 sqq. Hesych. under perolkiov gives incor- 
rectly 10 drachmas per man, under péroxo he gives the correct amount. 
The Schol. on Plat., Legg., 8,850, gives both versions. In C. I. A., IV. 27a, 
line 52 ff., occurs the formula rods 5¢ Eévous rods év Xadkld: Boor olkodvres wh 

rerobor APjvate: Schenkl, Wiener Stud., 2,195, proposes simply to omit the 
words dco oik. uy as written by mistake; Kirchhoff would emend to 
oixotyras dco wéev; Welsing, de inquilinorum et peregr. ap. Ath. iudiciis, 
Miinster, 1887, 31, 5, conjectures S00. ueroxodvres. The words refer to thgse 
Metoicoi who, though settled at Chalkis, continued to pay the Metoikion 
at Athens. See v. Wilamowitz in Herm. 27, 249,1. Welsing, loc. cit. The 
elaborate conclusions deduced from this by v. Wilamowitz in the Phil. 
Untersuch., 1, 86 ff., do not admit of proof. See also Welsing, loc. cit., 30/1. 

2 Harp., weroixcov—éri 5 Kal of Sodr\o. adeOévres bd T&v Secmroray éréX\ouv 7d 

Merotkiov, &Aoe TE TOV KwpuKdv Sedyrwxacr kal "Aptoroudvyns. Mévavdpos 6° év 

“Avaribeuévy Kal év Acdiuas pds Tats 5d5exa Spaxpmais Kal TpubBortdv Pyot To’Tous 

Terelv, lows TY TeAwvY. The last clause was added by Harp. or the author 
he followed, and occurs again but without the tows in Hesych. merotxcov. 
Poll. 3,55 says the tpudBorov was paid to the ypauuareds. Boeckh 1, 447 
(330) ff. infers from this tpwwBorov, combined with the passage in Xen., de 
Vect., 4, 25, that there was a tax on slaves of 3 obols a head, which freedmen 
after their emancipation had still to pay. See also Thumser, de civ. Athen. 
munerib,, 1 ff., 1880. 

8 Harp., uerolkvov—oi pévrou wh riOévres 7d perolkiov wérockor dmrhyovro mpos Tods 

mwdnras Kal el Eddwoay érurpdoKovro, ws pyar Anuoobévns év TH kar ’Apicroyelrovos 
=(Dem.) 25, 57; cf. Poll. 8, 99. 

* Dem. 57, 31. 34. Boeckh 1, 449 (832). Schaefer, Dem. 1 !, 124. 
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those described as Aeroupyiat tov peroikwv, which in- 

cluded the Choregia, Gymnasiarchia and Hestiasis.! 
For the purposes of the cisdopa the Metoicoi were classified, 

when the symmories were introduced, into perouxixal ovppopia, each 

headed by a rapyias. They were assessed for the eiopopa. 

by officials called érvypadeis. Of these the individuals 
whose names are recorded were certainly Metoicoi, and it is 

probable enough that all of them were of that class.* 

Aevroupylar. 

elodopa. 

1 Dem. 20, 18. 20 draws a distinction between al trav jerolkwy Nevroupyla 

and al modrixal. I now agree with Thumser, op. cit., 57 ff., that Dem. 20, 
18-22 proves that the leiturgies of the Metoicoi included the Choregia 
Gymnasiarchia and Hestiasis. In C.I.A., Il. 86, which is a document 
dating between Ol]. 101-104 (n.c. 876-361) and releasing the Sidonians from 
all pecuniary contributions to the State, we find the words: pi) é&etvar adrovs 

Kerolkvov mpdrrecOar pnde xopnydv pndéva Katracrhoa pnd’ eicpopdy pndeulay 

émvypdgew: but this does not prove that the Metoicoi were not liable to 
other leiturgies also, because the word yopyyia was often used as a general 
term for all leiturgies. See Thumser, de civ. Ath. munerib., 53, and 7. 
59/60. Choregia by Metoicoi at the Lenaia mentioned by Schol. to Arist., 
Plut., 953. Acc. to Dem. 20, 20 Metoicoi had not yet been made liable to 
the trierarchy in 8558.c. Schenkl, b.,190, asserts, in opposition to Boeckh, 
Seeurk., 170, that no Metoicos was ever made trierarch ; but Thumser, %b., 

60, 55, quotes C.I.A., 11. 414, where a Byzantine is granted éyxryovs and a 
vote of thanks to him is recorded érawécar—xal rods per’ adtod rpinpdp(x)ous. 
Nevertheless it is possible that the person honoured in this decree may 
have undertaken the trierarchy voluntarily. See Frankel on Boeckh, 2, p. 
124, no. 840. The question is best left open. 

2 Poll. 8,144: kal 7d wap’ ‘Yrrepidy weroikixfs cvppoptas taulas. Isocr.17 is 
spoken by a Metoicos who was himself érvypageds (cf. § 41). v. Wilamowitz 
regards the eicgopd here mentioned as an eicgopa of the gévor wapertdnuodrres, 
not of the wérouxo.; but the speaker of Isocr. 17 paid the tribute along with 

Pasion (§ 41) who must have been a Metoicos at that time. That the 
speaker could evade the payment by leaving Athens is natural enough 
even for a metoicos. Cf. C.LA., II. 413 (s.c. 200-197), where it is said of a 
Metoicos: kal rds re elopopas am(do)as Sous eWhguorat 6 Sjuos e(f)oeveyKety Tovs 

perotkous (e)irdxrws eicevivoxyev. And the elogopal mentioned in C.I. A., II. 
270 are war taxes in spite of Schenkl, <b., 188, and Thumser, 2b., 56. Nican- 
dros and Polyzelos are honoured in that inscr. for contributing not only 

for the building of dockyards and arsenals according to the eispopd levied 
each year from 847/6-323/2 to the amount of 10 tal., but also for the 

equipment of the fleet in the Lamian war. According to my view it had 

been resolved to defray the expenses of building the docks and arsenals 
by exacting an elogopd of 10 tal. per ann. from the Metoicoi until the 
works were completed. Therefore the eicpopa was a tax to meet war ex- 
penses in this case too. See also Pauske, de magistratib. att. qui saec. a Chr. 

n. IV. pecunias publicas curabant, 27 ff., Leipz. 1890. v. Wilamowitz, %b., 

218, 4, supposes that here again an elogopa of the Evo. rapemidnmodvres is 
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The property of Metoicoi must have been assessed for the pur- 

poses of war-taxes at a higher rate than that of burgesses, because 

it was often granted as a privilege to Metoicoi «iopopas pera 

"AOnvaiwv ciohépewv.} 
The functions which the Metoicoi had to discharge at the 

religious festivals, especially in the Panathenaic processions, 
formed another burden which fell upon them ex- 

clusively. In these processions the males had to march 
clad in purple, and crowned with chaplets of oak, and carry brazen 

and silver vessels full of sacrificial cakes; their women had to 

carry pitchers of water and sunshades. They took part in other 

state festivals also, e.g. in the Hephaistia and Prometheia, where 
they received a specified portion of the flesh offered in sacrifice; 

and probably also in the festivals of the Deme in which they 

happened to reside.,? 
Individual Metoicoi were granted special privileges by decree of 

the people. Among these were the titles mpdgevos and evepyérns 

granted by decrees of the people, sometimes separately, ,, ken 
: eges, 

sometimes both together. They are to be regarded as 

oKxadydopta. 

meant just as in C.1LA., II. 86, although the eicpopa is mentioned here in 
connexion, with the peroixcov. 

1 C.1.A., IT. 121, lines 28 and 176. For the expression 7d éxrov pépos ela pé- 
pew pera TOY weroikwy in Dem. 22, 61, see Boeckh 1, 696/7; his view however 
is only conjectural. The same may be said of Thumser, de civ. Atheniens. 
munerib., pp. 47/8. 

2 Harp. cxadndopia = Phot.: Anujrpios yodv év vy’ vopobecias pyolv, Sre 

mpocérarrev 6 vouos Tots weTolKots év Tals Woumais avTods méev oxddas Pépew, Tas dé 

Ovyarépas atra&v bdpeia cat cxiddia. Cf. Poll. 38, 55. The cxadndoplac were 
called peroixwy decroupylar: Phot., cxapnpopeiv. Lex, Seguer. 280,1sq. The 

oxdga full of offerings: Phot. cxdgas cxadyngopetv. Lex. Seguer. 304, 27 sq. 
Purple chiton and oak chaplet : Phot. cxd@as. Lex. Seguer. 214, 6 sq., 242, 3 
sq. Special mention of Panathenaia: Hesych. cxdgda. Lex. Seguer. 242, 3 
sq. Cf. Mlian, Var. Hist., 6,1: ras yotv rapOévous r&v perolkwy oxiadnpopelv év 
Tais Toumais jvdayKafov Tais éavrav Kdpas, Tas dé yuvaikas Trais yuvaél, Tods — 

dé dvdpas ocxapngopeiv. Cf. Zenob. 5, 95. Full collection of passages in 
Michaelis, Parthenon, 330, no. 191 ff. Cf. also Schenkl, %., 204 ff., with the 
corrections of Thumser, 7b., 60 ff. Wilamowitz, 220, argues with some 
plausibility that the sunshades were carried to honour Athena, and that 
AMlian is mistaken in supposing them to have been for the convenience of 
the Athenian ladies. An inscr. in the E¢. dpx., 1883, pp. 167/8, line 16 = 
Ber. d. bayr. Ak., 1887, p. 5, referring apparently to the sacrifices at the 
Hephaistia and Prometheia, runs thus: dodva: dé («)al rots werolkors Tpeis Bods 

TouTwv T(Gv Body Kal oi) ieporroiol (ve)udvTw(v ad)rots dud Tra Kpéa. C.LA., 1. 
Suppl. 2, as restored by v. Wilamowitz 254 ff., justifies us in concluding 
that the Metoicoi took part in the festivals of the Deme at Scambonidai. 
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mere honorary titles; but the zpdgevos seems to have been entitled 
to mpdcodos mpos tov ro€uapxov, t.e. could appear in his court 

without introduction by a zpoordrys, which was required in 

the case of other ,Metoicoi! Other rights granted by special 

favour, sometimes separately, sometimes in combination, were (1) 

the dréAea, which probably referred to the leiturgies, and the 
peroiktov, (2) eyxrnois yns Kal oixias, sometimes subject to a maxi- 

mum limitation, (3) zpdcodos zpos tiv BovAyv Kai tov Shpov, (4) 

Tas eioghopas eiohéepe peta “AOnvaiwrv, (5) orpareverOor tas oTpatias 
peta A@Pnvaiwv.? 

1 Schubert, de Proxenia Att., Leipzig, 1881. Monceaux, les Proxenies 
grecques, 91 ff., Paris, 1886. Acc. to Dem. 20, 60, aliens who had done good 
service to Athens received mpogeviay, evepyeciav, dré\ecavy amdvtwv. But the 

dréera Was not included in the zpogevia. Dem. 20,133: ob yap éorw 008’ obros 
ot’ dos ovdels rpdéevos dy dredis, drwy uh Siapphdnv adrére.av Zdwxev 6 Shuos. This 

is the reason why the dré\e is expressly mentioned, when granted, to- 
gether with rpogevia. C.1.A., II. 91. Nor was éxrnots yijs xal oixias included 
in the mpogevia: cf. C.LA., Il. 41, where mpofevia is mentioned in the 
probouleuma of the BovAy, the éyxrnots ys xal oixias added by an additional 

clause in the Ecclesia. See also C.I.A., Il. 70,186. Schubert also, 10 ff., 
regards the mrpofevia as a mere title of honour, but infers from C.I.A., II. 42: 

kal (rpécodov) evar abr@ mpds Tov wodeuapxov (kabdep) To(7)s dows mpokévors (See 

also II. 131) that the zpéievo. required no introduction by their rpoordrns to 
the wodéuapxos. In C.LA., IV. 8, 551 it is decreed : (kal dr)éAevav elvar a(dr@) 

kal dixas, dv (ris) ddixy abrov ’A(Onv)now mpos Tov (rod) uapxov dvev m(puTav)elwv. 

The evepyecia also is a mere title: Schubert 25 ff. Monceaux 98, 6 infers 
from C.I.A., I. 208, in my opinion incorrectly, that in certain periods all 
mpozevor possessed the éyxryots yijs kal oiktas. Dittmar, in the Leipz. Stud., 18, 

142 ff, seeks to prove that the éyxr. yjjs xal oixias was by law included in the 
mpozevia and evepyecia in the years 325-315, and so he explains the words 
kara Tov vouov. Monceaux 102 infers that the mpéfevoc paid neither peroixcov 
nor market dues, but he must be wrong, for the dré\ea was not included in 
the rpoéevia. 

2 dré\eca in general: C.I.A., II. 42, 91. drédea rod peroxiov: Il. 27. 
éyxrnow is Kal oixtas: II. 41, 70, 186, limited to the value of from 3,000 
drachme up to 1 talent for houses, and from 1 up to 2 talents for land. See 

the inscrr. on the point collected by A. Wilhelm in Herm., 24, 1889, 331 ff. 
The clause xara Tov véuov sometimes found added to éyxryois ys Kal olkias 

probably refers to the Solonian law. Arist., Pol., 2, 7=p. 37, 26 sqq.: ofov 
kal Dodwv évowobérncey kal map dAdos éorl vouos, ds kwrvter KTacOae yhv, ordonv 

ay BovAnrai tts. For the meaning of éyxrijara cf, Lex. Seguer. 251, 1 ff; 260, 

4 ff. mpdcodos rpds Thy Bovdny Kal rov Shwov: II. 41,91. ras elopopas eiopépew 

pera "AOnvaiwy: C.I.A., II. 121. orparevecOar ras orparus Kal ras elopopas 

elopépew pera "AOnvaiwy: C.I.A., 11.176. Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 

8, 218. Aedriov dpx., 1889, p. 91, 1. 53 ff. rds elogopas elopépew Kal ra TéAn 
Tehewv Kabdrep AOnvaia kal Tas oTpareias orparever Oa mera’ AOnvaiwy : Aedr. apx., 

1888, p. 224. 
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The icoreAc’s were a special class of Metoicoi, so called because 

they were liable to: the same burdens as fell upon the burgesses, 

and to no others.! But icoréAea does not seem to have 

necessarily included the éyxryous ys Kat oixias; at any 
rate the latter privilege is found granted in decrees by express 

provision along with the icoréAea.? 
The tribunal for all Metoicoi, including the privileged 

classes, was the court of the woAéuapyos.? 

looreXcis. 

Tribunal. 

C. The Athenian Burgess-body. 

In the census taken under the administration of Demetrios 
Phalereus the number of Athenian burgesses amounted to 21,000.* 
Writers of the 5th century B.c. state the number as 

Number. 
30,000. Modern computations, which in the absence 

1 Lys. and Theophr. ap. Harp., icorehjs=Phot. Lex. Seguer. 267, 1; 
looreXets pérorxor TH ev Eevixad TEXAN Mi TEAODVTEs, TA 5 Loa Tols doTois TEdoDrTES : 

cf. Phot., icoredetss This explains O.LA., II. 54: elvac 5& kal roi(s) u(er)a 

*Aotuxpdrous éxremrwkiot (i)ooré\eav Kabdrep ’AOnvalas. On ilcorédeca see 
Schubert 49 ff. and Thumser 65 ff; for the meaning of 7éAos Thumser, 
de civ. Athen. munerib., 108 ff. In epitaph inscriptions the icoreXe?s are ex- 
pressly described as such, e.g. C.I. A., III. 2723 sqq. 

2 C.LA., II. 176, 413. If Lysias, an icoredis, possessed houses (Lys. 12, 18), 
that was because the decree which granted him isorédeva contained also a 
clause granting him éyxrnovs oixias, as was usually thecase. Boeckh 1, 197c¢, 

takes a different view, but the inscrr. in my opinion refute him. Xen., de 
Vect., 4, 12, does not prove that icoredeis could hold property in mines. The 
meaning of the passage is that the State had granted icoré\ea to those who 

had consented to work in the mines. See Schubert 53; Thumser 66. 
3 Arist. 58, 2; Poll. 8, 91; Harp. wodéuapxos. See Schenk], 213 ff., and 

Welsing, de inquilinor. et peregrinor. ap. Ath. judiciis, 1 ff., Minster, 1857, 

where there is also a discussion of some exceptions and changes, which 
probably occurred after the Peloponnesian war. The Polemarch, however, 
referred the private suits of the Metoicoi to the judges in the Demes, and 
these brought them before the Diaitetai. See Arist., loc. cit.: Séxar dé 
AayxdvovTat mpds avrov (t.e. Tov modéwapxov) Wdiac pév, al Te Tols werolKois Kal Tois 

isoredéot kal Tots rpogévars yuyviuevar. Kal de? rodrov NaBdvra kal dtaveluavra déxa 

Mépn, TO Naxdv éExdoryn TH PvAR wépos mpogHeivar, Tods 5é Thy Purdy Sixdfovras (these 

are, acc. to Arist. 53, of rerrapdxovra) rots SuairHjracs drododva. Poll. 8, 91 is 
confused. 

* For the population of Attica see Beloch, die Bevoélker. d. griech.-réim. 

Welt., 57 ff. 21,000 citizens under Demetrios of Phaleron: Ctesicles ap. 
Ath. 6, 2728. This is corroborated by the other data of that period in Plut., 
Phok., 28. (Dem.) 25, 21. Philochor., fr. 12 (Miiller, fr. hist. gr., 1, 386.) 
The last obviously computes the population in the age of Kecrops from the 
facts of his own time. 

5 Hdt. 5, 97; Aristoph., Eccl., 11382. The dvo0 uvpiddes tov Snuorixay in 
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of satisfactory statistics can never be more than approximations to 

the truth, give for the beginning of the Peloponnesian war a total 

of between 40,000 and 47,000 citizens, corresponding to a free 

population of between 120,000 and 140,000 souls.1 To these must 

be added about 10,000 Athenian citizens dwelling in the 

cleruchies, a number which may be considered fairly accurate for 
the 4th century also.” 

The Athenian citizens were of two classes, old citizens and 
new. The latter, who were called wouyrot or Syporoinro. zodtrat, 

New obtained their burgess-rights by decree of the people.’ 

Burgesses. Such grants of citizenship to non-burgesses could law- 
fully be made only in cases where the recipients had done good 

' Mode of service to the Athenian State, and in the examples of 

Creation. these decrees that we possess this is regularly stated 
as the motive of the grant. After the Ecclesia had passed the 

vote bestowing the franchise, the grant had yet to be confirmed in ~ 

a second assembly in which not less than 6,000 citizens voted. 

Even after this any Athenian citizen who chose was entitled to 

oppose the decree by a ypadz) rapavouwv, in which he had to prove 

that the person favoured with the grant of citizenship was un- 

worthy of the honour and his admission to citizenship illegal.° 

Aristoph., Vesp., 709, include only the poorer citizens. (Plat.), Awioch., 369, 
says 380,000 citizens were present at the trial of the generals after 
Arginusai, and obviously means to include the whole body of citizens. 

1 See the calculation in Beloch, 60 ff., and for the statements of Philoch., 
fr. 90 (Miller 1, 398) and Plut., Per., 37, about the number to whom corn 
was distributed in 445/4 s.c., see Beloch, 75 ff. 

2 Beloch,81 ffi 

8 Harp. dyuorolyros. Poll. 8, 56. Distinction between yéver roAtra: and 
 mounrot modtrac: Dem. 45, 78. 

4 (Dem.) 59, 89. Szanto, Untersuch. a. d. att. Birgerr., p. 26 ff. 
5 (Dem.) 59, 89-91, delivered in 340 B.c. See Schaefer, Dem. u. seine Zeit, 

31, 2,188. The earliest inscr. in which the second assembly is undoubtedly 
mentioned is C.1.A., II. 54, 3863/2 B.c., and it was probably mentioned in 
II. 51, 869/8 s.c.; this however does not prove that the two assemblies were 
not necessary even earlier than that date. The context of the passage in 

(Dem.) shows clearly that the trial in the law court did not take place unless 
a ypadh mapavéuwv was brought against the grant of franchise. The special 

regulation adopted when the Plateans were admitted to citizenship, 
namely, that they should be required to prove in courts of justice that they 

were Plateans and democrats, is clearly an exceptional measure due to the 
large number who were admitted on that occasion. Cf. (Dem.) 59, 105/6, 

and Pseudoplut., vit. Lys., 8. Frankel, 34 ff., argues that every grant of the 
franchise was necessarily accompanied by a dokimasia before a law-court. 
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The formal statements in the extant decrees are consistent with 

this course of procedure. Up to the middle of the 4th century the 

newly admitted citizens seem to have been at liberty to select for 

themselves the Phyle, Deme, and Phratry in which they desired to 

be enrolled. After that period it seems that the freedom of choice 

was limited to certain specified subdivisions of the burgess-body.’ 

At the end of the 4th century B.c. it seems to have become a 

regular rule that newly admitted citizens should be subjected to 
a dokimasia held before a court of 501 jurors, the Thesmothetai 

acting as cicaywyeis.” 
Till lately conflicting views were held concerning the political 

Hartel, too, in his Stud. ab. att. Staatsr. u. Urkundenw., 271, supposes that a 
judicial test of fitness was necessary from the very first, and thinks that 
the term ypady rapavéuwv cannot be taken here in its strict technical sense. 
His view is with good reason opposed by Szanto, Untersuch. ub. d. att. 
Birgerr., p. 7 f£., who however is led to other untenable results by adopting 
Hartel’s hypothesis about the double reading of the decrees in the, Ecclesia. 
Buermann, in Jahrb. f. cl. Phil. Suppl. vol., 10, 361, and Meier, Intell.-Bl. z. 
Allg. Lit.-Zeit., 1884, p. 254, rightly date the introduction of the dokimasia 
for this purpose in the time of Demetrios of Phaleron. 

! The oldest formula of franchise-grants in the inscriptions runs thus: 
elvac 5¢ Opacu(Bovdrov Pudrjjs Te elvar Kal Shou x)al Pparplas Gv dv Bovdyrar): 

C.1.A., 1.59. About 370 z.c. the formula appears expanded as follows: elvac 
Tov Sea "AOnvaioy airov kal éxydvous avdrod kal elvar aire ypdwacba purrs Kai 

Sjuou kal dparplas Fis av Bo’rAnrat. Tovds dé mpuTdvecs dodvar wept avbrod Thy Pipov 

TQ Onuweis Thy pwrnv éxkdyolay. Cf. C.I.A., II. 51, 54,108. Soon after the 
middle of the 4th century the addition dy oi vduo. Aéyouo. sometimes appears 

immediately after js dv BovAnra (see C.I.A., I]. 115 b), but it was soon sup- 
planted by the clause xara rdv véuov, which obviously means the same thing, 
as Buermann admits without reservation in the 10th Suppl. vol. of the Jahrb. 
f.cl. Phil., 648 ff. Dittmar’s explanation of cara rdv véuov in the Leipz. Stud., 
13, 140 ff., 153 ff., will scarcely convince anybody. See also Schmitthenner, 
de coronar. ap. Ath. honorib., 31 ff., Berlin, 1891. A collection of inscriptions 
on the subject will be found in Hartel 272. 

2 The formula given in the last note remained in use till about 320 B.c., 
with only a few formal changes in its second clause, but at that date or 
thereabouts an additional clause appears (cf. C.I.A., II. 223, 229) to the fol- 
lowing effect: rods 5¢ Oecuobéras elcayayety atte Thy Soxiuactay THs Swpeds (or 

THs Tohitelas) eis TO SixacrHptov, bray mp@rov oléy 7’ H. Cf. C.1.A., II. 809. In- 

scriptions of still later date, soon after the end of the Chremonidean war 

(Buermann, tbid.), show the following wording: ded4c0a: 5¢ adr@ kal rodirelav 
Soximacbévre év TH Sixkacrnplw Kara Tov vduov, Tos 5é Oecuobéras, bray mpwrov 

twrnpdow Sixacrhprov eis va Kal wevraxoclovs Sixacrds, elcayaye abr@ Thy Soxma- 

clay Kard Tov vouov Kal elvac aiT@ SoximacbévT. ypdyacbac gpudjs Kal Sjwov Kal 

gparplas js av BotAnra. Cf. C.LA., II. 895. Collection of inscriptions, Hartel, 
272/38. 
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status of the new citizens at Athens, especially with regard to 

Politicay Heir relation to the Phratries:* but we have now at 
Rights of New our disposal numerous inscriptions of the 5th, 4th, and 

Citizens. 3rd centuries supplying ample evidence that the new 
citizens were admitted into a Phyle, Deme, and Phratry on the 
strength of the decree which granted them the franchise.2 The 

limitations of the rights of the new citizens, as compared with the 
old burgesses, were but unimportant. They could not hold the 

office of any of the 9 Archons, nor a priesthood; but any sons 
of theirs born after their reception into the burgess-body, and in 

legal wedlock with an Athenian freewoman, were eligible for both. 

If, on the other hand, the sons were born before the admission 
of their father to citizenship, they were admitted as a rule to 

citizenship at the same time as their father, but then stood under 

the same restrictions as their father, and the full rights of old 

burgesses could only be obtained by their sons again in the next 
generation born from legal wedlock with a free Athenian wife.? 

1 The various theories are stated in Philippi, Beitr. z. e. Gesch. d. att. 
Birgerrechtes, 107 ff. He then held that a new citizen could obtain en- 
trance into a Phratry for himself only by adoption, for his son by an 

Athenian free woman by admission of such son into the Phratry of his 
maternal grandfather. This view he has now abandoned; Jahrb. f. cl. 
Phil., 1879, p. 418. Yet Hruza, Beitr. z. Gesch. d. griech. u. rom. Familien- 

rechtes, 1386/7, 1892, still considers it doubtful whether the new citizens were 
at all periods permitted or compelled to belong to a Phratry. 

2 e.g. C.1LA., I. 59 of 410/9 3.c.; II. 54, 8363/2 s.c.; II. 121, p.c. 338, 7; II. 
300, B.c. 295. Buermann in Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 9th Suppl. vol., p. 597 ff., had 

demonstrated clearly that other arguments also independently of epi- 
graphical evidence prove that new citizens were enrolled at once in the 
Phratries. 

3 (Dem.) 59, 92.106. Arist., 55, 38, gives the question put at the doxipacla 
of the 9 thetic as follows: ris cow mwarnp kal rédev Tdv Snuwv Kal tis warpds 

TaTnp, Kal tls unrnp Kal Tis untpds warhp Kal wédev Tov Sjuwv ; cf. Lex. Cantabr., 

p- 670,14. Inquiry was made concerning the maternal grandfather and 
his Deme, because in the official name of an Athenian citizen lady the Deme- 

name was given after the name of her fatheror husband. The name of the 
paternal grandfather was asked, because in cases where burgess rights had 
been granted to an alien and to his living descendants, those descendants . 
had, it is true, a citizen for their father, and so far the form of question 
given in (Dem.) was. sufiicient, but they were not citizens by inheritance 

from their father, but because citizenship had been specially conferred on 

themselves. See also Philippi 117, 99. The version in Poll. 8, 85: é 
’AOnvatol ciow éxarépwOev éx Tpvyovias probably arose from a misunderstanding 
of the full form of question as given above. Philippi, 109/10, and before 

him Meier, de bonis damnat., 235, refer the statements of (Dem.) and Poll. to 
different pertoda: 
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The theory that the Plateans formed a peculiar class of Athe- 
nian citizens, and that the slaves who were liberated because of 

their services at the battle of Arginusai became Pla- 
teans, must be modified. The fact is that those freed- 
men received a number of allotments of land in the territory of 

Skione which had been in the possession of the Plateans since 

422/1 B.c., and their names were entered in the list of Cleruchs 

next after those of the Plateeans.! 
The new citizen owed his admission to the franchise simply to 

his good services to the State; the old burgess, on the other hand, 

was entitled to citizenship by hereditary descent. To Old 

define this, the Athenians re-enacted in the archonship Burgesses. 
of Eucleides the decree of Pericles of 451 B.c., which provided 

that only those who were descended from Athenian 

citizens both on the father’s side and on the mother’s 
should be entitled to the rights of citizens. For those however 
who were born before the archonship of Eucleides a concession 
was made; for them citizen descent on one side was declared 

sufficient. From this concession we may infer that the Periclean 
law had become obsolete in consequence of the great losses which 
had thinned the ranks of the burgess body in the course of the 
Peloponnesian war: this seems to be corroborated by the restora- 

tion by Alcibiades of the synteleia of half-blood citizens in the 
Kynosarges.? The half-blood Athenians were under disadvantages 

The Platzans. 

Descent. 

1 The correct explanation of Hellan, ap. Schol. to Aristoph., Frogs, 694, 

is that given by Kirchhoff in the Abh. d. Berl. Ak., 1878, pp. 9/10. Skione 

in hands of the Plateeans from 422/1, Thuc. 5, 82. Diod. 12,76. Isocr. 4, 
109. For the relations between Athens and Platwa seeSzantoin the Wiener 
Stud., 6, 159 ff. The discussion by Heinr. Wiegand, die Platewer in Athen. in 
the Ratzeburg Progr., 1888, is of little importance. 

? Arist. 42, 1 says of the form of constitution after Eucleides: weréyouow peév 

THs Todtrelas ol €& audorépwv yeyovéres dorav. For Pericles’ law cf. Arist. 26, 

4. To the decree in the archonship of Eucleides belong the statements of 
Carystios ap. Ath. 13, 577 C: ’Apucropwy 52 6 fpirwp 6 Tov vopov eiceveyKav ex’ 
Evkdetdov dpxovros, bs dv uh é& doris yévnrat vd0ov eivac and of Eumelos ap. Schol. 

to Asch. 1, 39: Evundos 6 reperaryrixds év TS ¥ wepi Tis apxalas kwuwdias pal 

Nexouévn twa Wydiowa OécOac unddva rwv wer Hvxrelinv dpxovra peréxew Tis 

Toews, dy wh dudw Tors yovéas darovs émdelinrat, Tods 5é wpd Hixdeldou avekerdarous 

agpeicba. To this decree Dem. 57, 30. Is. 8, 43 refer. 
3 For the Gymnasium Kynosarges cf. Plut., Them., 1, Lex. Seguer. 274, 

— 21 sqq.: Kuvécapyes yuuvdordv re AOhvnor Kadovpuevor, els 8 éveypddovro Kal oi 

vo0o. éx Tob érépou wépous dorot. The comparison in Dem. 23, 213 shows that 
those who were of Athenian blood on the mother’s side only were also 

admitted to the training given in the Kynosarges. Cf. Buermann in the 
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after 403 B.c. in civil matters also; for the law of Solon, nominally 

still valid but practically obsolete, which deprived all vo#u of the 

rights of kinship in all matters sacred or profane, was also re- 

enacted in that year.! In the course of the 4th century these 
enactments about the franchise were made still more severe by 

the absolute prohibition of mixed marriages both between citizens 

and alien women, and also between aliens and Athenian women ; 
if the law was broken, the alien offenders were to be sold into 

slavery. These rigorous laws, however, do not seem to have been 

strictly carried out; at any rate they failed to exclude the half- 
bloods from citizen-rights in practice. The foisting of their names 

into the burgess-rolls remained a busy and successful trade, as is 

clearly proved by the Sayyjdiors or revision of lists carried out 

in 346/5 B.c., when many such intruders were ejected from the 

burgess-body.? 

But, for admission into the Phratries and thereby into the 
Athenian burgess-body, pure citizen descent was not 
sufficient; it was also necessary that the applicant for 

* 

7th Suppl. vol. of the Jahrb. f. class. Phil., 6383/4. Schenkl however in the 

Wiener Stud., 1883, 17 A, 22, denies it. Reorganisation of the synteleia of 
vd0a by Alcibiades: Polemon ap. Ath. 6, 234 E. Schenkel 18/9 without 
good reason identifies this Alcibiades with Cleisthenes’ colleague of that 
name. Dem. 23, 213 shews that in the 4th century the synteleia of vd0o 
no longer existed. An unprejudiced interpretation of Aristoph., Birds, 

1649-1670 will show that the vd60 were not ipso facto citizens in the eye of 

the law in the period of the Peloponnesian War. Isocr. 8, 88, on the other 

hand, shews that as a matter of fact they were surreptitiously enrolled in 
the burgess lists, for he tells us that in the Peloponnesian war the Phratries 
and Demes were filled trav obdév rH rb\et rpornKdvTwr. 

1 Is. 6,47: rovvavriov tolvuy cupBéBnxev 7} ws 6 vouos yéypamras exel pev yap 

ort vb0w pndé vb0y elvar dyxioTelav uHO’ lepGv pHO’ dctwv dm’ Evxdeldov dpxovtos. 

So Dem. 43, 51. That the law on dyxuorela of vd00. was enacted by Solon 

is attested by Aristoph., Birds, 1660 sqq. 
2 (Dem.) 59,17: rod wév vouou rolvw axnkiare, & dvbpes Suxacral, ds od« éa Thy 

kévnv TQ dor@ ouvoixetvy ovde Thy doThvy TE E€vy ob6e madororetoOar, TEXYD OVdE 

unxavy ovdema' édy O€ Ts mapa Tabra wog, ypaphy merolnke kar’ avtwy elvac mpds 

rods Oecpobéras, kard re Tod kévov Kal ris Eévys, Kav GAM, wempacOa Kedever. For 

the duapjdiors of the year 3846/5, cf. Harp. s.v., Hypoth. to Is. 12 and to Dem. 

57. It was proposed by Demophilus, Asch. ¢. Tim. 86, Schol. 1,77 Dind. 
On this occasion many were ejected from the citizen-body, Dem. 57, 2, but 
were readmitted after the battle of Cheronea, Suid. dreyygdicuévo. In the 
Attic tomb-inscrr. we find mention of Athenian citizens’ wives who came 
from Amphissa, C.1.A., II. 2786; Tolophon, 3395; Locris, 3142; Andros, 
2788 ; Elis, 2894; Heracleia, 2916, 2962, 2964; Thebes, 3006; Laconia, 3127; 
Miletus, 3215, 3218; Sikyon, 3333. 

Marriage. 
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admission should be the offspring of a legal marriage. Now apart 

from the above-mentioned conditions of citizenship for the parents, 

marriages were valid in the eyes of the law at Athens, if the betrothal 

was formally effected either by éyyv’yors, t.e., the formal giving away 

of the bride by her xvpuos to the bridegroom, which regularly took 
place in presence of witnesses, or else, in cases of heiresses (émi- 

KAnpot) by means of the érdukacia, in which the dyx.oTevs, who was 

by law entitled to marry the heiress, declared before the dpywv (or 

if he was a Metic before the zoA¢uapyxos) that the heiress was his 

wife. In the latter case the consent of the magistrate was a mere 
formality, unless the right of the émdicalouevos were called in 
question and the case brought before the law courts.1 The formal 

betrothal thus described was followed by the yauos or marriage 
ceremony. On the meaning of the phrase cicdépew yapndriav trép 

THS yuvatkds Tos Pparopo.v nothing certain can be said; the most 

probable view is that the yayynAia was a payment or contribution 

which the bridegroom was expected to make to his Phratry, but 

was not considered a legal obligation upon him, nor as an indis- 

pensable requirement for a regular and formal marriage contract.? 
At marriage the wife as a rule brought her husband a dowry, but 

this was not legally essential for a valid marriage.? : 
Lawful concubinage has been set forth as a second form of 

1 On the formalities of betrothal see Hruza, Beitr. z. Gesch. d. griech. 

u. rom. Familienrechtes, I. 1892. The distinction between éyyiyos and 

émdixacia appears as early as Is. 6,14. On the xvpios, Meier.,? 505; Van den Es, 
de ture familiarum ap. Ath., 6 ff.; Hruza 54 ff. On the éridicos érikdnpos, Is. 
3, 64/5; Poll. 3, 33. On éyyinows, Hruza 18 ff. ; for ércdicacia, id. ib., 90, ff. At 

the introduction of the child into the Phratry the father had to swear: 4 
any €& doris kal éyyunrijs yuvackds elodyev, Is. 8, 19; we must therefore suppose 

that in the case of émdicacdetoa the éyyinors was regarded as effected by 

the law concerning éridiuco. Acc. to the Phratry decree of the Demotionidai 
the witnesses had simply to give evidence: muaprups dr eicdye: éaur@ bdv elvan 
Tovrov yviovov éy yayuerfs; Ind. Schol. Goett., 1890/1, p. 4, 1. 108 ff. Of. 
Hruza 111/2. The son not éy yaperfs is vd00s. Cf. Poll. 3,21: cat yrhoros 
per 6 €k yuvatkds doris Kal yamerfs (6 d¢ adros Kal iOaryevrjs), vidos be 6 éx E€vns 

mahdaxidos. The class of voA0: born of citizen maddaxldes was certainly only 
a small one at Athens. 

2 On the meaning of yduos, which as a rule followed immediately after 
the éyyinows, see Hruza 125 ff., 45 ff. Eiogépew yaunNlav brép rijs yuvackds rots 

gparopow, Is. 3, 76. 79; 8,18. 20; Dem. 57, 43.69. The explanations in the 
Lexicographers are contradictory. Hruza 133, 2. For the meaning of 

yaunna see Hruza 133 ff., who, 144, 17, infers from Is. 3, 79, perhapsrightly, 
that the yaun\la was not compulsory. 

8 Meier 513 ff, Schémann on Is., p. 233. 
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legally valid union between man and woman at Athens. After 
Lawful fresh consideration of the question I can no longer 

concubinage. vive this theory the complete approval that I once ex- 

pressed.! The Demosthenic speeches against Boiotos and the speech 

of Isaios on the estate of Philoctemon, which were considered the 
strongest evidence for the existence of lawful concubinage, seem 

to admit of a satisfactory explanation in the circumstances de- 

scribed in them without having recourse to this theory. The 
other evidence adduced is not sufficiently strong to prove the 

case ;° if the support of Demosthenes and Isaios is withdrawn, 

especially as there is also a piece of direct evidence against the 

existence of the usage and all its assumed legal consequences.* 

Children not born in lawful wedlock were vo@o even if their 

father and mother were both Athenians. They could not properly 

Illegitimate be enrolled in a Phratry because the father could not 

children. take the necessary oath that the child was born of a 
free Athenian woman betrothed to him by éyyvyous. These vdOo 

1 The theory of the existence of lawful concubinage was set forth with 
arguments in its support by Buermann in the 9th Suppl. vol. of the Jahrb. 
J. cl. Phil., 569 ff. Philippi, ib., 1879, p. 418 ff., agrees in general, but con- 
siders that in the general looseness of Athenian legal forms this legal con- 
cubinage has not been sufficiently described by our authorities. In the 

first edition the author assented to Buermann’s view. For arguments 

against it, see Zimmermann, de nothorum Athenis condicione, p. 10 ff., Berlin 

1886; and Hruza 25 ff. 
* For the circumstances of Dem. 39, 40 and Is. 6, cf. the appendix at the 

end of this book. 
8 For Is. 3 it is sufficient to refer to Zimmermann 19 ff. and Hruza 30 ff. 

The old Draconian law in Dem. 23, 58, which mentions rad\axt, fy av én’ 
éhevOépos maolv €xy most probably means the class of mistresses described by 

Is, 3, 39. édevOépos is not, as Buermann 573 thinks, the same as yous. Cf. 
Zimmermann, %b., p. 24. 

* (Dem.) 59, 118, quoted by Zimmermann 25-6: dauudtw 5’ éywye ri wore kal 
Epodcr mpos duds év ry drodoyla, mérepov ws dorh éott Néatpa airy, Kal xara Tovs 

vouous TuvoiKel avT@; GANd Meuapripyrat éTralpa otca Kal dovAn Nexapérns yeyevnuern. 

GN’ ob yuvaixa elvas adrod, ddd raddaxhy Exeuw évdov; GAN of waides Tadrns bvres 

kal elonypévor els rods pparépas trd Drepavou kal} Ovydrnp avdpl’ APnvalw éxdobeioa 

Tepipavas airny adropatvover yuvaika éxovra. From this it follows that the 
children of a rad\axi) could not be enrolled in the Phratry. Cf. also § 122: 

TO yap cuvorKeiv Tob éorw, bs dv madorohrac Kal elodyy els Te Tods Hpdrepas Kal 

Onudras rods viets Kal Tas Ovyarépas €xdid@ ws adbrod obocas Tois dvdpdot. Tas pev 

yap éralpas Hdovfjs evex’ Exouev, Tas 5¢ waddakas THs Kab’ huépav Oepareias roo 

THparos, Tas 5é yuvaikas TOO TwadomaetcOa yvyolws Kal Tuv ov Pidaxa mioThy 

éxew. Schaefer’s article in the Phil. Anz., 1887, p. 408 ff., does nothing. to 

invalidate this. Cf. also Thalheim, Berl. phil. Wochenschr., 1888, p. 1845 ff. 
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however belonged probably to the Phyle of their mother, and were 
accordingly admitted when of proper age into the mother’s Deme 

also. They therefore became Athenian citizens by this reception, 
but could not claim the full family rights which depended upon 

membership of a Phratry ; none of their father’s property could be 

bequeathed to them except the so-called vofeta, which was not 
allowed to exceed a specified sum.} 

I here give a short account of the formalities with which the 

young Athenian was admitted into the burgess-body. The child 

received its name as a rule en the 10th day after birth” yaming 

The parents had free choice in selecting what name °f Children. 
they pleased, and could also alter a name once given if they chose. 
Nevertheless it was the custom that the eldest son should be called 

after his paternal grandfather, while for the other children they 

usually selected names from among their relations on the father’s 

or mother’s side.2 The naming was a private festival, but the 

admission into the Phratry secured to the child its full family 

rights. For the ceremonies of this admission only the general 

rules, apparently, were fixed by the State; the special , 4 sscion 

arrangements were left to the discretion of the in- into the 

dividual Phratries.4 Evenas to the age of the children vi riieasy 
admitted there seem to have been no universally applicable rules ; 

1 Oath at introduction to Phratry, Is.7,16. Dem.57,54. But any one not 

enrolled in a Phratry is vd6os: Is. 8, 75. I now believe that the v400 ex cive 
Attica were ipso facto citizens. See Caillemer in the Annuaire de l’association 
pour l’encouragement des études grecques en France, 1878, p. 184 ff. Boiotos 

already belonged to the.Phyle Hippothontis before Mantias acknowledged 
him. Cf. Dem. 39, 25.28. See Lipsius in Meier 533, 143. Acc. to Arist., 
Rhet., 2, 23, wept rov réxvwv al yuvatkes mavtraxod diopl¢over radnOés ; therefore 

the declaration of the Athenian mother that the child was the son of a 
citizen father would be sufficient to secure the franchise of the child until 
he was admitted into a Deme. For admission to the Deme the only require- 

ment made with regard to the candidate for admission was ei édeVOepds éort 
kal yéyove kara Tovs véuous, where the xara rods vouous merely refers to the 

clause immediately preceding: weréxovow pév rijs modirelas of €& dudorépwv 
yeyovores aorwv. See Arist. 42,1. The maximum voéeia, acc. to Harp., was 
1000 dr.; ace. to Schol. on Aristoph., Birds, 1626, 5 mine. 

2 The dexdrn the regular day for naming children. Aristoph., Birds, 
922/3. 494 with the Schol.; Dem. 39, 20. 22; 40,28. Cf. also Lex. Seguer. 
237, 26sqq. On the é8douyn see Harp. éSdouevouevov. 

5 On the right of selecting or altering names: Dem. 39, 39. On the 

choice of names: Dem. 39, 27; 48,74. An adoptive son names his own son 
after his adoptive father, iva wh dvdvupos 6 olkos abrod yévnrat (Is. 2, 86). 

4 That these ceremonies varied in the different Phratries is shewn by the 
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which indeed was reasonable enough, for the possibility of enroll- 
ing children of tender years on a fixed day in the year undoubtedly 
depended very much on accidental circumstances. It is however 

probable that the admission took place in one of the first years of 
the child’s life. The festal occasion for this was supplied by the 
Apaturia, a festival celebrated by the members of each phratry ; 
the third day of the festival, the so-called Koupeartis, Was set apart 

for the enrolment of the children? This was accompanied by an 

fact that the orators considered it necessary to give special descriptions of 
the formalities in special Phratries. Thus Is. 7, 16 says of the Phratry of 
Apollodoros: or: & abrots vouos 6 abros, édv ré Twa Hicer yeyovéra eicdyy Tis édv 
te monte. Cf. especially the decrees of the Phratry Demotionidai, C.1.A., 
II. 841 b, with the continuation in the ’E@. dpy. 1888. 8,1 ff.—Berl. phil. 
Wochenschrift, 1889, pp. 225/6. The entire inscr. is now to be found in 

Sauppe, de Phratriis Att., II. 3 ff., in the Ind. Schol. Goett., 1890/91. The dis- 
cussions on the Inscr. which appeared before the second part of it came to 
light, Szanto in the V. Rh. Mus., 1885, 40, 506 ff., myself in the Jahrb. f. cl. 
Phil., 1887, 23 ff, and C. Schaefer, Pforta Progr., 1888, have now been 
superseded by the appearance of the actual text. The entire inser. is dis- 
cussed by R. Schoell in the Sitzungsber. d. bayr. Ak., 1889, 2, 1 ff., and 
Sauppe, loc, ctt. It contains 3 distinct decrees, and mentions in line 14 in 

Sauppe’s copy (which I am quoting) rdv vowov rav Anuoriwrdav, to which 
also line 70 rods 5¢ udprupas pets ods eipnra probably refers. 

1 Et. M., 118, 54 ff. (Awarovpia): év ratty tH éopri rods yervwpuevous ev TH 
éviauTg@ éxelvy maidas rére évéypapoy. Schol. Plat. Tim., 21: & radry (rf 

koupewr.dc) yap Tods Képous évéypador eis rods pparépas, Tptereis } TeTpaereis dvras. 

The speaker of Is. 8 says § 19 he was enrolled, érecd} éyevéueOa; Callias in 

Andoc., Myst., 127, rdv ratda 45n wéyar bvra elodyer eis Kipvxas; in Dem. 48, 11, 

the enrolment takes place, ére:d) obroct 6 mais éyévero xal é5éxer kaupds elvar. 

In the Demotionidai inscr. the first decree 1, 45 sqq. says: éri(W)ngifew 5é 
Tov pparplapxov rept Gy A(v) Siadixdfew déy Kara Tov évcavrdv Exacrov; in the 
second decree the persons to be enrolled are repeatedly called simply maides 
(11. 69, 79, 104); in the third and latest decree line 115 Sqq. it is decreed : 
Brws Sav eldGou of ppdrepes rods uéddovras eiod-yecOar, droypdderOu TS rpsrw 

(meaning mporépy) ere: 7} @ av 7d Kobpevov ayy Td bvoua warpbbev Kal Tod Simuov Kat 
THs pyntpos warpibev Kal rod Siuov mpds Tov Pparpiapxov, rdv dé pparplapxov 

atoypavauevwy avaypdyarra éxribévar, Brov av Aexederfs mpocporrdct, éxtiOevar 

dé kal rév lepéa dvaypdwarra év cardi NevK@ év TQ ieps THs Anrods. 

2 For the Apaturia see Meier, de gent. Att., 11 ff. Mommsen, Heort., 302 ff. 
Xen., Hell., 1,7,8: wera 5é ratra éylyvero dmarovpia, év ots of re warépes Kal of 

ovyyevets civerct odhlow abrots. "Ararotpia=spuorarépia: Meier, 2b.,11. Absurd 
etymology in the Et. M. 118, 54 ff. (Azarovpa). For the xoupedris cf. Schol. 
on Aristoph., Ach., 146: ri 62 rpirnv xovpedrw dd Tod rods Kodpous Kal Tas Kbpas 

eyypadew els rods Pparpias. So also Suid. ’Amarovpa. In Hesych. the word is 

obviously taken as derived from xelpew. So also Mommsen, ib., 310. In 
the first decree of the Demotionidai inscr. we read 1. 26 sqq.: ri 6é 

Siadicaciay 7d Aomdy clvae TH borépwy erer 7 w TO Kobpecoy Bboy TH Kovpewrid. 
*Arraroupiwy, cf. 1. 60 sqq. 
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offering to Zeus Phratrios called xovpevov for the boys, while the 

- sacrifice customary at enrolments of girls was probably called jetov.? 
The introducer of the new member had to give a sheep or a 

goat, a certain quantity of cake and wine, and a fixed sum in 

money for the expenses of the sacrifice, of which the members of 
his Phratry all received a share.2 The sacrifice was accompanied 

by a vote taken on the question of admitting the boy into the 

Phratry. For this admission into the Phratry, which thenceforth 

served as proof of the boy’s ovyyévea, and so of his right of in- 
heritance, the following formalities are laid down in the second 

decree of the Phratry Demotionidai. The act of admission con- 

_ sisted of two parts, dvdxpiois and diadixacia. In the former the 
introducer had to bring 3 witnesses, who were required to affirm 
upon oath that the boy introduced was his legitimate son by a 

lawfully married wife; in other Phratries, however, the father 

himself had to take this oath.3 In the Diadicasia which followed 

1 Kovpewv the offering customary at the introduction of boys, Is. 6, 22. 

Demotionidai-inser, 1. 28 and 117. Lex. Seguer. 273, 1 ff.; kovpecov—idiws dé 
kal 7d didduevov dd Tay warépwy rots Ppdropow, Srav elopépwor rods matdas els 

dparplas. +d ody Ovduevov rére lepetov Kotpecov éxadetro, That the petov and 

kovpevov were distinct from one another, follows from the Demotionidai- 
inser, 1. 5, 59/60, though the Et. M., 583, 80 sq., makes them identical. 
Nothing definite is known about the petov. Cf. Harp. metov kal wevaywyés. 

Poll. 8,52. Schol. to Aristoph., Frogs, 798. Both sacrifices were offered 
at the Apaturia: Demotionidai-inscr., 1. 58 sq. The inser. shows that 
petoy meant the smaller offering, as Mommsen, 7b., 308, conjectured. I now 
conjecturally identify the uetoy with the sacrifice offered at the enrolment 
of girls (cf. Is. 3, 73. 75. 76. 79). Sauppe 9/10 and others regard petov as 
the offering made at the first introduction of girls and boys, xovpeoy as the 
offering made at. a second introduction of the child supposed by them 
to have taken place from a passage in Poll. 8,107. But since that passage 

contains an error on the subject of the yaunda as well, I cannot attach such 
importance to it as to infer from it the fact of a second, and indeed the 
decisive, introduction. The case of Callias in Andoc., de Myst., 127, in- 
troducing a boy #5 uéyav dvra, is obviously something unusual. See also 
Philippi, Beitr., 101/ 2. 

2 For the animals sacrificed cf. Poll. 8,52: xal dis ppdrnp kal ppdrpwos até H 
Ovouévn tots dpdropow. The wine offering was called oivrjpa. The other 
gifts are known from the Demotionidai-inscr., where in line 4 sqq. we have 
specified as lepuwovva for the priest of Zeus Phratrios; dmo rod puelov kwdjv 
mwievpdvos, dpyupiov 111 (380b); dro rod Kovpelov Kwdjv mdevpdvos, édaripa 

XowrKxcatov olvov hutxouv, dpyuvpiov k (1 Dr.). For the pepides received by the 
gpdrepes Cf. Dem. 48, 82 ; Harp. ueiov. 

3 Suid. Ppdropes—rd dé ypdperOar els rods Ppdropas aiuBorov elxov Tijs 

ovyyévecas. In the 2nd decree of the Demotionidai-inscr., ]. 67 sq., we read : 
Nixddnuos etre ra wev GAda. Kata Ta rpdrepa Wydlouara, & Ketras wepi Tis eloaywyis 
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the Phratriarch first caused the Thiasotai of the applicant to 

vote by ballot for or against the enrolment of the child in the 
presence of all the Phrateres. If the Thiasotai voted for admis- 

sion, but the general body of Phrateres voted against it in the 
general vote which next took place, then a money fine was inflicted 
on all the Thiasotai who could not prove that they had opposed 
the admission.! If, on the other hand, the Thiasotai refused the 

admission, and on appeal to the general body of Phrateres their 
decision was reversed, then the child in question was enrolled in 
the Phratry-list. If however the general vote was given against 

the appellant, he was required to pay a fine of 100 drachmas. If 
no appeal was made against rejection by the Thiasotai, their 

decision was held valid and sufficient. In all votes of the whole 

body the Thiasotai of the member immediately interested were 

forbidden to give a vote.2 In the first decree of the Phratry 
Demotionidai the formalities of admission differ somewhat from 

those in the second. It is certainly an almost inevitable inference 
that here also the first vote on the question of reception of the 

Trav waldwy kal rijs Siadixacias, rods 5¢ udprupas Tpels ods elpyrar ext TH dvaxploes 

mapéxecba €x T&v éavTop O.aciwrdv waprupodvras Ta brepwrape(va) Kal érouvdvras 

Tov Ala rov pdrpiov’ paprupety 5& rTovs pdprupas Kal érouvivat éxouévous 

To Bwyod dav dé wh Bor &v Te Oidow Tobrw Tocotro. Tov apiOudv, éx TeV 

Gdr\wv Pparépwv mapexéoOw. The 8oxos wapripwy éml rH eloaywyy Tov Taldwr, 

line 107 sqq., reads thus: paprupo dy elodye: éavr@ ddv elvar Todrov ywijorov 

éyyaueris’ adnOR ratra vh tov Ala rdv Ppdrpiov* evopKod(v)re wév pot moda 

kal dya0d elva’ ef 5 émtopxolnv, ravayria. In other Phratries, where the 

father himself had to take the oath, the véuuos Spxos was: 7 why €& doris kal 

éyyunrijs yuvatkes elod-yew. Cf. Is. 8,19; 7,16. Dem. 57,54. Andoc., de Myst., 

127. In (Dem.) 59, 59/60 the yévos of the Brytidai voted without this oath 
being taken, the applicant not being required to take it till he came 
before the Diaitetes. 

1 The inscr. quoted continues, line 77 sq.: drav dé 7 7 Stadixacla, 0 Pparplapxos 

Bh mpdrepoy Sidbrw Th(v) Widov wepl Tov waldwy Trois dmact ppdrepot, piv ay ot 

avrod Tod elcayouévov OiacGrar xpvBdnv ard Tod Bwuod pépovres Thy Wipov 

Siavndlowvrat Kal Tas Wipous Tas TobTwy évavriov Tdv amdvTwv ppatépwv TapbyTwy 

év TH dyops 6 dparplapxos. SiajnOunodrw Kal dvayopevérw, drérep’ dv Pndlowrrac 

dav é, Yndicapévwn Tov Oracwrav elvar adrois ppdrepa, ol dAdor Ppdrepes dmoynpi- 

cwvrat, dpeddvrwy éxardv Spaxuds iepas Te Al TP Sparply of PracGrar, rAHY oot 

av r&v Oacwrdv Kkariyyopo. } évavriovwevor halywvrat ev TH Sradixacia. 

2 Ibid., line 98 sqq.: édy 5¢ drowndlowvrat of Orac&rau, 6 5¢ elodywv ép7 eis 

rovs dmavras, Tots b¢ dmact dbéy elvar Ppdrnp, eyypapécOw els TA Kowd ypaypareia* 

édy 5¢ drowndlowrras oi dravres, éperhérw éxarodv Spaxpas lepas TG Act To Pparpiy. 

cay 8, dropndicapévwv trav Oacwrdv, wh eof els Tods Amayras, Kupla éorw 7 

drovigiors ) Tov Oacwrdv’ of 5¢ OracGrar pera Tav drwy Pparépwv wih PepovTwv 

Thy Yipoy wept ray raliwy Trav €x Tod Oidcou Tob éavTwr. 
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children was given by the separate @/aco., and that from their 
adverse decision the applicant could appeal to the general body of 
the Phratry. In that case the Dekeleiai, 7.c. the family or clan 
of the Dekeleiai, who formed the main body of the Phratry, had 
to choose from among themselves 5 men over 30 years of age to 
represent before the Phratry as ovvjyopo the interests of the 

Oiacos in opposition to the appellant.1. If the appellant was 
refused by the entire Phratry also, he had to pay a fine of 1,000 

drachmas to Zeus Phratrios.2. The literary evidence agrees in 

essential points with this epigraphical account of the procedure 
at enrolments in the Phratry. It seems however that in certain 
old families, which formed sub-divisions of the Phratries by the 

side of the purely religious @/aca, the vote of the Gennetai was 

sufficient in itself for the enrolment into the Phratry also, mainly 

of course because the members of such a family on account of 
their immediate or more remote right of inheritance had a greater 

interest in the child’s. membership of the family in question, than 
the members of a Oiacos who were not connected by a similar 

family descent.? In some circumstances it seems to have been 

1 Ibid. 26 sqq.: rhv 5é diadixaclay 7d Aowrdv elvac TE borépw Ever } @ dv 7d 

kotvpevov Oban TH Koupewrid.’Amwaroupiwy, pépew 5é rhv Whipov dd Tod Bwyou' éav dé 

Tis BovAnrar épeivar és Anuoriwridas dv av dropndiowvrat, éfetvar abry EdécOar dé 

ém’ abrots cuvnydpous Tov AcxeNerav olkov wévre dvdpas dep Tpidxovra ern yeyovdras, 

rovrous dé é&opxwodrw 6 pparplapxos* Kal 6 lepeds cuvynyopjcew Td dixatdrara Kal 

ovK édcew ovdéva wih dvTa ppdrepa dparpifewv. These words lay down the pro- 
cedure for the future, as 7d Aourdy—(cf. also line 44/5: ratra 5é¢ etvac dd 

- Bopulwvos &pxovros)—plainly shows; they have nothing to do with the pro- 
cedure described in line 15:sqq., which took place adrixa udda, though Schoell 
op. cit., 8/9, supposes they have. Even in Schoell’s explanation of the 
passage the strange fact remains that one and the same corporation gives 
the verdict both in the first instance and at the appeal. ‘O voyos 6 
Anuorwwridev (line 14), which is apparently referred to in line 70 also, must 
have contained more precise details about the method of examination and 
admission, so as to explain the allusion in the words quoted above. I 
regard the separate @laco. as the bodies which voted in the first instance 
here also. For the AexeXevwyv olxos see Schoell, in the Sitzungsber. d. bayr. Ak., 
1889, p. 21, and above, p. 149, 1. 

2 The same inscr., 88 sqq.: drov & dv rwv épévrwy drowndicwvrar Anuoriwrldac, 
bperlérw xiAlas Spaxpuds lepdis r~ Al r@ Pparply. This fine is reduced to 100 
drachmas in the second decree, 89/90. 

3 The statements in Is. 7, 15-17; 8,19; Dem. 43, 14, 82; 57, 54, agree in 
all essentials with the Demotionidai-inscr. As regards exceptions in the 
case of certain old families, in Andoc.,de Myst., 127, for instance the K ijpuxes 
admit the son of Callias in spite of the opposition of Callides, and that 

obviously settled the question. In (Dem.) 59, 59 sqq. Phrastor introduced 
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possible for a private individual to offer opposition to the enrol- 
ment. The objector did this by the symbolic act of removing the 

sacrifice from the altar, and he was bound to make good his case 

by bringing a lawsuit before a court of justice, probably by a 

ypapy €evias or troBoAjs.1 

After admission to the Phratry had been granted, the name of 

the new member was entered in the xowdv ypappareiov of the 

dparepes, also called qparepixdv ypapparetov.2 Introductions into 
the Phratry at any other time except the Apaturia were 

generally speaking quite unusual, but they must have been 

sometimes allowable, at any rate in the case of adoptions, 

where it might be extremely important to the adoptor to obtain 

the full legal rights of a son for the person adopted as soon as 

his son els rods ¢pdrepas xal eis Tods Boyridas, dy xal atrés éorw 6 Ppdorwp 

yevvyrns. But there is no question about any vote of the Phrateres.- 

Phrastor appealed, when the Brytidai refused the enrolment, but not to 
the Phratry ; he brought the case before a Diaitetes, and as he failed to 
take the customary oath before the Diaitetes the case was apparently - 

decided against him. Perhaps however Phrastor did not venture to appeal 
to the Phrateres, and therefore the decision of the Gennetai remained 

valid on the same principle as in the Demotionidai-inscr., 1. 99 sqq.: éav dé, 

dmroynpicauévay tov O.acwradv, wh épy eis rods &ravtas, kupia éorw h drowjgiors 

4 Tay OacwrGv. Again in an inscr. acknowledged to be genuine by Ditten- 
berger, Syll. inser. gr., 98, 5, and Herm. 20, 5, 1, of yervfras of kadodvrac Bpuridar 
formed an old family of the same kind. Appeal to a judicial decision 
occurs also in the speech of Deinarchos pds Kjpuxas (for xara Knptxwv acc. 

to Meier? 760, 38a), in which there is a question epi twos drovngicbértos 
obviously by the family of the Kijpuxes. See Meier, de bon. damnat., 90, 299. 

1 Is, 6, 22: éredy 086’ 6 vids abrG Piioxriuwy cuvexwper oO’ of Ppdropes 

eloedéiavro, GAN darnvéxOn 7d Kovpecov: here therefore the dmeveyxety.rd Kovpecov 

seems to have been the result of the unfavourable decision of the Phrateres. 
On the other hand acc. to Dem. 48, 14. 82, it was possible for an individual 
to prevent an admission into the Phratry by himself removing the sacrifice 
from the altar; this proceeding involved xiwévvevew (14) or brevOuvoy avrov 
oveiy (82), i.e. a lawsuit on the subject before the dicasteria. In Is. 3, 37 a» 
man is prosecuted by a Phrater for fevias, but apparently when he was 
already of mature age. The only mention of the ypa¢h broBodjs is in Lex. 

Seguer. 311, 33: taroBor7s ypadh rh éorw ; eldos éyxAjparos. el Tis &yxadoly Twi, 

ws vroBormatos ely, éypddero broBodjs kat dddvta adroy ee. wempacOa. See 

Meier? 441/2. 
2 Kowdv ypauparetov: Is. 7,16.17; Harp. Phot. Suid. sub v. ; Demotionidai- 

inscr. 96/7; ¢parepixdy ypaypmaretov: Dem. 44, 41. In the Demotz.-inscr. l. | 
20/1 mention is made of 7d ypaumaretov 7d ev Anuoriwnddv Kal rd dvtiypadgov ; 

the dvriypagoy probably belonged to the Aexederav olkos. This proceeding is 

termed eicdyew els rods ppdrepas: Is. 6, 21; 8,19; Dem. 39, 4; 43, 13; 57, 54; 
éyypadew els rods pp.: Dem. 89, 4; Is. 7, 17. 
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possible. After enrolment in the Phratry-list the child remained 
under the care of its family and relatives; the State did not inter- 
fere in its education at all. 

The individual Athenian first entered into legal relations with 
the State when he was admitted into his Deme. This took place 

upon the completion of his 17th year.” In two 5 nent 
‘ recorded cases of adoption the time of year when this _ in the 

‘ : wes So eme-list. 
enrolment took place is given as the Archairesia, 

meaning the Archairesia of the Demes; for ordinary enrolments 

no specified date is given, though they probably took place at the 

same date in all the Demes.2 The method of procedure was as 

follows. ' 
After the Demotai had taken an oath that they would decide 

uprightly, they examined the youth and voted on the question 

whether he was of the age required by law, and whether his pedi- 

gree satisfied the conditions legally necessary for burgess rights. 
- If the Demotai refused to accept him and appeal was made to the 

1 In Is, 7. 15 the enrolment of an adopted son takes place at the Thar- 
gelia. For adoption see Meier 2 539 ff. 

2 Arist. 42,1: éyypddovra 5 eis rods Snudras éxtwxaldexa ern yeyovdres—cf. 

also the Schol. on Asch. in Ctes., 122: modddxis éyvwpev, Ste dd dxTwKaidexa 
éradv éveypdpovro eis Td AnkapxiKdv of "APnvator, a note based on Aristotle (cf. 

Schol. on Arist., Wasps, 578). That dxrwk. ér. yey. means the year after com- 
pletion of the 17th year of life, is proved by the case of Demosthenes, who 
was 7 years old when his father died (Dem. 27, 4), was a few days more 
than ten years under guardianship (Dem. 27,6 and Schaefer Dem. 3', 2, 
43 ff.), and then came of age, i.e. was enrolled in the Anéiapxixdy ypaymareior. 
For the time one attained one’s majority in Attic law cf. Schaefer 3}, 2, 

19 ff.; and for a refutation of the theory that enrolment in the Ayé. ypauu. 
‘ did not take place till the 20th year, id. ib. 37/8. 

3 Passages on enrolments of adopted sons, Dem. 44, 39 and Is. 7, 27/8. 
Lipsius in Jahrb. f. el. Phil., 1878, 299 ff., makes a distinction between the. 
enrolment of adopted sons and the ordinary enrolment. That the regular 
Dokimasia of the Epheboi took place at the beginning of the Athenian 
official year, is an inference drawn by Lipsius, p. 302, from Lys. 21, 1, which 
would find some confirmation in the fact that in the 2nd cent. B.c. the 
Epheboi-year began on the 1st of Boedromion. But Ad. Schmidt, Handb.d. 
Griech. Chronol., 318 ff., seems to be justified in holding that the Dokimasia 
at the beginning of the Attic official year attested by Lysias was an ex- 
ceptional occurrence of the year 411 s.c. caused by the exceptional circum- 
stances produced by the domination of the 400. Philippi, NV. Rh. Mus., 34, 
610/1, puts the Archairesia at the beginning of the year, and supposes that 
both natural and adopted sons were admitted at the same time on that 
date. Istill consider the Archairesiai mentioned by Is. and Dem. to have 
been the Archairesiai of the Demes. 
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law courts, the Demotai elected from amongst themselves 5 pro- 

secutors. If the verdict of the dicastery was against the appellant, 

he was sold into slavery for the benefit of the state treasury ; if 
in his favour, they were compelled to enrol him in their Deme. 

After this there was yet another examination by the Boule, who 

inflicted a fine on the Demotai, if the new Demesman had not 

attained the requisite age.! The list in which his name was 

entered, is sometimes called by the same title as the Phratry-list 

Kowvov ypapparecoy,? but is generally termed Anéapytxdv ypappareiov, 

z.e. the list of those who possessed the right of inheriting (Ajéts) 
their «Ajpos and their oicia.3 

Upon entrance into the Deme the Athenian acquired his com- 

plete citizen-name, which consisted of: his own name, the name of 

his father in the genitive case, and his Deme-name,* and became 
a political personality. From this time the State presumed that 

the young Athenian was acquainted with its laws, and was com- 

1 Arist. 42,1: éyypddovra: 5’ els rods Snudras dxrwxaldexa ern yeyovbres. Brav 

D eyypddwrra, Suayngltovrar epi abrav dudcavres of Snudrat, rp@rov pév el Soxodor 

yeyovévar Ti Hrrxlay Thy éx ToD vduou, Kav wh dEwor, drépxovTat wad els Taidas, 

devrepov 5 ef EhevOepds éore kal yéyove Kata Tods vouous. emer dv pev dmrowndgi- 

cuvTat un evar EdevOepor, 6 uev éEdinow els Td Stxacrhprovy, of Sé Snudrar Karnydpous 

aipotvra: mévre [dv]ipas é& airav, kav pév wh S6éy Sixalws éeyypdperOat, whet 

ToUrov % wéds* édy dé vixjon, Tots [S]nudras érdvaykes eyypddew. pera dé Tatra 

Soxiudger rods eyypadévras 7 Bovdyh, Kav tis 5béy vewrepos dxTwxaldex’ ér&v elvat, 

Snucot [ro]ds Snudras rods éyypdwayras. Cf. Is. 7, 28; Dem. 57,61. The ex- 
pressions for reception among the Demotai are éyypadfva els 7d Anévapxexdy 

ypapuyareiov, eis rods Snudras, also briefly éyypadfvac or SoxiuacOjvac and the 
like. 

2 Dem. 57, 60; Lex. Seguer. 272, 27 sqq. 

© Jeet 27: Ler. 44, 35; Harp. Anéivapyexdy ypayparetor Alexinns év T@ Kara 

Tiudpxou (§ 18), els 6 ivewpbeonee of TeMewbévres Tv Taldwy, ofs eff Hdn Ta TaTpoa 

olkovometv, map 6 kal rodvowa yeyovevan, Si Td Tay AnEewn Epxew* Ajéers SF eicly of 

Te KAjpo. Kal ai otolat, ws kal Aetvapxos év TH ad Kad’ “Hyeddxou cuvnyopla dzrép. 

emixAnpov. For the dynéuapy. ypayu., see L. Lange, Leipz. Stud., 1, 194 ff. 
* Dem. 89, 9: Kal ris #eovce mamore 7) KaTad Totoy vo“ov mpoomapaypadoir’ ay 

TovTo 7d Tapdypayua  dAXo Te wAhv 6 warhp Kal 6 Shuos; so e.g. Anuocbévns 

Anuocbévovs Ilaavets. A decree of the Boule of 3843/2 s.c. directs that 

on an dyahua of Athena shall be inscribed (rods BovA)evras rarpdbev Kai rod 
dju(ov): C.I.A., II. 114 B. In the case of the Phratry Demotionidai a list was 
to be drawn up every year of the children to be admitted, and it was to 
contain 7d dvoua marpodev Kai rod Sihuov Kal THs unrpds warpddey Kal rod Siymou, 

Sauppe in Ind. Schol. Goett., 1890/1, p. 4, 1.115 ff. In names of Athenian 
freewomen the Deme-name was put after the name of the father or husband 
with or without the addition of Ovydrnp or yuv}; the tomb-inscrr. supply 
numerous examples. What was the custom in case of véoi ex cive Aitica 
admitted into the Deme, is uncertain. 
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petent to distinguish right from wrong, and therefore dealt with 
him henceforth directly in person.! If the newly enrolled Demes- 
man was the son of an ézikAypos, or was an orphan, he received by 

admission to the Deme the right of disposal over his property.” 
The wivag éxxAnovaorixds, in which Athenians had to be en- 

rolled at, the beginning of their 20th year, was simply a copy of 

- the Ankapyixdv ypapparetov prepared for the Aygiapxo pBurgess- 

to help them in their supervision of the meetings of  ishts. 
the Ecclesia. The right of attending the Ecclesia legally be- 

longed to the Athenian as soon as he was declared of age; but 

during the period of military training which followed his enrol- 

ment in the Deme‘he was seldom able to exercise this right in 

practice. Leaving out of consideration the particular rights 

which he could not claim till later in -life,t the youth enrolled in 
the Anfiapyexov ypapparetov thereby entered into full possession of 

all the political rights included in the term éaitipia. The corre- 

sponding negative expression was dtipia, which might ieccapiietaar ak 

be either partial or total. Total driuia meant depriva- Burgess- 

tion of all political rights; partial dripia, called aripia eo 

Kata mpootages, meant loss of some rights while the rest were re- 

tained.® As full political rights could be diminished by Atimia, 
so additional rights could be granted by special grants increase of 
of honour. The commonest of these rights were Tights. 
dréAea, i.e. exemption from Acrovpyiar; mpoedpia, t.e. right to a seat 

of honour at festival assemblies; cirynois év Ipuravetw, or the right 

1 Asch. in Tim. 18. 
2 Harp., Aniapyixdy ypaxmaretov. Poll. 8, 104. For the sons of émixdnpor 

cf. Is. ap. Suid., réws; Is. 8, 31; 10, 12; for orphans, Aisch. in Tim. 103. 
Orphans were however exempted from Leiturgies during the first year 
after coming of age: Lys. 82, 94. 
3 So Schaefer 36 rightly holds, in opposition to Boeckh., kl. Schr., 4, 154. 

See also Dittenberger, de ephebis Att., p.10. It is proved by Xen., Mem., 8, 
6,1. Dem. 44, 35 mentions the tivaé éxxAnotacrikds. 

4 80 years was the minimum age for Bouleutai (Xen., Mem., 1, 2, 85) and 
Heliasts (Arist. 63, 3; Poll. 8, 122), 50 for Ephetai (Poll. é¢éra: Art. 2; Suid., 
id. ; Lex. Seguer. 188, 30), 60 for Diaitetai (Arist. 58, 4; Poll. 8, 126). For 
Athenian usage in this matter cf. the author’s Beitr., 25. 

5 The locus classicus for the various kinds of driuwia is Andoc., de Myst., 

73 sqq. Atimia with confiscation of property is not a special form of 
Atimia but the combination of two forms of punishment, as Lipsius in 
Bursian’s Jahresber., 15, 348, rightly infers from Dem. 20, 155 sqq. On 
Atimia cf. Meier, de bonis damnat., 101 ff. and van Lelyveld, de infamia iure 
Attico comment., Amsterdam, 1835. 
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to dine in the Prytaneion either on one occasion or for life; and, 

lastly, distinguished men were often publicly presented with a 

crown or chaplet.! 

D. Political Divisions of the Burgess Body and other 

Associations. 

The entire free population of Athens was divided by Cleisthenes 
into 10 Phylai or tribes: the following is the list of their names 

in their official order: "EpeyOyis, Atyyis, [lavdiovis, Aeovris, 
"Axapavris, Oivyis, Kexpomis, ‘Immofwvris, Aiavris, and 

‘Avruoxis.2 To these 10 old tribes were added in 306/5 B.c. the 

‘Avrvyovis, named after Antigonos I., and the Anpyrpias, named 

after Demetrios Poliorketes, and in the official order the Anti- 

gonis was assigned the first place, the Demetrias the second.’ 

To these 12 the IIroAcua’s was afterwards added, so that for 

Phylai. 

1 For these public honours see Westermann, de publ. Atheniens. honorib. ac 
praemtis, 1830. For Ateleia the exhaustive investigation by Thumser, de 

civ. Atheniens. munerib., p. 108 ff. otros év Ipvravely was generally granted 
to victorious Strategoi (Aisch., de Fals. Leg., 80), and returning ambassadors 
(id. 2b., 46, 58). For this right see Westermann p. 45 ff.,and R. Schoell in 
Berm.. 6, 14 ff., who has discussed the subject in a note upon a fragmentary 

decree of the peuule (C.LA., I. 8) which contains an enumeration of all 
those who could claim the right of dining during their whole life in the 
Prytaneion. For crowns and public announcement of grants of crowns see 
Kohler in Mitth. d. dtsch. archdol. Inst. in Ath., 8, 181 ff.; Schmitthenner, de 
coronarum apud Athenienses honoribus, Berlin, 1891. » 

2 All the 10 Phylai occur in official order in C.LA., II, 172, and in the 
list of Diaitetai in C.LA., II. 948, also in ’E¢. dpy., 1888, pp. 1283/4, 1. 50 sqq. 
(Dem.) 60, 27-31, also gives them in official order with the names of their 

eponymi. For these last cf. Paus. 1, 5, 2 sqq. Incomplete lists of the 

Phylai, but in official order so far as they go, in C.LA., I. 448, 446, 447. See 
also A. Mommsen in Phil. N. F., 1, 450 ff., 1888, where he seeks to prove 
(465) that the official order was influenced partly by the relation of their 
eponymi to the customary ceremonies of the tenth of the year which fell 

under their presidency, partly by the rank of the eponymi. To me the 
whole argument and its results seem of very doubtful validity. 

$ For the creation of the Antigonis and the Demetrias cf. Plut., Demetr., 
10; Droysen, Gesch. d. Diad., 2, 119/20 (416). The Phyle Demetrias is 
attested in inscrr. for the year 806/5:-C.1.A., II. 246. On the other hand 
the circumstance that the 5th Prytany falls in the 6th month Poeseideon 
in C.LA., II, 238, dating from 3807/6, while after the institution of the 
twelve tribes the Prytany in any ordinary year nearly always coincides 
with the corresponding month, serves to prove that in 3807/6 3.c. there 
were still only 10 tribes. See Kohler in Herm. 5, 349 ff. C.LA., IL. 335, 
shows the official place of the Antigonis and the Demetrias in the lists. 
See Dittenberger in Herm. 9,399, and J. E. Kirchner, N. Rhein. Mus., 1892. 
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some time there were 18 tribes. In 200 B.c., when the ‘Arradis 
was created in honour of king Attalus I, the Antigonis and 

Demetrias were abolished, and the nena Bier of the tribes again 

became 12.1 
In the official order of the tribes the Ptolemais took the 5th, 

the Attalis the 12th place.? ‘ 
The ér#vupor of the Phylai were called in unofficial language 

apxnyéro.; statues representing them were erected on the slope 
leading up to the Acropolis and Areopagus; they 
had also special shrines in which heroic honours were 

paid to them.’ They also possessed property consecrated to them, 
chiefly parcels of land; which were let out on lease.* 

At the head of each tribe stood. several érieAnrai ris pvdAjs, 

érrajvupor. 

1 From the inser. published in the ’E¢. dpy., 1887, p. 177, it appears that 
under the archonship of Diocles there were 13 tribes and a council of 650 
members. Since this inscr. can only have been made.in the period between 
the creation of the Antigonis and Demetrias and that of the Attalis, it isa 
very plausible inference that the Antigonis Demetrias and Ptolemais existed 
side by side for-some time, and that the two first were abolished when the 
Attalis was created. See Philios 179 ff. For the list of Proedroi in’A@nv. 

6, p. 271, no. 4, the explanation I suggested in Phil. 39, 373 ff., will not hold 
good, and some other must be found. See Spangenberg, de Athen. publicis 
institutis aetate Maced. commutatis, p. 84/5, Halle, 1884; Beloch, in the Jahrb. 
f. el, Phil., 1884, 481 ff.; Philios 182, 3. Acc. to Paus. 1, 8, 6; 1, 6,8; 1, 5,5 

the Ptolemais was founded in honour of Ptolemy Philadelphos (285-247) ; 
acc. to Beloch, who argues from the datum that the Ptolemais and the 
Demos Berenikidai (cf. Steph. sub v.) were founded simultaneously, it was 
in honour of Ptolemy Euergetes (247-221). Foundation of Attalis in honour 
of Attalos I., Polyb. 16, 25; Liv. 31,15; Paus. 1, 5, 5; 1, 8, 1. 

* For the position of the Ptolemais and Attalis in the official order of the 
tribes cf, C.I.A., Il. 465, 471. 

3 Paus. 1,5,1. Wachsmuth 1, 165; 2, 1, 243 ff. "Eravuuo is their usual 
name (cf. e.g. Suid. s.v.) they are called dpynyérac by Aristoph. ap. Lex. 
Seguer. 449, 14. Among special shrines of the Eponymoi, who naturally all 
had their Heroa, I may mention the ‘Irro@wyrioy on the road to Eleusis: 
Paus. 1, 38, 4; C.1.A., Il. 567b; the iepdv rod Iavdtovos: C.1.A., II. 558, 556, 
559, 554b, whose priest is mentioned C.I.A., II. 1179, 554b; the iepdy rob 
Kéxporos: C.I.A., I. 822, col. 1, 1. 9, 58, 62, 83; 324a, col. 2, 1. 24; III. 1276. 
"Apx. SeArlov, 1889, p. 11=Bull. 18, 257; the Alyetov: Harp., s.v. Lex. Seguer. 
304, 8; Paus. 1, 22, 5. A iepeds of Erechtheus: Bull. 12, 331. ’Arrddov 
érwviuou: O.1.A., II. 1670, III. 800; a tepeds rod erwvduou: II. 393, 431, cf. 
IT. 1664. 

4 Cf. Dem. 24,8. (Dem.) 58,14. The presidents of the Erechtheis are to 
have supervision over the lands leased: O.1.A., II. 564; see also 565. In 

Samos has been found a Spos reuévous érwriuwv ’ABhvn6(e)v: C. Curtius, Lnschr. 
u. Stud. 2. Gesch. v. Samos., p. 9, Liibeck, 1877. 
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who ‘were chosen annually by the Phyle, probably by election,! 
Constitution and were bound to give in accounts of their year of 

of the Phylai. office at its expiration.2 The émpeAnral rHs dudjs had 
in their hands the administrative business of the tribe, and had 

to see that the decrees passed by the tribe were carried out. 

Among the particular tasks incumbent upon them are mentioned 

holding the tribal-assemblies, supervising the property of the 

Phyle, recording and publishing tribal decrees, receipt of rents, 

and, if necessary, distraint against the tenants, and payment of 

moneys voted by the Phyle. In their financial business they were 
assisted bya tayids.8 The members of the various tribes assembled 

on fixed dates in Athens in tribal assemblies called dyopai, where 
they voted in secret on matters concerning their particular tribe.* 

These tribal déyopai elected their own officials, and also a special 

class of state-officials who, as e.g. the extraordinary retyorouol, 

tadporo.ol, and tpiyporowoi, were responsible for the performance of 

that portion (7.e. a tenth part) of any public work that was im- 

posed on their tribe.® 

Further, the Choregoi Gymnasiarchoi and Hestiatores were also 

elected at these dyopai.6 Of the tribal decrees that have been ~ 

1 C.L.A., ID. 564: of éripednral of del xabiorduevar kar’ éviavrdv. 38 émipednrat: 

C.1.A., IL. 1209. 
2 C.LA., 567b: dvaypdwar dé rdde 7d Whdioua Tods émimednras THs pudrTjs &v 

oThAats ABivats Kal orfoa tiv ev ev TH’ AckAnTiely, Thy 5 THO ‘IaToPwvriw* sre 

3 dvddwua yévnrat, Aoylcacba TH PuvdAy. The evddvyn is proved by (Dem.) 58, 

14-18, There it says of the Phyletai, § 15: dor’ éxeivous Kkdorhy adrob 
Katayvavar, but perhaps without legal effect, for that would certainly 

require a verdict of a dicastery. 
%’ Holding tribal assemblies: C.I.A., II. 564. Supervision of property of 

tribe: II. 564. Recording tribal decrees: II. 554, 557. Receipt of rents 

and distraint on tenants: II. 565. Making payments; II. 558,559. Men- 
tion of a rauias: II. 565, 1209. ; 

4C.LA., Il. 555: 7H kupia dyopd xpvBinv Pndiuaudvwv rO(v gpuderav) év 
dxporéde. Decree of the Pandionis, év rq dyopa(c) rH mera Tavdia: IL. 554b, 

Mommsen, Heort., 389, places the Pandia sacrifice on the 14th of Elaphebo- 
lion just after the State Dionysia, from which we may conclude that the 
kUpia dyopal were held at the convenient time of state festivals, when most 
members of the tribe were present in Athens. C.I.A., II. 564 says of the 
émryednral: édv tivos Sénras (sc.’Apioroudxn) eudavifovras Tet pure? drav ayopay 

TOLWow. phe 

5 isch. in Ctes. 27,80. As a rule the Boule appointed from among its 
own members a committee of 10 rpinporooi. Cf. Arist. 46, 1: rovetra (4 
Boudh) 5¢ ras rpihpers déxa dvdpas €& a[brav] édouévy rpinporolovs. (But Sandys 
following Kenyon reads 4[rdvrwyv].) 

6 Dem. 39, 7; 21,18. Antiph., de Choreut., 11; cf. also 13. 
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preserved, most are decrees of honour, sometimes in favour of 
Choregoi, praising them for excellent performance of their Chore- 
giai, granting them crowns or even Ateleia either temporarily or 

for life ; sometimes other private individuals are honoured in the 

same way for various reasons.!_ There are, however, some Phyle 

decrees which have reference to the administration of the property 
of the Phyle.? 

Each Phyle was composed of a number of Demes. Whether 
these were originally 10 in each Phyle can neither be affirmed nor 
denied with certainty. In later times at any rate the 
total number of Demes had risen considerably above 
100, for we have literary evidence that there were 174 of them, 

and the Demes known to us by name outnumber even this.’ It 

goes without saying that the Demes varied considerably in size. 
Acharnai, for instance, and the metropolitan Demes certainly had 

a very large number of inhabitants, while on the other hand at a 

Diapsephesis in Halimus only 73 demotai were present, and at 
Myrrhinus the quorum at a meeting of the Deme was 30 members.* 

Demes. 

1 Decrees of honour to Choregoi: C.LA., II. 553, 554; to a cwppomoris: 
Bull. 12,149. Decrees granting Ateleia one for several years, the other for 

life, in return for leiturgies: II. 557, 554b. Other decrees of honour: 
II. 555, 558, 559, 562, 567. Cf. also Asch. in Ctes, 41. 

2 Tribe decree concerning supervision of tribe property: C.I.A., II. 564 ; 
for letting the same: II. 565. . 

8 For the administration of the Attic Demes cf. Otto Muller, de demis 

_Att., Gdttingen, 1880. B. Haussoullier, la vie municipale en Attique, Paris, 

“Thorin, 1884. 100 Demes the original number: Hdt. 5,69. Herodian, 7. 
bu. AéE., p. 17, 8: "Apadiy efs rav éxardy jpdwv. Cf. Sauppe, de dem. urb., p. 5. 
But see p. 147, 1 and Strab. 396: "EXevotvd re elma tva trav éxariv éBdoujKovTa 
Sjuwy mpds 5é kal rerTdpwv, ws pacw, ovdéva Tav GArAwy wvduaxev. Kohler’s 

suggestion in Mitth. d. disch. arch. Inst., 10, 108 ff, that the increase in 
the number of Demes took place by a single act of the sovereign people at 
the time of the second founding of the fleet by Themistocles and the in- 
stitution of the Trittyes, now loses its main support through the discovery 
of the fact that Cleisthenes had already created the Trittyes before. Cf. 

Arist. 21, 4. ‘ 
* Acharnai the largest Deme: Thue. 2,19, 20. See Herbst in Phil., 46, 

571 ff. Pirzeus was divided into a number of rpiaxades: C.I.A., II. 589. 
For Halimus cf. Dem. 57, 9, 10, for Myrrhinus C.I.A., II. 578. I do not 
think it probable that the 80 demotai at Myrrhinus had to be unanimous 
for their resolution to be valid, as Szanto, Untersuch. ub. d. att. Burgerr., 
33 ff., thinks. To judge by the Prytany lists there must have been in 
Attica Demes which kept aloof from public affairs, and were not repre- — 
sented in the Boule. See Kohler, in Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 
4, 105/6. 
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As in the case of the Phylai, so the Demes also had their especial 
Eponymoi worshipped in the Deme as heroes.! 

The Attic demes were communities with communal constitu- 

tions, but without separate political rights; the Deme of Eleusis 

Constitution Was the only one which still retained from the period 
of the Demes. of its old autonomy the right of coinage. The entire 
citizen population of the individual Demes was divided into 

dyudrar, members domiciled within the Deme concerned, and the 

so-called éyxexrnuevor, who merely resided in the Deme concerned 

but had their proper domicile in another Deme. In return for the 

privilege of residing in a Deme not their own the éyxexrnévor paid 

a fixed contribution called éyxryrixdv, from which they might 
indeed be released by decree of the Deme, but even in that case 
their status in the Deme remained that of strangers.® 

The éyxryrixov, together with the financial contributions of the 
Demotai and the revenues from the communal property of the 

Deme (which consisted mostly of landed estates, let out to tenants), 
formed the funds of the Deme treasury out of which the communal 
expenses of the Deme were met. 

For the communal government of the Deme no universally valid 

scheme can be made out.> All Demes had a dyuapxos or president, 

1 Sauppe, de demis urb., p. 6 ff., gives a collection of all.the known deme- 
eponymi. Cf. C.1.A., II. 1191, found at Rhamnus, which mentions a iepeds 
Tpwos apxnyérov. 

2 For Eleusis see Kéhler in Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 4, 261 ff. 
8 Dem. 50, 8 distinguishes dyuérar and éyxexrnudvot, C.1.A., I. 589= 

decree of Pirzeus in honour of Callidamas from Cholleidai: redeiy dé adrdv 
ra atta TéAn ev TH Shuw awep dy Kat Tleipace’s kal wh éxdéyew map avrod rov 

Shuapxov 7d éyxryrixdv. But that Callidamas was still not counted a Demotes 

follows from the words: kcal cuveoridcOa. Kad\cdduavra pera Merparéwy év dace 

rots lepots wiv el rou avrots Iepaedow vourpdv éorw eiorévat, dAAw 5é wh. Cf. IL. 

582. 
4 mcOwoes TeuevGv part of the receipts of the Deme treasury, Dem. 57, 63. 

We possess leases of communal property granted by Aixone and Pirzeus. 
C.LA., II. 1055, 1059. Cf. also II. 570. Communal pasture land at Aixone 
whose évydustov was let by lease: Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 4, 201. 
At Pirzus the theatre too was the property of the Deme. See II. 573. 

In II. 588 occurs a peculiar ceremony in some deme of unknown name, 
érapxh, fw émrdpxovrar of Snuédra drd Ths dpxfs exacros fis av Adxe. On the 

financial payments of the Demotai for purposes of the Deme see Thumser, 

de civ. Atheniens. munerib., p. 102 ff. For the difficult inscr. C.I.A., I. 570, 
see Szanto Untersuch. ab. d. att. Birgerr., 37 ff. 

5 For the Deme officials see O. Miller 49 ff., and for the Demarchoi, 
Haussoulier, 94 ff. 
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appointed apparently by lot and annually.1 Just like the state 

officials, the dyuapxos had the right érBodjy émPadrdrAew within his 

sphere of duty.2. Since the Deme was a subdivision of the State, 

the Demarch exercised both state functions and communal ones. 

To the former class belonged the duty of collecting debts due to 
the State, and, if necessary, distraining for them; collecting the 

tithes or percentage of the crops of the demotai due to the 
Eleusinian deities; drawing up the list of demotai liable to be 
recruited for manning the fleet; and lastly keeping the survey 

book or cadastral register of his Deme.? In his capacity as com- 
munal official, the Demarch kept the Angiapxexov ypapparetov, con- 

voked and presided over meetings of the Deme, and saw that the 
decrees of the Deme were carried out.4 He further was responsible 

for public order in his Deme; had to offer certain sacrifices at 
certain festivals; and was at the head of the entire finance 
management of the Deme, in which last duty he was assisted by 

one or two rayia, who were likewise appointed by lot in all 

probability.5 Besides the Demarch there were in some Demes 

1 Lex. Seguer. 237, 8: Sjuapxos* 6 Tod Sjuov dpxwv. Exacros d¢ TSv Kara Thy 

xdpav Shuwv dpxovra elye Tov mpoiorduevoy avrod. Miller, 49/50, rightly infers 
from C©.1.A., IT. 570: rods wév &pxovras ro dpyuplov a(&d)xpews Kvameveww Soou 

éxdorn 7 a(pxy &)pxer that the Demarch was appointed by lot, for he too had 
charge of funds. Cf. also Dem. 57, 25. 

2 C.I.A., II. 578b. Decree of the Deme Pireeus: eldy ris tt rovrTwy mapa 
Taira moe? (enters the Thesmophorion without permission of the priestess), 
émtBodhy é(t)Bardvra Tov Sjuapxov K.T.d. 

8 C.LA,, I. 79: éxaparrévrwy 52 of Shuap(xor). Cf. the xaradixn of Arche- 
ptolemos and Antiphon in Plut., Antiph., 27; Didot, p. 1016. Harp., Suid., 
Hesych., s. verb. Lex Seguer. 199,4; 287, 8; 242,16. Schol. on Aristoph., 
Clouds, 37. Dittenberger, Syll., 13. Out of every 100 medimnoi of barley 
one éxrevs, every 100 medimnoi of wheat one jyuwexréov had to be given roi 
Oeoiv. éxhéyew dé [rods S}nudpxous xara Tovs Shuous kal mapadiddvac Tots ieporocots 

To's Edevowd0ev EXevowdde. Drawing up the xarddoyo.: Dem. 50,6. For the 

land-register kept by the Demarch, cf. Harp., djuapxos, and compare with 
that passage, C.I.A., II. 1055, 1059. The distribution of the Theoricon was 
likewise a duty of the Demarchs. Cf. Dem. 44, 37; and C.LA., II. 163. 

4 Keeping the Aniapxexdy ypayparetov: Dem. 57, 60. Harp. djuapxos. Con- 
voking and presiding over the assembly of the Demes: Harp., ib.; C.LA., 
II., 578. Recording and publishing decrees of Deme: C.I.A., II., 573, 575, 
579, 581, 585. "Ed. dpx., 1888, 23. The Demarch conducted into the theatre 
those honoured with Proedria: C.I.A., 11.589. Mitth. d. dtsch. Arch. Inst. 
in Ath., 4,196. "Ed. dpx., 1888, 23. 

5 Acc. to the law quoted in Dem. 48, 57/8 the Demarch had to see to the 
burial of those who died in the Deme. Cf. also C.1.A., II. 573b, 841, where 
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other ordinary or extraordinary officials of very varied character, 
mostly religious functionaries.! In the case of Pirseus for instance 
we hear of épucrai.2 In a decree of honour from Aixone mention is 
made of 4 officials selected by lot ieporool eis 7d THs “HBys tepor, 

2 cwdppovicrat and a xnpvé, who were all employed in the zavvvxis of 

Hebe; further a iepeds trav “Hpaxdedav, a t€pera tis "HBys Kat ris 

’"AAkpHvys, and an apxwv also in the service of those deities.2 Again, 

for Halimus we have evidence of a priest of Heracles appointed 

by lot from among the most prominent Demotai.4 A decree of 

Athmonon is passed in honour of 6 pepdpxat, who obviously were 

officials responsible for the sacrifices at the Amarysia.6 The 3 
éritysntat or valuers at Pirzeus who are mentioned in connexion 

with the letting of the theatre to the lessees must be regarded as 

a special committee for the purpose, and so also must the 8 

Demotai of Aixone who assisted the Demarch and the treasurers 

at the sale of the olive trees on a parcel of land let on lease.® 

Like the State magistrates, the officials of the Deme had to 

undergo a dokimasia before entering upon office, to take an oath 

of good conduct in their office, and also to render their accounts 

it is decreed that if any Demotes took wood, faggots, leaves, etc., from the 
iepdv of Apollo Erithaseos, dv 5¢ éXe’Oepos 7, Oodoe: abrov 6 leped(s) mera Tod 
Snudpxov twevrjxovra Spaxuats kal mapadwcer rodvoua airod T@ Bacrde? kal TH Bovln 

Kara 7d Whdicua THs Bou(A)fs Kal Tod Sjuov Tay ’AOnvaiwy. Sacrifices offered by 

the Demarch : IT. 578,570. "Ed. dpx., 1887, p. 98. He collects the uicddces 
reuevav that are due: Dem. 57, 63, and also the éyx«rnrixév: C.I.A., IT. 589. 
Demarch and Tamiai directed by Deme decree to make payments out of 
funds of Deme: C.LA., II. 579, 585. C.I.A., II. 570, shows 2 Tamai, but at 
Eleusis there seems to have been only one: II. 574; in ’E¢. dpx. 1884, 73/4 
payment is made by the Demarch at Eleusis. C.1A., I. 570, shews that 
the rauia at Plotheia were chosen by lot. That there was an dyrvypadeds 

in all Demes, cannot be inferred with certainty from the solitary example 
of Myrrhinus in C©.1.A., II. 575. 

1 See Haussoullier, 186 ff. for the priestly officials, 151 ff. on the 
sanctuaries and cults, 162 ff. on the festivals of the various Demes. 

2 C.LA., II. 573b: dvaypdwar 6é ré5e 7d Whgioua Tovs dptoTas pera TOO Snudpxov 

kal orhoa mpos TH dvaBdoe Tod Oecuodopiov. This psephism gives regulations 
for the use of the decuopdproy at Pirzeus. For dpiorai, cf. Lex. Seguer. 287 , 
18. Hypereid. pro Euxenipp., 18 ff. Boeckh in C.I.Gr., III. 705. 

3 C.LA., IT. 581. 
4 Dem. 57, 46. 62. ; 
5 C.LA., IL. 580: éwesdh of pepdpxae of ém’ ’Avrixdelovs dpxovros Kah@s Kal 

proriuws Tov Ovocdv éreuedhOnoay kal rav koway x.7,a. Kohler rightly regards 
them as treasurers of some kind. 

6 C.I.A., IL. 573, 1055. 
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for scrutiny after laying down office. This scrutiny took place 
before the «v@vvos.2 In the Deme Myrrhinus the audit tribunal 
consisted of an evOvvos, who acted as judge and assessed the 
damages for any offence proved against the ex-official, next a 
Aoyworyjs, who checked the accounts, lastly 10 elective cvvyjyopo., 

who gave their verdict by ballot after. being sworn in by the 

Demarch, who also presided over the tribunal. 

From this verdict appeal could be made to the assembly of the 

Deme, which gave the final decision under oath. In case of 

condemnation by the assembly of the Deme the fine previously 

imposed was increased fifty per cent. In all affairs of the Deme 

the final decision rested with the Deme-assembly or dyopd.4 That 

body decided both judicial and administrative matters. Judicial 
decisions took place at the «v#wa of the Deme-officials under 
certain circumstances, as we have seen. Again, in a decree of the 

Deme Piraeus mention is made of a court of justice, from which 

the Demarch obtains confirmation of an ér.BoAy imposed by him, 
he himself acting as cicaywyev’s ; this court is to be identified with 
the Deme-assembly.5 In Aixone the Deme-assembly acted as a 
court of arbitration in cases brought by the Demarch, who, as 

representative of the Deme-interests, was assisted by ovvdtxor, 

against those who had covenanted to pay évvdémov, but had for 

1 Dokimasia of Deme-officers: Dem. 57, 25/6. 46.47. A fragment of a 
Deme-official’s oath on entering on office is contained in a decree of Scam- 
bonidai of the 5th century: cai ra Kow(d) Ta TeauBwriddv cw kat dmroddéow 
mapa Tov etOuvov Td KadfKxov. Kirchhoff conjectures that the officials who 
took this oath were the leporowi. Cf. also C.1.A., I. 2. Oath of the et6uvos 
and Aoyiorjs at Myrrhinus: II. 578. We have proof that ed@vva was re- 
quired from the djuapxos (C.I.A., II. 578), the leporowt (II. 581), and the 
rapios (II. 571). 

2 C.1.A., I. 2 and II. 571 make the scrutiny take place before the ed@uvos 
and in the second inser. he is assisted by wdpedpo. 

8 The system of e@vva described above as in force in the Deme Myrrhinus, 
is recorded in C.I.A., II. 578. I believe the context there justifies my 
identification of the ouviyopo. mentioned in line 14 with the 10 elective 
officers mentioned in ll. 17 and 24. That the audit officials here concerned 
were merely Deme-officials is correctly maintained by Kohler, ad loc,, in 
opposition to R. Schoell, de Synegoris att., p. 29 ff. 

* On the Deme meetings cf. Miller 33 ff.; Haussoullier 11 ff. ’Ayopd 
_ means (1) the market-places of the various Demes: C.I.A., I. 2; II. 571, 
573, (2) the assembly of the Demotai: II. 585., Dem. 44, 36; Lex. Seguer. 
327: d-yopa suvédpiov purerdv kal SnuoTGv olovel cvdAXoyos. 

® C.LA., IL. 578, 573b : eldy ris re rovrwv rapa rabra move?, értBodwy ér(c)Badévra 
Thy Sijpapxov elodye(y) els Td SikacTHpiov Xpwuevowy Tots vouots of Keivrac jwepl 
TOUT WY. ; 
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some reason or other omitted to do so.1_ The Deme-assembly acted 
as a judicial tribunal in the dvaydiors also. This last process 

was instituted, sometimes by decree of the whole people in all 

Demes ‘alike, in order to detect those who had illegally obtained 

enrolment as citizens; sometimes in single Demes, by decree of 

the Deme, e.g. if the Angapyixdv ypayparetov had been lost.2 In 

this case also the Demotai were first sworn in to give their 

verdict impartially. Then the names of the individual Demotai 
were called over, and each name was voted upon by ballot, by 

means of pebbles placed in a balloting urn.? If any one were 

ejected from the Deme by this vote and he acquiesced in the 

verdict, he simply lost his burgess-rights. If however he appealed 
to a heliastic court, as he was legally entitled to do, and the court 

confirmed the decision of the Deme, the appellant was sold into 

slavery. Lastly, the Deme-assembly exercised judicial functions 

at the above described enrolment of young Athenians in the 
Angiapxixov ypapparetov, which was always preceded by a ballot 

to decide whether the enrolment should be allowed or not. 

It was a common characteristic of all judicial decisions of the 

1 Cf. the decree of the Deme Aixone, published and explained by Lolling © 
in Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 4,199 ff. Xvvdinor are mentioned again 
in another inscr. from Aixone, ¢b., 196. Cf. also Haussoullier 87 ff. 

2 The general duayjgiors in the archonship of Callias 346/5 is the only 

one about which we possess detailed information. Cf. Philoch. and 
Androt. ap. Harp, s.v. Schol. to Asch. in Tim. 77, Dionys. Dein.11. diapj- . 
guts in an individual Deme is attested by Dem. 57, 26.60. Cf. Blass, ait. 
Beredsamk., 2, 584 ff.; 8,428. The Potamioi were notorious, ws pgdlws dexd- 
pevor Tods wapeyypdmrous. Cf. Harp., Ilorauds. For Halimus cf. Harp., 
*AyactkNfjs. 

8 The oath of the Demotai was: Yndquetobat yrauyn TH Sixaordryn Kal ovre 
xdpiros ever’ or’ exOpas. Cf. Dem. 57, 63. For the special procedure at 
duaWwjgiors cf. Dem. 57, 8-14. Acc. to Poll. 8, 18 gvAXa were used as Pipa at 
the ballot. Suid., s.v., also says that the voting took place xpiBdny. Cf. 
also Harp., Suid. oRterah.: s.v., Lex. Seguer. 439, 82. 

* Dionys., Hath, to Is. 12: é&éracw yevéoOar t&v rodtrGv Kara Shuous, Tov 

5¢ drowngubévra brs Tov Snuordv THs worurelas mi meréxew* Tots 5é ddixws dmo-— 

Yngicbeiow Epeow eis Td Sixacrhprov elvat, tpocKarecapévors Tovs Snudras, Kal édy 

Td dedtepov ékeheyxOGou, wempacOa abrovds kal Ta xphuara elvar Snudora to which 

may be added from Lex. Seguer, 440, 3: ef 6¢ éxpdre:, dvehauBdvero eis Thy 

mwokrelav. The matter could also be brouglit before a Diaitetes after the 
duaWhduots, and before it came before the heliastic court. Cf. Is.12,11. The 

case is brought against the Demarch and Demotai. Cf. Is. 12,11. But 
nevertheless the representative of the Demos has the first word, and is 
therefore accuser. Cf. Dem. 57, 1.4. For judicial proceedings of this kind 
see Dem. 57, 60; Esch. in Tim. 77, 78. 114. 
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Deme that the Demotai had to take an oath before voting.! 

Further, all the more important decisions affecting the adminis- 
tration of the Deme were passed by the Deme-assembly. The 
Deme-decrees we possess: shew that this assembly decreed crowns, 

proedria, ateleia and exemption from éyxryrixéy ; made rules for the 
auditing of the accounts of the officials; passed measures about 

the leasing of the estates of the Deme; voted out of the yearly 

revenues specified sums of money for specified purposes, and laid 

down general directions for the management and use of the com- 

munal property of the Deme.’ 
The rpirrves instituted by Cleisthenes were intermediate in size 

between the Phylai and the Demes. They were undoubtedly 

uniform in size or nearly so, and formed therefore a 
more convenient basis for the distribution of State 

taxation than the Demes which were so unequal to one another. 
Every Phyle was divided into 3 such zpirrves, which again were 

divided into a number of Demes, varying according to the size of 

the Demes. The Trittyes known to us are as follows: in the tribe 

Pandionis, Tauanets, Muppiwovo.n, and probably Kvdabyvaeis; in 

Acamantis, Kepopets; in Oineis, Aaxiddar, @pidovo. and perhaps 

‘Exraxpreis ; in Hippothontis, EAevoivion and etpauets.? 

From these names which, with one exception, are identical with 
names of Demes, we may infer that the tpirris was named as 

a rule after the largest of the Demes composing it. The system 

Trittyes. 

1 So at the audits: C.I.A., II. 578, 1..20 sqq.; if the Deme-assembly acted 
as court of appeal: Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 4, 201, 205; at the 
diaWygiois: Dem. 57, 9.26; Alsch. in Tim. 78; at enrolments in the Anéap- 
xXeKdv ypaumaretov: Dem. 57, 61; Is. 7, 28; Arist. 42, 1. 

? Honour-decrees: ©.1.A., II. 578, 574, 575, 579, 580, 581, 582, 584, 585, 589. 
Mitth., 4, 194/5, 196/7. Decrees about e#@wva: II. 571, 578. Decree as to 
leasing the theatre at Pireeus: II. 578. Votes of money, dd ris mporddov 
Tov SnuorGy: II. 5793; é« ris Stocxjoews Trav wepidvtwv xpynudrwv Trav érli O¢eo- 

gpacrov dpxovros: I]. 585. Decree giving general directions for finance: II. 

570. | 
’ For the institution of these Trittyes by Cleisthenes, cf. Arist. 21, 4. 

(A)edpe Tla(t)aviav rpirrds red(e)ura, dpxerar 5¢ Muppwovol(wr) rpir(ris): Ditten- 
berger, Syll.,301=C.1.A.,IV.2, 517a. Masancéwy rpirris and K—: C.1.A., II. 2, 
871, where, acc. to Kohler, Mitth. d. arch. Inst. in Ath., 7, 110, K(vda0nvacéwv 

tpirrvs), Should probably be read. (Kep)auéwy rpirris: C.1.A., 1. 500; Aak- 
aday tpirtis: I. 502; (d)e(dp’) "Ex(axp)éwy trpirris redevrd, Opiaciwy 5é dpyerac 
tpirrés: Dittenberger 300=C.1.A., 1V. 2, 517b; "Eraxpéwy rpirris : II. 1058 ; 
(Sedp’ "EXe)vowlev (rp)urris red(e)uTg Tecpacav 5¢ rpirrds &pxerar: Dittenberger 
299=C.1.A., 1.517. Cf. also Hesych., ‘Pwriris from pwrfris. 

See Gmil Szanto in Hermes, 1892, p. 312 sq. 
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of the Trittyes, with a tpirrvapxos at the head of each, was after- 

wards used mainly for military purposes. 

Another kind of subdivision of the Athenian burgess body was 
the ¢parpia or darpia, reorganised by Cleisthenes. Of such 

Phratries we may now regard as attested by inscrip- 

tions, “Ayviddo. and Anpotwvida. with certainty, by 

restoration @efpixwvidar or Peppixrddar, and with some probability 

Avadeis.2 At the head of the Phratry stood, as a rule, a fepeds of 
the patron god of the Phratry, and also the ¢patpiapxos, who was 

elected by the Phrateres or members of the Phratry, and had 
custody of the xowdv ypapparetov, managed the business of the 

Phratry, and presided at its meetings. In the larger Phratries 

there may have been several dparpiapxo..2 Every Phratry had its 

own place of assembly, where its religious central point was 

situated, and could pass resolutions which were valid so far as the 
authority of the Phratry extended.* 

Phratries. 

1 Acc. to Asch. in Ctes. 30, the Trittyes elected officers, ra Snudova xpjuara 

diaxepttev. That they served military purposes seems to be shown by 
Plat., Rep., 5, 475, where Socrates says to Glaucon : cal wi gidoriuous ye, ws 

éy@pat, kabopas, Sri, dv wh orparnyhoa Sivwrra, Tpirtvapxotcr. In the proposi- 
tion of Dem. 14, 28, each Trittys was to supply crews for 10 ships. Kirch- 

hoff makes C.1.A., I. 517 refer to this. C. Schaefer, in Mitth. dtsch. arch. 
Inst. in Ath., 5, 85 ff., seems to make too much of the military importance 
of the Trittys. In late inscrr. (first instance 299/8 B.c.), the rperrvapxoe in 
conjunction with the éferacrys supply money for erecting inscr.-stelai: 
€.LA., II. 297, 298, and statues: II. 300. 

2 For the Phratries, cf. 148 ff. ’Aymddac: C.LA., IT. 1653 ; Mitth., 12, 287 ; 
AnuorwviSar: C:1.A., II. 841b; Ind. Schol. Goett. 1890/1, p. 3; Oepprxwvida, 
Mitth., 2, 186, or Oeppexcddac: II. 1652; Avarets: TI. 600.  Zaxvddac (11. 1062) 

and ’Edactéa (Ind. Schol. Goett. 90/1, p. 11) may just as probably be families. 
Tt does not necessarily follow from Asch., Fals. Leg., 147, that the Phratry 

+o which the Eteobutadai belonged was called by their name. Sauppe, de 
phratriis Att., 10 ff., Gott., 1886, counts the Kjpuxes and the Tiraxi§ac and 
Oupywridar among the Phratries, on the authority of Et. M. 760, 33 sqq. C. 

Schaefer in the Pforta Progr., 1888, p. 30 ff., regards "Axviddat, Anuoriovidat 
and Oepprxwvidac as complexes of several Phisiriee: 

8 A lepeds of Zeds Ppdrpios: Ind. Schol. Goett. 90/1, p. 3; dparplapxyos: C.1.A., 

II. 599. 841b, Ind. Schol. Goett., ib. For the functions ot the dparplapxos see 

especially the inscrr. last aeoket Two ¢pdrpiapxor in the cowdy Avadéwr : 

II. 600. Dem. 57, 23 shows that the ¢parplapxos was elected ; II. 841b, that 

the xowdv ypayparetoy was in his keeping. 

4 Phratry-decrees, C.I.A., II. 598, 599, 600, 841b ; Ind. Schol. Goett. 1890/1, 

p. 8 ft.; C.LA., II. 599 was et up (umpoobev T)od spiro tbe) 841b, rpdcbev rod 

Bwpod Nekemeicis: Cf. Steph. Byz., pparplar Néyerar Kal ppdrprov bros, év @ ob 

ris abris pparplas cvvdyovra. Cf. also Poll. 3, 52. A meeting of the 
Phrateres is called dyopdé in Ind. Schol. Goett., p. 4, 1. 85. 
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There seems sufficient evidence to prove that the Ionic tribes 
continued to exist, nominally at any rate, even after 
the reforms of Cleisthenes.! 

It is natural enough in itself, and also attested by express 

evidence, that the old families or clans continued in existence 
after the time of Cleisthenes, though without retain- Tévn. 
ing any political importance.? As a rule each genos 
was headed by an dpywv rod yevous, and other officers also are 
mentioned. 

These old families still kept their lists of members after Cleis- 

thenes, as they had done before, and in those lists the new-born 
ohildned were entered.4 It was in itself allowable for the newly 

instituted O/aco. to keep lists of members and to enrol the names 

of new-born children in these lists at the Apaturia. But since 
the @iacor had no family traditions, and the lists would have 
only private importance, it is not very probable that such 

lists were kept by them at all. The cult of Zeus Herkeios and 

Ionic Phylai. 

1 In an inser. composed before the establishment of the Hadrianis, 
C.1.A., III. 2, mention is made of a Zeds Tedéwv, who, however, acc. to 
Benfey in the Gott. Nachr., 1877, p.1 ff, may simply be Zeus the god of 
lightning, from yedev, which, acc. to Hesych.=Adurew, a word used of 
lightning. In the Bulletin, 1879, 3, p. 69=C.1.A., II. 844, in an Attic inser. 
of the 4th cent. payments for sacrifices are made éx trav pvd0BaciNKar, 

which again speaks for the continued existence of the Ionic tribes. See 
also Droysen in Herm. 14, 587. Philippi, Reir., p. 168,172, also agrees that 
they still survived. Arist. 57, 4 shows that there were still gvA0Bacurers 
in Aristotle’s day. _ 

2 Arist. 21, 6. The latest treatise on Attic families is Toepffer, att. 
Genealogie, 1889. For such families becoming extinct, Isocr. 8, 88. 

3 For the internal constitution of the yévy see Dittenberger in Herm. 

20, 7 ff. Toepffer, att. Geneal., p. 20 ff. One dpxwy of the Eumolpides 
and Kerykes: Ed. dpx., 1883, p. 88, and so also perhaps in C.I.A., II. 605, 
where Toepffer reasonably considers dpxovra a stonecutter’s blunder for 
dipxovras. “Apywv of the Amynandridai: C.1.A., III. 1276; of the Bacchiadai: 
II. 1825, III. 97; of the Salaminioi: Mitth., 4, 265. For the method of 
appointment of the dpxywy we have two pieces of information: “Ed. dpx. 

1883, p. 88: rods dpxovras rods del kaOtorauévous é& éxarépouv Tod yévous. “AOjy. 

VIL. 274: (r)ov det Aav(x)dvovta dpx(ovra Tod yév)ous. These are not sufficient 
for definite conclusions. A raulas of the Amynandridai: III. 1276 ; of the 
Eumolpidai: III. 5. ’Apxiepeds xal yeve(dpxns) of the Kerykes: III. 1278; 
iepouvijoves in the family of the Salaminioi: Mitth., 4, 265. Decrees of 
families occur in C.I.A., IT. 596, 597, 605. "Ed. dpx,, 1883, 83. 

4 Enrolment of a child among the yewra is attested by Is. 7, 15-17, 43; 
in the case of the Brytidai by (Dem.) 59, 59-61; the Kerykes, Andoc., de 
Myst., 125 sqq. See also Philippi, Beitr., ete., p. 168 ff. 
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Apollo Patroos was common to all the families, as also to the 

Giacou.4 
There still survived from ancient times a number of federations 

of communities for religious purposes, of which I will here mention 

Religious OXly the three attested by inscriptions: the "Ezaxpteis, 

B Anttrnad i the Meodyero. and the Terparddas. There was an 

’ dpxwv at the head of the Mecdyeo: and the TerpardAcs.” 

Beside these associations instituted by the State and either still 
possessing constitutional importance or retaining recollections 

Private and survivals of it from former times, there was at 
Associations. Athens, as a result of the unlimited freedom of associ- 
ation permitted there, a considerable number of private societies. 

In a law attributed to Solon we read of @acdra: and épyeaves, 

dining-clubs and burial-clubs, shipping, trading, and privateer com- 

panies, whose agreements or bye-laws were binding on all their 

members provided they were not contrary to the laws of the State.* 
Among these associations the @:acGra: and dpyedves occur most fre- 
quently, and next to these, what are not mentioned in the so-called 

Solonian law, the épavorai.4 However we are not in a position to 
draw a clear distinction between these various associations. Even 

the épavo., which originally simply provided banquets at the expense 

of all the members, obtained later, judging by the inscriptions, a 

1 The ’Aré\\wvos tarpwou kal Aids épxelov yevvirac mentioned in Dem. 57, 
67, are an old family. See Philippi, Beitr., 169. But the Dokimasia of the 

Archons shows that the @iaco. also worship both those deities, cf. Arist. 
55, 3; Poll. 8, 85, cf. Harp. &pxewos Zevs ; Suid., Phot., s. verb. ; Harp.,’A7é\\wv 
marpgos; Plat., Huthyd., 302. 

2 See page 99. The ’Eraxpiets are attested by a decree of. the Deme 

Plotheia: C.I.A., II. 570. We possess several decrees of the Meoéyeou: I. 
602, 6038. The latter gives as religious functionaries rév iepéa rod “Hpaxd(é)- 
ovs kal Tov Tov Acduov Kal rods pv}uovas Kal Tov mupPdpov Kal Tov Koparywrydy Kal 

Tov Khpuka kal Tov wdtpiov. Decree of the Tetrapolis, in a fragmentary state : 
II.601. Of. also the dedicatory inser. C.1.A., II. 1824: rerparénees ry Acovtiow 

dvéBecav, Avoavlas KadNov Tprxopicros Apxev. ‘Ieporroot’ Pavddwpos Mapabdnos, 

MeAdvwros Tprxoptcvos, &(a)voxdijs Oivatos, Avrixpdrns ILpoBaXiovos. 

8 Gaius, Bk. 3, Dig. 47, 22 quotes as a Solonian law: éay dé djuos 7 ppdropes 

h iepav dpyedves (for dpylwv) # vadrar } cvcorror 7} dubrapo 4 Ocacdrac 4 él Aclav 

(for Aiav) ofxduevor } es €wrroplay driody (for dre dv TovTwr) SiabGvrac mpds 4hAHAovs, 

Kupiov elvar, éav wh drayopedon Snubova ypdumara. Conjectures on this passage 

are given by Meier in Jnd. schol. Halle, 1848/9; Lobeck, Aglaoph., 305; 
Petersen, d. geh. Gottesdienst bei den Griechen, p. 42. 

4 For treatises on the religious associations see Liiders, die Dionysischen 
Kunstler, p. 1 f£. 1878; Foucart, des associations religieuses chez les Grecs, 1873 ; 
C. Schafer in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1880, p. 417 ff. 
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religious character. So far as our knowledge goes these three 
classes of clubs were societies of a religious type for practising the 
cult of some deity or other; and in later times, when the native 
faith began to decay, they were often devoted to foreign deities ; 

nevertheless it is still possible enough that they at the same time 

pursued other objects not connected with religion. They held 

meetings at regular fixed dates ; sometimes had a priest, sometimes 

a priestess ; ; in some cases again had émipeAnrai, Leporrovoi, & ypap- 

parevs, and a rapias, subject to evuva.® 
The expenses of the sacrifices or other religious duties were de- 

frayed from the temple property of the deity concerned and from 
the contributions of the members. Admission into such a society 

was accompanied by the taking of an oath, but was probably open 

to any person on payment of a specified entrance fee.° These 

1 Ath. 8, 362 E: xadetras 52 6 adros Kal épavos kal Oiacos Kal oi cuvidvTes Epay- 

oral Kal cvvOcacGra. So too the dpyedves cannot be distinguished from the 
OacGra and epanoral. Phot. says: dpyedves of rots ldia apidpumévors Beots 
épyidgovres ; Harp. dpyedves: of él tiny Seay 4 jpdwv ovvidvres which almost 
exactly coincides with his explanation of @ac.wras: Olacos 7d dO porfduevov 

mdjOos éml rehery kal Tywy Oeod. For the épavoc in their original meaning see 
Meier.? 637. For the close connexion between all three forms of association 
cf, Liiders, p. 2 ff. 

2 Cults forming the nucleus of such religious societies are e.g. that of 
Zeus of Labranda: C.1.A., II. 618, that of Mijrnp rév Geav: II. 614, of Zeds 
Swrhp, ‘Hpaxdjs and the Lwrfpes: II. 616, Zdpams: II. 617, Bévius: II. 620, 
’Adpodirn Zupia : IL. 627, ’APnva’Opydvy : II. 1829, Leds Piios : II. 1380. | 

3 Decrees of dpyedves: C.I.A., II. 610, 618, 619, 621, 622, 623, 624,627. Mitth. 
9, 288. Decrees of épavorai: II. 615, 616, 617, 630, cf. 13830; of Qacdra: I. 

_ 611, 618, 614, 620, cf. 1829, 1831. Their meetings were called dyopai. In II. 
610 an dyopd of the dpyedvos is to take place ry deurépg icrapévou Tod unvds 
éxdorov. In other cases we often find in decrees of dpyedves the phrase, 

Mouvyxigivos dyopa xupia: II. 610, 619, 621, 622, 623, 624; dyopd Kupla Tw 
Oiacwrdv: II. 611. The officers mentioned in the text occur in inscrr., some- 

times all together, sometimes separately. See also C.I.A., II. 1826, 1332, 
1838, 1834, 1837. In the case of épamorat we find mentioned besides these 
a mpoepavicrpa: II. 617, and an dpxepaviocrns: II. 680. ev@vva of religious 
functionaries: II. 611, 617. On the organisation of these societies cf. 

Foucart, p. 5 ff. 
4 C.LA., IT. 610, line 17: diddvace Se (rots t)eporaois eis Thy Ovolay FF dSpaxpmas 

éxaoTov Tuy dpyedsvwv x.7.4. Payment of the contribution is a necessary con- 
dition of membership: II. 680. The Hixade’s have xowd, ad’ Gv ra iepa rots 
Geots Ovovow. x.7.a: II. 609. 

5 On admission and the oath at admission see C.I.A., I. 6101, 20 sqq. An 
oath mentioned: II. 609, 616. The enrolment of new members on the list 
was accompanied by a deibiacaia” IIL. 610.1. 22: r(ovds dé yeypaum)évous els Thy 

oTHAny So(Kiudg)ew Tovs dpyeavas. 1. 1 ff. drdoa ev TH(e oTHA)N €)y(yevpa)mmévos 
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societies styled themselves sometimes by the general terms dpyedves 
fiacaéra: or épavictai, sometimes they had also special names.! 

Other private guilds were the dining and _burial-societies, 

avoo.ro. and éudtador. About the former we know nothing; the 

latter were burial-societies, some confined to separate families, 
others not.* Mention must also be made of shipping, trade, and 

privateer associations, the first two of which were probably often 

owners’ societies and trade companies, while the privateer associa- 
tions would only be formed in time of war. We have evidence 

from inscriptions of a guild of the wAvjs and a xowdv trav 
epyalopevwv.? 

2. THe MINISTERS OF THE GOVERNMENT AND THE SOVEREIGN 

POWER OF THE STATE. 

A. The Magistrates. 

(a) General. 

The Athenian magistrates + (apxovres, dpxai) fall into two main 

divisions, which can again be subdivided into particular classes. 
Classification .2° *Wo main divisions are the ordinary and extra- 

ofthe ordinary officials. Of these the former, who were 

en een tee. regularly chosen annually, and who transacted busi- 
ness distinctly prescribed by the constitution, were either elected 

or chosen by lot. The extraordinary officials, who were chosen in 

cases of necessity, and who undertook any duty imposed upon 

them by the voice of the people, were of 3 classes, (1) overseers of 

the public works, (2) those entrusted with the completion of some 

eiciv 7 To(ds T)ovrwy éxydvovs would seem to show that sons were eo ipso 
members of the Orgeones to which their father had belonged. In an inscr. 
from Cnidos also quoted in Liiders, p. 163, no. 88, sons are admitted to the 
Giacos. 

1 Fig. Hixadets: C.LA., Il. 609. Zapamiuorat: II. 617. ‘Hpotorai: II. 630. 
Avovvovacrat: Mitth. 9, 288. 

2 ctcoiro are mentioned by Is. 4, 18. Dem. 43, 79 mentions a priua 

Boveeidav. In Dem. 57, 67 those act as witnesses ols jpla tatrd. Cf. Arist. 
55, 3. 

8 For the ship and trade associations reference may be made to Harp.: 

Kowwvixav'—rav éxovorov Kowwvlay cuvOeuévwv éuroplas % Twos ddXov, Gv Exacros 

ovK eixe 7 ddov Tiunua THs Kowhs ovcias. Cf.C.I.A., I. 1839. For the privateer 
associations see the passages in Schoemann’s Antigqu., 367, 8. oi mduijs: 

C.L.A., IL. 1827. xowdv rev épyat(ouévwv): IL. 1382. 

4 In general cf. K, Fr. Hermann, de iure et auctoritate magistratuum apud 
Athenienses, 
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state business for a period exceeding 30 days, (3) those who, elected 

by the tribes, had to perform a task to be carried out partly at 

state expense.! 
Aristotle classifies the most important powers of magistrates ~ 

under three heads, deliberative, judicial, and executive.? All 

these powers the Athenian magistrates possessed, and 

had accordingly the jyeuovia duxacrypiov for lawsuits 

in their several departments, and the power of inflicting money 

fines up to a specified maximum amount on any one who did 
not carry out their official commands.’ To hold the same office 

for several consecutive years was only permitted in the case of 
military offices ; in the non-military offices not even a two years’ 

tenure was permissible. Similarly, for the same person to hold 

several offices at once was unusual.* 

Their Powers. 

1 The above classification is indicated by Mschin. in Ctes. 138-15, 28-30. 

On this passage see Philippi in the NV. Rh. Mus., 34, 611. In one way this is 
confirmed by C.I.A., I. 315, in which the émucrdra: over the building of the 
Propylaia designate themselves as dpx7. 

2 See Arist., Pol., 172, 26 ff., Bekker: udducra 8 ws ardws elrew dapxds 
Aextéov TavTas, Boas dmodédorat Bovr\evcacOal Te wept Twwy Kal Kpivat Kal émirdgae 

kal pddwora TodTo' Td yap émirdrrew dpxiukdrarévy éorw. Hermann, ibid., 33, 36, 
translates the three infinitives by deliberare, decernere, and imperare or 
edicere, 

3 In Mschin. in Ctes. 27 Demosthenes is called a recyoroids: Kal ériBodds 

éréBadne, Kabdrep of &Adoe &pxovres, kal Sucacryplwy iyyeuovias édduBave. Descrip- 

tion of the jyeuovia Sikaornpiov in the Lex. Seguer. 262, 21: dpxovres joav 

eigarywyets duxGv rwwy eis TA SixaoThpia, mpoavaxplvovres Tas Sikas Kal mpooxadeso- 

pevot Tots Sixacrypias, Kal elyov Thy Tov Sikaornplwy ‘iyyewovlay, probably all who 

were in office for more than 30 days: Aischin. in Ctes.14. Power of the 
Archon ém:Bodhy ériBddXew: Arist.56,7; of the Strategoi: Arist.61,2. Further 
examples of the officials’ power, ériBodjv émiBddrew, in Siegfried, de multa 
quae ériBorh dicitur. Diss. inaug., Berlin, 1876, p. 2 ff. But he seems to me 
to extend the power of émod} to too many persons. The émPody as the 
official’s punishment for disobedience to his commands or for smaller 

offences: Siegfried 18 ff. The maximum ém8o\) which the magistrates 
could inflict probably varied according to the dignity of the magistrate ; 
for the Boule it amounted to 500 drachme. The maximum émfody of the 

ieporrovol of the Hephaisteia amounted to 50 drachme. Sitzungsber. d. bayr. 
Akad., 1887, p.18. It was the same in the case of those who damaged the 

trees ra the holy precinct of Apollo Erithaseos, and was a by the 
_ priest together with the Demarchs: C.LA., II. 841. 

* See Arist. 62,3: dpxew dé ras wey Kard wbdeuov apxas é[fer]re mAeovdxcs, 
Tov 8 dddwv ovdeulay rryv Bovretoa: dis. Prolongation of the strategia in the 

case of Pericles, Plut., Per., 16; in the case of Phokion, Plut., Phok., 8, 19. 
Prolongation of the hipparchia: Hyper., pro Lycophr. XIV.2 ff. In general 
see Dem., prowm. 55, 1461: dewdraro: yap éor adedéoOau pev bo builv badpyer 
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The appointment of the magistrates proceeded either by lot or 

by election. Election, apart from the above-mentioned tribal 

elections, was reserved as it seems for the military 
Appointment. ; mn 5 3 \ efnieieks, the Tae TOV oTpatiwTiKov, and those ézi To 

Gewpixov, ert Tas Kpyvas and émi rH dvovknoe ; the remaining ee 

trates were elected by lot.1 

The time of the official elections is attested by an inscription of 

the 3rd century as the end of the month Munychion, whereas, at 
When least in Aristotle’s time, the military officials seem to 

Appointed. have been elected in the month Anthesterion. These 
early dates confirm the supposition that between election and 
entering upon office a sufficiently long interval had to elapse, to 

allow time for the customary dokimasia and any lawsuits arising 
from it.2 To the same date we must for the same reasons assign 

the choosing of the officials by lot, for a: were all chosen to- 

gether.’ 

kal vduous repli rovTwy Oeivar, dv Tis doruvoujon Sis } Ta Towabra, orparnyetv 5 ael 

Tovs abrovs éd4v. The same man can only once be elected civdicos: Dem. 20, 
152; cf. also Lys. 30, 29. It is not a cumulation of offices in the hands of 
one person when the functions of one office are added to those of another, 
as in Asch. in Ctes. 25, or in a decree of the people in the year 320, 
Dittenberger 337: éredh dé cal } Tdv doruvduwv émimédeca mpocréraxrat Tots 

ayopavduots. 

- 1 See Aschin. in Ctes. 18. Arist. 43,1: ras 8 dpyas ras mepl ri éyKixdov 
duolknow amrdcas trowter KAnpwras TAY Tapulou oTpaTiwTikKav Kal Tov él 7d Pewpixdy 

Kal Tod TOv KpnvGy émiednrod.—xeEtporovodcr dé kal Tas mpds Tov wodEKOV amdcas. 

For the election of the magistrate éml 77 Siocxjoe vid. Pseudoplut., vit. Lyc., 3. 
2 The 22 Munychion as the time of the dpxaipecia: in the* year of the 

Archon Symmachos in the time of the 12 tribes: C.1.A., II. 416. Arist. 44, 
4 tells us: moder (t.e. of mpdedpor) 5é Kal dpxaipecias orparnyav Kal imrapxav 

kal TOv &\Nwv T&v wpds Tov woNeuov apxGv év TH exkAnoia, Kad’ bre av THO Snuw Sox7’ 

rooder 6’ of pera Thy S$ (Exrnv) mpvravetortes, ep dv av evdonula yévnrar. Set Se 

mpoBovrAeuma yevéoOat kal wept TroUrwy. The question has been discussed in my 
Beitr., etc., 5 ff., with reference to the election of the Strategoi, and to this 
I have nothing important to add. For the Strategoi-elections in spring 
or early summer see Wilamowitz, aus Kydathen, 58; Paulus, Maulbronn 
Progr., 1883, 1 seq.; Beloch, att. Polit. seit Perikles, 265 seq.; Belser in the 
Korresp. Bl. fir d. Gel. u. Realschulen, 1886, 4 ff., Tubingen; Hauvette 

Besnault, les stratéges Athéniens, 37 ff., Paris, 1885. The theory of Ad. 
Schmidt, in. the Handb. d. griech. Chronol., 301 ff., that the elections up to 

the year 306, according to the hypothesis to Dem. 22, 590, were held during 
the last days of the year, and only after 306 in the last days of the month 
Munychion, is now exploded by Aristotle. 

3 C.LA., I. 82: rayuias 6é droxvayedter(y r)dvTwv Tov xpnudtwv Sravmep Tas 

&\rXas dpxds, Kabdmep rods Tdv i(epa)v T&v Tis ’APnvalas. 
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The nomination of magistrates was either so conducted that for 

every official college of ten, one member was chosen from each 
tribe, or else so that the members of the college were haraed watt 

all ehoven from among all the Athenians,! each tribe to their 
Tribes. 

getting roughly its fair share of representation. 
For both elective magistracies and those filled by lot, canvassing 

took place; in the former case this consisted in a 

regular Ambitus, while in the latter case a simple 

application for office sufficed.” 
The elective offices were filled at the elections (dpyapeoiar) held 

under the supervision of the zpdedpo by cheirotonia (show of hands).® 

The method of nominating the officials by lot underwent How 
‘some change in processof time. The arrangement made 4Ppointed. 
in 487 that the 9 Archons should be appointed by lot, one for each 

tribe, out of 500 candidates elected by the Demes, was changed in 

course of time; each tribe in a body nominated 10 candidates, and 

out of these hundred applicants the 9 Archons with their secretary 
were appointed by lot, one from each tribe. The rest of the 

officials chosen by lot were originally nominated either in the 
former or the latter way, so that the nominators were either the 
Demes or the tribes. Afterwards as bribery occurred among the 
Demes in these nominations, they all, with the sole exception of 
the BovAevrat and ¢dpovpoi, were placed in the hands of the tribes. 
From those thus nominated, the 9 Archons then nominated the 
officials by a lottery held in the Theseion, and if any failed to 
pass the dokimasia, others were subsequently nominated in a 

Canvassing. 

1 Compare the remarks on the several offices. The Hellenotamiai, about 
whose method of nomination we know nothing for certain, seem, C.I.A., I. 
259, 260, to have been nominated with regard for the tribes, while I. 188 
the Acamantis and the Aiantis are twice represented in the college. Even 
in the case of the 9 Archons, the tribes were. taken into consideration. 
This supposition of Sauppe, de creat. archont. att. Goett., 1864, is now 
confirmed by Arist. 55, 1: [viv] 52 kAnpodow Oecuobéras mév EF Kal ypayparéa 

rovTos, rt 8 &pxovra kal Baoiéa Kal mworéuapxov Kata pépos e& éxdorns Crijs> 

pudjjs. . 

2 For the Ambitus see my Beitr., etc., p. 14 ff. The application for offices 

filled by lot appears in Isocr. 15, 150; Lys. 6, 4; 31, 33; Harp. émAaxdy, and 
against this Suid. \ngiapxixdvy and Phot., Art. 2, are valueless. It is sugges- 
tive too that Poll. 8,55 obviously does not know of any ¢wuocta of offices, 
though according to the method of drawing by lot given by Suid., Phot., it 
must certainly have been permissible. 

8 See Arist. 44,4; Aischin. in Ctes. 13. 
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similar manner to fill their place The lottery itself must be 

imagined to have proceeded thus. In one urn were tablets with 

the names of the candidates, in another a corresponding number 

of beans, of which one was white, the rest black. Out of the two 

urns were drawn at the same time a tablet with a name inscribed 
on it, and a bean, and that candidate with whose name the white 

bean was drawn was nominated.? Corrupt practices at elections 

are reported not only in the case of the offices filled by sortition, 

but also of those filled by election: but nothing can be definitely 
said as to the methods adopted.® 

Each official appointed either by vote or by lot had to pass 
a Dokimasia before entering on office. In the case of the 9 

1 For the method of nominating the 9 Archons introduced in 487 see 
Arist. 22,5. Comp. p. 153. In place of this they reverted to the method 

introduced by Solon, about which Arist. 8, 1 says: rpodxpwev 3’ els rods évvéa 
dpxovras éxdorn (namely Pid) Séxa Kal Céx> rov[rwy éxA]jpouv* bOev Ere Srapéver 
Tats pudais Td Séka KAnpodv éxdorny, cir ék TovTwy Kvayevew. For the interven- 

tion of the tribes at the nomination of the 9 Archons see the preceding 
note. With regard to the other officials elected by lot cf. Arist. 62,1: ai 
dé kAnpwral a[px]at rpdrepov per Foav ai pev per éevvda apxdvrwv [éx] Tis pudj7js Ans 

KAnpovjpevan, ai 5’ év Onoely KkAnpovpevar Seynpodyro eis Tods Shulolus* émecdy O° éxddovr 

of Onuot, kal Tadras Ex THs pudts OAns KAnpovar wAIv BovdrevTav Kal PpovpGv. Tovrous. 

5’ eis rods Synudras drrodiddact. In the time of Alschines, the 9 Archons. 

selected by lot all those officials in the Theseion: Aschin. in Ctes. 18. For 

Aischines evidently takes the @ecuoléra for the 9 Archons, on-the analogy 

of the election by lot of the dicasts by the 9 Archons (cf. Arist. 59, 7; 63, 1). 
That for every official elected by lot, a substitute had to be also elected by 
lot at the same time, as Harp. ém:\axev thinks, is probably only true of the 
Bouleutai. A bye-election by lot was held when magistrates had failed to 
pass the dokimasia or had died. See Lex. Seguer. 256, 3, (Dem.) 58, 29 and 
especially Lys. 26,6. Kohler wishes the phrase éml Nuxiov dpxovros tore(por) 

C.I.A., II. 299, to be taken as evidence for an émiAaxav of the dpxwv, on the 

strength of a fragment of a decree of the people in the Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. 
Inst., 5, 8326 (ért Nuxiou dp)xovros U(oré)pov, and (érl—z) oddpov &pxovros devre(por), 
II. 299b. But cf. Droysen, Gesch. d. Hell., 2, 2, 388 (646) ff. and Unger in the 
Phil. 38, 445. 

2 The dpxovras dd xuduov xabiordva (Xen., Mem., 1, 2, 9) is, in the Lex. 
Cantabr. 671, explained as follows: kxvapetovrary kdnpovvra. éxpovTo yap 

kudos ot Arrikol év rats KAnpwoect Tay apxGv wédact Kal NevKots. Kalo roy AevKdv 

dvapracas fipxev, cf. Hesych. xvayorpwé. Phot. Kvauirns. Dem. 39, 10. 12. 

8 For the elective offices see Isocr. 8, 50, for the others Aeschin. in Tim. 
107, in Ctes. 62. A form of corruption in voting was 7d dvoty miwvaxiow riv ta 
mAnpovcOa in Dem. 39, 12, where'the mivdxioy signifies the tablet with the 
name of the candidate. For the ypagpi dexacuov see Meier and Schémann, 
att. Proc.,? 444/5. 

4 The following have treated of the Dokimasia of magistrates: Frankel, 
d. att. Geschwornenger., 28 ff. Herm. 13, 561 ff., Thallieim in the Herm. 13, 
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Archons this inquiry was a double one, first before the council, 
then in a law court; the other officials were examined in the 

law court only.! The dokimasia of the 9 Archons, Wace 
which does not seem to have differed materially from 
that which the others had to pass, was conducted in the following 

way: the applicant had to prove by witnesses his citizen descent 

for three generations back, and to show that he followed the cult 

of Apollo Patroos and of Zeus Herkeios, that he had a family 

tomb, that he respected his parents as he should, that he belonged 
to a class so assessed as to entitle him to hold this office, and that 
he had fulfilled his military duties.” 

After the witnesses had given evidence on these points, it was 

asked whether any of those present had any complaint to make 

against the candidate. If a complainant appeared, a legal trial 

was undertaken, and only after consequent prosecution and de- 

866 ff., Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1879, 601 ff., C. Schafer in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 
1878, 821 ff. What was then still a matter of dispute has now been set at 
rest by Arist., who confirms Schifer’s theory. That all officials had to 
pass the Dokimasia, Arist. 55, 2 affirms: m[dvres yap Kai] of kAnpwrol Kal of 

xXetporovyTol Soximacbévres dpxovow. Cf. Aschin. in Ctes. 14,15; Poll. 8, 44. 
1 See Arist. 55,2: doxiudgovrar 8’ obra (of évvéa apxovres) mpGrov pev év TH 

(BovdAy] Tots # wiv rod ypaumaréws, obros 5 év Suxacrypiw pdvov wamep oi &Adox 

dpxov[res], (r[dvres yap kal] of kAnpwrol Kal of xeporovynTol Soximacbévres dpxovow), 

oi 8° évvd’ &pxovre[s @v te TH Bovdy Kal mddw ev Sixacrypiy. Kal mpdrepov uev ovK 
hpxev Svt[w’ ajrodoxiudoeev 7 Bovdy, viv & eects éorw eis Td Sixacrhpioy Kal 
TovTo Kiptdv éore THs Soxiwacias. Cf. also Arist. 45,3: Soxiudter 5é (% Bovdh) 

kal Tos Bovdeutas Tos Tov Uorepov éviaurdv BovrevcovTas Kal Tos évvéa dpxovTas. 

kal mpdrepov mev fv drodoxiudoa Kupla, viv dé <kal> rovras epecis éorw eis Td 
dikacrhpiov. TovTwy uev oby dxupds éorw 7 Bovhj. That this double dokimasia 
was held’ in every case, is also clear from Dem. 20, 90: rovs wév Oeopo- 
Oéras Tovs éml rods vouous KAnpouLévous “dis SoKiwuacbévras dpxew év re TH BovdAy Kal 

Tap’ tui &v TH Sikacrnpiy. In Lys. 26, 12 the Dokimasia of the council zepi 
Tov d\\wv dpxav can only refer to the bouleutai. See Lipsius in Meier and 
Schémann, att. Proc.,? 244,10. Dokimasia of the Taxiarchs in court: Dem, 
40, 34, of the Strategoi: Lys. 15, 2, of the érmednrat rov éumopiov: Dein. in 
Aristog. 10. 

2 Arist. 55, 3: émepwradcw 8’, bray Soxiwdfwow, mparov pev rls cor warp Kal 
widev Tav Sjuwy Kal Tis marpds warhp Kal ris unrnp Kal tls untpds Tarhp Kab wddev 

Tov Sipe” werd 5¢ Tabra el €orw atr@’Aréd\Awy tatpoos Kal Leds épxetos kat rod 
Tavra Td lepd éorw, elra jpla el or Kal wov TavTa, erecta yovéas ef 6 moved [Kal] 

Ta TéAn Tee? (cf. Arist. 7, 4: 61d Kal vov éwecdav Epnras Tov uéANovTa KANpoda bal 
TW’ apxiv, Totov TéXos TeXe?, O85’ dv ets elroe OnriKdv) Kal Tas orparetas el €orpdrevTat. 

Taira 8 dvepwricas “ Kdder, pyolv, Tovrwy rovs pdprupas.” Cf. also Lex. 
Cantabr. 670; Poll. 8, 85; Dem. 57, 66. 67. 70; (Dem.) 59, 92. That the 
anacrisis of the other officials did not materially differ from that of the 9 
Archoas is evident from Deinarch. in Aristog. 17; Xen., Mem., 2, 2, 18. 
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fence did the epicheirotonia in the Council, the final verdict in 

the law court, take place. If there was no complainant, the 
voting immediately began. In the judicial Dokimasia, before a 

law-court, the Thesmothetai presided over the proceedings.! For 

special officials the judicial inquiry required proof of special 
qualities, e.g. the treasurers of Athene and probably those of the 

other gods had to prove that they belonged to the first: assessed 
class, the 9 Archons to show that their bodies were faultless, the 
Basileus that he was married to a woman who had never married 

before, the Strategoi that they lived in lawful wedlock and that 
they possessed property within the boundaries of Attica.? At the 
same time the Dokimasia did not limit itself to the points here 
enumerated; the whole life of the nominee was subjected to 

examination, and he could be refused office on various other 

grounds.? Rejection at the Dokimasia implied, it seems, a partial 
atimia, which involved the loss of the right of appearing as a 

sueakce before the people.4 
The Athenian year of office corresponded to the etl year, and 

Sithiacinn tes for this reason the officials usually took office on the 

Office: the first of Hecatombaion. The treasurers of Athene, how- 

“apes ever, and those of the other gods succeeded to office 
at the Panathenaia, holding it till the following Panathenaia, 

1 Arist. 55, 3: éreday 5¢ rapdoxnrae rods pdprupas, érepwra, “ rovrov Bovderal 
Tis KaTnyopeiv 3” Kav pev @ Tis KaTHYyopos, Sos Karyyoplay kal dmrodoylay, otrw 

didwouw év pev TH BovdAT Thy émcxecporoviay, év 5 TH dixacrynply Thy Yipov * éay 6é 

pndels BovrAnTat Karnyopeiv, evOds Siiwor Thy Whpov* Kal mpdrepov pev eis, évéBadde 

Thy Wipov, viv 3 dvdyKn mavras éott diapndlfecOa wept abr&v, iva, dv Tis mwovnpds 

av dmadd\déy tods Katnydpous, éml rots Siuacrats yévynrat Todrov amodoKiudon. 

‘The Thesmothetai as elcaywye’s in the Dokimasia before a court of law: 
Lys. 15, 2. Poll. 8, 88. 

a The authorities for this are Arist. 47, 1; Poll. 8, 97; Lys. 24,13. Et. M. 
agedyjs. -(Dem.) 59,75. Dein. in Dem. 71. The Thetes da not seem to have 
been excluded by law from the archonship, at any rate in the 4th century, 
although the expense connected with it perhaps deterred them from stand- 

ing for the office. See Lys. 24,18. (Dem.) 59,72. Beyond this Arist. 7, 4. 
says nothing: 61d cal yov éreday epnrae Tov wéddovTa KAypodaOal Tw’ apxiy, Totov 

téXos Teel, od’ dv ets efron Onrikév. 

3 See Lys. 16, 9: év 5& rats Soxyacias Sikacov elvar ravtds Tod Biou Abyov 5ddvat. 

The nominated official can be refused office for éraipeiy (Aischin. en Tim. 
19), for his previous political conduct (Lys. 13, 10. 26). 

4 This Atimia is recognised by K. Fr. Hermann, de iure et auctorit. 

magistratuum ap. Atheniens., p. 27, from (Dem.) 25, 30, according to which 
it was forbidden, among other things, to speak before the people, rots 

a ode dokiuac pévots ones Aaxotou. 
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in the 5th and perhaps also in the 4th century, as did also the 
Hellenotamiai in the 5th, and in the 4th the rapilas tov orpatwrtkév, 

ot ert 76 Oewpixov, and 6 émi ras kpynvas.1 Just before the taking of 

office, came the oath of office which all Athenian officials had to 
swear.” This oath (which was probably different for the different 
offices, but in every case, as it seems, contained the obligation not 

to accept bribes), was taken just before entering on office, first 

at the stone of witness in the Agora and then again on the 

Acropolis.2 I conjecture that on the first of Hekatombaion, 

1 That the year of office of the Strategoi was the same as that of the 
_Archons, a thing often doubted,—see my Beitr., etc., 13/4—can be proved 
true of the 8rd century by inscriptions. See C.J.A., I. 331. I cannot 
place such reliance on C.I.A., I. 273, as authority for the taking of office of 
the Strategoi in Hecatombaion as do Loeschcke, de aliquot titulis Att., 25 ff. 
and Arnold, de Atheniens. pretorib., II. p. 3 ff. Bautzen, 1876, since I can- 

not convince myself of the existence of a permanent chairman of the 
board of Strategoi. The year of office too of the Taxiarchs is identical with 
that of the Archons in 339: C.1.A., II.562, Those who hold that the taking 
of office by the Strategoi took place on 1 Hecatombaion are the same as 
those who fix the election in spring or summer. See p. 216,2. So also 
Hauvette-Besnault, cbid., 29 ff. Entering on office of the rapia: rijs Oeod at 
the Panathenaia on the 28th Hecatombaion: C.I.A., 179. Boeckh, kl. 
Schr., 6, 78 seq. C.LA., I. 189 a, b, goes from Metageitnion to Hecatom- 
baion (the 20th Hecatombaion is mentioned). See Kirchhoff in the 
C.LA., I. p. 88. 1.188 is not against it, as the expenses of the first pry- 
tany may have come after the 28th Hecatombaion. Neither. is I. 180, 
where according to Miiller-Striibing in the N. Rhein. Mus., 33, 87 ff., the 
first payment of the treasurers is made on the 82nd day of the first 
prytany. After the time of Eucleides the treasurers’ years of office, as 

Boeckh, ibid., 85, concludes from C.I.G., 150, 151=C.1.A., II. 652, 667, were 
the same as ‘thos of the Archons. Panske, de isiapsetrantih, att. qui saec. 

a Chr. n. IV. pecunias publ: curabant, 20 ff., 1890, Leipzig, takes the Pana- 
thenaia as the term of office in the 4th pénbiry also. Arist. 43,1 is not 
conclusive against this, as he there only speaks of elective offices. The 
entering on office of the rauiac rov dAX\wv Oedv took place at the same time. 
See C.I.A., I. 32. The Hellenotamiai also, according to Boeckh’s conjecture 
in the St. a. Athen., 1, ‘244. For the other officials mentioned in the text 
see Arist. 43, 1. 

2 See Lyc., Leokr., 79. 
8 For the oath of ‘the 9 Archons see Arist. 55, 5: CoxrsacGingres > dé rodrov 

Tov Tpétov Badigovor mpds Tov AiOor ep’ ob Ta So éoriv, ép’ 08 Kal of Stacrynral 

dudcavres amrodpalvovrar Tas dialras Kal of pdprupes éfduyuvTac tds papruplas, 

dvaBavres 58 ért rorov éuvbovoew Sixalws dptew Kal xara rods vouous kal d&pa wh 

AjperOat Tis apxfs evexa, kdv Te AdBwor, avdpidvTa avabjoew xpvoodv. évredOev 

5° dudcayres eis dxpdrodw Badlfovew Kal radu éxet TavTa duvvovet, kal werd Tadra els 

Ti apxiy eicépxovra. See also 7,1. Compare also for the oath Plut., Sol., 
25. Plat., Phedr., 235. Herakl. I. 11=Miiller, fr. hist. gr., 2, 209. This 
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the officials, after they had taken the oath of office at the 

stone of witness, went in procession to the Acropolis, while a 

table was carried in front, on which lay myrtle twigs. After 

they had there renewed the oath before the statue of Athene 
Polias, they were crowned with these myrtle twigs, and were 
thus symbolically inducted into office. Then followed the 

inaugural sacrifice, with which the officials entered on office.? 
The different officials had as-a rule their special places of 
business, in which they held their sittings, and also, in most 

cases, dined together.? Some of the offices were remunerated, 
others were not, but nothing more can be said upon the point.* 

passage as to willingness to dedicate at Delphi, in case of corruption, a 
xpuchy eixéva icouérpyrov (Plat.)—Arist. has dvdpsdvra xpuvcody dvabjoew— 
Bergk in the N. Rhein. Mus., 18, 448 seq., has acutely explained in this 
way :—The magistrate convicted of bribery was to dedicate at Delphia 
golden image equal in weight to the weight in silver of the money re- 
ceived, the ratio of gold to silver being as 10:1 (Boeckh, St. d. Ath., 1, 42, 
metr. Unters., 180): an ancient formula for the usual tenfold punishment of 
bribery. See Dein. in Dem. 60, in Aristog. 17. The oath of the Strategoi 
included the special obligation rovs dorparedrous karahééew: Lys. 9,15. The 

obligation of not allowing themselves to be bribed, seems to follow in 
their case from Dein. in Philokl.2. For the addition to the oath of the 
Strategoi in the Peloponnesian war, see Plut., Per.,30. For the stone of 
witness see Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 2,1, 3851/2. . 

t The account given in the text rests on Arist. 55,5; Poll. 8, 86, and 
on the statement in Dein. in Philokl. 2, that the oath of the Strategoi was 
given peraid rod Edous kal rpaméfys, where 50s, according to Bergk, ibid., 
456, is the statue of Athene Polias (see Lex. Seguer. 246, 3: é50s atrd 7d 

dyahua) while I associate the tpdrefa with the note in Poll. 10, 69, that in 
Aristophanes’ Georgoi, occurs the term rpamefodépos before émi rod riv 

Tpdmefay pépovros, 7) émjaay Tots dpxovot ai uvpplva. For the symbolic meaning 
of the myrtle-wreath for the officials see Lys. 26,8. Phot. uifspwos wuppwar. 
Hesych. wuppwév. The apocheirotonia of an official is the taking away of 
his wreath. See Dem. 26,5. (Dem.) 58, 27. 

2 See Lex. Seguer. 245, 20: eloirqpia Ovoias dvoua, bray Bovrevew 4 srav 

dipxew tis xetporovnOy. With this I compare (Dem.) 59, 72, where it says of 
Stephanos’s dealings with the dpywyv Baciteds Theogenes: cuurapayevduevos 
avr @ Soximagoueévy Kal cuvevropjoas dvahwudtwv, bre elorer els Thy apxijy. 

8 See Dem. 19, 190. 

4 (Xen.) de rep. Ath., 1, 3, says: for offices like the Strategia or Hipparchia, 

the Demos does not trouble itself, 6mécac 5’ eiclv dpxal picPopopias evexa Kat 

wperelas eis Tov olkov, TaUTas Eyre 6 Shuos apxew. Yet in my Beiirdigen, etc., 

p. 81, 1 have held that we are bound to suppose that the Strategoi must 
have received pay in time of war. Isocr. 12, 145: ge yap rods dpyew 
aipebévras T&v Te kTnudTwv Tov lolwy duedety Kal Tay AnuwdTwv Tov ElOiouévwv 

didocAa Tats dpxats dméxerOar under Frrov 7} Trav iepav, A rls av év Trois viv Kabec- 

Taow bropuelverev ; is probably thinking more of indirect gain. See also 15, 
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Particular magistrates had also special honorary privileges.} 

As the officials, whose deliberations seem usually to have been 
public, regularly formed committees of ten members, one of them 

had to preside. This position was either filled (as ee 
for example in the committee of the Archons by Magistrates: 

the first Archon), by the same man throughout the eos wi 
year, or by the several committee men in turn.? Every 

official had to hand in to the Council every Prytany a report 

concerning his official proceedings, especially regarding the 
money he administered and expended. A commission 

of auditors, consisting of 10 Aoyorat, whom the council 

elected by lot from among its own members, audited this account ; 
and the council probably decided on their report, whether the 

account should be accepted as correct or not. If the decision of 

the council was unfavourable, it was open to the official in question 

to appeal to the Heliaia. Even private citizens could bring in 

an eisangelia against any official before the Council, against 

whose decision in this case too the accused was allowed to 

appeal to the Heliaia. Besides, every official was subject every 
Prytany to the epicheirotonia in the xvpia éxxdAyoia, that is, the 

émxerpotovia, 

145. The cwdpovicrai received daily a drachma els rpogjv. Arist. 42,3. Lex. 
Seguer. 301, 7. Phot., sub verb., says the 9 Archons each received 4 obols 
daily, eis cirnow, with which they had also to support a herald and a flute- 
player, the dpywy eis Dadapiva, 1 drachma, the ’Audixrioves eis AjXov, 1 drach- 
ma. The dpxal for Samos, Skyros, Lemnos, and Imbros were also paid: 
Arist. 62,2. Under the 400 all dpyai had to be duicAx, with the exception 
of the 9 Archons and the Prytanes: Arist. 29,5. In the best days of the 
Athenian confederacy Arist. 24, 3 counts 700 members of the dpyai évdyuor 

as receiving pay. The officials gained indirect advantages, by allowing 
themselves to be bribed. Vid. e.g. for the Prytanes: Lys. 6,29. Arist., 

Thesm., 9386/7. Miiller-Striibing, Aristoph., 347 seq. 

1 Thus, for instance, the Prytanes, the 9 Archons, the rapia ris Geod, the 
ieporrovol, the Strategoi and the Taxiarchs received pieces of the sacrifice at. 
the Panathenaia as a mark of honour: C.LA., Il. 163: d@dobérac 8 &v 

mputavely Seumrvovor Tov ‘Ex[aro]uBedva pfva, O[rlav 7 7d Tlavabjvara, dpEduevor 

dard ris Terpddos iorapévov: Arist. 62, 2. 

2 See Poll. 8,99: rpuraveder €& abr&v (rSv rwryTwr) els, ds TA TwrOdmeva BeBaror. 

The rapuiac rHs Ocod had an annual president. This is proved by inscriptions 

marking a whole year by the formula: émi rijs rod Setos dpyxijs Kal tvvap- 
xévrwv., See e.g. C.LA., I. 278. That the Hellenotamiai had an annual 
president has been generally inferred from C.LA., I. 237, 238, 242, etc., but 

188, 189 throw some doubt on the point. For the Strategoi see my Beitr., 
etc., p. 88. The publicity of the deliberations I gather from (Dem.) 25, 23, 
for the cases mentioned there are obviously exceptional. 
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question was put to the assembly, whether the officials seemed to 

them to be doing their duty well. Charges could then be brought 
against any official. If the ecclesia considered them serious, then 

the official in question was suspended, and the charge brought 

against him was brought before the’ Heliaia for final decision. 
Further, every official,? at the end of his term of office, was bound 

to give an account of his trust, and was answerable in his person 

and property for any faults or negligences during his term of | 

office. He was not permitted to leave the country before giving 

an account of his office, neither could he in the interval be adopted 

into another family, nor dispose of his fortune as he wished; so 
that he could not in any way defraud the State of its public 
money:? and it was not allowable, before his examination, to 

decree to any official a crown of honour for the way in which he 
had conducted his office.* 

About the constitution of those bodies, before which the audits 

Boards of took place, our information varies according as it refers 

Auditors. + the time before or after Eucleides.5 For the time 

1 Lys. 30,5: ddd’ of pev &ArXoe Tis abrav dpxis kara mpuvtaveiay Adyor dvadé- 

povot. From this Fischer in the Progr. d. Kneiphéfischen Stadtyymn, in 

Kénigsberg, 1886, 10 seq., rightly concludes that all officials had to render 
an account in each Prytany, Arist. 48, 3, says: [k]Anpodor. 5é cal Aoyords €& 
avray of BouNevral déka rods Noytoupévous Tais dpxais Kara Thy mpuvraveiay éExdorny. 

With this Icompare Arist. 45,2: xpiver 6 ras dpxas 7° BovdAy Tas mieloTas, 

udducd” boar xphuara Siaxepltovew od Kupla 58 4% Kplois, GAN edéoiuos els rd 

Oixacrjpiov. ekeore bé Kal rots idiwwras eicaryyéANev iy av BoiAwyTat TOV apxGv, wh 

xpHoPar rots vduors* Epeors 5€ Kal TovTos éoriv eis TO StxkacThpiov, édv adr&v h BovdrAy 

karayv~. To the regular daily routine of the xupia éxxdyola, belonged ras 
dpxas émixeporovety, ei Soxotor xadt@s dpxev: Arist. 43, 4. Arist. 61, 2 

describes the epicheirotonia more fully with regard to the: Strategoi: 
émcxetporovia 5’ airav éorl kara Thv mpuTavelay éxdorny, ef Soxodcr Kad@s Apyeuw. 

kay Twa amroxEeipoTovncwow, kplvovow év T@ Sixacrnpiw Kav perv GQ, Tyndow, dre 

Xp wabely 7} droreica, dv & dmrodiyn, [r]dA[w] dpxe. That the epicheirotonia 

took place under the presidency of the 9 Archons, as has been concluded 

from Poll. 8, 87, is hardly likely, since the passage from Poll., a quotation 
from Arist. 61, has probably only reached its present place through a 

blunder. Examples of such an epicheirotonia in (Dem.) 26, 5. 58, 27/8. 

2 yon Wilamowitz-Moellendorff tries in the phil. Untersuch., Heft 1, p. 
59 sqq., to prove that no real account was given by the Strategoi, at least 
not in the 5th century. I hold this view to be wrong. 

8 The regulations for the rendering of these accounts in Aeschin. in 
Ctes. 17-22; cf also Lex. Seguer. 247, 10. 

4 See Aischin. in Ctes. 9-12; C.1.A., II. 114, 329. 
5 The question is interesting on account of the well-known controversy 

between Gottfr. Hermann on Prof. Boeckh’s Behandl. d. griech. Inschr., p. 
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previous to Eucleides, the existence of a body of 30 Aoywrait is 
proved by epigraphical evidence; they are also called simply 

ot tpidxovra; they drew up all money accounts required by the 

State, and audited the officials’ accounts of their tenure of office. 

Besides these Aoy:oraé we can prove from inscriptions the exist- 
ence at the same time of ev6vvo1, with their mdpedpou.t For 
the time subsequent to Eucleides the inscriptions mention as 

officials who took part at the auditing of accounts, Aoyworat and 

evOvvor, With their wapedpo. and cvvyyopo.? With this Aristotle is 

in agreement, who speaks of 10 Aoyiora/, 10 cvvyyopo. and 10 

evOvvor, each with their 2 wapedpou, all of them being chosen by lot.® 

Whether the 30 Aoyiorai of the time before Eucleides were after 
his time reduced to ten, or whether the 30 represented the three 

committees of ten members each, cannot be determined with cer- 

tainty.* 

73 sqq., 220 sqq., and Boeckh in the Rhein. Mus., Bd. 1, now in the Kl. Schr., 
7, 280 sqq. Boeckh’s somewhat modified view now in the Staatsh. d. Ath., 

1, 263 sqq. (Pub. Econ., Bk. 2, ch. 8). Recently the question has been 
treated by R. Schoell, de Synegoris Atticis, Jena, 1876. See in general 
for such a body, Aristot., Pol., 7, (6), 8, p. 192, 7 sqq. Bekker : ézet 58 vias rv 
apxav, el kal uh waoat, Siaxerplfovcr moANd Tv Kowdv, dvaryKaiov érépay elvar Thy 

Anpouévnv kal rpocevOuvoicav, atrnv unbev Siaxerplfovcayv erepov’ kaXodar 5€ TovTous 

ot wév evOdvous ot d€ HoytoTds ot dé éeracTds ot dé cuvnydpous. 

1 Accounts of the moneys due to the gods, drawn up by the Logistai: 
C.I.A., I. 32. Calculation of the capital borrowed from the gods, together 
with the interest, C.I.A., I. 273. The so-called tribute-lists in the C.LA., I. 
226 sqq. (lists of the diapyh, due to the goddess from the'tribute=pva dd 

.Taddvrov), were drawn up by the Hellenotamiai and then undoubtedly 
audited by the logistai. Cf. Christ., de publicis populi Athentensis rationibus, 
p. 28, D. i. Greifswald 1879, of Noyorai of tprdxovra: C.I.A., I. 82, of rpidxovra : 
I. 226, 228. Receiving of the report by them, I. 32: xal 7d Aourdy dva- 
ypapdvrwy oi alel raular és ornAnv kal Néyov SidévTwv Tv Te dvTwv XpnudTrwv Kal Tov 

mpoctéyTwy Tots Oeots kal édv Ti d(r)avarloxynra Kara Tov éviavrdv mpds Tovs AoyLoTaS 
Kal evOdvas diddvTwv Kal éx TLavadnvaiwy és Tlavadjvaca toA\NOyov OiddvTwv. HvOuvos 

and his mwdpedpu: I. 34, in the Demos Scambonidai: I. 2. See also the 
Psephism of Patrocleides in Andoc., de Myst., 78. 

2 C.I.A., IL. 444, 446, for the Aoywrrai, Boeckh, Seewrk., 14b, p. 466=C.1.A., 
II. 809b, 1 sqq., and the Deme-decree, C.I.A., II. 571, for the ev@wo and 
their rdpedpo ; for all three classes the Deme-decree C.I.A., II. 578. 

3 See Arist. 54, 1.2: xAnpodor 5¢ cal rdode ras dpxds'—kal hoyrords Séxa Kal 

cuvnyopous TovTas Séxa, mpds ods &ravTas dvdyKkn Tovs Tas dpxas &[ptavTlas Adyor 

dmeveyxelv. Arist. 48,4: kAnpodor 5é kal evOdvous, va tis Puld\fs] éxdorns Kai 

mapédpous B’ éxdoTrw Tav evOdvwy—cf. Rose., Aristot. pseudep., p. 444/5, no. 61. 
62. 63. 

* Boeckh, Staatsh. d. Ath. 1, 266 (Publ. Econ., Bk. 2, ch. 8), accepts the 

former, Schoell, de Synegoris Att., p. 33 sqq. the latter hypothesis. 
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The method of giving account was as follows. Hach official on 

leaving office had to hand in to the Logistai a report of the State 

Procedure at money which he had received and expended, or a 

<iévve. declaration to the effect that he had neither received 

nor expended public funds. The correctness of the several accounts 

was then tested by the Logistai who probably divided the work; 
this was done by comparing the items of the report with the 
official documents in the archives. If the result of this scrutiny 
was that the official had, during his tenure of office, been guilty 

of forgery, receipt of bribes, or of the offence called ddikov, then, 
after the 10 cvipyopor, at a preliminary investigation, had satisfied 

themselves of the justice of the charges brought by the Logistai, 

the matter was brought before a court of the Heliaia, consist- 

ing of 501 members, in the form of a ypady xAorys Sypociwv 

1 Arist. 54, 2 continues the passage quoted on page 225 note 3 thus: ofro 
yap eiot udvor Tots brevOdivors Noyifbuevor kal Tas evOUvas eis Td SiKacTHpLov elod-yorTes. 

Cf. Harp. Noyioral Kal Aoyiorhpias dpxh Tis wap’ "AOnvalos otrw Kadovuévy* eloi dé 

Tov apOudv déxa, of Tas edOdvas THY SipKnudvey éexroyltovTa év huepats TpidKovTa, 

bray Tas dpxas dro8Gvra of dpxovres. Lex. Cantabr. 672 says under oyoral 

kal cuviyyopou "Apirrorédns év TH AOnvalwy rodirela otrw héyer' Noyioras 5é aipodyrat 

déxa, map’ ols Suadoylfovra macau ai dpxal Td Te Aupara Kal Tas yeyernuévas damdvas. 

kal d\Xous déxa cuvyydpous oiriwes cuvavaxplvovar rovros* Kal oi Tas evOdvas diddvTes 

mapa TovTos dvaxpivovra (for the MSS. dvaxpivovres) mpdrov, elra édlevrat els 

dixaorhpiov eis va Kal wevtaxociovs. But these remarks are not quoted 

directly from Aristotle. The technical expression for the giving of account 
is Néyov diddvar mpds Tods Noyioras kal evOdvas Siddva (C.1.A., I. 82) or, dropéperv 
Adyous els Td nTpHov Kal mpds Tods Noytords Kal Tas edOdvas Siddvau (C.LA., IT. 444. 

446) or, rods Te Néyous évpépew pds Tos Noyiords Kal el(s) untp@ov kal Tas evOUvas 

didévar ev TH Sixacrnply xara Tods véuous : "Ed. apx., 1887, p. 177, 1. 26 sqq. See 

Schoell, bid., 27,1. In the formula in Aischin. in Ctes. 15: kal Adyov Kai 
evOivas éyypdhew mpds Tov ypauparéa Kat rods Aoyords, the clerk of the council, 
not the avrvypadeds, as Schiémann, op. ac., 1, 298 seq., thinks, is meant as the 
president of the archives, the expression mpdsTév ypaumaréa being equivalent 
to the eis 7d unrpgov. The clerk of the council handed over to the Logistai 

the official statistics from the metroon, where they were kept (Harp., 

dmodéxrat). In the metroon or in the adjacent bouleuterion were most prob- 
ably the separate \oyorjpia (Harp., \oyeoral—royrorhpia 8 éori Ta TOY NoyioT Gy 

dpxeia) and here the reports were received. Pseudoplut., vit. Lyc., 26, p. 
1027, Didot. He who had had no money in his control, gave the declara- 

tion in writing: ot7’ 2\aBov ovdéy rar rijs Tédews obr’ dvjiwoa: Aeschin. in 
Ctes. 22. Fischer, quaestionum de praetorib. att. Saec. V. et IV. a Chr. n. 
specimen, p. 26 sqq., D. i. Kénigsberg, 1881, doubts the special e@vva of Stra- 
tegoi assumed from Poll. 8, 88 (oi @ecpobéra: eicdyover) kal orparnyots evOdvas. 

See also Hauvette-Besnault, les Stratéges Athéniens., p.56 sqq. This state- 
ment of Poll. is now proved to be correct by Arist. 59,2. Ambassadors 
also had to render account, Dem. 19, 211; Harp. ev@dva:, 
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xenudrov.! If the result of the scrutiny undertaken by the 

logistai gave no cause for raising any accusation against the official, 

his account of office, after being passed by the cvr7yopor, was sent to 
the court of the Heliaia with the recommendation that the official 

in question should receive his discharge.” But even after this dis- 
charge had been granted, three days were set apart, during which 
it was open to any private citizen to bring an accusation against the 

official with regard to any of his acts during office. This was done 
before the evOvva ; every evOvvos with his two wdpedpo received any 

accusations before the statue of the Eponymos of his tribe. With 
his mdpedpor he also tested the soundness of these charges, and 

if he acknowledged their validity, he handed them over, if they 

were of a private nature, to those Deme judges who conducted the 

litigation of the tribe in question, but if they were of a public 

1 Arist. 54, 2 says of the Logistai: ofro: ydp elot udvor rots brevOdvas oye f- 
duevor Kal Tas edOUvas els Td Sixacrhprov elodyovres. Kav pév Twa KdéwTorT’ 

éfehéyEwot, KNoT}v of Sikacral Karayryvdokovet kal TO Ckata)>yvwobev drorlverat 

dexamobv" édv Oé twa SBpa AaBdvTa drodelEwow Kal Katayvdow ot Sixacral, ddpwv 

Tidow, aoriverat dé kal robro Sexardouv’ dv 8 ddixeiv karayvdow, ddixlov Tiwdow, 

drorlverat 5é T0080’ aardody, éav [xpd rijs] 0 mpuvravelas éxreiognris, ef 5¢ uy, Sidodrac 
70 Ce» Sexamdody od Surrofra. For the charges here mentioned see Meier and 
Schémann, att. Proc.,? 454/5. 444. 426 sqq. These are the charges which 
were to have been brought against Pericles, according to the psephisma of 
Hagnon, Plut., Per., 382 It seems according to this that the rendering of 
account was not then usual in the form in which it existed in the fourth 
century. For the work of the ovvjyopau cf. Lex. Cantabr. 672 under \oyorat 
kal cuviyopor: kat &ddous 5éxa ouvynydpous, olrwes cvvavaxpivover Tovrols Kal ol Tas 

evdivas dddvres apd rovras dvaxplvovrat (for the MSS. dvaxpivovres), rprov, elra 
églevras els Sixacrhpiov els va Kal mevrakoctous. Cf. Schoell., zbid., 24 sqq. More 
accurate knowledge of the functions of the Aoyieral and cuvHyopo is gained 
by analogy from the functions of the audit officials of the Deme Myrrhinus, 

who received accounts (see Kéhler on C.1.A., I. 578 against Schoell., ébid., 
29 sqq.)in the C.LA., IT. 578: duvivas (5)é roy Spxov Kal Tov Noytor(v) Aoyeeta Pax 
& dv por doxet d(vnr)wxévac (kal) T(od)s o(uv)nyd(p)ous our(n)yophcew TH Shuw 7(d) 
(S)ixara kal (WydretoOat, & dv wor Soxe? Sixacdrara elvat. 

2 For the proceedings in court see C.1.A., II..469: cat rept rdvrwv ra&v (ard 
Tiv a)pxn(v) (Edwxev ras edO¥va)s év TH S(cxac)rnply Kara rov vduov. 470 1, 42. 
"Ed apx., 1887, p. 177, 1. 29/30: Kal rds evOdvas Seduxacw év TQ dixacryply Kare 

Tovs vouous. Even in the court, the herald of the logistai seems to have 
asked : rls Boverae karyyopety ;. private citizens could then still call in ques- 
tion the correctness of the report. See Aschin. in Ctes. 28; Dem. 18, 117; 
Lex.-Seguer. 245, 6. That all reports were under the cognizance of the 
dicasteries is emphasized by Schoell, ibid., 18 sqq. The official perhaps re- 
ceived his discharge by having his account sealed. See Boeckh, St. d. Ath., 
1, 272 c.=Publ. Ec. Bk. 2, ch. 8. 
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nature, to the Thesmothetai to bring them before a court of the 

Heliaia.!. Against any official, who did not hand in his account of 

office within an interval of 30 days, the dAoyiov dixy was admissible.” — 

Various officials had wapedpor, 7.e. assessors. Some magistrates, 
for instance the three senior Archons, chose their own assessors ; 

for others, é.g. the ev#vvo, they were appointed by lot. 
The wdpedpa of the Archons, and probably those of 

the other officials, had to pass a dokimasia, and were bound to 

render an account on leaving office. We know for certain that 
this was so in the case of the assessors of the first three Archons, 

of the ev#vva and of the Hellenotamiai.’ 

Assessors. 

1 See Arist. 48, 4: cAnpotor 52 kal edOdvous, Eva THs pulAjs] éExdorns, Kal mapé- 

Spous 8 éxdory r&v edOuvwr, ols dvayxaidy éore Tals [evOUy]as Kara Tov émdvupov 

Tov Tis pudhs éxdoroli]s Kafoat, dv tis BovA[ynTal] rwe T&v Tas edOUvas ev TO 

dixacrypiy Sedwxédrwv, évris y tlucpdv ad’) Fs Zdwxe Tas edOivas, edOvvay dv 
7’ ldlav dv re S[nuociay é)uBarécOat, ypdwas els rivdkrov NeAevKwpevor Tobvoua 7d 

[adrod] kal Td rob pevyovros, Kal 7d ddlknu’ re dv eyxady Kal tiunua [ercypayd] 

Hevos rt dy aire Soxy, Sliwow Tg edOdvy 6 5é AaBwv TobTO kal d[vayvovs], éay [yer] 

karayv@, wapadliwow ra pev Uda Tots Sukacrais rots KaT& S[Huous, Tots] Thy pudqv 

Tavrny elodyovow, Ta 5é Snudoia Tois Oecpobéralis, émt]ypdder. ol dé bec uobérat, 

édy wapahdBwow, radw elodyovrw [rhv] ebOuvay eis TO Sixacrhpior, kal bre av yoGow 

oi dixacr[al, rodro KU|pidv éorw. To the procedure described in the preced- 
ing words I refer the direction in the Psephisma of Patrocleides: kai Scwv 
eVOuval rwés eiat KaTeyvwopudvaa ev Tots Noy.ornplots bd T&v evOvw Kal (for }) Tar 

mapédpwv kat (for }) ujrw elonypuéva els To Oixaoripiov ypapal tivés elor mepl TOV 

evOwav. See Andok., de Myst.,78. The e@vvos of Myrrhinus (see Schoell, 
80,1) in the C.LA., II.578 has to swear : (xa)t édv (uot 8)oxe? ddtxeiv, ka(rev8)uv() 
a(tr)ov (kal riuho)w, of (&)y u(o)e (8)o(x)e? dEvoy elvar ro ddi(K)n(u)a. According 

to the schol. on Plat., p. 459, Bekker, the e@uvva collected the money due to 
the State from the officials: ékrpdocer 5¢ 6 ebOuvos, oa éml THs apxijs, 7} mpoo- 
réraxrat, Bprdbv Twes eis TO Snudctov. See also the confused note in Poll. 8, 100. 
The direction in the decree of the people in Boeckh, Seeurk., 14b, p. 466= 
C.I.A., 809 b, 1 sqq.: éav 5 Tis wh mrojoe, ols xacra mpocréraxra, 7) dpxwv 7 

idusrys, Kara Th5€ TO Whpiopa, dpectérw 6 wh mohoas puplas Spaxpwds lepas TH AOnrG, 

kal 6 eUOuvos Kal of mapedpo érravdyKes adr&v KarayryyvwokdyTwr 7 adrol éperdvTwv 

is certainly a case of an extraordinary commission. Such private accusa- 
tions are meant in Lys. 10, 16; 20, 10. 

2 See Lex. Cantabr. 664: ddoyilou Sixn: bray rivés AaBbvTes xphuata els dva- 

Adpara Snubova un Gow rods Aéyous devnvoxéres (see Schoell. 27, 1) rots ducacrais. 

Poll. 8, 54; Suid., Hesych., Et. M. sub verb. The giving of account within 
30 days after leaving office: Harp. \oyoral. For the length of time during 
which liability to ev@vva continued see Poll. 8, 45. 

8 The first three Archons elected their wdpedpor themselves: Arist. 56, 1; 
the ef@vvor, on the other hand, each received two who were elected by lot for 
them: Arist. 48,4. The method of the nomination of the rdpedpa for the 
Hellenotamiai, of whom each had one mdpedpos (see C.I.A., I. 183. 188, 6 pryt.) 
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The magistrates had secretaries, under-secretaries, heralds and 

servants to assist them in their official duties. Whether the 
secretaries, who can be shown to have assisted certain Subordinate 

officials, were chosen by them or were assigned to besser 
them, cannot be definitely asserted.1 If the secretaryship in any 
particular department was specially arduous, an under-secretary 

was appointed to assist.2 Both secretaries and under-secretaries 

were paid.? The profession of secretary was held in disrepute at 

Athens. It was natural that in course of time they should win 

for themselves more importance in their particular departments 
than the magistrates themselves, and on that account should have 

great influence with them. In order to limit this secretarial in- 

fluence as much as possible, no one was allowed to serve as under- 

secretary to the same office twice. The heralds were held in the 

same estimation; their services were required by the magistrates 

is unknown. The Archons had also the right of dismissing their rdpedpou 
at pleasure. See (Dem.) 59, 72, 83. 

1 Tnote a ypaymareds rdv ‘E\Anvoramayv (C.1.A., I. 226 sqq., 260, 315), rav 

rayudv (I. 117 sq., 179 sq., 318), by whose names the boards are distin- 
guished and dated, a ypaypareds trav évdexa (Boeckh, Seeurk., p. 535. Poll. 8, 
102: see Stojentin, de Jul. Poll. auctor., p. 80), raév émiorarwrv (I. 284 sqq.), 
tov eicaywyéwv (I. 37), rav orparnydy (II. 122), rav émiednrav trav vewpluy 

(Seeurk., p. 165. C.I.A., Il. 811 ¢, 165), trav oirwrdv (II. 335), rev rama, Tov 
oiTwikey, Tov éml TH Stouxhoer: "Ed. apy. 1887, p. 187; ray éwmropiou émimedntwr 
(Dem.) 58,8. C.LA., II. 61. mentions besides the clerk of the council rods 
&Adous ypaupma(ré)as rods émt roi(s 5)nuoctos ypdupaocw. The secretary of the 
9 Archons was appointed by lot at the same time as the Archons them- 
selves: Arist. 55,1. In C.1.A., II. 861 a board of 5 officials have a ypap- 

pareds KAnpwrés, & ypaymareds aiperds and a vroypaumareds. A freedman as 

ypampareds: II. 772, 5. 

2 A sroypamypareds Tév Oecuobersy is mentioned by Antiph., de Chor., 35, 

a Uroypaumareds TOY TopiCT GY, TAY TwANTOY, Tov mpaxTdpwv in Antiph., ibid., 49, 

and a vroypaupareds Tay Tamdv THs Oeod in C.1.A., II. 730. Seealso C.1.A., II. 
1177, 1198. 

8 The epistatai of the public works compute as pucdds troypaypare? 
IIupylwve ’Or(p)uwet AAA: C.1L.A., I. 324, 

4 Compare the expressions of Demosthenes about AMschines, as ddeApo 

ypappareds (18, 127), wavodpyos ofros Kal Oeois éxOpds kal ypaupareds (19, 95). 
According to Aristophanes, Frogs, 1183, sqq., Euripides causes every evil 
in Athens by his tragedies: kar’ é« rovrwy huav broypauparéov dveneoTwon. 
Dio Chrysost., 7, 258 R, says of the most ancient times of Athens: ovxouy 
ovde éxelvors dovudopos  Toa’rn Slarra éyévero ovde dryevvets iveyKe pices TONTY, 

G&\NG THQ mavTl Bedriovs Kal cwdpoverrépovs Trav ev dore Tpepouévww torepov 

éxkAnoiacrav Kal dikacrav Kal ypayparéwy, dorwv dua Kal Bavatowv. Dem. 

19, 200 refers to the bribing of the secretaries. For the limitation of the 
service of the jroypaupareis see Lys. 30, 29. 
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for public announcements.! Both slaves and freemen were em- 

ployed as subordinate attendants on the officials.? 
The democratic sentiment of the Athenians precluded any special 

Respect deference to the magistrates, although they were 
eters protected by law against personal injury or slander.’ 

C. The Individual Offices. 

At the head of the Athenian officials, both in powers and 

P political importance, were the war officials, and among 

3 ' these again the orparyyol, who had their official 
quarters in the orparyyetov situated in the market-place.* 

The ten Athenian Strategoi were without doubt elected one from 

each tribe, so long as each of them commanded his own tribe; at 

a later date, when the taxiarchs had become the commanding 

officers of the separate tribes, the strategoi were all elected from 

the entire burgess body without regard to the tribes.® 

oTpaTHyo 

1 For the guild of the heralds, who had to pass a dokimasia for their 
evpwvia (Dem. 19, 338), see (Xen.) de rep. Ath., 1,18. Archipp. ap. Ath., 7. 

322 A. Antiphan. ap. Stob. Flor., 74,9. Poll. 6, 128 counts the heralds 
among the Bio, é¢’ ois dv tis dvedicOein. See Eurip., Troad. 424sqq. The 

herald of the poletai received the comic (see Poll. 7, 8) nickname zparias. 
See Hesych., Phot.,s. v. A xfjpvé krynpwrés: C.1.A., II. 1198. Dedicatory 

inscription of a herald: C.1.A., IV. 8, 482. ‘O xfpvé rod Sjuov of the year 
3832/1. "Ed. dpx., 1891, p. 82. 

2 Aschines had been a téanpérns: Dem. 18, 261. Such a trnpérns I take 

the doxiuacris, who was under the supervisors of the docks, to have been ; 

he acted as judge in purely technical matters. See Seeurk. II. 56, p. 288= 
C.LA., II. 791, 1. 56, Mitth. d. dsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 5, p.44. App. IV.c. 
77 sqq.=C.LA., II. 794¢. 77 sqq. For the services of such trnpéra: see Dem., 
25, 23; 50, 31.46.51. (Dem.) 47, 35. Poll. 8, 181 calls the 2xvOar danpérac. 
Generally the slaves employed by the State are called dnudcin. See Lex. 
Seguer. 234,15. For these dyudovo see C.1.A., 11. 61. Seeuwrk., XVI. b, 135, p. 

536=C.LA., II. 811 c, 128: (6) Snudcros 6 év (Tots vewptors). 

3 Xen., Mem., 3, 5, 16: mére 5¢ ofrw welcovra Tots dpxovow, of Kal dydddovrat 
érl TQ Katadpovely Trav dpxévtwv; Atimia was the penalty for slander or 

personal injury of an official: Dem. 21, 82/3; according to Lys. 9, 6. 9..10, 

perhaps only if perpetrated during the execution of his official duties. 
4 For the details I refer to my Beitr., etc., 2sqq.; Hauvette-Besnault, Les 

stratéges Athéniens., Paris, Thorin, 1885; Heinr. Swoboda in the N. Rh. 
Mus., 1890, 288 sqq. Cf. e.g. Lys. 26,20: rovydpro dvri rovrwr abrovds 6 Ojos 

rats weyloras Tiuais Terlunkev irmapxew Kal orparnyew Kal mpecBetew brép abtav 

aipovmevot. For the orparnyeiov see Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 2, 1, 8356/7. 

5 Arist. 61, 1: xerporovotor. dé Kal Tras mpds Tov mébdeumov dpxas amdoas, 

orparnyovs Séxa, wpbrepov pev ad’ <éxdorns THs> pudtjs Wa, viv O° é€& amdvrwv. 
Poll. 8, 87 is a quotation from Aristotle. Cf. Aschin. in Ctes. 18. This 
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At first, apparently, the ten Strategoi acted together as a colle- 
giate board, with general powers of control over military matters; 

in the second half of the fourth century we have evidence that 
special duties were assigned to individual strategoi. For instance, 

in the second half of the fourth century there was a ortparyyos 
ézt Tovs émAiras, who had the chief command in foreign campaigns; 

another, ézi tyv xdépav, who attended to the protection of the 
country and took the command against hostile incursions; a third, 

éxt tTHv Movvixiav; and another ézi tiv “Axryy, whose duty it was to 

see to the defence of the ports; another again, éwi ras cvppopias, 

who nominated the Trierarchs, received the challenges to antidosis 
— which occurred in the Trierarchia, and prepared those cases for 

judicial decision. The five remaining Strategoi had no special 

powers, but were employed as necessity arose. 

election of the strategoi é ardvrwy is authenticated by a series of cases in 
which in the same year two strategoi belong to the same tribe. These 
cases have now been most completely collected in Beloch, d. att. Politik 
seit Perikles, 276/7. The construction indeed which Beloch, 274 sqq., has 

put upon this fact has been proved by Aristot. to be false. When the change 
in the method of election mentioned by Arist. was introduced we cannot 
say with precision, certainly before 441. Cf. the list of the strategoi of the 
year 441/440 in the Atthis of Androtion in Miller, jr. h. gr., 4, p. 645, and 
to these 8 names we must add TAavxérnys ’Agnrieds and Kvderropav Oopaseds. 
See von Wilamowitz, de Ehesi scholiis, p. 18. Theories in Fischer, quaest. 

de praetorib, att. saec. V. et IV. a. Chr. n. specimen, 18 sqq., D. i. Kénigsberg, 
1881. Belser,in the Korresp.-Bl. f. d. Gel. u. Realschulen, 1886, Tiibingen, 
p- 13 sqq. The election by tribes which Droysen in Herm. 9, 1 sqq. inferred 

from Xen., Mem., 8, 4, 1, can hardly be maintained in face of Aristot. For- 
merly I agreed with him in my Beitr., 16 sqq.; and so did Paulus in the 
Progr. v. Maulbronn, 1883, 34 sq.; Belser, ibid.,and Hauvette-Besnault, 
19 sqq. An adequate explanation of the passage in Xenophon has not yet 
been found. 

1 Arist. 61,1: kal rovrous diardrrover TH Xetporovia, eva pev él rods drXiras, 

ds iyyetrae Tov dwhiT av, ay ékiwor, va F él riv xwpayv, ds Pudrdrret, Kav mébdewos év 

TH Xpa ylyvnrat, woeue? obros* Sbo & él rdv Ietparéa, Tov pev els THY Movurixiar, 

Tov 6é eis Thy Axriy, of ris. p[u]AaKis émimedodvrac [kal] rav év Ilevpacet? eva 8 

éml ras cupmoplas, ds Tous Te Tprnpdpxovs Karadéye: Kal Tas dvTiObces atrois moet 

kal ras Siadixacias avrois elodyer rods d¢ &dNous mpds Ta TapbvTa Mpayuara 

éxméutovow. ‘O orparyyos 6 éml tods émNiras has been supplied on an inscrip- 

tion for the year 293/2 with great probability: C.LA., II. 302; soon 
after 272: II. 331; often in later inscriptions. In II. 331 we read, 
xetporovnbels dé Hrd TO Syuou él Ta Sara oTparnyds Tov EviauTdov Tov él Kiwwvos 

dpxovros dueréNecev dywrifduevos brép Tis Kowhs cwrnplas Kal wepiordvTwv TH Woree. 

Karpov Svoxdruv Siepidaker ri elphynv TH xwpa amogpavduevos alel Ta Kpdricra 
kal tov otrov éx Tis xdépas Kal rods dddous Kapmouvs altios éyévero elokomcO fran 

cup Bovredcas TH Ojuw cuvtedéca. . . » Kal Thy woduw édevOépay Kal Snuoxparov- 
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After Aristotle’s time we meet with further special powers of 

single Strategoi. At the end of the fourth and at the beginning of 

the third century we have mention in inscriptions of a orparyyds 
éxt TO vavtixdv, another él. tyv xwpav THv éx ’EXevoivos, a third éxi 

THY Xdpav THY TapaAiav, another él tHy TapacKevyv, and yet another 
emt tovs Sévovs.1 

There was not as a rule a Strategos-in-chief as permanent head 

of the board of Strategoi, at least in the fifth and fourth 

centuries. But in time of need the chief place in the college 

was probably given temporarily to one of the Strategoi by a decree 

of the people, though ordinarily all the members of the college had 

Lévnv abrévomov trapédwKev kal rods vduous Kuplous Tots wel’ éavrdv. Literary evi- 

dence for the existence of this special power I can find neither in Lys. 32, 
5, nor in Xen., Hell., 4,15, 18. But this Strategos seems to be meant in 
Dem. 4,26. ‘O orparyyos 6 éml thy pud\akhy Tijs xdpas in the year 352: Bull. 13, 
434 (see 443), 1.18 sqq.; 6 orparnyds 6 érl rhv xdpav not long after 296/5: 
C.1.A., IT. 381, cf. Plut., Phok., 32. ‘O orparnyos 6 émt rhv Movrixiay cal ra 
vewpa in the year 825/4: Dein. in Philokl.1. See Schaefer, Dem. u. s. Zeit, 

3', 279. Ithink that this Strategos is also meant in Boeckh, Seeurkunden, 

XVI. 6, 196, p. 586=C.LA., IT. 811 6, 188. C.1.A., IL. 1206 about 100 B.c. 
mentions one orparnyioas él rov Tepa(cd). ‘O él rv *Axriv probably had 

charge of the large harbours of the Pireus and Zea. See Wachsmuth in 
the NV. Rh. Mus., 46, 2,3. Oocrparyyos 6 éml ras cuppopias in the year 325/4: 
Seeurk., XIV. 214, p. 465=C.L.A., IT. 809, col. a. 210, certainly not appointed 
before the institution of the trierarchic symmories (8357/6). In a state- 
ment of accounts of the dockyard supervisors probably in the year 334/3, 

ol srparnyol still superintend the arrangements for the Symmoriai: Kéhler 
in the Mitth. d. dtsch. Inst. in. Ath., 4, 79,sq. App. A. 72 sq.=C.1.A., II. 804, 
col. a. 63 sqq. 

1‘O orparnyds 6 émi 7d vaurixdv of the year 8315/4 in the C.LA., II. 331, 
seems to me to have a new special function, which occurs again about 
100: C.LA., IT. 985. In the time of Demetrios of Phaleron an Aristophanes 

is honoured xetporovnbels orparnyds éw ’EXevoivos 7d devrepov: "Ed. apx., 1884, 

pp. 1387/8, 1. 14, cf. also 19. He had command oyer the troops in Eleusis, 

Panakton, Phyle: ibid., pp. 1385/6, 1. 20 sq. More correctly he is called 
xetporovnbels orparnyos eri rhv xwpay Thy én’ ’Enevoivos : Ed. dpx., 1887, p. 3 sqq., 

1890, 85/6. ‘O orparnyds 5 éml Thy xdpav riv mapanlav after 287/6. C.1A., IT. 
1194, 1195. ‘O orparnyds 6 ért rhv wapackev}y in the year 296/5. C.I.A., II. 
331. Mentioned on committee for superintending the melting of the 
images offered to the #pws iarpds: II. 403, 404. See also II. 836, 839, 858. 
’Apx. deAr. 1891, p. 127. In II. 985 he is called orparnyds ért rhv rapackevny 
rip év dare. ‘O orparnyds 6 émi rods Eévovs soon after 296/5: II. 331. Of this 
one it is said: riv racay érovjoato orovdny, Srws av of orpatiGrat ws dpiora 

kar(e)oxevacpuévor rapéxwvra ras xpelas TO Oyuy. If the restoration orpar- 
(nyav Trav éxl rhy Tod rodéuov mapack)evnv Kexet(porovnuévwy) in the C.I.A., I. 
733 is right, this seems to have been a temporary commission for the 
Strategoi in question. 
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equal rights and the presidency seems to have been taken in 
turn by them.! Usually, the Ecclesia appointed from among 
the Strategoi those who were to undertake the different military 

enterprises; sometimes all the Strategoi taking part in the same 

expedition had equal right to take the supreme command, some- 

times one of them was entrusted with it.? At times the Ecclesia 

waived some of its proper rights in favour of one or several 
Strategoi, to facilitate the conduct of military enterprises.® 

The high political position of the Strategoi is shown by the fact 
that they had the right of submitting motions to the Council, and 
of calling together the Ecclesia, which they were probably in the 

1 Beloch tries to prove the existence of a permanent chief Strategos at 
Athens, ibid., 274sqq. Icannot agree with him. Paulus, 22 sqq., Hauvette- 

Besnault, 50 sqq., Belser, 22. sqq., are of my opinion. Although Herodotus 
may not have represented correctly the arrangements at the battle of 
Marathon, yet, if in his day a permanent chief Strategos had existed at 
Athens, he would not have written, 6, 110: pera dé of orparnyol, Trav ) yveun 

épepe cuuBddrew, ws éxdorov atr&v éyivero mpuravnin Ths uépas, Midrriddy 

mapedidocay, 6 5é dexduevos ore Kw cuuBorgHy éroreero, rplv ye dy adrod mpvravylyn 

éyévero. This changing presidency is noticed also by Diod. 18, 97: rav &” 
"AOnvalwy 6 orparnyds Opdovddos, ds Fv él ris iyyeuovias éxelyny Thy iuépay, ede 

kaTa Thy vicra Toatrny byw. Cf. also 13,106. Pericles took up a leading 
position within the college of the Strategoi in the Samian war and at the 
beginning of the Peloponnesian war, expressed in Thuc. 1, 116, and 2, 13 
by orparnyds Séxaros atrés. See my Beitr. 41 sqq. Hauvette-Besnault, 76 

sqq. Fellner z. Gesch. d. att. Finanzverw., 91 sqq.,does not consider my, 
explanation of these words right, nor does Paulus, 31 sq.; but Beloch, 
285 sq., agrees with me. Cf. Thuc. 2, 65, Diod. 12, 42 and the similar 
expression with reference to Alcibiades in Thuc. 8, 82. Alcibiades in 408 
oTparnyos a’roxpdrwp: Plut., Alcib., 838. Diod. 138, 69. Xen., Hell., 1, 4, 
10. 20. 

2 Appointment of a Strategos from the college for a particular mission : 

C.1.A., II. 62. In Thue. 4, 28 Nicias in the Heclesia éficraro rijs ért TvAw 
dpxfs in favour of Cleon, though he had himself been commissioned with 
it before. This he could do, as the people agreed to it. See Hauvette- 
Besnault, 80/1. Nicias, Alcibiades, and Lamachos had equal power in the 
command of the Sicilian expedition: Thuc. 6,8. A subordination of the 
Strategoi taking part in an expedition to one of themselves as chief 
Strategos is to be inferred where Thucydides only gives the name of one 
Strategos with the addition of an ordinal number and the pronoun airés. 
Cf. for instance, Thuc. 1, 61: cai KadXNav ro6 Kadd\iddou réumrrov abrév orpa- 
tnyov, with 1, 62: KadXlas 6 raév ’AOnvaiwy orparnyds kal of Evvdpxovres, Whereas © 

Diod. 12, 37 speaks only of one strategZos Callias. Cf. Thuc. 3, 8 with 
Diod, 12,55. Further examples in Thue, 2, 79; 3,19; 4, 42. 

8’ Thus, for instance, in the Sicilian Expedition. Thuc. 6, 8. 26; Diod. 
18, 2. , 
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habit of doing by means of the Prytanes.! The Strategoi had’ 
the chief command of all the troops of the Athenian State, and the 
jurisdiction over military offences. I shall speak of these in the 
chapter on military affairs. But it was the duty of the Strategoi 
not only to conduct war, but also to find funds for the purpose. 
Accordingly the trierarchs were nominated every year by the 
Strategoi; any refusals of the Trierarchia were brought by the 

Strategoi before the court of the Heliaia for decision.? It is also 
clear that the Strategoi took part in the assessment for the cic dopd, 

which may be called a special war-tax, and for the zpoerdopé. also; 
they also acted as eicaywyeis for the antidosis of the Trierarchia.? 
To the official duties of the Strategoi belonged also the defence 
of Athens against foreign and domestic foes, in which I include 
the preservation of the ports, city walls and fortresses, and in a 

1 The right of the Strategoi of submitting motions to the Council, appears 
from the Probouleuma in the Sitzwngsber. d. Berl. Ak. 1888, p. 244, no. 20: 

&dokev TH Bovry kal rH Shu ’Axapavrls éwpuTdveve’ "ApxixAfjs eypapmdreve’ youn 

orparnyav x. 7. & Cf. Swoboda in the N. Rh. Mus. 1890, 299 sqq. They in- 
troduce foreigners to the Council: ’Ap x. dedr. 1891, p. 46. For the right of 
calling together the Ecclesia, see the record of the armistice of Laches in 

Thue. 4,118: éxxAnolav 5¢ woujoavras rovs crparnyovs Kal rods rpuTdvers prov 

mepl THs eiphvns Bovreicacbat ’APnvatous, and C.I.A., I. 40, where it is said of the 

Prytanes : cur(e)x@s 5é woveiv r(ds ExxAnola)s Ews Av du(amp)axO7, AdAro dé rpoxpyua- 

(rica rovTw)y undév, appre oi orparnyol déwvra(t). Cf. also Swoboda, 305 sq. 

2 Evidence at the time of the Symmoriai, Dem. 39, 8: riva 5 oi orparnyol 
Tpooy éyypdwouow, dv els cummoplay éyypd@wow 7 dv rpifpapxov Kabioriow. 35, 

48: obxodv brédoréy éoTrw ol orparnyol. adAd Tods Tpinpdpxous Kabioradow. Ap- 
pendix A. 72 ff., Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 4, p. 80; cf, Ailian., Var. 

fist., 2,10. At the end of the fourth century these duties were undertaken 

by the orparnyds él ras cuppoplas, of whom it is said in Arist. 61,1: ds rods 
Te Tpinpdpxous KaTahéyer Kal Tas dvTiddces avTois Tove? Kal Tas Siadikacias avrois 
eicdyet. Suid. fyeuovia dixacryplov—r@ orparny@ wep Tpinpapxlas kal dvriddcews 
(sc. épetro Sixas eicdyew). In the same way the Strategoi nominated even 

in the fifth century the annual 400 Trierarchs: (Xen.) de rep. Ath., 8, 4; 
Thuc. 2,24. Cf. also the decree of the people in the year 405 in the ’Apx. 
deArlov 1889, pp. 25/6. 

8 See the passages quoted in the foregoing notes. For the duties of the 
Strategoi in the antidosis see (Dem.) 42,5. Meier u. Schémann att. Proc.? 
736/7. i 

4 "Emiddces els tiv owrnplay rhs wédews Kal Thy pudakiy Tis xwpas to be an- 

nounced and written out before the Strategoi: C.I.A., II. 334. For the 
purakh Tis xHpas, probably effected by bodies of armed patrols in the in- 
terior of the country and by vessels of war lying off the coast, see Thue. 2. 
24; Xen., Mem., 8, 6, 10/11. Boeckh, Seeurk., p. 467. This gvdaxh also 

extended to Euboea. C.LA., IV. 27a in 445 B.c.: wepl 6¢ pudaxijs EvBolas rods 
oTparnyous émimérco Oar ws dy SivwrTa dpiora, dws dv xm ws BédATicTAa ’AOnvalos. 
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still wider sense the security of the corn supply necessary for 
-Athens,! the prevention and punishment of treason, and the pro- 

tection of the democratic constitution. 

The Strategoi had charge of foreign affairs, and were the repre- 
sentatives of the State in relation to foreign countries. As such 

they made treaties with foreign states or recommended their 

acceptance to the Council, swore to the treaties in combination 

with various other corporate bodies, looked after the States and 

persons taken under Athenian protection by decree of the people, 
and foreigners who received special honorary rights at Athens.’ 
The Strategoi exercised religious functions+ at certain sacrifices 
The special powers of the later orparnyds éml riv xoHpay and él rhv xdpav 
Tiv mapadtay probably included this. guAaky. 

1 For this raparoumrh rod olrov by the Strategoi see Dem. 50, 17. 20. 58. 
Boeckh, Seeurk., XIII. a. 39, p. 4283=C.1A., II. 808a. 87 sqq.: (rerphpers T)aode 

Edouev (kara Whdic)ua Shuov, 8 Ilo(Avevxros K)vdavridns etre, (uera oTpar)nyos 

OpacvBov(Aov Kodduréw)s ert rhv (raparoumh)y (00) ctrov. 
2 Cf. the proceedings of the Strategoi against the traitors Antiphon and 

his accomplices in Pseudoplut., Vit. Antiph., 23. In C.1A., II. 331 a 
Strategos for the hoplites is commended, because he had concerned himself 
brép Tis Kowhs cwrnplas—Kal rhv wow édevddpay Kal Snuoxparoupérynv avrdvouov 

mapédwxev Kat Tovs vouous Kuplous Tots ued’ éaurdv. 

3 Report of the Strategoi upon foreign affairs, Isocr. 7, SL: Kal tepl wev 

Tov plocous Tov ‘“ENAjvev aitdv axnkbare Tav orparyywv. A uioabbis-dnexos | 1S, 

agreed upon as result of the yvwun orparnywv: Bull. 12, 148=Sitzungsber. 

d. Berl. Ak., 1888, p. 244, 20. Conclusion and recommendation of treaties, 
C.LA., IV. 6la, Il. 609. Mitth. d. arch. Inst. in Ath., 2,142. They swear to 
keep them: Mitth., 2, 144, in conjunction with the Trierarchs and hoplites: 
IV. 6la, with the Council: IV. 71, Il. 64 and Mitth., 2, 211, with the Hip- 
parchs: Bull. 12, 139, with the Taxiarchs: II. 12, Mitth., 2, 189, with the 
Hipparchs, Phylarchs, and Taxiarchs according to the probable restora- 

tion: II. 90, 112, with the Council, Hipparchs and Hippeis. Mitth., 2, 201, 
with Council and the Hippeis: Mitth., 2, 212. Protection given to Euago- 
ras: I, 64; to Neapolis in Thrace: IV. 51; Arybbas of Epirus: II. 115, 
the Pelagonian Menelaos: II. 55. They see to the ratification of treaties 
by oath of the Athenians: 67ws 5’ av (é)udcwow adravtes, emipeddcOwy oi 

orparnyol.—érws 9 dv raxicra yiyynra (the taking of the oath), érimeddcOwr of 
otparnyol: IV. 27a and receive the oath from the foreign States: orparnyot 
ex(c)opk: I. 84, see Bull. 12, 189. Care for the mpdéevor and evepyérac: II. 40. 
69. 121. 124, 209. 225. 

* For the religious functions of the Strategoi see Hauvette-Besnault, 
148sqq. C.LA., IV. 27a says: drws dv réxiora Tv07 (te. 7a lepda Ta Ex TUY XpNoBaV 

vmép HvBolas), of orparnyol éripeddoOwv kal 7d dpyvpiov és Tadra mapexdvTwy. The 

treasurers of the goddess and of npynuévo émi Tas vikas kal T& royureta in the 

years 334 sqq. received from the Strategoi hide-money (depuarixéy) éx rijs 
Ovolas 7G ‘Epyi re ‘Hyepovly, éx rijs Ovolas rH Hiphvy, éx ris Ovolas Te” Aupwn, ey 

Avovvolwy trav év dare, €x THs Ovotas TH Anuoxparig, éy Avovuciwy tev év Iepace?, 

€x Ths Ovolas Ty "Ayabn Tixy. But even in these accounts the hide-money 
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and at Pompai. In conclusion I will remark that the Strategoi 

_ bore the State seal.1 

~~~ Subordinate to the Strategoi were the Taxiarchs, the commanders 

of the Athenian hoplites, whose office was probably 

instituted after the Strategoi had become the highest 
executive officials of the State. There were in Athens ten Taxi- 

archs, who were elected one from each tribe, and each com- 

manded the hoplites of his own tribe.? The Taxiarchs formed the 
council of war, together with the Strategoi, and supported the 

latter in their administrative business.® 

Next in position to the Taxiarchs in command of 
the army of hoplites were the Aoxayol, of whom as 

little definite can be said as of other subordinate officers.4 They 

were nominated by the Taxiarchs.5 
After the Strategia, the Hipparchia was the most distinguished 

military office in the State. There were two iz- 

mapxot, who were chosen from among all the Athenians 
and each commanded ‘the cavalry of five tribes.’ At the head of 

tatlap xo. 

Aoxayol. 

Uirmapxou. 

from the before-mentioned sacrifices is not received regularly from the 
Strategoi, but sometimes from other persons. See C.1.A., II. 741; Boeckh, 

St. d. Ath., 2,120 sqq.=Bk. 8, ch. 7. For the Strategoi at the Panathenaia 

see Dem. 4, 26; Thuc. 6, 56; Mommsen, Heort., 173. 
1 C.LA., II. 448: (rods d¢) orparnyods Siaréu(yar dvriypapov— —oppayica- 

Mévous TH Snuoci)a(e o)ppayide. 
2 Von Wilamowitz-Méllendorff, in phil. Untersuch., Heft. 1, p. 57 sqq., 

seems to prove that the Taxiarchs were not instituted until between 490 

and 430. Belser, 18 sqq., places the introduction of the Taxiarchs soon 
after 479, when the Polemarch lost the conduct of military affairs, and 

the Strategoi were no longer leaders of the tribes. For the Taxiarchs 
cf. Arist. 61, 3: xetporovotcr 5é cal rakidpxous Séxa, eva THs PuARs éxdorns* obros 

5S iyetrat rwv puderwv Kal Aoxayovs kabiornow. See also Dem. 4, 26; Poll. 8, 87; 

Lex Seguer. 306, 12 sqq. The Taxiarch the commander of one tribe: Dem. 
89,17; Auschin., de Fals. Leg., 169. The Taxiarch from the tribe which he 

commanded: Thue. 8, 92; C.I.A., Il. 444. 446. 1214. In Bull. 8,327, ina 
decree of honour of the third century : of raglapxor of éat Bidoxpdrov &pxovt(os) 
(d)p(Eavres) appear as a college. 

8 See Thuc. 7, 60; and 4, 4. Thus the Taxiarch could represent the 
Strategos in military cases: Dem. 39, 17. 

Mention of Lochagoi in Isocr. 15, 117; Is. 9, 14. 
5 See Arist. 61, 3. 
6 See Lys. 26, 20; Xen., Symp., 1, 4; Hipparch. 1, 23. Cf. Martin, les 

cavaliers Athéniens, p. 374 sqq.; Paris, 1886. 
7 Arist. 61,4: yetporovofcr 5¢ kal immdpxous Sto €& admrdvtwv* obrot 8’ iyyotvra 

Tov lrméwy, Siedoulevor] Tas pudds € Exdrepos’ KUpior 5é Tav abrav elow Gvep ol 
oTparnyol Kara rev érd[rov]. Part of this information from Arist, in Poll. © 
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each tribe was a dvAapxos, who in every instance belonged to the 
tribe which he commanded.! brapxou. 

The next cavalry officers were the dexadapxo, who 
were appointed by the Hipparchs.? 

Of the finance ministers, the xwAaxpéra, from the antiquity of 
their office, are entitled to be mentioned first. Although from 

the time of Cleisthenes their place had been taken by 
the dodéxrat, as far as their chief duties were concerned, 

yet even in the fifth and fourth century they still managed the 
public dinners in the Prytaneion, and the payment of the jurymen. 

We possess no evidence of their number.’ The office of the dzo- 

déxrat was instituted by Cleisthenes, and existed to our knowledge 
to the end of the fourth century.4 The dodéxrar, ten in number, 
appointed by lot, one for each tribe, were the general 

treasurers of the State. Tribute, war-taxes, tolls and 

SexaSapxor. 

K@AaKpETAL. 

a&mrodéxrar. 

8, 87.94; Harp., Suid., Phot. trmapyo. See also Dem. 4, 26; Xen., Hipparch., 
8,11; C.LA., IT. 445. In a dedicatory inscription of the im7me?s, soon after 
450, three trmapyo are mentioned: C.I.A., IV. 3. 418h=p. 184. Dedicatory 
inscription of a immapyjoas: C.I.A., IV. 3. 422!7=p. 186. 

1 For the Phylarchoi cf. Martin, 894. Arist. 61, 5 says: xe:porovotcr 5é¢ kat 
pudrdpxous CU), &va Tijs pudjs, Tov Hy[nob]uevov <rwv imméwr), worep of Takiapxos 
Tov driirwv. Arist. repeated in Poll. 8, 94; Harp., Suid., @idAapxos, Lex. 
Seguer. 312, 82. Cf. also Dem. 4, 26, C.I.A., II. 968, 969, 1678. The Phylarchs 
belong to the tribes which they command, C.1.A., II. 444, 445. 

2 See Xen., Hipparch., 2, 2. 
8 For the change made by Cleisthenes see Androt. ap. Harp., drodéxrat. 

The fullest information about their functions in the Schol. to Aristoph., 
Birds, 1541, referring to the time after Cleisthenes: ’Apiucropdvns 6 ypap- 
Marios TovTous Taplas elval pyar Tod Sixkacrixod pucOod (cf. Hesych., kwraxpérac ; 
Arist., Vesp., 695, 724; Birds, 1541) and further below: ramiac 5¢ fioay Kal 
mpoesT&res THS Snuoclas cirjcews. See Boeckh, 1, 239/40=Bk. 2,ch.6. They 

make payments to leporoot : "Ed. dpx., 1883, pp. 167/8, 1. 14, pay the émordrar 

in Eleusis; C.LA., IV. 8, 288a, give money for publishing the people’s 
decrees; O.L.A., I. 20, 45; IV. 27; "A@jv. 8, 405sqq.; Ind. Schol. Goett. 
1880/1, p. 4; "Ed. dpx., 1884, 161/2, 1.28. The émirdra: of the public works 
receive (7a)pa xwdaxperav: C.1.A., I. 285. See Fellner, z. Gesch. d. att. 
Finanzverw., 24/5. There is no inscriptional evidence as yet for the 
kwraxpérac in the fourth century. 

4 For the drodéxrac cf. Panske, de magistratib. Att. qui saec. a Chr. n. IV. 

pecunias publicas curabant., p. 46 sqq. Leipzig 1890; Fellner, z. Gesch. d. att. 
Finanzverw., 20 sqq.; Boeckh, 1, 214 sqq.=Bk. 2, ch. 4. See Harp. drodéxrar 

—ri 5é dvi rév KwraKkperGy of drodéxrat bd Krevobévous dredelxOnoar, Avdporiwy 

B’. Christ de publicis populi Atheniensis rationib., p. 15 sqq., 26 sqq. Greifs- 

wald, 1879, thought that the drodékra: dated only from the fourth century, 
but apart from the evidence of Androtion, this is contradicted by C.1LA., 
IV. 58a, where we meet with the dmodékra: for the year 418/7. They are 
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debts to the State were paid in to them, and for this purpose 

the Sypdoros of the Council handed over to them a list of debtors 
when the appointed times for payment came. After they had 

crossed out the payments that had been made and put a mark 

against the name of the debtors in arrear, they gave back the list 

to the dyudcwos. They could settle claims made by or against the 
customs-collectors when it was a matter of 10 drachme or less; 

in case of larger amounts the dispute was brought by them asa 
Sin upyvos, to be decided by a court of the Heliaia.1 After the 
apodectai had received the payments, and had on the same day 

distributed the money among the several boards of officials in the 

proportion directed by the laws, they submitted this allotment 
and their accounts for the approval of the Council on the following 

day. They do not seem to have had a special Exchequer.? 

mentioned for the last time in inscriptions for the year 323/2: C.LA., II. 
811, Col. c. 78 sqq. Spangenberg, de Atheniens. publ. institutis wetate Mace- 

donum commutatis, p. 43, supposes that they were abolished by Demetrios 

of Phaleron. 

1 See Arist. 48, 1: [elol] 5 drodékrat Séxa, kexnpwuévor kara pudds* obror dé 

mapanaBdévres Ta [ypa]umareta (for these see chap. 47) dianeldovor Ta Kkara- 
Bad\dueva xphuara, évavriov [As Bovdjs] év T@ Bovdreurnply kal wad drodidbacw 

Ta ypaupareta [r@ dn|uociw Kdv tis ddl KaraBohjy, évTadd’ éyyéyparra, Kal 

dird[odv] [a]vdyxn 7d [EAA] ecpOev karaBdrdrew 7H SedécOar kal rabra elompd|rrew 7 

BolvA} Kal Sioa [xup]ia xard rods vduous éorly. Harp., drodéxra. Suid., Et. M., 
124, 41 sqq. Lex. Seguer. 198, 1 sqq., 427, 13 sqq., which all draw from 

Arist. Poll. 8, 97: dmodékra: 5é joav déxa, of rods dbpous Kal Tas elopopas Kal ra 

Té\n bredéxovTo Kal Ta Tepl ToUTWW dudicBnrovmeva Edixagfov. el 5é Te wetfor ely, 

elojryov els Sixacrhjpiov. Arist. 52,3: of & daodéxrae Trois rehdvars Kal Kard Tov 

Teiwvay Ta wev péxpe Séxa Spaxuav svres Kbpi[or], TA & GAN’ eis 7d Sixacrhprov 

elcd-yovtes Eupnva. Arist. 47, 5: elopépera (by the Poletai) wev ody eis riv 

Bou Th ypaupare[ta Ta] Tas KaraBodrds dvayeypaupéva, Type 5° 6 Snudoros* brav 

3 7 xelnudrwv xara|BorH, rapadldwor rots dmodéxrats atta Tadra Kabed[ wv] aa[d 

Ti] érictuNlwy, dv év rabry TH huepa Set TA xphuara KaraBrnOlfvac cal drjarep- 

Ojvac Ta 8 Gra Gardxecra Xwpls, va wh mpockarlepOy]. The payments of the 

accounts made out by the émimednral ray vewpiwy were handed by them to 
the A podectai (C.1A., II. 807, Col. b, 15 sqq., 28 sqq., 33) or else the debtors 

paid direct to the Apodectai (II. 809 c, 70 sqq., 126 sqq., 200 sqq.). The 
collectors for the réuevos of Codros, Neleus and Basile in 418 make payment 
to the Apodectai, who then give the money to the “ treasurers of the other 
gods”: C.I.A., IV. 58a. 

4 ‘Arist. 48, 2 goes on to say: TH méy ody mporepala déxovra Ta xp[huara] 

kal weplfoucr rats dpxats, Tn 8 borepalg rév Te pepopdrv ela[pépov[ot ypdwWavres év 

cavlds kal karadéyoucw év TQ Bovdeuvrnplw kal mpo[riO|éacw év rH Bovdg, el ris Twa 

oldev ddixobvra epi Tov pepio[uov } dplxovTa H ldwrny, kai yowuas érupndlfovow, 

édv tis Te Boxy do[cxeiv]. Cf. Arist., Pol., 7 (6) 8=p. 190, 12 sqq. Bekker: 

&dAn 8’ dpxh, mpds Av al mpbcoda Trav Koway dvadépovrat, map dy pudarrévrwy 
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The zwAnrai, who already existed in Solon’s time, became later 
ten in number, appointed by lot one from each tribe. They farmed 
out the tolls, mines and the other state undertakings, 

sold property confiscated by the State, and gave out 
contracts for the carrying out of state works.!_ They also sold the 
property of those who owed money to the State, and had not 

paid it within the specified time, and of those whose payments of 

the eirdopd were in arrear, as also the goods and persons of those 

condemned in a ypady éevias, and of those metics who were con- 

demned by a ypady drpocraciov, or had. not paid their peroékiov.? _ 

modnral, 

pepleovrae mpds éxdornvy Stolknow* Kadodor 8 dmodéxras rovrous kal raulas. Cf. 

C.L.A., II. 88: pe(p)icac dé (7)d dpydprov 7d elpnuévov (a reward) rods drodékras 
ék Trav KaraBaddouévew xpnud(r)wr, émedav ra éx Trav vbuwv pep(lowor). The 
Apodectai are commissioned to expend money for crowns: Dittenberger, 
Syll., 101. C.I.A., II. 809a, 200 sqq., for the travelling expenses of the 
architheoroi to the Nemean games: II. 181, for a pension: II. 115, 6, for 
the erection of a orf\n: Apx. SeArlov, 1889, p. 204, to the émiurrdrac ’EXevow- 

60ev: O.1.A., 884, and in complete form, ’E¢. dpx., 1888, p. 109 sqq., A. 39 
sqq., B. 8, a. 89, 8. 29,34. The payments were reckoned. by the Prytany: 
Panske, 57. 

1 Existence of the moohnrad already in Solon’s time: Arist. 7,3. He says 
47,2: érei6’ of mwrntal c’ uév clot, KAnpotras 5 ets ex ris plvdjs. ujiadotae dé Ta 

se ctilchen mwdvra Kal Tae péradda wwrodo. kal ta TEN [meTa] TOD Taulov Tov 

orpariwrikay Kal Tay érl 7d Oewpixdy ypnuévww évayt[tov ris Bovdijs] Karaxupodcw, 

rw av h Bovdh xeporovicy, Kal Ta mpabévra pwéradda [Td 7] épydouma ra els Tpla 

érn mempauéva Kat Ta cuvryKexwpnueva, Ta e[i]s [ern] wempapéva. Kal Tas ovclas Tov 

é&Apelov mdyou devydvTwr kal Trav [dddobev é}[avriov rijs BlovAjjs mwovow, Kara- 

kupodot 8° of 0 &pxovres. Harp. draws from Aristotle—mwdyrai kal rwdyrihprov. 

of wév rwdrntal dpxh tis éorw AOjvyct, Séxa tov dpiOudv dvdpes, els Ex Tis pudijs 

éxdorns* Swocxodor 5¢ ra mimpackdpueva bd THs wodews wdvra, TEAn Kal péraddra Kat 

pucOwoes Kal Ta Snuevdueva.—mwrnrhpiov 5é Kadetrat 6 Tdros, €vOa cuvEedpevovow ot 

awwdrnral. From the same source Suid. rwdyral. Phot. rwdyral cal rwdn- 
ripov. Lex Seguer. 291, 17 sqq., where there is added: kal ppovrifovcw, brws 
h Tyuh Tov murpackopéve ar0d007 TH woAe. For the situation of the mwdyr7- 

ptov, see Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 2,1, 3857/8. The Poletai give contracts 
for stelai for inscriptions: C.IA., I. 61; IL. 1, 2; IV. 27. ’Adjv. 8, 405 sqq.= 

Ind. schol. Goett., 1880/1, p. 4, the building of the Athenian walls between 
334-326 ; II. 167, any public work: ’Apx. deAriov, 1889, p. 255= Bull. 14, 178, 
the enclosing of the iepdy of Codros, Neleus and Basile: C.1.A., IV. 58a, 
péradr\a: "Ed. dpx., 1890, 222. C.1.A., I. 274-281 contains accounts of the 
Poletai for property confiscated and sold by the State. Cf. Seeurk., XVI. 
b. 184 sqq., p. 542, with Boeckh’s note=C.1.A., II. 811, Col. c. 195. CLA. 
II. 780-783. 782b contain descriptions made hy the Poletai of the positions 
of mines; II. 777. 779. lists of property sold. 

2 Suid. rwryrhs—kal rwryral* obro. Tv épeiévrwv TY Snuooly kara mpodeculay 

Kal wh dwrodidévrwr érimpackoy Tas ovclas. dréxewrTo 5é Tois mwAnTais Kal boou 7d 

Siarypapev dpytpiov év modéuy uh eloépepov * re kal ol Levias addvres kat 6 méroukos 
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Of the goods thus sold and leased, the Poletai drew up lists, 

clearly stating the times of payment stipulated on by themselves 

and the purchasers or leaseholders, and these they handed in to 
the Council. There they were kept by the dyydoros of the Council 

until the appointed day of payment, and then were given to the 

Apodectai for them to get in the money. . 

To collect the fines imposed by the courts was the duty of the 
apaxtopes, Who, for this purpose, received from the Hegemones 

of the courts a list of those who had been sentenced in 

court to pay fines, and the fines to which they had been 

sentenced.” That there were 10 Praktores, and that they were 

appointed by lot, one for each tribe, may be accepted as certain.® 

The control of the money, which was paid in by the Apodectai 

to the Council-house, was the duty of the dvrrypadeds tips dtoixynoews, 
the controller of the treasury. He had also in 

every Prytany to draw up an account for the people, 
of the money which had been received during the preceding 

TPAaKTOPES. 

avtuyadeds. 

6 mpoordarny otk éxwv Kal 6 drpoocraclov ypadels. TovTwy yap Tas ovcias TwrodvTes 

mapakaréBarrov els 7d Snudorov. So Phot. wwrnrai. Cf. Poll. 8,99, where it 

says towards the end: dmiyovro 5é mpds rovrous Kal of perolkiov wh TiOérres. 

See Harp. weroixtov. (Dem.) 25,57. Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 209/10=Bk. 2, ch.3. 
1 Arist. 47, 2, says further: cai ra ré\n Tad els émav[rov] wempapéva, dvaypd- 

Wayres els NeNevKwpeva ypaymareta Tov Te mpiduevoy Kal [Scov] dv mpinra, Ty Bovdy 

mapadiddacw. dvaypadovow 5é xwpls peév ods Set kara <riv> mpulrlavelay Exdornv 

karaBddreuw, eis déxa ypaupareta, xwpls dé ods z[pis Tod] éviavrod, ypayparetov kara 

Thy KataBodny éxdotnv moijoavres, xwpis 5é ods [érl] rhs évdrns mpuraveias. 

dvaypagoucr 5¢ kal ra xwplia Kal Tas olkias T[a drrolyp[ad]évra Kal mpabévra év To 

dixagrnply (cf. C.LA., IL. 884)° xai yap ra60’ ofro: wwd[odow. ori] 5¢ ray pev 

oixiav év e éreow avdyKn Thy Tinhy adrodobvat, Tay 5é xwpiwv év déxa * kaTaBdddovew 

dé radra éml THs évarns mpuTaveias. e[icpé]per 5é Kal 6 Bacireds Tas fucPdocas Tov 

repevav (C.LA., LV. 58a), dvaypdwas év ypaypare[iors NeAev]kwpévas. ore dé Kal 
rovrwy % wev plcOwors els rn Séxa, KaraBddrerar 5° él ris [0°] mpvravelas* did Kat 

mreloTa xphuara éwl ravrns cudhéyerae THs mputavelas. elagéeperas pév ody eis Thy 

Boudtv Ta ypaypat[eta ra] Tas KaraBodds dvayeypaupéva, Tnpet 5’ 6 Snudoros * bray 

5 7h xplnuarwv xara]BorH, mapadidwor rots drodéxrats aiTa xabed[ov] ax[d Tar] 

éristuNwy, dv év rabry TH hucpa Set Ta Xphuara KaTaBAnOljvac kal ajrarecPOjvar * 

ra 8 GX dréxecrar xwpis, va wh mpoe~ad[erpO7]. 

2 See (Dem.) 58, 48: 085’ éori Sixasov rodrous brohauBdvew ddelrhew, Gv ovdels 

mapédwxe Tois mpdxropor Ta dvéuara. See the law in Dem. 48, 71: érov 5° dy 

karayvwobt, éyypapivtwy ol dpxovres, mpds ods av 7 % Sixn, Tots wpdxropow, 6 TO 

Snuocly ylyvera’ 6 6¢ TH Oe@ ylyverat, Tots Taulats T&v Tis Geo, and in Aschin. 

in Tim., 85. Andoc. 1,77. C.1.A., I. 47, fr. e., 1. 3, 4 (r@ d)nuocly épe.A—and 
oi rpdx(ropes) occur in close connexion with one another. 

3 See Lex. Seguer. 190, 26: kAnpwral dpxal mpaxrépwr, éxdoyéwv Kal ayti- 

ypapn. 
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Prytany. It is probable that the dvtvypadeds ris duoixyoews Was 

elected by the Council from among its members.! 
Of the Finance-officials, who managed separate treasuries, 

mention must first be made of the rauia tov iepdv xpyudrwv Tis 

“A@nvaias, who can be proved to have existed as early L 

as the time of Solon.? These treasurers of Athene were ayo at 

ten in number, and were appointed by lot, one from xpnpérey THs 
. : : . A®nvatas. 

each tribe from among the Pentacosiomedimnoi, and 

1 In the lexicographers Harp., Suid., Lex. Seguer. 410, 3 sqq. the 
official business of the dvrvypageds is thus described: dvrvypapeds 6 xabiord- 
mevos érl Trav KataBadd\dvTwy Twa TH WoAEL Xphuata, Gore dvTvypdpecOa Tava, 

wherewith cf. Aisch. in Ctes. 25: rpdrov mer rolvuv, & "AOnvaio, dvrvypagheds Fv 

xXetporovnrds 7H moder, bs Kal? éxdoryv mpuravelay dmredoyliero Tas mporddous TE 

djum. The conclusion in Harp., dirrol 6¢ Foav dvrvypadeis, 6 ev Tis drorkjoews, 
&s pnot Pirdxopos, 6 5é Tijs Bovdfs, ws ’"ApiororéAns év "APnvaiwy modcrela is a blun- 

der, for Aristotle says nothing about the dvrvypadeds at all. . The secretary 
of the Prytany had, according to Arist. 54, 3, the dvrvypag¢7 in 'the Council 
(see also C.1.A., Il. 61).. Out of this the lexicographical tradition makes a 
special dvrrypadeds ris Bovdfs, and says of him what Arist. tells of the secre- 

tary of the Prytany; see Poll. 8.98. Thus there was only one dyrvypadevs 

Ths Stoxjoews, of whom we read in an inscription of the third century in 
the ’Apx. deAriov, 1889, p. 58 (if it be correctly restored, but this is not cer- 
tain): érimednOjvar dé (THs morhoews Tov dvtTvypadéa 7d)v Tis Svocnjoe(ws). This 
dvtypageds was xetporovntds (Aischin. in Ctes. 25) and that by the Council, if 

Riedenauer (Verh. d. philos. Ges. in Wirzburg, 77 sq.), has, as I think likely, 
rightly identified him with the official of the Council whose duties are de- 
scribed (C.I.A., II. 114 B) in the following terms: éreued}On Tijs SvouKjoews rd 

Ths Bovdfs ép’ Av aipéOn kal THs GAAn(s evKoopul)as THs BovAns wera THY TpuTdvewy 

rév del mpuravevévrav. See also II. 114c. That the official here described 
cannot, according to the words of the inscription, have been a bouleutes, I 
cannot concede to C. Schaefer, de Scribis Senatus populique Athen., p. 38, 2, 

Greifswald, 1878. Mention is also made of an dvtvypageds in a fragmentary 
list of Prytanes in the beginning of the fourth century: Mitth. d. Arch. 
Inst. in Ath., 4, 98=C.1.A., II. 865, and in a prescript, II. 408. Dem. 22, 38 
mentions an dvrvypadeds, Who with other members acts as leader of the 
Council. We also meet with one among the disiroa in the time of the 
empire. See Hille in the Leipz. Stud., 1, 232. Boeckh, St. de Ath., 1. 
261 sqq.(= Publ. Econ., Bk. 2, ch. 8) supposes there were 2 dvrvypadets, and 

with him Hille 232 sq. agrees. Schémann, griech. Alt., 1, 401, 5, leaves 
the question undecided. Droege, de Lycurgo Ath. pecuniar. publicar. ad- 

ministratore, p. 34, Bonn, 1880, supposes there was only one dyrvypadeds. 

2 Their complete title was raulac Tav iepav xpnudrwv ris ’A@nvalas (C.1.A., 

I. 117 sqq. 188), shortened to rapiac ris Geod (I. 324; II. 17. 61. 667. 730. 733), 

into raulac (I. 273, 299), to rapular rev rijs Oceod (C.I.A. 809a, line 215. 612. 677. 
698). Existent in Solon’s time: Arist. 7, 3. 8, 1: onueiov 5’, Sre KAnpwras 
érolncev éx Tv TYynpdTwvr, 6 rept Tov Tamav vouos, @ xpwbmevor [Staredo]dow ere Kal 

viv Kedever yap KAnpody rods Taplas éx wevTakociomedivve[v]. In one inscription, 

older than 550, of rauéac dedicate to Athene rdde xadxia. Five names are 
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had a Prytanis for the year at their head.! They had the custody 

of the treasury of Athene,? and in general, the Acropolis and every- 

thing on it seems to have been under their immediate control. 

In the year 453/4 the treasures of the other gods also were 
placed in the Opisthodomos of the Parthenon, and for the control 

over these a new treavury aed was established, 
taplat TY nominated in the same way and under the same con- 
ddAXwv bed. 

ditions as the treasurers of Athene, They had the 
doors of the Opisthodomos under lock and seal, and were officially 

styled rapia: rv dAAwv Ocdv.4 Of the number of these treasurers we 

mentioned : the end of the inscription is mutilated. C.I.A., IV. 3. 37375, p. 
199. 

1 Their appointment by lot is testified by C.I.A., I. 32. From I. 299 
we see there was one from each tribe: in that inscr. there is a list of the 

Tamiai in the official order of the tribes, and complete with the exception 
of the name of the tenth, which is lost. See also I. 140; II. 648, 652. 653. 
In Arist. 47.1 we find: mparov pév yap of raula ris ’A@nvas eiot pév Séxa, 

k[Anpobrat] 5” els éx rhs pudFs, ex wevrakociouediuywv Kara Tov Vddrwvos vop[oy (ere 

yap 6 v|duos Kipids éorw), dpxe 5 6 Aaxdv, Kav mdvu wévyns G. Cf. Poll. 8, 97; 

Suid., rauia, Art. 1.=Lex. Seguer. 306, 7 sqq. For the annual Prytanis 
see such phrases as éml rijs Tod Seivos dpxis Kal Evvapxdvrwv: C.I.A., I. 2738, or 

rade of Taulac Tov lepay xpnudrwv ris ’A@nvalas, ols 6 Selva éypampareve, 6 deiva 

kai Euvdpxovres tapédocay : C.I.A., I. 117 sqq., 188. 

2 See Arist. 47,1: mapaXauBdvor[or] 6¢ 76 Te dyadua Tijs "AOnvas kal ras Nixas 

kal rov dddov Kdomov Kal Ta xp[juar]a évayriovy ris Bovdjs. Following Arist., 

Harp., rauéar, Phot., Suid., Art. 2. In Suid. Art. 1. and in the Lex. Seguer. 
306, 7 sqq., we read: of ra év rT lep@ rhs "AOnvas év dxpowéder xpjuara lepd Te Kal 

dnudoia Kal adrd 7d dyadpa THs Oeot Kal rdv Kdcpuov Puddrrovet. Cf. C.LA., 1.382= 

Dittenberger, Syll., 14 B, 23: ra(mevécOw Ta wev ris ’AOn)vatas xphuara (év TO) 

éml dexo.d rod dmic(Godduov). See the list of treasures in Michaelis, der 

Parthenon, 288 sqq.; C.1.A.,I. 117 sqq.; II. 642 sqq. For the fourth century 
see Fellner, z. Gesch. d. att. Finanzverwalt., p. 33 sq. 

8 They are therefore present at the valuation of the Chalcotheke: C.LA., 

II. 61; they are authorised to destroy a Stele: Mitth. d. disch. Arch. Inst., 2, 
p. 291. They preserve on the Acropolis the oil obtained from the holy 

Hopia, and at the Panathenaia they mete it out to the Athlothetai for the 
victors: Arist. 60, 3. 

4 The institution of treasurers of the other gods is spoken of C.1.A., I. 32 
=Dittenberger, Syll., 14. Beloch, in the NV. Rh. Mus., 43, 113 sq., 1888, 
places C.I.A., I. 82 between the end of 419/8 and the spring of 416, and 
takes the new arrangement decreed in the inscription to be the increasing 
of the treasurers of the other gods to ten, while they had before been only 
five. I cannot agree with him. See also Panske, de magistratib. ath. qui 

sec. a. Chr. n. IV. pecunias publicas curabant, p. 18,5, Leipz., 1890. Frag- 

ments of accounts rendered by these treasurers: O.1L.A., I. 194-225; II. 672, 
682c. Enumeration of the several gods: I. 278. Their official title, rayia 
tw ddAwv Gea : I. 194; IL. 682c. 
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have no information, but as their constitution is based on that of 
the college of the treasurers of Athene, we may conclude that it was 

ten! At the beginning of the fourth century (we have evidence 
from the time of the Archon Eucleides) the treasuries of Athene 

and of the other gods were united, and the control was vested in 

a college of ten members. Yet there is evidence again so soon 

as B.C. 8385/4 of rayéae ris Ged, by the side of whom there again 

existed, at least for a time, the tapuia. trav ad\Awv Gedy.” 
The most important treasury office of the fifth century, next to 

the treasurers of Athene, was that of the ‘EAAyvorapia. Estab- 
lished as they were when the Athenian league was ‘EAAnvora- 

founded, they had their seat of office at first at Delos.3 = pia. 
When the treasury of the league was transferred to Athens, they 

migrated thither, and in 454 probably became Athenian officials. 
There were at that time ten ‘EAAnvorapia,t of whom each had a 

1 See C.LA., I. 82: raylas 5¢ droxvapeder(v) (ro) drwy trav xpnudrwv, Srammep 

ras dddas dpxds, kabdmrep rods Trav U(epd)v Trav rhs ’AOnvatas. Kirchhoff, who, in 

the Abh. d. Berl. Ak., 1864, 5 sq., concluded that there were five treasurers 
from among all the Athenians, conjectures C.I.A., I., p. 92, on no. 194/5, and 

on 318 that there was a college consisting of ten persons. See also Ditten- 
berger, Syill., 14,7; Panske 13, 5. 

2 We possess statements of accounts of of raulac r&v lepav xpnudrwr Tis 

A@nvalas kal rdv d\\wv Gedy, ten in number: C.1LA., II. 642 sqq. In the 

year of Eucleides both colleges of treasurers were united: ’E¢. dpx., 1885, 

p. 129; Lehner, d. att. Schatzverzeichnisse d. 4. Jahr., p. 12 sqq., Strassburg, 

1890, assigns the change to the year 406/5. We have evidence of raula 
THs Geo again for the year 385: C.I.A., II. 667.. In 8376/5 there were again 
two different boards of treasurers, as is evident from a comparison of C.1.A.., 
Il. 671 with 672, both of which belong to the same year. Tayla: rav G\\wy 
GeGy even in 363: II. 682c. Last mention of these 3438, if II. 702 has been 
rightly restored. Lists of the different boards of treasurers of the fourth 
century in Panske 36 sqq. Lehner 119/20 considers that the two colleges 
were united again by Lycurgus 338. From the fact that in a statement of 
accounts, most probably of the year 321/20, the treasurers of Athene call 
themselves simply of rauta:, Kéhler, on C.I.A., II. 719, concludes that at ~ 
that time there were no longer any treasurers of the other gods. Yet at 
later dates they are styled sometimes simply rayla:: II. 721. 722. 726. 728. 
736; sometimes raula: ris Oeo0; II. 780. 733. 737=p. 508. 739. The Eleusinian 

goddesses had in 329 their own treasurers: II. 884, b. See also Kirchhoff 
on C.LA., IV. 3, 225n, p. 167. Michaelis, Parthenon, 29, also thinks that the 
renewed separation of the two colleges of treasurers did not last long. 

The treasurers of the goddess are authenticated to the end of the fourth 
century, e.g. in the year 300: C.LA., IT. 612. 

° See Thuc.1,96. For the Hellenotamiai cf. Boeckh, 1, 241 ff.=Bk. 2, ch. 7. 
* The Hellenotamiai, ten in number, and one from each tribe: O.1.A., I. 

259. 260. Of the eleven Hellenotamiai in the C.1.A., I. 188, I take 
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aapedpos.t The Hellenotamiai received the tribute of the allies, 

which was paid at the Dionysia, and kept accounts of it.2 They 

kept a special treasury for the tribute-money, out of which they 
had annually to pay ~ of the incoming revenue as drapx7 to the 

treasury of Athene.*? The payments out of the treasury of Athene 
for military purposes and for festivals passed mostly through 
their hands.* 

The rayias tod dypov, whose existence can be proved to the end 

Taplas Tod of the 4th century, had in that century the control of 

Syjpov. the money out of which the expenses of erection and 

Phrasitelides of Icaria, mentioned in the first Prytany, to be the Idpedpos. 
It says there inaccurately: ‘E(\\y)voramiats mapedd0n Kadd\uwdxy ‘Ayvovaly, 

PpacireNldy ‘Ikape?, while by analogy of the sixth Prytany it ought to be: 

“EMAnvorapig Kad\udxy ‘“Ayvovely cai wapédpy PpaccireNidy “Ikape?t. In C.LA., 
I. 188 there are three Hellenotamiai from the Acamantis and two from the 
Aiantis, while the Aigeis, Leontis, Hippothontis are not represented. Of 
the mode of their appointment nothing definite can be said. 

1°EAnvoraptats Kal mapédpos: C.1.A., I. 180-183. ‘EdAnvorapla cal rapédpw: 

I. 183. 188. 6th Pryt. 
2 Thue. I. 96: kat “EXAnvoraulac rére mpGrov ’AOnvatos Katéorn apxh, ot 

édéxovro Tov pdpov. Hesych. ‘EdAnvoraular of rod Kopugouévou Popov mapa’ AOnr- 

alos Taular. Harp., Suid., sv. Poll. 8,114, assigns them a wider sphere of 

duties, but with little probability. The payment of the tribute at the 
Dionysia is testified by Eupolis in the Schol. on Aristoph. Ach. 504. See 
also the Schol. on 378. They keep accounts of the tribute. C.I.A., I. 38. fr. 

c. d.: dvay(papdvtwy dé oi "ENA)nvor(au)iar éooavids ras—oas Tod P(dp)ou Kal Trav 

amayévr(wy Ta dvduata. Ka) TriOévae (‘)exdorore mpdcbe—. 

8 That they had a separate treasury is evident from C.1LA., I. 82= 
Dittenberger, Syll., 14, where ra xpquara rd mapa rots ‘EXnvorapias dvra viv 

are mentioned. Payment of the drapy? is ordered in the same decree of 

the people, B. 18 sqq.: (é« dé trav dipw)y Kkararibévar k(arad 7d)v éviavrdv Ta 

éxd(orore yeviueva mapa To)is raplacr trav (TAs ’AO)nvaias rods ‘ENAnvo(raplas). 

From the year 454 ,), of the annual tribute is set apart as drapxy for 

Athens. The accounts of this dmwapyy form the so-called tribute lists: 
C.LA., I. 226-272. I now concur in the theory of Christ, de publicis popula 
Atheniensis rationib., 28 sqq., Greifswald, 1879, that the dpxy mentioned in 

the so-called tribute-lists is not that of the Logistai but that of the 
Hellenotamiai. Cf. Bannier, de titulis aliquot att. rationes pecuniarum 

Minerve exhibentibus, p.6 sqq., Berlin, 1891. 

* 4 The Hellenotamiai received money for the Strategoi from the treasurers 
of Athene: C.LA., I. 180. 181. 188; for the payment of the troops: I. 183. 
188; for the athlothetai of the Panathenaia: I. 183; for the diobelia: I. 
188. 189. They give money for posting up the resolutions of the people: 

C.LA., 1.59.61. And yet the treasurers of Athene make payments direct 
to certain persons and authorities without the mediation of the Helleno- 

tamiai: C.J.A., I. 188. 189. For the duties of the Hellenotamiai see Fellner, 

z. Gesch. d. att. Finanaverwalt., p. 18 sqq. — 
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restoration of the records of decrees of the people were defrayed. 
Out of the same treasury the rapias rod djpov paid the travelling 

expenses of ambassadors and money for the making of wreaths.” 
Lastly we must speak of three other finance offices, whose institu- 

tion seems to have stood in a certain chronological relation to one 
another. 

The first finance office to be mentioned here is that of of émt 7d 

Gewptxdv, which, as it seems, was instituted under the influence of 

EKubulos between 354 and 339. After the introduction 6 emi rd 

of the theoricon by Cleophon, it was customary to refund %puKdv. 
the entrance money for the theatre to its frequenters and to grant 

the people on festive occasions a general bounty. These bounties 

were at a later time renewed and increased by Agyrrhios. Then 

Eubulos during his period of ascendency laid down the principle 

that all surplus funds of the exchequer should be divided among the 

people. The attempt, which was made in the year 348 or 350, by 

Apollodoros, to restrain this waste, was frustrated by Eubulos.® 

For the control of this new fund, into which under the adminis- 

tration of Eubulos all the balances of the exchequer flowed, a new 

finance office was necessary, the holders of which were elected to 
hold office from one Panathenaia to the following Panathenaia, 

1 The rapias rod Sjuov pays éx rdv (els Td) Kata Wydlouara dvadicKkomevwn TQ 

Sjuy, or, as it is also put, é« rdv xara Wydlouara pepifouévwy TE Sjuw (C.LA., 

II. 115.’E@. dex. 1891, 89). C.L.A., Il. 47 before 376, 50=872, cf. 54. 69. 114. 
119. 120. 147. 150. 167. 171. 176. 186. 210. 228, 235. 252. 272-277. 286. 293-296. 
In the year 332: "Ed. dpx., 1891, p. 86 ; 829: ’Ed. dpx., 1891, p. 89. From the 
year 299/8 to 295/4 the éferacris and the rpirrvapyo pay: C.I.A., II. 297. 
298. 300. The rayulas rod dijuov pays éx Tov Kowdv xpnudrwv : II. 248, without 
further intimation of the fund from which payment is made: II. 52c (in 
the year 368). 65.90. For this cf, Fellner, 43 sqq. According to Kohler, 
in d. Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 4, 325, the office of the raplas rod 
djuou certainly did not exist in 295,and was probably abolished some years 
earlier. 

2 The raulas rod Sjuov pays from the same fund épddia to ambassadors: 

II. 64. 89. Bull. 13, 436, 1. 58 sq., sees to the making of a wreath: II. 254. 
% For the financial measures of Eubulos see Schaefer, Dem. u. s. Zeit., 

11,174. The proposal of Apollodoros and the certainly very questionable 
law of Eubulos: 11, 184/5. For the history of the Oewpixdy see Harp. 
Gewprxd=Suid. Oewpixd, Art. 1 and 2., Suid. Oewpixdv. Et. M. Oewpixdv. Boeckh, 
1, 306=Bk. 2, ch. 13... The doubtful remark in Plut., Per., 9, that Pericles 

had bribed the people @ewpixois, cannot be upheld in the face of Arist. 
28, 3: rod dé Sjuov KreopSr 6 Avporods, ds Kal Thy SiwPeNlav éwbpice mpGros. Kal 

xpovov mév Twa dredidoro, wera 5¢ radra Karéd\voe Kaddxpdrns ILaavveds, mp&ros 

Urocxbuevos ériOnoew mpds Toiv Svoty 6Bodotw &dov 6Boddv. 
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and were entitled of émi 75 Gewpixdv.!. The position of these finance- 
ministers was so important that for a time they exercised the 

functions of the Apodectai and of the dvrvypadeds and in fact con- 
trolled the whole State finance.? Even after the year 339, this 
office retained its authority, though indeed with considerable 
limitations.’ 

The financial system of Eubulos was abolished in the year 339. 

1 That there were several, and, as Boeckh, 1, 249, sq.—Bk. 2, ch. 7, sup- 
poses, perhaps 10 ém! 7d Oewpixdv, is evident now from Arist. 48, 1; 47, 2,and in 
this sense Aischin. in Ctes. 25, is also now to be understood. Suid. Oewpixd 
art. 1 and 2, @ewpixdy. Et. M. Oewpixdv speak of one only. Harp., Oewpixdy, 

quotes Eschin. and speaks of dpx7# ris éwl Tod Oewpixod. Lex. Seguer. 264, 7, 
Bewpixh apxj=ol dpxovres Tar OewpixGv xpnudrwy ; several also in Poll. 8, 99. 

Aristotle and Aischines, loc. cit., testify to the election. That this office 
was newly introduced under Eubulos, I consider very probable. In the 
fifth century the Hellenotamiai paid the theoricon—C.1.A., I. 188, 189 a.x. ; 

later undoubtedly those Tamiai had charge of the surplus funds. That 
a theoricon treasury or of él 7d Oewpixdv existed is not to be supposed, since 
it was never the duty of the latter to actually distribute the theoricon. 

Lucian, Tim. 49; Benndorf, in d. Ztschr. f. d. dstr. Gymn., 1875, 22/3. Fell- 
ner., 2. Gesch. d. att. Finanzverwaltung, p. 83 sq., is of opinion that there were 
10 presidents of the theoricon and that they were probably instituted in 
the year 396/5. The official émi 7d Oewpixdv in the C.1.A., II. 114, now that 
the plurality of these finance ministers is established, can only have been 

a council official with unknown functions, 
2 Aschin. in Cles. 25: dia 52 rv mpds EvBoudov yevouévnv rlorw dbuiv oi én 7d 

Oewpixdy Kexelporovnuévoe Fpxov pév, mplv } Trav ‘Hynudvos vouov yevéoOa, tiv Tod 

dyriypadéws dpxnv, hpxov 5é rhv T&v daodexr&v Kal vedpioy Kal ocKxevoOjKny @Kodd- 

hour, Hoav dé kal ddorotol Kal cxeddv Thy SrAnv Siolknow elyov ris wédews. For the 

termination of the supremacy of oi éml 7d Oewpixdv 8339/8 see Schaefer, 11, 

188/189. The beginning I place after the peace of Philocrates, because 
there is inscriptional evidence for Apodectai for 347/6 (see the decree of 

_ honour for the sons of Leucon: Dittenberger, Syll., 101), and because the 
building of the cxevoOjxn mentioned by Aschines was then begun. See 
Schaefer, 2!,288. But perhaps the above-named officials existed throughout 

the period of the ascendency of of él rd Oewpixdy as their subordinates, For 
the financial measures of Eubulos see Plut., praec. ger. reip., xv. 23, p. 992 

Didot. Aphobetos, the brother of Hschines, was one rév éml 7d Oewpixdv. For 
after the words of Aischines in Ctes. 25, on the theoricon board—xal cxeddv 

Ti Odnv Stoixnow etxov THs wokews—I do not hesitate to refer the remark of 

/Eschines about A phobetos, de Fals. Leg., 149: adds 5¢ kal dixatws r&v buerépwv 

Tpochdwy éripednbels, bre avbrov érl rhv Kowhy diolknow elec Oe to this office. 

3 Demosthenes was 6 éml 7d Oewpixov after the battle of Chaeronea : Aischin. 
in Ctes. 24; Dem. 18, 113. See Schaefer 11,189. To this office Plut., praec. 
ger. reip., xxv. 1. p. 999, must have reference, if any weight is to be attached 
to such testimony. This is rightly recognised by Fickelscherer, de theoricis 
Athen. pecuniis, 84 sqq., Leipz. 1877. See Boeckh, 1, 229; 2,117. In Arist. 

too 43, 13; 47, 2 of éri 7d Gewpixdy are mentioned even after 329, 
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At the instance of Demosthenes, it was decided that all State funds 

should be employed for military purposes. Connected saytas ray 
with this radical change of the finance administration, *TPaTT Kav. 
it seems, was the institution of a new finance official, the rapias, 
tov otpatwwrikov. This rapias tov orpatwtixdv, whose year of 

office ran from the Panathenaia to the following Panathenaia, was 

appointed by election, and had apparently the control of the whole. 

financial administration. He was present in the Council along 
with the émi 76 Oewpixor officials when the Poletai made leases; in 

829, in co-operation with the Apodectai and the tpamefirys, he 

advanced money to the Epistatai and treasurers of the Hleusinian 

goddesses ; in conjunction with the Council he saw to the completion 

of the Nike statues, and procured the prizes for the Panathenaia ; 
in 334 (the most probable date) he paid to the treasurers of Athene 

and to the commission appointed for the purpose, money for the 
restoration of the Nike statues and the articles used in processions, 

saw to the making of a golden wreath for Amphiaraos and gave 
the money for it. These examples of the activity of the tapias rav 

otpatwwtikov hardly suit the special official duties of a treasurer of 
war, but necessarily follow from his conjectured position at the 
head of the Athenian finance administration.? i 

” 

1 Philochor., fr. 185, in Miller, fr. h. gr., 1, 406, says: Avowuaxlins ’Axapvers. 
emt rovrouv Ta ev Epya Ta wept Tods vewoolkous Kal Thy cKevoOjKny dveBarovTo did 

Tov Torenov mpds Pidirmov? Ta Oe xphuar’ Evndicavro wdvt’ civac orpariwtixd, Anpo- 

abévous ypdwavros. The raulas rdv orparwrixéy is first mentioned in litera- 

ture in connexion with the year 338 s.c.: Pseudoplut., vit. Lyc., 27. p. 1027 
Didot; in inscriptions probably for the year 334: C.LA., II. 739, certainly 
for the year 3832/1: "Ed. apx. 1891, p. 82. Boeckh, 1. 246 (Bk. II. ch.7), assigns 
the institution of this office to the year of Eucleides; Frinkel, in the Phil.- 
hist. Aufs. fir E. Curtius, p. 43, sqq. 1884, to the year 347. That in this 
year the rauias Trav orparwrixkéy did not yet exist, I conclude from the fact 
that in 347 the Apodectai still paid é« rév orparwriudy xpnudrwr: Ditten- 
berger, Syll.,101. See Schaefer in the NV. Rh. Mus., 33. p. 481. 
-2 Arist. 48, 1: ras & dpxas ras wept rhv éyxixdov Stolknow amrdoas moovct 

KAnpwrds wiv Taulov orpariwriKkdy Kal Tov éml 7d Oewprxdy Kal Tod T&v Kpnvaev 

érimeNnrod. Tatras dé xeporovotcw, Kal ol xeporovnbévTes &pxovow é€x Ilavadnvaiwy 

eis Ilavadjvara. 47, 2: [ulicOodor 6¢ Ta pic Odpata mdvra Kal Ta péTadra Twrovot, 

kal ra Tédn [wera] Tod Taulov Tay oTparwrikav Kal Tov éwl Td OewpiKdy Apnuévwv 

évayt[lov THs BovAfs] Karaxupotow.—The participation of the él 7d Pewpexdy 
officials was probably a survival from their former position of importance. 
In the report of the émiordra: ’EXevowddev for the year 329 in C.LA., I. 

8340, col. i. 1. 89, we find: cai 7d mpodavecOev eis 7d Starelxioua Td ’EXevotve 

mapa Taulov (c)rparwrikay kal map’ drodexTav Kal mapa Tod Tpamegirou ; Arist. 49, 

3: Kal THs roijoews Twv Nixdv cal rdv GOd\wv Tov eis TH Llavabyjvara cuveripeneirat 
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In the third century it was the duty of the rapias rv orpatutiKov 

to. assign and distribute the State moneys, a work which he either 
did alone or with the aid of 6 émt 77 dtocxyorer.} 

To the end of the fourth century belongs also the institution of 

démirq the official éri 77 diocxynoe, whose office seems to have 

Storkyjet. taken the place of that of the Apodectai, either under 
the rule of Demetrios of Phaleron or after his deposition.2. Lycur- 

gus accordingly cannot have held the office of éat 17 Suocxyoe ; so 

that all the details which have been taken from the financial 

policy of Lycurgus to characterize the functions of this office are 

irrelevant.2 We are therefore really reduced to the evidence of 

(sce. ) BovdAh) pera TOS Taylov Tay orparwriay. Payment for the making of 

vicat and woumeia: C.LA., I. 739. A golden wreath for Amphiaraos and 
payment for the same: ’E¢. dpx., 1891, pp. 81/2. 

1 In 3806/5 the treasurers of Athene make payments to the raulas ray 

oTpatwwrikwv to meet the freight charges for ship-building timber: C.LA., 
IT. 737 1. 28 sq., p. 508. In 8305/4 the rauias and 5 Areopagites make pay- 

ments to the treasurers of the goddess: ibid. 1. 32 sqq. The expression 
usual before of the Apodectai—pepica:—is used of the raufas paying for the 
erection of inscription stelai: C.I.A., II. 335. 870. 375. 380. 396. 411. 420. 425. 
467.1.57. Bull. 15, p. 346. 356. See the list in Hartel., Stud. ub. att. Staats- 
recht.u. Urkundenw., 135. C.I.A., II. 368, he pays éx rwy eis ra kata Wyndiopara 

dvahioxopévww TH O}uw, a fund which was formerly controlled by the raylas 

Tod Sipov. The rauias ray orpatwrixdy is also (C.1L.A., II. 334) meant where, 

in the time of the Chremonidean war, we read ll. 9 sqq.: (6rws av xpynudtwr 

m)opicbévrwy exer 6 Tapias peplfew rd (Sedueva, va x)ara Tov Karddourov xpdvov TOU 

éviavTod ovvk(omobwow oi éx vis? K)aprol mer’ dopadelas. So Bull. 15, 349. 350/1, 
where mention is made of the rauias only. The rayias supplies funds in 

conjunction with 6 émi r7 dioxjoa: C.1.A., II. 827. ’Apy. deA7. 1891, pp. 45/6. 
Bull. 15. p. 355. 

2 That the office of the él r7 diouxjoe: did not yet exist between 329 and 

322, is proved by the silence of Aristotle. For even if it be supposed that 
chapter 60 was followed by the account of the offices mentioned in chap. 43, 

1, yet mention of the émi r7 diorKjoe, if he had at that time existed, must 

have been made in chap. 43, 1. See also B. Keil, in the Berl. phil. Wochenschr. 
1891, pp. 614/5. There is no notice of the Apodectai after the time of Deme- 

trios of Phaleron ; last mention 325 s.c.: C.1.A., II. 809. ¢. 70 sqq. e, 147 sqq. 

Spangenberg, de Atheniens. publ. institutis aetate Macedonum commutatis, p. 43, 
thinks that they were abolished by that Demetrios. The first éwi ry 
d.ocxjoee Mentioned in inscriptions is Habron, the son of Lycurgus: C.LA., 
II. 167. That this inscription is later than 307 (see Wachsmuth, d. St. 
Ath., 1, 616), and does not belong to the time of Lycurgus, is further proved 
by the fact that Habron was rapias rév orpatwriéy in 3806/5: C.LA., 

II. 787, 31, p. 510. 
8 Boeckh, 1, 222 (Bk. 2, ch. 6) ff., has taken his representation of the office 

of 6 éri rH dtocxjoe from what is said in Pseudoplut. of Lycurgus. The de- 
cree of Stratocles, which calls Lycurgus rapéas rijs kowhs mpoddou, is certainly 
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inscriptions for the description of the official duties of the éxi 77 
dtovxjore ; and from these little can be learnt. Yet we know that 

there was only one émt 77 Suockjoe each year till the end of the 

year 295/4, while from 286/5 for some time several émi rj duoxnoret 

are mentioned. Previous to the Chremonidean war, however, they 

were again replaced by one. At the end of the third century we 

again meet with several émi 77 Suovxjoet, Who are once more reduced 

to one in the second.century.!. The émi rH dvorxjoe, who was ap- 

spurious, in its present form at any rate. See Droege, de Lycurgo Atheniensi, 

p- 23 sqq., Bonn, 1880; Frankel, in Boeckh., St. d. Ath., 2. p. 44. No. 270. 
Whether Lycurgus held a definite constitutional office at all, is according 
to this doubtful. In Diod. 16, 88 it is said of Lycurgus: dWéexa ern ras 
mporbdous THs mérews Stouhoas, ze. probably by his personal authority. In 

Hyper, fr. 121, ed. Blass, he is described as rax@els éml ry Stocxjoe Tov 
xpnudrwv. The fragmentary inscription in C.I.A., II. 162, decrees probably 
at the instance of Lycurgus (a. 6, 15) the establishment of the commission, 
which C.1.A., II. 789-741 specifies. A rerpaeria (162 c, 17) seems to be fixed 
as its term of duration. This commission, to which without doubt Lycur- 
gus belonged (see the decree of Stratocles in Pseudoplut., 1038) was in 
office from 334 to 331. See II. 741. So far as the buildings of Lycurgus 
are concerned, the naval arsenal had just come into use in 330: Boeckh, 
Seeurk., 70; work was still being done on the Theatre and the Stadion just 
‘before the Panathenaia of the year 830: C.LA., II. 176; the building of 
the sanctuary of Pluto in Eleusis and of the Eleusinion was still proceed- 
ing in 329, with the co-operation of Lycurgus: C.I.A., II. 8846. In 3829/8 

Lycurgus belonged to the 10 ye:porovnbévres bad Tod Sywov érl Thy érimédecav 

ToD dyavos kal Tv Ewy Tav Twepl Thy éoprhvy Tod ’Audiapdov: "Hd. apx. 1891, p. 

89. According to Kéhler in Herm., 1., 321, special offices were created for 
Lycurgus; according to Fellner, zur Gesch. d. ath. Finanzverw., 58 sqq., he 
held a commissioner’s office for re-organizing the treasury on the Acropolis 
and for the supply of materials of war. Droege 41 makes him exercise 

the last-named function as orparnyéds érl rv rapacKxevjy, whereas, according 

to Arist. 61, 1, this official did not at that time exist. These remarks dis- 
prove also what Pseudoplut., vit. Lyc., 3, p. 1025, Didot, in a rather unin- 
telligible context says of the time-limitation of the unknown office of 

Lyecurgus. If Lycurgus during his politico-financial ascendancy ever 
temporarily held a definite office, it probably was that of the raulas rav 

oTpatwrikav, Which his brother-in-law Callias held in 338, probably as the 
first treasurer of war. See Pseudoplut., vit. Lyc., 27. Fellner, 51 sqq., puts 
the year of the institution of the ém r7 dvoKxjoe at 378, von Wilamowitz 

at 354 at the earliest. Cf. Droege,29sqq. Philippi, in the N. 2h. Mus., 
34, 612. 1, considered Eubulos to have been the first éml r7 dioixjoe. 

1 Habron, son of Lycurgus, 6 él ry dtouxjoe after 807: C.I.A., I]. 167: 6 
érl TH Siocxjoer Still in the year 295/4: II. 300. oi éwi rp diorxjoes in the year 
286/5: II. 811. 312. In the year 284/3: ’E¢. dpx., 1890, 71 sqq. Again 6 émi 
TH Sworxjoe not long before the Chremonidean war: II.331. Oi él r7 diouxjoe 

at the end of the third century: Bull. 15, p. 3855. 6 él r7 Stocxnoee again in 
the second century ; C.L.A., II. 453. 
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pointed by election and held his office without doubt for a year, 

had the supervision of the revenue and expenditure of the State. 

Thus with the Poletai he contracted for the public works, directed 

the making of wreaths of honour and statues, and provided the 

money for the posting of the decrees of the ‘people.! 
_ The number of the Athenian treasurers is by no means ex- 

hausted by the preceding enumeration. On the contrary, every 

Other Official, through whose hands large sums of money 

Treasurers. passed during his year of office, had his treasurer. 

Only it cannot always be decided whether it was a private 

treasurer or one appointed by the State.? 
Next to the finance ministers come the administrative and judi- 

cial officials, among whom the Archons must first be mentioned. 

otévvéa Lhe nine dpxovres, who were also collectively styled 

pxovtes. Gecuobérar, were appointed by lot and formed a college 

at whose head was the first dpywr.? After they had laid down their 

office and had passed the regular scrutiny they became ordinary 

members in the Council of the Areopagus.4 Although for most 

1 Poll. 8,113: 6 62 éml rijs Siockjoews aiperds Fv éxl TOv mpooyvTwy Kal dva- 

Noxouévwv. Contracts for public works in conjunction with the Poletai: 
C.1.A., II. 167. The émir7 dioxjoe directed by decree of the people to see 

to the making of wreaths of honour and statues: II. 251. 311, 312; has to 
peptoat the money for posting up psephisms: II. 300. 311, 316. 325. 326. 328. 
331. 393. Occasionally the raulas rév orpariwwrixay assists the éml rq diwouxjoec 

in this: C.LA., II. 827. ’Apy, dedr., 1891, pp. 45/6. Bull 15. pp. 355. Col- 
lection of the inscriptions bearing on this subject in Hartel, Stud. ub. att. 
Staatsr. u. Urkundenw., 135. 

2 Thus e.g. raulac rSv recxorwoav are mentioned : in Asch, in Ctes. 27, rapias 

Trav ddvvdrwyv: Aristot. 49,4, rauias xpewacrdv: C.1.A., 11. 8098. 212 sqq., 

raplas els Ta vedpra: II. 803 v, 4, 18, rapias rpinporoitxdv: II. 808 c. 128 sqq.= 
6 Trav Tpinporodv Traplas: Dem. 22,17, The rauia rév iepdv rpifpwr: Arist. 
61,7. Harp. raulas.’Auuwvis, Lex, Cantabr. 675, 28. Phot., Idpador’ rapiac. 
Rose, Arist. pseudep., 443,59. For the position of these rauiar, see Kohler 

in the Mitth. d. arch. Inst. in Ath. 8, 168 sqq. The rayias of the trierarch 
Philippos was probably a private one (Dem.) 49, 14. 15, as also that of 

the strategos Timotheos: (Dem.) 49,6. 1 infer the private character of 
this rauias from Dem. 8, 47, since according to this passage the strategos 
was responsible for the financial administration of his office. But see 

(Dem.) 49, 9. 10. Eupol. ap, Harp., rauia. Compare in general Boeckh, 
Economy of Athens, 1, 234 (=Bk. 2, ch. 6) ff. 

3 of éwéa dpxovres=ol Oecuobérac: Dem. 57, 66, compared with 70. Plut., 

Sol., 25. Poll. 8,85, Lex. Seguer. 811,10. Boeckh, C.LG., I. p, 440, The 

first Archon president: Hesych., dpywy mpiravs ’"AOjvnow émravuyos Tov 
apxévrwy. Archon lists: C.I.A., II. 859. 862, 863. 

* Poll. 8, 118. (Dem.) 26, 5. Lipsius, in the Letpz. Stud., 4, 151 sqq. 
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matters separate duties were assigned to individual Archons, yet 
certain functions were discharged by the whole college collec- 
tively, e.g. the drawing of the jurymen by lot for the several suits, 

and perhaps the appointment by lot of the magistrates.! 
The dpxwv was at a later date called also dpywv éxavupos because 

various annual lists of names were distinguished by being desig- 

nated after his name. He had his official residence in 

of cig Prytaneion.?, Probably we should regard as a 
survival from early times the custom by which the Archon, imme- 
diately on accession to office, made proclamation by herald that 
whatever any man then possessed, the Archon would allow him 
possession until the end of his archonship.? The dpywv was the 

refuses to believe there was a formal dokimasia of the Archons by the 

Areopagus before their admission to that body; and conjectures on the 
authority of Lys. 7, 22 ; 26, 11, that the Archons even during their term of 
office had seats and votes in the Areopagus. I do not doubt that the 
Archons took part in those sittings of the Areopagus at which matters 
connected with their office were discussed. The theory of a dokimasia 
before their admission at the end of their year of office is supported by 
Arist. 60, 3. 

* The remarks of Poll. 8, 86/7 on the business devolving on the 9 
_ Archons collectively are not over trustworthy in themselves. Aristotle 
does not confirm the statement that they pronounced the death sentence 
in the case of those who had illegally returned to Athens. Dem. 23, 31 
has the vague expression decuo0éra. Their election of the military officials 

is contradicted, Arist. 44,4. Their appointment of the jurymen is con- 
firmed, Arist. 63,1. Although their sortition of the athlothetai is given 
in Poll simply through his misunderstanding Arist. 60, 1, yet the sor- 
tition of the magistrates may be set down as a collective function of 
the 9 Archons on the analogy of the jurymen, though Aschin. in Ctes. 
13 vaguely says: dpxds dé picovew exetvas eivat, ds of Oecmobérar dmroKx\npovow 

évy r@ Onoew. The epichirotonia of the officials by the Archons is likewise 

questionable: for the passage in Poll. an extract from Arist. 61—must 
surely have reached its present place by some mistake, 

* His official title in the Macedonian age even is dpywv simply: Kirch- 

hoff in Herm. 2,161 sqq. He was called érdévuuos not because he was 
émrdvupos Tov éviavrod, but because as the result of his official position he stood 
at the head of various officia] lists of names, e.g. érévuuos Tov HAcKLdv, TOV 
Angew: L. Lange, in the Leipz. Stud., 1, 159 sqq. His official residence in 
the Prytaneion: Arist. 3,5. This only refers, of course, to the time before 
Solon. Lex. Seguer, 449, 22, and Suid. dpywr, both based upon Arist., 
give rapa rods érwviuous for the place. But it is a question whether this is 

not due to an inference of the grammarian who has confused the Tholos, 
the seat of the Prytanes, near to the érévuyo, with the Prytaneion. See 
Judeich, in the NV, Rh, Mus., 1892, p. 59, 2, 

8 Arist. 56, 2: cat 6 wev dpxwv edOds clceNO dv mpwrov pev KnpUrret, boa TLs elxyer, 

mp avroy eloehGeiv els Thy apxiy, Tadr’ Exew Kal kpareiv péxpe dpxijs Tédous. 
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eponymous official of the State. His official duties comprised the 

supervision of family matters, protection of parents against their 

children, protection of widows, the chief wardship of orphans and 

heiresses and the providing of guardians for them; he received 
notices of divorce, and made provision for the continuance of in- 

dividual families.t1 He had jurisdiction in all suits in which 

family rights of citizens came into question.? His religious duties _ 
consisted in conducting the great Dionysia, for which he ap- 

pointed the Choregoi and arranged any consequent antidoseis ; 

conducting the Thargelia; arranging for the Pompe in honour of 

Asclepios and Zeus Soter, and for the Theoroi to be sent to Delos 

or elsewhere? In the conduct of the Dionysia the dpywv was 

assisted by 10 elected émipedyral ris topmrns TO Atoviow.* In his 

ordinary official duties he was assisted by two zdpedpx nominated 

by himself.5 

1 Arist. 56, 6.7; Dem. 35, 48; and the law in Dem. 48, 75; Poll. 8, 89. 
Care of the éwixAnpo: Dem. 37, 45/6 of the dpdavot: Lex. Seguer. 201, 25 sqq. 
The providing-of guardians: Poll. 8,89. déddexis: Plut., Alcib.,8. Andok. 
in Alcib., 14. Care that the families did not die out: Is. 7, 30. 

2 Meier und Schémann, att Proc.,2 55 sqq. List of suits within the 
Archon’s jurisdiction in Arist. 56, 6. 7. Poll. 8, 89. Lex. Seguer. 310, 
1 sqq.; 199, 9sqq. Suid., Phot., 7yeuovla dicacrnptov. Harp. under the same 

word and under eis éudavav xardoracw. Lex. Cantabr. eis darnrav alpecw. 

8 Arist. 56, 3 sqq.: érerra xopnyods Tpaywoots Kablornor rpeis €& amdvTwr 

AOnvaiwy rods mrovowrdrous* mporepov Se kal Kwumdots xablorn mévte, viv de 

rovrous ai pudal pépovow. ereira mwapadaBdw rods xopyyovs Tovs évnveypévous bird 

Tav purav eis Avovicra dvdpdow kal raoly kal kwumdots kal els Oapypia avdpdow 
kal maiy (ect 5’ of uev eis Acovdora kara pudds, els Oapyjda [dé] Svetv pudaiv eis 

mapéxe. 5 év pulépec] éxarépa rav purr), rovros Tas dvTidces moved Kal Tas 

oxhwes elo[d-ye] x.7.d. Kabiornor dé Kal eis Afjrov xopnyods Kal dpxbéw[pov T]p 

Tpakovropiy TG Tods 7O€ous Ayovrt. woumrav 8 éwimedeir[ae Tis Te] TH AokAnmig 

ywouevns, Srav olkoupGo. piotrat, Kal ris Avovvolwy r&v pleyd]\wy pera Tov 
ériwednTav, ods mpdrepov pev 6 Shuos éxerporbver déxa Svras [al Ta] els Thy Tommrhy 

dvahduara map abraly djyndr[icklov, viv & eva ris pudjis éx]aorns KAnpot Kal 
Sidwow eis Thy kaTacKevhy éExardv vas. émipedletrale dé kal ris eis Oapyprca Kal 

ris Te Act TS Vwrhpr. sioxel 5é xal rdv dyva T&[v Acov|voclwy obros kal Trav 

Oapynriwv. éoprav peév ody érmmed[ei]rac Tovrwv. Lex. Cantabr. 670: émuvupos 

dpxwv—txew 5é émiéderay xopnyovs Karacrijoa els Avoviora kal Oapyjdrra* émime- 

Neirar 5€ Kal r&v els Affdov kal Trav dd\axbce weuTouevwr AOjynbev xopav. See 

Poll. 8, 89. Compare the psephism in the AO». 7, p. 480, no. 3. 

4 For the émimeAnral see Arist. 56,4 in the preceding note. Cf. Dem. 21, 
15; 4,35. Ten émimednral rijs rouris r@ Awvicy are mentioned by name in 

a psephism of the year of the Archon Nikias: Dittenberger, Syll., 382. 
See Mommsen, Heort., 397. 

5 Arist. 56,15; Poll. 8, 92; Is. 6,32: évayriov rob dpxovros Kal trav mapédpwr. 

Cf. Aschin. in Tim. 158. (Dem.) 58,32. The two mdpedpo of the dpxwv are 
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The second apywy, who was called Bacweis, had his official 
quarters in the oroa Bacideos by the market.t The Baorc’s, who 

_retained the name and religious functions of the early 
kings, superintended the holy places and the religious 

rites and ordinances. It was his special office to preside over and 

conduct the Mysteries, the Lenaia, and the torch-races, for which 

he probably nominated the gymnasiarchs.? He had jurisdiction in 
matters of public worship and religion, and also in murder 

cases, on account of the religious significance attached to blood- 
guiltiness.? His wife, the BactAwoa or Baciduwva, represented the 

Bactdcis. 

mentioned by name in a psephism of the year of the Archon. Nikias: 
Dittenberger, Syll., 382. 

1 Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 2,1, 344 sqq. 7 orod f Baoihela: C.I.A., I. 61. 
Paus. 1, 3, 1: mpurn 5€ éorw & Seka Kadouuevn orod Bactrevos, WOa Kablte 

Baoweds éviavolay dpxwv Kadoupévnv Bacirelay. 4 Tod Baciéws orod the official 

quarters of the Baciieds: Plat. Euthyphr. ad init., Thest. ad jin. For 

earlier times see Arist. 3, 5. 
2 For the Bacwe’s cf. Hauvette-Besnault, de archonte rege, Paris, 1884, 

See the passage in a psephism passed about 446, in Dittenberger 13=C.LA.., 
IV. 27, b: rov dé Bac(s)Ada dpicat Ta iepd Ta év 7(G)e TeAapyexGe kal 7d Aowwdv wh 
év idpverOar Buwmods év Tax IlehapyexGs divev Tis BovA7tjs Kal To Sjuou, wndé Tods ALOous 

Téuvew €x Tod Ilehapycxod, unde yhv éexodyew unde AlOovs. av 56 Tis rapaBalyyn 

ToUTwv TL, admoTwérw mevtakoclas Spaxuds’ éoaryyedrérw dé (6) Bacireds és rhy 

Bovjv. Those on whom an émiBod\) was imposed for taking wood, brush- 

wood, or leaves from the sacred precinct of Apollo Erithaseos, were 
to be accused before the Baciieds and the Bovdy: C.LA., II. 841. The 
Baoirevds contracts for the enclosing of the réuevos rod Kédpou cal toh Nydéws 

kal Tis Bacthys : Ed. apx., 1884, pp. 161/2=C.LA., IV. 58a. Cf.’E¢. dpyx., 1888, 
113/4=Bull. 18, 484. Ath. 6, 234r, 2854. Arist. 57, 1: [6] 6@ Bacireds rpSrov 

Mev pvornplow érysedet|rar mera TOv émimedynray, ods] 6 Shulos x] eporove?, Svo pev ef 

"AOnvaiwy amdvrwv, éva & é& [Evpodmdav, eva] & éx Knplixwly. éme:rra Acovuciwv 

Tov érl Anvaly tatdra 5 éori [roum?) Kal dyov. thy] pev ody roumhy KowyH wéurovew 

8 re Bacireds kal of émipednral, Tov 6¢ adyGva diarlOnow 6 Bacireds. TiOnor 5é kal 

Tos TOV Naurddwv dyavas dravras’ ws 5 eros elweiy kal Tas marplous Ovolas StouKxet 

otros mdcas. Poll. 8, 90: 6 dé Bacireds uvornplwy mpoéornke wera THY émipwednrav 

kal Anvaiwy kal dywvwv tov éml Aapwrdde kal Ta epl Tas warpious Ovclas StoiKe?. 

Schol. to Aristoph., Ach., 1224. For the Baciweds at the Mysteries see also 
(Lys.) 6,4/5. The Bacitdeds and the rdpedpo and the émirdrac ’EXevowddev 
and the émimedyral Tov pvorynpiwy contract for the wcdwuara for the Mysteries: 
"Ed. dpx., 1883, pp. 121 /2, 1. 30, pp. 123/4, 1.31. The fourteen yepapai nominated 
by the Baovreds: Poll. 8, 108; Et. M., 227, 36. Law-suits of the yuuvaciapya 

before the Baci\eds: Dem. 35, 48. Cf. Suid. émudparo. 
3 For the cases within the jurisdiction of the Bacide’s see Arist. 57, 2 sqq. 

Poll. 8, 90. Lex. Seguer. 219, 14 sq.; 310, 6. Harp. jyeuovia dixaornplov. 
Phot. Art. 2. Suid. under the same word. Meier und Schoemann, att. Proc.,? 

' 61 sqq. 
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consort of the god! in the symbolical marriage of Dionysus at the 

Anthesteria. In conducting the Mysteries the Baoirets was 
assisted by the four émpeAyrat tov pvorypiwv, of whom the people 

annually elected two from among all the Athenians, a third from 
the Eumolpidai and the fourth from the Kerykes.? In his other 
official duties he was assisted, like the first dpywv, by two wdpedpou 
nominated by himself.’ 

The third dpywv, styled zoA€uapyxos, whose official quarters were 
in the Epilykeion,* in the course of the fifth century lost the con- 

trol of military affairs, which was originally his.® 

The only survival of this ancient power of his con- 
sisted in this, that he offered the sacrifice made to Artemis 
Agrotera and Enyalios, and the émragia. He also offered the 
sacrifices in honour of Harmodius and Aristogeiton.6 The 

mwoAéuapxos had jurisdiction in those cases which had to do with 

the political position of the Metoicoi and freedmen in the State 

and with questions of family rights among them, and further 

in most private suits in which the defendant was a foreigner.‘ 

TONE LAP XOS. 

1 See Arist. 3,5; Poll. 8, 90.108; (Dem.) 59, 72 sqq. Mommsen, Heort., 
856 sqq. : 

2 See Toepffer, att. Geneal., 78 sqq. Harp. émimednrhs tov pvornplwy.— 

"Apiororédns év “AOnvalwy modcirela gyolv obrws’ 6 5& Bacireds mpGrov pev Tov 
Kuornplow éripedetrar pera Taw émipednrdv, ods 6 Shuos exepordver, Sto mév €F 

"A@nvalwy amrdvrwv, tva 8 é& Edwodridar, éva & éx Knptxwy=Arist. 57,1. See 
Poll. 8, 90; Dem. 21, 171; Lex. Seguer. 279, 20; 219, 15. Decrees of honour 
for the érimednral Trav uvornpiwy: C.I.A., II. 315. 876. "Ed. dpx., 1887, pp. 172, 

177. For the participation of the yévos of the Kjpuxes in the conduct of the 
Mysteries see C.1L.A., II. 597. 

8 Arist. 56.1; Poll. 8, 92; (Dem.) 59, 72. 81. C.LA., II. 597. "Eg. dpx., 
1883, 121/2, 1283/4. 

* Arist. 8,5: 6 5 wodéuapxos 7d Eriixerov* 8 mpdbrepov pév éxadetro moheuap- 

xetov, éwel 5& "Emiduxos dywxoddunce Kal Katecxedacey atrd modeualpxnloas, 

Emidvxevcov éxh}0y. From this Suid. dpywr. Lex. Seguer. 449, 21. But 
Hesych. also has él Avk(e)iov (for which ’EmiAvcevoy is to be read). dpxetov 
Tov ToNeudpxov APhynow. 

5 Arist. 22, 2 says of the year 511: rijs 5 dardons orparias tpyencv Fv 6 

mwodéuapxos. Cf. Hdt. 6,109,111. Lex. Seguer. 283, 20. 
® Arist. 58,1: 6 5& rodéuapxos Over wev Ovolas riv re TH ’Aprémde rH dryporépg 

kal T@ Evvanriy, diarlOnor 5° aySva tov émirdquov [kal] rots Teredeurynkdow év TH 

mworéuw Kal‘ Apuodl~ Kal’ Apicroyelrou évaylouara moet. From this Poll. 8, 91. 
Cf. Lex. Seguer. 290, 27. The sacrifice to Artemis in commemoration of the 
victory at Marathon on the sixth of Boedromion: Xen., An., 8, 2, 12. 

Boeckh, Mondcyel., 64 sqq. 
7 Arist. 58, 2: dixas 5é Aayxdvovra pds abrdy Lda pev al re Tots perolkors Kal 

Trois looredéor Kal rots mpotévas yryvouevar.—adros 6’ elodyer Sikas tds Te Tod 
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The zoA¢uapxos, too, was assisted in his official duties by two 
mapedpou.4 

The remaining six members of the College of Archons, who had 

the general title of Qcouobéra, had their official residence in the 

Oecpoberciov, and supervised the laws. These they 
had annually to revise, and, when necessary, recom- 

mend the repeal of old laws and the promulgation of new. Inter- 
national agreements for the administration of justice (cvpBora) 

had to be ratified by the court of the Heliaia under their presi- 
dency, and they prepared and drew up the resulting dikas dro 

oupBorwv.2 As regards specially important judicial business, the 

Thesmothetai directed and introduced the following classes of law- 

suits :—the Endeixis in certain cases; the Hisangelia and Probole; 

the Dokimasia of the officials, and the Euthyne of the Strategoi ; 

the public charges which were made by any private person when 

the officials’ accounts were audited ; penal sentences of the Council 

which had to receive judicial confirmation; appeals against the 

rejection of a candidate by the Demotai; the Nomothesia; and 

the ypadai rapavéuwv.* But, besides this, the Thesmothetai con- 

Geo po8é rar. 

a[roc|ractov kal dmrpooractov Kal KAjpwv Kal émikAnpwv Tots merolkos, Kal Tar 

dca Tois moNiras 6 Apxwv, Tara Tots perolkos 6 mwodéuapxos. Cf. Poll. 8, 91. 

Harp. modéuapxos. (Dem.) 46, 22. Suid. Phot. rodguapxos. Harp. iyyeuovia 
dixacrnplov= Phot. sub verb. Art. 1, Suid. Art 2. Meier und Schiémann, att. 
Proc.,? 64 sqq. In a decree of honour for a mpégevos we find: xal (mpdcodor) 
elvac adr@ mpds Tov todéuapxov (Kabdmep) To(z)s dAAos mpoéévois: C.I.A., II. 42. 
The Sika: cvuBoralwy between Athens and Phaselis before the Polemarch : 
C.I.A., II. 11. 

1 ada 56,1. Poll. 8,92. Harp. wrdpedpos. 

2 Their official quarters: Arist. 3,5. In Suid. dpxwyr, and Lex. Seguer. 
449, 22, we find rapa 7d Oecuobéo.ov. Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 2, 1, 353 sqq. 

tas. Oecpuobérar: Anuocbévns ev to Kat’ ’Avdporiwvos. dpxn tis She theteai 

 T&v OecpoberSv 2 Tov dpiOudv SvTwyr, celal dé éx THY Kadouuevew évvda apxdvTwr. 

‘Kadodvrat dé ol'rws, drt TGV vouwy Thy émuédecav elxov’ Oecmol dé Exadodvro oi vduot, 

ws mpoelrouev. 8re dé rods: vduous obrot SuspHovv kar’ éviavrdv Exacrov, elpnKev 

_ Aloxivns re év TG xara Krynoipavros cat Oeddpacros év rpiry Nouwv. Cf, Phot., 

sub verb. Lex. Seguer. 264, 15 sqq. 
8 For the revision of the laws see the section on the Nomothesia. For 

the conclusion of ciuBora with foreign states see Arist. 59, 6: cal ra c¥uBora 
Td mpds Tas méXets ObTOL KUpodcr Kal Tas Sikas Tas dd cUUBdrAWY eladyovor. Poll. 8, 

88. (Dem.) 7,9. Frankel, d. att. Geschworenenger. 40 sqq. 
4 Arist. 59, 2: ér 58 ras eloayyeNlas eloayyéAdovew eis Tov Sfuov Kal ras 

karaxeiporévias kal Tas mpoBoddas amrdcas elod-youow od|[ro] kal ypadas mapavduwv 

Kal vouov wh émirjdecov Ocivac Kal mpoedpixiv Kal émictarixny Kal orparnyois 

evdivas. 4: elodyovow 5é kal rds Soximaclas rats dpxais ardoas Kal Tos dreyn- 
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{ 

ducted all public and private suits which did not fall within 

some other official’s special sphere of administration or jurisdic- 

tion.1 The Thesmothetai decided the times for taking the 

various cases, and allotted the courts to the several magistrates.” 
The college of the évdexa, who certainly existed as far back as 

Solon’s time, consisted of ten ordinary members, appointed by lot 
one from each tribe, and their clerk.2 The évdexa 

formed the executive board of the Athenian State and 

consequently had the superintendence of the prisons and saw that 
the death-sentences pronounced by the jurors were carried out. 
They kept a list of State debtors, probably in order that, when an 

ot évdexa. 

gpiopévous 01d Tv Snuorav kal Tas katayvadoes Tas éx THs Bovdfs. 45,1: Kal vduov 

éGero, dv twos ddixety  BovdA) KaTayv~e 4} (nudoy, Tas Karayvaces kal Tas 

éemifnuw@oers elodyew Tovs Oecuobéras els Td Sixacrhpiov, kal dre av of dixkacral 

Yndlowvra, Toiro Kipiov evar. 48,5: If private persons brought charges at 
the scrutiny of accounts, the evOuvos r& Synudora Tois Oecpobéralis ét|ypdder. oi 

dé Oeouobérat, €av mapahdBwow, radu elod-youvocw [Thy] edOuray els 7d Sixacriprov, Kal 

bre Gv you oi dixacrlal, Toro Kipidy] éort. 52, 1: eicdyovor dé r&v évdelEedy 
Twas kal oi Gecuobéra. See also Poll. 8, 87.88. Schol. to Mschin. I. 16, ed. 
Dindorf: of Gecpodéra: dda ev ovodcr Kow7, idig 5é wére Sei Sued few ra Sixac- 

THpia Kal Tas eicayyeNlas eicdyew els Tov Shor Kal Tas xeLporovias Kal Tas mpoBoras 

eicdyouot kal Tas Tv Tapavduwv ypadas Kal érepa. 

1 For the cases which the Thesmothetai directed see Arist. 59; Poll. 
ibid.; Harp., Suid., Phot., #yeuovla ducacrnplov. Lex. Seguer. 310, 12 sqq. 
Harp. dwpofevia, rapdoracis. Meier und Schémann, att. Proc.,? 72 sqq. 

* Arist. 59, 1: of 6¢ Gecuodérar mp&rov ev Tod mpoypdWar Ta Sixaorhprd elor 
KUptot, Tiow huépars Set Sexdgew, e[wle[cra] rob dofvor rats dpxaiss KaOdre yap av 

obra dow, Kata Toiro xpGvTa. 59, 5: Kal émixAnpoicr tais dpxats ofro Ta 

dixacrhpia Ta lOca kal Ta Snudova 1 consider to be a non-Aristotelian gloss. See 

also Poll. ébid., Schol. to Aschin. ibid. For the émixdnpoidy ra dixacripia see 
the section on the judicature. 

3 The &édexa in Solon’s time: Arist. 7, 8; Poll. 8, 102: of &dexa els ad’ 
exdorns pudjis éylvero kal ypaupareds abrots cuvnpOueiro. In the Lex. Seguer. 

250, 4, it says: kAnpwrol dpxovtes Foav, Evdexa tov dpiOudv. C.I.A., II. 811c, 

130 sq., 144 sqq. mentions roy ypaymaréa rév evdexa. This expression 
is not utterly inconsistent with the explanation of Poll. For papers 

on the &dexa I may mention Fr. W. Ullrich in the appendix to the treatise 
Vier platonische Gesprache, Menon, Kriton, der erste und zweite Alkibiades, 
Berlin, 1821; Crome, de undecemviris Atheniensium, Diisseldorf Progr., 
1828, in which, p. 2, n. 1, the literature at that time available for the sub- 
ject is given; Wachsmuth., d. St. Athen., 2, 1, 383 sq. 

* Arist. 52,1: xaOurraor dé cal rods &vdexa Krnpwrods, éripwehnoouevous TSv év 

T@ decuwryply. From this Poll. 8, 102. For the prison compare Wachsmuth, 

ibid, See Lex. Seguer. 250, 4 sqq. Et. M. &dexa. Carrying out of the 
death sentence through their sarnpérac: Xen., Hell., 2, 8, 54; Plat., Phed., 
116 B; Lys. 22, 2. These tanpéra were called wapacrdra: Lex. Seguer. 

296, 82; Phot. s.v. 
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evdegis was brought against a State debtor who had suffered 
atimia for having exercised rights to which he was not entitled, 

they might at once know whether he could be punished with im- 
prisonment as a man caught in the act.! Sometimes the evdexa 

were employed to get in State-debts, so that, in case of inability 

to pay, they might carry off the debtor to prison.? To-their juris- 

diction belonged the judicial procedure of dzoypapy, by which 

property which had come into private hands could be reclaimed 

for the State; and draywyy, which was directed against a certain 
class of wrong-doers for whom arrest in the very act seems to 

have been the recognised procedure, In this class we find men- 

tioned house-breakers, thieves, kidnappers, footpads and mur- 
derers. Finally in certain cases, the évdeéis came into their court.’ 

Of the ten dorvvdpuor appointed by lot, five managed the police in 

1 CT.A., II. 811 ¢, 180 sqq., 144 sqq.: Kal roy ypauparéa trav evdexa ara- 
Aetpar dd Tod WPhAnuevov Twrdbdde apyupiov, dre dv dropdvy adt@ 6 rapulas wap- 

ehngp(és), K.7-A. “Hvdekis against d&riyuoe before the évdexa: Lex. Seguer. 250, 
10 sqq., probably against the state-debtors who had lost their citizen rights 
(Boeckh, 1, 512=2, 111), against whom the évdevéis was usual: (Dem.) 58, 14. 

2 They were the executive authority when payment of state-debts was 
enforced, so as to be ready to throw the debtor into prison: Dem. 22, 49. 
52. 58. 

«8 Arist. 52,1: xatiorrador dé kal rods &vdexa KXypwrods, Emuyuednoouévous T&v év 

T@ Secpwrnpiy kal rods dmayouévous KNérras kal Tods dvdparoducras Kal Tovs Awrro- 

déras (see Lys. 10, 10), av pev [duoroy] Gor, Oavdrw (nusdcovras, dv 5é dugisBntoow, 

elodéovras els TO Sixaornpiov, Kav perv dropiywou, dpjoovras, el dé uh, T6TE Oava- 

TwCovTas Kal Ta droypapsueva Ywpla kal olkias elodéovras els TO StxacTipiov Kal Ta 

dbEavra O[ yu] dora elvar mapadwcovras Tois mwrAnTais Kal Tas évdelEes elodgovras’ Kal 

yap tavras elodyovow ol évdexa. Cf. Poll. 8,102; Lex. Seguer. 310, 14; Phot. 
Hyevovla Sixacryplov. évdexa; Suid. évdexa. Lex. Seguer. 250, 4 sqq., also adds the 

govets, that is, originally those who were caught ér’ atropépy. See Philippi, 

d. Areop. u. d. Epheten., p. 102 sqq. Sorof,in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1883, 
105 sqq., 1885, 10 sqq., thinks that the draywy) was at first only used against 
those who committed murder with robbery, after 403 against murderers 
ér’ airopwpy ; according to Meuss, de draywyijs actione ap. Athen., 27 sqq., D. 

i. Breslau, 1884, only when the murderer was a foreigner. Dem. 35,48 men- 
tions Tovxwpixous kal KAéwras Kal Tovs GAXous KaKoUpyous Tovs éxl Oavdrw, Isocr. 

15, 237, rovs xaxovpyodyras in general. In later times the list of offences for 

which the draywyh was admissible seems to have been enlarged; Meuss, 

22 sqq., denies this, See Meier und Schémann? 86/7, 274/5. Sorof, ibid., 
1885, 14 sqq.: in general cf. Meier und Schémann? 81 sqq. Cf. the law in 

Dem. 24, 146: rdv 5” évieryOévra } dwaxOévta Snodvrwr ol Evdexa ev rw ry. 
For évéeéis and draywyh cf. Meier und Schémann?® 270 sqg. Et. M. under 
évdexa agrees with Arist.: elofyov 5¢ kal Ta droypapiueva xwpla, olkias* Kal T& 

Snudora elvar SdEavTa wapedidouv Trois mwAnTdts. elofyov 5é évias évbelfers. For the 

amroypapy see Meier und Schémann? 302 sqq. 
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the city, five in the Pireeus. As to their police duties, special men- 

tion is made of the surveillance of the flute girls and 
harp players, and the punishment of those who wore 

indecent dress.1_ They had moreover street police duties and saw 
that the streets were kept clean ; the scavengers were under their 

management: they inspected buildings; saw that the streets were 

not encroached on, that the balconies of the houses did not pro- 
ject too far into the streets, that the rain from the roofs did not 
run into the streets, and that the doors of houses did not open 
outwards toward the street.? They seem also to have-had a kind 

of police duty at festivals, for at religions Pompai they saw that 

the streets and the holy precincts of the gods to which these Pompai 

proceeded, presented an appearance worthy of the occasion.2 They 

BoTvvopor. 

1 Haederli, d. hell. Astynomen und Agoranomen in the 15. Suppl..vol. of the 

Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 69 sqq.; Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 2, 1, 267 sqq.; Meier 
und Sehémann? 105 sqq. Arist. 50, 2: cAypodyra dé (see also Dem. 24, 112) 
kal doruvduoe déxa* Tobrwv 5é ’ uev Apxovow ev Ilepace?, révre 5° év Acre, cal rds 

Te avdnrploas kal Tas Wadrrplas kal Tas KBapiorplas obrot cxorotcw, Srws wh wrelovos 

} Svety Spaxpaty picOwbhoovrat, Kav wrelous Thy abrhv crovddowat AaBeiv, odor Sia- © 

KAnpodor kal TO Aaxdvrt micPodow. From this Harp. s.v., Lex. Seguer. 455, 24 
sqq., Suid. dorvvéuos. In Diog. Laért. 6, 5, 90 it says of Crates: bird Tar 
’AOhvnow doruvouww émiriunels, Sr. cwddva Hudleoto. 

2 Arist. 50, 2: cal drws ray Korpoddywv pndels évros  cradlwy Tod Telxous KaTa- 

Bare? kdrpov émimedodvra (see Harp. Bodedves): al Tas 6500s kwAvovet KaTorkodomeiy 

kal Spupdxrous bwrép tay 6d&v dbreprelvew (see Heracl., fr. 1, 10 in Miller, fr. A. 
gr., 2,209) Kat dxerods ueredpous els -rhv d5dv Expouv €xovras moreivy Kal Tas Ouvpldas 

[windows with shutters opening outwards on to the streets, Sandys ad loc. | 

els Thy dddv dvolyew" Kal Tods év rats ddo%s droyiyvouévous dvatpovow, exovres Syuogl- 

ous brnpéras. Cf. Arist., Pol., 7 (6), 8=189, 31, sqq. Bekker: érépa 5 émimédera 
rabTns éxouervn kal civeyyus 4 TOv mepl 7d dorTd Snuociwy Kal ldlwr, Saws edxocula-7, 

kal Tov mumrdvTwr olkodounudtwv Kal 6dv cwrnpla kal didpOwors kal Tv dplwy Tov 

mpds GdAjAous, Stws dveykAjTws éxwow, kal 8ca.robros Ga Tis émipedelas sham 

TpoTa. Kadovor & doruvoulay ol rreloro Thy ToLadTny dpxty. 

8 That they had a kind of police duty at festivals is evident from a 
psephism of the year 320, in Dittenberger., Syll., 337: émedn 52 kal } Tar 
doruvduew émiuédera mpocrérakrat Tots dryopavduots, émimednPfivat Tods dyopavduous 

Ttév 6dav T&v whaTeLGv, 7 7 roumh mopeverat Tg Act To Lwripe Kat rT@ Arov(d)cw, 

brrws av duarioOGow kat KaracKkevacbGow ws BédATicTa* Ta 5é dvadwpara elvac els 

Taira éx Tod dpyuplov, of of dyopavduor Siaxeplfovgiw* éravayKxafovrwy dé kal rods 

tov xobvv KaraBeBAnxébras els Tas dd0ds mavras dvat(p)eiy tpbrw btw av émlorwvrTat. 

Moreover an Athenian psephism of the year 284/3 dws ay ol doruvduot of det 
Aavx(d)vovres €riuéhecav moravra(c) Tod lepod ris ’Adpodirns ris Tlavdjmou xara 7a 

warp. decrees : rods doruvduous rods det Aaxdvras, bray 7h TouTh TH Appodiry 

TH Ilavd(4)up, mapackevdtew els kd0apor(v T)od lepod wepiorepday wal meprade(lpat) 

Tovs Bwyods kal mirrdgat Ta(s dpopds) Kal Aodoa Ta ¥5n, mapacKevd(cas dé xa)t 

moppupay oAxiv FF (F)—: Bull. 18, 163. 
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had jurisdiction in disputes concerning matters that fell within 

the sphere of their official duties. The ten dyopavono. appointed 

by lot, of whom, as with the.dorvvdpuor, 5 officiated in 

the city and 5 in the Pirsus, were controllers of the 

market.!. They collected the dues which foreigners had to pay 
for their market stalls,? and saw that order was kept in the market 
and that punishment was inflicted for any fraud practised there.3 

But in maintaining order they probably could not inflict corporal 

punishment except in the case of foreigners or slaves. Further, 
it was the duty of the dyopavduo to supervise the Hetairai, for 

’ whom they assessed the amount of tax each had to pay. The 

duty of keeping the places of traffic in the market clean, which 

Plato assigned to. his Agoranomoi, actually belonged to the 

Athenian officials, as inscriptions demonstrate. Not 

only the Agoranomoi but also the perpovduor took care 

a&yopavopor. 

PETPOVOHOL. 

' Cf. Haederli, 2. Arist. 51, 1: «rnpodvra: 5¢ Kal dyopavbuot, révre wev eis 

Tletparéa, €’ 5 els hori. TovTous dé Urd TOV vuwy mpocréraxra Tov view émipmeets bat 

mavTwr, brws Kabapa Kal dxlBdnra rwrfra. See also Harp., d-yopavduo ol ra kara 

Thy ayopay Gna dtorxodvres dpxovres* (Lex. Seguer. 199, 24; 330,13. Et. M. s.v., 
- Lys. 22,16: d-yopavduor eri rots dvlows pidaxes) Anuoobévns év TG kara Timoxpdrous 

(Dem. 24,112). ’Apicrorédns & év ?AOnvalwy modirela KrAnpodcOal pyor wévTe pev 

els Tlecpaca, révre 5¢ eis dorv. Cf. Aristoph., Acharn., 968. Summons before 
the Agoranomoi for damage done to goods: Aristoph., Wasps, 1406 sqq. 
Cf. Meier und Schémann? 100 sqq. Biichsenschiitz, Besite und FErwerb., 
536. They also had their dyopayémorv in the Pireeus: Dittenberger Sy/l., 
337. A dedicatory inscription of the dyopayéuo in the C.I.A., IT. 1208 b. 

2 See Schol. to Aristoph., Acharn., 896: 200s fv 7d madadv ws kal uéxpe TOD 
viv rods év TH dyopg mimpdoKovtas (but this is to be limited to strangers: 

Dem. 57, 31/2) réd\os S:ddvar rots Aoysorats with which Schol. to line 723 is to 

‘be compared : dyopayduous 5é, ods viv Noyords Kadoduev. Stamps inscribed 

d-yopavéuwv, probably serving as receipts for the market duty when paid, are 
given by Benndorf, in the Zettschr. f. d. dstr. Gymn., 1875, p. 595. 

‘S See Theophr. ap. Harp., cara rhv d-yopay dwevdet" (= Phot. s.v.) Oeddpacros 
yoov év rots wept vouwr dyot Svoty rovrwy émipedetoban Seiv rods dyopavduous Tis Te év 

TH dyopg edxoculas Kal Tod dWevdety wh pdvov Tovs mimpdcKovTas, GANA Kal Todds 

avoupévovs. See also Xen., Symp., 2, 20. 
* For the power of corporal punishment, see Poll. 10, 177. Schol. to 

Aristoph., Acharn., 724. 
5 See Suid., iudypauua, and Meier und Schémann, att. Proc.,? 103, no. 188. 
8 See Plato, Laws, 6,764. Aristot., Pol., 7. (6), 8, p. 189, 24 sqq. Bekker. 

Psephism of the year 320 in Dittenberger 387: drws av } dyopa 4 év Mecpacet 
(xa)rackevacOet Kal duadtobe? ws kddXiora Kal Ta év TH dyopavoulw émicxevacbe? Sv 

av mpocdetra: dravra, ayabn trixyn 5eddxOar TH Siw, Tods dyopavduous Tods év 

Tlecpace? émipednOiivar dmdvrwy robtwv* 7d 5’ dvdhwya eivar els Tadra éx Tod dpyuploy, 

08 ol dyopavdua Siaxeiplfovery. 
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that the sellers used correct weights. The Metronomoi were 

ten in number, and were appointed by lot, five for the city and 

five for the Pireus.! I consider the zpoperpyrai their attendants, 

who kept the official standards for re-measuring 
commodities, and seem to have received a certain fee 

out of what they re-measured.? 
The corn and bread trade was under the direction of a board 

consisting originally of ten members appointed by lot, called ot 
otopvAaxes, of whom five acted in the city and five in 
the Pirzeus ; but towards the end of the fourth century 

this business was superintended by 20 officials in the city and 15 
in the Pirzeus.? These orrodvAaxes kept statistics of the quantity 

of corn imported, probably to control the corn merchants; and 

they had to see that the grain was sold legally, and the flour and 

bread according to the right weight and price.* . 
The 10 éripeAnrai éuropiov, appointed by lot, superintended the 

éryeAnral Athenian mercantile ports. They had to see that the 

éumopiov. merchants conveyed to Athens two-thirds of the grain 

Tpoperpytat. 

oiToptAakes. 

1 Arist. 51, 2: crnpodvrar 5¢ kal werpovduor, wévre pev els doru, € dé els Tlecpaséas 

kal obra Tay pétpwv Kal Tov orabuav éemiedodvrar mavTwr, Saws of mwodvTes, 

xXphoovra dixalos. By this the conflicting statements concerning the num- 
ber of members of this college of officials are disposed of. Cf. Harp., Suid., 
Phot., Lex. Seguer. 278,25 sqq. By the dpxovres mentioned in C.1.A., I. 

476, the werpovéuoc are to be understood. In the last century before Christ 
there were statute weights and measures in the Skias, in the Pireeus and 

at Eleusis: C.LA., II. 476. 
2 In the Lex. Seguer. 290, 34 sqq. the mrpouerpynrai are called dpxovrés rwes 

evatior oi TH Sixaiw pérpy diamerpodvres Ta dompia Kal rods mupods év TH ayopG- 

After Harp. zpouerpyris (=Phot. rpouerpynras) I can only consider them a 
kind of srnpéra. In the statement of accounts of the émurdra: Edevowdbev 
of the year 329 we find the item rpouerpyre? picbds dad Tv éxardv (probably 
pedipvwv) FIC: "Ed. dpx., 1888, pp. 125/6 B. 78. dard rovrov mpomerpyret FFE: 

pp. 125/6 +. 3. 
8 Lys. 22,16. Arist. 51,3: foav 58 cat <déxa> oiropidAaxes KAnpwrol, wévTE 

pev els Ietpaéa, revre 5 els dorv, viv 8 edkoor péev eis dou, wevrexaldeca 3 els | 

Ilepaéa. But here also the numbers vary with the lexicographers. See 
Harp., Suid., Phot. Five ocroptdaxes in Lys. 22, 8 acc. to the emendation of 
Bergk, Rel..com. Gr., p. 18. 

4 They kept statistics of the imported grain: Dem. 20,32. Cf. Lys. 22. For 

their official duties see Arist. 51, 3: obro: ¢ émipedodvrac mpw@rov pev Srws 0 ev 

dyope atros dpyds Snos ora dixalws, ered’ Srws of Te wvAwOpol mpods Tas Tyas Tov 
Kpi0av ra Gdgita Twdjoovew Kal of dpromBdat mpds Tas TYuas TG rupav Tods dprous 

kal Tov orabpov &-yovras, cov dy obra Tdkwow" 6 yap vduos TovTOUS KedevEL TATTELY. 

Cf. Lex. Seguer. 300, 19 sqq., Harp., Suid., Phot. 
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that passed through the Athenian ports.! Besides this, all we 
know of their official business is that they were the authorities 

before whom were brought cases of ¢dovs against citizens or 

Metics who lent money on ships which had not ae cargo for 

the harbour of Athens.” 

Just as the Athenian mercantile port had its inspectors, so also 
had the war harbour, which was guarded by five hundred sentinels 

chosen from the Demes. These inspectors were styled empeAnral 

ol TOV vewpiwv émipeAnrat. It may be accepted as certain Tv vewptov. 
that they too were ten in number, and appointed by lot, one from 

each tribe. According to our authorities, chiefly inscriptions, 

they had the superintendence of the docks and arsenals. They 

gave out ships and equipment to the Trierarchs and had them 

examined by an expert after the Trierarchs had returned them. 

They kept account of those who owed money to the docks, collected 

the debts, and presided over those courts which had to give judg- 

ment in naval matters.* 

Probably on account of the scarcity of water from which Attica 
suffered, the office of superintendent of the wells seems to have 

been one of great importance. This can be gathered § tm ras 

from the fact that he was elected, and acted alone, \pivas- 

1 Arist. 51,4: éumoplov 8 émimednras Séxa KAnpodow (cf. Dein. in Arist. 10) 
Tovras dé mpooréraxrat Taw T éurroplwy érmmedetoOar Kal rod cirov Tov KaTam)éovTos 

eis TO dotikdv éumdpiov TA Sto wépn Tos éumdpous dvaykdgew els Td Gorv Koulfew. 

From this source: Harp. érimednrhs éuroplov. Suid. émiuedntal and émmmednras 

éumopiov. Et. M. émimedAnral. Lex. Seguer. 255, 22 sqq. A late inscription 
(C.LA., II. 475) mentions an elective éripednrihs emi rdv Améva. 

2 Dem. 35, 51; (Dem.) 58, 8/9. We possess no accurate, detailed informa- 
tion about the émuednral éuroplov. Baumstark, de curatoribus emporii et 
nautodicis ap. Athen., 1827, discusses all the possible theories. 

3 Dpovpol vewplwy wevraxdo.o. are mentioned in Arist. 24, 3, and with these 
the ¢povpot of 62,1 are identical. In an Athenian psephism of the year 
405/4 of vewpol (cf. Hesych. vewpds" vewpropidaé) are mentioned as a board © 

(Apx. SeArlov, 1889, pp. 25/6, 1.80. Cf. C.1.A., IV. 3, 78a), who in the fifth 
century seem to have had the sdporinbenidenee of the Athenian war- 

harbour. In the fourth century they are called of rév vewplwy émmedyral : 

Seeurk., XVI. b. 121, p. 585, 107, p. 584=C.LA., II. 811 6, 105 sqq.’. of ray 
vewplwv dpxovres: XVI. b, 189, p. 5386=IT. 811b, 140. oi ev rots vewpias dpxovres : 

X. c. 125, p. 878=II. 808c, 121. They made out the statements of accounts 
given in Boeckh, Seeurk.=C.1.A., II. 789-812. Particulars in Boeckh 49 
sqq. For their number, ten, see Kéhler, Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 
4, pp. 84/5. 

4 All this is obtained from inscriptions ; Boeckh 55 sqq. For evidence 

from literature cf. Dem. 22; 63. (Dem.) 47, 22. Lex. Seguer. 282, 6 sqq. 
The expert is called 6 penicehe II. 56, p. 288—=II. 794c, 88. 
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without a colleague. 6 émi ras kpyvas held office from one Pana- 

thenaia to the next, and was responsible for the repair of wells, 

conduits and the subterranean water pipes.! 

. The repairing of the public roads was entrusted to the d8orovoi, 

who were appointed by lot, annually, and were five in 

number.? 

Oi iepGv érioxevacrat, ten in number, and appointed by lot, 

received 30 mine annually from the Apodectai, and- had to pro- 

oi tepav vide for any necessary repairs of the sanctuaries of 

tmuorkevarrat. A ttica.3 

oSotrotol. 

In conclusion we must mention some officials with religious 

functions. Among these must be first named the two colleges of 

the icporouot. The first of these colleges consisted of 
ten ieporotol of émi Ta éxOvpata, who were appointed by 

lot and had to prepare sacrifices decreed by oracle, and, when 

necessary, to assist the seers at sacrificial auspices. Besides these 

there were ten ieporo.ol of Kar’ éviavtdv, appointed by lot, who had 

to offer certain sacrifices and to manage all penteterid festivals, 

with the exception of the great Panathenaia.°: 

leporrovol. 

1 For this official cf. Arist. 43, 1, where he is called 6 rév xpyvGv ém- 
wedyntys. Ina psephism of B.c. 333 it is said of a certain Pytheas: aipedels 

érl Tas kphvas Tv Te A\Awy TOv év TH apxy émipedretrac Kah@s kal Piroriuws kai viv 

Thy Te TPdS TO TOD "Aupwvos iep@ Kphyny Kawhv éEpxoddunxer kal rhv év "Audiapdou 

Kpjvnv Kareckevaxey kal Tis Tod tdaTos aywyis Kal r&v brovipwy émipepedyrat. 

Pytheas is honoured with a golden crown, dperfjs évexa kal duxacootvys THs mepi 

Thy émiuéhecay Tav KpnvGv, Srws av cal ot Gro ol (a)el yetporovovpevor eri Tas 

Kpjvas piroriuavrae Exacro eis Tov Sjuov : "Ed. apx., 1889, pp. 15/6. According 

. to Plut., Them., 31, Themistocles as éricrdrns bddrwy punished ros bparpov- 

pévous 7d USwp Kal mapoxerevovras. Cf. Poll. 8, 113. Phot., cpyvopddat. # or 

the condition of the water supply of Attica, see Plut., Sol., 23. 

2 Arist. 54,1: xKAnpodor 52 nal rdode ras dpxds Sermaie mwévTe, ols MpooTéeTaK- 

.Tat Snuocious épydras éxover Tas ddods émicxevdge. The ddorool are men- 

tioned again in Aschin. in Ctes. 25. 
3 Arist. 50,1: «dnpodvra 6¢ kal iepSy émicxevacral, déxa dvdpes, of KauPBdvovres 

TpidkovTa pwvas mapa Tav dwobexTav émioxevdfgovow Ta pwddioTa dedueva TGv lepGv. 

4 Arist. 54, 6:.xAnpo? 6é Kal leporoiods Séxa, rods éme Ta ExOipara Kadoupévous, 

[ot] r& re wlav|revrd lepa Ovovow, kav Te Kaddeppoa déy KadNepotor pera Tov 

pavre[wy]: Et. M., p. 468, ieporool, Phot. s.v., Lex. Seguer. 265, 22 sqq., have 
confused the functions of these and of the ieporoaoi next to be treated of 

[Sandys, p. 197]. 
5 Arist. 54, 7: xAnpot 5é kal érépous déxa, rovs kar’ éviaurdv Kadoupevous (C.1.A., 

I. 188, 5 sqq. "Ed. dpx., 1883, p. 121 sqq. f. 8, 38), of Gvoias ré Tivas Bvover [read 
T|a&s Faces losypltas amdcas Swrxodow mA Mavabnvaiwy. elict dé] revrernpides, | 

pia ulev 4 ei]s AfXov (ore 5é Kal éwrernpis évtavOa), Sevrépa de Bpauvpwma, tpirn 

[6 Hpd«de]a (for which Schoell, Sitzungsber. d. bayr. Ak., 1887, 1, 18/4 plau- 
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The management of the penteterid part of the great Panathenaia 

was the duty of ten Athlothetai, appointed by lot, one from each 

tribe, and holding office for four years. They had to 
make preparations for the great Panathenaia, to 
arrange the Pompe, and manage the gymnastic, equestrian, and 

musical contests.! 

_ The office of the Bodva: was given to distinguished citizens as 

a mark of honour. They were elected to buy oxen 

for the sacrifices.? is 

Besides the ordinary officials enumerated above, there were 
extraordinary officials who were appointed by special Extraordin- 

psephism, at special times and under special conditions, 977 *Mcials. 
In the first place, mention must be made of the émordra tov 

Sypooiwy épyov, who were elected in varying number, goede 

probably from among all Athenians, to superintend rav 8ypootwv 

the state buildings. The technical supervision was ‘PY: 
entrusted to an expert.2 But it was a common practice to divide 

&0A08Er at. 

sibly conjectures ‘H¢aloria), rerdpryn 5é ’Ed[evotnua, réurrn] 5& Malv]adjqvaca, 
kal rodrwy obdeuia ev TQ adT@ év[cavTy] yiyve[ra]. Cf. Poll. 8,107. The con- 

nexion of these ieporool with the Panathenaia, proved by inscriptions— 
C.I.A., II. 168—must be compared with the statement of Aristotle that at 

the great Panathenaia they performed what was annually performed, 
while all that was peculiar to the quinquennial festival belonged to the 
office of the Athlothetai. Mommsen, Heort., 118. This explains C.I.A., I. 
188. 5 sqq., II. 741. The dcolknois described in C.I.A., II. 163 refers to the 
annual Panathenaia. The theory of Schoell, 11 sqq., is now disproved by 
the authentic text of Aristotle. ‘Ieporo.ol for Artemis Brauronia are men- 
tioned in C.J.A., II. 729, for the Hephaistia in the inscr. in Schoell, p. 24: 
Thy 5¢ Naprdia woety TH mev)rernpléc (Kal rots ‘Hp)aoriows’ rovodvtw(v 5)é oi 
iepo(movol ws dpisra). They are expressly designated ieporowl kar’ éviavrdv in 
the *Eleusinian accounts in the ’E¢. dpx., 1883, 121 sqq., 8. 35 sqq. An in- 
scription referring to the Eleusinian penteteris in ’E@¢. dpx. 1883, 121 ff. 
6 46 ff. These permanent leporool were different from the committees of 
ieporrool nominated for special occasions. For these cf. Schoell 1 sqq: 

1 Arist. 60, 1: KAnpodor 5¢ Kal dOdA0Méras Séxa dvdpas, eva rhs Huds éxdorns. 

obroe dé doxywacbévres Apxovor Trérrapa ern Kal Sioxodor rHv Te Toumhy Tov Ilav- 

abyvatwy Kal Tov dyva Tis movotkys Kal rov yuurikoy ayGva kal rhv trmodpomiay Kai 

Tov wémdov trovovvTat Kal Tods duopeis motodyTa wera THs BovdAts Kal Td éAaLov Tots 

dOAnTais dwodidbacr. Cf. the rest of the chapter. Poll. 8,938.88. C.LA,, I. 
188. 5 sqq. 

2 Suid. Bodvys. obros wap& ris mbdews ypetro (Dem. 21, 171), va Bods abrZ 

mpinrat, mpds Tas Ovolas. Fv 5€ Aaumrpdv 7rd Bodvyv yevérOau (cf. Harp. s.v.), 

éreidn oTparnyovs pact Bowvas uddiora xetporovetoOar, Lex. Seguer. 219, 22 sqq. 
That there were several Bodva is apparent from C.I.A., II. 163, 741. 

8 Aischin. in Ctes. 14. 29. C.1.A., I. 289 sqq. Bull. 18, 174 sqq. The 

number of these émicrdra, according to what evidence we have, varies 
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the expense of constructing public works among the tribes, who 

then appointed from their number a board of overseers to supervise 

their share of the work. The most important of these tribe-com- 

missions were the rexorool, tapporovot, and tpinporovot.4 

To the extraordinary officials belonged also the ten drooroXeis, 

who were elected from among all the Athenians, in case 

of need, to see to the despatch of the fleet required.’ 
The dooroXets in addition had the right of punishing dilatory 

Trierarchs, and supported the inspectors of the dockyards in 

settling any questions arising from the despatch of the fleet.® 

In times of famine at Athens corn was bought partly at the State’s 

expense, partly from voluntary contributions, and was then distri- 

buted to the poor from the public granaries, probably 

at less than cost price. The purcliase of this corn was 
entrusted sometimes to one, sometimes to several elected oirdvau.* 

We meet too with other committees: fyryrai, with judicial and 

financial duties ;5 éferacrai, who had to count the 

: troops enrolled by the State, so that the Strategoi 

éerarral. could not defraud the State with respect to the 

&trorroXeis. 

CLTOvar. 

{yryral. 

between 2, 3 and 5: eg. three émirdra rob ved for the building of the 
Erectheion with an dpyitéxrwy and a ypaumareds, 409 B.c.: C.LA., I. 322. 

dyd\waros (of Athene Parthenos) émioerdra: with a ypaypared’s: C.L. A. , 1. 298. 

Bull. 13. 172, where also seven rayuia: are mentioned. 

1 Aischin. in Ctes. 14. 27. 80. Aiyetdos revxom(ool) in B.c. 394/38: C.1LA., II. 
830. retxorov0(t) Iavdiovld(os) B.c. 8355/4: 11. 833. Sometimes, too, the sca 
appointed council-commissions for this purpose. Arist. 46,1: ocetra: dé Tas 

Tpijpers Oéxa &vdpas €£ alir@v] éEAouévyn Tprnporoods. [Sandys, p. 169.] 

2 Seeurk. xiv. b. 20 sqq., p. 466=C.1A., II. 809b, 20 sqq.: éXéoOar 52 Kal 
dmocronéas Tov Sijuov Séxa dvdpas €& ’"AOnvaiwy amdvrwr, rods 5¢ aipeOévras émipme- 

NetoPat Too dmocrddo(v) Kkabdrep TH BovrA} mpooréraxra. Cf. Harp. drocro\js= 

Suid., Lex. Seguer. 208, 22 sqq.=435, 29 sqq. 
8 The Trierarchs put in prison by the dzocroXets: Dem. 18, 107; cf. Dem. 

51,4. The drocrode?s and the inspectors of the dockyards bring diadicaclac 
about the cxedy into court: (Dem.) 47, 26. 33. 

* Boeckh 1, 123 (Bk. i. c. 15) sqq. Demosthenes was, apparently, ccrwyns 

without a colleague: Dem, 18, 248. C.I.A., Il. 335,a decree of honour to 

the ovrévac and their ypauuareds, mentions ten o.rdva. They were elected 

according to C.1.A., II. 353. Under the Archon Menecles a single raulas 
Tav oitwkay is mentioned, though at an earlier date there were several. 
"Ed. dpx., 1887, p. 187. 

> Elected ¢yrnral after the mutilation of the Herme: ‘Aeakea de Myst. 
36. 40. 65. Financial ¢yrnral, to, discover what private persons ‘possessed 

state property: Lys. 21,16; Dem. 24,11. See Harp. fyrnrijs. Phot. fyrnrijs . 

and ¢yrnrat. Poll. 8, 115. ee Seguer. 261, 4 sqq. The pacripes, I do not 
consider Attic. Harp. ., Phot., s.v. 
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amount of money due for soldiers’ pay;! and zopiorai, whose 

duty it was to procure for the State the money neces- 
. tmropiorrat, 

sary to meet a deficiency.” : 

B. The Council of the 500 and the Council of the Areopagus. 

After the constitutional changes of Cleisthenes, the Athenian 

Council consisted of 500 members, a number which was raised to 

600 on the introduction of an eleventh and twelfth yymper ana 

tribe. The full title of this Council was 4 BovdAy ot Name. 
mrevraxdorot, and later 7 Bovdy ot éfaxdorn, but this was regularly 

shortened into 4 BovAy.? Every Athenian citizen, who had reached 

his thirtieth year, and was possessed of full citizen* Mode of 

ship, was eligible for the Bovdrca, i.e. for the post *PPoimtment. 
of councillor; but it could not be held more than twice by the 

same person. The councillors were appointed by lot, 50 from 

each tribe, and probably in this way:—each Deme nominated a 

certain number of candidates proportionate to the size of the 

Deme, and from these were appointed by lot—probably with due 

regard to the size of the individual Demes—first the councillors, 

and then those who were to replace them in case of eventuali- 

1 Their duty is so described in Lex. Seguer. 252. 6 sqq., which is in 
harmony with Aischin. in Tim. 113, and de fals. leg. 177. 

2 Beitr., 387 sqq. Beloch in N. Rhein. Mus., 39,249 sqq. Ihave not spoken 
here of the offices temporarily instituted during times of rapid constitu- 

tional change. For these I refer the reader to Beitr., where the mpéBSourdor 

are treated, p. 289 sqq.; the caradoye’s, 314 sqq.; the dvaypage?s Tov vouwr, 

p- 326 sqq., the cuvyypadels, p. 841 sqq. See also R. Schoell in Commentat. 
phil. in honor, Mommseni, p. 458 sqq. Foucart in Bull. 4, 248 sqq. For the 
cvvdcxoc and ovAdoye’s, who were in office for several years after the downfall 
of the Thirty, see Schoell, Quaest. fisc. iwris att. ex Lysiew orationib. illustrate, 

1873, and Meier 2, 123 sqq. 
3 The Dissertation of C. van Osenbruggen, Haag, 1834, which is now to 

a large extent out of date, and Heydemann, de senatu Atheniensium in 
Dissertat. philol. Argentoratens. Sel. 4, p. 151 sqq., deal specially with the 

_ Athenian Council of 500. % BovdAy of revtaxdoron: Lyc., Leocr., 37. Aischin. 
in Ctes. 20. % Bovd\y of éfaxdorx : C.1.A., II. 476. Probably after the institu- 
tion of the Ptolemais tribe there were for a short time 13 tribes. At any. 
rate there is evidence of a council of 650 members. 7 BovdAn of éEaxdovo Kal 

mwevtyxovTa: "Ed. apx., 1887, p. 177, 1. 25/6. 
' * For the definition of Bovdela see Harp. s.v. The Bovdela could only be 

held twice by the same person. Arist. 62.3: dpyew dé Tas mév Kara mébdepnov 
dpxas é[fer]re mAcovdxis, Tv 8 adwy ovdeuiay mrhvy Bovdredou dis. [Headlam, 

On the lot, p. 50.] The age of thirty: Xen., Mem., 1, 2, 85. 
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ties.! After nomination the Bouleutai had to pass a Dokimasia 

before the old Council; in this examination the candidate’s whole 

life, public and private, was subject to criticism, and 
any Athenian who chose could bring charges against 

him. In early times this Dokimasia was final ; but afterwards the 
rejected candidate was at liberty to appeal Goin the decision of the 
Council to a court of the Heliaia.? 

Before their entrance on office (which, it seems, took place in 
the middle of Skirophorion, and was attended with festal cicurypua), 

Oath of the Bouleutai took an oath of office, by which they 

Office. bound themselves to administér Gone office according 
to the laws, to keep the statutes of Solon, to give the people the 

best xdvics dan reject the unworthy at the Dokimasia of the néxt 

Dokimasia. 

1 Arist. 43,2: BovdAh KAnpodrar f, v dd <rijs> pud‘js Exdorns. The method 

of nomination is described in Arist. 62, 1,and with this p. 153 should be 
compared. It was not obligatory to nominate candidates for the Boudeia, 
and consequently insignificant Demes took no part, and held themselves 
aloof from politics, as the lists of the Prytanies shew: Kohler, in Mitth. d. 
dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 4, 105/6. We find from inserr. that the number of 
Bouleutai supplied by the same Deme was practically identical in various 
different years; from this. we may infer that in the nomination of the 

Bouleutai the size of the individual Demes was taken into account. Cf. 
Beloch, d. Bevélker. der griech-rém. Welt, 102 sqq. Lists of the Prytanies in 
C.I.A., IT. 864-874. That men gave notice of their candidature is proved 
by Lys. 31, 33, where it says of a candidate for the Bovdcia: domrep viv 
TpoPtpuws KAnpwoduevos FAOe. Difference between dAaxdvres and émidaxovrres: 

ZEschin. in Ctes. 62. That for each councillor there was a substitute 
allotted to take his place if necessary is to be inferred from the Platonic 
Hyperbolos in Meineke 2, 670: edruxets & 5éorora.—B. ri & éorw ; A. Bovdeverw 

édlyou "Aaxes wdavu.—édrap ob Aaxav Guws edraxes, Hv vodv exys.—B. was iv exw 

voov ; A. dre wovnpy kal svm—érédaxes dvdgi, undérw yap édevdépw . . . B. 

dmrepp* éyw 8 vyiv 7d rpayua Oh ppdow—TrepBiry Bovdfjs yap, dvdpes, érédaxov. 

Cf. Beitrdge, etc., 81; Harp. ér:kaxév, where however what is correct in the 
case of the Bouleutai is wrongly made to apply to the magistrates as 

well: érikaxadv—éxdypodvro of Bouvdkedew 7 dpxew ediéwevor, Ererra éxdorw Tov 

Aaxdvrwv Erepos éweddyxaver, iv’, dav 6 mpSros Aaxav arodoxiuacOy 7 TedevTHCH, 

avr’ éxeivov yévnrat BovdeuTis 6 éemkaxav adr@. For the selection by lot with 

beans in the case of councillors see Thuc. 8, 69: rofs did rod xvdpou BovdeuTais. 

[Headlam 41-56. 86. 188]. 
2 Dem. 21, 111; (Dem.) 59, 3. The Dokimasia takes place before the old 

council: Lys. 31,1. Arist. 45, 3: doxipdger dé (sc.  Bovdy) kai rods BovdevTas 
Tovs Tov borepov éeviauTdy BovrevcovTas Kal Tovs évvéa dpxovTas. Kal mpdrepoy pev 

hv amodoxiudou xupia, viv dé <Kkal> robras Epecis éorw els 7d dixacrjpiov. For. 
the nature of this Dokimasia see Lys. 16, 9: év 6é rats doxipaciats Sixacov elvan 

mavros Tov Blov déyov Sidéva. Lys. 31 is a speech for the prosecution, Lys. 16 

a speech for the defence in such a Dokimasia. 
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Council, and only under certain specified conditions to consent to 
imprison an Athenian.! 

The Bouleutai wore wreaths as their emblem of office; their 

privileges were freedom from military service during their year 

of office, and a seat of honour in the theatre; they Honours and 

received as salary one drachma per day, at the end of Kerem 
the fourth century five obols.2 It was customary for the people 

to vote crowns of honour to the Gouneil at the end of its year of 

office, if its administration had been satisfactory.’ 

The Council as a whole had a certain disciplinary power over 

its members : for instance, it could. provisionally expel , . adhobenks 

a member by é«pvAAogopia, which was either confirmed and Account 

or reversed by a subsequent formal and judicial trial tai 

before the Council.4 At the end of its year of office the Council 

1 Their entrance on office in the middle of the month Skirophorion seems 
to follow from Arist. 82,1. Elocr#pia at the Council’s accéssion to office, 

Thue. 8, 70; Dem. 19, 190; 21,114. The Bovdeurixds Spxos dated from soon 
after Cleisthenes’ time. Arist. 22,2: mpérov pév ofv éree wéumTy peta TabTHVY 

Thy kardoracw ép ‘“Epuoxpéovros dpxovros TH BovAyn Tols wevtaxocios Tov Spkov 
érojoar, 6v ere kal viv duvvovow. Particulars of the BovAeurixds Spkos: Kara 
tous vopous Bovredoew: Xen., Mem., 1.1.18, rods Zdrwvos vduous euwedioew : Plut., 

Sol., 25, ra BéAricra Bovdedoew TH Shuw Tdv AOnvaiwy : (Dem.) 59, 4. Lys. 31, 1, 

amopaivew, el ris Twa olde Tav NaxdvTwy dvemiThdeov dvTa Bovredew: Lys. 31, 2. 

Cf. 26, 8. The clause relating to imprisonment of Athenian citizens is 
given in Dem. 24,144. For an addition of the year 410/9 in Philoch. in 
the Schol. Aristoph. Plut. 972, see Beitr., 8348 sqq.; and for another in the 
year of Eucleides, Andoc., de Myst., 91. See Taylor, Lect. Lys., p. 325. Hof- 

mann, de iuris iurandi ap. Athenienses formulis, p. 38 sqq., Darmstadt, 1886. 
2 For the wreath: Lyc., Leocr., 122. Exemption from military service 

Lyc., Leocr., 37. Seat of honour in the theatre=BovAeurixds réros: Aristoph., 

Birds, 794, with the Schol. Hesych. Bovdeurixév. Suid., Bovdeurixds. Poll. 4. 
122, .The Bovdeurixds pucbds of one drachma: Hesych. Bovdjs daxev. Thuc. 

8,69. In Aristotle’s time five obols: Arist. 62,2. Kéhler understands the 
kabéouov THs Bovdfs mentioned in C.1.A., II. 444. 445. 446, as payment to the 
Council, which the Agonothetes of the Theseia pays é« rv ldiwv. 

3 See the second Hypothesis to Dem. 22, p. 590: vouos 5 fv rhv Bovdny riv 

ddtacav TH Shuw KadGs BeBovreuvxévae oredavotcbau. But the council could not 

expect this honour, if it had built no triremes: Dem. 22, 12. 36. Arist. 46, 

1: dv 6€ wh wapaddow éferpyacuéva tadra (everything connected with ship- 

building for the navy) ry vég Bovdy, rivy Swpedy odk eorw avrois haBev. Emi 
yap Tis torepov Bovd7s KauBdvovow. 

* Harp. éxpuvdAdopopfioa ef éddxer Tis Tv BovXeuvTGv déixeiv, SueWngifero h Bovdrr 

mepl avrod, ef xph av’rov pnxére Bovrevew’ dvtl 5¢ Wipwr PvAdos éExpvro, be dy 

éxacros éreonualvero Thy abtrod ywapnv. Acivapxos év T@ xara IlodvedKrou éxpvd- 

hopopynOévros. Cf. Lex. Seguer. 248, 7 sqq. For the final decision see 
Aschin. mm Tim. 129: pera raidra ws éravadOev  Bovdrn els 7d BoudevTyjprov, 
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liad to render account; every single member was responsible 

for his official acts.1 ' 

Officialsof | The Council had a number of officials and servants, 

the Council. of whom the secretaries occupy the first place.2 The 
first and original clerk of the Council was at first elected 

and changed with the Prytany; his full title was accordingly 

O Kata mpuTavelav ypaypareds THs BovAjs, a title usually shortened 

however to 6 ypappareits tis Bovdyjs. He had to see to the 

drafting, writing, and setting up of inscriptions, superintended 

the archives, and kept copies of documents? About the middle 

eLeduddopipynae ev airdy, év 5¢ TH Widw KaredéEaro, on which a Schol. says: 

did PUAAWY yap of BouvrevTal éyyoltovro év TH mpwTy Soxtmacia, év 5é7H Sevrépe 

Yhpos. devTepov yap éBovdevovrTo wep Tod a’rod. Et. M. éxpudAdopophoai—pera 

dé 7d GNOvat KaxoupyodvTa Revdrimov rov ianpérnyv ev rots xvdmos, ofrws 7) Tar 

pid\rwy erevojOn. tiv pévro év Te Sixacrnplw xatadéxecOar Tods expudAdopopy- 

Oévras, ws kal Anuoobévns pyolv év 7 Kata Neaipas, where, however, nothing is 
said about it. If the statement of Et. M. is correct, we must understand 
by d:cacrjpiov the council acting as a court.of justice. Deinarchos’ speech 

kata Ilodvevxrou éxpud\dNogopynOévros was delivered before the Council. The 

dicacripiov mentioned in Adschin. in Tim. 129, 130, is the Dicastery which 
would have tried the case if Timarchos had been accused of kAow} Snuoclwy 

Xenudrwvr, . 

1 Aischin. in Ctes. 20: radw rhv Bouvrhy rods revraxoclous brevOuvov wemolnxev 
6 vouobérns. According to Dem. 22, 38/9 every single Bouleutes is account- 
able. C.I.A., II. 114, the Bouleutes Phanodemos is to be crowned éreday ras 
ebOivas 50. 

2 The following have written on the clerks of the Council:—C. Schaefer, 
de scribis senatus populique Atheniensium, Greifswald, 1878. Hille, de seribis 

Atheniensium in Leipziger Stud., vol. 1. Kornitzer, de seribis publicis 

Atheniensium in the Progr. von Hernals, 1882/3. Hartel, Stud. ab. att. Staats- 
recht und Urkundenwesen, 119 sqq., and the author in the Phil. 39, 181 sqq. 
To what extent I have altered my views on account of the evidence of 
Arist. 54, 3 sqq., will appear from what is said in the text. 

8 In Aristotle’s time there were three secretaries to the Council. The 
first he describes, 54, 3, in the following terms: xAnpodor 5é Kal ypaumaréa rdv 
kara mputavelay Kahovpevor, ds Tov ypaupdrwr <7» éort Kipros kal Ta Wdlicwara 

Ta yeyvoueva puddrre Kal TaA\a wdvta dvrvypddera Kal TrapaxdOnra TH Bovd7. 

mporepoy pev ofv obtos fv xetporovnTds Kal rods évdotordrouvs Kal miocrordrous 

[éxecp]orévouv Kal yap év rats orcas mpds Tats cuppaxlas (e.g. C.1.A., I. 17), 

kal mpotevias (e.g. I. 45), at wodirelas (e.g. I. 59) obros dvaypdderaue viv de 
yéyove k\npwrés. Harp. ypaumareds only notices this secretary, while Poll. 
8, 98 gives a complete extract from Aristotle. In C.I.A., I. 61 the dvaypagijs 
Tov vouwy are to receive Draco’s laws as to murder, rapa (r)od (kara mpuravelay 
ypauua)réws rhs Bovdfs. I consider this reading of Kéhler’s (Herm., 2, 27) 
undoubtedly correct, not Schaefer’s attempt, 13 sqq., mapa (r)od (Bacrréws 
pera TOD ypaupa)réws THs BovdFs, especially as there is evidence of the scribe 
changing with the Prytany before Eucleides, See C.I.A., I. 188, 58, IV. 51, 
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of the sixties in the fourth century the character of this clerk 

of the Council changes : he seems after this to have been appointed 

by lot for the whole year. His title was the same as before, 
except that the abbreviation ypaypareds xara mputaveiav, Which 

meets us for the first time B.C. 3858/7 or 354/38, became more and 

more frequent, alternating with ypaypareds rs Bovdyjs, until the 

latter died out.! The fact that, after this change in the character 

of the secretary to the Council, the abbreviation of his title ypap- 

pares Kata mputavetay becomes more common, is most easily ex- 

plained, if we suppose that when this change was made the second 

secretaryship spoken of by Aristotle had been established. 

This second secretary was appointed by lot, and had to fulfil 

the same duties with respect to the laws as the first secretary had 

to perform with respect to the decrees of the Council and people. 

There are no traces of this second secretary in the inscriptions, 
but he was without doubt styled ypaypareis ris BovAjs ; so'that it 

was probably in order to distinguish him from the first secretary 

1.59, and the formula for designating the year, él rijs Boudjs, 7 6 deiva 
mporos éypauudrevev: I. 33, 176, 188, 273, 301. If besides this scribe, who 
changed with the Prytanies, there had been an annual one, it would have 
been more natural to use his name to designate the year. The writing 
and setting up of the psephisms was regularly intrusted to the secretary 

' tothe Council. For his official functions as keeper of the archives cf. Ath. 
9, 407 ¢; C.1.A., IV. 51, fr. fi gr. 28 sqq., 61 a, 26 sqq., II. 17, 63 sqq., 49, 
12 sqq. ’Apx. deAriov, 1889, p. 26, 25 sqq. Dittenberger, Syll. 101, 60 sqq. 
dvriypdgpecOa and dvriypapa wojoacba: II. 61. 

1 As the secretary mentioned in the prefaces to decrees is found in the 

later inscriptions of the fourth century in different Prytanies in the same 
year, Boeckh, epigr. chron. Stud., 38 sqq., concluded that from some time in 
the fourth century onwards this scribe held office for a year. ‘The earliest 

- instance, so far as I can discover, is in B.c. 363/2, when Nicostratos. of 
Pallene was secretary to the Acamantis, Oineis, and Aiantis tribes. See 
C.1.A., II. 54. 55, "A@jv., 5, 516. Now as we know that in s.c. 368/7 there 

were different secretaries for the first and sixth Prytanies (C.I.A., II. 52 b, 
52c) we may conjecture that the exterision of the secretary’s term of office 

took place somewhere between the years 368/7 and 3863/2. Schaefer, p. 29; 

Hartel 120; Hille 209/10. With this extension of the term of office the. 
change in the method of nomination attested by Aristotle was probably 
connected. The phrase in the prefaces to decrees él rijs—mpuravelas, 7 6 
detra éypaymdrever, still found after the secretary became annual, was re- 
tained as a traditional formula. Hartel 29. The title ypaupareds xara 

mpuravetay first in C.I.A., II. 61. For the occurrence of the title ypaypareds 
kara mpvravelay and ypayuareds ris BovAfs in the same inscription see Phil., 

39, 1386/7. In. B.c. 8322/1, for the last time so far as 1 am aware, ypapypareds 

rhs Bovdys : C.LA., I. 186. 
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that the abbreviation ypappareds xara mpvravecav came more and 

more into use for the first secretary, instead of the abbreviation 
usual up to that time, ypapparedts tis BovAjs.4 

Finally, a third secretary was elected by the people to produce 

in the assembly of the people and in the Council papers which 

had to be read aloud. He seems to have existed even in the fifth 

century. I should identify him with, the ypappareis ris Bovdgs Kal 

Tod Sjpov, Sometimes mentioned in inscriptions. 

The office of secretary for the laws probably remained in exist- 

ence ‘for only a short time; on the other hand, the ypappareis tijs , 
Bovdjs kat tod Syov (who after B.C. 307/6 is as a rule called simply 
ypappareds, ToD Sjyov) was entrusted with additional duties, tem- 

porarily at any rate; for during the first few years after 307 B.c. 

we find him in the inscriptions commissioned alternately with the 

ypappateds Kata mputaveiay to write and set up public inscriptions.* 

1 Arist. 54, 4, says: «Anpodor dé cal él rods viuous Erepor (cf. Poll. 8, 98). 

bs mapaxdOnrar TH Bove Kal dvrvypdgera Kal obros mdvras. In the fifth century 

6 kara mpuravelay ypaumareds THs Bovis Still had charge of the original copies 
of the laws. C.I.A.,I. 61. That this new secretary is not met with in 

psephisms is quite natural. If the document in Dem. 24, 42 is genuine and 
subsequent to the introduction of this second secretary, the ypaymareds ris 

Bovdjs mentioned in it must be the ém rods yduous of Aristotle. 

2 ‘Arist. 54.5: xe:porovel 6¢ xal 6 dfjuds ypauparéa tov dvayvwoduevoy aire Kal 

TH Bovdq Kal obros oddevds éore KUptos GAN F Tod dvayrdvar. In Thue. 7. 10, 6 
ypapuareds 6 THs wékews reads documents in the assembly of the people. 
According to the arrangement introduced by Lycurgos at the representa- 
tion of plays of Aischylus, Sophocles, and Euripides, 6 rijs ré\ews ypaypareds 
was to follow the play in a copy belonging to the State, to see that no 
changes were introduced: Pseudoplut., vit. Lyc., 11. p. 1026, Didot. This 
evidently unofficial designation corresponds to 6 ypauuareds Tis Bovdjjs Kal 
tod Sjuov. He was probably mentioned in the lists of the Prytanes (C.LA., 
II. 865, 867, 869,870, Bull. 13. 348), because the honours were decreed to the 
Prytanes by the people and Council. See Kéhler on II. 865. In C.LA., 

II. 1144, which the ypayuareds xara mpuravelay is to draw up, the words xal 
ava(yrO)var rbd€ 7d Whgicua Téyypauparéa 7H Sjuw must be taken as referring 

to this third secretary. Probably both Aischines and igen held this 
office ; Td TeNevTaioy Up dua ypaupare’s xeporovnGérvtes Sv’ ern érpdgnoay év TH 

05rw: Dana: 19. 249. Cf. 19, 70, where troypayuaredwr cal banper ov is prob- 

ably a depreciatory phrase for Veapmar ebony 
8 The abbreviation ypayuareds Tod Sjuou is usual after 307/6 (Pseudoplut., — 

vit. X or. decr. iii. 8, p. 1038, Didot). The full title ypauyareds ris Bovdjjs cat 

tod Sjou only occurs in isolated cases. C.I.A., II. 309, 393, 431, 488, Soon 
after the beginning of the third century the ypayuareds rod Sjov disappears 

from the inscriptions; and they are again set up by the ypaumuareds xara 

aputavelav alone. Kohler on C.1.A., Il. 415. Mitth. d. disch. arch. Inst. in 
Ath., 1, 262. But both secretaries lasted down to Roman times; the 
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Temporary assistance in publishing the psephisms was given to 

the secretary of the Council by 6 émi 7a Wydiopara, of whom there 

is evidence for B.C. 343/2, and by the dvaypadeds, attested for the 

years 321-318:1 his regular assistant was the ioypappareds.” 

The Council elected from among its members two treasurers, who 

had control over the money which had to be paid for the publica- 

tion of the decrees of the Council and for certain sacrifices.® 

Lastly must be mentioned the herald of the Council, who was a 

paid official. 
As the whole Council could not always be together, the adminis- 

tration was arranged for in the following way:—to transact 

current business and to prepare proposals for the 

Council, the 50 councillors of each tribe formed a 
permanent committee for the tenth part of a year. They were 

called zpuréves, and the order of the tribes for this purpose was 
settled each year by lot.5 This tenth of the year was called a 
mpvtave‘a, and in the ordinary year consisted of 35 or 36 days, in 

Prytanies. 

ypaupateds Kara mputavelay, also called wept Bhua,—tbe identity of these two 
can be deduced from C.LA., III. 10 (see “Hille 220/1),—and the ypaupareds 
BovAjjs kal Shuov, also probably called simply ypayuareds Bovdfs (C.1A., III. 
1038, 1045), are dioiro: C.1.A., III.°1029 sqq. 

a For the former see C.I.A., IL 114, for the latter II. 227. 228. 229, "Aj. 

6. 188. Bull. 12, 147. Schaefer Bl sqq. C.LA., [1, 190: éredh 6 dvaypadeds 
KadvXixpartdns xad@s xal dixalws ériueuérnra Tis dvaypadijs THyypauudrwv. 

2 For the droypauuareds tis Boudjs see C.1L.A., II. 329. 393. 431. 441. Hille 

230 sqq. — 

8 Two Povdjs raulac B.c. 8438/2: C.1.A., IT. 114. They controlled ra xara 

Yndiopara dvadioxdueva TH Bovkp: II.114B,61. From the end of the fourth 
century there seems to have been only one raulas (Fellner, z. Gesch. d. att. 

Finanzverwalt., p. 50), perhaps also in the fifth century, as the raulas men- 
tioned in a psephism of the year 4035/4 is probably the treasurer of the 

Council. ’Apx. deArlov, 1889, pp. 26. 39. C.I.A., II. 329, at the beginning of 
the third century, says: N(c)«o(x)pdrns Bovdkevew Aaxdv—xal rapulas aipedels 
bd rijs Boudjs els Te TA(s) Ovolas Tois—ow meuépixey Tots ieporaots. Cf. II. 375. 

"AOhv., 6 270. He was responsible to the Council: kal trép ardvrwy (dv 
@)ex(o)vduncev drrodeAdytoras Tet Bovre? dpAds kal dixalws. 

¢ C.I.A., II. 73. 329. Later he is called kfpvé rijs BovNijs kal rod Shou: C.1.A., 

Il. 393. 394. 431. 
5 Harp. mpurdves* 7d Séxarov pépos tis Boudfs Tav tevtakoclwy mwevrixovTa 

dvdoes dd pads pudr7js, of Stocxodvres Atravta Ta Vrd THs BovAts mpatTrémeva mpuvrdvers 

éxadodvro. émpurdvevov dé éx Siadoxfs adAjAas al déxa KAjpw Aaxodcar Aicxlyns 

év T@ KaTa Krnoipavros. So Suid., Phot. s.v., Lex. Seguer. 291.4 sqq. Arist. 
43,2 says: mpuvraveder 5° ev wéper TOv sage éxdorn Kad’ dre av Adxwouw, al wev 

mparat Térrapes 2 kal NX tyuépas éxdorn, al dé s' pa borepar wévre kal N judpas éxdorn. 

KaTa cedivny rep dyourw Tov éviaurév. . 
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leap yearof 38 or 39 days.! It was only after the number of the 

tribes was raised to twelve that a Prytany generally corresponded 

toa month.2 The presidency in this committee of the Council 

was held by the éricrarns rév rputdévewy who was appointed by lot 

for one day and one night, and could only hold this office once 

during the Prytany. He kept the keys of the state-treasury and 
the archives, and the Athenian state-seal, and had to be con- 

tinually present with a third of the Prytanes in their official 

chambers.* ‘The Prytanes in office elected from their number a 

1 The Athenian year was a lunar year of 12lunar months, six full months 
with 30 days each and six hollow with 29 days each, in all 354 days; in 
leap year a thirteenth month of 30days was added. The months of the 
Athenian year, which began in the first half of our July, were ‘ExaropBaudr, 

Merayetviwv, Bondpomdv, IRLvaveyrwv, Mamaxrnpudv, Tocededv, Tapnduiv, 

"AvOesrnpiav, EdadyBotiov, Movvyxidsy, Oapynudv, XKpopopusv. The Athenian 

intercalary month Tocedewv Bor torepos (C.LA., II. 191) came after the sixth 
month. For Hecatombaion intercalated (an inference from Dittenberger, 
Syll., 13 1.54=C.LA., IV.2. 27 b) see Ad. Schmidt in Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1885, 
681 sqq.; and for the Attic Calendar see his Handb. d. griech. Chronol., 1888. 
The four days remaining after the division of the 354 or 384 days of the year 
by 10 were probably assigned by lot to 4 Prytanies. Schmidt,-235 sqq. 
Arist. 48, 2 says: mpuravever 5° év péper Trav pudGv éxdorn, Kab’ Sri dv Adxwouw, ai 

pev mparae Térrapes €E kal N quépas éxdorn, al dé x ai borepae wévre Kal N huépas 

éxdoTy’ Kara cehivnv yap &yovow Tov évavrédv. For the last expression, if it is 
not to be considered a gloss which has crept into the text, cf. Gomperz, d. 
Schrift vom Staatswesen d. Ath. und ihr neuester Beurtheiler, 1891, pp. 39, 40. 
We cannot admit a further division of the Prytany into 5 divisions of 7 
days each, during which time 10 Prytanes are said to have been mpéedpo. 
K. Fr. Hermann, epicrisis de proedris ap. Ath., Gdtt., 1848, and—a comple- 
tion of his work—Prill, de senatus Atheniens. epistatis et proedris, p. 18 sqq. 
Miinster, 1858. 

2 Until the introduction of the twelve tribes, we find the double dating 
in documents according to Prytanies and months; afterwards months and 

Prytanies for the most part coincide. Poll. 8, 115. , 
3 Arist. 44,1: ore 6’ émiordryns Tov mpurdvewy els 6 Aaxdv* obros 5” émiorare? 

vixta Kal nuépav Kal ovK Eat ore mheiw xpdvov obre dls Tov avrov yevésBar. Typet 3’ 

obros Tds Te KAeis Tas TOY lep&r, ev ols TA XpHwaT éorlv Kal <Ta> ypdumara TH wodet, 

kal Ti Snpoclay oppayida Kai wéve dvaykalov év Ty Oddw TodTév éorw Kal TpiTToy 

Tov mpuTavewy, hv ay obros Kekevn. From Arist. comes Telephos ap. Eustath. 
on Od. 17, 455. 1827: yiverar ydp, pnow, éricrdrns AOhynow éx Tav mpuTdvewv 

els, ds €miorare? vixTa Kal quepay play Kal mwreiw xpdvov ovk ekeoriv ovbe Sis rdv 

avrov yevérOar Tas Te KXeis, Ev ols Ta xphward elor, purAdooEL Kal TA ypdpmara Tis 

modews Kal THv Snpoclay odpayida. Less complete are Suid. émirdrys, Art. 2. 
Et. M. émiordru. Poll. 8. 96. Cf. Harp. érirdrns. Suid., Art. 3. Lex. 
Seguer. 244, 31 sqq. Fellner, z. Gesch. d. ath. Finanzverwalt., p. 14 sqq. On 

the custody of the State-seal see "Ed. dpx., 1888, pp. 114/5= Bull. 18. 435, 1. 80 
sqq: 6 6¢ émisrd(rns) T)u mpurdvewy Karaonun(vdc)O(w rh Tod Shov or probably 
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treasurer and a secretary to serve during the Prytany.! The\ ° 

Prytanes met in the Skias, where they dined together at the 

expense of the State.2 They formed a political corporation, and, as , 

such, had the right to bestow crowns of honour, while they them- 

selves were at times crowned by the Council and people.* To the 

Prytanes foreign ambassadors would first go; to them notices and 
announcements were sent in; the Toxotai, or police who kept 

public order, were under the direction of the Prytanes.4 It was 

their duty also to convene the Council, and that under ordinary 

circumstances by a written zpoypaypa, in which notice was given 

of the order of the day’s business, and to put the Council in posses- 

more correctly 77 Snuocia) cppaytdi:. This dnuocta cpparyis = Snudcuov ohuarrpov 

(Xen., de Vect., 4, 21); the device on the seal was probably the Athenian 
owl or Gorgon’s head. Curtius in Abd”. d. Berl. Ak., 1874, p. 88. 

1 The rauias is first mentioned for s.c. 341/40; C.LA., II. 872, ypaupareds 

and rauias perhaps about 350: II. 869. The secretary first occurs for cer- 
tain at the beginning of the third century: II. 329. For this rauias cf. 
Fellner, z. Gesch. d. att. Finanzverwalt., p. 48 sqq.; for the so-called ypaupuareds 
Tav Bovrevrav, Hille in Leipz. Stud., 1,236 sqq., with whom however I cannot 

agree as to the date of the institution of thisoffice. That the rauias was 
elected, is evident from C.1.A., II. 431: the secretary was probably elected 
likewise. 

2 Arist. 43, 3: of 5¢ mpuvravedtovtes atray mpwrov pev cva[ci]roicw év TH Odrw, 
AauBdvorres apytpiov mapa THs mokews—and Arist. 62,2 and Ammonios ap. 
Harp. @éd\os—6 6 rémos, brouv éoriGvrac (Dem. 19, 190) of rpurdvers, Kadetras 

O6dos, br’ éviwy 5é oxids bid 7d ows WKodoujAcOa: abtdv oTpoyyvAov mapdsuotov Oorla. ~ 

Lex. Seguer. 264, 26. Phot. oxids. Poll. 8,155. Paus.1,5, 1. In the in- 

scriptions generally Teds: C.1A., ILI. 1048. 1051. 1064; II. 445. 476: @édos: 
"Ed. dpx., 1883, p. 103. For its shape see Hagemann, de Grecorum Prytaneis. 
p. 80 sqq. Breslau, 1881. Wachsmuth, 2,1, 315 sqq. 6 dyuscwos 6 ev TH Kidde 

kadecrapyévos: C.I.A., II. 476. The Prytanes at times in the Skias through- 
out the night: Andoc., de Myst., 45. 

8 For instance, C.I.A., I]. 190. For the crowning of the Prytanes Kohler 
in Mitth. d. arch. Inst. in Ath., 4, 97 sqq., and the fragment of an inscription 
edited by Kohler in Mitth., 10. 111/2: éwa(wéoa Kal) dvaypdyar (dexaco)ovyns 
évexa, Ore Expwvev adrovds 7 Bovdh vixdv Tas GdXas Pudras ws &piora mpuvTavevoa(v)ras 

TH Toke at the beginning of the fourth century: it is evident from this that 
in early times only one tribe was thus honoured. Cf. C.1.A., IL. 864. 866. 
871. 872.1183. For later times, when crowning was a regular honour, see 
Kohler in Herm., 5. 831sqq. To this age belongs also the list in Bull. 13, 
346 sqq. 

* Arist. 43,6: mpocépxovrar 5¢ kal of kjpuxes Kal of rpécBers Tots mpuTdverw 

mp&rov, kal ol Tas émicrodas PépovTes ToUToLs dmrodidbacr. Notices and announce- 

ments to the Prytanes: Aristoph., Hquit., 300; Thesm. 654. 764. Dem. 18, 

169. Lys. 22,1/2. 6 rpéravs (called in 1. 854, ray rpurdvedy tis) Kb rotérns 
appear when Mnesilochos intrudes at the Thesmophoria. The former has 

Mnesilochos put in the stocks: Arist., Thesm., 928. 929 sqq. 
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sion of any information received.1 They had the same rights in 

the case of the assembly of the people.? In the fifth century their 

érusrarns presided not only in the Council but also in the Kcclesia.* 

In the fourth century, however—we have evidence of it first in 
378/7—the presidency in the Council and the Assembly 

passed over to the émuordrys tév mpoddpwv.t These 
mpoedpo. were nine in number, and were selected by lot before 

every sitting of the Council and every meeting of the people by 
the émicrdrys tév mpuTrdvewy, one from each of the nine tribes not 

mpdeSpou. 

1 Arist. 48,3: érera ovvdyovow Kal tiv Bovdny kal rov Shuov, Thy wév [[odr]] 

Bovdhv boar hucpar, why édv tis ddéowos 4, Tov S5é Shuov Terpdxis THs mpuravelas 

éxdorns. Kal doa Set xpnuari¢ew thy Bovdiy, [kal dry] év éxdory TH Huépe Kal drov 

kabifew, obrot mpoypdpover. mpoypdpovor dé Kai Tas éxxAnolas obra. Cf. Poll. 8, 

95. Dem. 19, 185. (Dem.) 47, 42. C.L.A., IL. 61: éredav 5 raira mapa- 
ox(eva)oOe?, To(vs) mpuTdve(e)s mpoypawat mepl rovTwv (ev Bovdev)rnply, 8r(a)y of dv 

ve 7. Compare the formula not seldom used of the Prytanes in the in- 

scriptions, eg. C.I.A., II. 417. 459, and elsewhere: éreuedpOnoav dé kal 

Tis ovAdNoy#s Tis Te Bovdfs Kal rod Syuov kal Tov &\\wv ardvTwr, Sv avrots 

mpocératrov of véuor. In extraordinary circumstances the Boule is of course 

convened without the programma, e.g. in Dem. 18.169. Presidency of the 

Prytanes in the Council: Aristoph., Hquit., 674. 
2 Arist. in the previous note. Poll, 8. 95. AMschin., de Fals. Leg., 53, in 

Ctes., 39. They bring proposals before the Ecclesia: Dem. 18,170. Cf. the 
section on the Ecclesia. 

8 For the sittings of the Council see the description in Aristoph., Lquit., 
624 sqq., especially 665. 674; for the Ecclesia Aristoph., Ach., 40 sqq., and, 

Plato, Gorg., 473 E.; Apol., 32 B. Xen., Mem., 1, 1, 18; 4, 4, 2. In the 
inscriptions of the fifth century the émrirdrys belongs to the dud} mpurav- 
evouca. 

4 Meier, de epistatis Atheniens., Halle, 1855, whose account can now be 

supplemented by more precise information from inscriptions. In C.LA., 

II. 17, s.c.378/7 during the Prytany of the Hippothontis tribe, the Epistates 
comes from Athmonon, #.e., the Kecropis tribe. Cf. in the same year II. 17), 

In s.c. 404/83 the émicrdrys is still from the gud} mpuravevovoa: IIL. 1b, = 
"Ap. 5éAr., 1889, p. 26. In the fifth century the formula for the president 
in the prefaces is 6 detva éweordre; afterwards we find this used to desig- 
nate the émordrns Tav mpoédpwv, and trav mpoédpwv érevjdifey 6 deiva is also 

used at least from 8378/7 to 347/6. C.LA., II. 109. From that time for- 

ward the last formula is constant. The further addition xal of cvumpsbedpo 
does not occur before 319/8: C.I.A., II. 187. Kohler on C.LA., II. 193. 222. 
Sometimes there is an enumeration of the cuumpéedpo by name: C.I.A., II. 

230. 236. 244. 245, 336. 871. Hartel, Stud. ab. att. Staatsrecht u. Urkundenw., 
p. 15 sqq. Schaefer, de scribis senatus populique Athen., p. 25 sqq. Greifswald 
1878. For the presidency of the wpéedpu in the assembly of the people, see 

also Hschin., de Fals. Leg., 82-85, in Ctes. 39; in the Council, Aschin., 
in Tim. 104. C.I.A., II. 168, 179. | 
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represented in the Prytany. From these nine again the émorarys 
Tav mpoédpwv was chosen by lot.t 

The Council was usually convened by a zpdypappa of the 
Prytanes, or a summons of the herald; in critical Meetings. 
times it probably sat permanently.? It assembled 
every day except festivals and unlucky days.* The sittings, 

called épa:, were generally held in the BovAevrjpiov, but under 
special circumstances in other places, e.g. in the Hleusinion, at 

the xdua, in the dock-yards, on the Acropolis, in later times in 

the Theseion as well, in the theatre, and in the Panathenaic 

Stadion.4 They were as a rule public, and the audience were only 

1 Arist. 44, 2: kal érevday ovvaydywow ol rpurdvers Thy Bovdhy 7 Tov Sjpuov, obros 

(6 émuordrns Tv mpuTdvewy) KAnpot mpo€dpous évvda, Eva ex THs pudjijs Exdorns wri 

Ths mpvravevovens, kal rddw éx TobTwy émiotarnv eva Kal twapadidwor 7d mpiypaypa 

avrois* of 5¢ rapadaBivres Ths 7 edKooutas érimehodyrac Kal Urép dv Set xpnuarigew 

mporiléacw Kal Tas xetporovias Kplvovew Kal Ta &dXAa mdvra Siocxodow Kal Tod [[r’]] 

ddeivar Kvpiol elow. kal émiorarqoa pev od eer meiov 7 drat év TH enavTo, 

mpoedpevew 8 eeorw drat érl ris mpuravelas éxdorns. From Arist., Suid. 

émiordrys, Art. 2, is taken. Cf. Telephos ap. Eustath. on Od. 17, 455, 1827. 
Vaguer and less correct. is Harp. rpdedpo.-=Phot., Art. 2, Lex. Seguer. 290, 
8sqq. Cf. Harp., éricrdryns. Et. M., émicrdra. Poll. 8,96. This view is 
borne out by the enumeration of the rpdéedpa in the inscriptions: C.I.A., II. 
336. 371, and especially ’Adjv. 6, 271, No. 4. The opinion of Kéhler in 
Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst., 5, 269 sqq:, that at the end of the fourth century 
the functions and the title of the émicrdrns Trav mpurdvewr passed over to the 

émiordrns TSv mpoédpwv, is questioned by Dittenberger, Syll., 180, 2, and 

Foucart in Bull. 13. 451—probably rightly. The first instance of votes of 
thanks to the rpdedpor is in Hypereid., in Philippid. § 4, in Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 
1892, pp. 101/2: 7d 6& Whgiowa 7d Kpivdpevov erawos mpoédpwr, Sr. dé mpoohKer 

Tovs mpoédpous kara Tovs vomous mpoedpeverv, otror 5¢ mapa Tovs vduous mpondpevKacw, 

— adr&y T&v vouww jKovere dvayryvwoxouévwv. According to Kéhler in Monatsber. 

d. Berl. Ak., 1891, 931 sqq., the date of the delivery of this speech was 
winter 3836/5; according to Blass in Jahrb. f. el. Phil., 1892, p. 99, B.c. 387 ; 

Riihl, p. 47, says it was not delivered till shortly after the Lamian war, 
and then not by Hypereides. 

2 For the programma of the Prytanes see above. Summons by the 
herald: Andoc., de Myst., 36. C.LA., II. 489 says: BovdAy éu Bovdreuryply 

avyx\ynros. For the onueiov then used, according to Andoc., see Schoemann, 
de comit., 152/3, with whom Boeckh at last agreed (KU. Schr., 4. 117/8). The 
Council sitting permanently on the Acropolis: Andoc., 7b., 45. 

8 Daily sittings of the Council: Arist. 43,3 (see page 2741). Harp., xupia 
éxxAnola, Poll. 8,95 copy him. Festivals an exception: (Xen.) de Rep. Ath. 
8, 2, e.g. the Apaturia; Athen. 4, 171 2, Thesmophoria; Arist., Thesm., 79/8 
the Kronia; Dem. 24, 26; and the drogpdées juépar: Plut., Alczb., 34. 

4 The sittings, called gpa: (C.LA., I. 31. 40. 59) usually in the Bouleu- 
terion: C.LA., II. 179. 489. 475. 482—cf. Wachsmuth 2, 1, 3820 sqq.—after the 

celebration of the Mysteries in the Eleusinion: Andoc., de Myst., 111. 
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separated by a barrier from the members of the Council;! but 

secret meetings were sometimes held, from which the public were 

excluded.? Private citizens were probably not admitted to address 
the Council, unless introduced by the Prytanes or specially 

summoned before the Council.? A clause introduced into the 
Council-oath in B.c. 410/9 directed that the Bouleutai should sit 

together according to their tribes; before this they probably sat 

according to their political views. The dvAy zputavetovoa and 

later the zpdedpor of course occupied a special place. About the 

order of business at the Council’s meetings we are very in- 

sufficiently informed, but from the few statements which we 

possess, we may suppose that it resembled that of the Ecclesia.® 

The Athenian Council in early times possessed very extended 

C.1.A., II. 872. 431; at an dwébcrodos émi xdparr: Seeurk. XIV. b. 15 sqq., p. 

466=C.1.A., II. 809b, 15—for the position of the xSua see Wachsmuth 2, 1, 
95—év 7G vewply in C.I.A., I. 40; sometimes on the Acropolis: Xen., Hell., 6, 
4, 20. And., de Myst.,45; in the Theseion: C.I.A., II. 481; in the theatre 
and in the Panathenaic Stadion: C.1.A., IT. 482. See Hartel, 62. 

1 Dem. 19,17: 7d yap Bovdeurhpiov pectdv Fv liwrdv. Spipaxra (Xen., Hell., 2; 

3, 50. 55), or a xvyxAls (Aristoph., Hquit., 641) excluded the public; but yet 

those standing outside the barrier could hear the speeches of the Bouleutai. 
See the description in Aristoph., Equitt., 624 sqq. 

2 Mschin. in Ctes. 125: eicehOav eis 7d BovdeuTHpiov Kal peracrnocdpevos Tods 

idwras. On such occasions too they seem to have had a xyxNis, put perhaps 

at a further distance than usual from where the Bouleutai sat. (Dem.) 25, 
23: 7d rhv Bovdhy tovs wevraxoclous dd Tis acbevots Towaurncl KvykAldos Trav 

dmroppnrwy kuplay elvat kal wh Tovds idubras érmeccrevar. Cf. Harp., drecxouwiopévos. 

8 Schol. to Aristoph., Pax, 905: rots mpurdverw 00s qv mpocayaye rods 
Seouevous eis thy Bovdyy; So too in the case of magistrates, cf. Andoc., de 
Myst., 111. In C.I.A. 81 the Ecclesia grants this mpécodos to a private 
person. Cf. Swoboda in N. Rh. Mus., 1890, 296 sqq. Even then he was not 
allowed to propose a motion. 

4 Philoch. ap. Schol. to Aristoph., Plut., 972: not yap Birdxopos éxi 
TAavkirmov cat 7 Bovdh Kara ypduua tére mpGrov éxabefero kal duviow am’ éxelvou 

Kabedeioba év TH ypdumart, @ av Adxwor and the explanation in my Beir., etc., 

348 sqq. Wachsmuth 2, 1, 823,1 takes another view. Special seats for 
the Prytanes in Lys. 13. 87: of uev yap rpidxovra éxdOnvro émi Trav BdOpwy (SC. 

év TH Bovdy), 06 viv of rpurdves kabéfovrac. When this speech was delivered 

‘about 398 or even later” (Blass, att. Beredsamk., 1, 557), the Prytanes still 
presided. 

5 Before the sitting began the Bouleutai prayed to Zeds Bovdatos and 
’AOnva Bovdala (Antiph., de Chor.,45), to whom the écria, which was situated 
in the place of meeting, was probably dedicated (Andoc., de Myst., 44 ; 
Xen., Hell., 2, 8, 52). Wahesmuth 2, 1, 820 sqq. Before beginning the 

herald recites the usual dpé: Dem. 19,70 ; 23,97. Order kept by the Toxotai 
in the fifth century: Aristoph., Hguit., 665. ~ 
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powers of punishment. Later it had a double position in the 

State. It was at once a committee of the Assembly competence 

to prepare business for its consideration, and also the of the Council 
highest administrative and executive power in the State. In its 
first capacity it had to deliberate beforehand upon all matters 

which were to be brought before the Ecclesia, and to draw up reso- 

lutions in regard to them, which should serve as propositions for 

the Assembly to consider. 
In its second capacity the Council could pass binding resolutions 

in matters within its competence so long as they did not contra- 

vene the laws.? At the same time no complete distinction between 

these two functions can be made; the Council not only prepared bills 

for the Assembly to discuss, but also had to carry them out when 
passed. How they were to be carried out was sometimes definitely 

stated in the decree of the assembly, sometimes left undetermined. 
In the latter case the Council had full power to pass independent 
resolutions on the lines of the Ecclesia’s decree; while at times 

full powers were explicitly granted to the Council to deal with 

certain specified matters.2 As the supreme administrative 

1 Arist. 45, 1: 7 5& Bovdr) mpérepov mev Fv kupla Kal xpnuacw (nudoa Kal dhoae 
kal @mroxretvat. This right was subsequently withdrawn, as Arist. relates. 
To this curtailment of its powers perhaps ©.1.A., 1.57 refers. Arist. 45, 4 
continues: mrpoBovdever 5” eis Tov Shwov Kal odk eeoriw ovdev dmpoBovAevrov obd° 

Sri av wh mpoypdWwow oi rputdves YyndloacOa TH Snug. kar’ adrda yap radra évoxds 

éorw 6 vikhoas ypady mapayouwv. Cf. Plut., Sol., 19: undév éav ampoBovdevrov 

els éxxAnolav elopépecOar. More on this topic will be found in the section on 
the Ecclesia. 

2 (Dem.) 47, 34 and the law in Dem. 23, 87: Widicua 5é pndev ure Bovdjjs 

pire Shuov viuov kupudbrepov evar. For Widioua and WyditerPa, said of the 

Bovdy, see Kirchhoff, Abh. d. Berl. Ak., 1865, p. 74. It cannot be definitely 
settled whether in Dem. 23, 92 (cf. Lex. Seguer. 289, 29) widicwa stands for 
mpoBovrAevua, as Hartel (demosth. Stud. 2, 54, 1; Stud. ab. att. Staatsr. u. 
Urkundenw. 261) supposes, with whose further remarks however Ido not 

agree; or whether the words 6 véuos 5° éréreva Kkedever Ta Tis Bovdjjs elvac 

Yndiouara, ref:r to the independent decisions of the Council and to the 

Probouleumata. A ypadh rapayduwy was admissible against a Wigicua of 

the Council: (Dem.) 47. 34. A collection of the psephismata of the Council 
which remain to us is given by Hartel, pp. 60/1. They are decrees of 

honour, or the like, with few exceptions. (Nomination of a herald: C.L.A., 
II. 73, 1. Decisions on matters of religion: II. 404. 489b; on financial 

affairs: II. 74. Re-erection of an inscription-stele destroyed by the. 
Thirty: II.3. Permission to private citizens to erect statues of honour: 

II. 475, 487). See Heydemann, p. 157 sqq. Their prefaces are constructed 
like those of the decrees of the people. 

3 In a decree of the assembly about the scien’ of an drécrodos which 
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authority in the State the Council had the magistrates under its 

control, and to it they had to report. It gave them the necessary 

warrants, and could call them to account for their conduct. 
The competence of the Council accordingly extended to all 

affairs which came up for discussion before the Ecclesia.2 Some 
of the most important matters that it dealt with may here be 

mentioned. The Council attended to the efficiency of the national 

forces, and consequently superintended the shipbuilding, repairs, 

and general supplies for the fleet and the dockyards, for the 

cavalry, and without doubt for the hoplites too.® It examined 

the Council was to direct in accordance with the provisions of the psephisma, 
it says at the end: édy 5€ rou mpocdde Th5€ 7d Wigicua Tov mepl Tov drboToXor, 

Thy Bovdhv xupiav elvar WydiferOar wh boveay unOev Trav épyngicuérwv TE Shuw: 

Seeurk., XIV. b, 82, p.467=C.1.A., II. 809b, 82. For full powers given to the 
Council in special ‘cases see O.1.A., I. 82: cwaywyfs 58 r&\NoyworGv  Bovdh 
avroxkpdtwp éorw. IV. 22a. fr. d.e., 1,18, II. 17.1, 84/5. 66b. The Council 
avrokpdrwp in the enquiry as to the mutilation of the Herme (Andoc., de 
Myst., 15), in negotiations for peace (Dem. 19, 154). 

1 Examples in inscriptions of reports from officials, ambassadors, priests, 
etc., to the Council are collected by Swoboda in N. Rh. Mus., 1890, 289 sqq. 

Arist. says twice, 47, 1 and 49, 5, of the Council: cuvdcorxet 58 kal rats &d\das 
apxats ra mretora. Cf. 45,2: xpiver 6¢ rds dpxds 7 BovdAh Tas mdeloras, udhioTa 

boat xXphuara dtaxerpli¢ovorw" ob Kupia 5% Kplows, GAN épéommos eis 7d SixaoTHpiov. 

&eore 6é kal rots ldubrass eloayyédAdNew Fv dv Bobdwvrat Tav dpxav uh xpjoOac Tots 

vouots* pets 6é kal Tovras éorly eis Td SixacThpov, dav ad’rav h Bovdh Karayre@. 

The Council sends for the Strategoi, and commissions them: Andoc., de 
Myst., 45; Dem. 18, 169, other dpyai: C.LA., II. 61, calls to account the 

Poristai, Poletai, Practores: Antiph., de Chor., 49. 

? A general account of its work is given in (Xen.) de Rep. Ath., 8,2: ri 
dé Bovdty BovreverOar rodda epl Tod mo€uov, ToAda 5¢ wept rbpou Xpnudrwv, TONAG 

dé wept viuwy Oecias, woddd 5é wept Tov Kara Todw del yryvouevwr, ToANa. dé Kal 

Tots guupdxors Kal Popov défacbar Kal vewplwy émimednOfjvar Kal tepav. 

® The Council attends to the drécrodos: Seeurk., XIV. b. 10 sqq., p. 466= 
C.I.A., II. 809b, 10 sqq., cf. Dem. 50, 6; has ahiae girded: XIII. b. 8, p. 

433=808b, 82 sqq. XIV. b. 120, p. 472=809b, 122 sqq.; sells tackle: 
XIII. b. 154 sqq., p. 486=808b, 152 sqq. XIV. b. 190, p. 476=809b, 183 

sqq.; doubles the number of triremes given to the trierarchs: XIII. ¢. 
1 sqq., p. 488=808b, lsqq. XIV. d. 141 sqq., p. 495=809d, 188 sqq. XVI. 
b. 185 sqq., p. 544=—8l1le, 183 sqq. (see Boeckh, Seeurk., 225); arranges 

other things of this kind: XI. ¢. 5 sqq., p. 418=807c, 1 sqq. XVI. b. 104 

sqq., p. 5384=81le, 104 sqq.. Arist. 46,1: émimedetrar 5é kal rav mreronuévwv 

Tpiipwr kal Tw cxevév Kal Tov vewoolkwy Kal moveirar Kaas Tpihpers  TeTphpets, 

Ororépas av 6 Gos xetporovyioy, Kal oxevn Tatras Kal vewoolkous’ xetporovet 

D apxiréxrovas 6 Sfjuos él rds vats. av be wh mapadacw ekeipyacueva Tadra TH véa 

Bovdy, Tiy Swpedy ovx ~orw abrots NaBeiv. él yap THs borepov BovdAfs hauBdvovery. 

movetrar O€ Tas Tpihpecs, déxa dvdpas €& albrav] EXouevyn Tprnporoio’s. The Council 
filled up the number of the knights, and inspec‘ed them and their horses : 
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the claims for relief of those incapable of work, and attended to 
the repair of public buildings. It was the channel of communica- 

tion between the Ecclesia and foreign States, swore to treaties, 

and saw to the security of the zpdgevor and edepyérar.! It managed 
everything relating to the confederacy, and consequently made 

the estimates for the assessment of tribute.? It formed part of 

the legislature, and saw to the public sanctuaries, festivals, and 

religious ceremonies.’ Lastly, its chief function was the conduct 
and control of the finances. The Council had to provide the 

necessary money for the Budget.* It farmed out the taxes to the 

tax-gatherers through the Poletai, the contract prices being paid 

to the Apodectai in the presence of the Council.® It collected 

Arist. 49. Xen., Otk., 9, 15. Hipparch. 8, 9-14. It exercised a general 
supervision over them: Hipparch. 1, 8, 13. Perhaps it reviewed the | 

hoplites also, after they began to be drilled in military exercises; at any 
rate it certainly reviewed the epheboi in later times: C.I.A., II. 467, 468. 
Dittenberger, de Epheb. Att., p. 27. 

1 For the examination of the infirm see Arist. 49. 4: Soxiudter dé cal rods 

a&duvdrous 7 Bourn’ vouos ydp éor., ds kedever Tos EvTds TpL@v uyGv KexTnUEVOUS Kal 

Td cua wemnpwpéevous, dare uh Sivacba udev epyov épydgecOar, doximagew ev THY 

Bovdjy, diddvac 5 Snuocia tpopiy Sto 6Borods Exdorw Tis Huépas. Kal Tapulas éorly 

avrots kAnpwrés. For the inspection of public buildings see Arist. 46, 2: 
éferdger dé nal rad olkodounuara ra Snudcia mdvra.—For foreign affairs see 

Aischin., FP. L£., 58: rats 5¢ Eevixats rpecBelars ) Bovrh rds els Tov Ohwov wporddovs 

. mpoBovrever. C.1.A., II. 49.51.54. The first audience of ambassadors was 

given in the Council: Thue. 5. 45. Plut., Nzk., 10. Aristoph., Hquit., 667 
sqq. The Council communicated decrees of the Ecclesia to foreign states: 

Dittenberger, Syll., 18, 23 sqq.=C.LA., IV. 27 b. The Council swore to 
treaties and alliances: Thuc, 5. 47. C.LA., I. 52. IV. 27a, 71. II. 64. 
Mitth, d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath. 2, 201. 211. 212. Heydemann 182 sqq. 
gives an exact list of all those bodies which swore to peaces and treaties. 
The Council looked after evepyérac and mpdéevor: C.I.A., I. 59, IV. 94, I. 40. 
69. 121. 124. 151. 209, 289. 

2 C.1.A., I. 37, 266. Heydemann 176 sqq., with whom however I do not 
agree, as will presently be shown. 

3 S2e the section on Nomothesia. Supervision of the iepd : (Xen.), de Rep. 
Ath., 3,2. Heydemann 174 sqq., 195 sqq. The Council saw to the evxocpla 
at the Dionysia: C.1.A., II. 114, to the Panathenza: Arist. 49, 3. 
Members of the Council went as dewpol to the Pythian games: Dem. 19, 

128. Whoever disregards the regulations about the Pelargicon, drorwérw 
mwevTakoglas dpaxuds* éoaryyeAdérw dé (6) Bacireds és rhv Bovdjy : Dittenberger, 

Syll. 13, 58 sqq.=C.LA., IV. 27 b. 
4 Lys. 30, 20: eldws dé, 8re 4 Bovhh 4 Bovdedovoa, brav wer exy ikava xphuara 

eis Ovoiknow, oddey éfauaprdver, bray dé eis dropiay KaTracTy, dvaryeitteray eloayyenias 

béxeoOar kal Snuevew TA TOV TwodiTUY Kal Tov pyTbpwr Tols TA Patient n Aéyouce 

mwelOec@a. See Fellner, z. Gesch. d. att. Finanzverwalt., p. 12. 

° Lease of the wopyixdy ré\os: Aischin. in Tim. 119, of the revrynxoory: 
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debts due to the State, and had power to imprison State debtors 

if they did not pay in time. Informations against those who had 

State-property in their possession were laid before it.1 The 

Council also received all voluntary gifts to the State, and pub- 
lished lists of the zpoe¢épovres.2 In presence of the Council 

took place the cancelling of names in the debtors’ lists by the 
Apodectai or Practores, and the transfer of the sacred monies by 

the various treasurers to their successors; the inventories of the 

sacred treasures were drawn up under the supervision of the 

Council.? Finally, the Council transacted any current business 
which was too unimportant to require to be brought before the 
Kcclesia.* 

The execution of measures decreed either by the Council or by 

the people was probably carried out as a rule by special com- 

missioners from amongst the Council, or by dividing the business 
between the various tribes of the Council, who again subdivided 

it among their members.® 

Andoc., de Myst., 134. Cf. Arist. 47,2sqq. The Council, together with the 
ieporotol Totvy Oeowv sells the tithe-corn which had been delivered to the 

Eleusinian deities: Dittenberger 13, 41 sqq.=C.I.A., IV. 27b. Payment 
of the ré\n: (Dem.) 59, 27. Arist. 48, 1. 2. 

1 Collection of debts due to the State: Dem. 24, 96 sqq. Lex. Seguer. 
199, 4 sqq. In the naval inscriptions the formula for the payment of 
moneys due to the State is usually: rodro xareBr7On dmodéxras; once or 

twice: 6 eis Bovkeurjpiov xaréBadev: e.g. Seeurk., X. d. 100, p. 384, 150, p. 385 
=C.1L.A., 803d, 89 sqq., which means the same as the first formula. Pro- 

ceedings by the Council against defaulting state-debtors: Dem. 24, 144, 
Andoc., de Myst., 93. Miyvors against those who had State-monies in their 
private possession: Dem. 24, 11. 

2 &v TH Bouvdg yeyvouévev émiddcewy: Dem. 21,161. Lists of rpoewopépovres : 

Dem. 50, 8. 

3 Payment of debts: Andoc., de Myst.,79. Arist. 47. Harp. dmodéxra:. 
Lex. Seguer. 198, 1 sqq. Cf. C.LA., 1. 82. Transfer of sacred monies: 
Arist. 47,1. Harp.rayia. Poll.8,97. Lex.Seguer. 306,7 sqq. Inventory’ 
évavriov THs Bovdjs: C.I.A, I. 82. 

4 (Xen.), de rep. Ath., 3,21: rhv 5é BovrAyy BovAeverPar—mepi Tav kara modu 
del yryvouevwr. 

5 Seeurk., X. c. 166, p. 379=C.LA., II. 808c, 162, gives under the heading 
Aiynidos B.c. 8346/5 Mvnockd\#s Koddv(res) aipedels ex ris BovAfs as giving out 

tackle for the ships. For each of the remaining 9 tribes we must assume 
a aipedeis éx THs Bovdjs, all together forming the Harbour-Board. A ship- 

building committee in Arist. 46,1: movetras 5é (sc. 7 BovdAj) Tas Tpihpers, déxa 
dvdpas é& aliradv] édouévn tprnpotoor’s ; a finance committee in Arist. 48, 3: 

[k]\npodcr 5é kal ANoyioras €& airay of Bovdevral déxa Tovs Noyroupévous tlats ap]xats 

kara Thy mpuravelay éxdornv. The 30 ouddoyeis rod Syuov (vid. inf.) were 

another committee of the Council. In 341/40 sB.c. the 10 ieporooi oi ra 
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Lastly, there were cases in which the Council exercised judicial 

functions. Lisangeliai could be laid before the Council, and i if the 

offence required not more than a fine of 500 drachmas, », Boh) 

the maximum fine which the Council was permitted as a Court 

to inflict, then the case could be finally disposed of. al 

Otherwise, the EKisangeliai were referred either to the Ecclesia or 
to a court of Heliasts. The proceedings in such an Hisangelia 

before the Council lasted two days. First the plaintiff and the , , 
defendant were granted a hearing, and then the Councillors voted 4 

_ by ballot whether the latter were guilty or not. If their decision | 

was in the affirmative, they would vote on the second day whether 

the defendant was to be fined by the Council, or whether the case 
should go before a Heliastic court for trial. The Council could 

also deal with cases of Endeixis, Apagoge, and Phasis.1 

The high political importance of the Council at Athens made 

the Bovreia a coveted office; an orator who held a prominent place 

in the Council had a great influence over the government and 
administration of the State.? 

mvoThpia leporoujoavres "Eevoiv() were a committee of the Aigeis the duA? 

mpuravevovoa, C.I.A., II. 872. On other occasions these festival committees 
were not limited to the members of the dvA} mpuravetovca. In’Ed. dpx., 1883, 

pp. 167/8, for the Hephaistia we have: (d:a)KkAnpwodrw 5é Kai } B(ovA)h opav 

avr&v iepor(orjovs déka dvdp(as, eva éx Tis puvd)fAs éxdory(s). Cf. APjy., 6, 483. 

‘Teporraol éy Bovdjs for Eleusis, "Ed. dpx., 1883, pp. 123/4, 1. 67. 71; pp. 125/6, 1. 
1.3.76. Cf. R. Schoell in Sttzungsber. d. bayr. Ak., 1887, p.9 sqq. Com- 
mittees for special objects appear also in C.I.A., IV. 27 a, Il. 114 A.B., 404. 
Mitth. d. disch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 2, 212. Lys. 18, 23/4. I should suppose 
a division of labour between the tribes for the collection of state-debts : 
Lex. Seguer. 199. 4 sqq., for drawing up the muster rolls before an 

dmécrodos: Dem. 50, 6, for drafting the lists of rpoeupépovres : Dem. 50, 8, 
for the conduct of the diayyjdiois: Dem. 57, 8. In this the Bouleutai were 

assisted by the Demarchs for their several: Demes. 

1 For the Eisangelia before the Council see Poll. 8, 51. Isocr. 15, 314. 

The account in the text is drawn from (Dem.) 47, 42/8, which refers to an 
Hisangelia against a man, who by retention of tackle, etc., belonging to the 
State, delayed an dmécrodos. See also Seeurk. XV. b 151 sqq., p. 540=C.LA., 

II. 811c, 158 sqq. The Bacir\e’s is to bring an Hisangelia against any one 
who infringes the laws regarding the Pelargicon: Dittenberger, Syll., 13, 
54 sqq.=C.1.A., IV. 27 b. Endeixis and Apagoge before the Council: 
Andoce., de Myst.,91. Phasis: Isocr. 17, 42; 18,6. Arist., Hquit., 300 sqq. 
That the Council had in earlier times a far more extended power of punish- 

ment is evident from Arist. 45,1. Cf. C.L.A., 1.57. Arist. 46,2 says: kav 
Tis ddiKkely avy (sc. TH Bovdy) SdEn, TE Te Shu Todorov [dm lopaiver Kal KaTayvdvros 

mapadidwor dixacrnpiy. Cf. Heydemann 167 sq, 

2 Dem. 22, 36 sqq., distinguishes between Aéyovres and idiGrac in the 
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After 462/1 B.c. the Council of the Areopagus (of whose judicial 
Council of the Powers I shall speak in another place) had not so 

Areopagus. much control over the administration of the State as 
, the Council of the 500.1. The Council of the Areopagus consisted 

of the ex-archons, who entered it on the expiration of their year of 

office, after first passing their e’(vva.2 But it appears that, before 

taking their seats, they had also to undergo Dokimasia before the 
Areopagus, which sometimes ended in the rejection of a candidate.* 
The Council of the Areopagus had also power to provisionally 

expel offending members; but to become final this expulsion re- 
quired the confirmation of a Heliastic court, before which the 

Areopagus had to bring the case.t The Areopagus was also 

bound to pass a evdvva before the Logistai, and as the Areopagites 

held office for life we must suppose this ev@vva to have been held 

either at the close of each year or on the completion of some 

particular task. The meetings of the Council of the Areopagus 

were held on the Areopagus, or in the BaoiAeos orod, and seem to 

have been private.® 

Council. For such a speaker in the Council see C.I.A., IJ. 114. In general 
compare my Beitr., etc., p. 80 sqq. Perrot, le droit public d’ Athénes, p. 63 

sqq. [Headlam, pp. 68 sq. 75 sq.]. 
1 The title of the Areopagus runs 4 Bovd) % €f ’Apetov mayou: O.1LA., II. 

252. Dem. 18, 183. Dem. in Dem. 50. Aisch. in Tim. 82. 4 é€& ’Apetou 
mdyou Bovdh: Aasch. in Ctes. 252. 4 Bovhh h év’Apelw mdyw: Asch. in Tim. 
81. 7% év’Apelw ray Bovryn: Lyc., Leocr., 52. 

2 See page 250. Poll. 8,118: of & évvéa dpxovres of Kad’ Exacrov éviavTov 

pera Td Sodvar Tas evOvvas del Tots ’Apeoraylras rpoceribevro. Cf. Xen., Mem., 3, 

5, 20. Plut., Sol., 19. Per. 9. (Dem.) 26,5. Arist. 60, 3. ; 

3 Athen. 13, 566 F: ‘Yrepeldns 3 év r@ Kara Ilarpoxdéous, ef yvyjovos 6 Aédyos, 

rods ’Apeorayiras dyno aporhcavTd tive év kamnrely KwdOoat dvidvar els “Apevov 

nxayov. Of. Isocr. 7, 38. 
4 Dein. in Dem. 56: didrep tov map airadv drocrepjoavta Td vatdov Tov 

mopOuea Snudcaca () €& “Apetov mdyou Bovdi)) mpds buds dwépynve’ wad Tov Tijy 

revredpaxulay émit@ To wh mwapdyTos dvéuare haBew diidoavta Kal TodTov buiv 

drépnve kal tov Thy pepida rihv é&’Apelov mdyou To\ujocavTa drodbcAa mapa Ta 

voumma Tov abrov Tpdrov fnudcaca ééBare. The concluding words—réy avrév 

Tpbrov (nuumcaca éé8ahe—seem to show that expulsion was the punishment 

‘ inflicted by the Areopagus in the first two.cases as well. Confirmation 
or cassation of this by the Heliasts: §57. Cf. Aschin. in Ctes. 20 about 
the Areopagites: dAN otk dyar&ow, édv tis map’ abrots mi) adiKy, GAN édy Ts 
éfauapravy, Koddfovew, 

5 Fisch. in Ctes. 20: rp&rov pev yap tiv Boudthy rhyv év’Apelw ayy éyypapew 

mpds Tods NoyioTas 6 vomos Kerever Ayo Kal evOdvas iddvar Kal Tov éxel oKVOpwrody 

kal roy peylorwv Kipioy dyer bg Thy buerépay Pipov. 
6 (Dem.) 25, 23: 7d ri é& "Apetov mdyou Bovdjy, bray &v TH Bacihelw arog 
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As to the official functions of the Areopagus, it appears that it 

exercised a certain supervision in matters of religion. Thus it 

looked after the sacred olive trees which belonged to 

Athene, checked their number every month, and ap- 

pointed annually from among its own saeinibers inspectors called 

yvdépoves to see to them. Whoever uprooted a sacred olive tree 

was brought to account before the Areopagus. The Areopagus 

also saw that religious ritual was duly observed, and it appears 

that it had also some power of punishing offences against religion.’ 

In the inscriptions of the third century we find committees of 
two Areopagites entrusted with extraordinary religious duties. 

On the other hand, it is very doubtful whether the Areopagus in 
the time of the orators heard ypadal doeBeias.2 Kven the super- 

vision of the Areopagus over education and morals was probably 

very limited after the reforms of Ephialtes. Our authorities are 

silent on this point, and therefore we cannot speak with certainty. 

Functions. 

xabefouérvn meprxowlonrat, KaT& moddAnv jovxlay é@ éauris elva Kal Gmavras 

éxrrodav dmroxwpeiv. See however Wachsmuth 2, 1, 346. A meeting on the 

Areopagus in (Dem.) 59, 79 sqq., which according to § 79, 80 was secret. 
Dem. 15, 134 speaks of a special method of voting, drd ro} Bwuod pépew TI 

Yor. 
1 For the supervision of the popiac by the Areopagus see Arist. 60, 2. 3, 

Lys. 7. Special committee of Aredpagites for this purpose: § 7. 25. Super- 
vision of the iepd épyds and the other reuévyn: ’Ed. dpx., 1888, 118/4—Bull. 18, 
4341.15 sqq. I infer from (Dem.) 59, 79 sqq. that the Areopagus watched 
over the ritual. Philippi, d. Areop. u. d. Eph., 166/7, sees in the action of 
the Areopagus towards Theogenes there described, only steps which it had 
to take at the Dokimasia of a future member. This seems to me impossible. 
In my opinion the Dokimasia of the Archons is not at all in question, for 
Theogenes, according to § 88, is still in office. The possession by the 
Areopagus of a limited power of punishment in such matters is indicated 

in § 80: kal é¢nulov riv Geoyévnv boa xupia éoriv, év dmoppirw dé Kal did Kooped- 

TyTOs* ov yap abroxpdropés elow, ws dv Bothwvrar AOnvalwy twa Kohdou. If the 

passage in the Psephisma of Tisamenos in Andoc., de Myst., 84: éreday de 

TeOdow of vouot, émmmedelcOw 7 Bovdr) h é& ’Apelov mdyou T&v vouwr, brws ay al 

dpxal rots Ketmévas vouors XpGvrat is genuine, it will explain the action of the 
Areopagus against Theogenes. 

2 ‘Two fembers of the Areopagus on the committee for melting up 
images and erecting from the metal obtained an Anathema for the fipos 
larpés: C.I.A., II. 408. Two members of the Areopagus and the orparnyos 6 
él Thy siiidaeus supervised rij xaalpeow xal Thy émicxevhy Tov év TQ 

*Aokdnmieiy: C.I.A., II. 889. For various cases of ypagal doeBelas see Meier? 
366 sqq. Plainer, Proc. u. Klagen, 2, 188 sqq. The Areopagus did not 

_ hear ypapai doeBeias in the time of the orators: Lipsius i in Meier, pp. 8373/4. 

Philippi 156/7 reduces the powers of the Areppagus in this respect to the 
lowest possible minimum, 
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The ypadi dpyias, which before the reforms of Ephialtes had to 

come before the Areopagus, was in later times tried by a Heliastic 

court.} 
For the supposed control of markets and buildings by the 

Areopagus we have no reliable authority.2, A committee of five 

members of the Areopagus had a share in the management of 
certain financial business. So much inscriptions of B.c. 305/4 

tell us; but we know nothing more.* 
If the legal competence of the Areopagus was very much 

restricted after Ephialtes’ reforms, as we should judge from the 

silence of our authorities, yet even after that time it still main- 

tained its moral influence.+ This must be the reason why the 

Areopagus was not infrequently entrusted by the people with a 

commission of enquiry. The result of such an enquiry would be 

conveyed to the people in the form of an drddacis, to be either 
referred, after the nomination of public prosecutors, to a heliastic 

1 The description of Isocrates 7, 87 sqq. does not refer to the orator’s own 
days, but to the past. The testimony of Pseudoplat., Awioch., 367 A: kai 
mwas 6 Tov werpakicxou xpbvos éorly bd cwppovictas Kal Thv émi Tovs véouvs alpecw 

Tis €& Apeiov mdyou Bovdjs is of no practical value. Phanodem. and Philoch. 
ap. Athen., 4,168 A: 8ru dé rods dowrous Kal Tovs wh Ex Twos wepovolas FGyTas 

TO madady dvexadodyro of ’Apeorayirac kal éxddafov, icrdpnoay Pavddynmos kal 

PiAbxopos AANow Te wdelovs: but this probably refers to the time before 
Ephialtes. What Athen. adds from the biographies of Menedemos and 
Asclepiades, and what Diog. Laért. 7,5,2 relates about the philosopher 

Cleanthes, cannot be taken as sufficient evidence. The véyuos epi rijs dpyias 
still existed in Demosthenes’ time. See Dem. 57,32. According to Plut., 

Sol,, 22, Solon ordained that the Areopagus should try these cases. At 
the time of the orators they came before a heliastic court. Meier? 364, 
For the Areopagus’ supervision of morals and education cf. Philippi 162 
sqq. 

2 Philippi, p. 138 sqq. On p. 160 sq. he infers from Aschin. in Tim. 
80 sqq. that the Areopagus was competent to deal with questions of build- 
ing regulations. I cannot consider this correct. According to § 81, the 
Areopagus, in the proceedings which Aischines is describing, was acting as 
a committee, and I cannot see why the Ecclesia should not have given 

such a commission to the Areopagus, whether the supervision of buildings 
was a regular function of the Areopagus or not. Nor doI look upon the 

jurisdiction of the Areopagus in the ypagh rupkaids as a consequence of its 
supervision of buildings. But on this I shall have more to say when I 

come to the murder trials. 
8 According to accounts of the treasurer ris Qeod of the year 3805/4, five 

members of the Areopagus and the rapias rév orparwrikav made payments 

to him. See Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 5, 277. 281=C.1.A., IL. 737, 

p. 508. Cf. C.1.A., II. 252, at the end of the year 305/4,and Plut., Them., 10. 
4 Aschines in Tim, 84. 
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court, or else dealt with by the Ecclesia directly.1 But it appears 

that the Areopagus was also entitled to institute an enquiry 

merely on its own initiative, and to bring the result before the 

people in an drddaors for definitive sentence.” 
Lastly, the Areopagus was sometimes specially entrusted by 

the people with independent jurisdiction over certain crimes.? 

C. The Sovereign Power in the State.4 

The sovereign power of the State was represented by the people 

of Athens, z.e. in theory the whole of the citizens who were in 

full possession of political rights—but in fact those Athenians 

who happened to be present in the Ecclesia. The people of 

Athens exercised these rights of sovereignty ordinarily at regular 

assemblies, of which a fixed number were held within fixed 
intervals of time; in special circumstances at extraordinary 

assemblies held whenever occasion required. In each Prytany 

there were, according to Aristotle, four ordinary assemblies of 
the people, of which one was specially called xvpia éxxAnoia.® 

1 See for this form of ¢jrnois and drég¢acis by the Areopagus, Dein. in 
Dem. 50 sqq. This proceeding in the Harpalos case: Dein. 8, 82 sqq., 
against Polyeuctos: Dein. 58. Other instances in Dein. 62/3. The 
Areopagus was commissioned by the people to institute an enquiry 

whether Aischines might be nominated as otvéixos in the dispute about the 
Delian sanctuary. Dem.18,134,. It inquires, at the instance of Timarchus, 
whether the neighbourhood of the Pnyx may be built on. Adsch. in Tim. 
80 sqq. Cf. the § in Philippi 170 sqq. 

2 That the Areopagus on its own initiative might hold an enquiry and 

make a report, we see from Dein. in Dem. 51/2. In spite of Philippi 177 ff. 
I take the enquiry of the Areopagus about Antiphon in Dem. 18, 132/83 to 
be held on its own initiative. Dein. 63 appears to me to make more for 
than against this view, considering that, in the other cases there men- 
tioned, we find more express indication of Demosthenes’ activity. 

8 The Areopagus took proceedings of this kind after the battle of 
Chaeronea against those who had betrayed their country in the battle. 
Lyc., Leocr., 52. Adschin. in Ctes. 252. Cf. Philippi 179 sqq. ; 

* Cf. Schémann, de comitiis Atheniensium, 1819. Leop. Schmidt, de 

Atheniensis reipublice indole democratica in Ind. lect., Marburg, 1865. Adam 
Reusch, de dieb. contionum ordinar. ap. Athenienses in Diss. phil. Argentorat. 

sel., 3,1 sqq. J. W.Headlam, Election by lot at Athens, Cambridge, 1891. 

The author in a close and convincing argument—though many of his 
details I cannot accept—shows that the Athenian Demos was the real 
sovereign on whom the entire government depended. 

5 Arist. 43, 3 says expressly of the Prytanes: cuvd-yovow—riv dé Sfjuov 
TeTpdkis Tis mpuravelas éxdorns, and then gives the agenda for these various 
meetings: From Arist. are drawn Harp. xvpla éxxAynola. Phot., Suid., Lex. 
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In this xvpia éxxAyoia the Epicheirotonia of the officials took 

place, the Council reported on the state of the corn-market and 
the security of the country, Eisangeliai were brought before the 

people, and a list was read of all confiscations made since the 
preceding xvpia éxxAyoia, and of all suits for the right of succession 

to inheritances or of marrying heiresses (the object being to bring 

any vacant estate to every one’s notice). In addition to this the 
kupia exkAynota of the 6th Prytany had to vote whether ostracism 

was to take place during that year; and probably the xvpia 

éxkAnoia in every Prytany had to discuss any zpoBodai, which had 

been brought against Sycophantai or against any one who had 

not kept a promise made to the people. Another ordinary meet- 
ing was set apart for receiving petitions on private and public. 

matters and deciding about them. The two remaining ordinary 

meetings were devoted to other business; questions of ritual, 

foreign politics, and State administration seem to have been dis- 

cussed in a certain fixed order and within certain time-limits.1 In 

case of extraordinary events demanding immediate attention, an 

extraordinary meeting was called, which was designated ovyxAyros 

Cantabr., Poll. 8, 95/6. According to other evidence—Phot. kupia éxxdnota ; 
Schol. Arist., Ach., 19; Schol., Dem. 24, 20—there were each month three 

meetings of the people, all of which were called xupiac éxxAnola. See the 

complete list of passages quoted in Reusch 50 sqq. It is now certain from 

Arist. 43, 4 that in Aristotle’s day there was only one xupia éxxAynola. Con- 
sidering the express statement of Aristotle, I cannot agree with Ad. 

Schmidt, Hab. d. griech. Chronol., 356 sqq., who assumes three meetings in 

the month. In the inscriptions there is only one xvpia discoverable in each 
Prytany. See the list in Reusch 66/7, and especially Mitth., 8, 216/7. 
Earliest mention of the xupia éxxdyoia C.I.A., I. 255 Arist., Ach., 19. In 
#ischin., Ff. L., 72, the ordinary meetings of the people are called éxxAnolas 

ai TeTayuevan be TOV Vis. 

1 Arist. 48, 4: mpoypdqgovot 5é kal rds s echionlian obrot (ol mpurdvers) wlay pev 

kupiav, év 7 det Tas dpxds émcxetporoveiv ef DoKodor Kadws dpxew kal mepl cirov Kal 

wept pud\akis THs xwpas xpnuarifew Kal tas eloayyeNlas év rabry TH Tuépa Tovs 

Bovrouevous troveicOar kal Tas droypapas Tav Snuevoudvwr dvayvyydcKkey Kal Tas 

Ankers TOV KAnpwy Kal TwY éwiKAhpwv [avayryvwoKxew], Srws pndéva AGOy pndev — 

gpnuov yevouevov. él dé ris Exrns mpvtavelas mpods Tots elpnuévois Kal mepl Tis 

dorpaxopopias émixerporoviay diddacev, el doxet rorety 7) uj, Kal cuKopayTwy mpoBodas 

rov "AOnvalwy kal Tov perolkwv pwéxpe Tpiav éexatépwr x[dv Ti]s drocxdpuevds Te Mi) 

ronon TH Shum. érépav 5é tals ixernplacs, év 7 Oels 6 Bovddmevos ixernplay [b7rép] 

ay ay BovdAnrac kal idlwy cal Snuociwy diadéferar pds Tov Siuov. ai 5é dvo repli 

riv &ddwv elolv, év als xedevovow of vouor tpla pev lepav xpnuarlfew, rpla dé 

khpvéiw Kal mpeoBelas, tpla 6’ dolwv. For the meaning of epi cirov see Xen., 

Mem., 3, 6,13. The gvdaxh ris xwpas is referred to in Xen, 3,6,10. C.1LA., 

II. 225, 334. 809b, 38. Slice, 155. Cf. Reusch 71 sqq. 
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or xardkAyros éxxAnoia.! But even the ordinary meetings, the xupia 

éxxAnoia and the other éxxAnoia alike, with perhaps one or two ex- 

ceptions, were not fixed for certain days of the Prytany Days of 

or of the month. This was indeed impossible; for it ™eetine. 
was not customary to hold a meeting on festival days or unlucky 

days, and these did not always fall on the same day in the several 

Prytanies and months.? Hence it was customary for the Pry- 

tanes to give five days’ notice of the ordinary meet- 

ings in a wpdypaypa which contained also the agenda 

for the meeting.2 The same procedure was no doubt followed in 

the case of the ovyxAyrou éxxAnoiat, except when unforeseen events 

necessitated the immediate calling of the meeting; in such a case 

this seems to have been done by a trumpeter.* 

The place where the Ecclesiai were held was different at 

different times. In the earliest times Apollodoros piace of 

makes them meet near the Sanctuary of Aphrodite Meeting. 

Notice. 

1 Harp. ovykdnros éxxdnoia—ei Sé re ekalpvyns Kkaremelgevev, bore yevérOar 

éxxAnolavy, attrn éxadeiro atyKAnTos éxkAnolat Anuocbévns év re Kat’ Aloxlvov. 

See Poll. 8,116. Et. M. Suid. s.v. Reusch 5. Aischin., /. L., 72 is speaking 
of such critical times, rAelous 5é éxxAnolas cuyKAHrouvs jvayKagere ExxAnoragey 

pera PbBov kal OoptBou 7 Tas Teraryuévas éx Trav viuwy. See Stojentin, de Lul. 
Poll. auctor., p. 58. 

2 The inscriptions shew that meetings might be held on any day of the 
month, except a few days which have not yet been accounted for. See 
Reusch 54 sqq. The xvpla éxxAynola too, as we see from inscriptions, took 

- place on quite different days on different occasions. See the list in Reusch 
69 sqq. Reusch assumes, p. 57, the eleventh Hecatombaion as a fixed day 
for the first Ecclesia of the year, inferring this from Dem. 24, 20. 26, and 

the day after the Pandia for the éxxAyola év Acovioov from Drow 21, 8. 9. 
During the epounvia there was no Ecclesia, nor during the Panathenaia ; 

Dem. 24, 29, nor on the feast of Asclepios: Aschin. in Ctes. 67. For un-’‘ 
lucky days, dro¢pddes judpar, cf. Lucian, Pseudolog., 12: dwogpas huépa, bray 
pnre al dpxal xpnuarifwor phre eloaydyuor ai Sikac Gow. Particular drogpddes 

huépae in Plut., Alctb., 84. Hesych., Et. M. s.v. 
8 Arist. 48, 4: mpoypdpovow dé kal Tas éxxAyolas obra (=ol rpurdves), From 

this come Poll. 8, 95; Harp., xupia éxxdnolar; Lex. Seguer. 296, 8: mpé- 
meurra To mpd wévTe huepav THs éxkAnolas mpoypapev, dre ora éxxAyola kK. T. d. 

Cf. Phot., rpéreurra. Reusch 79 sqq. To this previous arrangement of the 

agenda by means of a programma several days beforehand, I would take 
the formula used in several inscrr. in regard to the rpdécedpo to refer: grav 

ai fucpar ai éx rod vouov é&jxwow, xpnuatioae wept x. 7. da. See C.LA., IT. 

809. 818. 331. Cf. Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1879, p. 234, against Hartel, Stud. ub. 

att. Staatsr. u. Urkundenw., 170 sqq. ‘Reusch 58 sqq. has come to the same 
conclusion as myself, 

4 See the éxxAyola otyxdnros in Dem. 18,169. Reusch 83/4. 
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Pandemos, 7.e.to the south of the Acropolis, on the spot where at a 

later date stood the Odeion of Herodes Atticos.1 In the 5th and 

4th centuries the meetings were as a rule held on the Pnyx, but 
it is impossible to determine with any degree of certainty where 

.this was.” Still it had become customary even in the fifth cen- 

tury to hold meetings on special occasions in the theatre, and by 

the time of Demosthenes this had became the rule for the first 

meeting after the festival of the city Dionysia.’ Later still the 

theatre became the ordinary place of meeting, only exchanged 
for the Pnyx for the Archairesiai* It was also customary even 

in the time of Demosthenes to hold Ecclesiai at the Pireus, 

perhaps in the theatre there, in certain cases when questions 

relating to shipping and navigation were to be considered. In 
the last centuries B.C. it appears that the meetings were held 

alternately at Athens and the Pireus.6 The only meetings which 

we can prove to have been held in the Agora are those for voting 
ostracism. But it is highly probable that besides this, citizenship 

‘and ddea-were voted in the Agora.” 
Every adult Athenian was entitled to attend the Ecclesia, 

unless he had lost this right by some form of Atimia. To see 

1 Harp. rdvdnuos "Agppodirn. I consider the dpyata dyopa there mentioned 
as éxxAnotacrTikds Toros. So does Wachsmuth 1,484 sqq. 

2 Assemblies on the Pnyx during the Peloponnesian war: Thue. 8, 97. 
Arist., Equit., 750/1, Ach., 20, Wasps, 31, Eccl., 288. See Wachsmuth 1, 538. 
That the Pnyx was a usual place of meeting even in z.c. 338 is evident 
from Dem, 18,169. For the situation of the Pnyx see Wachsmuth 1, 368 
sqq. “Opos Ilvxvés: C.1.A., 1.501. Later the Pnyx the place of meeting 
only for the Archairesiai: Poll. 8,183. Hesych. Ivvé. 

3 For the time of the Peloponnesian war see Thue. 8, 94; for the assemibly 
of the people after the Dionysia: Dem. 21,9. Aschin., F. Z., 61. 

* Poll. 8, 1382/3. Hesych., Ivvé éxxdyoia év Acovicov: C.I.A., II. 307= 
290/89, cf. 420. éxxdynoia év TG Oedtpw: II. 878. 881. 392. 408. 408. 435. 439. 

454, 468. 471. See Wachsmuth 1, 647. Reusch, p. 4, gives a collection of 

inscriptions bearing on the subject. 
5 ’ExxAnota év Tecpacet rept rev év rots vewplos : Dem. 19, 60. Lys. 18, 32. 55. 
6 Citizen rights conferred by an éxxAnola éu Iepaet: O.1.A., II. 401; such 

a meeting decrees crowns to the Prytanes: II. 417. Im the decrees of 
honour for the Epheboi we have mentioned: éxxAyolar év dorer kal éu Tetpace? : 

IL. 466 sqq. II. 459 says: (éxxAnota év 7B) Oedrpw  meraxGei(ca) ex Ilecpaséws 

kata 76 Yipi(oua b—-etr)ev. Reusch, p. 4, gives the inscriptions bearing on 
the subject. 

7 Philoch., fr., 79>. Miller, fr. hist. gr.,1, 396. Plut., Arist., 7. Poll. 
8, 20. Cf. E. Curtius, att. Stud., 2,40. The views of this scholar in the 
Monatsh. d. Berl. Ak., 1878, p. 77 sqq., are for the most part doubtful 
hypotheses. 
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that none but those qualified were admitted to the meetings, 

there were 6 Anéiapyo, with 30 assistants, who the right of 
( : attendance, apparently were 3 members from each tribe of the ,"4"Cycusion 

Council, and who were called cvAdoyels rod dyuov. It of the 

was their duty to ascertain the personality of all at. at 
the meetings, whom they did not know. With this object they 

held in their hand the éxxAnowaortikoi wivaxes of the separate 

Demes. It was they who gave out the tickets for the puobds 

exkAno.aorikds, and brought those to account who after receiving 

a ticket did not attend the meeting.! A further duty of the 
Anéiapxo. is said to have been to have those Athenians who were 

in the Agora driven into the Ecclesia by the Toxotai.2 The 

Toxotai are said to have used for this purpose a rope, steeped in 

red dye, with which they surrounded the market-place, and then 

by drawing it in drove those who were there assembled into the 

only open exit, which led to the Pnyx.3 

1 Poll. 8, 104: Anktapyou & Kabicravro TSv wodirady éyyeypaypéevwn év NevKware 

Kal Tpidxovra avdpav adrois mpocapePévrwy rods un ExkNynotdfovtas Efnutovv Kal Tovs 

éxxAnoidgovras ééjragov. In Phot. and Hesych., rpidcovra, these thirty assist- 
ants are called dickacrai. See Stojentin, de Iul. Poll. auctor., 32. C. Schaefer, 
in Mitth. d. disch. arch. Inst., 5. 85 sqq., identifies the rpidkovra with the 30 
TpiTTvapxor, assuming that the people were arranged in the Pnyx, not only 
by tribes, but even by Trittyes. Kohler, in Mitth, d. disch. arch. Inst. in 
Ath., 7, 102 sqq., seems to have arrived at the truth. The Prytanes of the 
tribe Aigeis, in the year 341/40, honour three of their own number, ére.d}) 
Kah@s K(al 6:)xalw(s) émrewedjOnoar Tijs suvddoy7s TOD Syuov Kal THs (d)addce(w)s 

tav cuvBdrwv. See C.I.A., IT. 872. Kohler assumes that each tribe of the. 
Council nominated three members, forming a committee, presided over by 
the three members of the vA} mpuravevovoa, for the time being. Kdéhler 
identifies these 80 men with the 30 assistants of the Angapyo. These are 

the cvAdoyeis rod Sjyuov mentioned elsewhere, for the year 351/50: C.LA., I. 
1174, for 334/83: IL. 741, for 3824/3: IL. 607. An éxkdryoacrixds rivaé of the 
Deme Otryneis is mentioned in Dem. 44, 35. 

2 Poll. 8, 104 goes on to say: kal cxowlov mirATwoavTes Sia Tav TotoTSv 
cuvidavvov Tovs €x THS dyopas els Thy éxkAynolavy. Phot. cxowlov mewATwpmévor* el 

Bpadvvoey ext rhv éexkdyolav, of rogdrac cxowiov pirrodvTes ocuvndavvoy Kal TH 

mparjpia diéxXecoy. From the same source comes the Schol. to Arist., Ach., 22 
=Suid., cxowlov and memATwuévov. Hesych., cxowlov 7d meuidrapévoy Eppawov 
Umép TOO coBjoa Thy dyopdy, dwére Bpadivoey emi rhv éxxXyoiav. Cf. Schol. to 
Aristoph., Eccl., 8378. Stojentin 102, 

’ The wankatisuh in the preceding note, which speak of this, all vefes to 

verses from the comic writers: Arist., Ach. , 21/2, Eeel., 378/9, and Plat. ap. 
Schol. to Ach., 22. Leop. Schmidt in Ind. Teck, Marharg. 1867/ 8, p. 9 sqq., 
supposes that the rope painted with red lead was used to shut out from the 
Pnyx those not entitled to be there. Wachsmuth 2, 1, 454 agrees with 

him. vy. Wilamowitz-Moellendorff, in his phil. Unters., Heft 1, p. 165, 77, 
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After the introduction of the éxxAnowcrixds pucbds, which we 

may assume to have been soon after the Archonship of Eucleides, 

those present at the Ecclesiai received a regular fee, at 

first one, and later two and three obols. In the time 

of Aristotle this pay was raised to as much as 1} drachmas for the 
kupia éxkAnota and 1 drachma for the other meetings.! It appears, 

however, that in the beginning at any rate all members of the 

Keclesia did not receive this pay, whether it was that those who 

arrived too late lost it, or pieiher only a certain amount was to 

be expended for each Ecclesia? Those who went received on en- 

tering tickets, which at the close of the meeting were exchanged 
for money by the Thesmothetai.? 

In the fifth century order was kept by the Toxotai; from 

Maintenance about 345 by a tribe of the Ecclesia appointed for the 

oforder. purpose; yet later by the Epheboi.t The ordinary 

Pay. 

advances the same opinion. It is difficult to find this in Arist., Ach., 22, 
and if the Scholiast quotes Plato aright, it is he from whom the traditional 
account comes. Of. Valeton in Mnemosyne, 1887, 27 sqq. 

1 That the picdds éxxAnovaorixds stood first at 1 obol, but at the time of 
the representation of the Ecclesiazusai at 3 obols, is evident from Arist., 
Eecl., 300 sqq. Arist. says in 41, 3, of the age after Eucleides: picdoddpov 

62 éxxAnolay 7d péev rpSrov awéyrwocav troeiv* o} cudANeyouévew F els rhv éxxAnolar, 

GAG ToAAA coPpifouédvwv Tv mpuTdvewy, Srws mpooiTHrac Td wAHPos wpds THY 

érixipwow THs xetporovias, mp@rov pév ’Aybppros SBordv érdpicev, wera Se Tolrov 

“Hpakdcldns 6 Kdafoudvios 6 Baoideds émixadovmevos diWBorov, wad 8 ’Aydppios 

TpwoBorov. For Heracleides cf. Plat., Jon., 541p, to which Immisch, in Berl. 
phil. Wochenschr., 1891, pp. 707/8, has called attention. Cf. Kéhler’s re- 

marks on him in Herm., 1892, p.68 sqq. Of Aristotle’s own age we read, 

62, 2: purPogopotcr 5é rpBrov [uév 6 Shuos] rais wev &ddars xkAnolas Spaxuiv, - 

7H dé xupia évvéa <dBorovs>. 
2 That not all present at the Ecclesia received pay is chews by Arist., 

Eccl., 185 sqq. That those who came too late did not get it may be con: 
eluded from lines 289 sqq. Line 380 seems to suggest a certain sum set 
aside for each Ecclesia. Cf. Wuerz, de mercede Eccl. Atheniens., Berlin, 1878, 
34 sqq. See also vol. 2, 310, 2. 

8’ This assumption is, in view of Aristoph., Zicel., 289 sqq., 297 sqq., the most 
probable, and is confirmed by the inscription cited on p. 289.1. Cf. Benndorf 

in Ztsch. f. d. ostr. Gymn., 1875, p. 597 sqq., who, however, is opposed by 
Wuerz, p. 34, and rightly as regards payment in kind. It is true that so 
far it has not been possible to prove such a c¥uBodrov. Against Benndorf, 
who deals with this, pp. 601/2, see Frankel in Sallets numismat. Zischr., 3, 

334; Wuerz 36, 3. 

4 of rogééra: Arist., Ach., 54 sqq.; Hecl., 143. 258/9. Plat., Prot., 319c, 4 

mpoedpevovoa (Foucart in the annaire de Vassociation pour Vencouragement des 

études grecques, 1876, p. 137 sqq., wishes to read mpocedpevouca on the strength 
of the inscription quoted below) dvd}, 7d Séxarov pépos THs wédews, t.€. accord- 
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Ecclesia began, it appears, early in the morning.’ A onpeiov, 
probably a flag, was hoisted in the immediate neighbourhood 

just before beginning.? 
The meeting, at which the people sat without any distinction of 

soo began with a sacrifice of purification. Preceded by the 

meptotiapxor, the purificatory-victims called wepiortca— order of 

slain sucking pigs—were carried round the assembled Uses: 
people.’ Next probably the herald pronounced the curse against 

ing to Schafer, Dem., 21, 291, of the Council: Mschin. in Ctes. 4. Cf. (Dem.) 
25,90. Aischin. in Tim. 33: kad’ éxdorny éxxdnolay droxdnpody pudhy émt 7d 

Biua, Hrs mpoedpevoe. Philippi in the N. Rh. Mus., 34, 612, understands by 
this a tribe of the Ecclesia. See too Frankel in Sallets numismat. Ztschr., 3, 

888. oi épnBo, according to the formula in the decrees of honour: zapj- 
Spevoav—or mpoohdpevoay, see, e.g., C.1.A., II. 470—6é kat rais éxxAnolas dmaoas 
év Shas Tals re év dorer kal éu Mepae?: O.1.A., II. 466 sqq. | 

1 Arist., Ach., 19/20. Thesm., 375. Eccl., 100 sqq., 289 sqq. 
2 Arist., Thesm., 277/8 with the Schol.=Suid., onueiov. bre Ewedre yiver Oar 

éxxAnola, onuetov éribero. 

3 Istr. ap. Suid., repucrtapxos' “Iorpos dé év Trois ’Artikois ““repioria, pyot, 
mpocaryopeverar TH Kabdpora Kat of Ta lep& KaOalpovres meptoriapxor’ €Ewlev yap 

meptépxovrat Xotpopopodvres.” The closing words are not certain. [See Miiller, 

fr. hist. gr., 1, 422, fr. 32. Cf. Harp.=Phot.=Suid., caddpowr. Poll. 8, 104. 
Lex. Seguer. 269, 16. Suid., repucriapxos, Art. 5=Schol. to Arist., Hecl., 128: 
mepioriapxos’ 6 Tav KaOapciwy mponyovmevos ev rais éxxAnolas. meploTia yap Ta 

Kabdpow. Cf. Arist., Ach., 43/4: mdpir’ els 7d mpdcbev, Ildp.d’ ws dv évrds Fre 
Tod Kabdpuaros. Eecl., 128. ischin. in Tim. 23, with the Schol. It does not 

seem to me very prabable that the benches were- sprinkled with the blood 

_of the sucking pig (Schol. to Arist., Ach., 44). To these opening ceremonies 
I formerly referred the words in some inscriptions which direct that 
certain persons are to be introduced into the Ecclesia, év iepois or rp&rou 
pera Ta lepd. C.IL.A., II. 825. 873b. 605; I. 36; II. 52c. 164. But I am now 
doubtful whether these expressions are not to be regarded, as Hartel 173 
sqq. thinks, as referring to the order of business, werd Ta iepd meaning 

“after religious questions have been discussed.” Schubert, de proxenia 

Attica, 36 sqq., Leipzig, 1881, also understands by iepd actiones de rebus sacris. 
In two Samian decrees we find pera ra iepd kal Baoitukd (C. Curtius in Progr. 
von Liibeck, 1877, pp. 29, 33). Similarly, in a decree from Ephesus in Wood, 
Discoveries at Ephesus, Inscr. from the temple of Diana, No. 11, p. 20, and 
in one from Bargylia in Lebas, Asie Min., 87. Even if we follow Sauppe in 
Curtius, p. 830,and understand by 7a Bacoiuxd messages or edicts of kings, 

we can still think of ra iepd as the religious opening ceremonies of the 
Ecclesia. But C.1.G. 3640 presents difficulty: werd roy xpnuatiopdry (T)du 

wept tev ipwv. That the people sat at an Ecclesia is proved for the fifth 
century by Arist., Ach., 24/5, for the fourth by Arist., Hecl., 103/4. Dem. 
18, 169. Cf. W. Vischer, KU. Schr., 1,402 sqq. Frankel in Sallets nwmismat. 
Ztschr., 3, 385'sqq., refutes the opinion advanced by Benndorf in Zettschr. f. 

d. dstr. ‘Afans 1875, p. 18 sqq., that the people sat together by tribes in the 
Assembly. 
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those who by their speeches tried to deceive, the people and who 

had received bribes to do so.1 After this probably followed a com- 

munication from the Prytanes that the sacrifice made to certain 
deities with reference to the meeting had proved favourable, and 

that therefore these deities would not interrupt the intended 

meeting. This custom however can only be proved to have 

existed in later times.? Jf, notwithstanding, an inauspicious omen 
did occur during the sitting, then the meeting was dissolved. 

Such interruptions, or dioonyiar, were lightning, thunder, rain, a 

storm, an eclipse, an earthquake. As to when such a Sooypia 

was to be considered as having occurred, this seems to have 

depended on the decision of the Exegetai.* 
After the presidency of the Ecclesia was transferred from the 

mputaves to the zpdedpo, the émiorarys of the zpuraves, before the 

meeting could proceed to business, had first to choose the zpdedpox 

by lot, and from among them again an emiordrys had to be drawn. 

He presided, using a herald to address the meeting.® 

When these formalities had been gone through, actual business 

1 Dem. 19, 70. Aschin. in Tim. 23. Dein. in Arist.14. For the nature 
of the curse see Dem. 23, 97; 18, 282. Dein. in Demosth. 47, in Arist. 16. A 
free parody of this dpa in Arist., Thesm., 295 sqq., 881 sqq. See Schémann, 
de comit., 92 sqq. 

2 The puxpogirériuos in Theophr., Char., 21, wishes to appear wreathed 
before the Ecclesia and make the announcement: & dvdpes "A@nvaior, dOvomev 
ol rpuTdvets TH wnTpl Tav Oedy Kal ipeis Séxecbe TA dyabd? TA yap cPdyia Kal Ta 

iepa xadd. Cf. the formula found in later inscriptions, eg. C.LA., I. 417, 
459: brép Gv drayyé\Xovert of mpurdvers THs—ldos brép Tov Ovovwy Gv voy Ta TE 

mpd T&v éxkd\noLOv TE ’ATdANwWYL TH Ipoocrarnplw cai rH ’Aprémde TH Bovdalg kal 

Tots GAas Geots ofs rarpiov Hv, ayady TUxy SedbxOat TH Snuw Ta pev Gyaba SéxerPar 

Ta yeyovéra év Tots iepots ofs @vov ep wyreia Kal cwrnpia Tis Boudfs kal Tov Sjmov 

kal Tov cunpaxdy. See Kohler in Herm., 5, 333. Schoell. 6, 56. Perhaps 
C.1A., II. 416, is to be explained as referring to this consultation of the 
gods by sacrifice preliminary to the Ecclesia: dpyaipectar xara ri pavr(elar). 

For earlier times this custom is not proved as yet. In a psephism of B.c. 
362/1 we find the declaration that the herald had vowed sacrifices to 

certain gods in case the resolution turned out well for the Athenians. II. 

57b, p. 57. 
8 Arist., Ach., 170/1; Clouds, 579 sqq.; Thuc. 5. 45. Suid. diornula. 
4 Poll. 8, 124: dvicraro 5& Ta Sixacrhpa, ef yévorro Stoonular éényynral 5’ 

éxadodvro of ra mepl Tay Siocnuav Kai Ta Tav Eddwy lepav Siddoxovres. What is 

said of the courts may be taken as applying also to popular assemblies. 
In Arist., Ach., 170/1, the Ecclesia is dissolved in consequence of a private 
intimation of a dvoonpla. 

5 Arist. 44,2; Suid., éricrdrys, Art. 2.. For the Prytanes and Proedroi 
compare p. 271 sqq. 
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began with the reading by the herald of the zpoBovAevpa of the 
Council. Sometimes in extraordinary cases the Prytanes would 
make a verbal communication of their proposals to the Assembly.! 

It was illegal to bring anything before the Ecclesia without a 
mpoBovAcvna of the Council.? In this zpoBovAevpa the Boule either 

made definite proposals, which was generally the case, or it 

contented itself with formally bringing the matter before the 
Keclesia. In the first case the Council proposed a definite resolu- 
tion in the zpoBovrAevpa; in the latter the Council left it to the 

Ecclesia to decide for itself, without laying before it any motion.’ 
The reading of the zpoBovAcvpa was followed by the rpoxeporovia 

/as it was called. We gather from the definitions of the gram- 

marians, which agree with what we are told of various instances 

in which it was employed, that this was a preliminary vote of the 

Ecclesia on the question whether the Council’s proposal should be 

accepted as it stood or whether a.debate should be opened on it.* 

1 The former custom may be gathered from the imitation in Arist., 
Thesm., 371; the latter seems to follow from Dem. 18, 170. 

2 Arist. 45,4: mpoBovdeder 5 eis rov Sjuov Kal otk kerri obdév dmpoBotevTov 

000’ bre dv uh mpoypdywow of mpuravers Wydloacba TS Shuw Kar abra yap rabra 

Evoxds ecru 6 vixhoas ypady mapavéuwv. Even for the Archairesiai a Probou- 

leuma was necessary. Arist. 44, 4. Cf. Plut., Sol., 19: undév éav dmpo- 

BovXevrov eis éxxAynolay elopépecOa. For the definition of mpoSovdevpa see 
Harp.=Phot. rpoBovAevwa. - Lex. Seguer. 289, 26 sqq. 

8 The first alternative is the commoner, as we see in numerous psephisms 

after the time of Eucleides. Thus we have, with slight variations: éj¢ic- 
Tat TH Bovly Tods mpoddpous of dv Adxwoww mpoedpevew els Thy mpwrnv éxxAnolav 
(rpocayayety Tov Selva Kal) xpnuarioa rept Tobtwr, yrmunv Se Evp~BddrcoOa THs 

Bovdjjs eis rdv Siuov, tt Soxet rH BovAy; then follows the way in which the 
Council proposes to deal with the matter. On the gradual development of 

this formula see Hartel, Stud. ub. att. Staatsr. u. Urkundenw., 166 sqq. The 
second alternative is seen in C.I.A., II. 168. The Council here resolves: 

Tovs mpoédpous of vy AdXwor mpoedpevery els Thy mpwrnv éxkAnolav mpocayayelv avrovs 

kal xpnuarioat, yuwpnv O€ EvvBdddrec Oat Ts Bovd7s eis Tov Shuov, Ste Soxe? TH Bovre?, 

axovoavTa Tov Ojuov Tv Kurreiwy wep ris idpvcews Tod lepod Kai d\Xov AOnvalwy 

To BovAopuévou Bovretcacbat, drt av avr@ Soke? Apiorov eivac. Cf. for Probouleu- 

mata of this kind the list in Hartel 226 sqq. 
4 Harp.=Phot., Suid., mpoxeiporovia. ouxev "APhvnor rowird re ylyverOat 

ordrav Ths Bovdtjs mpoBouvrevodons elapépynrar eis Tov Ofpuov h yroiun, mpdrepov 

yiyverar xetporovla év rH éxxAnolg, worepov Soxe? wepl rv mpoBovrevdevTwy oxéWa- 

cOat Tov Siwov 7 dpket 7d mpoBovrevua. Tatra 5 brocnuaiverar év TH Avolov mpds 

Tiv Miédjuouv ypadjv. Arist. 48, 6, after an account of the order of business 
at the four ordinary assemblies, continues: xpnuarifovow éviore kal dvev 

mpoxetporovias. See Dem. 24,11. Aschin. in Tim. 23. The hypothesis as 
to the meaning of rpoxeporovia advanced by Hartel, Demosth. Stud. 2, p. 
46 sqq., and in Stud. ub. att. Staatsrecht u. Urkundenwesen, 179 sqq., I think I 
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It was probably not usual to adopt the zpoBovdAcvua without dis- 

cussion except where minor details were in question; for we may 
assume as certain that the Probouleuma was voted upon section 

by section.? 

If it was resolved by the Procheirotonia to discuss a clause of 

the zpoovAevua, the herald put the question to the meeting, “ Who 

wishes to speak?” According to a law of Solon, a senior member 

had precedence over his juniors, but that custom seems to have 

been soon abandoned.? Whoever obtained leave to speak put on 

a wreath before beginning to address the meeting. It was usual 

[Giipert IT. 328-9, 

have refuted in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1879, p.225 sqq. To Hartel’s rejoinder 
in Wiener Stud., 1. 269 sqq., I have replied in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1880, p. 

529 sqq. A detailed refutation from the inscriptions is given in the work 
of Miller, de decretis att. queestiones epigraphice, Breslau, 1885. Hock, in the 

same Jahrb., 801 sqq., agrees with me in the rejection of Hartel’s hypothesis, 
but thinks that we may infer from Aischin. in Tim. 23 that the mpoye- 
porovia meant preliminary questions zrepi lepdv xal dolwy and on foreign 
affairs, which in urgent cases preceded the proper business of the As- 

sembly. The opinion advanced by Bake, Schol. hypomnem., 4. 279 sqq., on 

the rpoxeporovia is also incorrect. Miller, in phil. Abhandl. fir M. Hertz, p. 
189 sqq., attempts a new explanation based on Dem. 24, 11. sqq., and 

Aischin. in Tim. 23; but he has misunderstood the former passage, which 

deals (§ 14) with a ypa¢i rapavduwy—compare § 15—and in the second is 
forced to change the position of cal wera radr’ in order to make them serve 
his purpose. WhatI have said about this passage, ib. 288 sqq. and 530 
sqq., I still hold to be correct, and the statement in Harp. (particularly as 
the short notice in Arist. gives us no help) must be considered authoritative 
until an inscription proves it erroneous. 

1 For instance, the introduction of foreign ambassadors moved in a 
Probouleuma would usually be agreed to at once by mpoxeporovia, whilst 
the policy recommended by the Council would be considered and voted 

upon after the introduction of the ambassadors. Cf. C.I.A., II. 49. 50. 54. 55. 
2 Mschin. in Tim. 23. In Arist., Ach., 45; Thesm., 379. Ecc., 180; Dem. 18, 

170, the formula is simply: ris dyopetew BovNerar; according to the law of 
Solon: ris dyopevew Bovderat TSv brép wevTjKovra ern yeyovérwy Kal wadw év péper 

Tav &d\\wv ’APnvalwy. See Aischin., loc. cit., and in Ctes. 4, where also, § 1 sqq., 
the discontinuance of this custom is shown. . 

3 Arist., Thesm., 380. ecel., 181. 148. 168. To doxipactay érayyéd\r\ewv 
(Aéschin. in Tim. 32) or émayyedav érayyéd\dew (81) against the speaker, 
when some member of the Ecclesia declared that the speaker had been 
guilty of amisdemeanour which was punishable with Atimia, did not force 
him to restme his seat. It was only afterwards and in a heliastic court 

that the justice of the accusation was determined. See Lipsius in Meier,? 
248 sqq., where the difference between the évdeéis and the érayyedia is also 

discussed. Certain cases in which this érayyedia was admissible are given 
by Aischin., ibid., 27 sqq. Poll. 8,45. The punishment was atimia: Poll., 
Dem. 19, 284. 
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perhaps for the man who had moved the zpofovAcvya in the Council CX 

to defend it in the Ecclesia! Any citizen present in the Ecclesia 

might propose amendments to the Probouleuma; if adopted, the 

amendments were appended to the Probouleuma when written out 

as a psephisma. He might also formulate his views in a new 
resolution based on the Probouleuma, and propose that for the 

acceptance of the Ecclesia.” 
Similarly any member might oppose the Probouleuma and move 

its rejection, or move in place of it a different resolution; such a 

counter resolution could be adopted by the Ecclesia without con- 
travening the law mentioned above, since a Probouleuma on the 

same subject, though to a different effect, had come before the 
Keclesia.? This is manifest from the second form of zpoPovAcvua, 

-whgre the Council called on the Ecclesia to formulate its own 

view; for in such cases the Council was considered to have given 

its advice though it had made no substantive proposition. 

It was also permissible fora private citizen in the Ecclesia to 

take the initiative in the consideration of some matter by bringing 

in a motion asking the Council to pronounce: an opinion upon it. 

The course adopted in such a case, supposing the Ecclesia declared 

itself for the motion, was to direct the Council to submit to the 

popular assembly a zpoBovAcvya on the subject. The Council 

1 In the psephisms he is designated by 6 deiva efrev. 
2 In the psephisms the formula for the first kind of amendments is 

6 dewd etrev rd pev dda KaOdmep TH Bovry OY Kabdmep 6 detva, then follows the 
amendment. Cf. C.1.A., I. 38, II. 38, 186 ; 86, 831. A collection of inserr. of 
this class in Hartel 221 sqq. See however Miller 42 sqq. An instance of a 
new resolution based on the Probouleuma is found in the inscr. in the 
Mitth. d. dtsch. etc., 8, 211/2, compared with 213. See Kohler, 214/35. 

8 This follows from Xen., Hell., 7,1, 1-14 on which passage I agree with 

Schémann, de comit., 98; Leop. Schmidt, de auctorit. rpoBovrevuaros in rep. 
» Ath., Ind. lect. Marburg, 1876/7, p. 6, as against Hartel in commentat. phil. 

. an honor. Mommseni, 520/1. 
* Kohler in Herm. 5, 18 sqq. Hartel 183 sqq., where the inscriptions 

relating tothis point are collected. The formula in such a psephisma runs 

somewhat as follows: dedéxAa or éWndicba TH Sjuw rpoBovret’oacay Thy Bovdhy 

éfeveyxely és Tov Shuov epi, and then follows the matter on which the Ecclesia 
desired a Probouleuma. OC.I.A., II. 76. 98. 126. 82b. Im the case of 
Heracleides of Salamis—see Mitth., 8, 211 sqq.—it was proposed in the 
Ecclesia by Telemachos of Acharnae: é¥n¢lcOa re Shuw, Thy Boudiw 

mpoBovretoacay ékeveyxety els Thy mpwrnv éxxdnolav mepl ‘Hpaxdeldov, cabdre edpy- 

cerat dv Te ObvynTa dyaldv mapa Tod Syuov Tod’ AOnvaiwy. Then Kephisodotos 

in the Boule moves the necessary Probouleuma, and on the basis of this 
Telemachos proposes in a subsequent Ecclesia the final psephism. A 
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then carried out this order either by sending to the Ecclesia a 
Probouleuma with definite proposals, or by simply submitting the 

matter to its consideration by a formal zpoBovAcupa, leaving the 

speakers in the Ecclesia to move what they chose. A second 

way for a private citizen to gain leave to propose resolutions was 
to petition the Council to allow him to speak in the Ecclesia on a 
certain subject ; in other words, to give that subject a place in the 

agenda of the Ecclesia.! 
All motions submitted to the Ecclesia, whether amendments to 

a mpoBovheyua or independent proposals, were formulated by the 

mover in writing and handed to the president or to his secretary, 

or else proposed by word of mouth and afterwards put in writing 

with the assistance of the secretary.? 

Administrative measures requiring popular sanction were fre- 

quently proposed in the first instance by those bodies of officials 

to whose department they belonged, and then were brought by the 

Council before the Ecclesia in the ordinary course of business.’ 

similar procedure must be assumed for the resolution in honour of Pytheas, 

333 B.c., beginning @dofev r@ Sjuw, where we find: Xarpiwvidns Avoaviov bdveds 

elrrev* mepl Gv 0 Ojuos mpocéracev TH Bouvdyn mpoBovretcacav ékeveyKetv mepl IvAéou, 

KaBdre TiyunOjoerat bd TOD Sjuov, TUXY Ayan SedbxOat TH Sjuw x. T. d.: “Hd. apx., 

1889, pp. 15/6. 

1 That ordinary private citizens had the right of bringing forward 
motions in the Ecclesia appears also in Xen., Mem., 8,6. Glaucon is not 
yet 20 years of age, and therefore cannot think of obtaining the Bovdca: 
and when, in spite of this, he endeavours mpocrarevew ris ré\ews and makes 
speeches in the Ecclesia (§ 1) we can only suppose that he is making inde- 
pendent motions in the Ecclesia. The same follows from 38, 7, where 

Socrates advises Charmides to turn his political activities to the Ecclesia 

(see § 6), and also from the context in Plat., Protagor., 3819p. The second 

way for a private citizen to obtain the opportunity of proposing a motion 

in the Ecclesia we learn from Isocr. 7, 1. 15. The technical expression 
seems to have been riv rpdcodov adroypader Oat. 

2 For the first alternative see Mschin., F.L., 68. 83, for the second Arist., 
Thesm., 432. Ido not think it probable that there was in Athens in the 
fifth BEETS a committee of cvyypade?s, annually elected, to draw up docu- 

ments, whom the Council and people employed under certain circumstances 

to put resolutions in writing, as Sauppe assumes in the Jnd. schol. Goett., 

1880/1, p. 10, on the ground of some inscriptions, viz., C.LA., I. 58, IV. 29a, 
in which Foucart in Bulletin de correspondance hellénique, 1880, p. 251, 
restores (rdde ol xovyypapis x)ovveypa( war), and ’Adjy. 8, 405 sqq.=Ind. schol. 

Goett., 1880/1, p. 3. 

8 C.LA., II. 489: Poukh éu Bovdeurnplw cbveAnTos orpar(nydv) wapayyerddvrwv 

kal did BovAfs éxxAnola (kupia) év TQ Oedtpw—yvoun orparnyov: Bull. 12, 142, 

no. 8 yveun Trav cuvypapéwy: C.I.A., 1.58. rade of Evyypapijs Evveypayar: 

C.LA., IV. 22a. 27b. -yruwun Kretobpou Kal ovvrpurdvewy: “Apx. deAtiov, 1889, 
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If a motion were not of a purely political character, and technical 
questions had to be considered, the Ecclesia heard the opinion of 
experts, and, if the motion fell within the province of any board 

of magistrates, the latter were also called upon to give their opinion." 

If no one had any further wish to discuss the motion before the 

Ecclesia, the voting took place. The president might refuse to 

put the question, if he considered the motion under discussion 

illegal.2 The presidents could, however, be made answerable for 

refusing to proceed with the voting, by an é&deégis.2 The voting 

_ regularly, took place by xeporovia, z.e., by show of hands. The 

president through the herald first asked those who were in favour 

of the motion to hold up their hands, and then those who were 
against it. A count probably only took place when the voting 

was close.4 A second but more unusual form of voting was by 
ballot ; this was employed in the full assemblies, 7.e. at the Ostra- 

kismos, in granting citizenship and dda, and occasionally in 
other extraordinary cases.> In this case two urns were placed, 

either for each tribe or for the whole Ecclesia, the one for the 

ayes, the other for the noes. After the voting had taken place, 

the president announced the result and dismissed the meeting by 

means of the herald, if there was no other business.” 

The psephism of the Ecclesia was deposited in the State 

archives in the Metroon; and besides this, in case further pub- 

licity seemed desirable, it was inscribed on a stele, gonstruction 

placed usually on the Acropolis. In this case the of Decrees. 

psephism contained a special order that this should be done, as 

also that the cost of the erection of the stele should be charged to 

p. 25. Proposal of a single Strategos: C.I.A., IV. 61a. 1.26 sqq. Bull. 13. 
154. Dittenberger, Syll., 79. C.1.A., Il. 489. 481. Cf. Kohler in Herm., 2, 
326. Swoboda, die griech. Volksbeschliisse, 34, 

1 Plato, Protagor., 319s. Auschin. in Tim. 81. See Hartel 242/38. 

2 See for the Prytanes: Plat., Gorg., 473 2. Apol., 328. Xen., Mem., 1, 
1, 18; 4, 4, 2: for the Proedroi, Aschin., F.L., 84. 

3 This seems to follow from Plat., Apol., 328. Cf. the law in Dem. 24, 
22. 

4 A meeting dismissed without a division taking place: rére yap éyé hv 
kat Tas xetpas ovK av Kabewpwy: Xen., Hell., 1,7, 7.. The method of voting is 

given in Phot.=Suid., carexecporévnoay. Compare Dem. 24, 20, 

5 Plut., Arist., 7. (Dem.) 59, 89.90. Dem. 24, 45/6. 

6 (Dem.) 59, 90, speaks in general terms of xadicxo. Two urns for each 
tribe according to Xen., Hell., 1, 7, 9. 

7 Mschin. in Ctes.3. The herald says in Arist., Ach.,.173: of yap wpurd- 
vets NYougt THY ExkAnolav. 
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the State treasury.!. The psephisms thus engraved and set up 

contain two parts, the preface and the decree proper. The form 
of the first underwent various changes in the course of time. The 

fullest formule of the time before Eucleides contain the names of 

the Archon and the Secretary to the Council, the formula of 
sanction (éd0gev tH BovAy Kal 7d Shue), ‘the names of the dvdAy 

xputavevovea, the president of the Ecclesia, and the mover; we do 
not, however, find all these particulars in all inscriptions. After 

Eucleides this old formula was gradually remodelled and brought 

more into accord with the style of the age, and new matter was 
added in order to state with greater precision the. date of the 

decree and the class of decrees to which it belonged. These addi- 

tions were introduced gradually, and consisted of the day of the 
Prytany and of the month on which the Ecclesia had taken place, 

’ the character of the meeting and the place of meeting, and some- 

times, at a later period, the subject of the resolution.» The 

sanction-formula appears in the inscriptions after Eucleides in 
the two forms edogev 77H} BovdAy cal ro Syuw and édogev tO Syjuw. The 

first form is usually connected with the above-mentioned formula 
of the zpoBovAevpa, which made definite proposals, but also appears 
without it; in the second form this formula is sometimes found, 

but is more frequently absent. The resolutions which we find 

recorded by inscriptions are accordingly to be distinguished in 
this way :—not only the resolutions with the sanction-formula 

cdogev TH Bovdy kal td Syuw without the probouleuma-formula, but 

also those documents supplied with the sanction-formule <o€ev 
TH Bovdy Kai To Syuw and okey 7d Sjyw, both in connexion with 

the probouleuma-formula, are all alike based on probouleumata 

1 For the management of the archives see Boeckh, Kl. Schr., 4, 293 sq. 
C. Curtius, d. Metroon, p. 15 sqq. Hartel, Stud. ib. att. Staatsr. u. Urkun- 
denw., 52 sqq. Wachsmuth, 2, 1, 827 sqq. According to Wilamowitz- 
Moellendorf in Phil. Unters., vol. i. p. 205, the Metroon was not used for 
the archives before the second half of the fourth century, but this view is 
rightly rejected by Wachsmuth 2, 1, 326, 1. 3483/4. Phot., unrp@ov: 7d iepdv 
THs pytpds Tov Dedv, ev @ ypdupara Snudoia Kal of vduor. Dem. 19, 129: adn’ 
iméep mev Tis €Ewpocias év Tots Kowots Tots berépors ypdmmacw ev TH untpww Tadr’ 

éorly, €p ofs 6 Snudowos Tréraxrat, kal Whdiopa Avrixpus mepl TovTov Tod dvduaros 

yéyparra. Contents of the archives: Wachsmuth 334 seq. Not all decrees 

engraved and erected: Hartel]., 149 sqq. Meaning of this erection of the 
decrees on the Acropolis: Hartel 156/7. For the assignment of money to 

pay for the stele, and on the scale of charges see Hartel 129 sqq. 

2 An exhaustive account of the matter of which these preface-formule 
consisted is given by Hartel p. 4 sqq. 
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with definite proposals; on the other hand, the decrees charac- 

terized simply by édogev 7d Syjuw are framed after a merely formal 

opinion of the Council.! 
The sovereignty of the Athenian people, which finds expression 

in the psephisms of the Ecclesia, was limited by law. This is 

plainly shown by the use made of the ypadi7 rapavopwv,  ypadr 

which was considered a safeguard of the democratic Tapavopev. 

constitution, because by means of it unconstitutional resolutions 

could be impugned.? This ypadi) rapavéuwv, which any Athenian 

was at liberty to bring, was permissible against every resolution 

of the people and against every law not passed with the proper 

legal forms. Notice that such an indictment would be laid 

against a psephism was given by oath either before or after the 

vote was taken in the Ecclesia, and this oath called by the same 

name as the application for adjournment in an ordinary lawsuit, 

irwpocia, resulted in the suspension of the psephism until the 

matter had been decided in a heliastic court.2 At the trial the 

plaintiff had to prove that the resolution in question was in con- 

travention of some existing law. To prove this, he wrote out the 

1 In Plat., Phedr., 258, we find: g0f rot gynot rH Bovky } TO Shuw 7 

 dugorépos. The differences in the'sanction-formula of the Attic decrees 
were first pointed out by Hartel 59 sq. I have followed him in the text, 
with the alterations suggested by Miller, 14 sqq. 

2 See Dem. 24,154. Thue. 8,67. Arist. 29,4. Holm, griech. Gesch., 2, 
234, points out, with good reason, that the responsibility of the mover was 
a check upon frivolous motions. 

3 Poll. 8, 56: bdrwuocla 5é éorw, Srav Tis H Whdiona 4 vbuov ypadévra 

ypaynrar ws dvemitydevov" TodTo yap broudcacba rAéyovor.. Kal ovK Fy wera THY 

drwuoclav Td ypapév, mply KpiOjvar, kvpcov. Poll. 8,44. For the request for 

delay in ordinary suits see Harp., irwuocta. For this action see Sché- 

mann, de comit., 159 sqq., 272 sqq. Meier? 428 sqq. According to Hartel, 
Stud. ib. att. Staatsr. u. Urkundenw., 251 sqq., notice of the ypadh wapavipwv 
had to be made between the first and second readings which he supposes. 

But such a conclusion does not follow from the authorities quoted by 
Hartel. The words in (Dem.) 26, 8, rather indicate a definite decision of 
the Ecclesia, after which the ypag) rapayduwy was entered. I believe it 
unnecessary to assume with Madvig, K/. Schr., 379, that in cases of admini- 
strative resolutions of the people, which were to be carried out as soon as 
possible, the suspensory power of the ypagy} rapayéuwy was limited by law, 
since we may be sure that in practice no one would dare to enter a ypad}) 
in such a case. A ypady rapavéuwy before the voting of the Ecclesia : Xen. 
1, 7, 12, after it: (Dem.) 59, 4. 5. 

'g Thus e.g. if a psephism had been passed without a Probouleuma : Arist, 
45,4. With reference to Dem. 23, 100. 101, we must admit with Madvig, 

ibid., 378 sqq., that the inexpedience of a proposed. psephisma or law was in 
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proposed psephisma and the laws it contravened on a wooden 

tablet side by side, and submitted it to the Thesmothetai, who 
then had to bring the case before a heliastic Court. In the trial 

the plaintiff spoke first and was followed by the defendant. If 

the verdict went against the latter, the resolution, to which objec- 

tion had been made, was definitively set aside; and then, as the 
ypapy) tapavopuwv Was a ypady Tiwynros, a new trial ensued to fix the 

penalty. This was either a fine, or (but most probably only in 

extraordinary cases) a sentence of death.1 The proposer of a 

resolution was responsible for it only for a year. After the ex- 
piration of that time, only the psephism or law could be attacked, 

not its proposer.2, Whoever had been condemned three times on 
& ypady) wapavouev incurred a partial atimia; he lost the right of 

proposing motions in the Ecclesia.* 

As already mentioned, the psephisms had to keep within the 

existing laws; hence, as a natural consequence, the Ecclesia had 
its share in the proceedings preliminary to legislation, but not in 

legislation itself. The method of legislation in the 4th century 

itself no reason for its being proceeded against by a ypagdi rapavduwv. The 
fact that in such speeches as we possess delivered in these cases, the in- 
juriousness of the motion under discussion is not infrequently dwelt upon, 

is perfectly explicable if we consider that this would influence the judg- 

ment of the court. If in the Leptines the injuriousness of the law is 
insisted upon almost exclusively, we can explain the fact by the considera- _ 

tion that Phormio had already dealt with its illegality. See Lipsius in| 
Bursian’s Jahresber., 1878, pp. 3138/4. Poll. 8, 44 is explained by the stress 
laid by the orators on the inexpediency of the law in question in each case. 

1 For the form of procedure see Aischin. in Ctes. 197 sqq. The Thes- 

mothetai as elcaywyeis: Poll. 8,87. Hypereid., Huxenipp., xxi. 27. Dem. 
20, 98/9, as the causa Leptinea is a ypadh rapavduwv. Schémann, op. ac., 
1, 237 sqq. Sentence of death: Dem. 24, 208. Fines: 10 talents, Dem. 21, 

182. (Dem.) 58, 48. 15 talents, (Dem.) 59, 6. 100 talents: Aschin., F.L., 
14. Valeton in Mnemosyne, 1887, p. 44 sqq., is certainly right. in onsaitine 

éfaxurxiAlors into évl kal xls in Andoc., de Myst.,17, where it is said of 

the ypadh rapavéuov of the father of Andocides against Speusippos: xai 

Hywvicaro év éaxioxidos AOnvaiwy kal werédaBe Sixacrav TocovTwy ovde diaxootas 

Whpovs 6 Xrevoirmos. The perédraBe dicacrav rocovtwy obdé diaxoclas Yypous 

corresponds to the formula 7d méumrov pépos Trav Yidwv od merahauPdver: 

Aschin., F. L., 14, or more briefly 7d wépos rav Yipwr 6 dudxwv ovdK éhaBev: 
Dem. 18, 103. 

2 Dem. 20, 144: e&9XOov of xpdvae kal vuvt epi adrod Tod viuouv mas éorw 6 

Nbyos, ToUTw 5’ ovdels eore Kivdvvos. In the argument to Dem. 20, p. 453, it 

says: vouos yap iv Tov ypdwavra vomov 1) idioma pera eviavrov py elvas vmevdu- 

vov. 

3 Diod. 18, 18: fv yap rpis pAwkws rapavouwv Kal dia Todro yeyovws Aripos Kal 

kwdvbpuevos bd TOV vopww cupBovreve. Athen, 10, 451 A, 
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was as follows! On the eleventh of Hecatombaion in each 
year, at the meeting of the Ecclesia regularly held on 

that day, an Epicheirotonia of the laws took place, 

i.e., after a debate, a vote on the several classes of laws was taken 

as to whether they were satisfactory as they stood, or whether 
this or that class of laws appeared to need improvement. If the 
Ecclesia pronounced in favour of the latter alternative, any private 

citizen was at liberty to put up a notice of amendments to the 
laws under revision, in front of the statues of the Eponymoi, that 

all might see. A copy of his amendments had to be given to the 

secretary to the Council, and he had to read them out in the next 

Ecclesia. At the fourth ordinary assembly in the Prytany a 
resolution was passed as to the choice of Nomothetai (who were 

selected from the heliasts), the number of Nomothetai to be nomin- 

ated, the amount of their fees, and the duration of their powers. 

At the same time the meeting chose 5 cvr7yopo. to defend the laws 

under revision before the Nomothetai.? 

Legislation. 

1 The forms of Nomothesia have been repeatedly discussed: e.g., by 
Schémann, de Comit., 248 sqq., op. ac., 1, 247 sqq., in criticism of the confused 
account of Bake in Schol. hypomnem., 4, 1 sqq., who took up the question 
again, 2b., 5. 236 sqq. Westermann, Abh. d. Sdchs. Ges. d. W.,2. Schafer, 
Demosth., 11, 83837. Kohler, Urk. u. Unters. z. Gesch. d. del.-att. Bundes, 65 sqq. 
Frankel 24sqq. Hoffler, de Nomothesia att. Kieler Diss., 1877. Neubauer, wb. d. 

Anwend, der ypagh tapavduwyr bei d. Ath. z. Abschaff.v.Gesetzen. Pr. v. Marburg 
(Steiermark) 1880. Lastly, R. Schoell in Ber. d. bayr. Ak., 1886, p. 83 sqq., 
to whom belongs the credit of having proved the genuineness of the laws 
quoted in the Timocrates (Dem. 24, 20 sqq., 33) as against Westermann, 

aibid., 7 sqq., 47 sqq. I have followed him in the main in this edition. But 
‘ it seems that the method of legislation described in the text only dates 
from the fourth century. At least Pericles answers the question of Alci- 
biades in Xen., Mem., 1, 2, 42: ri éore véuos; with the words rdvres yap ovrou 
vouot eloly, ods Td wAHOs cvveNOdy Kal Soxiudoav eypawe, Ppdyov & re Set moveiv kal & 

#4, an answer which is not in accordance with the Nomothesia in vogue in 

the fourth century. 
2 See the law in Dem. 24, 20-23, which is confirmed by the statements of 

the orator, §§ 18. 25. 26. 47. 48. Cf. Dem. 20, 94. Cf. Schoell, 2b., 84 sqq. 
Ti redevralay trav tpuov éxxd\norwy (§ 21), for which Dem. § 25 puts rip 

tpirnv éxxdnolavy, I consider with Schoell 101, and against Ad. Schmidt, 
Handb. d. griech. Chronol., 359/60, as the third after the first, 7.e., the fourth 

ordinary meeting of the Prytany, as four ordinary meetings in every 
Prytany are spoken of by Arist. 43, 4 sqq. 1,000 Nomothetai in Poll. 8, 101, 
who, however, seems to have derived this statement, as Schoell 102 justly 
assumes, from the 1,001 Nomothetai in Dem. 24, 27; 500 in the psephism of 

Tisamenos in Andoc., de Myst., $4. Schémann, de Comit., 257, had already 
held that the number varied. 
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After the Nomothetai had been appointed from among the 
heliasts by the Prytanes of the Council, the zpdedpo. chosen by 

lot from the members of the Council for the conduct of the pro- 

ceedings of the Nomothetai, and presided over by their émicrarys, 

brought before the Nomothetai the laws proposed for revision, the 
amendments proposed, and also probably an opinion of the Coun- 

cil’s upon them. They first heard the arguments of the advo- 

cates, who had been nominated to defend the existing laws, and 

those of the proposers of amendments, and then took a vote as to 

whether the law was to be retained as it stood. If the decision 

was against this, a second vote was taken to decide whether the 

amendment was to be accepted as law. It depended on the 

decision of the Nomothetai whether the old law was confirmed or 

the proposed amendment substituted for it. Against every law 

thus enacted a ypadi tapavouwv was admissible, in case the new 

law seemed to be prejudicial to the interests of the Athenian people 
or to contravene other legal enactments. This ypadi wapavopwv 

was likewise admissible if an attempt was made to pass a law 
without observing the method of legislation just described.? 

Distinct from this procedure for the enactment of laws was the 

revision of existing laws which devolved upon the Thesmothetai. 

They had annually to examine the existing laws, to ascertain 

1 Compare Schoell 111 sqq. That the Prytanes of the Council appointed 

the Nomothetai is proved by the psephism in Dem. 24, 27, the genuineness 

of which is discussed by Schoell 119 sqq. The expression too in Aschin. 
in Ces. 40: reiv 5& mpurdvewy drodévrwy Tots voyobéras dvypnt’ av 6 erepos THY 

vouwv, which has reference to the revision of the laws by the Thesmothetai, 

seems to confirm this. For the participation of the Council compare the 
psephism just quoted, and (Xen.) de rep. Ath., 3,2; and for the extraor- 
dinary revision of the laws in s.c. 403, the psephism of Tisamenos in 
Andoc., de Myst., 84. For the proceedings before the Nomothetai see the law 
in Dem. 24, 33, with which cf. Dem. 20, 89. 93; 24,84. Oi mpdedpx Kal 6 

émiordrns TwY vouoderwy in an inscription immediately after B.c. 350, C.LA., 

II. 115 b., to which there has now been added a psephism of 335 B.c. in 

"Ed. dpx., 1885, p. 181=Herm. 24, 186 sqq. In this psephism too mpéedpa of 
the Nomothetai are mentioned. Schoell 115 sqq. adds as a third piece of 

evidence Aischin. in Ctes. 39, where, striking out the bracketed 7@ dijuw, he 

reads: rods 6¢ rpurdves roveiv Exxdnolay émvypdwavras vouobéras, Tov 5é émiordrny 

Tov mpoédpwv Siaxerporoviay diddvac (TH Shuw). That these wpdedpox with their 

érworarns are to be taken to be members of the Council, seems to me now, 

considering Schoell’s arguments, the most probable view. 
2 Compare Schoell, 183 sqq. The law about the ypadi) rapavéuwv in Dem. 

24, 33, with which should be compared the remarks of the orator, §§ 61. 68. 

108. Poll. 8,87. Tpaph rapayduwv in case of illegality in the method of 
legislation: Dem. 24, 18. 108. 
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whether there were laws contradicting one another or which had 
become obsolete, or whether there were several laws deciding the 

same point in different ways. If the Thesmothetai in the course 

of their revision found such anomalies, they posted up these laws 

on a board before the statues of the Eponymoi, and had a meeting 

of the Ecclesia summoned by the Prytanes to decide on the appoint- 

ment of Nomothetai. The subsequent procedure was doubtless 

‘the same as that above described.! 

The judicial functions of the Ecclesia were limited to two cases, - 

the zpoBory and the cicayyeAia. The zpoBodr} was a criminal 

information brought before the Ecclesia.? This rpoBoAy 

was, according to our authorities, admissible at the *pOR i 

kupia éxxAyota of each Prytany against Sycophantai, and those who 
had not kept their promises to the people, and also, probably, at all 

meetings, against those who were not well-disposed to the people 

or who had caused disturbance at the festivals in any way.’ 

1 For the course followed in revising the laws cf. A’schin. in Ctes. 38-40. 
A concise account is contained in the words: xdv te Tootrov evploxwow, 
avayeypapbras év cavlow éxribévac kedever mpdobev T&v éerwvipwy, Tos O€ mpuTdvers 

move €éxk\nolavy émvypayavras vouobéras, Tov 5° émucrdrnvy Tov mpoédpwv dia- 

xetporoviay diddvac Te Shuw Kal rods pev dvaipely Tov vipwy, Tos dé Karadelrew, 

brws dy els 4 vduos kal wh wrelovs mepl éxaorns mpdéews. It seems to me, there- 

fore, immaterial whether we strike out 7@ djuw after dvdva, as Schoell 
proposes, and supply in thought after vouodéras: “after the Ecclesia has 

resolved upon the appointment of Nomothetai and that body has been 
constituted,” or whether rdv 5 émiordrny r&v mpoédpwv Siaxetporoviay Siddvac rw 

djum is understood as relating to the decision of the assembly about the 

appointment of the Nomothetai, and the proceedings before the latter are 
meant by the words xal rods pév dvaipely rdv véuwv, Tods 6¢ katadelrev.. That 

the proceedings were the same as for legislation is evident from § 40. 

2 Harp. rpoBortds=Suid. s.v.: 7 rpoBory rotvoua yéyover did Tod mpoBddXeaGal 

rwa ddixkey. In Lex. Seguer. 288,18 it is thus defined: 7d wapdyew eis ri 
éxkAnolav Tov Bovddpuevoy kal drodaivew ws Hdixknoev, el Tis SoKoln aOcKety. 

8 Poll. 8, 46: mpoBory 5é Fv Kdjows eis Siknv Kard Tov Kaxdvws mpds Tv Oijwov 

Siaxewevwr. mpoBoral 5 éyivorvro rob Shuwov Wndicapevov kal Tay evvovoTdtwy TH 

mode, ws Avoias €v Tw Kata Oceocdoriov rept dudot Aéywr. mMpoBodral dé Foay kal 

‘al rHs cuKogaytias ypapal. Avolas év rw mpds ‘Immoxpdrny alxtas. éylvovto dé 

kal wepl trav ééuvBpcdvrav 7) doeBnodvtwy mepl Tas éoprds, ws 7) Kata Mecdiov 
mpoBory. Arist. 43, 5 gives among the agenda for the xupia éxxdnola (for 
the mpofory can hardly have been limited to that in the sixth Prytany): 

kal cukopayvtuv mpoBoras Tuv’AOnvatwy Kal. Tav perolkwy wéxpe Tpiav éxaTépwv 
ka[y ri]s drocxdpuevds Te wy rohan Te Ohuw. The rpoBory was employed against 

offences at the Dionysia and at the Mysteries, and against Sycophantia 
also according to Lex. Seguer. 288, 20; this is also testified by Dem. 21, 9. 
11. 175. Aschin. /. L., 145. Isocr. 15, 314. A mpoBory against officials is 
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The procedure at the zpoBody was as follows. After the criminal 

information had been brought before the Ecclesia, the accused 

defended himself, and in this he was assisted by his friends. 

Thereupon the Ecclesia voted by show of hands on the guilt of the 

accused. If the vote went against him, it served as a moral 
judgment in favour of the accuser, who could either rest satisfied 

with this decision of the Ecclesia, which involved no legal conse- 

quences, or might enter a regular lawsuit against the offender. 

In the latter case the suit, in which the Thesmothetai acted as 
cicaywyets, came before a heliastic court, which, however, was not 

bound by the vote of the assembly.! 

The second case in which the Ecclesia exercised judicial func- 
tions was in what was called cicayyeAia.2 This was similarly 

limited to a special class of offences. It was originally 

only admissible against serious and flagrant offences, 

requiring immediate condemnation, but not provided for specifi- 

cally by law.? It was not till later, perhaps at the revision of 

eloayyeAla. 

mentioned by Harp. xaraxeporovia: Lex. Seguer. 268, 27 sqq., which 
Schémann 229 sqq. limits to the regular Epicheirotonia of the officials ; 

probably the term mpofody is in this case a vague expression of the 
grammarian’s. See Lipsius in Meier”? 337. A mpoBody kara trav Syudora 

péradXa broputrévrwv in Lex. Cantabr. 667, under mpofor}, should doubtless 
be regarded as a ¢dois. See Lipsius 340, no. 396. 

1 The procedure in a mpoBod}, aS given in the text, follows from Dem. 21, 

1/2. 7.9. 206. Compare Schémann 227 sqq., and in Philolog., 2,593 sqq., 
against Bake, who holds that a judicial condemnation was pronounced by 
the Ecclesia, while the law-court had only to determine the fine—see 
Schol. hypomnem., 1844, 31 sqq.—an opinion which K. Fr. Hermann accepted 

in his questiones de probole apud Athen., Ind. Schol. Goett., 1847/8, p. 9 sqq. 
Compare Meier? 335 sqq. Since the dicasts had the power of acquittal in 
the suit against Meidias—see Dem. 21, 97. 199. 204, 216. 218. 222—they can- 
not have been bound by the verdict of the Ecclesia, which had condemned 
Meidias ; the case before them was therefore res integra. See too Frinkel 
87/88. The Thesmothetai as eicaywyeis: Arist. 59,2. Poll. 8, 87. 

2 For the eicayyedia see Sch6mann 180 sqq. Hager, quest. Hyperid., Diss. 
Leipzig, 1870, p. 47 sqq. Journal of Philol., 1872, p, 74. Bohm., de eic- 

ayyerlars ad comitia Ath. delatis, Diss. Halle, 1874. Frankel 71 sqq. 
Lipsius in Meier ? 312 sqq. 

3 See Hyper., Huxenipp., xix. 6 sqq.: oirws brép meyddwy dducnudrev Kai 

mepipavay ai eloayyeriat Tore Hoav. Harp. eioayyedla=Suid. eicayyedia, Art. 3: 

h pev yoov éri Snuocias ddixjpact peyloros Kal dvaBorny wh émidexouévors kal é 

ols unre appx? Kabéornke pre voor Keivrat Tois dpxovet, Kad’ ods eicdiovew.—Cf. 

Poll. 8, 51. Suid. eloayyedia, Art. 2=—Lex. Seguer. 244, 18 sqq. Lex. 
Cantabr. 667, in which the expression, dypada ddixjjara, has been derived 
from the schools of rhetoric. | 
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the laws under the Archon Eucleides, that the various cases in 

which the Eisangelia had hitherto been used were catalogued, and 

it was sanctioned for the future as the legal procedure for such 

cases, without, however, completely excluding its application in 

other cases. It was probably in the time of the orators that it 

became the custom to apply the Hisangelia in unimportant cases.’ 

According to our authorities, Eisangelia was admissible against 

any one who made an attempt to overthrow the Athenian de- 

mocracy, or joined in a conspiracy to overthrow it, or who 

established a Hetairia, or betrayed a city, a ship, soldiers 
or sailors, or who went to the enemy without being sent, | 

or lived with them, or took the field with them, or who 

deceived the people by false promises, or, being an orator, 

allowed himself to be bribed to bring in a motion detrimental 

to the State. But EHisangelia was also permissible against 

those who had committed an offence at the dockyards, or 

had contravened the corn and harbour laws,? 
The Eisangelia could be introduced either directly in the 

Ecclesia or before the Council. The xvpia éxxAyoia of each Pry- 

tany was appointed for Hisangeliai, but this probably did not ex- 

1 Hyper., Euxenipp., xix. 10 sqq., says, when submitting instances of the 
-use of Eisangelia in his time: vuvl 52 7d yyvduevov év TH wore Wavy KaTayéhac- 

tov éorw, and then continues: dv ovdeu(ia) Sjrov rv alri(d)y rovrwy ovdéev 

kowwvel T@ eloayyeATix@ vouw. See Frinkel 78. That the véuos eicayyedrixds 

dates only from a time subsequent to the restoration of the democracy is 
justly held by Bohm, p. 32, and Frankel, p. 77. 

2 The eioayyeArixds vouos, in Hyper., Huxenipp., xxii. 13 sqq., xxiii. 2 sqq., 
which must be completed from Theophrast. ap. Poll. 8,52. Lex. Cantabr. 
667. (Dem.) 49, 67. Boeckh, Seeurk., xv. b, 151 sqq., p. 540=C.1.A., 811 ¢, 
152 sqq.: elvar 6é Kal elcayyedlav airy eis Thu Boudry, kabdrep édv Tis GdiKH mepl 

Ta év Tots vewplos. See also (Dem.) 47,41. An Hisangelia against the corn 

merchants is inferred by Hager, pp. 64/5 from Lys. 22, and against those 
who contravened the harbour laws, p. 98 sqq., from Dem. 34,50. See also 

Lipsius, ¢bid., 319. The gradual growth of the several provisions of the 
eloayyeATixds vduos out of actual cases is particularly exemplified in the 

Hisangelia against Antiphon and his companions, who were arraigned 
wept mpodoctas (Pseudoplut., vit. Antiph., 26), whereas later, evidently in 
consequence of this case, the Eisangelia was admissible, card r&v pds Tos, 
moreulous dvev Tod reupOjvac dredOdvrwy. I regard as an appendix to the 

law of Eisangelia the psephism in C.I.A., I]. 65, which again was passed 
in view of an actual case. The Council is to bring in a Probouleuma as 

to how those, in view of whose offence the psephism is passed, are to be 

punished. As this decree could have no retrospective effect, their trial 
had to be conducted under another section of the eicayyedrixds véyos. 

 § Harp. eloayyeNa=Suid. elcayyedla, Art. 3. 
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clude the right of introducing them at other meetings as well.! 
When an Hisangelia was submitted to the Ecclesia, the people, 

after hearing the plaintiff and defendant, decided first whether it 

was to be taken into consideration. If their decision was in the 

affirmative, the Hisangelia was referred to the Council, which was 

at the same time directed to submit to the Ecclesia a Probouleuma 

on the matter. Things took a similar course if the Hisangelia was 
brought before the Council; for that body could not decide such 

a matter itself, unless the penalty did not exceed the maximum 

fine within the competence of the Council, 500 drachmas. If it 

exceeded this sum, then the Hisangelia—provided that the Council 

did not at once refer it to a heliastic court—was taken to the 

Ecclesia, which decided whether it was to be accepted for trial or 

rejected at once, and in the former case the Council was then 

requested to draw up a Probouleuma on the subject.? This Pro- 

bouleuma of the Council proposed either that the Hisangelia 

should be decided in the Heclesia, or that it should be referred to 
a heliastic court. If it were resolved that the Ecclesia should 

judge the Hisangelia, a special meeting was called, in which, after 

the accuser and accused had both been heard, the verdict was 

given by ballot.4 But even in case of the Hisangelia being 

referred to a heliastic court, the Council or the Ecclesia, in the 
fifth century, determined beforehand by what penalty the defend- 

ant, if condemned, was to be punished; in the fourth century the 

1 Arist. 43,4. Poll. 8,95. Harp. xupla éxxAnoia. 
2 That the Council was empowered to refer the decision of an Hisangelia 

which had been submitted to it to a heliastic court, is seen from (Dem.) 
47, 48. See also the Probouleuma of the Council in Pseudoplut., vit. Antiph., 
23 sqq. Cf. Heydemann, de senatu Atheniensium, Diss, philol. Argentorat. 

sel. 4,167 sqq. For the proceedings in the Council see p. 281. Introduc- 
tion of the Eisangelia before the Ecclesia, by the Council is attested by 
Suid. elcayyedia, Art, 2=Lex. Seguer. 244,18: eloayyedia dé Kuplws 7% mepl 
Kawdv kal dnuoclov ddicnudrwv eloayouevn Sikn bd Tov mpvrdvewr. That in this 

first Ecclesia it was not permissible to determine, without a Probouleuma 
on the subject, how the Hisangelia was to be actually decided, follows 
from the Hypothesis to (Dem.) 25, p. 767, see Schémann 207.109. The first 
part of C.I.A., II. 65 is a psephism ordering the Council to introduce a Pro- 
bouleuma, with regard to the form of conducting an Eisangelia case. 

’ Frankel, ibid., 78/9. Evidently Arist., Wasps, 590/1, refers to the 
Hisangelia: éri 5’ 4 Bovdh xm Shuos, drav xpivac weya mpaym’ dwophon,—e pigprorac 

tods GbiKodvras Totot Sikacrats mapadodva. Examples of decisions by the | 
Ecclesia in Dem. 19, 81; 24, 134. (Dem.) 49,9. Lye., Leocr., 117. 

4 Xen., Hell., 1, 7, 9. 
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provisions of the eicayyeAriKds voos were followed. The heliastic 
court, which tried the Eisangelia, under the presidency of the 

Thesmothetai, consisted of 1,000 dicasts—after the government 
of Demetrios of Phaleron 1,500.2 The accuser was in early 

times liable to no punishment, if the defendant were acquitted ; 

but later on, to prevent abuse of the Hisangelia, he was punished 

by the usual fine of 1,000 drachmas, if he failed to obtain the fifth 

part of the votes.’ 
_ Ordinarily the resolutions of those Athenians who happened to 

be assembled in the Ecclesia were considered to express the will 

of the entire people. But there were cases wherea Fun 
quorum of at least 6,000 Athenians was necessary. 48semblies. 
These full meetings of at least 6,000 Athenians were held in the 

market, and the place was divided, according to the number of the 

tribes, into 10 compartments, in each of which—as the voting had 
to be secret—there were two urns for the reception of the voting 
pebbles. Such a full meeting of the people was necessary for pass- 

ing certain Yydicpata éx’ dvdpi, z.e., for the granting of privileges 

as to which no resolution could legally be passed if there were not 

6,000 voters present. Such Wydicpara én’ avdpi in Athenian consti- 

tutional law included grants of ddea, grants of citizenship, and the 
ostrakismos.* 

1 Pseudoplut., vit. Antiph., 26: drov & ay xarayndlonrat 7d Sixacrhpiov, rept 

avrod mroveiy kara Tov vduov, ds Ketrae wept Tv mpodéyvTwv. Cf. Xen., Hell., 1, 7, 
20. 22. 

2 The Thesmothetai as elcaywyets: Arist. 59,2. Pseudoplut., vit. Antiph., 
26. Poll. 8, 87/8 should be emended accordingly. For the number of 
Dicasts see Lex. Cantabr. 667, which makes Poll. 8,53 clear. For the voting 

see Lyc., Leocr., 146. 149. 

8 Poll. 8,52. Lex. Cantabr. 677. When the speech of Hypereides for 
Lycophron was delivered, the plaintiff was still exempt from punishment, 

although the defendant was acquitted. See x.5sqq. From Dem. 18, 250 

it is evident that the plaintiff was liable to punishment in n.c. 330. See 
Lipsius, tbid., 329. Harp., elcayyedia, it is true does not agree with this 
previous immunity of the plaintiff. 

* Valeton in Mnemosyne, 1887, p. 7 sqq., distinguishes, on the strength of 
Dem. 23, 218, between vduo ém’ dvdpl and Yyngicuara én’ dvSpl: the latter (with 
the exception of those mentioned in the text) were admissible, if they 
did not contravene the laws; véuo ém’ dvdpt were altogether forbidden. 
The addition given in Andoc., de Myst., 87, limiting this prohibition—éay wh 
éfaxrrxiAlors SdEy KpvBinv Yygifouévois—is not confirmed by Andoc., ib., 89. 
Dem. 23, 86, 218; 24, 18. 59. 188. (Dem.) 46, 12. 6,000 voters necessary for 
conferring dea: Dem, 24, 46, for granting citizenship (Dem.) 59, 89—at 
the ostrakismos: Plut., Arist., 7. Philoch., fr.,796 in Miller, fr. hist. or, i, 
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Any one who intended to move the restitution of his rights to a 

citizen that was atimos, or the cancelling of a State debtor’s 

liability or permission for him to make part payments, 
“needed, we know, a grant of adea. A meeting of the 

assembly was regularly appointed in each Prytany for such busi- 

ness. Any one who wished to address the Ecclesia on sucha matter 

deposited an olive branch on the altar in the Pnyx, or wherever 

else the Ecclesia was being held, and thus placed himself under 

divine protection, and in this way could state his case without 

fear of punishment. His motion in this Ecclesia would evidently 

be that he should receive permission to ask for a full assembly to 

vote on the question of ddea for a motion he would subsequently 

propose. If this request was acceded to, the Council had to draw 

a Seva. 

396. That 6,000 Athenians were regarded in Athenian constitutional law 
as identical with the whole body of Athenians, as Frankel, 14 sqq., tries to 
prove, appears to me now rather questionable, since this assumption has 

practically no support except in Dem. 24, 46.48. See also Valeton, ib., 40 

sqq. That the Agora was the meeting-place for the Ostrakismos we are 

expressly told, and that it was the place of assembly for the granting of 
the citizenship we may infer from (Dem.) 59, 90, and for the ddea by 
analogy. See Wachsmuth 2,1,3813/14. For the method of voting compare 
(Dem.) 59, 90; Plut., Arist., cbid.; Philoch., ibid., with which Xen., Hell., 1, 7, 
9, is to be compared. That 6,000 votes in all, not 6,000 affirmative votes, 

were necessary for ostracism, and similarly for the other Wy¢icuara én’ avdpl 

mentioned in the text, was first demonstrated by Lugebil., ib. d. Wesen u. 

hist. Bedeut. d. Ostr.,141 sqq. Valeton, ibid., 82 sqq., tries to reestablish 

the opposite theory. He thinks that, assuming the correctness of Lugebil’s 
views, the correct policy for the opponents of the motion would be to 

abstain from voting. But grants of déeia and of citizenship were surely 

not matters of such importance that the citizens should reflect in the way 
that Valeton suggests, and for this reason absent themselves from the 
meeting, losing thereby in the fourth century their fee. In the case of 
ostracism, which was abrogated so early as 418, and which was originally 
directed against the Peisistratidai (Arist. 22, 8 sqq.), the law of Solon, that 
every one in the State must take one side or other ina stasis, was applicable. 

ee Arist. 8,5. Thuc. 8, 72 is by no means to be limited to the time of the 

Four Hundred: xairot ob} rwrore AOnvaious 51a Tas orparelas Kal rHv bepdprov 

doxorlay és ovdév mpayua otrw péya éNOeciv Boudedoovras, ev @ TevraxicxtAlous 

EvvehOetv. Six thousand ayes would presuppose an attendance incompatible 
with the statement of Thucydides. See also Goldstaub, de déecias notione et 
usu in ture publ. att., Breslau, 1890, 111 sqq. [Cf. Szanto, Birgerrecht, p. 403, 
1.; Lipsius, Ber. der sdchs. Gesellsch. d. Wissensch. 1887, p. 4 ff.; Alb. Miller, 

Biahnenaltert., 177 £. and 880° ff.; Ohmichen in Miiller’s Handb., 8, 196 ff. ; 
Buck in American Journ. of Arch., V.1, pp. 18 ff; Reisch, Griech. Weth- 
geschenke, Wien, 1890, p. 63 ff.; Bodensterner, Comment. Philol. Monach, 1891, 
p. 38 ff.] 
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up a Probouleuma in accordance with the Assembly’s resolution, 

and to introduce it at the full assembly which was called by the 
Prytanes. If this Assembly definitely granted the adeaa for the 
motion, the Wydicpa ex dvdpi was complete. The acceptance or 

rejection of the motion, for the introduction of which the adea had 
been necessary was then voted in an ordinary Ecclesia.* 

The second kind of Wjdicpa éx’ dvdpi, the granting of the citizen- 

ship, has already been discussed.? 
The third and politically the most important Pjdiopa ex’ dvdpt 

was ostracism. It proceeded as follows :—* In the xupia éxxAyoia of 

the sixth, or in leap year the seventh, Prytany, a vote 

was taken whether ostracism should be adopted during 

the current year. If the decision was in the affirmative, the 

Ostracophoria proper took place in a full assembly in the Agora.* 
In a part specially marked off for the purpose, the vote was taken © 

by tribes, the men of each several tribe placing an earthenware 
tablet, on which they had written the name of the man they wished 
ostracised, in the urn of their division. The nine Archons and 

the Council superintended the voting. When it was finished, the 

first count was to see whether 6,000 votes had been cast. If this 
had not been done, then the vote was null and void. If, however, 

6,000 votes had been given, the man who had received most was 

proclaimed by the herald to be ostracised. He had then to leave 
the country within 10 days and remain in exile for 10 years, un- 

less it were specially resolved to recall him earlier; but he retained 
possession of his property. No ostracised citizen was permitted 

dorpaKkio pes. 

1 Arist. 48,6: érépay 52 rats ixernplacs, év 7 Oels 6 Bovdduevos ixernplay [brép] 

Gv av BotAnrat Kal idtwv Kal Snuociwv diaddterar pds Tov Sjuov. Poll. 8, 96: 7% 6é 

devrépa éxxAnola dveiras Tots BovAomévois, ixernplav Oewévors, Néyeww ddews wepl Te TOV 

idiwv kal rav Snuoclwyv. The die was, we know, necessary in the two cases 

mentioned in the text: Dem. 24, 46.47. Goldstaub, 7b., 10 sqq., makes it 

seem probable that it was also necessary for one who wished to move the 
recall of an ostracised citizen before the expiration of the legal term, or the 
recall of an exile, or a reprieve for a man condemned to death. 

2 Page 184 sqq. 

8 For the nature and historical importance of ostracism, see pp. 151/2sqq. 

4 Arist. 43, 5: él dé ris Exrns mpuraveias (t.e., €v 79 Kupla) mpds Tots elpnuevors 

kal wept Tis d6orpaxopoplas érixerporoviay diddacw, el Soxe? roreiv 4 uj. From this 

comes Lex. Cantabr. 672,13 sqq. Philoch., fr., 796, says: mpoxeporove? wev 6 

Sjuos wpd ris dydéns mpuravelas, ef Soxe? 7d Sorpaxov eicpépew. Ad. Schmidt., 

Handb. d. griech. Chronol., 259/60, explains these different marks of time 
by supposing that Philoch, takes into account leap year, in which the 
ostracophoria took place in the seventh Prytany. 
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during his exile to approach nearer to the borders of Attica than 

certain specified limits.! 
It is scarcely necessary to speak of the business dealt with by 

the Ecclesia. The Athenian Demos was the sovereign power in 

Business of the State, and therefore everything that the Council or 

the Ecclesia. the magistrates could not or would not settle was 
brought before the Ecclesia. This body, it is true, was subject to 

the laws even in passing decrees, but still cases occurred not un- 

frequently, especially in the period of extreme democracy, in 

which the decrees of the Ecclesia were regarded as superior to the 

‘laws. During the 5th century it only happened once, and then 

in a meeting of the Ecclesia excited by passion, that the maxim— 
soon repented of by the Athenians—was asserted, that the Demos 

might do just as it chose: in the 4th century an orator formulated 

and stated the principle in the sentence: “The popular assembly 

has unlimited competence to carry out its own pleasure in all 

affairs of the State.” ? 

3. Minirary MatTTeErs. 

When the young Athenian on the completion of his 17th year 

was declared to be of age by enrolment in the AnftapxiKoy ypoppa- 

Military oath 70”) he went to the Temple of Aglauros and took his 
and Freeman’s oaths of allegiance as a soldier and a citizen. He 

a swore that he would not disgrace his arms nor 
desert his comrade in battle, but would fight for his country’s 

1 We obtain our information about the procedure at ostracism from a 
comparison of Philoch., ibid. (whom the Schol. to Arist., Equit., 855, has 

made use of without mentioning his name), Plut., Arist., 7, Poll. 8, 19. 20, 
Et. M. 349.15. Philoch. is represented as stating that the 10 years of exile 

was lowered to 5; but this arose from the excerptor of the fragment mis- 
understanding a comparison made by Philoch. between Ostracism and the 

mevraeris meradicuss of the Syracusans. Cf. Diod. 11,87. Arist. 22, 8: kai 
7d Aourdy pioay Tots doTpaxifouévors Exrds (so we should read for évrds) Tepaorod 

kat Skvddalov xarokety #) driwous elvar xabdmat. Cf. Philoch., ¢b., xaprovmevov 

Ta éavrod wh eriBalvovra évrds wépa Tod EvBolas dxpwrnpiov. A fragment of 
pottery with the inscr. scratched upon it: Meyaxdfs (‘Immo)kpdrous ‘Ahwirexh0e 

* (cf. Arist. 22, 5): C.LA., IV., 3, 569, p. 192; others with EdvOcm7os ’Appidpovos 

(Arist. 22, 6): 1V., 3. 570. 571. 
2 Cf. Aristot., Pol., p. 158, 82 sqq., Bekker. Arist. 41, 2 says of the 

Athenian constitution after Eucleides: ardytwy yap airds atrév memolynxev 6 
Sfuos ktprov kal wdvra Souxeirar Wndlopacw Kal Sucacrnplos, év ots 6 Shuds eorw 6 

kparGv' kal yap al ris Bovdfs xploes els rov Shuov éknvOacw; Ken., Hell., 1, 7, 

12; (Dem.) 59, 88. On the business that was entirely managed by the 
Ecclesia see Schémann, de comit., 281 ff. 
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shrines and leave his fatherland not feebler than he found it, but 

greater and mightier; that he would obey the orders of his com- 
manders; that he would keep the laws, not stand idly by if any one 

violated or disregarded them, but do his best to maintain them, 
and that he would honour the shrines of his native land. 

After taking this oath the Athenian youths, now called Epheboi, 

spent the next two years in a course of military training. In the 
first year they were instructed in the use of their yititary 

weapons and served as guards at the various temples ‘ining. 
and in the Pireus. They were classified by Phylai, every Phyle 
being commanded by a cwdpouorys, appointed in the following 

manner :—in each Phyle the fathers of the Epheboi of the current 

year nominated 3 men over forty years of age, and of these 3 one 

was elected by the entire burgess-body to act as cwdpovnorys of 

that Phyle. The Epheboi of each tribe dined together at the 

expense of the State and were under the supervision of their 

cwdpovictys. The entire body of Epheboi were under the super- 

vision of a xoopytys, elected from the entire burgess-body. They 

received gymnastic training from instructors elected by the people ; 

other teachers elected in the same way instructed them in hoplite- 

combat, archery, spear-throwing, and the use of artillery-engines. 

At the end of the first year the Epheboi were publicly inspected in 

the theatre, and every one who passed this test satisfactorily was 

presented by the State with a spear and shield. These two weapons 

together with a Petasos and a Chlamys formed their complete 
equipment.” 

1 Cf. Lyc., Leocr., 76; Dem. 19, 303. The form of oath is preserved in 
slightly different form in Stob., Flor., 48,48 and Poll. 8, 105. Cf. Ditten- 
berger, de ephebis att., p. 9; Dumont, essai sur V'éphébie Attique, 1, 9 ff; 
Hofmann, de iuris iurandi ap. Athenienses formulis, p. 28 ff., Darmstadt 1886. 

A clause not contained in these versions is mentioned by Plut., Alcib., 15; 
Cic., de Rep., 3,9. Yet Cobet, nove lect., 228, is scarcely justified in doubt- 
ing the general authenticity of this oath. See also Grasberger, Hrzieh. u. 
Unterr. im class. Alterth., 3, 29 ff. 

2 Arist. 42, 2: émav 5 Soxiuacddcw of pnBor, cvrAdeyévres of rarépes adrdv 

kara dudas dudcavres -aipodyrar tpeis éx tev pudeTav T&v brép TeTTapdKovTa ery 

yeyovétwv, ods dv qyGvrac BedXriorous elvat Kal émirndecordrouvs érimedetoOar Tov 

EPHBwv, éx 5é ToiTwv 6 Sipuos eva ris gpudrHs éExdorns xetporoved cwhpomariv Kat 

Koopynrny é€x Tav &ddwv’AOnvatwy ert mdvtas, cv\d\aBdvTes 8’ obra Tods EPHBovs, 

mpOrov uev Ta Lepd mepiAdOov, elr’ els Ilecparéa mopevovrar kal ppovpotctw ol wer Thy 

Mowvxiav, of 6€ rhv ’Axrnyv. xetporlovel] 5¢ Kal madorpiBas avrois dvo Kal didac- 

kddous, [ot]rives drouaxety cal rotevew Kal dxovrifey Kal Karamrddryv adurévat 

diddoxovow. didwor dé xal els Tpo[Pi]y Tots uev cwHpovotais Spaxuhy a éExdory, Tots 
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In the second year the Epheboi were acquainted with garrison 

duty and field service as wepiroAo.. During this time they formed 

the garrisons of the fortresses in Attica, patrolled the frontiers, 

and were exercised in marching, digging trenches, throwing up 

fortifications, and carrying out siege-works.1_ The supreme super- 

5’ éphBos rérrapas dBorovs éxdory Ta 5¢ Tov puderav Trav adbrod apBdvwy o 

swppovicris Exacros dyopdte Ta émirpdeca Tacw els Td Kowdv (cvoctTodar yap Kara 

guAds) kal Tov G\Awy ermedetrac wdvTwyv. Kal Tov pev mpGrov éviavrov obrws did- 

ryouot, Tov 3° borepov éxkAnolas ev Tw Oedrpw yevouévyns dodekduevae TH Shuy Ta 

mept ras rdges Kal AaBdvTes dorlda Kal Sédpv mapa ris wédews wepimodotcr Thy 

xdépav kal diarplBovow év rois pudaxrnpiows. ppovpodcr Sé ra dbo rn, xAapvdas 

éxovres. This is the source of Harp., Suid., Phot., replrodos. On the swdpor- 
tcrat see further Lex. Seguer. 301, 7 ff.; Phot.; Et. M.; (Plat.) Axioch., 367. 
Mention is made of a cwdpoucrhs of the Kecropis elected by the people in. 
3384/3 B.c.: Apx. Sedr. 1889, pp. 11/12=Bull. 12, 257 ; another of the Pandionis 
303 B.c.: Bull. 12, 148/9= Ber. d. Berl. Ak., 1888, 247. After the beginning 
of the 8rd cent. the cw¢povcral no longer occur: Kohler in Mitth. 4, 328. 
On the gw@povcrai see also Girard, l'éducation athénienne, 43 ff., Paris, 1889. 
The presentation of the shield and spear, after they passed their review, is 
analogous to the xardoracis of the knights, and not to be taken in con- 
nexion with the presentation of a mavorda to the sons of men who had 
fallen in war when they came of age (isch, in Ctes. 154; Isocr. 8, 82; 

Plat., Menex., 249), as Boeckh, Kl. Schr., 4, 152, and Schaefer, Dem. u. s. Zeit, 
8, 2, 83/4, suppose. This latter presentation perhaps referred to in (Xen.) 

de rep. Ath., 3,4, where we hear that the council dp@avovds Soxtudoa. See 

Dittenberger, p. 12; Heinrichs, d. Kriegsdienst bei d. Ath., p. 14., Progr. d. 
kénigstadt. Realsch. in Berlin 1864. éracos and x\auis worn by Epheboi: 

Philemon ap. Poll. 10, 164. See Grasberger, Erzieh.u. Unterr. im cl. Alterth., 
8, 42 ff. 

1 Cf. Aristot. quoted in previous note; Poll. 8, 105: mepizoro. épnBor repi- 

hecay Thy xdpav puddrrovres, Gomep Hon wedeTOvres TA orpariwwrixd; Plat., Leg., 

6, 778: 7d 8 Auérepov ere mpds rovrous yéAwr’ dy Sixalws wdumroduvy Spdo, 7d Kar’ 

éviauTov pev éxtréutrew els Thy xwpav Tovs véous, TA pev oKaWovTas, Ta 5é Tapped- 

govras, Ta 5¢ Kal did Twwy olkodoujoewv elptovras Tovds wodeulous, ws dh TSv Spwv 

THs Xwpas obk édcovras émiBalvew. Ausch., Fals. Leg., 167, who says he was 
meplrodos Ths Xwpas for two years, means by that no doubt his entire two years’ 
service as Ephebos. gpovpodcr dé 7a dvo éry in Arist. is correct, for the 
Epheboi, even in their first year, ppovpodow of uev rhv Movvuxlav, of dé Thy 

’"Axriv. Patrol service of the zeplrodo: Xen., de Vect., 4, 47; Aristoph., 
Birds, 1177. Garrison duty: Eupolis ap. Meineke, fr. com. gr., edit. min., 
p. 220, LVI. 2, 566: cal rods wepirddous dmiév’ eis Ta Ppotpia. Attic Ppovpia 

Anaphlystos, Thoricos, Sunion, Rhamnus, Eleusis, Phyle, Aphidna: Xen., 

de Vect., 4, 48; Skyl., Peripl.,58. Psephism in Dem. 18, 63. See Boeckh, 
Publ. Econ., 1, 282-8 (Bk. II. c. 10). Whether ’A@nvalwv of reraypévor EXevoin, 

év Ilavdxrw, él bvA7 in the time of Demetrius of Phaleron were zepiroko or 

not, is uncertain. Cf.C.1L.A., II. 1217; "Ed. dpx. 1884, 185 ff. ; 1887, 3 ff, 187/8. 
We cannot regard as wepirodo the orpari@ra: of rapa rH moder oTparevdpuevor: 

E¢. dpx. 1884, pp. 1385/6, 1. 21, nor of tarabpor: "Ed. dpx. 1887, pp. 3/4, 1. 2. 
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, 
vision and military command over the Epheboi naturally belonged 
to the Strategoi, to whom the various other officers of the Epheboi 
were subordinated.!. To prevent their military education being 
interrupted, the Epheboi were not allowed to bring a law-suit 

against any one during their two years of training, nor could any 

one bring one against them; exceptions were allowed in cases of 

inheritance, of disputed right to marry an Epicleros, or Diadicasia 

for a hereditary priesthood.? 
For the period after the end of the 4th century mumerous in- 

scriptions give us detailed information about the system of the 

Ephebia, which however had assumed an entirely , Epheboi 

different character by that date. In the first place, neon 
the Ephebia now lasted only one year—from Boedro- 

mion to Boedromion—and secondly, the enrolment among the 

Epheboi no longer took place at a fixed age, nor was it now com- 

pulsory. The Ephebia of that date was an institution under State 
supervision and control for the education of the youth of the rich 
upper classes of Athenians. The Epheboi of that time occupied 

about the same social position as the knights of the 5th and 4th 

century.° 

1 Dein. in Philocl. 15: kat 6 mev Snwos dras ob’ doparées ore Sikarov voultwv 
elvac mapaxatadécOa rods éavrod maidas drexerporévncev avrov (i.e. Tov Pioxdda 

Tov orparnydv, cf. §1) dard rns Tov épjBwr émripedelas. Dumont, sur l’éphébie 

Attique, pp. 169/70, erroneously supposes Philocles was xocunrjs. In the 2nd 

half of the 4th cent. the Eleusinioi pass a vote of thanks to the Strategos 
Derkylos, éme:dh Adpkudos 6 orparnyds pidoripetrae rep Tov Sjuov Tov ’Edevowlwv 

Td Te GNda Kal Saws dy of watdes racdedwrra ol é€v rH Shuw: Dittenberger, Syll., 
345. Aisch., Fals. Leg., 167, mentions dpxovres rev épjBwv. The weprrdrapxor 
attested for the year 352 3.c. may have been commanders of the Athenian 

meptrodo., but it is not certain (see Bull. 18, 484, 1. 15 ff.=’Ed. dpx. 1888, pp- 

31/2, 1.15 ff.). They are mentioned again in C.1.A., II. 1219; ’E¢. dpx. 1888, 
21 ff. Foucart in the Bull. 18, 265/6 regards them as commanders of mer- 
cenaries, and Girard 274 ff. agrees with him. The zepérodo in Thue. 8, 92 
are certainly mercenaries (cf. 8, 69), and so too are those mentioned in 4, 67. 
Acc. to the inser. of 3834/3 B.c. in the ’Apx. deAr. 1889, pp. 11/2—Bull. 18, 257, 
the cw¢poricrys seems to have been in charge of the Epheboi in the year of 
Peripoly service as well : érimeodyra rhs pudakfs "EXevoivos o(i) THs Kexporl(d)o(s 
EpnB)o kal 6 cwhpoviorns airdv. 

2 Arist. 42,5: kal dikny ode diddacw obre AapBdvovow, iva pn w[p]d[placcs 7 
T[0]0 darcévar, wry mepl KAqpou kal éwexAhpou kav TweKara Td yévos iepwoivn yévnrat 

die[E] eAPdv Tw Oe Tdv Svely ErSv Hin wera TSv &ddwv eiclyv. 

3’ That the Ephebia afterwards lasted only one year can be seen from 
the formula in honour-decrees: nor ol érl rod deivos Epxovros épnBevoarres. 

This occurs as early as C.I.A., II. 316. The Ephebia year began with 
Boedromion, Dittenberger, de ephebis att., 21 f£; Dumont, 37 ff. That this 
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The xoopytis was then at the head of the entire institution ; the 

cwodpovicrat no longer existed. The xoopyrys was elected by the 

people annually; at the end of his year of office he had to undergo 
evOvva. He had the right of appointing the instructors of the 

Epheboi.1 Of these we find in inscriptions, just as we do in the 
4th century, the zadorpiBys, the drAoudxos, the dxovtictys, the 

rogorns, and the xatareAradérys, or, briefly, aderns. In addition a 

ypappareds and a imypérys of the Epheboi are mentioned.” Though 

the Epheboi even at that date were under the command of the 

Strategoi, yet the original military character of the institution 

was almost entirely abandoned.? The only remembrance of it 

shortening of the course was already introduced in 8305/4 s.c. has been 
made probable by Kohler in Mitth. 4, p. 826; see also Girard, 290 ff. That 

entrance into the ranks of Epheboi was no longer restricted to any par- 
ticular age, is inferred by Kohler, p. 333, from the fact that we repeatedly 
find in Epheboi-lists of the same year two or several Epheboi with the 
same father and from the same Deme, who therefore must be brothers. 
If entrance to the Ephebia was restricted to youths of some particular 
age, two brothers could not be Epheboi at the same time, except in the 
case of twins; and the occurrence of such Epheboi names is too frequent 
for that. See Mitth., 2b., 329; C.I.A., II. 824. Nor is the explanation of 
Dumont, p. 41 ff., any more satisfactory, viz. that the similarity of patro- 
nymics and of Deme names is only an accidental coincidence in each case. 
The sudden decrease in the numbers of the Epheboi is what leads Kéhler, 
pp. 8332/3, to conclude that Ephebia was no longer compulsory. In 3805/4 
B.c. two Phylai produced at least 84 Epheboi, in 283 or 282 z.c. all the 
Phylai together had only 83. Cf. C.LA., II. 316, and also C.I.A., II. 324. 

838. It follows that it was still obligatory in 805/4 B.c. Boeckh on C.LG., 
272, and Dittenberger, pp. 16/7, both hold that the Ephebia of later times 
was optional. 

1 In 305 s.c. the xoounrhis and the cwdporcral still appear side by side: 
Mitth., 4, 8327. In 803 s.c. we still find sw@porcrat: Bull. 12, 148/9=Ber. d. 
Berl. Ak., 1888, 247, but they were probably abolished soon after. The 

election of the xocunris is attested by the repeatedly employed formula: 

xeEtporovnbels Koounrhs éri Tos épyBous eis Tov él rod dewos Apxovros éviauTdv: 

C.I.A., II. 465. 467. 469. 471. In 1. 56 we are told that the Demos: xai 
Kablorno(w éx) rav &piora Be(Bi)wxdrwv. He isa magistrate: fiptev rhy apxhv 

kara rods v(duo)us kal ra Wydlopara: II. 467. ed@vva: II. 469, 1. 60. 470, 41. 
471, 88. dddoxadko appointed by the xooujrys: C.1.A., I. 470, 21: éyévovro dé 

kal xarhKo(o. 70)0 re Ko(o)unrod kal Trav KaracrabévtTwy bp éavrod didackddwy 
movovmevor Tas mehéras év Tots Srros. The koounrys is discussed by Ditten- 

berger, p. 29 ff.; Dumont, p. 166 ff. 

2 See Kohler on C.LA., II. 478. For the various masters and the exer- 
cises they superintended see Dittenberger, 34 ff., 54 ff.; Dumont, 177 ff.; 
Grasberger, 3, 462 ff. 

3 C.1.A., II. 471, 1. 52 certainly still gives as the reason for a decree of 
the people: érewdyn dia mravrds 6 Shuos Thy whelorny crovd(iw mor)etrat THs TOV 
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was to be found in the facts that the Epheboi were frequently 
conducted to the various fortresses of Attica by the xoopyris, and 

were practised in drawing ships ashore and launching them.! 

There still remains to be mentioned a political function of the 

Epheboi: they were quartered near the place of meeting of the 

Ecclesia and did police-duty at its assemblies.’ 
In the 5th and 4th century the young Athenians, when they 

entered the ranks of the Epheboi, were at the same time enrolled 

in the muster-roll of their tribe, which was kept most 

probably by the Taxiarch of the tribe for the time 
being. These muster-rolls or lists of the 10 tribes contained the 

names of all the citizens belonging to the 3 first Solonian census- 

classes and therefore liable to military service as Hoplites from 18 

years of age to 60. Thus there were, in any given year, 42 sets 

of Hoplites liable to military service belonging to 42 different 

years, and the men of each year were arranged under the name 

of the Archon of the particular year in which they were originally 

enrolled and of his predecessor in office. These 42 Archons were 

accounted the éxwvupor of the 42 yearly sets of Hoplites, and every 

year the oldest of the 42, and the men enrolled under his name, 
fell out of the roll, their places being taken by the Archon of the 

current year, aS érwvyyos of the list of new Hoplites enrolled 

during the year.2 The 42 yearly sets of Athenians liable to 

Hoplites. 

epjPwv aywyis kal eiratlas Bovdduevos To(d)s éx Tv wa(l)dwy weraBalvovras els Tovs 

dvdpas dyabovs yiverOar tis marpldos diad(6)xous Kal mpocérater did Tov vouw(v) 

T(f)s Te XWpas Ka(t) Tov ppovplwy Kal T&v dplwy Tis’ Arrixs éumelpous ylverOar &v 

Te Tots Srdos Thy els woAEMOV dvjKoveay doKnor(y move?)cOa. The Epheboi have 

to obey the commands of the Strategoi: C.I.A., II. 469, 1.58. 470, 19. 38, 
471, 62. 481, 51. 

1 O.LA., IL 467, 22: €9XOov 6& Kal émt rd Ppotpia Kal ra Spia THs “Arrixfs 

mreovdkis év dros KaOws érératrov avrois TA Whdicuara THs TE BovdTjs Kal Too 

djuov. Cf. line 85, where it is said that the xoounrjs conducted them. Cf. 

Il. 470, 15; 471, 24. 65. Grasberger 3, 115 ff. On their exercises with ships 
ef. C.I.A., II. 467, 87. 470,19. Grasberger 3, 186. 

* C.LA., I. 467, 85: rapHdpevoar dé cal rats éxxrno(las drd)oas év 8rdos Tals 
Te év dore kal éu Ieipmet. Cf. 468, 21. 469,20. In C.I.A., 470, 22, the verb 
mpocedpevew is used, in 471, 20. 76 épedpevew. Cf. Philostrat., Life of Soph., 
2,1,5. This is not the place to enter into a discussion of the Ephebia of 
the 8rd century, and trace its developments under the Roman empire, 
because in those periods the Epheboi had no longer any real political im- 
portance. For thisI simply refer to the works of Dittenberger, Dumont 
and Grasberger, to which I have so often referred. 

% Even Epheboi served as Hoplites. See Grasberger 3, 89. For these 
lists cf. Arist. 58, 4: eiot yap éwuvumor déka pev ol Trav gudGr, dbo Se Kal 
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Hoplite-service were divided into two categories, one containing 

those under 20 and over 50 years of age, the other those between 

20 and 50. The first were not as a rule employed except for the 

defence of Attica itself; the second alone were called upon to 

serve outside the country. 

For such expeditions sometimes the entire military force of the 
State was employed, including all liable to service abroad; in 

other cases, a levy took place on the basis of the muster- 

rolls.2 Campaigns, for which levies were raised ac- 
cording to the muster-rolls, were again of two classes. The first, 

Levies. 

Terrapdkovra of Tay HAcKidy. ol 5 &pnBor eyypadduevor mpdrepov ev eis KeAevKW- 

Héva ypaupareta éveypadovro kal éreypddovro abrois 8 7 dpxwy, ep ob eveypdgycar, 
kal 6 erdvupos 6 TH mpbrepoy E[re] SediacrnKeds, viv 5” els orHAnv xadkhy avaypddovr- 

Tat Kal icrarae  oTHAN pd TOD BovdevTnpiov mapa Tods Erwvipovs. This passage 

is the source of Harp. orpareia év rots érwvivos. Cf. Harp. érdévuuo, Phot. 
Suid., Art. 1. On the Archons as érdévupo of the muster-rolls see L. Lange, 

Leipz. Stud., 1, 160 ff. Schwartz, ad Atheniens. rem militarem studia Thucy- 

didea. Kiel inaug. diss. 1877, p. 5 ff., holds that the only list kept was the 
Anitapxixdy ypaumareiov, without any special muster-roll of Hoplites, but his 
view is refuted by Arist. quoted above. See Lange, Leipz. Stud., 1, 164 ff. 
O. Mueller, de demis att., 27. Goett., contends that the levies were not 

made according to the muster rolls. But in the passage he quotes in 
support of his view, Dem. 50, 6, the decree there preserved: xal rods Bovdev- 
Tas kal Tods Snudpxous Karadéyous movetcbar Tov Snuordv Kal drodépew vatras 

refers merely to the conscription for the fleet, as §§ 7 and 16 clearly show. . 
And Thue. 3, 87 supplies certain and clear testimony for the existence of 

muster-rolls of men liable to military service: rerpaxoclwy yap émdtrGv Kal 
TerpaxisxiAlwy ovK éAdocous améGavoy éx Trav Tdéewv Kal Tpiaxoclwy imméwv, TOU dé 

Gov SxAov dvetedperos apiOuds. See Miiller-Striibing, Artstophanes, 642. 
That Thetes were not Hoplites is seen from Harp. @fres and from the 
passage of Thuc. just quoted. If they were employed as such during the 
Peloponnesian war (see Usener in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1873, p. 162) that 
was an exceptional step. Their names were not put down in the lists 
even during that war. Cf. Thuc. 6,43. Even Delbriick, die Perserkriege 
und die Burgundenkriege, 125 ff., 309 ff., has not convinced me of the con- 
trary. 

1 sch., Fals. Leg., 167, shows that the repiawoko. were not employed on 

expeditions abroad ; and it may be fairly inferred from Lyc., Leocr., 39/40, 

that the same was the rule for those irép revrjxovra érn yeyovéras. Cf. also 

Plut., Phok., 24. Thuc. 1, 105 calls the two classes of re mrpecBiraroa Kal ot 
vewraro.. Those over sixty years of age are ol brép Tov Karddoyor: Poll. 2, 11. 

(Dem.) 18,5. Beloch, Bevélker. d. griech.-rém. Welt, 60 ff., gives a conspectus 
of the records that have been preserved of the numbers of the Athenian 
Hoplites ; with him compare Delbriick, 123 ff., 309 ff. 

2 The first kind of levy is described by Thue. as wavorparia or ravdnyel: 
2, 31; 4, 90. 94, the second kind he calls. é« xaradéyov. In view of passages 

such as Thue. 6, 48; 8, 24; Aristot., Pol., 8 (5), 3, p. 198, 12 ff Bekker, I 
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otpareian év Tors érwvvpous, took place when certain years were 

specified by decree and the entire number of men belonging to 

those years were called upon to serve.1 The others, orparetar ev 

Trois p.épeot, were those for which only a certain number of men 
were taken out of each year specified in the psephism, just enough 

to make up a force of the strength resolved upon and decreed by 
the Ecclesia.2, The method of conscription varied according to the 

kind of campaign that the Ecclesia decreed. For the orpareta ev 

ros éerwvvmos the Strategoi had merely to announce that the 

Hoplites of a certain age or belonging to certain years were to 

present themselves prepared for the campaign at a certain date.® 

For the opareiat év tots pépeot the Strategoi, or their representa- 

tives, the Taxiarchs, selected from the lists of the years specified 
by the Ecclesia the men they thought suitable, until the total 
number decreed by the Ecclesia was made up. The lists of men 

drawn for service were posted up for all to see near the statues of 

the Eponymoi.* 

cannot agree with the view of Schwarz, 14 ff., that é« karadéyou has nothing 
‘to do with the muster-roll of the Hoplites, but means merely e delectu= 
publico delectu habito. 

1 Arist. 53, 7: xp@vrac dé rots érwvdmors kal rpds Tas orparelas, kal, 6ray HAcKiay 

éxréumwot, wpoypapovowv, ard tlvos dpxovros kal érwvbulouv] méxpe tlyos (So we 

should read instead of rivwv cf. Harp. orparela év rois érwvtmos and Phot. s.v.) 
de? orparevecOar. A decree of this kind is mentioned by Asch., Fals. Leg., 
133: rods wéxpe TpidKxovra érn yeyovdras ékévat. 

2 The description given in the text of the orpareta év rots mépect Sc. Tay 
érwvtpwv is discussed and proved in my Beitr., etc., 51 ff. The locus clas- 

sicus for the kinds of orpareta: is Aasch., de Fals. Leg., 168, where Aschines 
says of his own military service: rpwrnv 8 éfeMOav orparelay rhv év Tots mépect 
kadouuévny, and again further on: cal rds d\das ras ex diadoxfs éfddous Tas év 
rots érwwipyors Kal Tois uepeow éffOov. According to this passage the éx 

dcadoxfs odo include ras év rots érwvipos cal rots uéperw éfddous, and the éx 

duadoxfs means nothing more than “the successive campaigns one after 
another.” éx diadoxfs may, it is true, under certain circumstances, e.g. in 
Dem. 4, 21, mean the relieving of one division of soldiers by another 
taking their place; but it certainly has not that meaning here. I cannot 

accept therefore the explanation of this passage given by Boeckh, kl. Schr. 
4,156, and Schwartz 20, or Riistow and Koéchly, Gesch. d. griech. Kriegsw. 
96, nor that of Schémann, griech. Alterth. 1, 449, nor yet Hamaker’s omis- 
sion of kal rots uépect which is adopted by Lange, Leipz. Stud., 1, 160, 2. 

8 Aristot., ibid. Lysias 14, 6, discussing the question who had to serve in 

the army, indicates this method of conscription, by the question ovy olziwes 
av rhv HAtklay Tadrny Exwow 5 

4 Lys. 14, 6 in the context described in note ® indicates this method of 
conscription by the question: odx ods ay of orparyyol xaradétwow; The 
selection of men from the muster-rolls of the appointed years is what is 
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Appeals against conscription had to be brought before the 

Strategoi; those who took the law into their own hands and did 

Lawsuits not appear in their place when the army set out were 
sir Si from prosecuted by ypadi dorpareéas, brought by the Stra- 
matters, tegoi or their representatives the Taxiarchs before a 

jury composed of comrades of the accused. The same method was 

’ followed in the ypadat Aeoragiou and detAias, which were employed 

against those who abandoned a post assigned them by their com- 
mander, or were guilty of cowardly conduct. The punishment for 

these offences was a partial Atimia without confiscation of pro- 
perty; the condemned man was excluded from the market place 
and from the Ecclesia.1 But in all these cases the trial was 
probably postponed until the army returned home from the cam- 

paign. The right of punishing or rewarding soldiers in the actual 
field belonged apparently to the Strategoi alone.” 

referred to in the official oath of the Strategoi; rods dorparevrous xaradétew : 
Lys. 9,15. Posting the list by the statues of the Eponymoi: Aristoph., 
Peace, 1181 sqq., with the Schol. For details see my Beitrdge, etc., 52 ff. 

1 Appeals before the Strategoi: Lys. 9,4. Classes exempt from military 
service were the Bouleutai: Lyc., Leocr., 37, the tax-farmers: (Dem.) 59, 27 

and in all probability the magistrates. With regard to the Choreutai it is 
probable that they were regularly excused from service on appeal: Dem. 
21,15; 39,16. Under certain circumstances éuropau also were excused; cf. 
Arist., Eccl., 1027 ; Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 122 (Bk. I.c. 15). A roll-call was 
taken before marching out, probably in the Lykeion (cf. Arist., Peace, 
854, with Schol. Lex. Seguer. 277, 10 ff. Other places of rendezvous in 
the city Andoc., de Myst.,45) according to the conscript lists, before the 
Taxiarchs (Poll. 8, 115), who took these lists with them on campaign 
also (Lys. 15, 5). ypadh dorparelas against those who absented themselves 
without leave: Lys. 14, 7. These and the ypag7 Aeroratiov and deaAlas 

formed the military lawsuits: Asch. in Ctes. 175. Rosenberg'in the Phil. 
34, 1876, p. 65 ff., maintains that there was no such thing as ypa¢7 deMias 
at all, but Thalheim in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1877, p. 269 ff. affirms, in my 
opinion correctly, the existence of all three forms of military offences. 
The other names of military cases seem to be simply special titles of the 
three classes of cases mentioned above. Cf. Andoc., de Myst., 74. Poll. 8, 
40. The Strategoi presided at military cases: Lys. 14, 21; 15, 1. The 
Taxiarchs acted as their substitutes: Dem. 39,17. The orparira as jury- 
men: Lys. 14,15. For the punishments cf. Asch. in Ctes. 175; Andoc., de 
Myst.,74. Further details in my Beir., etc., 54 ff. 

2 The Strategos can order executions in the field: Lys. 13, 67, or puta 
man in chains: Dem. 50,51. Cf. also Arist. 61,2, where it is said of the 
Strategoi: kip 5é elow, bray fySvra, Kat Shoat tov araxrodvTa Kai <éx>[Ky-] 

potar kal émiBoryy €[mre]Bddrew* ovk eidOacr dé éEriBdddrcv. The punishments for 

insubordination were light. Cf. Lys. 3,45. Military rewards, e.g. wreath : 

ZEsch., de Fals. Leg., 169, and panoply: Plut., Alcib., 7; Plut., Symp., 220. 
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After the introduction of pay for the troops the conscript re- 

ceived pay during the time he was on campaign, and also a fixed 

sum for his maintenance; the two together amounted 

to a sum varying between a drachma and 4 obols a day.! 
The Athenian hoplite was armed with a zavordia which con- 

sisted, as among the Greeks generally, of shield, helmet, 

breastplate, greaves, sword and thrusting-spear.? 
The Athenian hoplite force, being a citizen-militia, was classified 

according to the divisions of the burgess-body, and accordingly 

was divided into 10 Phylai, otherwise called réges. Tactical 

The hoplite served in the same Phyle to which he $no noslite 
belonged as a civilian. Similarly the hoplites be- forces. 
longing to the class of Metoicoi beyond a doubt served in the 

ranks of the Phyle to which the Deme where they resided be- 
longed. Hence it naturally followed that the numerical strength 

of the military Phylai was only approximately uniform. For 

expeditions on which the entire fighting strength of the State was 

not employed, field battalions were formed of a strength deter- 
mined according to the total strength of the levy decreed by the 
people ; and these battalions were also called ¢vAai.5 The tactical 

Pay. 

Weapons, 

The dnudcros ragos for the slain (see the passages in Schaefer, Dem., 3, 1}, 
31, 4) also had to be proposed by the Strategos: Aristoph., Birds, 395 sqq. 
Children of men slain in war werereared at the expense of the State: Thuc. 

2,46; Aristot., Pol., 2,8, p. 41, 10 sqq. Bekker. 
1 Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 377 ff. (Bk. II. c. 22). In the Peloponnesian war 

we hear of hoplites receiving daily a sum, including both the picés and 
the ournpéccov, of a drachma for themselves and another for their servants, 
Thuc. 8, 17. Dem. 4, 28 puts down as daily ournpéc.ov 2 obols, to which we 

must add another equal sum as mwicfds. In the Peloponnesian war the 
hoplite as a rule took with him provisions for 3 days: Aristot., Ach., 197 ; 
Peace, 312. In the archonship of Menecles (b.c. 282?) of ’A@nvator of reray- 
pévo "EXevotys pass a vote in honour of a certain Dion, who, as ypaupareds of 
the raulas Tov cirwrikwv, rod orovdiy weroinrat wept tiv Tod alrov Sécw Kal 

Tay éxkdy(o)acriKeyv Tov Sidouévwv emt tov cirov : "Ed. dpx., 1887, p. 187. 
2 A wavordia was given to the orphan sons of men fallen in battle: 

Fisch. in Ctes. 154. 
$10 Phylai of the army: Xen., Hell., 4, 2,19; cf. Hdt. 6,111. gvdy rev 

érhirwv: Thuc. 6, 98.101. gvdAj=rdéis: Lys. 13, 82 compared with 79; 16, 
16. Cf. Thuc. 3,87. The hoplite served in the same Phyle to which he 
belonged as a burgess: Is. 2,42; Plat., Symp., 219/20. Plut., Alcib., 7, may 
still be justified in spite of this theory. ; 

4 Xen., de Vect., 2,3. In C.LA., IJ. 176, a certain Eudemus is granted the 
title evepyérns: kal orpareverOa abrov Tas orparelas Kal Tas elopopas clopépew peTa 

"AOnvaiwr. ’ 

5 See the gvAq Tov érdirwv in Thuc. 6, 98, 101. 
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subdivisions of the several Phylai are not known; it is however 

probable that to form these mobilised Phylai a number of Demes, 
more or fewer according to the size of the several Demes, were 

combined to form a Lochos, each Lochos .being commanded by a 

Lochagos appointed probably by the Strategos.1 
The military forces of the State included also light armed troops, 

who were recruited from among the Thetes, though this class was 
Light armed employed on other service also on occasion.? The only 

Troops. common characteristic of these troops was that none 

of them were armed with complete hoplite armour; Athens 

possessed no specially equipped light-armed troops. In the fifth 

century, however, we hear of a corps of bowmen, commanded by 

rogapxo., and recruited from among the citizens.® 
The most distinguished portion of the Athenian militia was the 

cavalry or irmeis. In 490 B.c. the Athenians were still destitute 
of cavalry, but they gradually increased the number 

of their horsemen till in 431 B.c. it reached 1,000, 

and this total was maintained during the fourth century. Every 

Cavalry. 

1 Lochoi among the Athenians: Arist., Ach., 1074; Xen., Hell., 1, 2, 3. 
Lochagoi: Isocr. 15, 117; Xen., Memor., 3, 4,1; Is. 9,14. The hoplites of 
Acharnai probably formed one or more Lochoi by themselves on account 

of their numerical strength (cf. Thuc. 2, 20). Is. 2,42 shows that demotai 
served together. . 

2 We find them taking part in expeditions undertaken, ravéyuel or rav- 
orparia. Cf. Thue. 2, 31. 4, 90..91. 

8 Thuc. 4, 94: yurol dé éx« wapackevfs ev wTrcpuévor odre Tore Taphcay ore 

éyévovro TH mode. This statement is not affected by the fact that e.g. in 
C.1.A., I. 54. 55 Athenian 7eAracraf are mentioned. Pericles speaks of 1,600 

bowmen at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war: Thuc. 2, 138, and 

Arist. 24, 8 supports this. Nikias obtained for the Sicilian expedition riv 

dé &\Anv wapackevyy ws KaTa Adyov kal rofordv trav a’rddev cal éx Kpirns Kab 

cpevdovnrav: Thuc. 6, 25. Totirar of dorikol: C.L.A., I. 79. (kara) pvdds 

rox(cérat 5é)ka: 1.54. Cf. also I. 55. 483. 446. of régapyar: I. 79. 
4 The Athenian knights have been discussed by K. Fr. Hermann, de 

equitibus att.; Lejeune Dirichlet, under the same title, Kénigsberg, 1882; 

Martin, les cavaliers Athéniens, Paris, 1886, especially 121 ff. No cavalry 
yet in 490 s.c., Hdt. 6,112. 1,000 in 481 n.c.: Thuc. 2, 18, and Arist. 24, 3, 

compared with Aristoph., Hq., 225, and Philoch. ap. Hesych. trmfjs—r6- 

xopos 5é év rerdprw (probably dealing with the period 456-404 B.c.) elpnxey 

mére karecTd0noay:xikio. The same number in the fourth century, Xen., 

Hipparch. 9, 3. Dem. 14, 13.—Philoch., ibid., continues: diddopa yap jv 

irméwy wrHOn Kara xpbvov ’"AOnvains. As regards the successive steps by 

which the number of the cavalry was increased, no great reliance can be 

placed on the Schol. to Arist., Hq., 627, nor yet on Andoc., de Pace, 5, 7, or 
Zisch., de Fals. Leg., 173. 174; see Wachsmuth 1, 558, 1. Hermann, p. 35 ff. 
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citizen who was physically competent, and possessed the property 

qualifying for cavalry service, was bound to enter the corps 
of knights. If he refused to do so at the request of the Hip- 

parchoi, who were responsible for the recruiting of the corps, 
he could be compelled by judicial procedure. In Aristotle’s time 

10 xaradoyeis, elected by the people, had the duty of enrolling 

every year all the men, of the age liable to service, who were 

under obligation to cavalry-service, and were competent for it. 
They handed over the list of these men to the Phylarchoi, and 
the Phylarchoi and Hipparchoi brought it before the Council. 

The muster-roll of the cavalry was then revised in the Council ; 
first, the Council erased the names of all the men of former years, 

who stated on oath that they were no longer physically capable of 

serving as horsemen, then the list of new recruits was examined, 

Any who could show on oath that they were physically or finan- 
cially incompetent were excused service; the rest were examined 

to see whether they were suitable or not, and, according to the re- 
sult, were entered on the roll of knights or rejected.1 The recruit — 

Martin, p. 121 ff. puts the date of the organisation of the corps of knights 

between 447 B.c.,in which year, at the battle of Coroneia, there was: still 
no Athenian cavalry, and 488 z.c., the date of the completion of the 
Parthenon, on the frieze of which building the knights are represented. 

1 immorpopia, Xen., Gic., 2,6. Lyc., Leocr., 189, does not mean,as Hermann 
23 ff. supposes, the maintenance of the cavalry horse, though the verb 

immotpogey is used in that sense also (cf. Xen., Hipparch., 1, 11) but: the 
keeping of race-horses. See Martin 295 ff. Though horse racing and 
horse breeding was a favourite form of sport among the upper classes—cf. 

e.g., Plat., Lysis, 205. Hdt. 6, 85.125. Aristoph., Clouds—and we read in 

Plat., Lach., 182: kal dua mpooter wdduor’ éXevOépw Todrd Te 7d yumvdovoy Kal 

immixh, yet the men liable to cavalry service probably had, as a rule, only 

one horse (Is. 11,41. Dem. 42, 24). A horse could not be purchased in 
Attica for less than 3 mine (cf. Is. 5, 43). A good charger would certainly 
be considerably dearer than that. In Aristoph., Clouds, 21 ff., a xowrarias 
costs 12 mine, and another in Lyc. 8,10 just as much. See Thumser, de 
civ. Atheniens. munerib., p. 80 ff. For the men liable to cavalry service cf. 
Xen., Hipparch., 1,9: rovs uev rolvw imméas Sfdov bru xabiordvar Set Kara Tov 

vouov rods Suvatwrdrovs kal xpipace (4.e,, probably the two first Solonian 
census classes. Hermann 11 ff.) cal cuuacw 4 elodyovra eis Sixaorhpiov 7 

_ melBovra. See also Dirichlet 25/6. Cf. Xen., de re Hquestri, 2,1. Hermann 

21 ff. Precepts for the Hipparchoi as to how they are to induce youths to 
enlist as volunteers in the cavalry: Xen., Hipparch., 1, 11/2, cf. Arist., 

Birds, 1442/3, where the Diitrephes mentioned was a Hipparch, ef. 798 sqq. 
I agree with Thalheim, Berl. phil. Wochenschr., 1887, 1815, that the system 

elaborated by Martin 319 ff. from Xen. path 9, 5, is erroneous, for 
Xen. is there discussing simply a proposal or suggestion of his own. Arist. 
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newly entered by the Council on the roll received, for the expenses 

of his equipment, a sum of money called xardoracis, which he had 

to refund to the State when he left the service.1 The training of 

the horsemen belonged to the duties of the Hipparchoi. They had 

to instruct them in mounting and dismounting, hurling spears on 

horseback, charging, wheeling, leaping walls and ditches, and 

riding up and down steep slopes. Further, the Hipparchoi had 

to test the horses to see if they were suitable for the services 
required.” In general the Hipparchoi directed the entire military 

49,2 informs us about his own times: rovs 6’ imméas xarahéyovew ol karado- 

vets, ods Av.6 Shuos xEtporovicy Séxa dvdpas. ods 8 ay Kararétwour, wapadidsace 

Tots immdpxos Kal purddpxors, obror 6¢ rapadaBivres eiaopépovar Tov Kardroyov els Thy 

Boudthy Kal rdv tivax’ dvoléavres, év @ karacecnuacpéva TA dvéuara Tov imméow éoti, 

rods pev ékouvuuévous T&v mpbtepov éyyeypaupevew wh Svvarods elvan Tols obpacw 

lrmevew étadelpovor (cf. Xen., Hipparch., 1,2) rods dé xarevieyuévous Kkadodor, 

kay pév tis eLomvinrar wh Sbvacba TY odpare traevew 7} 77H obcla, TooTov adiaowr, 

Tov 5é uh éEouvdpevor Staxerporovotcw ol BovNevral, rorepov érirjderds €orw larmevew 

4% ot Kav ev xetporovicwow, éyypdpovow els Tov mivaxa, ei 8é uh, Kal Todrov 

agiaow. This muster-roll must be meant by the cavidioy in Lys. 16, 6. 13, 
and by the cavides produced in 26,10. Those who possessed the requisite 
property probably became liable to cavalry service as soon as they left the 
Peripoloi. Dexileos, who fell at Corinth while serving as a immeds in 394/83, 
was born in 414/83: C.I.A., II. 2084. Néo. and wpecBirepo in the corps: Xen., 
Hipparch.,1,17; 2,3. Neavioxo.: Thuc. 8,92. Arist., Knights, 731. pecpdxca : 
Arist. 1442. 

1 Xen., Hipparch., 1, 9, says that the Hipparchoi, xaftordvac rods taréas, 

and so from the point of view of the Council the xardoracts is the definitive 

enlistment of a knight after the Dokimasia described by Arist. Cf. Lex. 
Seguer. 270, 30: 4 bd rijs BovAfs Tay laméwy Soxiacia Kardoracis éXéyero. The 

Dokimasia just mentioned is the one which occurs in Lys. 14, 8, which 

Sauppe in the Phil. 15, 69 ff. has rightly distinguished from the Dokimasia 
described by Xen., Hipparch., 1, 18 sqq.,and so also has Dirichlet 27 ff. On 
the xardoracts, in the sense of a sum of money, ef. Harp., Suid., Phot., Lys. 
16, 6 sqq. Bake, schol. hypomnem., 5, 134 ff., tries to prove that the xardoracis 

existed in the time of the 30 only, but he is refuted by Sauppe. I now 
agree with Martin 335 ff. who, on the authority of Harp. cardoracs, holds 
that this had to be paid back to the State on leaving the cavalry service. 

2 The younger men learnt dad Séparos dvamrndav emi rods trmovus, the older 
men learnt to mount in the Persian style: Xen., Hipp.,1,17,de re Equestri, 

6,12; 7,1, 3. Cf. Mnesimach. ap. Ath. 9,402 F: Zrezy’ e/s dyopav mpds rods 

“Epuas 08 rpocporrao’ ol PUdapxou Tovs re uaynras Tos wpalous, Ods avaBaivew ért 

rovs Umrmous Medera Peldwy cal xaraBalvev. Xen., Mem.,3,3,5. Practice in _ 
dxovrivew : Hipp.,1, 6,21, in dv@:rmacta: Hipp., 1, 20,in which each Hipparch 

commands 5 tribes: 3, 11. For the other employments of a rodeuorhpios 

trmos: de re Eq., 3, 7: 8, 1 sqq.; 7,13 sqq. Examination of the horses: Xen., 

Mem., 3, 8, 3/4. Phot. irwérpoxos. The definitive rejection of a horse prob- 

ably required a vote of the Council. This reyiewing of the horses Korte 
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arrangements of the cavalry; nothing was fixed by the State 
except the classification into Phylai.! Every year, and probably 
early in the year, the cavalry were repeatedly reviewed by the 

Boule, to see whether the horses were good enough for the services 

required.? Horsemen not rejected at the revision of the muster- 

roll in the Boule, could not be ‘called upon to serve as hoplites in 

the current year; on the other hand, no one was permitted to 

serve in the cavalry in any year without passing the Dokimasia 

for that year.’ 

The Athenian cavalry was divided into 10 Phylai, corresponding 

to the 10 Phylai of the burgess body. Out of these the necessary 

number of cavalry for each campaign was levied tactical 

according to the muster-roll, probably by the Phyl- Divisions. 
archs.4 Every horseman received, even in time of peace, an 

. allowance to pay for the keep of his horse.® 

believes to be the subject represented on a drinking cup of Orvieto, which 
he has published in the Archdol. Zt., 1881, p. 117 ff. However, the two men 
called Bouleutai in Kérte’s explanation are probably the two Hipparchoi, — 
and Kérte’s Hipparch a Phylarch. 

1 Cf. Hipparch., 2,1 sqq. Néuo of the Hipparch for the cavalry: Dem. 
21, 1738. 

2 The Boule reviewed the exercises of the cavalry in Acontismos at 
the Lykeion, in Anthippasia in the Hippodrome, in riding and wheeling 

‘on difficult ground in the Academy: Xen., Hipp., 8, 1, 6 sq. Horses 

tested by the Boule: 1,18sq. Arist. 49,1: dodger dé Kal rods tmmous 7 
Bovdy Kav pév ris KaNOdv iLwmov éx]wv kaxds Soxn Tpépew, (nurot T@ city, Tots dé wh 

duvauévots [akod]ouBeiv 7 47) "OéNovew péveww GAN dvdyovor, Tpoxdv éml rhv yvrdO[ov © 

émtBddreL, Kal 6 T|o0TO mabey dddxiuds éorr. Cf. Hesych. rpvoirmov. tmrov rpoxés. 

This is the Dokimasia of horses and riders by the Council: KXen., Zc.,9, 15. 

Hipp.,3, 9. General supervision by the Council: Hipp.,1, 8, 18. See 

Martin 326 ff. 
8 Knights duly enrolled could not be conscribed as hoplites: Lys. 15, 7. 

Those not duly enrolled were not allowed to serve in the cavalry: Lys. 15, 
11; 14,10; 16,13. Any one who entered the cavalry illegally was liable 
to atimia and cenfiscation of property: Lys. 14, 8. 9. 

410 Pika Trav imréwy: Xen., Hipp., 3, 11.. Phot. trmapyo. Each was 
commanded by a Phylarch: Harp. Suid: gvdapxos. Lex. Seguer. 813, 32. 
In an inser. of the first half of the 4th cent., belonging probably to a 
statue in honour of the commanding Phylarch, occur the words: 4 ¢vd} 
tov imméwy. See Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst., 5,319=C.1LA., II. 1213, In Lys. 
16, 18 Orthoboulos must be supposed to have been a Phylarch. 

5 Xen., Hipp., 1, 23 speaks of wicbds for the cavalry, and in 1, 19 he com- 
putes the annual cost of the cavalry atrabout 40 talents, which would make 
the cost of each horseman 240 drachmas per annum, if the total number was 

1000. The sucGds mentioned by Xen. is probably the siros which each 
horseman received for his horse’s keep (cf. Arist. 49, 1) : for, according to the 
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The knights, or cavalry, formed a political corporation, and as 

such were entitled to decree crowns of honour: and the members 

The Cavalry of the corps occasionally swore to treaties with foreign 

asa  States.1 The Athenians regarded the knights as the 

Corporation. onament of their State, and accordingly employed 

them in processions at festivals such as the Panathenaia and the 

feast of Zeus, to give the necessary éclat to the proceedings.? 

Besides the 1,000 knights there were also, at any rate at the 
beginning of the Peloponnesian war, 200 immorogdra., who were 

employed as skirmishers. ‘We now have Aristotle’s 

evidence that the combination of light infantry with 

cavalry, known as dyur7o, was likewise employed at Athens.* 

Hippotoxotai. 

words spoken by the knights in Aristoph., Knights, 576/7, jets 5 dévoduer 
TH wodex Ipoika yervalws dubvew kal Oeots éyxwplos, they seem to have received 

no pay for their own services, at any rate in Aristophanes’ time. And 
accordingly the Schol. to Dem. 732 says: xal yap kal of imme?s puoOdv 

éhduBavov év rH elphvn brép Tod tpépew rods trmouvs. Cf. Boeckh, Publ. Ec., 

1, 352 (Bk. II.,c. 19). For the otros of the im7ets cf. also C.I.A., IL. 612, 
800 B.c.: érenednOnoar (4.e. of Taular) (uerd T)ov lr@dpxwr, brws dy oi (imm)e(i)s 

Tov Te otrov Koulowr(Tat 7)apa TOD Sjuov Tov dgerd(duevor) atroi(s)—. In 410/9 B.c. 

the treasurers of Athene paid more than 16 Tal. in 4 Prytanies to the 

Hellenotamiai for otros immos: C.I.A., I. 188. 

1 The imrmeis presented crowns to the treasurers of the goddess: C.1.A., II. 
612; to their Hipparch: Hyper., Lycophr., XIII. 21 sqq.; dedicated a statue 

to the same officer: C.J.A., II. 962, cf. 1353; swore to treaties: C.I.A., IL 
' 49, Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. zu Ath., 2,201. 212. See Martin 412 ff. 

2 In Aristoph., Frogs, 652, Dionysos explains his exclamation tod fod by 
imméas 6p@, on which the Schol. remarks os Oavyd{wr trréwv Egodov. Festal 
processions were called, according to the Schol. on Arist., Knights, 627, 
Quota immddes. The knights at the Panathenaic procession: Xen., Hipp., 

3, 2. Mommsen, Heort., 176. Wachsmuth 1, 805, Michaelis, der Parthenon, 
215 ff., 331; on the 19th of Munychion: Plut., Phok., 37. Cf. also Dem. 4, 
26; 21, 171. "174. Martin 145 ff. 
5 The number 200 is obtained by combining Thue. 2, 18 and Arist. 24, 3 

with Aristoph., Hg., 225. The irmoroféra: rode out before the Tipparchas 

Xen., Mem., 8, 8,1. Cf. the rpédpouo. in Xen., Hipp., 1, 25. Since the ~ 
awpbdpouo also were mounted (cf. Arist. 49,1: doxiudager 5¢ cai (sc. ) Bovd%) 

Tovs mpo[dSpdmous, Boo dv alirp Soxwow émirideror mpodpomevtery elvar, kav tw’ 

drroxetporovicy, KaTaBéBnxev obros), 1 would identify them with the immorotérat. 
Their number 200 shows at once that Wernicke, Hermes, 26, 67 ff., is wrong 

in supposing that they had anything to do with the police corps of 
Scythians. The context in Arist. 24, 3, where they are included in the 
1,200 knights, shows clearly that they were citizens, as Thuc. 2, 13 indi- 
cates. Service in the irmorogéra: was apparently thought less honourable: 
Lys. 15, 6. 

* Arist. 49, 1: Soxiudter dé nal rods dulrmous (sc. BovdAj) Kav tw’ arro- 

XElporovncy, mémavrat pucOopopay otros. Xen., Hipp., 5, 18, recommends refol 
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_ The main strength of Athens lay in its fleet. At the beginning 

of the Peloponnesian war the fleet consisted of 300 triremes fit for 

service at sea, and to this number we must probably Fieet. Its 

add 100 select ships, which were not to be employed S*ensth. 
except in case of an attack upon the Pireus. All ships of war 
still possessed by Athens at the end of that war, except twelve, 

had to be surrendered to the Lacedemonians. In 378 B.c. the 

Athenians had again collected a considerable fleet, which had 
grown to 349 triremes in 353 B.c., 392 triremes and 18 quadriremes 
in 330 B.c., 360 triremes, 50 quadriremes, and 7 quinqueremes in 

325 B.c. The ships were kept in special docks in the war har- 
bours.!. In the most flourishing days of Athens, at any rate, the 

triremes which had become unfit for service were continually re- 

placed by new ones. Any Boule which, during its year of office, 

failed to get the usual number of triremes prepared, lost all claim 

to receive crowns of honour at the end of its year.2 The wood, 
canvas, and rigging was kept partly in the docks, partly in the 
naval arsenals.’ 

If the people decided upon an bnkaren + then the trierarchs 

duimmo. for the Athenian cavalry; they must, therefore, have been intro- 
duced after his time. duro: are heard of in Beotia also. Cf. Thue. 5, 57. 
Xen., Hell,, 7,5,24. Diod. 15, 85. 

* In 481 B.c. Pericles reckons 300 seaworthy ships: Thue. 2, 13, while in 
Thue. 2,24 another 100 rputpers éfalpero. are also mentioned. Cf.also Andoc., 
de pace,7,9. isch., de Fals. Leg., 174/5. The fleet usually consisted of 
300 ships: Xen., An., 7, 1, 27. Aristoph., Ach., 544/5. Every year 400 
trierarchs were nominated in anticipation: (Xen.) de Rep. Ath., 3,4; and, 

acc. to Strab. 395, the Athenian vatorafuov was built for 400 ships. At the 
peace of Lysander Athens retained 12 war-ships: Xen. 2, 2, 20. Andoc., de 

Pace, 12. Plut., Lys.,15. In 378 z.c. the Athenians manned 100 ships ace. 

to Polyb. 2, 62, 200 ace. to Diod. 15, 29. Condition of the fleet in 353 .c. : 
C.LA., II. 795, 1. 188; in 880 p.c.: C.LA., II. 807b, 1. 79; in 325 B.c.: C.LA., 
II. 809d, 62 sqq. Even in the middle of the 4th cent. we find again 100 

Tpinpes éfalpero: Wachsmuth 2, 1, 91/2. For the development of the 
Athenian fleet see Kéhler in the Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 6, 28 ff. 

After the restoration of the docks by Lycurgus there’ were 372 ships 
altogether, 82 at Munychia, 196 at Zea, and 94 in the harbour of 
Kantharos: Seeurk., XIo., p. 414 and p. 67 ff.=C.LA., II. 807c, 27 sqq. On 
the still existing remains of the Athenian sheds and arsenals see Wachs- 
muth 2, 1, 51 ff. 

2 Dem. 22, 12.36. In the financial programme set forth in C.I.A., I. 32 

we read: éreddv 62 drodedouéva 7G Tots Oeols (ra xp)juara, és Td vewpiov Kal Ta 

Telxn Tois Tepiodor xpjoOa xphuac(w). For the way in which Themistocles 

built the first 100 triremes cf. Arist. 22, 7 and Polyain. 1, 30, 6. 
8 Boeckh, Seeurk., 68 ff. 
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(who in the 5th century were appointed at the beginning of each 

Equipment Year in anticipation of any naval expedition that might 
, ofan be necessary, but in the 4th century were not appointed 
reer. 430) immediately before the actual armament of the 

fleet), had to equip at their own expense the triremes assigned 

to them, together with a quantity of rigging and the like, by 

the Harbour-superintendents, or, at a later date, by allotment.! 
The Trierarchs had the triremes which were assigned to them 

moved from the ship-sheds to the harbour-dock or to the pier, 

where they were then equipped with oars, sails, and all other 
necessary tackle. 

After this was done the trireme was manned. Hach ship when 
fully manned carried about 200 men, drawn from three different 

Crews ang Classes of men.? The first class were the éx.Bara or 

Men. marines, who were hoplites, and were employed as 
fighting men in defence or attack. There were about 10 of these 

on each trireme.t The second, and far the most numerous class, 

consisted of the actual crew or oarsmen. They sat in three rows, 
one over the other: 62 Oparirar, who worked the upper row of 

oars, 54 fvyira: at the middle row, and 54 @adapira in the lowest 

row.” These oarsmen, called vatra: or vavBara, were recruited in 

1 For the arrangements in the 5th cent. cf. (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 3,4; for 
the 4th cent. Dem. 4, 36. See, however, Boeckh, Seeurk., 168. It was 

probably always usual for the Trierarchs to receive the tackle from the 

State, though not complete on every occasion: Boeckh, Seeurk., 201 ff. I 

shall deal with the details of the trierarchy in the section on finance. For 

what follows cf. the remarks of Kirchhoff in the Abh, d. Berl. Ak., 1865, 
p. 80 ff.; Seeurk. XIVa, 184 ff, p. 462=C.LA., Il. 809a, 180: evndicba r@ 

(Shu)@ rods pev Tov ve(wpl)wy eriedntas ta(pado)ivat Tots rprnpa(pxos T)ds vavs 
kal Ta oxe’n (kara Ta) Sedoypéva THY O7(uy). 

2 Seeurk., XIVa, 189 ff., p. 462=C.1A., II. 809a, 181, where Kirchhoff, 2b., 
p. 75, 25, completes the inscr. undoubtedly correctly: (ro)ds dé rprnpapxous 

(rods KaO)eornkéras tapa(koulfer)y Tas vats ért 7d (XOua €)v TH MovyvxiwM (unr} 

1)pd THs dexarns (iorapué)vou kal mapéxew (maper)Kevacuévas els (whodv). Cf. Dem, 

50, 6; 51, 4. 
5 Dem. 50, 29. 30. : 
4 On the numbers and composition of the crews see Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 

1, 384 ff. (Bk. II. c. 22). For the émiBdra, Harp. ériBdrns—otrws éxddouw Tay 

év Tals Tpihpec: orparevouevwy Tors wh KwrndarodvTas, GANG pdvov pds Td udxerPat 

émirndetous. Of. Thuc. 7, 63. émriBarac taken from the Thetes: Thue. 6, 43. 
Hoplites from the hoplite-list compelled to serve as émiBdarac: Thue. 8, 24, 
Each ship had.10 ém:Bdrac: Thuc. 2, 23; 2,69 compared with 92, 102; 3, 91 
with 95; 4,76 with 101. Boeckh 1, 390 (Bk, II. c. 22); Schwartz, p. 82. 

5 Boeckh, Seeurk., 114 ff. For the numbers of the Thranitai, Zygitai and 
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the 5th century, during the supremacy of the Athenians and 
their league, partly, indeed, from the poorer citizens, but chiefly 
from foreign mercenaries and Metoicoi. In the 4th century, 

besides the Metoicoi, the poorer citizens seem to have been taken 

into service as rowers in larger numbers.! The third class of men 
on board consisted of regular seamen, technically skilled in navi- 

gation, the xvBepvyrys, the zpwpevs or zpwparys, the KeAevorys, prob- 

ably three zevryxdvrapyor, and one or two vavryyoi.2 The entire 

complement of men on board was under the command of the 

Trierarch, who had power to inflict punishment if necessary.® ; 

When the ship was manned, and its oarsmen trained for their 

work by a few practices,* the Trierarch could announce to the 

Council, or to the dzooroAcis, that his ship was ready pyierarchic 

for service at sea. In order to increase the keenness Crowns. 

of the Trierarchs and so expedite the armament of the dmdarodos, 
it was the custom for a golden crown to be offered by decree of 

the people, as a prize for the Trierarch whose trireme was first 

ready to sail. Occasionally the Trierarchs of the first three ships 

ready received these wreath’ of honour.® | 
The pay and maintenance money for the crews varies in the 

, = 

Thalamitai, see Boeckh 118 ff., 54, not 58 Zygitai: Kohler in the Mitth, d. 
. disch. arch, Inst, in Ath., 6, 38. 

_ + In the battle of Salamis the crews were still formed of citizens: 
Aristoph., Eq., 785. Thuc. 1,121: dvynr) yap ’A@nvalwy 4} Stvams (ray vavBa- 
Tav) pGddov 7 oixela. gvoe among the vaira: Thue. 1, 148; 7, 63; Isocr. 8, 
48. Cf. what Thuc. 8, 73 explicitly says of the crew of the Paralos. 
Metoicoi as oarsmen: (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 1,12: didre detrar rods perolkwy 
—6dia 7d vavrixdy. Zeugitai, Thetes and Metoicoi man the ships under 
special circumstances: Thue. 3, 16; cf. 1, 143. The citizens were probably 
employed chiefly as Thranitai, for they received higher pay; cf. Thue. 6, 

31. Hence, 6 Opavirns Aews in Aristoph., Ach., 162; cf. however (Xen.), de 
Rep. Ath., 1, 19/20. For the practice of the 4th century cf. Isocr. 8, 48; 
Dem. 50, 6,7; 4, 36. 

2 Thue. 1, 143: xuBepyyjras éxouev roNiras Kal rhv &dnv bwnpectay weious Kal 

dmelvous } Taca } Gdn ‘“E\Ads. The men mentioned by (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 
1, 2, xuBepvijrat, kedevoral, wevrnkdvrapxot, mpwpara, vavrnyol form the brnpecta ; 

cf. also Aristoph., Eg., 541 sqq.; Xen., Gic., 8, 14. For their number see 

Kohler, Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 8, 177 ff. 
3 Dem. 50, 18. 19, 50; 51, 11. 
* Dem. 51, 5/6. 
5 Dem. 51,1. Poll.1,123. Seeurk., XIV a, 195 ff., p. 463=C.1.A., II. 809a, 

190 sqq.: roy 5¢ rpGrov a(pakopul)cavta crepavwod(rw 6 59)uos xpvo@ orepa(vy 

d)rd mwevraxoclwy Spaxuav, (rov dé) dedrepov awd rpraxoclwv (Spaxm)Gv, tov dé 

tptrov d(rd—) kal dvayopevod(rw 6 Kh)pvé THs Bovdrts Oap(ynXlwv) Te dyn rods 

ore(pavous), See Kirchhoff, 2b., p. 67 ff. 
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calculations of average pay given in our authorities, from various 
“38 periods, between 3 obols and 1 drachma a day per 

man. 

The discipline in the fleet was better than among the hoplites 
and cavalry, though eres were made of the insubordination 

of the sailors also.? 

4, FINANCE. 

A. General. 

Every financial administration must have for its basis a regular 

monetary system. The Athenian State possessed in the 5th and 
4th centuries a silver currency, admired by Hellenes 

and barbarians for the purity of its metal, and there- 
fore readily accepted. The introduction of this coinage dated 

from the times of Solon. He had abolished the earlier coinage of 
Athens, which was identical with the Mginetan system, and in- 

troduced the Euboic; this did not involve, however, any alteration 

in the system of subdivision or in the names of the various smaller 

coins; but the Tetradrachm became the chief coin of the State, in 

place of the Didrachm customary until then4 The Athenee 
silver coins bore, in all probability from the days of Peisistratos, the 

head of Pallas as device on the obverse, and an owl on the reverse; 

and that, almost without exception, though in the extant examples 

Coinage. 

1 The same distinction was made in the case of ships’ crews between 

pucbds and ocrnpécvov: Dem. 50,10. A drachma, at the beginning of the 

Peloponnesian war and for the Sicilian expedition: Thuc. 3, 17; 6, 31: 3 
obols: Thuc. 8,45. Dem. 4, 28 reckons 20 mine as monthly ornpéccoy for 
a ship, z.e., for a complement of 200 men an average daily oirnpéc.ov of 2 

obols per man, to which must be added a daily uc 6ds of 2 obols ; see Boeckh, 
Publ. Econ., 1, 381 ff. (Bk. II. c. 22). The burgess crew of the Paralos also 

received 4obolsa day. Cf. Harp. IdpaXos. 
2 Xen., Mem., 3, 5.18.19. Instance of insubordination of a hoplite, Lys. 

3,45. And according to Xen.’s manual for the Hipparch, that officer had 
to deal with the knights more by persuasion than by command. Com- 
plaints of vavrixh dvapxia in Eurip., Hec., 606 sqq. 

8 Cf. Aristoph., Frogs, 717 sqq. Xen., de Vect., 3,2. Uttering false coins 
was punished by death: Dem. 20,167. The Attic coins were not alloyed: 
Hultsch, Metrol.?, 232 ff. 

4 For the agreement of the pre-Solonian coinage with the Aiginetan see 
Hultsch, Metrol.?, 200 ff. The Solonian coinage was based on the light 
Babylonian gold talent, and the Attic talent is equal to the Eubcoan: 
Hultsch? 203 ff., 507/8. Cf. also Kohler in the Mitth., 10, 151 ff. 
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various periods of minting can be distinguished. The coinage of 

gold, the ratio of whose value to silver at Athens varied between 

14-10:1, and the coinage of copper, which was first coined to any 
great extent after Alexander the Great, were both very limited in 

the 4th century.2. The Athenian system of silver coins, which 
were coined in varying amounts, was as follows: réAavrov =60 

pvat, pva= 100 Spaxpat, Spaxun=6 6Bodroi or 12 jywBdrtva. The 

normal weights of these coins and their approximate values in 
English money are as follows :— | 

tdAavrov =57'752 lbs. Avoirdupois = £230, 

pva=6737'76 grains Troy = £4. 

dpaxun =67°3776 grains =9°2d. 

6Bodos =11°2 grains=1°5d.? 

Since the purchasing power of a coinage depends upon the ratio 

of its value to that of other commodities and on the interest paid 
for capital, it is necessary, in order to appreciate rightly the 

amounts of the separate heads of the Athenian budget, to collect 

here various data with regard to these ratios. 

First, as concerns the ratio of value of money to other com- 
modities, I will simply state some prices recorded for corn and 

cattle. In Solon’s time a medimnos of corn cost—it is Value of . 
not stated whether it was wheat or barley—1 drachina, parbnene 
while for the same bulk of wheat in 890 B.c.3drachmas Power. 

were given, and in a tariff for sacrifices in 380 B.c. as much as 6 

drachmas. In 335 B.c. the medimnos of wheat cost 5 drachmas. 
In 330 B.c. the delivery of 3,000 medimnoi of wheat, at 5 drachmas 
the medimnos, is reckoned a special act of kindness, and in 329 
B.C. a decree of the people fixed the price at which the offerings of 

corn, which were yearly made to the Eleusinian temple, should 

be sold, at 6 drachmas per medimnos for wheat, and 3 drachmas 
- for a medimnos of barley.* In Solon’s time an ox was ordinarily 

1 Regular system of Attic coinage, of full weight, stamped with owl and 
head of Pallas, introduced by Peisistratos: Hultsch? 220 ff. For the 

various periods of coinage: 213 ff. 
2 For the gold coinage see Hultsch? 223 ff. Ratio of gold to silver as 

14-10:1, Hultsch? 236 ff.; as 14: 1, C.1.A., I., p. 160. On Attic copper coin- 
age Hultsch? 227 ff. Foreign gold coins were tested by a doxiuacrjs: Mitth. 
5, 277. 

8 On the weight and value of the coins in German money see Hultsch? 
208 ff. 2834/5. For the fractions or smaller coins see Poll. 9, 51 sqq. 

41 drachma: Plut., Sol., 23. 3: Aristoph., Hccl., 547/8. 6: Inser. con- 
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reckoned worth 5 drachmas, but it is to be noticed that the price 
for oxen for sacrifice was even then considerably higher; in 410 
B.C. an ox for sacrifice is reckoned at about 51 drachmas, 347 B.C. 
about 77, in 329 B.c. at 400.1 In Solon’s time a sheep cost 1 

drachma, in the 4th century the price apparently varied between 
10 and 20 drachmas, in 329 B.c. a sheep or goat cost 30.2 It is 
impossible to institute a comparison between the worth of money 

then and its present value on such unsatisfactory data, 

On the other hand, it may be shown with certainty that the 
rate of interest on casi at Athens was considerably greater 

Interest of than it is with us. The usual rate of interest on bor- 
Capital. rowed capital was 12-18 per cent., on money lent on’ 

bottomry on an average 20 per cent.2 Capital invested in land 
produced less interest, about 8-12 per cent.; in case of house 

property about 8 per cent.4 For money laid out in slaves, who 

taining a sacrifice-tariff in Boeckh, kl. Schr., 4, 404 ff., 409. 5; Dem. 34, 39. 

In Socrates’ time a medimnos of dAgira cost 2 drachmas, though we have 

no direct contemporary evidence for this: Plut., de tranquil. animi, 10. 6 | 
drachmas for the medimnos of xp.6} follows from (Dem.) 42, 20, cf. with 31. 

For the price in 330 and 829 n.c. see Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 8, 218 
and ’E¢. dpx., 1883, pp. 123/4, 1. 69 ff. 

1 Plut., Sol.,23. In 410/9 s.c. 5,114 drachmas are reckoned for a éxaréuBn, 

which gives for each ox, supposing that the Hecatombe consisted of exactly 
100 oxen, an average price of 51°14 drachmas: C.1A., 1.188. In 374/3 B.c. 
109 oxen for sacrifice cost 8419 dr., giving an average of 77,3,: C.I.A., I. 
814. In 829 s.c. 400 dr. are reckoned for one ox: Ed. dpx., 1883, pp. 125/ 6, 
Bp. 77. 

2 Plut., Sol., 23. Lys. 32, 21 mentions as a high price for an dpviov 16 dr. 
Acc. to (Dem. ) 47, 52. 57, compared with 64, about 20 dr. might be reckoned 
as the approximate cost of a rpéBaroy wadaxdv. Acc. to Menand. ap. Ath. 4, 

146 2, a mpoBdrwv dyarnréy cost 10 dr. Price of a sheep in the time ot 

Lycurgos 12 dr., of a ram 17 dr.: O.I.A., ID. 834c, 1. 62. In 829 z.c. 30 dr. 
are reckoned as the price for a sheep and a goat: "Ed. dpx., 1883, pp. 125/6 
B 76. 

8 On the rate of interest see Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 181 ff (Bk. L c. 22), 
and on interest on bottomry Xen., de Vect., 3,9. Frankel in Boeckh, St. d. 
Ath.®, 2, p. 87, no. 224. According to the ‘nieial idiom the rate of interest 
was eatirddaed either by the number of obols or drachmas payable per 
month per mina, e.g. ém’ éxrw 68odois=16 per cent., or by the proportion of 
the capital paid as interest per annum, e.g. rdxo érédySo0.=124 per cent. 

* See Boeckh 173. 
4 Land in Thria worth 150 mine produced 12 mine rent, é.e. 8 per cent. of 

the capital: Is. 11,42. A xwplov 5,000 dr. in value brought in a yearly rent 

of 600 dr., ae. 12 per cent: Is., ibid. So also C.1.A., II. 600. The house 
rent of two houses in Melite and Eleusis, worth both together 3,500 dr., - 
was 300 dr., z.e. 84 per cent of the capital: Is., cbid. 
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were hired out to labour in the mines, we may reckon according | 

to some statements of Xenophon’s a profit or interest of 30-38 

per cent., but this high amount was caused by the rapid de- 

preciation to which such capital was liable. 
The value of free labour was but moderate, on account of the 

vast numbers of the slaves. In the 5th century, when the Par- 

thenon and other great buildings were erected, the regular daily 

wages of an artizan seem to have been 1 drachma; less skilled 

work was of course paid less. Towards the end of the 4th century 

3 obols a day were reckoned as the cost of maintenance of a state 

slave; the usual day’s wage amounted on the average to 1% 
drachmas, while more skilled artizans were paid as much as 23 

drachmas per day.? 

On the other hand, the cost of living was not great, because of 

the well-known abstemiousness of the Athenians; and actual. 

poverty does not seem to have existed during the time of Athens’ 

greatness, because there were so many possibilities of earning a 

subsistence either on the fleet, or as a workman, or as heliast; in 

its period of decadence poverty grew more and more universal.* 

1 The passage is Xen., de Vect., 4, 23. 1,200 slaves, each of whom brings 
in 860 obols annually, can be increased in number by means of this income 
to 6,000 in 5 or 6 years. If it be assumed that with the income of every 

year fresh slaves were to be purchased, who would work along with the 
rest in the next year, then the calculation of the capital so laid out forms 
a problem of the following kind :—The amount of capital must be deter- 
mined which produced 360 obols a year interest. The rate of interest is 
determined by the datum that 1,200 times that capital increases by com- 
pound interest in 5 or 6 years to 6,000 times the same amount. This gives 

as the rate of compound interest, if we assume 5 years, 37:97 per cent. ; if 
6 years, 30:76 per cent; so that a yearly return of 860 obols represents in 
the first case the interest on 948:01 obols, in the second case on 1,170°35 
obols. The value of a mining slave was accordingly between 158 and 
195 drachmee, and Boeckh’s statement in Kl. Schr., 5, 46, must be modified 
accordingly. 

* In the statement of accounts for the building of the Erechtheion, 408 
B.c., the work is mostly contract or piecework. Still a mpicrns received 
daily 1 drachma, an amount which is set-down for other workmen also. 

Cf. C,1.A., I. 325, 324, IV. 3,321. Payment by the piece also occurs: IV. 
8,321. A day’s pay of 4 obols for porters and 8 obols for rndogpopoiyres may 
probably be inferred from Poll. 7, 183 and Ecel., 308 sqq, In the statement 
of accounts of the émordra ’Edevowd0ev 829 B.c. in the "Ed. dpx., 1883, p. 

109 ff., we have 3 obols reckoned as rpogy for a Snudows: A 4/5, 42. B5/6, 

a 40; as ordinary day’s wages 14 dr.: A 28 ff., 82 ff, 45 ff., 60 ff., B 23 ff, 
2idr.: A26ff. 2dr.:B41 ff, a 83 ff. 

§ On the simplicity of Athenian meals cf. the description by Lynkeus 
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.As regards the financial economy of Athens, it rested on a 

thoroughly unsound basis. Reduced to its own resources, the 

Prosperity of State would have found its economical existence im- 

the people. possible as things were arranged; it was merely the 
political supremacy, which lucky circumstances and the energy of 

its citizens had created, that secured its financial solvency. The 

cause of this unfavourable economical condition lay in the fact 
that Attica consumed far more in value than it could produce, and 

as a result the exports were less in value than the imports, and 
therefore every year a considerable amount of precious metal went 

from the country abroad.1 The importation of corn alone, to 

which special attention was devoted by the State, and which 

according to a computation made in ancient times amounted to 

800,000 medimnoi per annum, represented a yearly value of at 

least 250 talents.2 To this must be added the importation of 

materials for shipbuilding, including timber, iron, brass, flax and 

wax,’ imports of salt fish, articles of luxury, slaves and raw 

material for the Attic industries.4 While the imports were so 

ap. Ath. 4,131 F, where the Perinthian says of himself and a Rhodian, 
ovdérepos uady Hderar rots "Arrixois—deirvas. Cf. Alexis ap. Ath., 4, 137 E. 

The dezzvov of Philocleon is a @uvorh pafa of barley meal: Arist., Wasps, 610, 
and for his triobolon he purchases wood, pearl-barley and condiments: 
Wasps, 300 sqq. Cf. Eccl., 806 sqq. Isocr. 7,83 says: rére pév ovdels. qv Trav 

tmoktav éviens T&v dvayKkaiwy ovbé mpocarwv rods évtuyxdvovras Thy mow 

KaThoxuve, viv 5é welous eicly of cravifovres Trav éxdvTwv. 

1 On Attic exports and imports see Biichsenschiitz, Besitz und Erwerb, 
439 ff. Drain of coin from the country abroad: Xen., de Vect., 3, 2. 

2 Dem. 20, 32 calculates from the account books of the oroptdakes & 

yearly corn farporeation of 800,000 medimnoi, which Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 
1, 111 (Bk. L., c. 15) considers less than the truth. The value of this would 
be more than 250 tal., if we take 2 drachmas as purchasing price for the 
medimnos, which can scarcely be too high considering the price of corn in 
Attica. Of all the corn brought into the Athenian market two-thirds had 
by law to be brought to Athens: Arist. 51, 4. Harp., éiwednris éurroplov. 
It was forbidden o:rnyeiv to any other place than Athens: Dem. 35, 50. To 
estimate how much corn must be imported in every year was one of the 
statesman’s duties acc. to Xen.,-Mem., 3, 6,18. Cf. Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 
115 ff. (Bk. L., c. 15). 

8 Timber for shipbuilding: Thue. 4, 108, (Dem.) 17,28. Other timber: 
Dem. 21,167. O.I.A., II. 884b, col. 1, 1.66. "Ed. dpx. 1883, p. 125 y, 1. 8, 
Other ship- building fntoriais: (Xen. ) de Rep. Ath., 2, 11. 

4 Fish formed a staple article of food with the Athenians. The Athenian 
slaves were mostly bought slaves. Influx of commodities from every land 
to the Pireus: Thue. 2,88. (Xen.) de Rep. Ath. 2,7. Isocr. 4, 42: Anti- 

phan. ap. Ath. 1, 27 D, E. With regard to the importation of raw ~ 
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considerable the exports were limited to a few raw products such 

as oil, figs, honey, wool and marble, all of which combined repre- 

sented no very considerable value,! and some products of Attic 

industry, among which earthenware was by far the most im- 

portant.2 If in spite of all these unfavourable circumstances 

Athenian finances, at any rate before the beginning of the Pelopon- 

nesian war, were in an excellent state, the cause of this is to be 
found first in the great influx of precious metal to Athens caused 

by the payments of tribute by the allies, secondly in the silver 

mines of the country, and lastly in the profits of the transport 

trade with all Hellas, of which the Pirzeus was the centre.? 

But after the Peloponnesian war had destroyed the first and third 

sources of their wealth, the tide of Athenian prosperity turned 

and ebbed irrevocably; and this was only partially checked 

by the foundation of the second Athenian league, while the 
financial administration of the 4th century became more careless 

and extravagant every year.* 

material for Attic industries, considerable interest attaches to the com- 
mercial treaty between Athens and Keos about 890 B.c., providing that the 

red chalk of Keos should be exported to Attica exclusively (C.I.A., IT. 546): 
this ruddle or red chalk was employed to colour the earthenware: Suid. 
Kwhdiddos kepapjs. 

1 The exportation of ony attested as early as Solon (Plut., Sol., 24) is said 
by the Schol. on Pind., Nord, 10, 64, certainly without justification, to have 

been laid under obtetnetoan ovx éote Se ekaywyn édalov é& "AOnvav ed wh rots 
vikwot. At the Panathenaia more than 1,200 amphorai of oil were dis- 

tributed to the victors: Mommsen, Heort., 151, 141. 153... C.I.A., II. 965. 
3 cordate of oil cost ace. to a sacrifice tariff of 380 B.c. 14 obols (Boeckh, kl. 
Schr., 4, 404 ff. 409); therefore a werpnrjs would be 6dr. On the exporta- 
tion of figs see Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 61 ff. (Bk. I. ¢. 8). Attic honey was 
famous. Plut., de tranquill. animi, 10, reckons a xortAn of a specially fine 
quality as worth 5 drachmas, while on a sacrifice tariff: the xorv’An costs 3 

obols. On the excellence of Attic wool cf. Plut., de audiendo 9. Ath. 12 
540 D. Attic marble: Xen., de Vect., 1, 4. 

2 A great number of réxvac at Athens: (Xen.) de Rep. Ath., 1, 21. 

Earthenware vases, sent as articles of commerce (Hdt. 5,88) as far as Libya 

(Skyl., Peripl.,111); not high priced; Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 151/2 (Bk. 
I.c. 19). Praise of Attic potter’s art in Critias, Eleg., 1, 12 sqq. 

8 On the Pirzeus as a commercial emporium see Boeckh, 1, 85 (Bk. I. 
c.9). On the wealth of the silver mines at Laureion see Xen., de Vect., 1, 
5, and Asch., Pers., 233: dpytpou rnyh Tis avrois ort, Onoavpds xOovds. 

4 Wealth of Athens before the Pelop. war: Thuc. 1, 80; after the war 

feeble revenues and general impoverishment: Lys. 21, 13; 12, 6; 19, 11, 
Isocrates’ descriptions indicate great poverty: 8,20 sqq. 46; 7, 83. The 

people subsist merely by uc#ds obtained in one way or another: Isocr. 7, 
82; 8, 130; 15, 152. 
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In early times it was apparently the custom to distribute among 

the people any surplus revenue of the State.1. After the founda- 
tion of the first Athenian league, on account of the 

soles arats continued wars with the Persians, the Athenians first 

Century began to feel the necessity of a permanent war chest, 
Finance. P 

from which to defray the expenses of the war. Sucha 

fund was formed by the treasury of the allies at Delos, which was 

kept full by the tribute paid by the members of the league. After- 

wards when the war with the Persians came to an end, and the 

allies gradually fell into the position of dependencies of Athens, 

the Delian treasury of the allies was removed to Athens about - 

454 p.c., and there, just as the constitutional position of Athens 

in the league had altered, the allied treasury too changed its 

character and became an Athenian State chest. The monies 

brought to Athens were consecrated to Athene Polias and thus 
amalgamated with the temple treasures, and after the completion 

of the Parthenon these were kept in the Opisthodomos of that 

temple under the custody of the treasurers of Athene.2 The 

1] infer this from the proposal to distribute the 100 tal. which came 
into the State treasury in payment for concessions on the discovery of the 
silyer mines at Maroneia. Cf. Arist. 22,7. That Athens had no State 

treasury at the time of the Persian wars is shown by Arist, 23,1. Cf. 
Plut., Them., 10. 

2 In this second edition I have been induced by the discussions of Beloch 

in the NV. Rh. Mus., 39, 49 ff., and of Holwerda in Mnemosyne, 1886, 108 ff., to 
return to the view of Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 575 ff. (Bk. III., c. 20) that the 

State treasury of the Athenians was identical with the treasury of Athene 
Polias. Kirchhoff, in the Abh. d. Berl. Ak., 1876, 21 ff., inferred the existence 

of a separate State chest in addition to the temple treasury on the follow- 
ing grounds:—Acc. to Thue. 2, 13, the amount of coined money in the 
Acropolis at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war was 6,000 tal., of 

which 1,000 tal., acc. to Thuc. 2,24, was put by as a reservefund. Cf. also 

Thue. 8, 15. Philoch., fr., 116. Now Kirchhoff argues that these 5,000 

tal. must have been spent by the beginning of 428/7 B.c., because an elagopd 
was decreed in that year. Cf. Thuc. 3,19. But acc. to the accounts of the 
Logistai in C.I.A., I. 273 not more than about 4,750 tal. were taken from 
the temple treasures in the 7 years from 433/2-427/6 B.c.; that is, not so 

much as was taken from the balances in the Acropolis up to the beginning 
of 428/7. Therefore Kirchhoff infers there must have existed besides the 
sacred treasury yet another reserve, namely the State chest proper. On 
the other hand, Beloch and Holwerda maintain that the decree of an 
Eisphora in the beginning of 428/7 does not necessarily imply the complete 
exhaustion of the State chest. Holwerda 104/5 translates the words of 

Thue. 3,17: kal ra xphuara rotro uddora bravidwoe pera Ioredalas and ra pév 

obv xpjpara otrws bravndoOn 7d rpGrov by: ‘atque pecunias haec res maxime 
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ordinary revenues of this’ sacred treasury consisted of the rents 

of the temple estates, the tithes of confiscated goods, and the 
dmapxy of 3; of the annual tribute! Besides this, however, the 
sacred treasury had extraordinary receipts. For instance, every 

year, so it seems, it was decided by decree of the Ecclesia, how 

the surplus from the tribute and from the government administra- 

tion, if there were a surplus, should be employed. If there were 

no special needs to meet, the surplus seems to have been conse- 

crated to Athene and incorporated with the sacred treasures.? 

cum Potidea consumere coepit,” and “ pecunie igitur hoc modo primum 
consumi coepte sunt.” Further the calculations of Beloch, ib., 52 ff, show 
that the disagreement supposed by Kirchhoff between the statements of — 
Thue. and the accounts of the logistai does not exist. “Lastly, the compu- 
tation of the éréreva of the temple treasury at 200 tal. per annum by Kirch- 

hoff is acc. to Beloch 56 ff. much too high. Frankel has declared himself 

against Beloch in the phil. u. hist. Aufs. fir E. Curtius 1884, pp. 48/9, and on 

Boeckh, Publ. Hc., 2°, 43, no. 268, to which Beloch has replied in the NW. Rh. 
Mus., 43,114. Frankel cites as an analogous case the fact that in Delos 

the ieporool. had the iepd and the dSyuocia «.Bwrds under their supervision 
and issued separate accounts for each, See Bull. 6, p. 6. 

1 The drapx of the tribute paid to the goddess was ura dd rod raddvrov: 
C.LA., I, 226. 260. 315. The Hellenotamiai paid it to the goddess and their 

- accounts were checked by the Logistai. Documents concerning these pay- 
ments are extant, C.LA., I. 226-272. To thisregular payment of this drapyh 

to the sacred treasury I refer, as does Holwerda, ibid., 1183/4, the passage 
in the decree of the Ecclesia ©.1.A., I. 832, which I here quote from Ditten- 

berger, Syll., 14: (ék dé rév Pipw)y KarariOévar (ard 7d)v éviavrov Td éxd(crore 
yevoueva mapa T)ots Taulaoe Tv (ris ’AP)nvalas rods ‘ENAynvo(raulas). Holwerda 

rightly takes as the basis of his explanation the expression in C.I.A., I. 40: 

bcov TH Oe(@ awd 7)ob Popov éyly(v)ero. Kirchhoff, ib., 33, understands by it the 

surpluses from the tribute, which he says were paid as deposit to the 
temple treasury to be kept in the custody of the treasurers of Athene. 
With regard to the date of the decree just quoted I agree with Kirchhoff 
and assign it to 4835/4 z.c. Beloch’s date (ib. 48, 121/2) between the end of 
419/8 s.c. and the spring of 416 is impossible; for the inscription makes 

provision for the institution of treasurers of the other gods, and other 
inscriptions prove that those treasurers existed as early as 429/8n.c. Cf. 
C.1.A., 1.194. On the other hand the wording of the document prevents our 
supposing as Beloch does, ib.,43, 118/9, that the new arrangement recommend- 
ed in it was merely the increase of the number of those treasurers to 10. 

2 In the decree of the Ecclesia 4835/4 s.c., it is enacted, that after the 
monies due to the gods have been paid, for which purpose are to be em- 

ployed ra re mapa rots ‘EdAnvoraulas dvta viv Kal Tadrda & eoTe ToUTwWY Tov 

xpnudtrav Kal Ta éx THs Sexdrns éredav mpadn—els Td vewpiov Kxal rd Telxn Tots 

mepiooo. xphoOar xphuac(w . . . ). ,See Dittenberger, Syll., 14. I con- 

jecture that asa rule the employment of the wepidvra yxphuara was deter- 

mined by decree of the Ecclesia, as indeed was natural. 
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The employment of this money paid into the temple treasury was 

subject to certain formalities. Although a fixed annual amount 

could be spent without any special decree, on improvements in the 

festival appointments, and for other purposes that can no longer be 
ascertained ; this fixed amount could not be exceeded—at any rate, 
not beyond a margin of 10,000 drachmas.! Money from the sacred 

treasury could not be used in greater amounts than this, except by 

decree of the Ecclesia; and any one who proposed such a decree 

had to have a special adea voted for him by a full meeting of the 
Ecclesia.? If this adea were granted, and a formal decree of the 

- Ecclesia then passed concerning the employment of monies from 
the sacred treasury, the treasurers of the goddess thereupon paid 

out the sum decided upon by the decree to the persons specified by 

name in it. The advances from the sacred treasury made under 
these conditions were as a rule advances which the State under- 

took to repay with interest calculated up to the time of repay- 

ment.? It appears also that the treasurers of Athene took 

1 The Ecclesia-decree of 4385/4 3.c. enacted, after certain provisions in 
the mutilated beginning of the decfee as to the employment of a certain 
sum of money: (rots 5)é dd\XNors xphuac(w mwap)a ris ’AOnvaias, To(is Te viv odow 

éu mover ka)t arr’ av 7d dro(urdv av)adépynrat, uh xpho(Oae unde dmavarioKxew &)m’ 

abrav és &dXo (rt, wnde) és Tabra drép pu(plas Spaxuds Sodva Kedr)evew, Edy Te Sép. 

See Dittenberger 14 B, 11 ff. ; 
2 The Ecclesia decree of 4835/4 sB.c. in Dittenberger, Syll., 14 B, 15 ff, 

enacts in regard to this: (és d\A)o de undéy xpicda(e Trois xphuacw, édy ph T)hv 

&devav pond(lonrac 6) Shuos édvwrep h (ExkAnola 7 wepl THs Eopo)pas. av dé Tis (ely 

Hjeripongion ph e(poediouevyns wou Tijs dbel)as, xphcOa ro(ts xphu)acw Tots Tijs 

"AOn(vaias, evexéoOw ois ad)rotsolomep €X(v . . . +) pépew elry t Eri pondgicy). 

3 The items introduced in the accounts of the treasurers of Athene 
under the heading ’A@nvaio dvj\woavy with the name of the Archon of the 

year contain the sums which were taken from the sacred treasury in 

C.I.A., I. 180-183 with the explicit addition Yy¢gicapévov rod Shuou rhv ddeav. 

It is usually said of the treasurers wapédouev or rapédocav. édaveloaper OCCUrS 
once in 183 instead, but I regard it as merely a more precise expression for 
mapédouev. On this point I cannot agree with Kirchhoff, ib., 41 A, nor with 
Beloch 39, 58. That advances were made from the treasury of Athene and 
of the other gods is shown by the wording at the beginning of the decree. 
of 4385/4 B.c.: daodoivat rots Oeots (r)a xphuara Ta dperdueva, Eredn TH ’APnvalg 

ra Tpioxthia TadavT(a) dvevjveyxrar és modu & éEpoédicTo, voulopatos juedarod. 

See Dittenberger 14 A, 2 ff. In this 3,000 tal. were certainly included the 
1,276 tal. for the Samian war, and the 128 tal. for some unknown purpose, 

which are mentioned in C.I.A,, I. 177. Cf. also the calculation-by the 
Logistai of the interest on the sum of about 5,500 tal. advanced in the 11, 
years 433--423 z.c., from the treasuries of Athene Polias, Nike and the other 
gods. C.I.A.,I.278. Idonotregard theinscriptions C.I.A., I.177-192as records 
of debts as Kirchhoff does, but as accounts rendered by the treasurers of 
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temporary charge of those sums in any current year, concerning 

the employment of which no decree had yet been passed. From . 

such monies the treasurers could make advances’ on the strength 

of a mere vote of the Ecclesia.! To all appearance the sacred 

treasury on the Acropolis never again during the 4th century 

became large enough for money to be advanced from it for war 

purposes.2 The reason of this I believe to be that in the 4th 

Athene. Kirchhoft’s theory is opposed by the introductory words ’A@nvato 
dvjiwoov, aS Beloch 39, 58 observes. The treasurers of Athene without 
doubt received, at every payment they made, a receipt or acknowledgment 
from those officials to whom they advanced the money. Cf. the provisions 
for repayment of the moneys owing to the gods in the Ecclesia-decree of 
4835/4 n.c. Dittenberger 14 A, 10 ff.: drodévrwy (dé T)d xphwara of mpurdvers 
Mera Tis BovAts Kal éxcarerpovTwv, érer(Sav) drodGor, (nrhoavres TA Te wivdKa Kal 

Td ypappmareta Kal édu m(ov ddr)AoH F yeypayméva. dropawovrwv 5é Ta yeypaypmeva 

ol re lep(fs x)al of Lepomorol Kal ef tis GAdos oldev. When these advances were 
made, the treasuries had not yet been centralised on the Acropolis. 

1 These are the so-called éréreca out of which according to the pre- 
amble of C.I.A., I. 188 the treasurers of Athene in 410/9 s.c. had paid or 
advanced at least 180 tal. That all these monies were included in the 
regular yearly revenue of the temple of Athene, as Kirchhoff., 2b., 49 ff, 
assumes, I agree with Beloch, ib, 39, 56 ff. in considering impossible. 
Beloch has already remarked, p. 59, that the payments are obviously made 
from different funds. All the same 7a éx Zduov sc. ypjuara from which in 

J. 188 money is assigned to the amount of over 95 tal. have not yet been 
satisfactorily explained, though attempts have been made by Beloch, %b., 
36 ff, 60/1. Holwerda, ib., 107/8, and Busolt in the N. Rh. Mus. 38, 309. 
In C.1.A., I. 184/5 also, 412/1 3.c., the treasurers make payments from 

various funds (é« ray els ras tpr)fpes (cf. Thue. 2,24; 8,15. Philoch., fr., 
116), é€« rod ILapPevsvos dp(yuplov—xpv)clov of of Evumaxo(c—)TXXXX ’APnvatas 

N(ixns. Part of the treasury therefore consisted of a fund into which the 

allies made payments. Out of the érérea the treasurers made payments or 

assigned money Wydicapuévov rod Shuov, where Kirchhoff wishes to supply 

Tiv ddecav. Goldstaub, de ddclas notione et usu in iure publico, 56, 4, Breslau, 
1889, holds that the d5ea was not necessary for proposals concerning the 

employment of the érérea. 
2 There is no explicit evidence that advances were made from the temple 

treasury in the 4th cent. What is meant by ra déka rdédavra from which 
ace. to C.J.A., II. 17. 44. 84. 86, the treasurers of the goddess in 378 3.c. were 
to pay the expenses of setting up inscr.-stelai, is quite uncertain. Hartel, 

Stud. ib. att. Staatsr. u. Urkundenwesen, 131 ff.; Fellner, z. Gesch. d. att. Finanz- 
verwalt., 33 ff.; Frankel in the Au/s. f. Curtius, 47; Panske, de magistratib, 
att. qui sec.a.Chr.n. IV. pecunias publ. curabant, 21 ff., Leipzig, 1890, all 
explain it as an advance from the temple treasury from which the 
treasurers, they say, paid money in case of need. I hold with Kéhler in 

the Herm. 5, 12 that it was a fund to meet current expenses, deposited with 
the treasurers of the goddess. 
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century the surpluses of. the league’s revenues remained in the 

federal treasury, and that the surpluses of the administration, if 

there ever were any, were used for the Theoricon, which had been 

already set on foot in the last years of the Peloponnesian ‘war. 
Thus at the end of the war there was no money in hand.-which 

by consecration to Athene could be put in reserve in the temple | 

treasury for future needs.! 
The practice of appropriating the government surpluses for the 

Theoricon, was limited by law by the rule that these surpluses 

Finance or Were to be used for military purposes at any rate in 
‘century. time of war.? But even this rule was neglected in 

practice while Eubulos was in power: the surpluses 
were then under all circumstances distributed in the form of 

Theorica. The proposal of Apollodoros to restore the Theoric 
fund to its original use, though adopted in 348 B.c. or 350 by the 

Ecclesia, was attacked in a ypady wapavopwv and again rescinded.® 

1 The existence of a federal treasury in the 2nd Athenian league follows 
from C.I.A., Il. 17.44 sqq. For the history of the Theoricon in the 4th cent. 

see Fickelscherer, de theoricis Atheniens. pecuniis, 19 ff., Leipzig,1877. Harp, 
Oewpixad’ Oewpixd Fv Tiva év Kow@ Xphuata awd Tav THs woAews mpocbdwy cuvaydbpeva. 

Tatra dé mporepov uev eis Tas TOD wodguou Xpelas Epudrdrrero kal Exaelro OTPATLWTLKG, 
torepov dé xareriOero els re Tas Snuoolas KaracKevas kal diavouds, Gy mpwHros 

hpéaro ’Avtppios 6 Snuaywyds. So also Suid. Gewpixd, Art. 2. Arist., Pol., 2, 7, 
p. 39, 27 sqq., and 7 (6), 5, p. 186, 17 sqq. Bekker discusses the gradual in- 
crease of the Theoric fund. The statement in Plut., Per., 9, that Pericles 
introduced the Diobelia is contradicted by Arist. 28, 3, according to whom 
it was Cleophon who was responsible. Aristotle is corroborated by the fact 

that in 410 B.c., when Cleophon was the leading demagogue (see my Beitr., 

335 ff.), the treasurers of Athene for the first time made payments out of 

the éwéreva for the Diobelia. Cf. C.LA., L 188. Thissupplied the demagogues 
with a means of agitation, as may be seen from what Xen., Hell., 1, 7, 2, 

according to Dindorf’s emendation, says about Archedemos. It goes with- 
out saying that even in the 4th cent. sums of money were temporarily 

deposited for safety in the custody of the treasurers of Athene. This 
explains C.1.A., II. 737, p. 508. But it cannot be stated for certain what 
part was taken by the treasurers of the goddess in C.J.A., II. 612. 

- 2.(Dem.) 59, 4: KedevévTwr pev Tov vouwy, bray sib: Ns ei TEPLOVTA XpHmara 

THS SLOLKHTEWS OTPATLWTLKG Eivat. 

8 7isch. in Ctes. 251. For the proposal of reeset cf. (Dem.) 59, 4, 5. 

For its date Schaefer, Dem. u. s. Zeit, 21,77, who puts it 350 B.c.; Blass, ait. 
Beredsamk.,! 8,1, 276, who with Weil gives 348 z.c. Justin. 6, 9 assumes as 
terminus a quo the surpluses were used as Theorica, the death of Epami- 

nondas. Dem. 1, 19; 8, 10/11 allude to the motion of Apollodoros. For 
the law which Eubulos is said to have carried in consequence of Apollo- 

doros’s motion, cf. Schol. on Dem. 1, 1: ‘émixecpoavros ’Arododdpou Twds wddw 
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It was not till 339/8 B.c. that it was resolved on the motion of 
Demosthenes to employ all surpluses of the State revenues for war 
purposes.! 

No regular budget, é.e. estimate of the annual revenues and ex- 

penditure, was ever drawn up at Athens, but in the course of time 
a series of observations had been made, quite enough 

to show how far the various receipts sufficed to meet 
the various items of expenditure. The practice thus arose of 
assigning certain definite sources of revenue to meet definite ex- 

penses to which they were pretty nearly equal in amount; e.g. 

expenses of administration were met by the customs, and those 
of the judicature were defrayed out of the court-fees of the 
litigants and the fines inflicted on the condemned.” All State 

revenues were paid in at fixed dates to the Apodectai before the 

Boule, and they paid them over into the chests of the various 
boards of magistrates after the Boule had given its consent to the 

scheme of distribution they proposed.? Of the sums thus distri- 
buted we find some mentioned in Inscriptions under specified 

heads, é.g. 7a (eis Ta) Kata Wyndicpara dvalickdpeva TO Ojo, TA KATE. 

Budget. 

e aira (rd Oewpixda) rovfoat orpariwrixd Bovrduevos E’Bovdos 6 modcrevipevos, Snua- 

ywryos Gv, mrelova edvoray émicrdcacbar Tod Syuov mpds éavrdv, &ypaye vdmov Tov 

keevovTa Oavarw fnuotcba, ef Tis emrxepoln peraroteiy TA Oewpixa oTpariwrikd. 

Similarly Liban. in the Hypothesis to the Olynthiac speeches. The accuracy 
of this statement is called in question by Sauppe on Ol., 1, § 19, Boehnecke, 
Forsch. auf. d. Geb. d. att. Redner, 1,184, Hartel, demosth. Stud., 1, 31 ff., etc., 
but Schaefer, Dem. u. s. Zeit, 11, 184/5, and Blass, op. cit., 277, regard it as 
historically true. . 

1 Cf. Philoch., fr. 185 =Miiller, fr. hist. gr., 1,406. In the archonship of 
Lysimachides 339/8: 7a 5é xphuar’ éyndloavto mdv7’ elva orpariwrixd, Anwoo- 
Oévous ypdwarros. . 

2 The 7édy for the dcofknots: Dem. 24, 96 sqq.; the administration of 
justice paid for by the mpuraveta: (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 1,16; Poll. 8, 38; 
Phot. sub verb.; and by the fines: Aristoph., Hg., 1858 sqq.; Lys. 27, 1. 
Cf. Arist. Byz. ap. Boissonade Herodian, Hpimer., p. 287=/fr.88 Nauck: 

Mérotkos 5é éorw, émérav tis amd Eévns ENOdv Evorxky TH Wodet, TéAos TeAGY els 
dmorerayuevas Tivds xpelas THs Toews. 

8 Aristot., Pol., 7 (6), 8, p. 190, 12 sqq.: &An 8 dpxy, mpds tv ai mpboodoc 
Tov Kowdv dvadépovra, rap’ av dvdratrovrwy peplfovrae mpds éxdornv Siolkyow" 

kadodor 5’ dmrodéxras rovrous kal raulas. Arist. 48, 2 says of the Apodectai: rq 

Hév odv mporepala déxovra Ta xp[juara] Kal peplfover tails dpxais, TH 8 borepala Tév 

Te mepiopdv elo[pepouvlar ypdwavres év cavidi kal katradéyovow év TQ Bovdeurnply 
kal mpo[ri0|éacw év rh Bovdn, el rls Twa oldev ddikodvTa mept Tov wepia[udv 7) dp-] 

xXovra 7 ldubrnv, Kai yrouas éripyndlfovew, édv ris te Soxp ad[txetv]. Cf. also ch. 
: 47, and the section on the Apodectai, p. 287 sqq. 
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Wyhiopara dvalioxdpeva TH Bovdy, Ta déxa tTéAavrTa.1 The titles and 

amounts of these separate items were fixed by law.? Any in- 

crease temporary or permanent could only be effected by a decree 
passed on the motion of the Nomothetai.3 

1 See Hartel, Stud. ub. att. Staatsrecht u. Urkundenwesen, 180ff. The ex- 
penses of publishing decrees of the Ecclesia were defrayed by the raplas 

Tod Sjuou éx rwyr (els TA) kara Wdiouata dvaicxonédvwr TH Shuw. So eg. C.LA.,; 

IT. 47, 50. 54. 69. 114. 120. 176. 186. From the same fund the same raplas 
pays épddia to envoys: C.I.A., II. 64. 89. 251. 366, and pays for wreaths of 
honour: ’A@jv. 6, p. 1538. A slightly different title for this fund is é« ra 
(els ra) kara Wydiouara TO Onuy meprfouévwv: "AOnv. 6, p. 158. C.1.A., IT. 115; 
éx Tay Kowav xpnudrwv : C.I.A., Il. 248. The raulac rijs Bovdjjs pay éx THv Kara 

Yndiopuara avadtcxouévwr 7H Bovkg: C.1.A., Il. 61. The rapia rijs Geof make 

payments éx réy déxa taddvrwy for posting up decrees of the Ecclesia: C.I.A. 
II. 17. 44. 84, 86. Bull. 12,141/2. I cannot agree with Hartel, p. 182, and 

Fellner, z. Gesch. d. att. Finanzverwalt., 35/6, in identifying this fund with 
7a déxa radavra of C.1.A., II. 270. I agree with Kéhler,:Herm., 5, 12 and 
regard 7a déka réd\ayvra as a fund for current expenses deposited with the 

treasurers of the goddess. See also page 337%. 7a orparwrixa too (from 
which the Apodectai of 347/6 s.c. make an advance in Dittenberger 101, 
and 349/8 money is taken els ri(v ra)pddAnyuv Tod cirov: C.1.A., II. 108) can at 
that date signify nothing more than a special fund, probably for current 

expenses of armament, not the surpluses of the administration. 
2 This is to be inferred from C.I.A., II. 38: pe(p)icas 5¢ 7d dpydprov (7)d 

elpnuévov rods amodéxras é€x Tay KaraBaddouévev xpnud(r)wv, éreddy Ta éx TY 

vouwv pwep(icweor), 2.e. the Apodectai are to assign the sum specified out of the 

monies paid to them, after they have paid away the items directed by law 
(ra éx rv vouwv). peploa however does not mean “ use up,” as Hartel 134 and 

Fellner, z. Gesch. d. att. Finanzverwalt., pp. 21/2, contend, but signifies the 
assignment of the monies to the various funds. See also Panske 51 ff. 

8 Cf. C.1.A., II. 1156, where the raulas rod Syov is directed by decree of 

the Ecclesia to pay a drachma per day to Peisitheides é« ray xara Yndicuata 
dvadicKxouévwr 7@ Shum; in line 40 ff. occur these words: év 52 Tots vouobérac(s) 

T(ovds mpoédp)ous of dv mpoedpetwow (kal rov é)r(ic)rdrnv mpocvomoberh(cat 7d apyup-) 
tov 7(0)8ro peplgew rods dmod)éxras TP Taulg Tod Oju(ov Kara 7d)v evcavrdy Exacror, 
6 5é r(aulas dr)odérw Iei(or)Oeide kara (riv mpur)a(ve)iay éxdornv. Frankel, d. 
att. Geschworenenger., p. 24, holds that a decree of the Nomothetai was neces- 
sary for any permanent burden on the State chest. Valeton in Mnemos., 1887, 

15 ff., says that such a decree was necessary for every temporary as well as 

permanent increase of any items which had been once legally fixed. The 

latter theory is supported by the fragmentary decree of 335 3.c. in the ’E¢. 
dpx., 1885, p. 181 ff.= Herm., 24, 186 ff., where the rayulas rod Sjuov pays for 
golden crowns ék rwyv e(is r)a kara Wp(lomara dvadicxouévwv To Shu)y. The 
Nomothetai are to besummoned, dmws 8 av 6 (ray)ias drorddB(y 7d apydprov Je 
Similarly the injunction in a decree of 829 B.c.: 7d 5€ dpydpiov 7(6) els Thy Ovolay 
(in honour of Amphiaraos) rpodaveioa riv taulay Tot Sijpuou, év dé Trois mpwrors 

vouobérais mpocvomoberioa Te Tapu(l)a, Sodvar 5¢ kal Tas TpidxovTa O(p)axuas Tov 
Tapulay Tod Shuov rots (a)ipedetow emt rv dyava, as elpnrar diddvar ev TY vouw TY 

aipeOévri €ml rip ebratiay: "Ed. dpx., 1891, p. 89. Dem. 24, 26-28 also admits 
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The management of financial matters was properly in the hands 
of the Boule; but the Ecclesia was also kept informed of the con- 
dition of the finances by reports sent in every Prytany pisposers of 

by the dvrvypadeds rhs Siovxyjoews concerning the re- the FIDABONS 

ceipts, and by the provisional ev#vva in each Prytany of the 

monies expended by the various officials.! | 
Finance was controlled on the one hand by the Boule, inasmuch 

as payments were made to the Apodectai before the Boule, and the 

names of State-debtors were erased in presence of the gontrol of 

Boule ; on the other hand all officials on leaving office Fiance. 
had to render account to the Logistai.? It was further customary 

for the State to give each financial official a slave, who knew how to 

write, as an assistant ; these slaves did the actual work of drawing 

up the accounts, and so exercised a control over the officials.? 

of explanation on this theory. See Schaefer, Dem. u. s. Zeit, 11, 334. As 
regards the vouobéras that occur in an Ecclesia decree of 320 s.c. in Ditten- 
berger 337, Kéhler would emend to dédoféras, (see Ber. d. bayr. Ak., 1886, 

p.115,1). In Seeurk. XIV.a, 200 ff, p. 464=—C.1.A. II. 809a, 200 sqq. the 
_Apodectai are instructed by decree of the Ecclesia to pay out money for the 
trierarchic crowns, but in this case most probably a fixed amount was 
appointed by law. C.LA., IL. 38, 181, is too fragmentary to admit of any 
certain inference. In Dittenberger 101, 40 ff., the Apodectai simply advance © 
money ék TwWy orpariwtikav xpnudtwv. We must also regard as a financial 
grant the decision of a d:cacrjpiov chosen by lot concerning the pattern of 
the-wérdos for the Panathenaia, cf. Arist. 49, 3: &xpuwev dé more kal rd mapa- 

delyuara Ta els Tov wérov H Bovdr, viv 5é 7d SixacThpiov Td Naxdv* EddKkovv yap obroe 

Karaxapl{ecba Thy Kplow. 

1 On the Boule as supreme financial authority see pp. 279/80. Of the dv7i- 
ypageds, Aisch, in Ctes. 25 says: cad’ éxdorny mpuvtavelav dmedoyifero Tas mpocd- 

dovs r® Onuw. Provisional rendering of accounts by the officials in each 

Prytany: Lys. 30, 4. 5. 

2 Control by the Boule, pp. 279/80; rendering of accounts before the 
Logistai, p. 216 ff. 

8 Schol. on Dem., 2,19: Sovdous efxov Snuoctous of ’AOnvatn dd alxwadwrev 

Tojoavres Kal €didacKkov TovTous ypdupara Kal éféreutrov abrovs év Tots Tomas era 

Tov Tamdv Kal orparnyov, va droypdpoey Ta dvadioxdueva. od dxalpws 5é Todo 

€roiouv, GAN’ iva Oia 7d SivacGar rovrovs Ture ws Sov’dous Exwor pavOdvew Td 

adndés. Cf. Arist. 47,48. Accordingly we find mention of dnudorn for the 

gurakh Tov xpnudrwv in the case of the Strategoi: Dem. 8, 47, a doddos as dvri- 

ypageds for the receipt of eiagopd: Lex. Seguer. 197, 24sqq. Dem. 22,70. In 
C.1.A., II. 403, where it is resolved to appoint a commission for making a 

dedicatory offering out of the rio of the #pws iarpds which were to be melted 
up, we find the words: &@ 6 ay oikovoujcwow, Abyov KaTraBarécbar adrods* 

éhécOa(t) dé Kat Snudcrov rov dvriypapsuevor, brrws av To’Twy yevouévew exer Kaas 

kal evoeB&s Tet Bovdet kal T(t) Shuw Ta mpds Tos Oeovs. See also Kohler in 
Mitth. d. disch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 5, 269. 
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B.' The Meniaaiuas.” 

The expenditure of the Athenian State was divided into onde 

nary and extraordinary expenses. To the ordinary expenses 
Ordinary belonged first the expenditure for religious purposes, 

Expenditure. 7¢ for the sacrifices and festivals.1 The cost of the 
State religious ceremonies was defrayed by the State; the ex- 

penses of the festivals and sacrifices of particular 

corporations were paid by those corporations them- 
selves.” The Athenians had twice as many festivals as the other 
Greeks, and the State expenses they involved must have been 

very considerable, even allowing for the fact that the temple 

revenues were also.available to defray them.? Besides the actual 
victims for sacrifice, which were supplied by the State, con- 
siderable expense was involved in the musical, gymnastic, and 

equestrian competitions connected with the various festivals, 
‘though this was partly met by Leiturgies.t Another item of ex- 

penditure connected with the festivals was the Jewpixdv, which was 

originally introduced by Cleophon and was afterwards distributed 

at all the more important festivals to enable the poorer citizens 

to celebrate them with a better meal than usual: finally during 

the period of Eubulos’ influence all the surplus revenues of the 

Religion. 

1 eis rhv lepdy Siolknow=els Tas Ovolas: Dem. 24, 96/7. On these expenses 
see Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 298 ff. (Bk. II., c. 12) and Frankel in Boeckh® 2, 

' p. 60; no. 378 ff. _ 
2 Lex. Seguer. 240, 28 sqq.: rd ev Snorer Oiuara h words Sldwow, els dé TA 

Snuorixa of Snudrar, els 5é Ta dpyewrixd ol dpyedves, of dv Grw éxdorov Tob iepod, 

els 6@ Ta Tv yovéwy TA yévn. Cf. Harp. dnuored# cal Synuorixa iepd. Hesych. 

Onworeny tepa. 
3 Cf. (Xen.) de Rep. Ath., 2,9: @tovow ofv Snuocia ev | wéds iepeta mod. 

8,8: Kat dyovor pév (of "AOnvaior) éoprds dirdactous 7} of 4A. Contributions 

from the temple revenues: Harp. ard uicOwudrwv. Alduuds dynow 6 ypaypariKxds 

dvti Tod éx Tay TenerikGy mpocddwr. ExdoTw yap Hem rrEOpa yijs améveuov, é€& Gv 

pucOoupévey ai els Tas Ovclas éylyvovro Sardva. See Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 296a 

(Bk. IL., c. 12). 

4 Occasionally 300 oxen for one sacrifice: Isocr. 7,29. In C.LA., I. 188, 
5,114 drachmai are estimated as the cost of the hecatomb at the great 
Panathenaia. The depuarixdy, which formed an item in the State revenues, 

amounted in 7 months of the year 334/3 B.c. to 51482 drachmai: C.1.A., Il. 
741. In 410/9 s.c. the Athlothetai received eis Ilavadjvaca ra weydda 5 tal. 

1,000 dr.: C.1LA., I. 188. Prizes for the contests in music (Mommsen, 
Heort., 189, 140), gymnastics (Mommsen, p. 141, 150 ff.), and horse-racing 
(Mommsen, pp. 153, 160 ff.). Cf. Arist. 60, 3. See also the collection of in- 
‘stances in Michaelis, der Parthenon, 321 ff. Cf. Dem. 4, 35: els 4 (Ilava?jvaca 

«ai Acovicta) rocair’ dvanNioxere xphuara boa od’ els Eva Tav dtwocréhwv. 
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State were swallowed up by the Theoricon.! Lastly, expenditure — 
was also required for the Theoriai sent to foreign festivals, es- 

pecially to the national Greek games.? It is impossible: to esti- 
mate the total amount spent for religious purposes. 

Another,most important item of ordinary annual expenditure 

was the pay given under various forms and titles. The oldest 

form of this pay was the puobds dixacrexds, introduced — 

by Pericles. Its original amount cannot be deter- 

mined with certainty ; the analogy of the Ecclesiasts’ fee makes 1 

obol appear probable; the evidence we have, which  reGds 

however. comes mostly from later periods, is in favour SKacrtids. 

Pay. 

1 According to the explicit statement of Arist. 28, 3 the Diobelia was in- 
troduced by Cleophon; against this the general statement of Plut., Per., 9, 
has no weight. Arist. is corroborated by the fact that the Diobelia appears 

in the accounts for the first time in 410 s.c.: C.LA., I. 188. 2 obols for each 
of the three festival days of the Dionysia amount to one drachma. This 
explains Philoch. ap. Harp., dewpixd. See Sauppe in the Abh. d. Sachs. Ges. 
d. Wissensch., 1855, p. 20 ff. The Theoricon was afterwards distributed not 
only for the Dionysia and Panathenaia (cf. Dem. 44, 37), but also for all 
the great festivals. Harp. @ewpixa—drore pévror ddAXws wplaOn 7d Su5duevor els 

' Te Tas Oéas kal eis Tas Ovolas Kai éoprds. Cf. Phot. dewpixoy Art. 1. Even at the 
Dionysia, in addition to the free tickets for the theatre (see Benndorf in the 
Zeitschr. f. d. dstr. Gymn., 1875, p. 23 ff.), money for the festival was also 
distributed. Cf. Philin. ap. Harp., dewpixa, with Isocr. 8, 82. In 407/6 z.c. 
money is paid in the second Prytany els ri diwBodav "APnvala Niky: C.LA., 
I, 189a. See Benndorf, op. cit., 606/7. In 410/9 n.c. in the 8rd, 4th, 5th and 
¢th Prytanies a total amount of 15 tal. 4,787 dr. 3} ob. was paid els dwwBeNav: 
C.1.A., I. 188. Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 2, 11, 12, 17, gives a scheme showing 
how this amount was divided between the several festivals. In the NV. Rh. 
Mus., 39, 239 ff, Beloch regards the duwédia mentioned in the inscr. quoted 

above as a contribution tuwards the Dicasts’ pay, which he believes tc 
have been 2 obols at that date on the strength of Aristoph., Frogs, 140. 

‘ But in verse 141: ged: ws néya S¥vacbov ravraxod Tw dv’ 680d certainly refers 
to the entrance money for the Theatre, and the els rhv duwBodlav ’AOnvala 

Nixy in C.I.A., I. 189a@ certainly does not support Beloch’s explanation of 

the Diobelia. On the Theoricon see Boeckh 1, 806 ff. (Bk. 2, ch. 18) and 
also Fickelscherer, de theoricis Atheniensium pecuniis, Leipzig, 1877. 

2 Cf. eg. Androt. ap. Schol., Aristoph., Aves, 1541: rots dé lofce Iv0a5e 
Gewpots Tos kwhaxpéras diddvae éx TSv vavkAnpiKGv Epddiov dpyvpra Kal els Addo Sre 

av déy dvadSoa. , 

5 Dem. 24, 97 reckons as a special item of expenditure for the Solienien Ta 
els Tas Sieg kal ras Ovolas kai rhv Bovdi kal Tods imméas. Arist. 24, 3 esti- 

mates that in the period of prosperity of the first Athenian league there 
were in Athens 20,000 men receiving pay. . 

- 4 Cf. Aristot., Pol., 2, 12, p. 56, 22 Bekker: rd 8€ Scxacrihpia pucOoddspa 
Karéornce Iepixdjs. Aristot. 27, 3: émoince dé xa pucOoddpa Ta Stxacrhpia 

Ilepuxdijs mp@ros, dvriinuaywyGv pds thy Kiuwvos ebroplay. Cf. Plut., Per., 9. 
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of 2 obols as the original Dicast’s fee! In 425/4 B.c. Cleon in- 
creased the original fee to 3 obols, and it seems to have remained 
at that amount during the whole of the 4th century.2 The total 

amount spent annually on Dicasts’ fees cannot be estimated with 
exactness.3 

Another class of fees paid by the State was the puc6ds Bovdev- 

tixds, also introduced by Pericles in all probability.4 It amounted 

picdds to a drachma per day, afterwards 5 obols, and we must 

Pouhevrixés. suppose that it was paid even on days when the Boule 

did not sit. On this assumption the fees of the Bouleutai 

amounted to about 25-30 talents per annum. 

1 The analogy of the wucAds éxxAnovacrixds is emphasized by Boeckh, Publ. 
Ficon., 1, 328 (Bk. II.; c. 15), who on p, 328 ff. seeks to prove that 1 obol was 
the originalfee. See also PSug in the Waldenburg Progr., 1876, p. 11 ff. I 

cannot agree with Boeckh, p. 829 (Bk. IL., c. 15), that Aristoph., Clouds, 863, is 
evidence for this theory. Schol. on Aristoph., Wasps, 300: fv uév yap dorarov 
TO TOD pucO0d. more yap duwBddov jy, éylvero 5é éwi KrXéwvos TpusBorov. Schol. on 

Aristoph., Wasps, 88: é5{50ro dé avrois xpévov pév Twa dbo dBodol, borepov dé KAéwv 

oTparnyhoas TpiwBorov émoinoe akudfovros Tod modéuou Tod mpds Aakedapoviovs. 

Cf. Schol. on Aristoph., Birds, 1541. Frogs, 140. Fritzsche, de mercede 

iudicum, Rostock, 1839, supposes from this that 2 obols was the origina] fee. 

2 Increased to 3 obols by Cleon., Schol. on Aristoph., Wasps, 88, 300. The 

date is determined by the consideration that in the Acharnians there is no 
allusion to the increased fee, but in the Knights it is mentioned. See 
Miiller-Striibing, Aristoph., p. 149 ff. C. Wachsmuth in N. Rh. Mus., 34, 
161 ff., argued that there was a further increase to 4 obols, quoting Theo- 
pomp. ap. Poll. 9,64, explained by Phot. rerpwBorit{wv* 7d duxacrixdy TerpéBodov 
AauBdvwr. éyévero yap Kal rocotréy more. Kock in N. Rh. Mus., 35, 488 ff., and 

Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 168 (Bk. I., c. 21), 378b (Bk. IL, c. 22), considers the 
passage from Theopomp. to refer to the pay of the military troops. So 

Frinkel in Boeckh’, 2, p. 67, no. 437. Lipsius in Meier und Schémann att. 
Proc.,? 1, 166, 39. In Aristot.’s time the Dicasts’ fee was 3 obols: Arist. 62, 2. 
Zenob. 6, 29 (Suid., Phot., Diogenian. 8, 62) says in explanation of the phrase 
Urép Ta KadXtxpdrous: "ApiororéAns O€ now év rH AOnvaiwy wodireig Kaddxparny 

Twa Tparov Tay SixacTav Tods uicOors els drrepBodhv adbéjoat, b0ev Kal THY mapoimlav 

eipjcOa, but the statement is erroneous. Zenobius alludes to Arist. 28, 3, 

where Callicrates is said to have increased the Diobelia. 
8 Aristophanes’ computation in the Wasps, 661 sqq., of 150 tal., putting 

the number of Heliasts at 6,000, and therefore making them sit 300 days in 
every year, is too high; though we have the evidence of Arist. 24, 3 that 
there were 6,000 Heliasts when the power of the first Athenian league was 

in its zenith. 
4 It was paid in the best period of the first Ath. league: Arist. 24, 3. 

And also in 412/1 8.c.: Thue. 8, 69. 
5 Hesych.: BovAdjs Nieyetic Td Naxetv Bovreurhy cal Spaxuhy rijs hicties AaBetv. 

Arist. 62, 2: f6’ 7 Bourn (sc. psc Pogope?) révre 6Bodovs. Tots dé rpuravedovor els 

citnow [odds (so Blass fills up the lacuna) r]pocriderar [[6éxa mpooridevral]. 
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The introduction of the ywobds éxxAnovacriKds, Which was origin- 

ally 1 obol, is attributed to Agyrrhios, and took place soon after 
the archonship of Eucleides. It was soon raised to2 | joa. 
obols, and shortly before the publication of Aristo- éxxAnovacrte- 

phanes’ Ecclesiazusce was further increased by Agyr- ai 
rhios to 3 obols. In the course of the 4th century it was increased. 

still further, so that in Aristotle’s time the pucbos éxxdyovacriKos 

for the kxvpia éxxAyoia was 9 obols, and for other meetings of the 

Ecclesia 1 drachma.! It appears that a specified sum of money 
was assigned to defray the costs of each meeting of the Hcclesia, 

at any rate in the beginning of the 4th century. When the 

That it was paid every day seems to be attested by Hesych. and also by 
Thuc. 8, 69: &pepov dé adrots rod broXolmov xpbvov mavrds (Sc. Tov pucOdv) adbrot 

kat ékodow edidocav. The Bovdreia was a stipendiary office, and the fee for 
it cannot be compared with the Ecclesiasts’ fee. 

1 Arist. 41, 3: od ovddeyoudvwy 8 eis Thy éxxdnolav (after the constitutional 

changes of Eucleides’ archonship) d\\a rodAd codopuévwy trav mpuTdvewy, 
8rws mpocisrira: Td TwAHVos mpds Tiv emixipwow THs xelporovias, mp@rov pev 

"Ayvppios dBordv érdpicev, pera dé Todrov “Hpaxdeldns 6 Kdagouénos 0 Bacideds 
érixadovpevos SusBorov, radu 8’ Aydppios TpuwBorov. For Heracleides, Immisch 

in the Berl. phil. Wochenschr., 1891, pp. 707/8, quotes Plat., Jon., 541 p: 
’"AmroANbdwpov ov yeyvdoxers Tov Kugixnvdv; motov rodrov ; dv "A@nvatoe modAdKts 

éavtav otparnyov Ypnvrar éévov dvra* cal Pavocbévyn rov “Avdprov Kat ‘Hpaxdeldnv 

Tov KrXafouérior, ods Hde ) modus E€vous bvras, évderEauévous dre décor Adyov eici, Kal 

els orparnyias kal eis Tas ddas dpxds dye. Cf. also Athen. 11, 5064. Atlian, 
Var. Hist., 14, 5. Aristoph., Liccl., 183 sqq., also attests that Agyrrhios 
was concerned in the introduction or increasing of the Ecclesiast’s fee. 
Aristoph., Eccl., 300 sqq., shows that it was raised to 3 obols shortly before 
the publication of the Ecclesiazuse, which Goetz (Acta phil. soc. Lips., ed. 
Ritschl 2, 385ff€.) assigns to 390 B.c., Velsen (phil. Anz., 6, 392 ff.) 391 B.c. 
Aristot. 62,2 says of his own day: picPodopotcr dé wrp&rov [ev 6 Sijuos] rats 
pev &AdXaus ExkAnolars Spaxuhv, TH S5é xupia evvda <é6Borovs>. It is however quite 

possible that the statement in the Append. Vat., no. 411, paremiogr., 
Goett. 1, 487: é8odrdv ebpe Iapytrns (so we should read with Boeckh, Publ. 
Eic., 1, 820d (Bk. II., c. 14) acc. to Hesych. Iapvéirn): KadXorparos ’AOjvyct 
moNtTevodmevos, émixadovmevos dé Ilapvirns, proOdv erage rots Sixacrais Kal Tots 

éxkAno.aorais’ b0ev oxwrrbvrwy abrov Tay Kwukdv els trapoiulay HOE Td yedotov 

refers to this increase of the micOds éxxAnovacrixds. We must suppose that 

the statesman Callistratos of Aphidna is meant; being nephew of Agyr-” 
rhios, he followed his uncle’s policy. If so, the increase took place probably 
between 387 and 362 8.c. Dem. 24, 135, says of him: kal én éxeivw KadNio- 
Tparos Suvduevos Kal ddedpidods dv atrod ovdk érides vouovs. In the N. RA. Mus., 

46, 459/60, Riithl calls in question the accuracy of the information in Arist. 

» 

It is not clear what is meant in the resolution of the Athenians at Eleusis — 

in the archonship of Menecles (283 or 282 B.c.) in honour of the raulas rav 
oirwikay by the words: roddAhv orovdhv remolnrae wept Thv Tod cirov décw kal 

Tov éxxrAn(o )tacTiKav Tov didouévwv éml rov girov (Ed. dpx., 1887, p. 187). 
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Gitpert I. 327-8.] Athens. [Giizert II. 387-8. 

tokens representing this specified sum were all distributed, the 

Kcclesiasts who arrived later received no pay.! In the case of the 
pucbos éxxAyovworiKds again, no satisfactory computation of the 

annual total cost can be made. 

Besides these three main classes of fees there still remain to be 

hua teun: mentioned the fees of the magistrates, which were 

subject to the rule that no magistrate should receive 
two fees.” 

Another item of State expenditure was the bounties given to 

the whole people or to particular individuals. The only general 

largesses to the whole people to be mentioned, with 

the exception of the Theoricon discussed sien in 
another connexion, are the distributions of corn. This was some- 

times given to the people absolutely gratis, particularly on occa- 

sions when foreign princes made presents of corn to Athens; at 
other times corn was purchased by the State by means of a fund 

raised by voluntary private contributions, or at State expense, 

and then sold at a low price to individual citizens? It was only 

in the latter cases that the State finances were affected. 

Bounties, 

1 Aristoph., Eccl., 380 sqq., 185 sqq. Wuerz, de mercede eccl. Atheniens., 
Berlin, 1878, p. 35 ff. The citizens attending were first given ovuPora. Cf. 
Eecl., 293 sqq. For these ctuSora see Benndorf, Zettschr. f. d. dstr. Gymn., 

1875, pp. 597/8, and Wuerz, p. 36, 3. 

2 The rule wh dixidev prc opopetv : Dem. 24,128. That various magistrates 

received pay is stated by (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 1,3: éréca 5 eiciv dpxal 
suc Oopoplas evexa kal dpedelas els Tov otkov, Ta’Tas (nret 6 Shuos dpxew. Accord- 
ing to Arist. 24,8, when the first Athenian league was at its strongest, 
dpxal &vSnuor perv eis Ewraxoctous dvdpas, trepopia 5’ eis Emtaxoclovs received their 

Tpoph ard Trav dopwv kal T&v Teddv Kal Tov cuppdxwv. For the payment of 

magistrates see p. 222. Salary of ézicxoros: Aristoph., Birds, 1025. Fee 
of cuvyyyopx one dr.: Arist., Wasps, 691 and Schol. ad loc. Salaries of sub- 
ordinate officials: Dem. 19, 249. C.LA., I. 824: piodds broypaumare? Mupyiwve 
’Or(p)wet AA A. Envoys paid 2 dr.: Aristoph., Ach., 66. The inser. speak 
of épddia only: C.1LA., IT. 64. 89. 251. 366. Cf. Lex. Seguer. 296, 12: zopetov- 

7 ddduevor Tois rpecBevrats brép Tod wopevOjvat eis Thy mpecBelav Gorep épddiov. 

So Et. M., sub verb. For these and other classes of salaries see Boeckh, 

Publ, Econ., 1, 336 ff. (Bk. 2, ch. 16). 
8 Corn distributed gratis: Aristoph., Wasps, 715. Bounties of foreign | 

princes Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 125 sq. (Bk. 1, ch. 15), and Frankel’s additions 
in Boeckh? 2, p. 25, no. 156 ff. C.LA., II. 311.312. 314. Poll. 8, 103: cat & 
tats ovrodocias éylvovro cirov émvypadets, ws’ Avtipdv. Sale at low price: Dem. 
34, 37. Voluntary contributions, e/s tiv cirwvlay Ti bwép Tod Sjyou: Dem. 
34, 39. Fund for purchase of corn: Dem. 20, 83. Such a-purchase of corn 
by the State is meant in the decree published in the Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. 
Inst. zu Ath., 5, 321, 
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-Grtzert I, 828-9.] Ordinary Expenses. [Giuperr II. 388-9, 

Among gratuities to individuals the first to be mentioned are 
those given for the orphans of citizens slain in war. These 

orphans, of whom there was a considerable number Maintenance | 
because of the numerous wars, were reared at State f o“Phans. 
expense till they attained their majority, and were then pre- 

sented with a zavom\ia.} 

The State relief, probably given originally only to those citizens 

who had been invalided in war, was afterwards extended, on 

account of the increase of poverty at Athens, to those waintenance 

invalids or cripples who possessed less than 3 mine.” Peres. 

This relief, given every Prytany by the Boule on proof 

that it was needed, seems to have amounted at first to an obol per 
day, and to have been afterwards increased to 2 obols.® 

Among the bounties given to individuals must also be counted 

those presentations as marks of honour which were made by the 

State either directly in the form of cash, or indirectly gia. ag 

in the form of permanent or temporary right of dining marks of 

in the Prytaneion, presentation of a golden crown of aire i 

honour, or the erection of statues.* 

1 Aristot., Pol., 2, 8, p.41, 11 sqq. Bekker. Plat., Menex., 249. sch. in 
Cles. 154. Large number of orphans: Isocr. 8, 82. 

2 Plut., Sol., 31, attributes to Peisistratos 6 véuos 6 rods rnpwhévras év Todeum 
Snuocla tpépecOac xeXedwv. On the other hand, the speaker of Lys. 24 

obviously was not invalided on military service, otherwise he would cer- 
tainly have mentioned the fact in his speech. 

8 See Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 342 ff. (Bk.2,ch.17). Arist. 49, 4: doxiud ter dé kal 
Tovs dduvarous  BovdAn* vouos yap éativ, ds Kedever Tods évTds TpLay uvGY KEeKTNMEVOUS 

kal TO cua twemnpwuévous, wore uh SivacOar undev epyov epydfecOar, Soxiudfew 

bev Thy Bouvdhy, diddvar dé Snuocia tpophy Sv’ 6Borovds Exdorw THs Hucpas’ Kal Taylas 

éorly avrots kAnpwrés. Cf. also Harp. ddvvaro: (Suid. Hesych. in a more con- 
cise form) Aloxtvns év TS Kara Tiudpxov. of évrds TprOv py dy Kexrnuévor Td Tua 

_ wemnpwuévov (7d 6é oGya memnpwuévor, Lex. Seguer.). éAduBavor 5é ofr. Soxtwac- 
Oévres tmd Tis Bovdts dio dBorovs Tis tuépas éxdorns 7} dBordv, ds dynow 

*Apiororédns év AOnvalwy morirela, ws dé Pirdxopbs Pyow évvéa Spaxuas kara wjva. 

gore d¢ kal Adyos Tis Ws Avolov repli Tod dduvdrov, év @ ws d6Boddv AauBdvorTos (Lys. 

24,18, 26) uwéurnrar. According to the Lex. Seguer. 345, 15 sqq., Lys. puts 

the amount of relief at one obol (cf. 24, 18. 26), Aristot. at 2, Philochor. at 
5. The numbers given in the text are what appear to me most probable, 
On Philochor.’s statements see Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 345 (Bk. 2, ch. 17). 
Distribution every Prytany: Asch. in Tim. 104. Hullemann, quest. grece, 
Il., p. 1 ff, supposes that up to Aristotle’s time 2 obols a day was given, 
then a monthly dole was introduced. 

4 Gifts of cash: Misch. in Ctes. 187. Dem. 20, 115. Plut., Arist., 27. 
The Prytanes dine in the Tholos: Harp. @édos, and probably other officials 
too: Dem. 19, 190. For the dining in the Prytaneion see R. Schoell in 
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Gutsert I, 329-80.] Athens. [Gitserr II. 389-90. 

Another item of annual expenditure was the expense of in- 
aera of scribing decrees of the people on stone, and setting up 

lnaeeiotion such inscriptions; it varied from 10 to 60 drachmas 
documents. for each inscription.} 

Maintenance bere was also considerable outlay incurred for the 

a oe maintenance and supply of the State slaves, especially 

‘the 1,200 Scythian bowmen.? 

Even in time of peace provision had to be made for war, and 
money had to be spent for war purposes.? Among such expenses 

Expenses for come the cost of maintenance of the cavalry, amount- 
in it of 3S to 40 tal. per annum; pay of the crew of the 

peace. Paralos, and the other express ships‘ of the State; 

money for providing war materials, for the maintenance of the 

fleet, and the repairing of the walls and fortifications.® 
Repairsof “4 Specified sum had also to be devoted every year to 

public keep in repair the other public buildings and the 
buildings. 

streets.® 

Herm., 6,14 ff. Arist. 24, 3 mentions mpuvravefov in discussing those who 
were supported dd Trav xowdv. Presentation of golden crowns: Seeurk., 
XIVa., 195 ff., p. 4683=C.1.A., II. 809a, 190 sqq. Erection of statues: Dem. 
20, 70. Asch. in Ctes. 248. See Boeckh, Publ. Econ:, 1,347 (Bk. 2, ch. 18) ff. 

1 See R. Schoene, griech. Reliefs, 18 ff., whose statements, however, are 
modified by Hartel, Stud. ub. att. Staatsrecht u. Urkundenwesen, 140 ff. See 
also Frinkel on Boeckh, St. d. Ath.,? 2, p. 84, n. 204. 

2 Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 290 (Bk. 2, ch. 19) ff. 
3 The monies used for this purpose were in my opinion ra orparwrika 

xXphuara, from which in 3847/6 z.c. the Apodectai made an advance: Ditten- 
berger, Syll., 101, and in 349/8 .c. money was assigned els ri(v 1a)pdAnyuw 
rod airov: C.1LA., II. 108. 

4 ra, els rods imméas (Dem. 24, 97) amounted ace. to Xen., Hipparch., 1, 19, to 
nearly 40 tal. per ann. In 410/9 B.c. more than 16 tal. were paid by the 
treasurers of Athena to the Hellenotamiai for ciros ir7os in 4 Prytanies: 
C.1.A., 1.188. Cf. also Il. 612. The crew of the Paralos, also free Athenians 

(Thue. 8, 73), received 4 obols per day per man: Harp. IIdpakos=Suid. 

IIdpados, Art. 2, Other sacred Triremes were the Salaminia (Thue. 3, 33, 
77; 6, 58), and at a later date the Ammonias, the Antigonis, Demetrias, 
Ptolemais. Philoch. ap. Lex. Cantabr. 676. On the sacred Triremes see 

Boeckh., Publ, Econ., 1, 389 (Bk. 2, ch. 6, etc.) ff. Seeurk., 76 ff. Kohler, in 
Mitth. d. disch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 8, 168 ff. For other military and police 
expenses in the more prosperous days of the 1st Ath. league cf. Arist. 24, 3. 

5 For the provision of war material cf. Pseudoplut., vit. Lyc., 8,5. CIA., 

I, 32: éwesddy dé dmodedouéva GY Tots Ocois (ra xp)juara, és Td vewpiov Kal Td Telxy 

Tois mepiovor xphcOa xphuac(w). Aristoph., Dattaleis ap. Suid. dvadicxew. 

eis Tas Tpihpes Setv dvadodvy Tatra kal ra Telxn,—els ol’ dvddouv ol mpd Tod Ta 

xpjuara. Cf. Arist. 46, 1. 

6 In an Ecclesia-decree of 320/19 B.c. the Agoranomoi are instructed to 
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Girzert 1.330-1.] Extraordinary Expenses. [Grcxert IL. 390-1, 

Examples of extraordinary expenditure are the costs of new 
public buildings, which amounted to very consider- , 400 nay 
able sums under the supremacy of Pericles, and again nary expendi- 
when Lycurgus was the financial administrator of esi 
the State. 

The heaviest extraordinary expenditure was, naturally, that 

caused by war. The pay of the troeps and their maintenance, 

the equipment of the fleet, and the providing of war war 
materials, swallowed up large sums of money pro- S*Penses. 
portionate to the strength of the forces mobilised on each occasion.? 
To give an idea of the amount of these war expenses, it may be 

mentioned that the crew of one trireme cost 30-40 mine per 

month ; the expenses of the Samian war, which lasted 9 months, 
amounted to 1,000-1,200 talents; and the siege of Potidaia, for 2 

years and a few months, cost 2,000—2,400 talents.® 

C. The Revenues. 

The revenues of the Athenian State can be classified into 

ordinary and extraordinary, and each of these categories can be 
again divided into direct and indirect receipts. 

act for the Astynomoi and see to the repairing of the street followed by 
the Pompe to the temple of Zeus Soter and of Dionysos, and in their own 
official capacity they are to undertake the plastering of the market- 
place and the repair of the Agoranomion in the Pireus. 76 ddvadwopa 
elvac els tadra éx Tod dpyuplov, ob of dyopavdun diaxepifovew: Dittenberger, 

Syll., 337. Cf. Arist., 50,1: crnpodvra: dé Kal iepSv émicxevacral déxa dvdpes, ot 
apBdvovres Tpidxovra pvas rapa Tov drodexTav émicxevagovoew Ta wadioTa Sedueva 

Tov lepay. 

1 Boeckh., Publ. Econ., 1, 281 (Bk. 2, ch. 10) ff. For the great building 
operations under the administration of Pericles see E. Curtius, Stadt- 

geschichte von Athen, 138 ff., and under Lycurgos, E. Curtius, ib., 213 ff, C. 

Curtius in the Phil., 24, 260 ff. 
2 On the pay and money for maintenance see Boeckh, Publ. Lcon., 1, 

877 (Bk. 2, ch. 19) ff., on the cost of equipment and war materials, id., 1, 
897 ff. . 

8 Tissaphernes paid the Spartans in the Peloponnesian war 36 mine 
per ship (Thue. 8, 29), though he need only have paid 30 mine; Xen., 
Hell., 1,5,5. Dem. 4, 28 pats down as monthly ovrnpéc.ov for 1 trireme 
20 mine, to which an equal amount must be added for the puoGos. See 
Boeckh 1, 3881/2 (Bk. 2, ch. 22). War expenses for the Samian war of 9 
months (Thue. 1, 117): Isocr. 15, 111. Nep., Timoth., 1, C.1.A., I. 177, seem 
to show that 1,276 tal. were borrowed from the temple treasury for this 
war. The entire cost of the war was perhaps still more: Busolt, in N. 
Rh. Mus., 38, 8309. Cost of siege of Potidaia 2,000 tal.: Thuc. 2, 70; 2,400: 
Isocr. 15, 113. 
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Giuzert I. 331-2.] Athens. > (Griisert II, 391-2. 

sg aca _ The main source of ordinary direct revenue was the 
revenues. TéAn, including customs, tolls, and taxes. 

Among the customs the first to be mentioned is the zevry- 

koor}, levied to the amount of 2 per cent. on the value of all 
1) rn. articles of commerce brought into or taken out of 

a) wevrn- Athenian harbours! The duty was levied appar- 

KorrT# ently when the ship. was loaded or unloaded; and 
the annual sum paid by the tax-farmers for these dues is stated 

at 36 talents on the one occasion recorded, an amount which 

enables us to estimate the total value of the imports and ex- 

ports at about 2,000 talents.2 As to the levying of customs on 

imports and exports carried by land we have no definate infor- 
mation. 

Nor can we tell for certain what was the amount of the dues 

called €A\penov, or for what purpose they were paid; though 
Boeckh’s conjecture, that they were levied as a 

b) DAupéviov. 
ere charge for the use of the harbour, seems very 

-plausible.? 

1 Lex. Seguer. 297, 22 sqq.: rav eloayoudvwp els tov Iletpard gopriwy kat 

avoparddwy éx THs ad\Nodaris wevtnkoorhy érédovy of Europa. Kal Tovro éxaeiro 

mevtnkoorevecOa. So Et. M. revrnkocrevduevov. Duty levied on imported 
corn: (Dem.) 58, 27, on ruddle from Keos: C.LA., II. 546, on clothing and 
drinking vessels: Dem. 21, 183. The duties on exports are attested by 

Dem. 34,7, and by the statement of accounts of the Delian Amphictyones 
in Boeckh 2, 95=C.LA., Il. 814, where the zrevrnxoory is reckoned even on 

a sacrificial ox belonging to an Athenian Theoria sent to Delos. On the 
mevTnkoorh see Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 425 ff. Beloch, in the NV. Rh. Mus., 39, 

47 ff., argues from (Xen. ), de Fon. aie, 1, 17, that the duty on exports anil 

imports during the Archidamian war was a éxarocry, since (Xen.) does 

not mention the amount of revenue produced by the wevryxocry. Beloch 

supposes that it was increased to a mevryxoor)j during the progress of 
the war. Boeckh 1, 482 ff. identifies the éxarosr7# in (Xen.) with the 
€A\ALEVLOV. 

2 The customs were levied on unloading: Dem. 35, 29, and therefore 
probably when the cargo was loaded also. Andoc., de Myst., 1383/4, men- . 
tions an annual contract sum of 36 tal., which represents an import and 
export of 1,800 tal., to which something must be added because of the cost 
of collection and the profits of the tax-farmers. 

8 Lex. Seguer. 251, 80: Admeroral’ of év rots dyuéor TeXovar. Aristoph., 

Wasps, 659, puts down diwévas as one source of revenue. Poll. 8, 182 and 
Aristoph. ap. Poll. 9, 31 leave the matter vague. Eupol. ap. Poll. 9, 30: 
é\\uéviov Sodvar mpl elaBnval ce det seems to make the éA\wériov a toll on 

embarkation, which should be compared with the émSarixov mentioned ~ 
in C.1.A., 1. 35, 1.7; 34, 1.12. See Wachsmuth, d. St. Ath., 2, 1, 153, 1 Boeckh, 
Publ. icon, L 481 ff 
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Grsert I. 333-4.] Ordinary Revenue. [Gitpert II. 392-3. 

The Sekéry or toll of 10 per cent. can be proved to have been 
levied in certain periods on the cargoes of ships pass- 

ing through the straits of Byzantium. Besides this 
there must have been another kind of dexdry, concerning the 

nature of which nothing definite is known.? 
The érdévov was a tax on sales, paid to the State treasury by the 

purchaser at every sale. Theamount varied: but since the éranov 

seems at various times to have been 1 per cent., it 

may be plausibly identified with the éxaroory, the 

exact nature of which is uncertain.” 

c) Sexarn. 

d) émréyvov. 

1 Lex. Seguer. 185, 21: dexdrn kal elxoory of "AOnvaioe éx TOy vnowruw Tabra 

édduBavov. Harp., dexarevrds. Poll. 9, 28/9. Ken., Hell., 1, 1, 22 says of 
Alcibiades and the other Athenian Strategoi of 411 B.c.: évreiOev & adixdpevor 
THs Kadxndovias eis Xpvodrodw érelxiocav abriv Kal dexarevrijpiov KaTeckevaray év 

airy kal rhv Sexdrny é&édeyov rwv ék Tod Ilévrov mdolwv, The dexarn we are told 

was re-established by Thrasybulus about 390 n.c.: Xen., Hell., 4, 8, 27. 31. 
Dem. 20, 60. Acc. to Polyb. 4, 44,4 the establishment of the dexarn by 
Alcibiades was its first institution. The circumstances described in the 

decree concerning Methone, C.I1.A., I. 40, and the ‘EdAyorovrogiAaxes there 
mentioned can therefore have nothing to do with the dexdry. . I now agree 
with Kirchhoff, Sitzungsber. d. Berl. Ak., 1888, 1179 ff., that the inscr. refers 
to a temporary embargo on thecorn trade. Duncker’s hypothesis (Abhandl. 

z. griech. Gesch., 160 ff.) that the dexdrn was instituted on the occasion of 

Pericles’ expedition to the Pontos must also be rejected for the same reason. 
Nothing certain can be stated as to the nature of the dexdry mentioned in a 
decree of 435/4 3.c., C.I.A., I. 82. 

2 Lex. Seguer. 255, 1: émrdvia wev ra éml TH ov mpookataBadNoueva, womep 
éxarooral rwes. Of. Poll.7,15. Aristoph., Wasps, 658 mentions as a source 
of revenue rds moA\ds éxaroords, because they were paid at the various sales, 
The éxaroorh 4 év Ile.pacet in (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 1,17, can scarcely have 
been such a tax on sales, In the Ber. der Berl. Ak., 1865, 541 ff., Kohler 
computes from data supplied by the lists of goods confiscated by the State 
and sold by the Poletai (cf. C.LA., I. 274-281; IV. 3, 277c, p. 177) that the 

émrdviov was 1-obol for a purchase amounting to 1-4 drachme, 3 ob. for one 
of 5-50 dr., 1 dr. for 50-100 dr. Ina list of this kind dating from the first 
decade after Eucleides out of a sum of 410 dr. 9 dr., ¢.e. a wevrnkoory, is put 

down as éréviov. See Kohler, 2b., p. 546 f£—C.LA., Il. 777. On the other 
hand, in 0.1.A., II. 784-788, a éxaroor) occurs in the case of sales of land, 

and Kéhler on C.1.A., II. 784 argues from C.1.A., II. 7214, col. 1. 10-12, that 
this was paid into a temple-treasury. But this inference is not inevit- 
able, for the inscription quoted does not admit of any definite conclu- 
sion. The réurrn in Harp. érdéva (so also Suid., Et. M.) is merely a con-. 

jecture. See on the subject of the éraywov Thumser, de civium Atheniens. 
munerib., Vienna, 1880, p. 8 ff.; he rightly rejects the theory of Biichsen- 
schiitz, Besitz und Erwerb., 557, 4, who on the strength of Theophrast. ap. 

Stob. Flor. 44,22 maintains that the éxarocr} was a species of judicial 
caution-money. 
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Guixzerrt 1. 334-5.] Athens. [Gingert II. 398-4. 

Similar in character to the érdévov was the toll levied either at 

the city gates or at the market place on commodities 

brought to Athens for sale. It varied in amount accord- 

ing to the nature of the commodity,1 

Among taxes levied on persons the peroikvov, or fee paid by the 
Metoicoi for State-protection, brought in the greatest revenue. 

It amounted to 12 drachmas per annum. for each 
man, and 6 drachmas for a woman; women however 

ceased to pay when their sons attained their majority. Assum- 
ing that there were 10,000 Metoicoi, which was actually the 
case in 309 B.C., the perokiov produced an annual revenue of 
20 talents.” 

The payment of the tax for State protection did not suffice to 

secure the Metoicos the right of doing business in the market 

g) tevxdv Place; indeed he was forbidden to do so by a law of 

té&\os. Solon’s re-enacted by Aristophon. To obtain this 
privilege he had to pay special market dues.® 

Lastly, the zopvixdv téAos must be mentioned. Its amount in 

h) tropvuxdy each case appears to have been assessed by the 

téhos. A goranomoi.+ 
The State did not collect these ‘tolls and taxes directly by means 

of officers of its own, but sold them for a definite annual price to 

e) Stamdidvov. 

-f) perotkvov. 

1 Boeckh., Publ. Econ., 1, 488 ff. Hesych. dcartduov* réXos re trap’ AOnvators 
olrws éxadeiro. In the Acharnians, 896, Dicaiopolis demands from the Beotian 
an eel as dyopads réXos, on which the Schol. remarks: os jv 76 wadasdv, &s Kal 

péxpt TOO viv, rods év TH dyopg mumpdoxovras Tédos Oiddvat Tois Noytorais. Cf. Schol. 

to 723. That the impost varied for different commodities follows from the 
Schol. on Ti. 21. 208: cal év r@ dyopavomuc@ dé voum "AOnvalwy dvésradrrar ixXOdwv 

kal éyxekvwv Té\n and from the story about the peasant Leucon (for the real 

significance of this tale see Boeckh, 7b.) who brought in skins filled with 
honey, and xpibds ofy rots popuots éuBarwy, ws drép KpiOwv ddlyor eloxpexSnotperes 

tédos, éxdurge: Zenob. 1, 74. 

2 Is. ap. Harp. RES broonpalver, STi 6 wev avnp Swoexa Spaxmas 

éréXeu perotkiov, 7 5¢ yuvh €&, kal S71 Tod viod TeXodvTos  uATHp ovdK érédeu’ wh TEAOUYTOS 

5 ékeivov airy redet. For details see p. 179. 10,000 Metoicoi in 309 B.c.: Ath. 
6, 272 B. 

8 The Solonian law, Dem. 57, 31. 32. See Schaefer, Dem., 1',124. For the 
market dues cf. Dem. 57, 34: ddd’ ef wer Eévn fv, Ta TédAn ekeracavTas Ta ev TH 

dyopa (mpoofKe waprupeiv), ef Eevixd éréXer kal mwodarh fw émidecxvirras. See 

Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 449. 
* isch. in Tim. 119. The improbable statement of Suid. didypauma 7d 

Mlobwua Suéypadov yap of dyopavduor, Soov er AauBdvew Tiv ératpay éxdorny is 

explained by Boeckh, Publ. Hcon., 1, 450, very plausibly, in the manner 
indicated in the text. 
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tax-farmers,! who were exempted from military service during the 
year for which they had bought the taxes? Since the 
sums offered for the taxes were as a rule very heavy, 
it was generally companies or associations of tax-farmers who made 

the agreements with the State. Such companies had as their 
president a tax-farmer-in-chief, and included tax-farmers, guaran- 

tors and collectors, all of whom were interested to a greater or less 

extent in the profits of the bargain.® The farmers of the zevryxocry 
kept accounts of the freights of all ships that entered or left the 

port, and had power to examine cargoes for customs purposes.* — 

Attempts at smuggling were punished by seizure of the wares 

that had not paid duty, and offenders could be brought before the 
dicasteries by the form of action called Phasis.® 

The second head of ordinary direct revenue consisted of the 

revenue obtained by letting out on lease the mines at 2) Leases of 

Laureion and the lands and houses owned directly by _ state 

‘the State.® ee 
The most important item under this head was the proceeds of 

the silver mines at Laureion. The State sold to each lessee the 

right of exploiting a specified space in the mine dis- 

trict. The lessee took the ayere so assigned on here- 

ditary lease, agreeing to pay ;,of the annual profits as permanent 

rent to the State; the rights a the lessee could be transferred to 

a third party by purchase or inheritance.” 

Tax-farmers. 

a) The mines. 

1 For the tax-farmers see Boeckh 1,451 ff. Thereddva: are described from 
their relation to the State, or to those who had to pay some impost, either 
as tax-farmers, ¢.g. ropvorehavat, or as tax-collectors, e.g. mevrnxocrodyot. 
Cf. Poll. 9,28 sqq. As regards the various kinds of tolls we find zevrnxoc- 
toddyo in Dem. 21, 183 ; 34,7; éAAqwernoral, in Lex. Seguer. 251, 30, eixorrodbyor 

Aristoph., Frogs., 363, dexarnddyo, Poll. 9,29. Harp. dexarevrds, farmers of 
the dcarvduov, Zenob. 1, 74, of the perotxiov, Harp. werolkcov; mopvoredavat, 
Aisch. in Tim. 119. Philonid. ap. Poll. 9,29; 7, 202. 

2 Tax-farmers were in evil repute: Poll. "9, 32, Their exemption from 
military service: (Dem.) 59, 27. 

8 For such a company of oxtaraon with an dpxdvys as their director 
cf. Andoc., de Myst., 183/4. For the 8 classes reddvau, éyyunral and éxdéyovres 
(Dem.) 24, 144. 

* Dem. 34, 7; 21, 183. 
° Seizure of smuggled goods by tax-farmers: Zenob. 1, 74. dois against 

smugglers: Poll. 8, 47. 
® Boeckh, kl. Schr., 5, 1ff., Publ. Ec., 1, 418 ff. 

-7 Boeckh, kl. Schr., 5, 82 ff., J. H. Hansen, de metallis att. Comment. prior., 
Strassburg, 1885. The right of working new mines was purchased: Dem. 
37, 37, cf. Arist. 47, 2, on which is based Harp. rwAyrai. The 100 tal. which — 
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Since it was the practice of the State to sell confiscated property, 
the amount of landed property owned directly by the State cannot 

have been very large. All such property was let on 

lease. The same course was pursued in the case of 
temple properties, whose rents were used to meet the expenses of 

religious ceremonies.! 

c)House- The receipts from rents of houses and buildings owned 

Property. by the State, including the theatre, were likewise only 
moderate in amount.? 

The third class of ordinary direct revenues consisted of the court 

fees and fines.2 The court fees which were paid in almost all 

3) Court fees Private or public legal cases, were either fixed at a 

and fines. certain proportion of the value of the object in dispute, 
or in other cases were a fixed sum of money paid for bringing the 

action. The fine-monies consisted first of the fines, which the 

accuser had to pay, if he abandoned a public suit, or if he failed 

to obtain + of the dicasts’ votes, or in certain specified cases if he 

b) Of land. 

Themistocles used for building the fleet were the proceeds of the sale of 
mining rights in the newly discovered mines of Maroneia: Arist. 22, 7. 

Maroneia in Attica: Dem. 37, 4. Harp., sub verb. For the yearly pay- 

ments, cf. Suid.: dypdgov merddrdov Sikn: of Ta dpytpera wéradra epyagouevor Szrov 

BovddowrTo xawod épyou dpiacbar pavepdv ero.obyTo Tots em’ éxelvors TeTaypévars bd 
Tov Snjuwov Kal dreypddovro Tod Tedelv Evexa TH Sjuw eixooriv rerdprynv Tod Kawod 

perdddov. Cf. Harp. drovouyn. The right of sale and therefore of inherit- 
ance also follows from Asch. im Tim. 101. C.1.A., Il. 780-783 contain 
fragments of boundary marks of mining concessions. 

1 Aristoph., Wasps, 658 sqq., mentions among the sources of State revenue 
not only réAn and péradra but also pucfods. Cf. Arist. 47, 2. 4. Andoc., de 
Myst., 92, mentions the sale of the proceeds of certain tithes belonging to 
the State. Athenian state-lands in the territory of Chalkis let on lease 
fElian, Var. Hist., 6,1. Muicdwoces of confiscated landed estates: C.IA., IV. 
3, 277a, p. 177. On the use made of the revenues from temple property cf. 

Harp. ard wobwpdrwv. 

2 Leasing of houses belonging to the State, Xen., de Vect., 4, 19. 
8 A, of the fine-monies belonged in certain cases to Athena, cf. the law 

in Dem. 43, 71. Andec., de Myst., 96; Xen., Hell., 1, 7,10; Pseudoplut., vit. 

Antiph., 27, p. 1016 Didot. The State debtors were then debited with , of 
the fine to the Practores, and ;4, to the treasurers of the goddess. Monies 
due to the State were recorded on a register kept in the temple of Athena 

on the Acropolis. Cf. (Dem.) 25, 70; 58, 48. Harp.=Suid. pevieyypag7. 
Suid. pevdéyypados dixn. Boeckh, P. Econ., 1, 509. 

4 For the first kind of court fees, the rpuraveia, cf. Poll. 8, 38, for the 
second, the zapdcraois Arist. 59,3. Poll. 8,39. Phot. rapdcracis. Revenues 
dd duxcacrnpiwv, Thue. 6,91. Arist., Wasps, 659, counts rpuraveia among the 
public revenues. 
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merely lost the case: secondly, the fines inflicted on the accused in 
public suits if condemned; these in some cases were sums of an 

amount fixed by law, in other cases confiscation of property : lastly, 
the éBodai inflicted by the Boule or by the magistrates.* 
Any one who failed to pay at the appointed time money due to 

the State, whether rent or fines or otherwise, became a State 
debtor and incurred ipso facto the form of Atimia 

peculiar to such men.” At the same time the amount 

of the debt was doubled, and the State secured payment for itself 

by the sale of the debtor’s property.* Further, when the time 

allowed for payment had elapsed, the State had power to put the 

debtor in prison till the debt was paid, a punishment not in- 

frequently put in force as a deterrent against dilatoriness.* 

State debtors. 

1 The fine inflicted on the aécuser, if he failed to obtain 4 of the votes, 
arnounted in public cases to 1000 dr.: Poll. 8, 53—the same amountif he 
allowed a public accusation to fall through—in private cases the Epobelia 
had to be paid to the defendant. Harp. érwBedia. The State also received 
one Class of rapaxaraBod\al,—where the accuser had to pay + of the value of 
the object in dispute, if he laid claim to property confiscated by the State. 
Cf. Poll. 8,89. Phot. rapaxaraBory, Art.2. For the fines inflicted on con- 
demned defendants see Boeckh, P. Ec., 1, 488 ff, and on the confiscation of 
property 1, 516 ff. Arist., Wasps, 659 dyuidrpara among the public revenues. 

On the émBodati see Siegfried, de multa quae émiBory dicitur. Berlin, 1876, 
p. 69 ff. 

2 The money paid by the tax-farmers for the tolls was paid in to the 
State card mpuravelay: (Dem.) 59, 27. Cf. Arist. 47, 2sqq., for the duties of 
the Poletai. They prepared lists of payments for each Prytany. The 
chief time for payments was the 9th Prytany. Houses purchased from 
the State had to be paid for within 5 years, lands within 10 years. Men 

punished by money fines became State debtors if the fine was not paid 

within a certain interval of grace allowed after the sentence was passed; 
as a rule probably the 9th Prytany was the limit: (Dem.) 59, 6/7, but in 
cases of 8pis, acc. to the law in Dem. 21, 47, Asch. in Tim. 16, only 11 days’ 

grace was allowed. Cf.(Dem.) 58,49. The status of State-debtor involved 
Atimia, which, in case the father failed to pay, was inherited by his 

_ descendants: Dem. 22, 34. (Dem.) 25, 4; 58,15; 59, 6. On State debtors 
see Boeckh, Pub. Hcon., 1, 506 ff. 

3 Cf. Arist. 48,1: «dv tis é\Xlrn KaraBodjy, évTadd’ éyyéypamrac (te. ev Tots 

ypauparetors) kat Surd[odv alvdyxn 76 [él] ecpOev karaBddrew 7 SedécOa Kal radra 

elompa[trew 7 BolvAn Kal joa [Kup|ia Kara Tods vduous éoriv. Doubling of fines 

overdue in the 9th Prytany, the usual time for payment: (Dem.) 59, 7, 
Harp. déiciov ; rents in arrear: Andoc., de Myst., 73. The share due to the 

_ goddess increased tenfold: Dem. 24, 82. 
4 This was a provision of the reAwvikol vduoc which the Boule carried out 

against lessees, guarantors, and tax-farmers. Cf, Dem. 24,144. ‘That this 
provision applied to the other pucGovmevor too, is shown by the exception 
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State debts could be remitted in two ways. The first method 

was by decree of the Ecclesia; but for this it was requisite that 

Remission of the proposer of the decree first obtained adea for 

State debts. making his proposition, by means of a Wjdurpa éx” 
dvopt. The same preliminary was necessary for a proposal to 

grant the debtor a period of grace within which to pay his debt.! 
Secondly, a debt might be remitted less formally by a legal fiction ; 

the State accepted the performance of some slight service or other 

in lieu of the sum due.? 

The revenues of the State, as described up to this point, fell into 

two categories. The receipts from tolls, taxes, and rents were of 
Classification fixed and known amounts, and could therefore supply 

of revenues. 4 financial basis for the administration ; the receipts 

from court fees and fines were naturally subject to fluctuations. 

Accordingly these revenues were divided into (1) regular pay- 

ments, xaraBodai, including the returns from tolls and taxes let 

out to the tax-farmers, and from rents and leases, and (2) ad- 

ditional receipts, tpooxataBAyjpara, consisting of the court fees and 

fine-monies.° 

made in the law of Timocrates in Dem. 24, 41. Finally Dem. 24, 96 shows 
that it could be extended to apply to all who had money belonging to 
the State in their hands. Cf. the passage from Arist. quoted in the last 
note. 

1 Of. the laws quoted in Dem. 24, 45.50, which are confirmed by § 46. 
Boeckh, Publ. Ec., 1, 515/6; Goldstaub, de ddeias notione et usu in iure publ. 
att., 832ff. Breslau, 1889. 

2 See Boeckh in Meineke, fr. com. gr., 2,527/8 and Publ. Hceon., 1, 514/5. 
Ace. to Androt. ap Schol., Aristoph., Pax, 347, Phormio owed the State 
100 mine, and was therefore Atimos, 6 5é dos Bovdduevos doar Thy atiulav 

dreulcOwoev atte p pvdv Tob Aids Ovolavy; so I read with Miiller-Striibing, 

Aristoph., 689. Cf. also Plut., Dem., 27, referring to a similar remission of 
debt: rijs 5¢ xpnuarucfs Snulas adr@ pevotons (ov yap céfv xdpire ADoa Karadixnv) 

écopicavro mpds Tov vouov. 
8 So I explain Dem. 24,96 sqq. The orator says there is a law in ac- 

cordance with which the Boule are to employ against rods éxovras rd Te iepa 
kal ra dora xphuara, if they failed to pay, the laws laid down in the case of 
tax-farmers, é.e. put them in prison (cf. § 144): § 96. In the interest of 

Androtion and his associates, who had monies of this kind in their hands, 
and should have been dealt with xara rov’s véuouvs rods Tedkwvexods (§ 101), 

_ Timocrates made a new law to the effect that, with the exception of tax- 
farmers and lessees, other debtors, if they gave sureties, should not be put 
in prison unless they failed to pay inthe 9th Prytany. Cf. §39sqq. Now 

Dem. says in § 97, that through fear of the former law, ¢.e. of imprison- 

ment, the rpocxaraB\jpara are paid in, if ra éx ray rekGv xphuara fall short 
of the government expenses. § 98 describes the serious results which must 
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Lastly, the most important revenues of the State during the 

existence of the first Athenian league were supplied by the tribute 

of the allies, This amounted originally to 460 talents. 
This total, for some time diminished in some of the 
items, but again brought up to the original sum by the assessment 

of 439/8 B.c., was then increased at the assessment of 425/4 B.c. 
to 1,200 talents, though as a matter of fact only 8-900 talents per 

annum were actually paid.t We have no precise information 
concerning the amount of the financial contributions of the mem- 

Tribute. 

follow the acceptance of Timocrates’ law. In this § ra wpocxaraBAjuara Tods 

bh TOévras corresponds to rods éxovras Ta Te lepa kal Ta Sova xXphuara of § 96, as 

is clear from the context of both §§. The meaning of § 98 is therefore as 
follows :—‘ If the ordinary receipts from the taxes are not sufficient for the 
needs of the administration, but leave a large deficit which cannot be met 
till the end of the year, i.e. till the 9th Prytany; and if, on the other hand, 
the Boule or Dicastery has not the power to imprison those who fail to, pay 
the rpocxaraB\juara but by giving sureties they can delay payment till 

the 9th Prytany, the result must be chaos in the State.’ This seems to me 
to prove the correctness of the explanation of rpocxaraBAjuara given in the 

text. iepd=the fine-monies in so far as they belonged to Athena. See p. 
354°. Other theories, which I cannot accept, are given by Platner, Proc., 
1,40; Telfy in the Phil., 16, 365 ff.; Boeckh., Publ. Ec., 1, 459 ff.; Schaefer, 
Dem., 11, 342, 1. The statements in Suid. Phot. rpocxaraBod} are of little 
weight against (Dem.) 59, 27. 

1 ‘O mpGros pdpos, assessed by Aristeides acc. to Arist. 23, 5 in 478 z.c., 
amounted to 460 tal.: Thuc. 1,96. Diod. 11,47. Plut., Arist., 24. Kirch- — 
hoff (Herm. 11, 27 ff.) argues that the tribute did not reach this amount till 

after the battle at the Eurymedon. Herbst in the Phil. 40, 318 ff., Beloch, 

N. Rh. Mus., 43, 104 ff., Nothe, d. del. Bund, p. 6, Magdeburg, 1889, reject 
this view. In Boeckh, St. d. Ath.’, 2, 88, no. 626, Frankel argues with con- 
siderable plausibility, from details given by Thuc., that at the time of the 
foundation of the league the States undertook to pay amounts considerably 
higher than were necessary at a later date, after the league had extended 
itself and the barbarian power had been decisively broken. The ¢épos of 

the Athenian allies has been discussed by Kohler in the Urk. u. Untersuch. 
z. Gesch. d. del.-att. Bundes, but his results must be corrected in acc. with 
the exhaustive investigations of Busolt, in the Phil. 41, 652 ff. See also 
Guirand, dela condition des alliés pendant la premiére confédération Athénienne, . 

46 ff. Paris, 1883. The statement of Thuc. 2, 13, that circ. 481 3.c. ds ém 
7d moAd 600 tal. per annum was received from the tribute is disproved by the 
tribute lists. Busolt, ib., 703 suggests that the 600 tal. includes the war 
indemnity which the Samians had to pay (Thue. 1,117). The increase of 

_ tribute from 460 to 600 tal. in Plut., Arést., 24, is a combination of Plut-_ 
arch’s own from Thue. 1, 96 and 2,18. Beloch, N. Rh. Mus., 39, 34 ff., gives 
a different explanation of Thuc.’s 600 tal. C.1.A., I. 37, is a fragment of the 
assessment list of 425/4 s.c. [Hicks, no. 47]. The total of this assessment 
1,200 tal. Andoc., de pace, 9. ZEsch., de Fals, Leg., 175. 
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bers of the second Athenian league, but they must have been 

considerably less than the tribute of the first league.! 

Though we cannot estimate the revenue from the various items, 

their amount being for the most part unknown to us, we never- 

theless possess some information about the total. For 
Total amount ae : 

of tie example, at the beginning of the Peloponnesian war 

entire S’ate the entire revenues amounted to quite 1,000 tal., in 
422 B.c., after the increase of the tribute, to almost 

2,000.2 Lycurgos, during his twelve years’ tenure of power from 

338-326 B.C., spent 18,900 tal., a total corresponding to an average 

annual revenue of 1,575 tal.; and even under the rule of Demetrius 

of Phaleron the revenues still amounted to 1,200 tal. per annum. 
These figures are not so much at variance with those of the 5th 

century as at first appears, for the value of money had fallen con- 
siderably in the interval. It need scarcely be said that in times 

of depression the annual revenues fell siaerapbae below the 

amounts just given.* 

Besides the direct revenues, the State RNA further sums 

indirectly, in the financial burdens imposed upon rich citizens. 

Oritiacy These public burdens, called Ayrovpyia., were under- 
indirect taken in turn by the well-to-do citizens in a fixed 
eee cycle. Besides the Trierarchia and the zpoeodopa, 

1 Schaefer, Dem., 11, 26 ff. 
2 Boeckh., Publ. Ec.,1,566 ff. Xen., Anab., 7,1, 27, says with reference to the 

beginning of the Pelop. war: mpocddov ovens Kar’ éviavrov dad Te TaV evojuwy 

kat éx Tis birepoplas ob petov xiAlwy Taddvrwv : of this total 460 tal. were tribute ; 

the other receipts therefore amounted to 540 tal. With regard to the state- 
ment of Aristoph., Wasps, 660, 422 B.c.: Trovrwy mhijpwua Tadavr’ éyyds durxua 

vlyverat huiv, if we may venture to suppose that at that date the tribute 

amounted to 1,200 tal., that Aristoph. exaggerates, and lastly that the ov 

ueiov in Xen. is put by litotes for “fully 1,000 or more,” we may reconcile 
the statements of the two writers. 

8 This estimate of the yearly revenues under Lycurgos 3 is based on the 
decree concerning Lycurgos in Plut., p. 1,088, Didot: diaveiuas éx rijs Kow7s 
mporddov pipia Kal éxraxicxitua Kal évaxdoww tédavra. In the Vita Lyc., 25, 

p- 1,027, 1,200 tal. are given as the annual revenue. For Demetrios’s 
administration cf. Duris ap. Ath. 12, 542c. 

4 Cf. e.g. (Dem.) 10, 37. 
5 For the etymology of \grovpyla (this is the spelling in inscrr. till the 

8rd cent. Cf. Lex. Seguer. 277, 29) cf. Ulpian on Dem. 494: deirov (we. 
Ajivov) éxddouv of madaLol 7d Sicheriaas 8Oev Necroupyetv 7d els TO Snudovov epyaferOar 

édeyov. See Bremi’s Wolf’s ed. of Lept., p. 48, 1. Curtius, Grundz. d. 
griech. Etym.?, p. 362, no. 535, puts under the same root dads, Adiros, AxiTos, 

Aecroupyla. For the regular leiturgies—from which Atelia was granted 
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which must be discussed among the extraordinary revenues, the 

leiturgies included the Choregia, Gymnasiarchia, and éoriacvs, or 

giving feasts to the tribesmen, for which last in most cases the 

Phyle concerned nominated the men who had to serve.! 

The first of these leiturgies, the yopyyia, for which the Choregoi 
were as a rule appointed by the various tribes, was required for 

all those festivals which were accompanied by dra- 

matic, lyric, or orchestic competitions; we know this 

was the case with the Panathenaia, Dionysia, Thargelia, Prome- 
theia, and Hephaisteia. It was the duty of the Choregos to collect 

his chorus, pay them, supply their expenses during the time of 
training, and all the requisites for their performance at the 

festival. Further, the Choregos had to pay the xopodiddoxados 
who trained the chorus. The expenses involved in the Choregia 

varied considerably according to the character of the chorus to be 
provided ; in the cases recorded they amounted to between 300 

and 5,000 drachme. In the course of the Peloponnesian war so 

many families became impoverished that it often became necessary 

to allow two Phylai to take one Choregia between them, or two 

citizens of one Phyle to undertake one Choregia together. In 

Aristotle’s time the Archon nominated the three richest of all the 

Athenians as Choregoi for the performance of the tragedies; for 
the comedies and for the cyclic choruses at the Dionysia each 
Phyle appointed one Choregos; for the cyclic choruses at the 

Thargelia one was appointed by every two tribes. In the time of 
Demetrius of Phaleron the Phylai no longer appointed the Choregoi 

Choregia. 

only in very few cases (cf. Dem. 20, 21)—there were about 60 persons re- 
quired every year acc. to Dem. 20, 21. Boeckh, 1, 598, makes the number 
greater. A citizen who had in one year performed a leiturgy was free for 
the next: Dem. 20, 8, and no one need undertake more than one leiturgy at 

a time: Dem. 20,19; 50,9. Orphans were exempt for a year after they 
attained their majority: Lys. 82, 24. Cf. Arist. 56, 3, where it is said of 
the dpxywv : kal ras oxjpes elo[dyer, edly Tis } NeAyTOUpyy[Kélv[ac] py w[p]drepor 
TAUTHY Tiv AnToUpy|lav, 7} a]red)s elvat, AeXyTLoUpynKws E|Tépay AyTovpylav Kal Tov 

xpovew abr@ [ris dreAlelas uh éEeAnAVOd[Twr, 7) Ta] ern wh yeyovévar* Set yap Tov 

Tats mat[oly xopn|yobvra bwrép rerrapa|[Kov|ra ern yeyovévat. See Boeckh, Pub. 
ie., 1, 593 ff. 

1 Dem. 20, 21: wéco. Siro’ eiciv of Kar’ éviavrdv ras éyxuKAlous Aevroupylas 

Aetroupyobvres xopyyol Kal yuuvaclapxo. Kal éoridropes; acc. to Lex. Seguer. 250, 

22, éyxdk\ior Meant ai Kar’ éviavrdv yuwdueva. Dem. 89,7: olcovor vy Ala oi . 

purérat Tov abrov Tpdbrov Evrep Kal Tovs GAXous. ovKotv Mavrifeov Mavtiov Sopikroy 

olcovow, av Xopnydov 7) yupvaclapxov 7 éoridropa 7} édv Te TOV GAdwy dépwow. For 

other leiturgies see Thumser, de civ. Atheniens. munerib., p. 95 ff. 
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for the musical competitions; but the people entrusted the equip- 

ment of the choruses to an dywvobérns, whose émpéAea lasted for 

a year. This officer, nominated from among the richest of the 
citizens, had to defray at his own expense the entire cost of pro- 

viding the choruses; in one case known to us this amounted to 

7 tal. It is not known for certain whether this system was kept 
up in the two last centuries B.c. In the imperial age the old 

system of the Choregia was again in force. 

The yuuvacrapyia, to which citizens were nominated doubtless 

by the Phylai, consisted in defraying the expenses of the com- 

Gymnasi- petitors in the torch races,? which took place at the 
archia. Panathenaia, Hephaisteia, Prometheia, and at the 

* On the Choregia see Boeckh, Publ. Ec., 1, 600. . Thumser, de civ. 
Atheniens. mun., p. 83 ££, where the literature bearing on the subject can be 
found. Subsequent treatises are Brink, inser. Graecae ad choregiam perti- 

nentes. Halle, 1885. Reisch, de musicis Graecorum certaminibus, Vienna, 

1885, p. 10 ff., 25 ff.; Lipsius, in the Ber. d. sachs. Ges. d. W., 1885, 411 ff. 
Examples of the expenses involved are given in Lys. 21, 1-4: xopyyla 
Tpayydots 3,000 dr., dvdpcxds xopds at the Thargelia 2,000 dr., eds ruppryiords at 
the great Panathenaia 800 dr., xopnyia dvdpdow els Acoviora 5,000 dr., xuxdexds 
xépos at the lesser Panathenaia 300 dr., wasdicds xdpos 1,500 dr. xopnyia 

Kwudots 1,600 dr., xopnyla mruppixiorats dyevelos 700 dr. Acc. to Dem. 21, 156, 

the xopnyia atdnrais dvdpdc: cost more than rpaywdois. Forthe appointment 

of Choregoi by the Phylai cf. Dem. 20,180. Lipsius, ib., 411 ff, proved, 

mainly from C.I.A., II. 971, cf. also 558, that the Choregoi for tragedies and 
comedies competed in their own names, and therefore were not nominated 
by the Phylai; his view is now confirmed by Arist. 56, 3. Aristot. ap. 
Schol, Aristoph., Ranae, 404, attests for 412/1 B.c. 87: civdvo0 ed0ke xopyyeiv Ta 

Avovicwa Tots Tpaywoois kal Kwywdots. Choregoi for two tribes at once: C.LA., 

IV. 2, 337a. So too C.1.A., II. 1236 for 3865/4 3.c., 1287 B.c. 864/38, 1240 z.c., 
344/3. Cf. also 1251, 1255, 1261. For the system in force in Aristotle’s 
time cf. Arist. 56. C.I.A., II. 553, shows that musical performances took 
place not only at the Panathenaia, Dionysia, and Thargelia, but also at the 
Prometheia and Hephaisteia. On the later alterations of the choregic 
system see Kohler, in the Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 8, 229 ff, and 

Reisch 82 ff. Decrees in honour of Agonothetai: C.I.A., Il. 302, 314, 817, 
331, 379. For the cost of such an Agonothesia cf. C.LA.,I]. 879: xai 

dywrobérns draxovca(s dvijw)cev érra TadavTa kal radw Tov bdv Sods (éml Tadrnr) 

Tiv éruyéhecav Kal Kah@s tiv dywvobecl(avy éxredécas) mpocavprwoev ovK dALya 

Xphmara. 
2 For the Gymnasiarchia see Boeckh, Publ. Ec.,1, 609 ff. Thumser, <b., 

p- 88 ff. The Phyle is the victor in the competitions: C.1.A., II, 1229 sqq. 

Xen., de Vect., 4,58, shows that the expenses of the yuyvaciapxotmevor were 

paid. Lex. Seguer. 228, 11 sqq.: yuuvactapxa of dpxovres Tay Nammradodpomov 
els Ti éopriv rod IIpounbéws cal Tob ‘Hdaiorov Kal rod Iavéds, bd’ Gv of pnBor 

Grecpbuevoar kata Siadoxyy TpéxovrTes Hrrov Toy Bwpor. 
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festivals of Pan and Bendis. The expenses of a Gymnasiarchia at 
the Prometheia are given as 1,200 drachmae.! 

No definite information can be given concerning the éor/acis, or 
duty of giving a banquet to a tribe: this took place at Feasting 

State festivals, but it was a matter which belonged to the tribe. 
the internal management of the Phyle itself.? 

If any one thought he was unfairly treated by being nominated 

for a leiturgy, for which some other citizen seemed better able to 

bear the expense, he was allowed, if he could prove Ayrt8 
° . eye VTLOOTLS. 

his contention, to transfer his liability to the other. 

The formal process by which this was effected was called .dvridoaus,? 
a term which literally signifies giving in exchange, a gift in 

exchange for what a person has received, and then further the 

reciprocal relation of a mutual exchange of gifts. This significa- 

tion of an exchange of property was the original meaning of 

dvridoo1s in Athenian constitutional law, and it was only in a 

1 See Wecklein, Herm., 7, 1873, p. 487 ff. Torch races at the Panathe- 
naia: C.I.A., I. 1181, 1229. Lex. Seguer. 277,22 sqq. Phot. Aaumrddos; at 
the festival of Hephaistos: C.I.A., II. 1840. Lex. Seguer. 7b. and 228, 11 ff ; 
of Prometheus: Phot. \aurds, Lex. Seguer. ib.; of Pan: Hdt.6,105. Phot. 

Aduras. Lex. Seguer. ib.; Bendis: Plat., de Rep., 1,827 sqq. Mommsen, 

Heort., 425/6. Costs of the Gymnasiarchia: Lys. 21, 8. 
2 The éoriacis is counted among the éyxvxduor Aecroupylac by Dem. 20, 21, ef. 

21,156. Boeckh 1, 616/7. Thumser, p. 90 ff. Schol. to Dem. 20, 21 in the 
Bull, 1, 147: éoridropes* of rds pudds év Tots Acovvctors kal Tavadnvators rpépovres. 

Is. 3. 80: kal év 7G Shum Kexrnuevos Tov Tpurddavrov olkov, el Fv yeyaunxds, 

qvaryKagero dy varep ris yaueris yuvatkds kal Oecuode pa éoriay Tas yuvatkas. 

3 Boeckh, Publ. He., 1,749 ff., supposed that the dvrldoois might be de- 
cided in any of the following ways: The person challenged undertook the 
leiturgy, or else a judicial trial took place to decide who should be . 
required to perform the leiturgy. If the challenger lost the case and was 
ordered to serve, the question was settled. If the verdict was given against 

the person challenged, he could either undertake the leiturgy. or exchange 
properties with the challenger, in which case the latter had to take the 

property of the other and perform the leiturgy with it. Dittenberger, in 

Rudolstadt Progr., 1872, denied the possibility of an actual exchange of 
property; and his view is accepted by Blaschke, de antidosi, Berlin, 1876, 

- and Max Frankel, Herm., 18, 442 ff., 1883, the latter directing his arguments 
especially against the view set forth by Thalheim, in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 

1877, 613 ff., and here adopted in the text. Thalheim replied in Herm., 19, 
80 ff., 1884, and his main conclusions are accepted by Illing, de antidosi, 
Berlin, 1885, Frankel again replied in Boeckh, St. d. Ath.3, 2, 180, no. 
883 ff. See also Lipsius in Meier? 787 ff. The Antidosis is attested in the 
case of the Choregia by Lys. 24,9. Xen., Gi., 7,3; for the Trierarchia by 
Dem. 21,78. Xen., ibid.; for the poets pops by (Dem.) 42, 5. (Cf. Lécrivain 
Revue Hist., ; Xlv. 276 ff... 
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derived sense that the term served to denote the judicial process 

which became the usual substitute for the actual exchange.! 
This follows from the various ways in which the question of 

Antidosis could be settled.2 The citizen who considered himself 

wrongly called upon to serve a leiturgy, challenged the man who, 
he considered, ought to perform the leiturgy rather than himself, 

to undertake the duty.? If the person challenged accepted the 
leiturgy, the dispute was settled. If he refused, the other could 

challenge him to Antidosis, 7.e., to exchange of properties. If 

this challenge was accepted—and there is evidence that this 

sometimes happened—an actual exchange of property took place, 
and the challenger then performed the leiturgy by means of the 

property he received in exchange for his own. But, as a rule, 

1 Dittenberger, p. 12 note, supposes that the original form of Antidosis 

was an actual exchange of properties, but without judicial trial. I cannot 
endorse D.’s view, p. 8 ff., that in the times of Dem. and Lys. dvridoois and 
dvTiO.dovar never meant anything more than the compulsory exchange of 
the properties before the judicial trial. Nor is the view of Blaschke, p. 

6 ff., more probable, that the object of dvrididdvac is always ri Aecroupyiav. 

When, on account of more complicated social and economical relations, 

the actual exchange of property had become unusual, dv7idididvar and 

dvriSocis were used to denote the legal procedure of Antidosis generally, 
or its preliminaries; sée Illing, loc. cit., 16 ff., Lipsius in Meier?, 743/4. 
"Avridvddvac is used both of the challenger and of the person challenged ; 
cf. Dem. 28, 17. 

2 For the three possible solutions of a question of Antidosis see Thalheim, 
p- 613 ff., with whom I agree, though I do not follow him in regarding the 
mpox\nors mentioned in (Dem.) 42, 19 as the first challenge to an Antidosis ; 

see Frankel, in Herm., 18, 453 ff., Illing, op. cit.,4 ff. The Lexicographers ~ 

represent the Ankldosin as an actual éxohange of property: eg. Lex. 

Seguer. 197, 3 sqq., Lex. Cantabr. 663. 
3 Hence Shp leiturgy itself is found put loosely as the object of the verb 

dvrididovac; Dem. 21, 78: dvtididdvres rpinpapxtay, Xen., Cic., 7.3: bray yé me 

els dvridocw Kad@vrat Tranpapxlas 7} xopyylas. 
4 Those who hold that actual and complete exchange of properties was 

impossible base their theory on general considerations; see especially 
Frankel, Herm., 18, 442 ff. But Lys. 8, 20 gives evidence that at Athens 
property was sometimes obtained as a result of Antidosis; for in that 
passage I cannot consider dixas idias é& dvTiddcews to be anything else than 

legal processes connected with claims obtained by the exchange of pro- 
perties. The explanation of these words given by Frankel, <b., 461, is refuted 
by Illing 13/4. The other passages which seem to prove the possibility of 
an actual exchange are Dem. 20, 40; (Dem.) 42, 27; Lys. 24,9; in these 
cases those who hold the opposite view have suggested various explanations, 
all more or less arbitrary. Dittenberger 11 regards the passage in (Dem.) 
42,27 as an unsolved problem, Blaschke 15 ff., and Frankel 447 ff, attempt 
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the person challenged, if he did not consider himself justly called 

upon to perform the leiturgy, refused this challenge, and appealed 

to a judicial Diadicasia. In this case, the challenger had the 

property of the other marked and sealed, and the person challenged 
did the same to his opponent’s, that neither party might fraudu- 

lently misrepresent the amount of his property. Both parties 

bound themselves by a judicial oath taken before the magistrate 

who presided over the Diadicasia to produce accurate inventories 

of their properties within three days. Armed with these inven- 
tories, whose correctness had to be attested once more by oath, or, 

if they were suspected to be false, by further proof, the litigants 
pleaded their case before a Heliastic court, which decided which 

of the two must perform the leiturgy.! I do not think it prob- 
able that the person challenged could still accept the exchange 

of property as at first offered, and so get rid of the obligation to 

serve the leiturgy, after being ordered to serve by the verdict of 

the Dicastery ; but before the verdict, he could always accept 

either the leiturgy or the exchange.? 

Besides the ordinary revenue the State had extraor-,.... 4. dinary 

dinary receipts, which may again be dividedinto direct _ direct 

and indirect. Seer 

To the direct receipts of this class belonged first the émddces 

or voluntary contributions. These were given either for purposes 

of war and the defence of the country, or for religious 
‘ : . A érriBdorets. 

purposes, sometimes in cash, sometimes in natural pro- 

to explain away the difficulties. Frinkel suggests that there may have 
been a private compromise practically equivalent to an exchange of 
properties ; but in that case, as Thalheim rightly observes in Herm. 19, 88. 

90, exchange of properties, even from Frinkel’s own point of view, cannot 

have been so absolutely unknown at Athens. For the case where Demos- 
thenes was challenged to Antidosis by Thrasylochos (Dem. 28, 17; 21, 77 
sqq.) cf. Illing 24 ff. 

1 For the procedure at a judicial Antidosis cf. (Dem.) 42. The Strategoi 
were jyyeudves of the judicial Antidosis in the case of the Proeisphora and 
Trierarchia: (Dem.) 42,4; Arist. 61,1. See the author’s Beitr., etc., 58 ff. 
The dpxwv presided in the case of the Choregia at the Dionysia and 
Thargelia: Arist. 56, 3. 

* [agree with Dittenberger, pp.8/9, that exchange was no longer allowed 
after the verdict of the Dicastery. Demosthenes’s case shows that it was 
possible to accept before the verdict was given. Remnants of lists of 

judicial decisions in such Diadicasiai concerning leiturgies from the first 
half of the 4th cent.: Kéhler, Mitth. d. disch. arch, Inst. in Ath.,7, 96 ff.= 
C.LA., II. 945 (where Lipsius in Meier,? 742, no. 756, wishes to read 
diedixdcavro) 946, 947, Stschonkareff, in the Mitth., 12, 181 ff. 
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ducts.1 Voluntary contributions were invited by decree of the 
people, which sometimes specified the maximum and minimum 

amounts to be accepted. Announcements of Epidoseis were made 

either at once in the Ecclesia, or in the Boule and to the Strategoi.? 

Not unfrequently voluntary presents were made in special circum- 

stances without such invitation.® 

The cicgopé was devoted to war purposes, and admitted of no 

Ateleia, not even in the case of orphans, nor if it was required at 

the same time asthe Trierarchia.4 It was an extraor- 

dinary income-tax, and was imposed on each particular 

occasion by special decree of the Ecclesia.5 It is uncertain on 

what system it was assessed in the 5th century. There is no 

doubt that the assessment was based on the 4 Solonian census 

classes, which can be shown from inscriptions to have been still in 

existence in 387/6 B.c.: but it must be supposed that as early as 

the Peloponnesian war, the first period in which war-taxes were 

frequently levied, these census classes were so far modified that 

movables as well as landed property were taken into account.® 

In all probability even before Nausinicos there were occasional 

1 "Emdéces for war and defence of the country: Dem. 18, 171; Is. 5, 38; 
C.I.A., II. 384, 880. For religious purposes: C.I.A., II. 980, 981; Plut., 
Phok., 9. For building a tower: II. 982. For repairs of the theatre: II. 

984. émidoois of a ship: Dem. 21, 168. émiddces for improvements in 
triremes: C.1.A., II. 804 Bb, 65 sqq. 807c.51 sq. 808d, 105 sq. émldocis of 
cheap corn: Mitth. d. disch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 8, 211 ff. 

2 C.1.A., II. 334, where 200 dr. is given as maximum, 50 dr. minimum. 
Announcement of émidéces immediately in the Ecclesia: Dem. 21, 162; 
Plut., Alcib., 10; Ath. 4, 168 F. 

8 Instances in Boeckh, Publ. Ec., 1, 764/5. 
4 Dem. 20,-18; Xen., Gc., 2, 6; Dem. 20, 28; Thumser, de civ. Athen. 

munerib., p. 22 ff. For the orphans cf. Dem. 27, 7; 28, 4. 

5 The ecicgopéd was not a leiturgy: Thumser 25 ff. Cf. Is. fr, 23, 
Whether ddea was necessary for the proposer of an Eisphora, I can no 

longer venture to decide; the passage in point, C,LA., I. 32, is too frag- 

mentary—see Dittenberger, Syll., 14 B. 15 ff An instance in inscrr, of 
eicgopat in the 5th cent.; C.LA., I. 25, 55. See Thumser 19 ff. ‘ 

6 The Solonian census classes appear in inscrr. 444 s.c.: C.I.A., 1. 31; in 
887/6 s.c.: C.I.A., II. 14. They are also mentioned 428/7 s.c. by Thue. 3, 
16, cf. 6, 48, and 8354/3 s.c. by Is. 7, 39 (Blass, att. Bereds., 2, 517). Acc. to 
Thue. 3, 19 the first Eisphora was in 428/7, @.e., in the Peloponnesian war: 
see my Beitr., etc., 128 ff. Aristoph., Hg., 923 sqq. draws a distinction be- 
tween the rich and the poorer citizens in connexion with the Eisphora. 
Acc. to Isocr. 17, 49 which was delivered before 392 B.c, (Blass, att. Bered- 
samk., 2,210) even property in slaves was assessed. Beloch, Herm., 20, 245/6 

holds that the transition from contributions in kind to payments in money 
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revisions of the assessment-lists, when the taxpayers were, if 
necessary, reclassified according to their wealth. The citizens 

liable to the tax apparently made their own estimates of the 

amount of their property, which were then accepted or corrected 
by a committee of émvypadeis, probably a separate committee for 

each of the census classes.” 
In 378/7 B.c. in the Archonship of Nausinicos a new system of 

assessment for the purposes of Hisphora was introduced, in con- 
nexion with the institution of Symmories for the same y.coggment of 
purpose. The entire amount of the property of the Nausinicos. 

Athenians, as declared on this occasion, reached, according to 

Polybios, the sum of 5,750 talents; and the total assessment re- 

mained, according to the evidence we possess, at approximately the 
same amount up to the end of the 4th century. Boeckh, arguing 

from the consideration that the total amount of the property of the 
Athenians at that date must be estimated at between 30 and 40 

was first effected in the 5th cent., and Poll. 8, 180 refers to the adjustment 
of the old census classes to the coinage system current in the 5th cent. 

1 Cf. the epigram of Anthemion in Arist. 7,4; Poll. 8,131, a man who 
was promoted from the Thetes to the class of Hippeis. 

2 The account given in the text is attested in the case of the Metoicoi by 
two passages in Isocr.17,a speech delivered not later than 392 s.c., and 
therefore before the assessment under Nausinicos. See Blass, att. Bereds., 
2, 210. Isocr. 17, 49: rv adrdv 5é robrov dmreypawaro (Ilaciwy) pév év ois 
Tiyunuacw ws Sodd\ov pera Tov olkerav Tav &\Xwv—A1: pds 5é Tovrors elapopas Huiv 

mpocraxOelons kai érépwy emvypapav yevouévwv yw mrelorov elojveyxa Tov Févwvr, 

ards 5é aipedels éuavre pev éréypava thy peylorny elopopdy, brép Maclwvos 8 
ededunv Tav cwervypapéwy Aéywv, bre Tots Ewots Xphuacitvyxdver xpwuevos. Harp. 

too mentions émvypadets, as a term found in Lysias; émcypadéas rods Kale- 
ornkéras ért TH ypddew, drbcov ddpethovow eiopépew eis Td Snudovov. Avolas ev TH 

mepi ris elopopas. Cf. also Lex. Cantabr. 670. Lex. Seguer. 254, 5. Poll. 

8, 103. The statement of the last writer émriypadeis rods ovx eligi gonr ay 
elofyyov eis Td Sixacrhpiov seems to me improbable. 

8 Philoch. ap. Harp., cuppopia—diypéOnoav 5é rpGrov ’APnvata kara cupmoplas 

éxt Navowilkov dpxovros, &s pyar Pirsxopos ev TH ¢ ’ArOi5os. Whether the 100 

Symmories in Cleidem. ap. Phot., vavxpapia refer to these or to the Trier- 
archic Symmories, is uncertain. Polyb. 2, 62, 6/7 says: ris yap bwép 
"AOnvalwy obx iordpynKe, StdTe Kad’ ods Kapovs wera OnBalwv eis Tov mpds Aakedatpo- 

vious évéBawov mdbdeuov Kal mupiovs uev é&éreurov orpariwras, éxatdv 8 émdjpour 

Tpinpes, Ste TéTe KplvavTes dd THs délas wovetcOar Tas els Tov TddEe“ov elapopas 

eTyLHTavTo THY Te Xwpay Thy ’Arrixhy dracayv kal ras oixlas, duoiws 6é Kal Thy Aocrny 

ovotay’ dX’ duws 7d cburay Tiunua THs délas évéNure TSv EEaxioxiAlwv Siaxools Kal 

mevThKovta Taddvros. Boeckh, Publ. Hic., 1, 637, saw that this statement 

refers to the assessment of Nausinicos. Dem. 14, 9 estimates the riunua 7d 

Tis xepas for 354/3 B.c. at 6,000 tal., and so too Philochor., fr., 151 in Miiller, 
Fr. Hist. Gr., 1, 409, in his 10th book. 
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thousand talents, explains the 5,750 talents of Polybios as the 

amount not of the entire property of the people, but of their 

assessed capital: he regards the Hisphora of Nausinicos’s system 
asa property tax so arranged, that though the tax was levied at 
an uniform rate per cent., the same for all classes, the wealthier 

citizens had to pay heavier amounts, the poorer classes less ; 7.e., 

the assessed capital differed from the actual capital in proportions 

varying according to the census class, a larger proportion being 

assessed in the higher classes and smaller proportions in the 

lower. His theory is controverted by Rodbertus, who regards 

Polybios’s 5,750 tal. as the total amount of the annual incomes of 

the citizens, and endeavours to prove that the Hisphora introduced 

in the Archonship of Nausinicos was a graduated income-tax 

arranged in 4 classes; the graduation, he supposes, began with 

the 2nd class, and in the 4th class the tax was 20 per cent. of the 

income.! The evidence, however, which Rodbertus quotes for his 

theory, cannot be regarded as conclusive; while Boeckh’s theory 

can be reconciled with our authorities, if his hypothesis that the 

assessed capital differed from the actual capital beadmitted.? But 

this hypothesis has been attacked more recently by Beloch, who in 

view of the fact that in assessments for taxes a large amount of 

property as a rule escapes assessment, recognises the 5,750 tal. of 
Polybios as being really the entire assessed total of the property | 

of Athenian citizens in 378 B.c.? Beloch’s computation of the 

Athenian property, obtained partly from recent discoveries, seems 

to rest on a sounder basis than Boeckh’s; and it is further recom- 
mended by the fact that it explains the evidence of ancient 

authorities without recourse to strained interpretations. On the 

1 Boeckh’s calculation of the amount of Athenian property in Publ. Ec., 
1, 688 ff. Eisphora system of Nausinicos’s Archonship: Publ. Ec., 1, 667 ff. 
Rodbertus’s views, to which Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen., 1, 582, 1, gives com- 
plete assent, may be found in the Jahrb. f. Nationalékonomie und Statistik 
herausg. v. Hildebrand, 8, 453, 75, 1857. - 

2 Rodbertus’s view has been opposed by Lipsius, Jahrb. f. el. Phil., 1878, 
p. 289 ff., Thumser, de civium Ath. munerib., 31 ff, and Frankel, Herm., 18, 
314 ff. 

3 See Beloch in Herm. 20, 237 ff. 
4 Beloch estimates the property of the Attic people as follows: Slaves, 

estimated at 60-80,000 in number (cf. Beloch, Bevilker. d. griech.-rém. Welt, 
84 ff.), and worth on an average 14 minze—1,500-2,000 tal. Movadles,—in 
the time of Polybios (2, 62, 4), when luxury was at its height and money 

depreciated in value, the érurha xwpls cwudrwy of the entire Peloponnese did 

not reach a total value of 6,000 tal., therefore those of Athens in 378/7 
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other hand, we cannot accept Beloch’s remarks on the institution 
of the Symmories, and on the manner of assessment of Demos- 
thenes’ property ; two points used by Boeckh as the main supports 

of his hypothesis! But the passages in question may perhaps 

be satisfactorily explained, from Beloch’s point of view, if we 

conjecture that in the highest class, to which Demosthenes be- 

longed, 5 mine on 25 mine, é.e., 20 per cent. of the capital, was 

the maximum Hisphora which could be demanded, but that as an 

ordinary rule only a specified percentage of that maximum was 

exacted. In the lower classes the ratio of the maximum Hisphora 
to a man’s total capital would be diminished progressively, being 

least in the lowest class.2 The assessment during Nausinicos’s 

would not be more than 1,000tal. Arable land: the annual harvest may be 
estimated at 700,000 medimnoi, which at 24 dr. per medimnos=in round 
numbers 300 tal., less 50 per cent. for cost of production=150 tal., repre- 

senting at 8 per cent. (Is. 11, 42) a capitalised value of 2,000 tal. 700,000 
medimnoi is a liberal estimate for the annual yield, for in 8329/8 B.c., accord- 

ing to the accounts of the Eleusinian temple in the Bull. 8, 194 compared 
with Dittenberger, Syll., 18, Attica produced only 366,000 medimnoi of barley 
and 39,600 med. of wheat, that is in round numbers a total of 400,000 med. 
Vineyards, olive plantations, woads, pasture land, and buildings 2,000 tal. 

Grand total about 7,000 tal. 
1 Beloch’s statements in 247 ff. (see also Herm., 22, 371 ff.) I consider 

erroneous. See Frankel in Boeckh, St. d. Ath.§, 2, p. 121. But Beloch 
rightly observes in opposition to Frankel, Herm., 18, 314 ff., that in the 
lease in C.I.A., II. 1058: éav d€(ris) elapopa yliyvnrat 7 dAdo Te dr(dTe)io ua Tporw 

67(w)odv, elopépew Hixparny xara 7d tiunua cad? érrd pwrds the riunua must 

_ represent, at any rate approximately, the entire value of the property. 
For if that was the case, the rent of 54 drachmas represents 7$ per cent. 
interest on the capital value, ze. the usual rent; if, on the other hand, the 
tivnua was only 4 of the value of the piece of property, the interest would 

be only 14 per cent. or even less. Frinkel’s rejoinder in Boeckh, St. d. 
Ath.®, 2, pp. 121/2 is answered by Beloch in Herm. 22, 3876/7. 

2 Demosthenes the father left a property of about 14 tal., Dem. 27, 4 11. 

59. The guardians in their assessment returns stated the property of the 
young Demosthenes at 15 tal., rpds mevrexaidexaraddvrovus olkous: 28, 11, 4.e., 
in the first assessment-class: 27,7. The total property was to the maxi- 

mum Eisphora in the ratio of five to one: 27, 7; 28,4; 29,59. Dem. 27,9: 

djAov wey Tolvuy kal éx TovTwr (t.e., from the Symmory schedule in which the 

maximum Eisphora was set down as 8 tal.) éorl 7d rAH00s Tis odcias. TevTe- 

kaldexa Taddvrwv yap Ttpla TadavTa Tiunuat Ta’Tnv hélow eicpépew ryv elapopdy 

means that for an estate worth 15 talents the Eisphora was assessed on 3 

talents. “The guardians considered 8 talents to be the proper Hisphora 

for my estate.” Though 14 tal. would increase to more than three times 
that sum in 10 yrs, (Dem. 27, 59), still a maximum Eisphora of 4 the entire 
estate for the first class seems a monstrous amount to our ideas ; but it may 
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archonship seems to have been carried out as before: individuals 
liable to Hisphora, and also corporations holding property, sent in 

returns estimated by themselves; these returns were then accepted 
or corrected by a special assessment-committee.! I do not think 

it probable that re-assessments took place at fixed or regular 

intervals ; it is more likely that revisions of the assessment were 

instituted only on extraordinary occasions by special decree of 

the Ecclesia. Yet there must have been some method by which a 

person who had suffered losses and consequently found himself 

assessed too high could get his assessment altered.” 
The citizens liable to be taxed were classified into a number of 

Symmories, each headed by a »jyeuev, who was the richest man in 

the Symmory, and each representing an approximately 

equal part of the entire wealth of the State. The 300 

richest men formed the first assessment class.? It was the duty 

Symmories. 

seem credible when we remember the high rate of interest yielded by 
capital and the great sacrifices demanded from rich citizens in ancient 
Athens, especially if the tax actually levied never reached: the theoretical 

maximum. Demosthenes in the 10 yrs. of his minority paid 18 minae as 

Eisphora: 27,37. There were maximum and minimum limits in the case 

of émidcas also: C.1.A., II. 334. In Herm. 22, 218, 3 v. Wilamowitz calls 
attention to a similar system in forcein Mecklenburg. Enquiries made on 
the spot have shown that in that State in the case of the Landessteuer, a 

tax assessed according to income and property, on many occasions not the 
full amount but only 2 or 4 of it is levied. 

1 Cf. Is. 7, 89: Kal unv cal adrds ’AroAAdSwpos od7~x daomep IIpovdans dveypawaro 
pev Tiunua puxpdyv—a passage which may very well refer to the assessment of 

Nausinicos. For the chronology of the speech see Schémann, p. 352 ff. For 
individuals making their own assessment returns cf. also Dem. 27, 7; 29, 59. 
Eisphora from property held by corporations: C.I.A., 11. 600, 1055, 1058, 
1059, and see also Bull. 15,211. Weare justified in supposing that there 
was an assessment-committee by the fact that there was such a committee 

before Nausinicos’s year. To this committee I refer the ecicgopdy ciopépew 

in C.1.A., II. 86. Any one who tried to avoid being assessed probably had 
his property confiscated. Kohler regards the fragmentary list of names in 
C.LA., II. 779, under the heading: (r)dé’ émrpdéy éd(dgy) . « . aripynta 
dvra, as a list of such confiscations. 

2 Such a revision of assessments by decree of the Ecclesia is attested by 
Suid. dvactvragis: ra diaryeypapméva Tiuhuata Tals ouppoplas bray Sdéy TH Shuy 

xpykew mpocOjxns } ddarpécews Kal Etwvrat Tos TOTO mpdiovras, Todro dvacivrakiw 

Kadodow. It must have been possible to obtain a modification of the assess- 
ment even without a general re-assessment, not only in the case of the 300 
mpoero pépovres, (Dem.) 42, 5, but for the other persons assessed as well. 

8 Tagree with Lipsius in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1878, p. 294 ff, that the 
Symmories included all persons liable to the tax, not merely the 1,200 
richest. The 1,200 formed the trierarchic Symmories. This view is con- 
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of the Strategoi to distribute the citizens liable to be taxed among 

the various Symmories.! 
When an Eisphora had been ordered by decree of the Ecclesia, 

the sum specified in the decree was first apportioned out among 

the various Symmories, Each Symmory then drew,,.,, ontaey. 
up a list in which the payments to be demanded from _ing the 

the members of the Symmory were calculated accord- seus ei 
ing to the assessment of each.2 According to these lists the 

Eisphora was collected from the citizens; and for some time after 

the archonship of Nausinicos this was done directly by the State.® 

firmed by the fact that Philochor. discussed the institution of the Sym- 
mories in Nausinicos’ year in book 5 (cf. Harp. cupupopia), but did not 
mention the 1,200 till Book 6 (cf. Harp. xiAvor dcaxdor0r) ; and also that there 
is no trace of the 1,200 previousto the time when the Symmory-system was 
applied tothe Trierarchy. Direct evidence against the existence of the 

1,200 before that time is supplied by Dem. 21, 155, who tells of the creation 
of the trierarchic Symmories in the words: dre» mp@rov pev dtaxoclovs Kal 

xiAlous wemoujxare cuvTereis iuets. This hypothesis also gets rid of the strange 
peculiarity of the system as represented by Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 684 ff, 
viz. that all citizens liable paid the tax, but all were not members of the 
Symmories. Dem. 1, 20; 2,31 shows that all had to pay. Demosthenes 
Was iyyeuwrv cuppoplas during the ten years of his minority: Dem. 28, 4; 21, 
157. Harp. iyeucdv cupmuopias. Acc. to Is. 6, 60 delivered 364/3 B.c. (Sché- 
mann, p. 822), of rpraxéovorc must have formed the first assessment class long 
before that. It does not necessarily follow from Dem. 14, 16. 17. that there 
were 20 Symmories for the Eisphora, for that passage refers to the trier- 
archic Symmories. 1 Dem. 39, 8. 

2 Each Syinmory kept a list of the assessments of its members. Cf. Lex. 
Seguer. 236, 9: didypayua 7d cuvriunua Tis ovclas Suiypauua éxadeiro, &v @ 

éveyéypamro, Ti exaoros éxer, and Suid. dvactvraiss * ra daryeypampéva Tiujuara Tals 

cuupmopiacs. The list of the various sums which had to be paid towards a 

particular Eisphora by the various members of the Symmory, was drawn 

up in each Symmory by the diaypadeds on the basis of the assessment-lists 
and was called didypayua. Of. Harp. didypaypa. “Lareplins év ro mpds ’Emexdéa. 

7d TaTtromevov év Tals cuupoplas, drdcov Exactov a&vipa elapépew Set. érarrero dé 

ov TO a’To Taow, GAG mpos Thy Tiunow THs ovcias. mepl To'Twy cadpécraTa 

dedjAwKev ‘Treplins év r~ card Ilodvedxrov wept Siaypduparos. diaypapeds mévroe 

éotly 6 kabiorduevos év Tais cuupoplas eri TH Staxptvat, wécov Exacros dvinp eiceveyKeiv 

dpetrer, ws 6 adrds wddw havepov Poet év T@ kaTa& odvevKrov. Cf, Suid. dud-ypauma. 
dtaypape’s. Staypduyara. Lex.Seguer. 241, 3; 286,13. The double meaning 
of didypauma here assumed is not surprising. See Boeckh, Seeurk., 204. 

8 Dem. 22, 54; 24,166; Lys. 29, 9. When payments of Eisphora were 
made the accounts were kept by public slaves as dvrivypagets. Lex. Seguer. 
197,24; Dem. 22, 70/1. Acc. to Suid. éxdoye?s the Eisphora was paid to the 
éxdoyeis. Any one who failed to pay had his property confiscated. Cf. Suid. 
wwrnrhis. Phot. rwrnral. The Symmories of the Metoicoi had rauia. Poll. 
8, 144. 
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Not long after 362/1 B.c. a modification was introduced ; the 300 
richest citizens were required to advance the entire amount of 
Kisphora decreed; they then had to recover the amounts owing 
from other citizens according to the lists.1 This payment in ad- 
vance by the rich citizens was called zpoewopd, and was so far 

regarded as a leiturgy, that Antidosis was applicable to it. 

The extraordinary indirect revenue of the State consisted in 

Extra- the tprypapyia which private individuals had to per- 

ag a form. This term was still retained after Tetreremes 

revenues. and Penteremes were introdyced. The Trierarchia 
could not be required again of the same person till two years had 

elapsed since he last served.? It admitted of very few cases of 

exemption. Originally one individual performed the 

duty by himself. In the course of the Peloponnesian 
war the wealth of individual citizens was much diminished, and 

two Trierarchs were allowed to join in equipping one vessel. 

syntrier- he first instance of this is in 405/4B.c. The duty 
archia. might be performed for a whole year by one man acting 

for himself and his partner, or they might take it for six months 
each. Trierarchy and Syntrierarchy, according to the wealth of 

the persons called upon to serve, co-existed side by side after 

the conclusion of the Peloponnesian war, till the establishment of 
the trierarchic Symmories.* 

Trierarchia. 

1 For the change in the method of levying see Lipsius, 2b., p. 297 ff. The 
earliest mention of the rpoew@opa is in 8362/1 B.c., when the Bouleutai were 

to draw up a list of citizens required to pay the mpoecopopa for their demes- 
men: Dem. 50, 8. I conjecture that this method too was soon found 
awkward, and abandoned in favour of making the 300 richest citizens 

liable to pay the rpoewepopa, as was the case in (Dem.) 42, 25. The mpoe- 
gépovres recovered the sums due from the poorer members: Dem. 50, 9. 
The rpoecogopa is still found mentioned in inscriptions in the 3rd cent.: 
C.1.A., II. 380. 

2 Cf. (Dem.) 42, 4.5. The rules laid down for the other leiturgies—that 
none need serve two leiturgies at once, or the same leiturgy two years in 
succession—cannot have applied to the mpoegopd. This follows from the 
nature of the rpoewdopa, in spite of Dem. 50,°9. 

8 Trierarchs of Triremes and Tetreremes: Seeurk., X VIIa. 18 ff. p. 563= 
C.LA., Il. 812a. 17 sq., of a rpiaxdvropos: XIVa. 95 ff. p. 455=C.LA., IL. 
809a, 91 sq. Trierarch of a Pentereme, Polyb. 16,5,1. See Boeckh, Seeurk., 

167. For the whole of the account which follows I may refer once for all 

to the exhaustive investigations of Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 699 ff., Seeurk., 
166 ff., though my account varies from his in many points. See also 
Thumeer, de civ. Ath. munerib., p. 58 ff. 

4 First instance of Syntrierarchia 405/4 3.c.: Isocr. 18, 59,60. Lys. 32, 
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In 357/6 B.c. by the decree of Periandros the Symmory system 
already established for the purposes of the Hisphora was extended 

with some modifications to the Trierarchy also.t The trierarchic 
1,200 richest men in the -Eisphora-Symmories were 5¥™mories. 
classified into 20 trierarchic Symmories of 60 members each.? 
In this case again the classification must naturally have been so 

arranged that each Symmory represented an approximately equal 

part of the total assessed wealth of the whole 1,200; and accord- 

ingly the 300 mentioned above must have been distributed equally 

among the 20 Symmories. In these Symmories, as in those for 
Hisphora purposes, the richest members were jjyeudves ; there were. 

also ériueAnrai of the Symmories. With these éryiednrai I should 

identify “the twenty,” as they were called, who undertook in con- 

junction’ with the Strategoi the apportionment of the trierarchic 

burdens among the members of the Symmories.4 This theory of 

24 supplies no definite data. One Syntrierarch relieves the other at the 

end of 6 months: Dem. 50, 39. 68. For the existence of Trierarchy and 

Syntrierarchy side. by side cf. Is. 5, 36, delivered about 390 z.c.,(Schémann 

on Is. p. 290 ff.): ddAXQ why rpinpdpxwy Toco’rwy xatracrabévrww otf’ avrds 

érpinpdpxnoev 000’ érépw ahaha cnn év roovros Kalpors. See Boedkh, Publ. Hcon., 

1, 708 ff. The two years’ interval between two Trierarchies is attested by 

ts, 7, 38. Exemption of the 9 Archons: Dem. 20, 18. 27. 28. Other cases of 
exemption are given in Dem. 14, 16. See Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 702 ff. 
Thumeer, p. 118 ff. 

1 Voluntary Trierarchs: Dem. 18, 99, 358/7 8.c. The first instance of 
Trierarchy on the:Symmory-system is in 3857/6 B.c.: (Dem.) 47, 44. 6 dé 
vouos 6 To Ileprdvdpov—xaé’ dv ai cvmpoplac hice iboats (Dem. ) 47, 21. Boeckh, 

Publ. Econ., 1, 720 ff. Seeurk., 184/5. 
2 This is Tagavos’ theory, whieh he has in my opinion convincingly sub- 

stantiated in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1878, p. 294 ff. The normal scheme of 
20 Symmories of 60 members each is attested by Dem. 14,17. For the. 

total 1,200 cf. also Dem. 21, 155. Lex Seguer. 238, 31; 300,28. Harp. xiAco 

diaxédorr. The naval inscriptions show that the Symmories were not clas- 

sified acc. to the Phylai: see Boeckh, Seeurk., p. 186. 

8 For the rpiaxdown, in the trierarchic Symmories cf. Dein. ¢. Dem. 42. 
I refer the words, quoted, without their context, from Hypereid. ap. Harp. 

cupmopla * elol yap év TH cvppopla éxdory mevrexaldexa dvdpes, to the 15 members 

of the 300 who belonged to each Syfamory. This explanation was first 
proposed by Parreidt, disput. de instituto eo Athen., cuius ordinat. et correct. or. 

rept cuumopiav inscripta suadet Dem., Marburg, 1827, p. 36. Boeckh’s objec- 
tion, Seeurk., p. 180, does not seem to me valid. 

* Dem. 18, 102 ff., 312, shows that the Hegemones of the Symmories were 
the richest members. Dem. 18, 103 mentions'also rods devrépous kal rplrovs. 
(Dem.) 47, 21. 22. 24, mentions ériweAnral of év tals cupuoplas. In a statement 

of accounts of the supervisors of the dockyards, probably 334/3 8.c., we 
read: rovrw curTpijpapxor oi orparnyor kat edkoow xarésrnoav xara pvay Tov 
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the trierarchic Symmories, with its fixed numbers, cannot have 

been exactly carried out in practice, because among the 1,200 

richest Athenians who formed these Symmories there was always 
a large number temporarily exempt from the Trierarchy. The 

consequence was that the full number of 1,200, appointed by law 

to perform the Trierarchy, was never actyally available.! 
On the earlier system the men-of-war were assigned to individual 

Trierarchs; when the Symmory-system was in force the vessels 
were assigned to the various Symmories.” The financial burden 

Jaid on the Symmories varied according to the number of ships 
to be equipped. The arrangement seems to have been that in 

each Symmory a certain number of members, varying in each case 

according to the wealth of each man and the number of ships, were 

formed into a Syntelia to undertake the equipment of each ship. 

Each Syntelia deputed one of its members as Trierarch to do the 
actual work of supervising the equipment; this deputy was re- 

lieved at the end of his term of office by another member of the 
saine Syntelia.® 

diaypduu(a)ros Ovhropa ’Ov(jropos Med)réa. See App. A, 72 ff. in the Mitth. d. 
dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath,, 4, 80=C.1.A., II. 8046, 63 sqq., where it seems to me 
more reasonable to identify the 20 with the émimeAynral, than with the 7yeudves, 

as Kohler, p. 87, prefers to da. 
1 Acc. to the computation of Dem. 14, 16, 480 out of the 1,200 were ex- 

empt: these exemptions included the estates of Epicleroi and orphans, those 
sent out by the State as cleruchs, and the cases of undivided inheritances 
held in common by brothers or relatives who were none of them individu- 
ally possessed of the trierarchic census (see Boeckh, Publ. Econ., 1, 704/5. 

Schaefer, Dem., 11, 421, 4. Lipsius, however, in Meier ? 602, 321 understands 
by xowwvixd property held by corporations). In addition to these the 
ddvvaro. must have been exempt ipso facto, i.e. those who no longer possessed 
the trierarchic census, though they were still nominally members of the 
1,200.. See Boeckh, <b., 703. 

2 See Seeurk., vii., viii., p. 347 ff.=C.1.A., II. 800. 801, where this is ex- 
pressed in the manner shown in the following example: vii. 30, p. 349= 

C.LA., II. 800b, 27 sqq. IIepiorepa, émicxe(vijs) Seo(uévn) “Hynolov épyor, 

Knguctov Tprxopu(ciov) cuvu(uopia). Boeckh, Seeurk., p. 185, conjectures with 

great probability that the name governed by cuppopia indicates the Hege- 
mon of the Symmory. 

5 Dem. 21, 155 calls the 1,200 cuwvrede?s. Dem. 20, 23 advises els cuvrédecav 
dyayev ras xopyylas borep ras Tprnpapxlas. These ow7ede?s are explained in 

Et. M. cuvredjs—ére oi rpinpapxodvres ves muds dua éreuedodvro, cuvTehets édéyorTo. 

To such ovvré\eca must be referred the words of Hypereid. ap. Harp. 

cuumopia’ Ews wev of rovowdsTaro. tapaKpouduevor Thy WodLy GUuTEVTE kal ovvee Tpinp- 

apxobvres pérpia dvidioxov, hovxlav fyyov obra. The Seeurkunden give instances 
of owrédeau of three members (1Vi.=C.LA., IL. 793k. Vd. 15 ff.=795e. Xe. 
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Since it was the richest members in each Symmory who made 
all arrangements and allotted the services to be required of each 

individual, these rich men soon began to arrange the The reform of 

burdens in such a way that they themselves escaped Pemosthenes. 
payment as far as possible." To remove this abuse Demosthenes, 

when Director of the Admiralty, most probably in 340/39 B.c., set 
on foot a reform of the trierarchic leiturgies. He had already in 

354 B.C. introduced a programme of reform to the consideration of 
the citizens in his speech on the Symmories; but the scheme he 

now carried out was based on a different idea to that proposed 

in the speech.?, The law carried by Demosthenes in 340/39 B.c., 
while leaving the Symmories intact, secured that the trierarchic 
burdens imposed on every individual should be actually and prac- 

=808c.) of 5,6 and 7 (Xe. f=8038 e. f.). The character of the Symmory- 
system does not prevent our inferring, that when a large fleet was to be 
equipped, if the duty was fairly apportioned out, two individuals or even 
one would sometimes have to undertake the entire trierarchy of a ship. 
Syntrierarchs during the period of the Symmories: Dem. 24, 11, (Dem.) 47, 
78. Seeurk., Vd. p. 337 ff.=C.1LA., II. 795 f, where in 795d in one instance 
a ship has only one Trierarch ; we are not told how Jong he had to serve. 
So again 803e. The Trierarch hands over the equipments rq diaddxy, ds 

av On ex ris cumpoplas érl rv vatv: (Dem.) 47, 29. Thumser, de civ. Ath. 

munerib., p. 65 ff., explains the varying numbers of men in the Synteleiai, 

by supposing that the 1,200 were divided into various classes, and that for 

each class it was fixed how many partners should undertake a Trierarchy. 
1 The abuses which had arisen in the distribution of the burdens within 

the Symmories are described by Dem. 18, 102 sqq.; 21, 155. When Dem. 
18, 104 speaks of Synteleiai of 16 persons each for one Trierarchy, he can 

only refer to a time when the State needed very few ships, and when 
therefore large Synteleiai could be formed in the Symmories for each ship: 
for it is certain that the number of men in each Synteleia must have varied 
according to the size of the fleet to be equipped. In all probability during 
the whole period of the Symmories a number of ships had definite indi- 
viduals from among the Symmories assigned to them as Trierarchs, each 
Trierarch being the representative of a Synteleia ; and this was done even 
in time of peace when the ships were lying in dock. See Boeckh, Seeurk., 
p. 168. These Synteleiai may have consisted as a rule of 16 persons, and 

this is what Demosthenes contrasts with his own system, with rhetorical 

exaggeration. 

2 For'the programme of reform in the Symmory-speech cf. Dem. 14, 16 sq. 
Boeckh, P. Econ., 1, 727 ff.; Schaefer, Dem., 11, 417 ff. I agree with Sché- 
mann, decomit., 291, 20, and Schaefer, 7b., 424, that this programme was not 

carried out. For the date of the reform Dem. actually carried out see 
Boeckh, Pub. Eeon., 1, 741 ff. Seeurk. 189 ff. Schaefer, Dem., 21,494. That 
Dem. then held the extraordinary office of émicrdrns Tod vavrixod is attested 
by isch, in Ctes. 222. 
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tically in proportion to his assessment: the equipment of two 
ships was fixed as the maximum leiturgy to be demanded from 

any one. Any one who did not possess sufficient wealth for a com- 
plete Trierarchy, had to give help to others in performing a 

Trierarchy in proportion to the wealth he did possess. Similarly 

in the case of those who had means more than sufficient for one 
Trierarchy but not enough. for two; they were required to take 

one Trierarchy by themselves, and in addition to contribute their 

fair share towards a second Trierarchy. No one was required to 

perform more than two Trierarchies at the same ‘time.! 
Not long after Demosthenes passed his law, Aschines effected 

some alteration of its provisions, but we are not informed to what 

Modification extent the law was changed. At any rate the general 

of Hschines. principles of Demosthenes’ reform seem to have been 

retained in subsequent times.” 
As concerns the nature of the, services otniacaie by the Trier- 

archs, the State supplied the Trierarch with the ships, and as a 

Extent of the Zeneral rule with the apparatus belonging to it, and 

trierarchic with the pay and ration-money for the crew. ' The 
duties. Trierarch was then required to keep the ship and all 

‘its belongings in good condition and repair during the period of 
his Trierarchy. It need scarcely be said that any one could do 

more than this as a voluntary service if he chose.’ 

1 Dem. 18, 102 sq. gives a general statement of the principle of his law. 

I reject as spurious the portion of a law inserted in Dem. 18, 106 (see 

Schaefer, Dem., 21, 490, 3), mainly because according to § 104 the double 
Trierarchy seems to have been the highest burden imposed by the Demos- 

thenic law. The fact that the 300 richest citizens were especially affected 
by this law explains expressions like vouoderjoas wep) r&v tpraxoclwv in Asch. 

in Ctes, 222, and ére:dh dé raira xaridcv Anuocbévys véuous €Onke rods Tpiakoclous 

Tpinpapxeiv Kal Bapeta yeydvacw ai rprnpapxlia in Hypereid. ap. Harp. cvppopla. 

Cf. also Poll. 8,100. Examples of Trierarchies and of partial contributions 

in Boeckh, Seeurk., p. 191 ff. Cf. C.1A., II. 804a, 72 sq., 6 16 sq., 43 sq., Bd 
1sq., 808a, 37 sq., 809a, 1 sq. On Demosthenes’ law see also Schaefer, Dem., 
21, 490 ff. 
B Dem. 18, 312. Asch. in Ctes. 222. Boeckh, Pub. Econ., 1, 745 a. Schaefer, 

Dem., 2', 493, 4. For the continued validity of Diemosthenes's main prin- 

ciples Bes Boeckh, Seeurk., 191 ff., 209. A orparnyds 6 érl ras cvpmopias is men- 
tioned as late as 325/4 s.c.: Seeurk., XIVa, 214/5, p. 465=C.1.A., II. 809a, 
205 sq. It is uncertain whether the 100 symmories which Cleidem. ap. 
Phot. vavxpapla mentions as existing in ae day were the Eisphora-Symmories 

or the trierarchic. 
8 See Boeckh, Pub. Hoon., 1,712 ff., 725 ff., Seeurk., 194 ff. Thuc. 6, 31 says 

that for the Sicilian expedition’ the State supplied the pay and vais xevds. 
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The expenses involved in serving as sole Trierarch for one year 

amounted to 40-60 mine, and were called rpuypdpxyya. The out- 

lay caused by prolongation of the Trierarchy beyond gost of the 
its legal duration by the failure of the successor to Trierarchy. 
appear at the right time, was called ézirpinpapyynua, and could be 

recovered by the Trierarch from his successor.* 
Both before and after the introduction of the Symmory-system 

Trierarchs often had their duties performed for them for hire by 

contractors. Trierarchs who did this were under cer- oj .,archies 

tain circumstances liable to be prosecuted by a ypadi put out on 
Aaroragiov; but in practice this rule was.seldom en- “4° ; Pp 
forced.? 

The Trierarchs were bound to return their ships to the State at 

the end of their time of service in proper condition, unless they 

could prove that the vessel had been rendered useless Returning the 

by the enemy or by storms. Any question whether ‘HP. 
this was the case or not, was decided in the form of a diadicasia 

between the State and the Trierarch before a Heliastic court. 

If the Council decided in favour of the Trierarch, he had, as a 

rule, merely to restore the beak of the disabled vessel; if the | 

verdict went against him, he had either to build a new ship and 

hand it over to the State,—the old ship, with the exception of the 

beak, remaining in his hands,—or else to return the old ship to 

the State, and pay in addition 5,000 drachmas for the building of 

But we may infer from Aristoph., Hq., 911 sqq., that at that date it was 
already customary for the State to supply the general apparatus as well. © 
See Seeurk., 201 ff. For later times cf. Dem. 21, 155; (Dem.) 47, 20ff From 
the description in Dem. 50 of the voluntary trierarchic contributions of 
Apollodoros it may be seen that the Trierarch was not obliged to perform 

any services beyond what are given in the text ; though in the 4th cent. it 
was not very unusual for the Trierarch to supply also the pay of the 

— Uwnpecia: Isocr. 18, 60. Dem. 51,6. See also Thumser, de civ. Ath. mun., 
p. 59 ff. 

1 Dem. 50 shows that the Trierarchy lasted one year reckoned from the 
day of entry on duty. See Boeckh, Seeurk., 172 ff. Cost of Trierarchy 40 
mine: Dem. 21, 8.154. 48 mine: Lys. 32,24sq. Trierarchy for 7 years, 
6 tal., te. 514 mine, per annum: Lys. 21, 2. 1 tal.: Dem. 21,155. See 

also Boeckh, 482 note. Harp. rpinpapxnua rd els ri rpinpapxiay dvadwua. 
Ano bévns év TH epi Tod Tpinpapxjparos. émirpinpdpxnua é 7d dvadicxduevoy meTa 

Tov Tis Tpinpapxlas xpovov. For the éxerpinpapxnua cf. also Dem. 50, 38 sq. 
2 The earliest instance of contracting out of the Trierarchia is 364/38 B.c., 

Dem. 21, 80.154. For an instance after the institution of the Symmory- 
system of. Dem. 21, 155. Dem. 51, 8shows the possibility of the ypa@y Neuro- 
Takiou. 
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a new one. If, notwithstanding the sentence of the court, the 

Trierarch did not build another vessel, and did not pay the 5,000 
drachmas, his liability might be doubled by a court of law, and in 

exceptional cases even by a resolution of the Council.! 
It is needless to say that the Trierarch had to pass an audit 
an with respect to his Trierarchia; for the money for 

- Responsi- 
bility of the the wages and keep of the crew passed through his 
Trierarchs. hands.2 

5. THE JUDICATURE. 

There is evidence to show that from very early times, in all 

those lawsuits which were decided by the vote of a jury, a sharp 

peoutatice distinction was drawn at Athens between the conduct 

Magistrates of the legal proceedings by the presiding magistrate 

and Jury. and the finding of the verdict by the jury. It was in 

the Areopagus alone that the BagwAcis took part in the voting, and 

then not until he had laid aside his character of magistrate, by 

*. taking off his wreath ;* and only the dKxacrai xara dypovs, to be 

presently mentioned, at once presided in certain lawsuits and 

decided them. This direction of the legal proceedings by the 

president of the court—the 7yeuovia dicacrypiov, as it was termed 

—included receiving the accusation, holding the preliminary 

inquiry, presiding at the trial, and seeing to the execution of the 

1 Cf, the inscription in the Miith. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 4. 79 sqq., 
with Kohler’s remarks; the theories of Boeckh, Seeurk., 210 sqq., must be 
modified in several points accordingly. See also Lipsius in Meier ? 467/8. 
In the recently discovered naval inscriptions in the Mitth. d. disch. arch. 
Inst. in Ath., 5, p. 48 sqq., the Trierarchs, after the return of. the ships, are 

directed by the presidents of the dockyards to repair them (App. IIL }, 
41 sqq.=C.LA., II. 794 b, 40 sqq.); they seem occasionally, however, to have 

received some assistance from the State, 10 per cent. of the expenses being 

reimbursed to them (App. IV. ¢, 1 sqq., 77 sqq.=C.LA.., II. 794 c, 1 sqq., 89). 
2 JEschines in Ctes. 19. Dem. 50, 10. 50. 

8’ The laws of Draco, C.I.A., I. 61, already distinguish between the 
Sicdgew of the Bacideds and the divayrvGva of the épérm. [Cf. J. W. Headlam, 
The Procedure of the Gortynian Inscription, in the Journal of Hellenic 
Studies, xiii., p. 69]. For the exception in the case of Areopagus, see Arist. 
57,4: elodye: 5’ 6 Baoideds Kal Sixdfovow . . . kal bwalOpior, kal 6 Bacrreds, 

bray Sikdfy, weprapetrar Tov orépavoy, and Poll. 8, 90: Kai rds rod pévov dixas eis 
“Apevoy mdryov elod-yer (sc. 6 Bacideds) kal Tov crépavov drobduevos adv avrots duxdfer. 

In Aschyl., Eum., 726 ff., Athena, the president of the court, votes herself ; 

this is copied from the voting of the Baow\ebs. See Kirchhoff, Ber. d. Berl. 

Ak., 1874, p. 105ff. Schémann, Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1876, p. 12 ff., attacked 
Kirchhoff’s view, but without justification. 
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sentence.! This hegemonia was generally the duty of the magis- 

trate, to whose province the subject of the charge belonged.? 

Only in certain cases was the presidency held by special magis- 

trates, whose duties were strictly and entirely judicial. To this 

class of magistrate belonged the cicaywyeis,the Sucacrai Karo, 57L0uS 

and the vavrodixat. 
The five cicaywyels were appointed by lot, each representing two 

tribes; they presided at the eupnvor dixar, and seem to 

have had the hegemonia in cases arising’ out of the 

assessment of the allies for tribute.® 
The judges of the Demes, of xara Sypovs Sixacrai, at first 30 

in number, then, after the rule of the Thirty Tyrants, increased 

to 40, and so called of rerrapdxovra, were certainly 4; yard 

appointed by lot in the fourth century. In earlier _Shpovs 

times they were circuit-judges, travelling over the Snieiree 
Demes and giving judgment there ; in later times they apparently 

sat at Athens. Before their court were brought lawsuits about 

property, each case coming before the four judges belonging to 

the tribe of the defendant. Actions, involving sums not exceeding: 
10 drachmas, they decided themselves; actions involving greater 

amounts they brought before a Diaitetes, and, if the parties were 

not satisfied with his decision, before a Heliastic court.* 

eloaywyets. 

1 Meier®, p. 41 ff. 
2 Meier®, p. 53 ff. 
8 Arist. 52,2: «dnpodor dé kal eicaywyéas € dvdpas of Tas euprvous elodyoucr 

Sikas, Svotv gudaiv &xacros, and then the various Sika: upyvo, which they 

brought into court, are enumerated. Cf. Poll. 8, 93.101; Lipsius, Ber. d. 
Sdchs.-Ges. d. Wiss., 1891, pp. 56/7. They are mentioned in the assessment 
lawsuits of the allios, C.I.A., I. 87. That they did not preside at all cases 
which were treated as guunvo dixa, is evident from O.I.A., I. 88, where oi 

ériuednrat introduce, as éuurvous dicas, suits to recover tribute from de- 

faulters. The Apodectai, too, presided over actions against tax-farmers, 
for sums above 10 drachmas; as éuprvous dtkas: Arist. 52, 3. 

4 Arist. 58, 1: kAfpover (cf. Dem. 24, 112) 5é kal rerrapdxovra, rérrapas éx Tis 

gurjjs éexdorns, mpds ods Tas dAXas Sixas Nayxdvovow, ot mpbTepov Mev Foay TpidKovTa 

Kal kara Siuous mepudvres edlkagfov, wera Sé Thy éml rev TpidKovTa dd\vyapxlay TeT- 

Tapdkovra yeyovacw. KalTa perv uéxpe Séxa Spaxudav avrorenets eloe [xplver|v, Ta 6 

bwép rodro rd tlunua Tots Siarryrals wapadiddacw. The Euthynoi and the 

Polemarch send on cases to them: Arist. 48,5; 58,2. If the parties are 
not satisfied with the decision of the Diaitetai, the latter hand over the 
case to the 4 of the rerrapdkovra, who belong to the same tribe as the 

accused, and they have then to bring the case before a Heliastic court. 

They are called in Arist. 58, 2, of ray pudhy Sixdgovres, 53, 2, of 5° of rhv pudgy 
ToD pevyorros Sixdgovres. Cf. Lys, 23, Harp. b71, passages from which Lipsius 
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The vavrodixa: were in all probability instituted in the fifth 
century, when, during the first Athenian confederacy, many 

mercantile suits were brought to Athens for decision.* 
That the vavrodice:, before whose tribunal the dixa 

éuropikat and the ypapy gevias came, only presided in these cases, 
and did not give the verdict, I believe we may assume on the 
strength of an extant inscription.2 As our authorities mention 

the vavrodika. for the last time in B.c. 397, and in the fourth 
century, the Thesmothetai presided at conimercial suits and at 

ypapai fevias, we may reasonably conclude that the office of the 
vavrodika. was abolished soon after the beginning of the fourth 

century.® : 

As regards the judges, we have to distiaatehe at Athens 

ft between permanent. judges,..arbitrators, and juries. ges, . : 
The permanent judges were the Council of the Areo- 

pagus, composed of ex-Archons, and the Ephetai. The latter, 

vavrod{kat. 

in Meier? 90 had already deduced what Aristotle now proves. According 
to Dem. 37, 33, 4 alxia kal ra rév Biaiwy belonged to the jurisdiction of the 

retrapaxovra. When Aristotle wrote, the dixy aixias belonged to the eis- 

aywyets. See Arist. 52,2, the source of Harp. card Sjmous diuxacrat; Poll. 8, 

100; Suid. cara Syjous dixacral; Phot. rerrapdxovra; Lex. Seguer. 806, 15 sqq. 

The rerrapdxovra are mentioned in C.L.A., 11.349. Cf. Meier? 88 sqq., 643 sqq. 

1 Mention of the vavrodikac in Aristophanes (Harp. vavrodixar) in the 
Daitaleis, in Cratinos (Schol. to Aristoph., Aves, 766), and in C.L.A., I. 29, 
which, according to Kirchhoff, is not later than 444 n.c. The psephism 

from the collection of Crateros ap. Harp., in which they are mentioned, 1 
agree with Philippi, Beitr. z. e. Gesch. d. att. Birgerr., 40 sqq., in referring - 
to the year 404/3. 

2 They are styled apy} or dpxorvres in Harp., Poll. 8, 126, dicacral in 
Hesych. vavrodixat. Schémann, Verf. Ath., 47/8, on the strength of Lys. 17, 

5: vuvl dé Aaxdvros év TO TaundrGve pnvi of vavrodixar ovk éfedixacay, takes them 

to be judges as well as presidents. That they were only presidents I con- 

clude from C.I.A., I. 29, lines 4,5, where vavrodixka: and dicacrhpiov are 
evidently distinguished. So Lipsius in Meier? 97. Cf. Lys. 17, 8,in which 
tos dpéayras evidently means the same as Tovs vavrodixas, though Baumstark, 
de curatorib. emporii et nautodicis, p. 71,1827, understands the Thesmothetai 
by rovs dpéavras. Their duties as judges in mercantile suits : Suid. vavrodlkac 

dpxovrés elot Tots vauxAhpos Sixdfovres Kal Tots wept Td éumdprov épyafouévas. Cf. 

Lex. Seguer. 283, 3. Hesych.,s.v. For the ypa¢7 éevias before the vavrodixa: 
see Harp., Poll. | Hibewol: ibid. 

3 Last sontioia of the vavrodixa:, in Ew 17, 5. 8, delivered in B.c. 397. 
See Blass, Gesch.-d. att. Beredsamk., 1, 629. After this date ypagal éevias 

and dixac éuropixal belong to the jurisdiction of the Thesmothetai: Meier? 
77. 80. Ido not attach much weight to the mention of vavrodixa 1 in Lucian, 
Dialogi Meretricii, 2,2. See Meier? 95 sqq. 
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however, were replaced about 400 B.c. by Heliasts in the court at 
the Palladion, and we may probably infer, by analogy, Permanent 

that the same change was made in the courts at the Judses 

Delphinion and in Phreatto.4 
Before these permanent judges came all cases of manslaughter. 

At Athens this was a religious matter, dealt with according to 
Divine Law. And this was the reason that the three ages of 

Exegetai or Interpreters of Divine Law were required Homicide. 
to instruct those who desired to proceed against a murderer, but 

were ignorant of the law, as to the proper steps to take. The 
procedure was indeed not of the simplest. In the heroic age, and 

at Sparta apparently even in historical times, the issue in a trial 

for bloodshed was, whether the accused was guilty or not guilty ; 

at Athens a distinction was drawn, which we first hear of in the 
‘laws of Draco, between kena itest unpremeditated, and justi- 

fiable ‘huaaselaa: and not only did the legal consequences vary 

accordingly, but also the place where the trial was held.* 

Among the Greeks, when blood was shed, the relatives of the 
murdered man usually set themselves to wreak vengeance on the 

murderer. If he did not quit the country immediately Rignt of 

after the deed, he could only secure himself by taking S@nctuary. 
refuge in a sanctuary until he had made compensation to. the 

relatives of his victim. From his sanctuary, protected by the 

right of asylum, he could enter. into negotiations with them as to 

what compensation must be paid. When the State took into its 

1 For the Archons see (Dem.) 26, 5; Poll. 8, 118; Plut., Per.,9. The 
Ephetai are mentioned as still judging at the Palladion in s.c. 409/8 : 
C.1.A., I. 61, while, according to Isocr. 18, 52. 54 (a speech which, as §§ 27. 

sqq. and 45 sqq. show, cannot have been delivered later than s.c. 397), 700 

dicasts, i.e. Heliasts, sat at the Palladion, or, according to (Dem.) 59, 10, 
500. For the 4th century, Poll. 8, 125, applies: cara mixpdv 5é kareyeacOn 
[there is no necessity for Forchhammer’s conjecture, xarnye\doOn, in the 

Kiel. Ind. lect., 1844, de ephetis non ludibrio habitis] rd raév éperav Sixaorhprov. 

Arist. 57, 4, after mentioning the courts on the Areopagus, at the Palladion 
and Delphinion, and in Phreatto says: dixcdfgover 5 of Aaxdvres TalGra dixacrai 
or HAtacral] wAhv Tov év Apely rayy yryvouévwv. The addition, A\axévres ra(ira), 

points to Heliasts as the judges. For the Ephetai, see p. 123-4. 
2 For the interpreters of Divine Law I would refer the reader to Otf. 

Miiller, Humen., 162 sqq.,and Chr. Petersen in the 1st suppl. vol. of Phil., p. 

155 ff. That they gave the prosecutor advice in murder cases is clear from 
Plato, Huthyphro, 4; (Dem.) 47,68 sqq. See Petersen, p. 174 sqq. 

3 On trials for hoslcide in heroic times cf. Philippi, d. Areop. u. d. Eph., 
p. 4; for Sparta Xen., An., 4, 8, 25. 
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own hands the regulation of vengeance for bloodshed it respected 

the right of sanctuary in so far that the three places of trial were 
connected with three sanctuaries. 

The most venerable tribunal at Athens for cases of bloodshed 

was 7 BovAyn 7 é&€ “Apeiov mdyou or év “Apetw mayo, that is, the 

4 Bout 4 2 Council of, or on, the hill of the *Apa/, the goddesses of 

*Apelourayou Curse and vengeance, who had their sanctuary at the 

or €v "Apetp foot of the hill.2 The precincts of the sanctuary of 
mye: these goddesses were Still a place of refuge in the fifth 

‘century,’? and the murderer who took refuge there—when private 

vengeance for bloodshed was still permitted—escaped the venge- 

ance of man by surrendering himself to the vengeance of the 
goddesses. After the abolition of private vengeance, when the 

State took into its own hands the punishment of the murderer, 

it judged, so to say, as the representative of the goddesses of 

vengeance, keeping the court of homicide connected with the old 

sanctuary. Premeditated murder, premeditated wounding with 

intent to kill, arson, which was regarded as a crime against life 
and limb, and premeditated poisoning resulting in the death of 

the victim, were all within the jurisdiction of this court on the 

1 Kohler in Herm., 6, 102 sqq., has justly insisted that the origin of all 
the Athenian courts for trying homicide is the right of sanctuary. 

2 Wachsmuth, d. St. Athen im Alterthum, 1, 428, considers the “Apecos md-yos 

to be the hill of cursing or expiation, and very properly denies any con- 
nexion between the murder-court on the Areopagus and the Ares-cult. 
The other explanations of the name are brought together in Philippi, #b., 

p-8sqq. But, I think, Wachsmuth cannot be right in connecting the © 
origin of the name of the hill with Athena dpeia, the only goddess who had 
a shrine on the hill (Paus. 1, 28, 5); it is rather connected with the Deurat, 

whose name, ’Apal, is found in A’sch., Humen., 417. For the shrine of the 
Zeuval cf. Asch., Humen., 804 sqq.; Schol. Eurip., Ovest., 1650: pact dé, dre 

kai lepdvy obros (6 "Opéorns) év.’Apely mdayw Tav Oedr (Trav Evperidwr) tdpicaro ; 
Schol., Lucian IIL., p.68 (Jacobitz): ceuvas beds ras’ Epwvdas* rovrwy yap rd lepdv 
mdnolov Tob Apetov rayou. A connexion between the court on the Areopagus 

and the Zeuval is further shown in the oath taken before these goddesses 
(Dein. in Dem., 47), and in the sacrifice offered in their sanctuary by those 

_ acquitted (Paus. 1, 28,6). Otfr. Miiller, Hum., 154, had previously directed 
attention to this connexion. The derivation of the adjective dpeos, from 

dpa, is no difficulty. “Aped is, without doubt, originally an adjectival 
derivative from dpd, accentuated like dde\perds from ddedpds; and the 
differently accentuated dpeos was introduced as the adjectival form after 
dpeid had become a substantive. 

5 Cf. Arist., Thesm., 224, with the Schol.: dovdov yap elxov of karadauBdvovres 
Ta lepa T&v “Epwiwr. 
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Areopagus.! The penalties, which the court on the Areopagus 
imposed, were, in case of premeditated murder, death and confisca- 

tion of property ; for premeditated wounding with intent to kill, 

exile and confiscation; for premeditated poisoning with intent to 
kill, probably either the penalty for murder or that for intentional 

wounding, according to the circumstances of the case.” 
The second Athenian court for cases of bloodshed sat on the 

east side of the city, outside the walls, at the Palladion, the old 
sanctuary of Pallas.? This court at the Palladion ,, Sctaurek 

judged unpremeditated manslaughter, the crime of as 7b él 
instigating another to do bodily harm to a third per- ale 
son, whether with intent to kill or not, and the murder of a slave, 

a metic, or a foreigner. The punishments inflicted by the court 

1 Of. the law in Dem. 28,22: dixafew 5ériv Bouhhy rhy év’Apelw mayy pdvov kat 
Tpavwaros éx mpovolas kal rupkaids kal papudxwy, édy Tis droxrelyy Sobs. Arist. 57,3: 

eiot [52] p[dvov] Sixar kal rpaduaros, dv wev éx mpovolas droxrelyy 7} rpw[o]y, ev’ Apel 

rayy, kat papuakov éav aroxrelvy Sods, kal mupkgds* [rab]ra yap H BovdAyh wdva dixager. 

So Poll. 8,117. Cf. Philippi, ib.,23 sqq. In the rpatua éx rpovoias there must 
have been intent to murder, as is proved by Lys. 3, 41: é@re:ra dé kal oddenlay 
tyyobunv mpdvoray elvar (rpavyaros), Sorts wh droxreivar Bovdduevos erpwoer, For 

poisoning, see the law just cited and Philippi 51/2. Ido not agree with 
the common view (see Heffter, ath. Gerichtsverf., 180. Meier? 387. 541. 
Philippi, d. Areop. u. d. Eph., 161), which regards the ypagi wupxaids as 
connected with the Areopagus’ supervision of public buildings. Inten- 
tional arson—for an accident was, most probably, not punishable—was 

regarded as an offence against the person and life of another ; arson, as we 
know it, to gain some pecuniary advantage, could not happen then. It is 
only in this way that we can explain the fact that the ypagdh mupkaias is 
included in the yvéuos dovixds. Plato, too, Laws, 9,862, mentions murder 
mupos mpog Bon}. «. 

2 Penalty for Pévos éxovovos: Dem. 21, 48; Antiph., de caede Her., 10; 
Philippi 109 sqq.; for rpadua éx mpovolas, Lys. 3, 38; Dem. 40, 32; Philippi 
1138/4: for ddpyaxa: Philippi 120. 

3 Dem. 28, 71: 7d ducacrhpiov 7d ert Tladdadiy. The legend of the origin of 
the court quoted from Cleidemos and Phanodemos in Suid. émi Ilah\adly. 
See Harp. Poll. 8, 118; Paus. 1, 28, 8/9; Philippi, 13 sqq. 

 # Arist. 57,3: ray F dxovalwy (sc. pbvwv) kai Bovretoews Kav oikérny dmroxrelvy 

ris } pérotxov % E€vov of é[ ri] Ta[AA]adiw. Cf. Harp. ért Tad\d\adiw and Bovdedcews, 
for which Isaios makes the court the Palladion, Deinarchos the Areopagus. 
Forchhammer brings arguments to shew that Deinarchos’ statements are 
of little weight, and Philippi, 43 ff., agrees with him. What information 
we have about BovAevorts makes. in favour of the Palladion, as Philippi 
shews, 29 sqq. His view is opposed by Lipsius, in Bursian’s Jahresber., 

1878, pp. 289/90, and in Meier ? 384 sqq., and by Heikel, die sogen. BovXevers 
in Mordproc., Helsingfors, 1886. Forchhammer, de Areopago, 30 ff., defines 
Bov\evors as the inception or origination of a plot to murder; W. Passow, 
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were: for unintentional manslaughter, exile without confiscation 

of property for a limited period until the murderer had propitiated 

the relatives of the murdered man, or, in case they would not 

relent, exile for a certain time, the length of which we do not 

know ; for inciting another, the same punishment as if the offen- 

der had himself committed the crime.} . 
The third Athenian court for cases of bloodshed also sat outside 

the walls, on the east side of the town, near the Delphinion, the 
wd Sixaorf- Sanctuary of Apollo Delphinios.2 This court tried 
prov rd él those who pleaded that the homicide which they had 

Achowi. committed was by law exempt from punishment. 

de crimine Bovdetcews, Goett., 1886, will have it to be a murder committed 

by a man “‘insidias machinatus quaslibet clandestinas consilio magis quam 
vi aperta” (p. 17), while adréxep in his view is a man who kills another 

“ manifesta vi” (p. 12), or “cruenta caede” (p.14). The erroneousness of 

this, as Thalheim has already noticed, Berl. phil. Wochenschr., 1887, p. 784, 

is evident from Plato, Laws, 9, 8658: dav 6¢ adréyeip pév, dxwv 5¢ daroxrelvy Tis 

érepos erepov, elre TH EavTod cwmare PA elre dpydvw } Bér\ee # wemaros # cirov 

ddcer } wrupds 7} XetuB@vos mpooBor\yH  orephoer wvebparos, a’rds TO éavrod cdpare 7 

_ 60 érépw cwudrwr, wdvtws Eorw pev ws adréxerp, Sikas dé rwérw ras rodode. A 

new explanation by Kohm, in Progr. von Olmiitz, 1890, is refuted by 
Thalheim, Progr. von Schneidemihl, 1892, p. 3 ff. Passow, 37 sqq., thinks . 
that there never was such a thing as ypagi BovAetoews. So Heikel, cbid. 

But now that we have the express statement of Aristotle himself, there 
can be no further doubt about it; see also Plato, Laws, 9, 872. The 
Palladion is proved by Arist. to have been the court also for the trial of 

the murderer of a foreigner, a fact previously doubted by Philippi, 52 ff-; 
Welsing, however, took the right view, de inquilinor. et peregrinor. ap. 

Athen. iudiciis, 48 sqq., Minster, 1887. That the murder of a foreigner was 

punished differently to that of a citizen was inferred by Lipsius, in 
Bursian’s Jahresber., 1878, p. 290, from Dem. 28, 89. Cf. the same writer in 

Meier? 379. Lex. Seguer. 194, 11 says: éav péroxédy Tis drroxreivy, puvyis “dvov 

KaredukdfeTo® éav wevta dordv, Odvaros  fnula. 

1 Punishments for ¢évos dxovcws: C.LA., I. 61; Dem. 23, 45. 72; see 
Philippi 114 sqq.; for BovAevors: Andoc., de Myst., 94; without mpdvoa to 
murder: Antiph., de Chor.,°7; with mpévoa: Antiph., Accus. Venen., 27; 

Philippi 118 sqq. As to the punishment for the murder of a foreigner, we 
know that the murder of a metic was punished with banishment: Lex. 
Seguer. 194, 11. : 

2 Dem. 23, 74 sqq.: 7d dixacrjpiov rd emi AeXgiviy. Harp. émi Aerquiy. 

The legend of the origin of the court in Paus. 1, 28,10; Poll. 8,119. See 
Philippi 15/6. 

8 Arist, 57, 3: édav 8 daroxreivac péy tis duoroyn, $7 52 Kara rods védyous, 
o[fov]uorxdv AaBav 7 ev rorduw dyvojoas 7) ev AOAw dywvisduevos, Tov[Tw] én 

Acrguiw dixdfovow. Cf. Harp. érl Aedgwiy. Leist, graeco-italische Rechts- 
geschichte, 350 ff., assigned the two last cases to the Palladion; this is now 
shewn by Arist. to beanerror, ~ 
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The following cases were exempt according to the laws of Draco: 
unintentional killing of another competitor in an athlétic contest, 

or of a comrade in time of war; slaying an adulterer detected with 
one’s wife, mother, sister, daughter, or. free concubine; and homi- 
cide in self-defence.! _ If the prosecutor recognised the homicide as 

unpunishable, the court probably had simply to confirm this. 

But it would usually happen that the prosecutor brought a charge 

of premeditated murder, while the Basileus, accepting the defence 

of the accused that the case was one of justifiable homicide only, 

brought the case before the court at the Delphinion.? As this 
defence might be rejected by the court, and the murder be pro- 
nounced premeditated and punishable, the court at the Delphinion 

must have had the power of passing sentence of death.® 

i 

The fourth court, “in Phreatto,” sat in the Pireeus on the sea A </ 

shore, but was ins baliy very seldom needed. It tried any man. 

who was banished for an unintentional murder and ,, Sixaorf- 

was accused of an intentional murder or intentional ptov rd év 

wounding—whether before or during his exile is «77 
doubtful. As the exile was not allowed to enter the country, he 
conducted his defence from a ship before judges sitting on the 
shore. If he was found guilty, he incurred the penalty for the 

crime in question; if he was acquitted, he returned into exile 

until his reconciliation with the relatives for the unpremeditated 

murder had been effected.* 
The fifth court, that at the Prytaneion, composed of the four 

dvroBacirets under the presidency of the BactAcvs, 7d Stxarrh- 

had only a ceremonial importance. If a murder was edd 7} rh 
putavelw. 

1 That Draco enumerated the several cases in his laws is evident from 

Dem. 20, 158. Among the cases specified by Draco, Philippi 55 sqq. 

reckons those given in Dem. 23, 54 sqq. The correctness of their inclusion 

is partly confirmed by the pasphians of s.c. 409/8 (C.1.A., I. 61), and by the 
formula frequent in the Orators: édv ris duvvduevos dpxovra xeupdv ddixwy 
xtelvy, Of which there are also traces in C.I.A., I. 61, line 33. Later the 
number of cases of Sixacos dévos was increased still further ; see Philippi 
.57 sqq. 

2 Philippi 59 sqq. 
$ Philippi 123 ff. 
4 Dem. 23, 77 sqq.: 7d dixacrhpiov 7d év Ppearrot, from which Harp. & 

Ppearrot is taken. Arist. 57,3 says: édy dé pevywr guyjv, dv aldecls eorw, 

ailriay éxyn dmrolkreivac 7) tpdcat Twa, Tobrp 8 ev Ppedrov Sixdgfovow. [6 dé 

drono]yeirac mpocopuicduevos ev wrolw. Cf. Poll. 8, 120; Hellad. in Phot., 

Biblioth., 585a, 28; Lex. Seguer. 311,17 sqq. The legend of the origin of 
the court in Paus. 1, 28,11. See Philippi 18/9. 
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committed, and the murderer could not be discovered, then this 

court pronounced sentence upon him, and condemned the tools 

that had been employed in the murder; it also tried and con- 

victed inanimate objects that had fallen and caused the death of 
a human being. ‘These were then thrown by the Phylobasileis 
beyond the frontier.} 

In early times, none but the relatives of the murdered man were 

entitled to vengeance; similarly, in historic times, the right to 

Right to prosecute for murder was restricted to certain persons. 
pemebesen lg Such a prosecution could only be instituted by the 

man himself, if wounded, or if death followed, by his 

relatives ; and the law directed that notice of the charge was to be 

given to the murderer, and the accusation brought before the 

Basileus by the sons, brothers and sisters, or nephews and nieces, 

of the murdered man, and that they were to be assisted in the 

prosecution of the murderer by his cousins and their sons, his 
relatives by marriage, sons-in-law, father-in-law, and Phrateres.? 

For slaves the master, for metics the zpoorarys, had to prosecute. 

1 Dem. 23, 76: 7d ditkaorjprov 7d emi Iputavely.—rodro 8 éoriv, éav NOos 4 
Etrov } oldnpos # Te ToLodrov éumecdv warden Kai Tov pev Bardvra ayvon Tis, adTd 

& eidn cal xn 7d Tov ovov elpyacpévor, rovras évratOa Aayxdverar. From this 

are derived Harp. émi IIpuravetp, Poll. 8, 120: dixdger wept ray droxrewdyrwv, 

kav Gow adavets, xal wept Trav avixwv Tov éumecdvtwy kal droxrewdvrwy. The 

addition rpoevorjxecay 5é rovrouv Tod dixacrnplov dvdoBacrrels, ods dec 7d eumrecdv 

d&wpuxov vrepopica (see also Paus. 6, 11, 6) is set right by Arist. 57, 4: 8ray dé 

[uln e[id]y. Tov movjoavra, TH Spdoavrs Aayxdver, Sixdfer 5’ 6 Bacreds Kal ol 

pudoBacirel’s kal Tas Tov ayixwv Kal Tov Gd\wv fowv. For the connexion of 

these usages with the ceremonies of the Bouphonia see Paus,. 1, 28, 10; 24, 4. 
For the Bouphonia see Mommsen, Heort., 449 sqq.; Philippil6sqq. [Sandys 
on Arist. 57, 4, and Gleue, de Homicid. in Areop. Ath. Iud., Gottingen, 1894.] 

2 For the obligation of the relatives to prosecute the murderer see the 

law in Dem. 43, 57, which is confirmed by C.I.A., I. 61. Cf. for the meaning 

of the expressions there employed the explanations of Philippi 68 sqq. 
Lipsius, in Bursian’s Jahresber., 1878, p. 291, doubts the correctness of the 
explanation of évrds dveyudrnros kat dveyidv in Philippi, p. 70 sqq., ‘ exclusive 

of the cousins.” He bases his objections on a single passage in Dem. 43, 51, 
where, however, évrés has yet to be shewn to be an Athenian legal term. 
This law has been declared spurious by Seeliger, in N. Rh. Mus., 31, 1876, 
p. 176 ff., and Grasshoff agrees with him, symb. ad doctrin. iur. att. de 
hereditatib., Berlin, 1877, p.8. When a murdered citizen had no relatives, 

or when, if he had, they would not do their duty, it is natural to enquire 
whether one who was not a relative might represent him and prosecute in 
a dixn povxkn: but the authorities at present accessible to us do not enable 

us to decide this point. See Philippi 100 sqq. : 

$ For the prosecution for the murder of slaves or metics see Philippi 98 ff. 
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In murder cases, certain formalities had to be observed in 

giving in the information, in recording the pleadings, and at 

the trial. After the interment of the murdered man, , gure. 

at which, as a sign that he had lost his life by violence, 
a spear was carried before the body and then fixed upon the 

grave, the man whose duty it was to prosecute filed his informa- 

tion before the Basileus, and, probably under his authority, for- 

_bade the murderer to enter the market-place or the temples, and 

summoned him before the proper court.!. In the trial itself there 

were two stages—the preliminary investigation and the actual 
proceedings in court. The preliminary investigation was con- 

ducted by the Basileus in a particularly solemn manner in three 

mpoduxaciae in three successive months; in the fourth month the 

case was brought before the proper court.? This preliminary 

inquiry was held to enable the Basileus to decide, from the 
depositions of the prosecutor, the defendant,.and witnesses, before 

which court the case was to be brought on.® 

1 For the éreveyxeiy Sédpu éri ris éxpopas see Harp. s.v., Poll. 8, 65; Lex. 
Seguer. 237,30. The filing of the information took place after the inter- 
ment, Antiph., de Chor., 37/8. 1 agree with Philippi, 69/70, that our 
authorities know of only one notification to the defendant—by the prose- 
cutor after he had entered the accusation. So Hauvette-Besnault, de 

archonte rege, 101 sqq. See Antiph., ibid., 85: reloavres 5é rovrous dmoypdde- 
cOat kat mpoayopedew enol edpyecOar Trav vouiuwr, t.e., according to Poll. 8, 66, 

iepav kal dyopds. Cf. Arist. 57,4: 6 6é rhy airiavy éxwv rov péev &drov xpdvov 

elpyerat Tav iepdv Kal odd’ els Thy dryopay S[édoTae é]uBarelv adr@ Tore 5° els Td 
iepdv: eivehOGv arodoyeira. Antiph., de Caede Herod., 10; Dem. 20, 158. 

That the notification was connected with the summons into court may be 

gathered from such an expression as (Dem.) 59, 9: mpoctrey air@ én 
Tlad\A\adiy dévov. Arist. 57, 2 says: cal 6 mpoayopetwy eipyecOar Tov vouiuwr 

obrés (sc. 6 Bacieds) éorw (see Poll. 8, 90; Lex. Seguer. 310, 6 sqq.): we. 
must understand this to mean that the notification was made on his 
authority. ; 

2 Antiph., de Chor., 42. As the same Basileus had to conduct the 
preliminary investigation and the actual trial, murder cases cannot have 
been entered during the last three months of the year. 

3 I do not think Philippi’s view (p. 85 sqq.) probable, that the Basileus 
referred the case to a definite court even before the preliminary investiga- 
tion, and that this investigation was conducted in the presence of the 
judges. Of. Schémann, griech. Alterth, 1, 496. Hauvette-Besnault, 107 
sqq., opposes this view. The reason which Philippi gives—that oaths 
before the Areopagus (Lys. 10, 11; Dem. 23, 67) and at the Palladion 
({Dem.] 47, 70) are mentioned, and that the taking of oaths belonged to 
the preliminary investigation—will not bear examination, as the latter 
hypothesis is not proved to be true as regards accusations for murder. The 
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The sittings of all the courts of homicide were held in the open 

air, in order that the prosecutor and the judges might not be 

under the same roof as aman polluted by bloodshed.! In the court 

on the Areopagus, about which we are somewhat better informed 

than about the others, and whose procedure must have been simi- 

lar to theirs, the defendant and prosecutor stood on unhewn stones, 

the one called AiGos tBpews, the stone of offence, the other AiMos 
dvauSe‘as, the stone of implacableness.? The proceedings began 

with the oath taken by the parties appealing to the Sepvat, 

as they stood by the pieces of a sacrificed boar, ram and bull. 
In this oath the prosecutor declared that he was related to the 

murdered man and therefore entitled to prosecute, and that the 

murder was committed by the defendant; while the defendant 

avowed his innocence. Both invoked a curse upon themselves and 

their children if they swore falsely. Each side might make two 

speeches; in these they had to confine themselves to the case.® 

If it isa fact that the proceedings lasted three days, the first 

day was probably taken up with the first speech of the prosecutor, 

the evidence of the witnesses and their oath, and the first speech 

of the defendant, the second day with the second speech of both 

oaths mentioned in Dem. 23, 67 sqq. were taken at the actual trial, to judge 
from the context. ; 

1 Antiph., de Caed. Herod., 11. Arist. 57, 4.says: elodyer 5’ 4 Baordeds Kai 

Sixdgo[uc]e . . . kal vralPpro.. 

2 Paus. 1, 28, 5: rods 5¢ dpyods NOous é’ aw écracw boot Sixas bréxover Kal ob 

dudkovres Tov uev UBpews, Tov 5 dvadelas abrdv dvoudfovow. The correct explan- 

ation of the names of the stones was given by Forchhammer, de lapidib. 

in Areop. quib. insistebant reus et accusator, p. 7 sqq., Kiel Ind. Lect., 1843/4. 

See also Istr. ap. Suid., Phot. Oeds —ériudro 5é kal ’AOnvnow 4 Avaidera Kai 

iepdv Fv abrijs, ws"Iorpos év 16’. 

8 Poll. 8, 117, in his account of the trial before the Areopagus: éylvero dé 
Siwpocla kal pera Thy Siwpyociay xpiois. Oath by the Zeuvai: Dein. in Dem. 47 

87. For the sacrifice see Dem. 23, 68. 
4 For the oaths of the parties see (Dem.) 47, 72; Lys. 10, 11; Antiph., 

de Chor., 16; de caede Herod., 11; Dem. 23,67. The same oath also at the 
Palladion: (Dem.) 59, 9/10. For the meaning of these oaths see Philippi 
89 sqq. The Schol. to Dem. 23, 63, Bullet. de’ corr. Hell. 1, 137, says on the 
Suwuocla: Bray of povixiw dixatipevor Sixnv Guvvov wpd ris dixns éxdrepo T4\nOH 

héEew, eEdrevay éavrois ewapduevor, ef etararjoaery. Aischin., de F’. Bi 8F; 

mentions an oath taken by the prosecutor, after getting a conviction: of 
this we know nothing further. See Philippi 93, 33. 

5 Poll. 8, 117; Lys. 3, 46; Lyc., Leocer., 12. The same regulations were 
observed too in the Palladion ; see de Chor. (before the Palladion: Philippi 
32 sqq.) 9, 14. 
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parties, and the third day with the voting.1 Even after the first 
speech of the parties, the defendant might escape sentence by 
voluntary exile. If the votes were equal, the defendant was 
acquitted.? If acquitted, he offered a thank-offering in the sanctu- 

ary of the Seuvai.4 
The wilful murderer who had escaped punishment by flight, 

and the unintentional murderer who was exiled by the court, were 

both under the protection of the laws. If they position of 
avoided Attica, the public games, and the Amph- *emurderer. 
ictyonic festivals, to assassinate them was a punishable offence ; 
any one who did so was condemned like an ordinary murderer. 

But if they were caught within Attica, they might be killed with 
impunity, or taken for execution to the Thesmothetai or informed 

against.® | 

A murderer whose crime was only punished by exile and one 
who had committed a murder that was exempt from 

punishment, were permitted to return, under certain 

formalities, to civil] and religious membership of the State. For 

this, religious purification and atonement were required. Who- 

ever had committed a murder that was exempt from punishment 

needed only religious purification, but that was necessary because 

every one who had shed human blood was considered unclean.® 

If a man who had committed an unpremeditated murder wished 
to return from exile before his legal term of banishment was ex- 

pired, he had first to seek reconciliation with the relatives of the 

slain. To make this valid, however, the unanimous consent of the . 
father, the brothers, and the sons of the murdered man was neces- 

sary. If there were no such relatives, the Ephetai had to select 
ten members from the man’s Phratry, who could, if they chose, 

Atonement. 

1 Separate proceedings on separate days were first suggested by 
_ Schémann, Antiquit., 292. Whether indeed Poll. 8,117 can be taken as 
authority for this is very doubtful: xaé’ ékacrov dé pia Tpidv hepa edixagov 
épetijs, rerdpryn pOlvovros, rpiry, Sevrépa. For the witnesses and their oath see 
Antiph., de Caede Herod., 12. 

2 Dem. 23,69. Poll. 8,117 excepts parricides. 
8 Antiph., de Caede Herod., 51. 
* Paus. 1, 28, 6. 
5 The laws as to the intentional murderer are given in Dem. 23, 38. 29 

ff., 51 ff.; according to C.I.A., I. 61, they also applied to the unintentional 
murderer. See Philippi 129 sqq. 

6 Philippi 62/8. In this the exegetai assisted; see Suid. éfyynrai, Art. 2: 
éinynral rpeis yivovrar muPdxpyorTot, os wéder Kaaipew rods dye. Twi évicxnOévras. 
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consent to a reconciliation.t The reconciliation of the murderer 

with the relatives of his victim was followed by a religious 
purification.? In the case of premeditated murder, however, where 

the murderer had gone into exile before the court had pronounced 
sentence, reconciliation could not be granted by the relatives, but 

the murdered man himself might grant it before his death.® 

Civil cases for the most part fell within the jurisdiction of 

Arbitrators, Public arbitrators or diarytai* These officials, who, 

there can be no doubt, existed even in the fifth cen- 

tury, were a body composed of those Athenians who, upon attain- 

ing the age of 60, were removed from the list of those liable to 

military service. They held office one year, after which they were 

relieved by the next body of men who had completed their time 
of service. Whoever avoided this duty of serving as a Diaitetes 

was punished with Atimia unless he were excused as holding some 

other office or being abroad at the time.5 The Diaitetai formed 

1 The atéeors for a dévos dxovo.os is dealt with in C.I.A., I. 61, and in the 

law in Dem. 43, 57, which fills up the gaps in the inscription. Philippi 
137/8 conjectures that, in the inscription, before the 10 phrateres of the 
murdered, the nephews, cousins and cousins’ children were also mentioned, 

an assumption, however, which is not confirmed, at least by the law in 
Dem. It is probable that the relatives were permitted to excuse the mur- 

derer from exile altogether ; see Philippi 142/38. After the expiration of 
the legal term of exile the relatives were no doubt obliged to grant the 
aldeors ; see Philippi 115. 

2 Dem. 28, 72. 

8 The first regulation is educed by Philippi 148 sqq. from Dem. 21, 43; 
the second from Dem. 37, 58 sqq. 

* For the Diaitetai cf. Hudtwalcker, ub. d. dffentl. u. Privat-Schiedsrichter 
—Diaiteten—in Athen u.d. Proc. vor denselben, 1812; M. H. E. Meier, die 
Privatschiedsrichter u. d. éffentl. Diaiteten Athens, 1846; Westermann, iiber 
die offentl. Schiedsrichter in Ath. in Ber. d. sdchs. Ges. d. W.,1, 236 sqq. ; 

Hubert, de arbitris att. et privatis et publicis, Leipzig, 1885; Lipsius in 
Meier?, 1009 sqq. 

5 Meier 28/9 assumes that they were only introduced under Eucleides : 
for the contrary view see Schémann, Verfassungsgesch. Ath., 44 sqq.; Hubert 

20 sqq.; Lipsius 1009 sqq. Arist. 53, 4: dvarrnrai 8 eiciv ols dv é&nxoorév Eros 7. 

Tobro dé SfAov éx Tav apxévrwv Kal Tov érwviuwv. Then follows a description of 

the arrangement of the muster-roll of those liable to service—p. 315'—and 
then Arist. 58, 5 continues: rév dé reXevraiov Tév érwvipwy aBdvres of TeTTapd- 

kovta Siavépovow avrois ras dtairas Kal émixAnpodow, ds Exacros diatrjoe. Kal 

dvaykaiov as dy exacros Adxy dtalras éxdcarrav. 6 yap vdpos, dv Tis wh yévnrat 

diaurnrys THs HAcklas aiT@ KxaOynxovons, dripov elvac Kkedever, TAY Edy TUXN ApXhY 

dpxwv r[iw]a &v éxeivy Te éviauT@ 4 arodnuav. obra 8 aredeis clot wdvo. And 

this is all that is told us about the age, number aud appointment of the 

Diaitetai. See Suid. diacrnrds; Lex. Seguer. 186, 1; 285, 28; Poll. 8, 126; 
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a judicial corporation, apparently divided into 10 sections cor- 

responding to the 10 tribes! The members of these separate 

sections had not necessarily to be taken from the tribe for which 
they officiated. Each section sat in some court or temple ap- 

pointed for it.2 The procedure was as follows. The Deme-judges’ 

in civil suits for sums exceeding 10 drachmas, and the other 

officials in such civil cases as were brought before them (a few 

special classes of actions alone excepted) appointed by lot for the 

parties a Diaitetes, taken no doubt generally from the section for 

the tribe to which the defendant belonged. The Diaitetes was at 

once president and jury. Trial before him was speedier, cheaper 

(for plantiff and defendant paid only one drachma each, and as 

much again for each motion for adjournment) and less hazardous, 

since the Diaitetes was only permitted to inflict a fine. If at the 
conclusion of the case the parties could not come to terms, the 
verdict of the Diaitetes was given at an appointed time. 

Hesych. diarrnrat ; Ulpian on Dem., Mid., 542. The list of the Diaitetai of 
the year 3825/4 with the heading: Aca:rnrat of émi ’Avtixd(éous dpxovTos) 

dvédecav crepaywhévre(s bd Too 54)uov contains the names of 103 persons, 13 

from the Erechtheis tribe, 14 from the Aigeis, 3 from the Pandionis, 12 
from the Leontis, 9 from the Acamantis, 11 from the Oineis, 16 from the 
Kecropis, 9 from the Hippothontis, 9 from the Aiantis, 7 from the Antiochis ; 
see C.I.A., II. 943. Other fragmentary Diaitetai-lists are C.I.A., II. 941, 
942, But 944 can hardly be such a list. 

1 The Diaitetai, as a body, pass resolutions: C.I.A., II. 1172, dedicate 
- votive offerings: 1182. For the sections for the separate tribes see (Dem.) 
47,12: of yap ri Oivntia cal riv "EpexOnida Siardvres évraida (i.e. év TH praia) 

KdOnvra. Bergk, in Zeitschr. fir Alterthumsw., 7, 1849, 273 sqq., infers from 

Dem. 21, 83 sqq.a body of Diaitetai constituted under the presidency of 
Prytanes. 

2 This follows from the fact that in the law-suit between Demosthenes 
of Paiania (Pandionis) and Meidias of Anagyrus (Dem. 21, 68 Erechtheis) 
Straton of Phaleron (Dem. 21, 83 Aiantis) was Diaitetes. 

8 For the places of trial see Poll. 8, 126: dujrwy & év iepots. ev rH Hale: 
(Dem.) 47, 12; év 79 motxihyn orog: Dem. 45, 17; éai AeXguviw: Is. 12,9; Dem. 
40,11. Arist. 55, 5 says of the stone of swearing at the Bactdewos orod (Poll. 
8, 86): ép? 06 Kal of Siarrnral dudcavres dropalvovra Tas Siairas. 

4 Lex. Cantabr. 673 under ph ofca Sixn: Anuijrpios 6 Padnpeds éviouvs héyer 

TW Kpwouevww KakoTexvely Tots Sudkovow dvTiiayxXdvovTas Thy wh obcay. Mer yap 

rovs brép déxa Spaxuds dudicBynrodvras Siarnras els Sixny éxdornv (Miiller’s read- 

ing for the dia:rynre?s Séxa éry of the MSS.) AauBdverw* 51d kal éxevro vduos wh 

. elodyerOat dixny, ei uh mpdrepov ééeracbeln wap’ adrots rd mpayua. See too Poll. 8, 

126. Arist. 53, 1. 2 describes the procedure that was usual in the suits tried 
by the Deme-judges: 7a 8 irép roiro 7d riwnua (10 drachmas) rots diacrnrals 
mapadiddacw. (53,5 he says: 7d dé reXevtaiov Trav érwviuwv aBdvres of TeTTA- 
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There were two legal remedies against the verdict. If the 

sentence had been pronounced in default and if the defaulter 

maintained that the verdict in default had been given although he 
was innocent, he might bring a motion to quash the verdict, which 

was probably decided by another Diaitetes. If it were not a judg- 
ment in default, he might appeal to a Heliastic court. In the 

latter case the documents prepared by the president were trans- 

ferred to the Heliastic court.! 
Against any proceedings of any individual Diaitetes an Eisange- 

lia could be brought before the whole body; the defendant was 

free however to appeal from them to a Heliastic court. The 

penalty, if he was condemned, was Atimia.? It does not appear 

paxovra Siavéwovow abrots ras diaitas cal érixAynpodow, ds Exacros Siaryoe’ Kal 

dvaryxaioy ds dv Exacros \dxy Siatras éxdiarav.) of dé rapadaBortes, édy uh SvwvTac 

diarioa, yeyvwokover, Kav pev audorépas apéoxy Ta yrwobévta [kal] eupévwow, 

éxet TéeNos 7) Oikn. See also Poll. 8, 100; Phot. rerrapdxovra; Lex. Seguer. 
306, 15 sqq. For the procedure in other private suits, exclusive probably 

of dikac €umropixal, see Hubert, 37 sqq. Cf. Dem. 21, 84 sqq. ‘H xvpla is the 
appointed day for the Diaitetes to give judgment; the general word for 
that is dropaivew, to acquit is drodiuray, to condemn xaradiuray. See also 
Hubert 42 sqq. Plaintiff and defendant each paid into court a rapdcraois 

of one drachma: Poll. 8, 39.127, and the same amount at each trwuocia: 
Harp. rapdoracts. 

1 For the quashing of a sentence see Lex. Cantabr. 673 in the preceding 
note; Poll. 8, 60; Lex. Seguer. 278, 29; Hubert 48 sqq. Cf. however 
Thalheim in Progr. v. Schneidemihl, 1892, p.5.sqq. Arist. 58, 2, describes 

the procedure in an appeal: ay 8’ 6 érepos ép7 Tov dvTidixwy eis Td SikacTHpLov, 

éuBardvres Tas paptuplias kal Tas mpoxAnoes Kal Tovs vdmous eis Exivous, xwpls mév 

Tas TO duwKovTos, xwpis dé Tas TOU hev-yovTos, Kal ToUTOUS KaTacnunvamevot Kal THY 

[yr@low rod dSiatrntod yeypauméevny ev ypauuarely mpocapricartes, mapadiddace 

Tots 0 rots rhv purynv Tod pevyovTos dixdfovor (these are of rhv pudyy SixdfovTes 

in Arist. 58, 2,7.e. the four Deme-judges of the particular tribe; see Arist. 

53). of dé rapadaBdvres eicdyovow els Td SikacrHpioy, [Ta pev élvTds xidiwv els eva 

kal dvakoctous, ra 5’ brép xiAlas els Eva Kal rerpaxocious. ovK éfeo[Te 5’ od|Te viuors 

ore mpoxAjoeot ore waprupiats GAN’ 7 Tals mapa Tod diatnTod xpHoOa Tals eis 

Tovs éxivous é€uBeBrAnuévars. See also Harp., dvarrnrai=Suid., dcarryrais; Poll. 

8, 1126/7; Hubert 46 sqq. 

2 Arist. 58,6: éorw dé kal eloayyé\New eis rods Siarnrds, édv Tis ddiKnO7 bwd 

Tod SiaitnTod, Kav Twos KaTayvGow, ariuodaba Kedevouow oi viuow pects 5’ Earl Kal 

rovros. Harp., eioayyeMa makes the Eisangelia come zpds rods duxacrds. 

Bergk, ib., wished to read in Harp. dva:rnrds instead of pds rods dixacrds, 
supposing the Eisangelia to be brought before the whole body of Diaitetai. 
This is confirmed by Arist. For an instance of such a proceeding he refers 

to Dem. 21, 83 ff. Frankel, d. att. Geschworenger., p. 72, 4, and Hubert 51 ff. 
agree with him; R. Schoell, de synegor. att., p. 15 sqq. refers the passage 

in Demosthenes to the submission by the Diaitetai of an account of their 
office for scrutiny. . 
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probable that the Diaitetai were bound at the close of their year 

of office to give account for their proceedings; adequate security 

against possible irregularities was found in the Hisangelia just 

mentioned.! 
From these public Diaitetai we must distinguish the Diaitetai 

who arbitrated when an action was compromised. These Diaitetai 

were appointed by the parties themselves by mutual private 

agreement; and there was almost always more than Arbitrators. 

one, generally three. They based their decisions on considerations 

of equity, and the parties bound themselves by a written contract, 

often even by giving bail, to accept their arbitration. Against 

this neither a motion for quashing the sentence nor an appeal was 

permitted.? 

The third and largest body of judges at Athens was s the ‘“HAwata.? 

The number of members varied at different times. When the 

power of the First Athenian Confederacy was at its 

height, there were 6,000, chosen doubtless once a year 

from those who had made application for the office. In the fourth 

century, when the allies no longer brought lawsuits to Athens for 

trial, there ceased to be any occasion for 6,000 jurors. Besides, 

the political energies of the Athenians, it would seem, were now 

*“HAuala. 

1 Meier 15 sqq., Schoell p. 15 sqq. assume that a edduva took segs ; 

Frinkel, p. 72, 4, takes the opposite view. 

2 Meier, p. 3 ff; Hubert 8 sqq.; Dem. 33, 14/5; Isocr.18, 11: ds ovx 
elgaywy mos hv 7 dikn ‘Beabons yeyevnwerns. 

8 The etymology of the word is uncertain; I would refer the reader to 
Wachsmuth 2, 1, 361 sqq. for a discussion of the point. 

4 Arist. 24, 3 says expressly of the time when the fortunes of the First 
Athenian League were in the ascendant: dicacral ev yap fioav éfaxcoxirroe. 

This disposes of Frinkel’s arguments d. att. Geschworenger., p.1sqq. The 
lines in Arist., Wasps, 661 f€: ard rovrov vuv Kardbes pucddv rotor Sikacrais 

éviauTob “HE xiuhidow, kobmw mrelous év TH X wpa karévacbev, Viyverac juiv éxardv Shrov 

Kal mevrijKovra TdhavTa Mean “there have never been more than 6,000 Dicasts, 

and sometimes less,” so that the calculation is even more cnikavoueata 

for earlier times. The numerous lawsuits brought to Athens by the allies 
no doubt necessitated a great number of Dicasts, and they were enabled to 
devote themselves to the work under the polity which Arist. describes, 

since in it most of the citizens took a share in the administration, and were 

paid for their services. That the Dicasts in the fifth century were selected 
by lot from those who applied to serve appears from Arist. 27,4: d@’ év (in 

consequence of the introduction of the payment of Dicasts by Pericles) 
airvavratl ries Xeipw (Ta StxacrHpia) yevér Oat, KAnpouuevwr (as there were chosen 

by lot, and therefore applied to serve) ériehds del waddov Tay TUX dyTWH } TOV 
“émetk@v avOpwTwy. 
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not so vigorous that such a number of men should offer themselves 

every year as jurymen that 6,000 Dicasts could be selected from 
them. Accordingly in the fourth century all who applied were 

apparently entered on the jury-list, if they possessed the neces- 
sary qualifications, ¢.e., if they were over 30 years of age, were 

not indebted to the State, and were not under Atimia. Any one 

who did not fulfil these conditions, yet surreptitiously obtained a 

place on the jury-list was brought to trial and punished.t 

All Athenians who had applied to serve as Heliasts for any year 

took the Heliastic oath on the Ardettos at the beginning of the 

year. It ran as follows: “I will judge according to 

the laws and resolutions of the Athenian people and 
of the Council of the Five Hundred, and in those cases which are 

not determined by the laws, according to the best of my judg- 

ment, without favour or animosity. I will decide on the actual 

case before me. I will hear both sides impartially. I swear this 

by Zeus, by Apollo, and by Demeter: may much good befall me, 

if I keep my~eath, but if I preve false to it, may destruction fall 
upon me and my family.” 3. 

Heliastic Oath. 

1 Arist. 63, 3: ducdgew 8 eeorw rois brép N ern yeyovbow, S00 airav ph 

dpelovew Ty Snuoclw H dripol ciow' édav Sé Tis SiKdgy, ols wh eEeorw, evdelkvuTac 

k{al eis] 7d dixacripiov elodyer[ac], édv 5 adX@, rpoocTiy[Gow avbr]@ ol Sixacral, dre 

dv doxy déios elvar wabe[iv] 4 droreioa. édv 5é dpytprov TrunOy, Set adrdv Sedér[Oax], 

Ews dy éxreicn rh re rpbrepov SpAnu[a, €]p’ @ évedetxOn, kal Ste dv ait@ mpoorimyoy 

T[d dixJaorjprov. Cf. Poll. 8, 122: édixafov 8’ of bwép rpidxovta ern éx TOv émitinwv 

kal uh dpedvTwr TH Snuocly. 
2 Harp. “Apinrros—rémos ’AOjvynow brép 7d ordd.ov 7d Tavabyvaikdy, rpds TO 

Shuy TY brévepOev ’Aypuréwv. ev ro’rw, dact, Snuocla wavres Suvvov ’AOnvaio. Tov 

Spkov Tov HALacTiKdY. wvoudcOn 5é dro ’Apdjrrov ipwos dpxatov, bs ’APnvalous 

mparos ékwpxicev. Oebppacros 5 év rots rept vouwv Sydoi, ws KaredéduTo 7d eos 

totro. Cf. Lex. Seguer. 443, 24; Suid. #daorjs; Poll. 8, 122, with the re- 
marks of Lipsius in Meier? 161,29. That the Heliasts took the oath once 

. only and not before each meeting of the court follows from Isocr. 18, 34. 

The oath is called 6 8pxos 6 jAacrixds: Hyper., Euxenipp., xlix.; 6 rév 
jacTa@v Bpxos: Dem. 24, 148; 6 dicacrixds Spxos: Lex. Seguer. 207, 5; 6 rév 

dixacr&v Spxos: Adsch. in Ctes.6. That the Heliastic oath was taken every 

year is proved by Isocr. 15, 21. 
3 For the value of the Heliastic oath in Dem. 24, 149 ff. see Westermann 

comment. de iurisiur. tudicum Ath. formula, Leipz., 1858, 1859, pars 1.2.3. Cf. 
Lipsius in Meier ? 153,17. Ido not consider that its defence by Hofmann 

is successful de iwris iurandi ap. Athen. formulis, 3 ff., Darmstadt, 1886. The 
genuine oath, according to Frinkel’s careful reconstruction from passages 

referring to it (Herm. 18, 452 sqq.), ran somewhat as follows: Wnq¢uodma xara 

Tovs vouous kal TA Wydlopara Tod Sjuov Tod ’APnvalwy Kal rijs Bovdijs Tov wevraxo- 

olwy, wept & dv dv vouor wh wor, yooun TH Stxaordry Kal ore xdpiros evex’ ovr’ 
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The Heliaia was a political body presided over by the Thes- 
mothetai and having its special place for meeting.1 As represent- 

ing the community, it formed the supreme court of ae 

justice, and sat for that purpose either as a body or in Court and the 

larger or smaller sections. Our authorities mention sie celts i 

courts of 200, 400, 500, 1,000, 1,500, 2,000 and 2,500 members, to 
which numbers however we have always to add one extra Dicast.? 

Special courts were constituted in military cases from the comrades - 

éx9pas (restored from Aischin. in Ctes.6; Dem. 19, 179; 39,40; 57,63). Kat 
Ynproduae wepl airav, dv av 7 Siwks 7. (from Aisch. in Tim. 154, 170; Dem. 45, 

50). kal dxpodcoua: Trav tre Karnyopolvrwy Kal T&v drodoyouLévww duolws duo 

(from Dem. 18.2. 6; Isocr. 15, 21; Luc., de Calum., 8). Suvume raira vy rov Ala 
vy tov ’Aréd\X\wW, vy THY Ajunrpa, Kal eln mév poe edopKodyTe moda Kal ayadd, 

émcopkobyre 5” é&wreva abr@ re kal yéver (from Poll. 8, 122; Andoc., de Myst., 31; 

cf. C.I.A., IT. 578). The passage given in Andoc., de Myst., 91, was perhaps 
only a temporary addition inserted in the oath for a little while immedi- 

ately after the amnesty. 
1 The Heliaia was a political body; for oi d&cacral swear {ith the Boule 

to the treaty with Chalkis in 445; see C.1.A.,IV. 27a. The body of Heliasts 

isin this document called 7 Shaiie h Tev Oeeuiberdns V. Wilamowitz-Moellen- 
dorf, in Phil. Unters., Heft 1, p. 90 ff., takes this as the official quarters of the 
Thesmothetai, ‘the sunny hall,” close to the @ecuobéc.ov, perhaps immedi- 
ately connected with it. He is opposed by Wachsmuth 2, 1, 859 sqq. The 
same expression has been restored by Taylor in Antiph., de Chor., 21 for eis 

THY HLaKny THY Tov Oecuoerv, j.ala here meaning the place. In the same 

way the #\ala in (Dem.) 47, 12 is the place where the whole of the Heliasts 
meet, called in Andoc., de Myst., 28, 7d rév Oecpober av Sixacripiov. Cf. Paus. 
1, 28,8. In Dem. 23, 97 4 ala means the body of jurors. Their place of 

meeting was by the market; see Curtius, att. Stud., 2,42 ; Wachsmuth 2, 1, 
359. Courts composed of two or three sections of the Heliasts also sat there ; 

ef. Harp. jrrala; Lex. Seguer. 189, 20; 262,10; Phot. Et. M. s.v. 
2 In the fragment of Demades epi dwdexaerlas, no. 52, in Herm. 18, 494: 

Exacrov Trav ddicnudrwv ldlas éxer Tas olkovoulas & uev ydp éore Sedueva Tis ’Apelov 

md*you Bovdijs, & 5é rav éNarrévwy Sixaornplwy, & dé THs Hrcalas, TA EAdGTTw iKacThpLa 

are the sections, contrasted with the #uaia, where the court was regularly 
held when several sections combined; see Harp. fala. A court of all the 

Heliasts initiated into the Mysteries, we are told, tried the Diadicasia 
mentioned by Andoc., de Myst., 28; 200 judges: Arist. 58, 8. Poll. 8, 48; 
400: Arist. 53,3. Poll. 8,48; 500: Is. 5, 20. (Dem.) 50,10; 1,000: Poll. 8, 
538. Dem. 24, 9; 1,500: Dein. in Dem. 107; 2,000: Lys. 18, 35; 2,500: 
Dein. in Dem. 52. See Frankel, pp. 103/4 ff.; Meier 2 167 sqq. More exact 
information with the extra judge added to make the number unequal is 
given in Arist. 53, 3. (the source of Poll. 8, 46) and Dem. 24, 9, on which the _ 
Schol. adds: 6a robro 5é 6 efs rpoceréOn del Tots Sixacrals, va un lowv yevouerwv 
Tov Phpwv é&lons dréhOwow ob Sikagduevor, GAN’ exeivos Sdéy vikGv, @ 6 els mpooredh. 

See Schémann, op. ac., 1,215. However, according to C.I.A., II. 778, 499 
jurors acted at one trial. 
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of the defendant, in Mystery-cases by the initiated, and perhaps in 

mercantile cases by expert Heliasts.} 

It is highly probable that even in the fifth century the 6,000 

Dicasts were divided into sections, each containing 500 members. 

Divisional he number of these sections may have been 12, or— 

Courts. as 10 is the number we find in the fourth century—10 
with 1,000 reserves. Whether, if there were 10 sections, they 

comprised only members of the same tribe, or whether, as in the 

fourth century, they were composed of men drawn from all the 

tribes, must be left undecided.? It is probable that in the fifth 
century each section was assigned by sortition or otherwise to 
some particular president, and that he always sat in a particular 
court. These arrangements probably lasted for the year.® 
With the remodelling of the constitution under the Archon 

+ For the ypagai deNas, Auroratiov, dorparelas, see Lys. 14,5; for Mystery- 
cases, Poll. 8, 123; Andoc., de Myst., 28; for commercial suits, Dem. 35, 43: 
Kal Ses Kal eed ovyxwpeo eidiciode ies Tovrov, éav tas melon Tovs mepl TOV 

oupBodalwy Tov éumopixav Sixdfovras. 

2 As a single dixacripov in the fourth century still seit of 500 
mem bers (Dem: 24, 9; Harp. jrrala; Poll. 8, 123), although in all prob- 

ability this was then only a theoretical number, we must suppose 500 to 
have been the number in the 5th century: to be retained afterwards asa 
fictitious number, it must have once had areal meaning. In the trial of 
Pericles there were 1,500 judges: Plut., Per., 32. The view that there were 
10 Dicasteria of 500 each, and 1,000 substitutes, was first advanced by 
Matthiae, de iudiciis Atheniensium, in Miscell. phil., 1, p. 251, and adopted by 
Schémann, op. ac., 1, 200 ff. Schoell, in Ber. d. bayr. Ak., 1887, pp. 7/8, 

supposes that the several dicacripia consisted of members of the same tribe. 

He does so on the strength of the following words in an inscription of the 
fifth century: (i)eporoid(s 5)é olrwes ieporoujcovo(e Tiv Ovoiav dvdpas déxa 
dia )kAn(pGoat) éx Tay S(cxa)orav Eva éx Tijs pudjs éx Tod (rivaxos), (Ed. apx., 1883, 

pp. 167/8, lines 10 ff.). This, however, is not an absolutely inevitable con- 
clusion, as such a selection by lot is also conceivable if we imagine all the 
tribes to be represented in each section. Frankel 95 infers from Arist., 

Wasps, 233 sqq., that each section contained members from all the tribes, 

as the Dicasts mentioned in that passage seem to belong to the same section. 
8 This is a probable inference of Bamberg’s (Herm., 13, 508/9) from 

Aristoph., Wasps, 303 sqq.: dye vu, & mdrep, tw wh Td dikacrjpiov apxwy 

Kabicn viv, r60ev dvn-Xoued’ dporov. The jurymen know beforehand whom 

they have to try; see Wasps, 156/7. 240. 286 ff. Philocleon is at the xvyxAis 
of his dccacrijpiov while it is still dark. He has not to be first drawn by 

lot, therefore ; see Wasps, 124, 1083/4. The author of De Rep. Ath., 3,7, 
regards the eins of the courts as a security against bribery ; this seems to 
make against the idea that they were drawn by lot immediately before the 
case began. That the several Hegemones had their own courts follows from 
Aristoph., Wasps, 1107 ff.; Antiph. ap. Harp., IapdéSvoror. 
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Eucleides, there seems also to have been a reorganization of the 

judicature. From this date all probably who applied tow dieeet: 

were enrolled as jurors, if they fulfilled the conditions zation under 
already mentioned. Each of the ten sections of an satea 
Dicasts (of which we have certain evidence in the fourth century) 

was composed of members of all the tribes, and contained the 

tenth part of those who had applied. Five hundred was retained 

as the normal strength of a section; but, as there can hardly have 

been 5,000 Heliasts in all at this time, we must assume 500 to have 

been a. theoretical total, only realized by allowing Heliasts to 

belong’ to several sections at once. The new arrangement pre- 

sumably was that each section was composed of members drawn 

by lot at the beginning of the year to serve in it, with a number 

of substitutes added, who were ordinary members of another sec- 
tion! To guard against the possibility of the courts being bribed 

(as was first done, it appears, by Anytos, towards the end of the 
Peloponnesian war), the sections were now not allotted to the 

several courts sitting on any particular day, until just before the 
hearing of the cases began. Nor is it probable that this was pro- 

ductive of any serious inconvenience—by Heliasts being drawn 

for several sections at once; for the days for the courts to sit 

and the cases to be tried on each day were determined by the 

Thesmothetai. Thus for each day they could set down cases for 
hearing, for which the legal number of Dicasts could easily be 

raised simultaneously. And here it should be remarked that most 

cases required considerably less than 500 jurors.? 

? Arist. 63, 4: vevéunvrat yap kard gudds déxa pwépn of Sixacral, rapard[yo]iws 
too év Exdorw TO ypdu[ualri, sc. from A to K as appears from the preceding 

words. ‘This division, as Aristoph., Eccl., 680 ff., shews, was already in use 
in the year that the Ecclesiazusait was brought out. The normal figure for 
the sectional dicacrijpia was still 500 in Demosthenes’ day: Dem. 24, 9. 

That individual Heliasts were members of several sections is inferred by 

Frankel, 96 sqq., from Arist., Plut., 1166/7: ov« éros daavres oi Sixdfovres Saud 
Zmrevdovow év woddois yeypdp~Oar ypaupaow, where, as Frankel shews, there 

evidently can be no question of any merely fraudulent practice, however 

common. 
* Bribery first practised by Anytos, Arist. 27,5; Diod. 13, 64. The new 

method of drawing the jurors and the courts by lot is parodied in Arist., 
Liccles., 676 ff. ; see Schémann, op. ac., 1,215 sqq. Praxagora wishes to’draw 
for the various sections from the whole body of Athenians: kara orjcaca 
tap’ “Apuodly (sc. Ta KAnpwripia) KAnpbow mavTas, ws av Hidds 6 Naxav daly xalpwv 

év Orroiw ypaupare Servet. The judges are chosen by lot from those that have 

made application at the beginning of the year. Then Praxagora wishes to 
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Aristotle’s account of the arrangements in his own day shews 
that the method of drawing Heliasts for the several courts was 

Arrange- subsequently made much more complicated—probably 

Pewee with the object of preventing bribery as far as possible. 
day. The division of the jurors into 10 sections was retained, 

but apparently no special regard was paid to this division at the 

drawing. 

There were at that time, it appears, 10 courts, with differently 

coloured lintels. As to the names of courts, we hear of 

cue’ Sicacrypiov tpiywvov, tapdBvatov, pecov, peilov, Katvov, TO 

mpos Tos Terxiots, Batpaxiody, douwrKiodv, TO Myrixov, To 

KdAXwov. But cases were tried also in the Odeion and in the 

oToe TrouKkiry.® 

make proclamation by the herald what places the various sections are to 
go to for their meals: kal cnpiier rods éx Tod Bir’ éxt rhy crovay dkodovdeiy Thy 

Bacitiecov decrvjcovras’ 7d 5é Or’ eis Thy mapa Tav’rnv, Tods & éx Tod Kamm’ és Thy 

grody xwpe riv ddgirérwrw. That the courts were assigned to the sections 
by sortition follows from Blepyros’ objection: 8rw 5é¢ 7d ypdupa Mh ’EedAxve O79, 

Ka’ § devrvjoe, Tovrous dredGow draytes, which will not happen, Praxagora 

answers, in the New Ideal State. A bronze medal in the cabinet of coins 

in Berlin Royal Museum, bearing on one side four owls with the super- 
scription, Oecuoferay, and on the other an’E, is most likely a balloting 
counter for section E ; see Frankel, in Sallets Zeits. f; Numism., 3, 883 ff. A 
second specimen with the letter A was noticed in the Iapvacoés, Febr., 1883. 

The Thesmothetai fix the court-days; Arist. 59,1: oi 5¢ Qecuobéra: mparov 
Kev Tod mpoypdwat Ta Sixacrhpia elor Kbprot, Tiow Huépars Set Sixagerv, é[a]e[ira] Tov 

Sotvar tais dpxaiss Kabdri yap dy obra Sdow, xara Toro xpévra. From this 

- Poll. 8; 87 is derived. On the mode of constituting the courts see Frankel 
98 sqq. The smallest court, according to Dem. 21, 223, contained 200 mem- 

bers. A court of this size decided cases involving sums of not more than 
1,000 drachmas, according to Arist. 53, 83=Poll. 8, 48. Frankel justly 
remarks that the serious criminal and political cases, which our authorities 
record, were rare and exceptional. 

1 That the sections were retained even then is shewn by Arist. 63, 4: 
vevéunvrar yap Kara gudas déxa wépn of Sixacral, rapawA[nol|lws too ev éExacTy TH 

ypdupart. The account of the drawing that follows shews that at it no 
regard was paid to the sections. 

2 T obtain the number of the courts from a comparison of érepa xiBwrifa 

déxa, els & éuBdddr\era Tov axdvTwr Sixacrav Ta muvaxa in Arist. 63, 2, with 

col. 31, 29 ff., as to which something will be said further on. In favour of 
the number 10 we have also the testimony—decidedly dubious, it is true— 
of the Schol. on Arist., Plut., 277. For the different colour of the courts see 
Arist, col. 82, 8 sqq.: [rots yap Sicacrnpllos xp&[ula érvyéyparr[ac éxdorw]) emi 

rT odylk|icxw rhs eicd5ov. So in the quotation from Aristot. in the Schol. 

to Aristoph., Plut., 278. For the meaning of o¢nxicxos see Wachsmuth 

2, 1, 382, 2. I have followed Boeckh, kl. Schr., 7, 478 sqq., in the text. 
§ That most of the courts of justice were situated near the market is an 
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‘ Every morning those Heliasts who were prepared to administer 
justice on that day assembled in the market-place, before the place 

where the drawing took place, provided with their yoqe of 

juror’s tokens of boxwood, on which were inscribed their ae 

own name, their father’s name, that of their Deme, and : 

the letter of their section. The place where the drawing of the 

juries took place was called xAypwripioy, or, as each tribe had its 

own division, perhaps also xAypwrypia; it was, perhaps, the same 

as the great court called “HAaia. It had ten entrances, one for 

each tribe, leading into the compartments of the several tribes. 

In each compartment there were 2 kAypwrypia, 10 K.Boria, with the 

letters A to K on them, 10 others with the letters A to Y, and 2 

inference from Isocr. 7, 54; Lys. 19.55. But there was also one pds Tois 
recxlos : Arist., Wasps, 1109 ; and others in the street of the Hermoglypheis : 
Plut., de gen. Socr.,c. 10. Perhaps several of the following names denote 
the same place: rtpiywvov: Poll. 8, 121; Paus. 1, 28, 8; Schol. on Arist., 
Wasps, 120; Harp., s.v.; mapéBverov: Poll.; Paus.; Schol. Arist.; Harp. 
Phot., s.v.; Lex. Seguer. 292, 24; C.IA., II. 822; uécov: Poll.; Schol. Arist. ; 
petfov: Poll.; xcawdv: Arist., Wasps, 120; dicacrhpiov mpds Tots reexlois: Arist., 

Wasps, 1109; Barpaxiody: Paus.; powixiodv: Paus.; 7d Mnrixov: Paus. 8, 1, 
21; Lex. Seguer. 309, 17; 7d KddXtov: Poll.; Phot., sv. Trial in the 
Odeion: Arist., Wasps, 1109; in the orod roxidn: C.LA., II. 778. For the 
various courts of justice compare Meier ? 172 sqq. 

1 The drawing took place in front of the Dicasteries, most of which 
abutted on the market-place: Isocr. 7, 54 éwel viv ye ris otk av émi Trois 
yeyvouevors Tv ef hpovotwrwv adyhoeev, Stray tidy woddovs THY TodtTGv adrovs pev 

wept Tov dvayKaiwy, el0’ eEovew eire wn, mpd T&v Sikacrnpiwy KAnpoumévous ; the 

market is referred to as the place where the drawing took place by Eubulos, 
in the Olbia in Athen., 14, 6408, where we read: ev r@ yap aire rdvd’ ouod 
mwrhoerat Ev rats ’Adjvas, and then, besides other articles for sale, cAnpwripia 
are mentioned. Cf. Wachsmuth 2, 1, 382. All the Dicasts assembled in 
order to be drawn (Dem.) 25, 27: GAN tpels adrol mdvrwr dprit k\npoupévwy 
’"A@nvaiwv (sc. those who had taken the jurors’ oath) cal mdvrwy ef of8’ dre 
Bovdopévwr els rodro axel 7d Sixacrjprov, pdvor dixdseP Huiv. Sia ri; dre EAdxerEe, 

elr’ drexAnpwOnre. Tatra dé ol vduoc Néyovow. For the tokens of the Heliasts cf. 

Arist. 68, 4: &@xe 6é &xacros <6) dixacris mudxcov mvéivov, érvyeypaupuévov 1d 

 bvoua 7d EavTod warpdbev kal Tod Shuou kal ypdul[ua] ev rdv croxelwy wéxpe TOD K. 

See also Hesych. yadkoiv muwdxiov; Schol. Arist., Plut., 277. As the official 

tokens were made of boxwood, we must suppose that the bronze tokens of 
this kind which have been found were ornamental ones, which enthusiastic 
Heliasts had made for them, to carry with them to their graves. They 

have been discussed by C. Curtius, in N. Rh. Mus., 3, 283 sqq.; Klein, in 
Jahrb. d. Vereins v. Alterthumsfreunden im Rheinl., 58, p. 57 sqq., 1876; 
Girard, in Bull., 2, 1878, p. 524 sqq.; Rayet in Annuaire de l'association 
pour encouragement des études Grecques, 12, p. 201 sqq. They are now col- 

lected in C.LA., Il. 875-940; Bull., 7, 32 sqq.; ’E¢. dpx., 1883, 105 sqq., 
1887, 53/4. 
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‘dpiai.! The nine Archons, with the secretary to the Thesmothetai, 

had to draw the juries, each drawing for one tribe in one of the 

compartments of the hall. 

Before the drawing began a letter from A onwards was drawn 

for by the Thesmothetai (whose duty it was to arrange all matters 

relating to the judicature) to be given to each of the courts that 

were that day to be used. These courts were already fixed upon, 

as it was known what magistrates were to be sitting on that day. . 

In this way if, for instance, trials had to be held in five courts, 

the letters A to O, representing the five courts that were to be 

constituted, had to be drawn for. The letter, drawn for each 

court, was fixed up by a servant of the Thesmothetai, probably 

over the entrance to the court.2, Next the Thesmothetai appor- 

1 The xAnpwripiov is the name given to the place by C.1.A., II. 441, and 
by Aristophanes ap. Poll., 10, 61. The plural occurs in Lex. Seguer. 47, 
13: KAnpwrhpiat Ba KrAnpodyrar of Sixacral. The plural is either because each 

tribe had its own kAnpwrijpicov—Arist., col. 31, 17: 6 dpxwv rhv pudhy Kade? 

[eis 7d x]Anpwriprov—or, according to the well-known Attic idiom (Harp. 
detypa—*ore 5é 7d os ’Arrixdv 7d onualvey dd Tdv év Te Tbrw Tos Térovus 

avro’s. Instances in Wachsmuth 2, 1, 463, 1) because there were 20 
KAnpwrjpia init. Arist. 68,2 says: edcoda dé eiow els [Ta] Sexacr[H]pra déxa, 
pla TH pudn éxdoryn, Kal KAn[pwrhpia] elxoor, S[to] tH pudp éxdory, Kal KiBdria 

éxarév, déxa TE pudAD éxdory, kal Erepa xiBwrifa Séxa, eis & é]uBadrera Tar ax dvTwv 
dicacrav Ta waka, kal bdplac dto. This description refers to the hall where 

the drawing took place, as appears from the account of the drawing in 
col. 31. The awkward [rd] duacr[f]pra in Arist. may perhaps be taken to 

mean the ‘Hala, ie, the place (see p. 393!) where several sectional 
dixaorhpia regularly assembled, and where, perhaps, all of them met under 
certain circumstances ; otherwise ducacrjpea must be changed into KAypwr7- 

pea. The preceding [x]Anp[loicw] is sufficient to prepare the way for this 
mention of xAnpwrypia; and the alteration of kAnpwrhjpra into dicacrypra in the 

MS. may be explained by supposing that the copyist ignorantly objected 
to the first xAnpwrypia on account of the following xai xAnpwrnpia elxoor, and 

so substituted dicacrnpa for it from the clause before. For the letters on 
the different x.Bdria see below. 

2 Arist. 63,1: ra 6@ Sixaoripia [k]Anp[odow] of A dpxovres kara pudds, o Oe — 
ypappareds Tov Oecuolber&v ris] Sexdrns duds. In C.1.A., 567), it is said of 

Phyleus, the priest of Asclepios, appointed by lot, who is supposed to have 
been a Thesmothetes in the year in which the document was drawn up: 
émimedeirat 5¢ kal Tis KAnpdoews TGV Sixacrnplwy. The drawing of letters, from 
A onwards, to be attached to the courts that were to be used on the par-— 
ticular day, is described by Arist. 63, 5 in these words: éreddv dé 6 
Oecpobérns émixrAnpwon Ta yp[duluara, & de? mpoorapariderOa rots dixacrnpiors, 

éréOnxe pépwv 6 banpérns Ed’ Exaot[ov 7d dixlacripiov 7d yodupa 7d Aaxdv. That 

the letters from A onwards are here meant follows from Arist. 63, 2, where 

we find that the Badavo had these letters, and according to col. 32, 3 ff the 
dixacrijpiovy had the same letter as the Bddavos. 
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tioned among the ten compartments of the allotment-hall a number 

of batons and acorns. The batons were marked with the colours, 

and the acorns with the letters, of the various courts; and as 
many batons of each colour and acorns of each letter were taken 

as there were jurors required for the corresponding court. Thus, 

for example, if the courts 76 Barpayoty and 7d dowikiodtv were to 

sit, and the former had been allotted the letter A and the latter 

M, and the first was to have 200, the latter 400 jurymen, then 200 

green batons, and 400 red, 200 acorns marked A and 400 marked 

M had to be apportioned. Probably the batons and acorns were 

divided among the compartments in proportion to the number of 

jurors coming from the several tribes. The batons were deposited 

at the entrance to the ten compartments, and the acorns in one of - 

the two hydriai placed in each compartment.1. Then the drawing 

began. The jurors from the various tribes were drawn for in 

different compartments. The sortition was done by the nine 

Archons, the tenth tribe being drawn for by the Secretary to the 

Thesmothetai. According to Aristotle’s account (which however 

is by no means complete), the sortition proceeded in some such way 

as this. Inside each compartment there were 10 «.Pwria, each 
marked with one of the first ten letters of the alphabet. Every 
Heliast, who was prepared to serve on the particular day, de- 

posited his juror’s token in the «:Swriov, which had the same 

letter as was upon the token.2 Their tokens having been thus 
grouped in the several boxes, an attendant gave them a good 

shaking, and then the presiding official drew from each box one 

token. The ten Heliasts, whose tokens were drawn, had to assist 

in the rest of the sortition and were called éurjxra. For what 

followed each kAnpwryprov required 10 xavovides. Hach of these, 

like the boxes, was marked with one of the first ten letters. The 
éumyxtys fastened the tokens that were drawn out from his x.Bdriov 

in the xavovis that bore the same letter as the x.Bwrov. We must 

1 Arist. 63, 2: cal Baxrnplar raparidevrar Karda rhv e[tcodor] éExdorny, Scourep of 
dixacral, Kal Bddavoe eis Thy Hdpiavy EuBddrovrar toa Tais Baxrypias, yéyparrat 

& év rats Baddvos t&v croxelwy dd Tod évdexdrou, Tov A, Scamep dv wédrH [T]a 

dixacrhpia mAnpwOhoecOa. The vdpia here is one of the two mentioned just 
before as standing in each compartment of the allotment-hall. 

2 Arist. col. 31, 2 ff.:—[x]a0’ éxdorny rh[v pulAqv. ér[i]yél[yparrae 8 ]ém’ abréy 

Ta o[ro]xeta méxpe Told K. érleday 5’ éuBdrdwow oi Stxaor[ai] Ta mivd]xca eds 7d 

KiBwrelov], ep of dv y émi[yeypaluuévoy 7d ypdulua] 7d adrd, 8rlelp ér[l 7] 
muvakiy éotlyv. These are the 10 xiBdria which Arist. 63, 2 first informed 

us of, 
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Suppose these xavovides to have been contrivances in which the 

tokens were set, as they were drawn, or (if they were perforated) 

on which they were strung; so that they could only be removed 

again from the xavovis in the reverse order.1 After twice as many 

tokens had been drawn (an equal number from each xiBwriov) as 

the tribe had to supply jurors for the day, the presiding official 

placed one white and one black die for every five of the tokens 
drawn, in the second xAypwrypiov, and then called the Heliasts of 

his tribe (who had until then been waiting at the entrance) into 

the allotment-hall.2, Then the Archon drew the dice for his 
KAnpwtypov, Whilst the éuarjxrat for each die drawn took the five 

uppermost tokens from their xavovis, most probably taking their 

turn in.the order of the sections they had charge of from A to K. 

If the die was white, they put the tokens in the second unused 

idpia, retaining them and afterwards restoring them to their 

owners if the die was black. When the drawing was finished, 

the Archon took the tokens one by one from the idpia calling out 

the names written on them. The éurjxra eo ipso were included 

in the jury-list for the day. The juryman, whose name was 

1 Arist col. 31, 7 sqq.: d&[3rd] rév crovxel[wy dialcetcavros Tod b[rn]|pérov Erker 

6 [OeopolOérns €& éxdo[rlov rod KiBwrlo[y mu|dkov &. obro[s] dé Kadei[r]ac 

év[rihxr]ns Kal évrqyvuer ra mi[vd]xa [ra éx To]d KiBwriov els Thy xavovida, [é¢’ 
hs 7d alird ypdupa ereorw, brrep érl rod [xiBwriov. KAnpodrat 5’) obros, va uh del 6 

abros évr|nyviwy] kaxouvpyj. lol dé xavovides [Séxa é]v Exdorw Trav KAnpwry|plwr], 

i.e. in the 10 compartments of the hall. Hesych. is hardly accurate: 
é€umpxrns’ 67a Stkaorixa ypaumariduva (for the ypdupara dia of the MS.) rapa 

Tod Oecuobérou (Oecuoddpov MS.) AauBdvev brnpérns kal rioowr els Thy Kavovida 

(MS. xavevvida). The meaning of xavovis is not clear: according to Suid. it 
is épyahetov KadNvypapicdv* év émvypdupact (Anth. Pal. 6, 62) ‘‘ Kal xavovid’ 
trdrnv.”’ In that place it means some apparatus used in writing. 

2 Arist. col. 31, 17 sqq.: [érevdav 5°] evBddy rods KvBous 6 dpxwr, Thy pudAhP 

kare? [els 7d KJAnpwrhptov. eiot 5¢ KbBor [EdAwor, wé]Aaves Kal AevKol. Scous 3” dv 

5&y Aaxetv] Sixacrds, rocohro: é[u]Bddrov[rar Ae]uxol, Colov ?> xara wévre mivdKia 

els, of 5[é wé]Naves Tov addy rpdrov. Just as the white beans in the election 
of magistrates showed the persons elected (Lex. Cantabr. 671 xvayevovrac), so 
the white dice doubtless showed the jurymen who were to sit for the day. 
That twice as many tokens were drawn from the 10 xBdria as there were 
dicasts required, follows from the number of white and black dice being 
equal. 

$ Arist. col. 81, 23 sqq.: éredav 5° €[€\y] (so I read with most of the 
editors, though Blass supplies é¢a:p7) rods kUBous, Kade? Tods elAnxdras 6 [dpxwr]. 
imdpxer 5¢ kal 6 évmhxrns els [W]v [avrd]v. The text is a conjectural expansion 

of these words. The calling out of names began according to Arist. after 
the drawings were finished. 6 évrixryns is used collectively for the ten 
éurfxra. The vdpia mentioned in the text is the second of the two men- 
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called, walked up to the édpia containing the acorns, drew one 

and showed the presiding officer the letter inscribed upon it. The 

latter then placed that juryman’s token in that one of the ten 

other x.Bér.a which bore the same letter as the acorn. The whole 

of these xBuria were not used except when all ten courts sat on 

the same day; only so many boxes (beginning with the letter A) 

were placed beside the Archon as there were courts sitting that 

day.! The dicasts thus selected received from an attendant batons 

of the colour of the courts where they were to sit—each dicast 
sitting in the court which for this day had the same letter as the 

acorn he had drawn. Armed with acorn and: baton the Dicast’ 

proceeded to his court, while the x.Bariov was also sent there with 

the tokens of the Dicasts drawn for that Court, so as to check the 

names.? On entering the Court the Dicasts, probably upon the 

tioned in Arist. 63, 2; in the first were the Bdd\avo. Arist. 63,2 gives two 
KAnpwrhpia for each tribe, which I should explain by supposing that in the 
one were the mwd«ia on or in the 10 xavovides of the xAnpwrhpiov, in the other 

the «vBo.. (Dem.) 25, 27 distinguishes between Aayxdvew and drokAnpody at 
- the drawing of the jurors. Aayxdvew is the drawing of the mwdxa from 

the xiBwria before described, dzok\npodv is the process now in question. 

1 Arist. col. 31, 25 sqq.: 6 dé KAnOels cal [eidn]x[ws] EA[K]ec [Badavoly éx rijs 
vdplas Kal [r]po[dei]éas avrhi[vy] . . . wy 7d ypappa, Slel]xvvow mploredhOar] 

T@ Apxovre TH epeorykére. 6 5 d[pxwv ererd|ay ldy, evBadrec 7d Tivdxcov a[d|ro[s 

eis TO K|(Bwriov, drrou av 7 émvyeypapu[uevjov 7d adTd oraxelov Sep ev TH Bad[dvy, 

t]v’ eis ofov av rdxy eloly Kal wh eds [olo]y dy Bov’Anra, unde 7 cuwaryaryety [els] 

ixacrypiov obs av BovAnral Tis. walpdKe|rac dé TP dpxovre KiBwria, bo’ av deb 

[ulé\Ay Ta Otxacrypi[a] wAnpwOhoecOat, [@xo]vTa oroxelov Exacrov Srep dy [7H] Tod 

dixacryplov éxdo[rov].—The x:Bdria here are evidently the same as those of 
which it is said in Arist. 63,2: kal @repa xiBwri[a déka, ofs] éuBddrArerae Tov 
AaxdvTwv Sixacrav ra mivdxia. Ten xiBoria of this kind with the letters A to 
Y were ready in case all the ten courts sat simultaneously. This was not 
ordinarily the case. IAnpody ra dixacripia is a very expressive term for the 
process described in the text. The phrase is used of the Thesmotheta ina 
number of grants of citizenship: Stay mp&rov mAnpdow Sixacrhpiov els éva Kal 
mevraxogtous dixaords. C.I.A., II. 395, 396, 402, 455, etc. Cf. Lys. 26,6; Is. 6, > 
37 ; Dem. 21, 209; 24, 58. 92.. In O.1.A., II. 809a, 205, the verb rapamAnpoby is 
used. Cf. Forster’s collection of passages in N. Rh. Museum, 30, 284 ff., 1875. 

2 Arist. col. 32,3 sqq.: 6 d5¢ danplérns Sidwow air@ Balxryplav [6]udxpwr re 
[S]exalornply ép 05 rd adrd yp|dupa [d]rep év TH Badrdvy, ilva dvayklaiov 7 aire 
{e]écedOety els r[d] éav[rod Sixac] rhpiov. édv yap [elis erepor ei[oly, ébedéyxerar bd 

Tod] xpwpalrjos [r]As Baxrnplas. [rots yap Siucacrnplios xp&[ula émvyéyparr[ac 
éxdoTy]| érl te opy[klicxw rhs eloddov. [6 d¢ AaBd|y rihv Baxrnpllaly Badifer els 
[7d] dtxalorjproy] rd dudxpwr per [Tr] Baxr[nptle é[xov 5é 7d ad]rd ypdupa 8[rep] 

év (r]y Bad{dvy]. Cf. Arist. in the Schol. Arist., Plut., 278. Lex. Seguer. 220, 
17 sqq. Schol. Arist., Wasps, 1110, Suid. Baxrnpia cat ciuBorov. That the 
KiBaria With the rwdx.a drawn were sent to the courts for the purpose of 
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production of their acorn, received the cvuBorov, a counter on re- 
turning which they were paid their fees at the close of the day’s 
sitting.! 

The arrangement of all the courts must have been pretty much 
the same. In the first place there probably stood in all of them a 

Arrange- Statue of the hero Lycos in the shape of a wolf? The 

sti in place where the court was held was fenced round with 

' railings and closed by a trellised gate.2 The public 

were allowed up to the railings provided that there was no Mystery- 

checking the names is a natural suggestion and is perhaps confirmed by 
Arist. col, 32, 19 sqq.: of 5& drn[pérac] of Snuociag . ... [T]fs pudHs éxdorns 

m[apad:]déacw ra [i] Série ev érl 7d Sixalornp]cov Exacrov, é[y ols] éorw Ta . . 

a@ . . . [rijs] pudjs ra dvr[a] ev éxdorw T[Gv &]xalornpl] wr. 
? Arist. col. 32, 18 sqq.: ée[iday 5’ eicéd]On rapadrauBdver civBorov dn[uoote 

mlapa Tod €[iknxd] ros ravrny Thy dlpxtv]. Cf. Arist. in the Schol., Arist. Plut., 
278. The Dicast on entering the court probably gave up his Bddavos and 
received the ciuBoror, as the ciuSorov and the Baxrnpla were the insignia of 
a Dicast. Cf. Dem. 18, 210: kal rapadapBdvew ye dua rH Baxrnpla cal Te 

TuuBrAw Td Ppdvnua Td THs Wodrews vouifew Exacrov budv Set, bray rad Syudora 

eloinre kpwodvres, elrep diva éxetvwv mpdrrew olecOe xphvat. Baxrnpia and ctuBodor 

also appear at the voting—Arist. col. 36, 835 sqq.—but the Badavos is not 
mentioned again. See Suid. Baxrnpia cai c¥uBorov—rd pévrot cvpBorov mera 

Thy Kplow dtrod.dbrres exoplfovro TpsBodov* brrep Kal Sixacrixdy yéyovey. Examples 

of such ctuBora in Benndorf in Zeitschr. f. ésterr. Gymnasialw., 1875, p. 601. 
In the, Schol. Arist., Birds, 1540, we find: ’Apiorogdavyns 6 ypauparixds Tovrous 

(sc. rods kwaxpéras) Tautas elval @not Tod Sixacrixod yucbod. See also Lex. 

Cantabr. 672, 15; Lex. Seguer. 275, 22. But the cwraxpérac have not so far 
been found in inscriptions of the fourth century. C.I.A., II. 809a, 213 sqq., 

Says: Tov dé wucOdy Siddvac Trois Stkacrnplos Tovs Taul(a)s Tov THS Oeod Kara Tdv 

(vé)uov. Arist. col. 87, 5 sqq., says: érecdav 52 avrois 7 Sedixacueva Ta ex Tov 

viuwv, drotauBdvovcw Tom uicbdv év To méper 08 2axov exacro. These are 

the déxa uépy mentioned in Arist. 68, 4: so that the sections must have been 
_ paid separately. 

2 That this, according to Athenian ideas, was indispensable in a Dicas- 
terion follows from such passages as Arist., Wasps, 389 sqq., 818 sqq., and 

is also attested by Eratosthenes ap. Harp: Avxos éorly ijpws mpds Trois év 

AOjrats Sikacrnplois, TOG Anplov mopphv Exwv, mpds dv of Swpodoxodvres Kara déxa 

yeyvouevor dvertpépovto, 8Oev elpnrar Avxov déxas. The meaning of Avxovu déxas is 

uncertain. See Wachsmuth 2, 1, 376,2. Lex. Cantabr. 672, 26: Avkos ijpws- 
idpunévos obros Fv év rots Sixacrnplos, @ Kal adr@ 7d dixacrixdy evewov, ws Ioaios 

év Tevevixo. I hold with Hudtwalcker, Dict., p. 14, that 7d émi Avy dixac- 

Thpiov in Poll. 8, 121 is due toa misunderstanding of this statue of Lycos in 

front of all the courts. Schémann, op. ac., 1, 225 takes another view. 

8 For the dpti¢axros see Arist., Wasps, 830, with the explanation of the 

Schol.: Spipaxros 7d maparewdpevoy Evrov Tots Stkacrais. xvyxds=door: Arist., 

Wasps, 775; Harp. xvyyNis—ai rv dixacrnplwy Pipa kvyxdldes éxahodvro* ’Apioro- 

gdvns Aaradretow “6 Hrtacrhs elpwe mpds Thy Keyxdida.” Cf. Poll. 8, 17, 124; 

Suid. cvyxAldes ; Phot. xvyxAtdes. 
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ease proceeding. At Mystery-cases a rope was drawn round the 
court at a distance of 50 feet and public slaves were stationed to 

keep off the people The. Dicasts sat within these railings on 
wooden benches, the president probably on the Bjya.? In all prob- 

ability this was also used as a tribune for both parties; if they were 

not speaking, they sat? on either side of a stone table, placed most 
likely in front of the Bjjpa. On this table the votes were countec.* 

In the fourth century each of the two parties had his own Bypya, 
on which he sat. This was different from the tribune for speaking 

also called Bia, which perhaps was placed on the platform, where 

was also the Bua of the president.® 
Courts sat on every day of the year except festivals and unlucky 

1 The public at the bar of the court: Esch., de F.L., 5, in Ctes. 553° Dem. 
18, 196; Is. 5,20; Dem. 30, 32, On the secrecy in Mystery-cases see Poll. 
8, 123/4. 141. 

* The Dicasts on wooden benches: Arist., Wasps, 90. Poll. 4, 121; 8, 
133. In the fifth century there was only one Bua in the court in all like- 
lihood, as the parody on the Dicasterion in Arist., Eccl., 676 sqq., shews. 
Blepyros asks: 7d 6¢ Bhmwa ri co xphowov éora; Praxagora answers: rovs 

kparipas karaOnow Kal ras vdplas, kal papwdeiv tora Trois madaplovow Tods avdpel- 

ous €v T@ Toréuy, Kel Tis Secds yeyévyrat, “Iva wh Serrvdo’ aicxvvduevor. ‘The 

kparhpes and vdpiac most probably answer tothe xdéo. for the voting pebbles. ~ 
Wachsmuth 2, 1, 371, 4, on the words of Philocleon in Arist., Wasps, 349: 

otrw Kitt bd Tv cavidwr pera xorpiyys mepreNOeiv refers the cavides to the Bjua. 

3 Andoc., de Myst., 101. 
* That the two parties sat on either side of a stone table apparently 

follows (Wachsmuth 2, 1, 8371/2) from Arist., Ach., 683 sqq.: tovOopigovres dé 

70% T@ Ow mpocécrauer, Odx dpOvres ovdév ef wh Tis Sixns Thy ArOynv. ‘O de 

veavias éavT@ orovddoas Evvnyopeiv "Hs tdxos wate: EvvdTwv oTpoyyvrors Tols phuace. 

But they did not speak from there. That Aristoph. is referring toa trial 

in court is evident from 694: rafra mas elxbra, yépovr dmodéoa roddv &vdpa 
wept kreywdpay. Beyond a doubt it is the same stone of which Philocleon 
says in Arist., Wasps, 332: 4 dfra NiOov we tolncov, ép of Tas Xotpivas dpOuodow. 

When Praxagora, in the parody on the Dicasterion in Arist., Liccl., 676 
Sqq., Says she will place on the Bjua mixing-bowls and védpia, and that the 
boys are to sing from there of the deeds of brave men, it sounds like a 

parody on the speeches there delivered by both parties. That the parties 

ascended a Bfua when they spoke is plain from the suit against the dog 
Labes in the Wasps, 891 sqq. Cf. especially 905. 944. 963. 977. 979 sqq. 

5 Dem. 48, 81: Kal obroct ’Oduumid5wpos tyywrltero mp&ros (sc. ev TH Sixaornply) 

kal €Xeyev, bri é€Bovdero Kai mapruplas mapelxero as edbxer TOUTW' KAYw, @ dvdpes 

dikacral, own exabhunv él tod érépov Bhuatos. Aschin. in Ctes. 207: ddoxwy 

Tovs mev dvyapxiKods bm’ adbrijs Tis ddnOelas SinprOunuevous Hew mpds Td To KaTn- 

yopov Biya, rods dé Snworixods pds Td TOD Pevyovros. It is clear from Aischin. 

de F. L., 59, in Ctes. 165, that these Bjuara of the parties were not the same 

as the speaker’s tribune. See Lipsius in Meier? 182, no. 91; Wachsmuth 

2, 1, 872. 
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days and, in the age of Demosthenes, days when Ecclesiai were 

held: in time of war, when the city of Athens itself was | 
Court-days. ; F 

threatened, there was often a suspension of legal busi- 

~ ness! 
The suits which came before the Athenian jurors may be 

variously classified according to the principle of division adopted.? 

Glasses of Lhe ground of action, the éyxAyua, was either an 

legal Actions. offence against an individual, or against the State. In 
the first case the action was a private action, dyav id1os, dixy idia, 

or simply dcx; in the second case it was a public action, déyav 

Private Sypdovos, Sixn Sypooia, or ypady. The characteristic 

Actions. features of private suits were that, in the first place, 

they could only be brought by the man who was directly in- 

terested in the establishment of the contention, or in obtaining 
satisfaction for the wrong, or by his xvpuos, or, if he werea metic, by 
his zpoordrys; secondly, if the action was successful, the object in 
dispute or the compensation went, with few exceptions, exclusively 

to the plaintiff; thirdly, court-fees called Prytaneia were paid; 

and, lastly, the plaintiff was not punished, if he withdrew the 

action. 

Public suits were divided (though Attic law had no special 

names for the two classes) into those where the offence affected the 

Public individual directly and the State indirectly, that is, 

Actions. what we should regard as criminal cases; and those 
where.the offence affected the State directly and the individual 

indirectly, or,’as we should say, offences against the State. The 

distinctive features of all public suits were that they could be in- 

stituted not only by a plaintiff who had suffered direct injury, but, 

with few exceptions, by every citizen who possessed the franchise ; 

that the penalty or compensation was paid to the State, in all but 

1 No court on feast-days: (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 8,8; Lys. 26,6; nor on 
drodpades fuépar: Luc., Pseudol., 13; Suid. s.v. Arist., Wasps, 661 sqq., ina 

context where the temptation would be to exaggerate if anything, gives 
300 court days. Before Eucleides courts sat and the Ecclesia met on the 

_game day, as is shewn by Arist., Wasps, 594/5; see von Bamberg in Herm., 

13,506 sqq., against Frankel, p. 11; who thinks that this could only happen 

with an éxxAnola obyxdyros. In the time of Demosthenes an éxxAngia and @ 

sitting of a dicacrhpiov could not fall on the same day, as is shown by Dem. 
' 24,80. Iustitium'in time of war: Dem. 45, 4; Isocr. 21,7; Lys. 17, 3; Is. 
5, 7, Cf. Meier? 185 sqq. 

2 In this classification I have followed Meier? 191 sqq. I take this oppor- 

tunity of referring the reader once for all to that work for details. 
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a few cases entirely, and even in the exceptions a part was paid— ~ 

penalties affecting the person; honour, or life of the delinquent 
being regarded as paid to the State: that no zpuraveta were paid, 

and that the prosecutor, if he withdrew from the prosecution or 

failed to obtain the fifth part of the votes cast, had to pay a fine 

of 1,000 drachmas, and forfeited the right of ever bringing a 

similar action again. , 
According to a second principle of division suits were divided 

into dékat Kard twos and mpds twa. The first were actions nard 

. directed against the person of the defendant—to have twos and. 
him punished for an infraction of the laws; in the 7° ns Shon 

others there was either no question of any personal infraction or 

none at least of any for which he could be prosecuted.} 

Lastly, suits were either dySves driunrou or tysytoi. The dyaves 
dtiuyto. were those suits in which the penalty was previously 

fixed by law, or, occasionally in certain public suits, actions with 

by special psephism, or, in private suits, by a previous ee 

agreement between the parties as to the forfeit for and undeter- 
a breach of contract. The ayaves ryyroi, on the other amir 

hand, were suits in which the amount of compensation was not 

fixed beforehand, but had to be determined by the jury. If they 
condemned the defendant, they voted again as to the penalty after 
hearing what punishment the prosecutor proposed and what the 

defendant.? : . 

A special kind of action must here be mentioned, the diadixacia. 

This was an action to decide rival claims or disputes 

in regard to property, or to the obligation to discharge 

a public Leiturgy.® 

Before giving a short description of the usual procedure in a 

lawsuit, it will be well to give some account of one or two special 

kinds of action. Under one head may first be men- kxcanh 
tioned azaywyy, epyynors and e&voegis. It seems to have éephynors, 

been a peculiarity of all three that they could only be *”®#s's 

Stadixacia. 

1 Heffter has shown, d. athendische Gerichtsverf., p. 124 ff:, that the 
division into dia card rwos and mpés twa extended to all suits, and not to 
private suits only. 

* These suits are correctly defined by Harp. driunros dydv Kal riunris. 
6 wey Tigres, ép @ rlunua wpiouévoy éx Tov vouwv od Keira, GAA Tods Sixacras 

der TimaoBat, bre xph wadetv 7} dworica’ 6 dé driunros Ttobvaytiov, @ mpdcecTw ex 

— Tay vino worcnévov Tiunua, ws under Sety rods Stxacras diaTimjoa. 

8 Meier ? 471 ff.; Heffter 272 sqq. 
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employed when the offence-was patent and undeniable. They 
were limited to certain particular crimes; there was no summons; 
and as soon as the president of the court that would try the case 

had accepted the accusation, the defendant was obliged to go to 

prison until the trial, unless he could produce as sureties three 
citizens belonging to the same assessment-class as himself. The 

three actions may be thus distinguished :—in the dzaywyy the 

accused was taken by the prosecutor before the official who had 

jurisdiction in the case; in the édyynow the accuser took the 

official to the place where the defendant had committed the 
offence or where he lived, to arrest him; in the evdeégis it has 

been very reasonably conjectured that the prosecutor lodged 

an information with the official, leaving him to secure the 

criminal. 
The peculiarity of the ddoi.s seems to have been one although 

it was an action against one who had injured the State, yet half 

Liles of the fine, if a conviction followed, was given to the 

prosecutor. Phaseis were brought against those who 

had injured the fiscal interests of the State, especially those who 

had contravened the laws relating to trade, the customs, and 

mining, and also against guardians who had either omitted alto- 

gether to invest their ward’s fortune or had made a bad invest- 

ment.” 

The droypady Was an action fot the confiscation of anything 

in private hands, which was claimed as State-pro- 

" perty.? 

The cicayyeAia and the rpoBodAx have been discussed already.* 

The regular mode of procedure (which was pretty much the 

same in public and private suits) began with the summons 

Grdtanrt (xpdoxAnors) of the defendant by the plaintiff, who was — 
Process. commonly accompanied by two witnesses («Ayr%pes). 

The witnesses had to prove the summons in the court, 

before which the case was brought, in order that 
judgment might be given in default, if the accused failed to 

' appear on the day named in the summons.°® 

Summons, 

1 For details see Meier ? 270 ff., 776 ff. 
2 Meier ? 294 sqq. 
8 Meier 2 302 sqq. 

4 P. 304 ff. and 303 f. For two special kinds of eicayyeNa cf. Meier ? 
332 ff. 

> Meier ? 769 sqq. 
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The action was entered by handing in a statement of the accu- 

sation in writing to the magistrate who presided at Lodgment of 

trials of that particular class. beh t az 
If the suit was accepted by the competent magistrate, then the 

court-fees had to be paid. These were called zpvuraveta in civil 

actions and were paid by both parties, but the loser 

had to return to the other what he had paid. The fees 
were 3 drachmas, if the amount in.dispute was from 100 to 1,000 
drachmas, and 30 drachmas, if it exceeded 1,000 drachmas. In 
public actions only the prosecutor had to pay—whether in all 

cases is doubtful—and the fee was a small fixed sum, called 

Tapacracis, probably one drachma; zpuraveia were paid only when 

the prosecutor had a claim to part of the penalty which the defen- 

dant would have to pay if condemned. Lastly, in suits concerning 

inheritances, where the plaintiff tried to recover an inheritance 
which had already been taken possession of by another party, and 

in suits to recover property.seized by the State, the plaintiff had 
to deposit the zapaxataBody, as it was termed, which in: the first 

case amounted to one-tenth, in the second to one-fifth of the 
_ property in dispute. This was not returned if the case were lost.! 

After lodgment of the suit, the competent court fixed a day for 

the preliminary investigation (dvd«piors), and during the interval 

the articles of the charge were published, sometimes preliminary 

in extenso, sometimes abridged.2 At this preliminary ™vestgation. 
investigation an oath was taken by both plaintiff and defendant. 

The plaintiff swore to the truth of his accusation, the defendant to 

that of his defence (which had at the same time to be sent in in 

writing).? 

If the accused admitted that the institution of the action was 

formally and technically correct, the process was called eiOvdiKia ; 

he was free however to enter special pleas or objections p.vurrers 

—<dvapaptupiaa and apaypapat. In the drapaprupia and 

witnesses for and against the legality of the suit were seiner yr 
produced, and its admissibility was discussed. In the zapaypady 

the objection was not supported by witnesses; recourse was had 

Court-fees. 

1 See Boeckh, 1, 461 sqq. (Bk. 3, ch. 9), Meier? 809 sqq. IZapderacis for all 
public suits is assumed by Boeckh, 466 (Bk. 3, ch. 9). From Arist. 59, 3, 

this seems doubtful. See also Lipsius in Meier? 73/4, 8138/4. 
. 2? Meier? 790 ff. ; Wachsmuth 2, 1, 297, 2; 387 ff. 
3 Meier ? 823 sqq. Philippi,d. Areop. u.d. Eph., 87 sqq., supposes that the 

plaintiff alone took the oath. 
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. to other means of proof. The accused was now the plaintiff and 

so had the right of speaking first. Both forms of objection had 
to be decided before the original suit could be proceeded with. 

If the decision were in the defendant’s favour, the main suit was 

either quashed as inadmissible or, at any rate, could not be prose- 

cuted in the way proposed or before the same court.! 
The dvrvypady) or cross-action was different. The defendant 

would bring this against the plaintiff, and it might relate either 

to the subject of the original accusation or to any 
other subject. The verdict in the dvrvypapy did not 

affect the issue of the original suit.? 
In the preliminary examination laws, documents, depositions of | 

witnesses or slaves, and affidavits could be produced as evidence. 

The laws bearing on the case were produced in copies ; 

the documents, if they were public papers, in copies; 
if private, the original was if possible produced. If the original 

was in the possession of the other party, he was challenged to 

produce it, that a copy of it might be taken; if it was in the hands 

of a third person, he was required to give a copy of it certified 

by witnesses, and in case this was refused, a diky «is eudavav 

xatacracww could be instituted. The depositions of witnesses were 

either made before the presiding official himself and taken down’ 

in court, or if the witnesses were prevented through illness or 

other cause from appearing personally they might be sent in in 

writing. In such a case, their authenticity had to be certified by 

witnesses. Depositions by slaves were not accepted as evidence, 

unless made under torture. This examination by torture probably 

took place, in most cases, out of court in the presence of both 

parties, and the evidence thus extracted was certified by witnesses 
present at the torture, and then added to the other documents in 
the case. The party interested in extracting a deposition from 

slaves used either to offer his own slaves for examination by 
torture or to challenge his opponent to produce his. It was not 

obligatory however for the party challenged to accept such a 

apdxAnots eis Baoavov, but a refusal would create a presumption 

against his case. The oaths which the parties offered to take 
themselves, or were challenged to take by their opponents, were 

taken before the presiding magistrate and reduced to writing. If 

such a challenge were refused, this fact was likewise put down in 

dvriypadi. 

Evidence. 

1 Meier ? 833 ff. 2 Meier ? 857 sqq. 
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writing. At the close of the preliminary investigation, the docu- 

ments in civil cases were first sent on to a public Diaitetes to 
try amicable mediation. In all public cases, and in private suits 

when an appeal had been made from the decision of the Diaitetes, 

the presiding official sealed up the documents relating to the case 

in a vessel called éxtvos and took charge of them until the case 
came into court. 

Not infrequently the trial was postponed for some time; but in 

certain cases the suit had to be decided within a month; such 

suits were consequently called Sixax gupyvor.2 The date 

of the trial might be postponed either by mutual 

agreement or in consequence of a motion for delay made by one 

party. This would be made on the day of the trial by the attor- 

neys or friends of the absent party, who had to shew cause under 

oath for his absence. Hence this motion was called irwpocia. 

The other party to the suit could object to the adjournment of the 

case by an dvOurwpoota, in which he impugned the validity of the 

reasons advanced to explain the absence of his opponent. If the 

‘motion for delay was refused by the court, and it was the accused 

who did not make his appearance, judgment went by default; if 

the prosecutor failed to'appear, the defendant was acquitted.® 

At the trial the same official presided as had conducted the 
preliminary inquiry. To keep order, he had some Skythai at his 
disposal. The proceedings were interrupted, if diocy- aie’ 

eal e Trial. 
piac occurred. They began with a solemn sacrifice, 
after which the bars of the court were closed. Then followed the 

reading by the clerk of the accusation, and of the defendant’s 

reply. After that the plaintiff first addressed the court, and the 

defendant followed. The law required every man to conduct his 
own case; but it seldom happened that the Dicasts refused to give 

Date of trial. 

1. Meier? 865 ff. That the Diaitetai necessarily first heard private causes 
is proved by Lex. Cantabr. 678, uy} ofa dikn. Of. Arist. 58 [where see Wyse 
in Sandys, p. 190]=Poll. 8, 126; Lipsius in Meier ? 1009 sqq. 

2 For the dica: guunva cf. Arist. 52, 2.3; Poll. 8, 63.101; Harp. s.v.; Lex. 
Seguer, 237, 33; Meier? 907. The dixac éusropexai had at one time not been 

€upnvor: (Dem.) 7, 12; cf. Xen., de Vect. 8, 3. 

3 Meier 906 sqq. . 
* For diocnuiac see Poll. 8,124. Skythai at the trial: Poll. 8,131. That 

there was a sacrifice at the outset of the proceedings appears from Arist., 
Wasps, 860 ff., which is evidently copied from the real courts. Closing of 
the bars after the sacrifice: Wasps, 891/2; cf. 775. For the trial itself cf. 
Meier ? 917 ff. 
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either party permission for the appearance, after their own . 

speeches, of one or more advocates (cuvyyopo). In many cases the 

first speeches were followed by a second speech and a second 
reply. The duration of the speeches was in some cases fixed by 

' law and checked by a water-clock (xAevdpa): in other cases no 

limit was fixed. The defence of the accused was not unfrequently 

supported by the entreaties of his friends and relations.1 

After the speeches were over, the votes of the jury were taken ; 

most likely this always was by ballot.2, The mode of voting in the 

fifth century differed from that in the fourth. In the 
fifth century they voted with muscle shells, at first 

with real shells, later probably with artificial ones of bronze. 

The voting. 

Hach juror received a shell, which he cast into one of two vessels 

placed one behind the other and probably covered over. By de- 

positing his shell in the front vessel, the juror declared himself in 

favour of acquittal; by depositing it in the second, he voted for 

condemnation. If the penalty was not determined by law, a 
second vote was taken, after hearing the penalties proposed by 

both parties. Wax-tablets were used for this: by a long line on 

them the Dicast pronounced in favour of the plaintiff's proposal, 

by a short line for that of the defendant.? 

1 Arist., Wasps, 894 sqq. Dem. 19, 213 shows that Adyo. torepor were not 
allowed in all suits. : 

? Our evidence of secret voting begins at a time subsequent to Eucleides: 
Lys. 12, 91; Dem. 19, 239; Lyc. 146. But from the antithesis in Lys. 13, 37: 

dvo dé oka es év TQ ETS TOV rpidcovra a éxeloOnv* THv O€ Widov ovK eis 

kadloxous GANG pavepdy éwl Tas Tparéfas TavTas ee. TiPecOa, Thy wev Kabaipovcay 

émi thy borépay . . . it seems that 7d ri Wijdor eis xadioKxovs TiDecAar was 

not davepdv. Szanto in Wiener Stud., 3, 24 sqq., concludes from Deni. 43, 10 
(ep. Is, 11, 21. 23) that the voting ts private suits was generally open. 
But his authorities do not necessarily prove this; for it always may be 
supposed that the xadicxo. were covered. 

8 In Poll. 8, 16 xo.pivac are mentioned among the cxevn dixacrixd, and the 
passage continues: mddai yap avril Whdwr xoipivas ExpdvTo, alwep Hoay KdyxXar 

Oardrriot* abOis 6é Kal xaAkGs érorjoavro KaTa wiunow. Kal ordvdvdo dé Exadovvro 

ai Wihpor al duxacrixal, xadxod wemocnuévar. Cf. Arist., Wasps, 3382/3: 4 dra 

NOov pe trolncov, ép od Tas xolpivas dpiOuodow. 3849: obrw KitTS Hid Tdv cavidwy 

mera. xouplyns mepeOciv. In Aristoph., Equit., 1332, Demos after his refor- 

mation is ob xopwav fw. For the two xadicxo cf, Phrynichos in his Muses 
ap. Harp. xadicxos : i500, déxou Tiv Whgov, 6 Kadioxos dé cor O ev drohUwy obros, 

6 S’droddds 664. In the suit against Labes in the Wasps, Bdelycleon 987/8 
says to Philocleon: ryvdi \aBav riv Wiipov emi rdv torepov Micas mapgtov 

xaméd\voov, & rarep. But Philocleon wishes to condemn, and consequently 
he asks 991: 68’ é00’ 6 mpérepos; cf. Xen., Hell., 1.7, 9. Lipsius in Meier? 
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In the fourth century, of Aayovres eri tas Wydovs, after the 

speeches were over, handed to each juror openly before the eyes 

of both parties, two ballots, one perforated and one not perforated. 

These ballots were discs of bronze with an axis in the centre, pro- 

truding on both sides of the disc, and either perforated or whole. — 

Then the herald called upon the parties to declare whether they 

intended to bring a diky Wevdouaprupidv against any witness, and 

after that he called on the jury to vote, saying: “ The perforated 

ballot for the first speaker,” ¢.e. for the plaintiff, ‘the unper- 
forated for the second,” i.e. for the defendant.? In all probability 

two vessels stood on the speaker’s platform, the one of copper, 

the other of wood; the copper vessel, called 6 kvpios dpdopeis, 

940/1 supposes that secrecy was ensured even in the fifth century by 
handing to the juror, besides the real gos, another counter like it, which f 
was deposited in the other vessel. This is rightly disputed by Wachsmuth| 

2,1, 371. He assumes that the position of the voting-urns in the fifth 
century was different from that in the fourth. According to Dem. 19, 311 
the urns stood in front on the Bjyua; according to Arist., Wasps, 349: 

otrw KirTd did Tov cavidwy pera xXowpivyns weprehOciy (if Wachsmuth, 369, 4 is 
right in referring the line to the moment of voting) behind the Bjya. 
Bdelycleon too (990), in speaking of leading his father to the urn, uses the 
verb wepidyw. Poll. 8, 16 mentions: among the cxKe’y Sixacrixd, mivdkiov 

Tiunrixoy pahOn, 7 KaTadhALrTo Td mivdK.ov, éyKerTpls, 7 ElAKoY Thy ypauuhv’ waKpa — 

dé éxadeiro, fv Karadixdfovres efxov. Cf. Phot. waxpay riunow: rois dixdgover . 

muwdktov édidoro, év w éypadoy wakpay ypauuhy, dre Td KaTadauBdvorey ev TH 

Tinhuatt, Bpaxetay dé, br’ drodVoev Kal wh Karadickdgoev. See also Phot. and 
Suid. paxpa ypayuy. That this arrangement belongs to the fifth century, 

is clear from Aristoph., Wasps, 106, 166/7. 
1 Arist., col. 35,27 sqq. (the paueations here are confirmed by the quota- 

tion tech Aristotle in Harp. rerpurnuévn): [Wigpor 5é elo xadrx]a? addcKov 
[éxovoa év TH wéow, al ev jluloerae Terpulrnuévat, ai 5é puioerac wARpers* ol] dé 

Aaxdvres [él Tas Wipous, reddy elpnué|vor Bow [ol Néyor, wapadidsacw éExdotw T| av 

dixacT|Gv dio Whpouvs Terpurnuévynly Kal wdnpn, [pavepas dpav Tots dvTidixors, wv] a 

pehre wAA[pers unre Terpurnucvas] d[upol|répas AauBdvwow. Cf. Phot. rerpurnuery ; 

_ Lex. Seguer. 307, 18; C.I.A., II. 778. On one side the ballot had the in- 
scription, ~jdos Snuooia, on the other a letter. The specimens -we possess 

have I or K, and belong, therefore, most likely to a time when the sections 
of Heliasts sat in different courts. On the yfi¢o that have been preserved 

ef. Vischer, Kl. Schr., 2, 288 ff.; Wachsmuth in Arch. Anz., 1861, 223/4. 
2 Arist., col. 36, 10 sqq.: éreday dé diaynpife[oOa] uédA[A] wow [oi duxac]}ra[i], 

6 Kipvé ayopled|ee mpGrov, dv é[mejoxy[rrwy|rae of dvridixoe Tats waprupiais’ [de]? 

yap [mpérepor] émioxjyacba [ad|ralis ) &rjavrals| duayn[picac Oa. érera ma[du]v 
[avaxn]|pirre[e] “ re[rpumn|uévyn rod mpdrepoy [Aéyo]v[ro]s, 4 [Se] wAH[pns Told 

torepov Aéyo[y]ros.” For the dicen Pevdouaprupiov, sometimes called specially 
ériokynyis, see Meier? 490 sqq. ‘H rerpurnuévn Wiposcondemns. Cf. Auschin, 

in Tim. 79. 
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was intended for the ballots with which the Dicasts meant to 

vote, while the wooden vessel, 6 dxvpos dudopeis, received the 
second ballot given to each juror. The juryman, taking the axis 

of the ballot with which he intended to vote between two fingers, so 

that no one could see whether it was perforated or not, approached 

the xvpios éudopeds and dropped the ballot (xvpia Widos) into the 

copper vessel through a slit just wide enough to admit it. He 

then dropped the other disc (dxvpos Wdos) into the wooden vessel, 

which was open at top. In this way the secrecy of the ballot 

was tolerably certain! When all had voted—probably giving up 

their batons at the same time—the xvpios dudopeds was set on a 
table and the ballots sorted out by of éi ras Wydovs eiAnydres. The 

president then counted the votes—the perforated ballots for the 

plaintiff, those not perforated for the defendant. He then had the 

result given out by the herald. The party that received most 

votes was victorious, a tie counting in favour of the defendant.? 

1 Arist., col. 86, 3 sqq.: elo[t 5°] du@[o]peis [B00 xel]uevor ev rH dixacrnply, 6 

pev x[a]AKobs, [6 dé EV]Awos, Sialperor, [8] rws [u]h [Twe]s bro[B]dAd\wr[Tae YHp]ous, 
eis ods Wdltovrar of dixacrali], 6 uev [xadxod]s'KUptos, 6 dé EdALVOs Axup[os]. Ex[et 
D 6] xad[Kods é]rlOnua Sreppw[y]uévo[y], dor adlr]hy [uwdvyn]y xwpey thy Wigor, 

iv(a wy S00 [6] adrds [€uBdr]y. Schol. Arist., Hquit., 1150: torepov dé duopets 

S00 lorayro év tots dixaornplos, 6 wev xadkoids, 6 dé EWAuwos Kal 6 pev KUptos Hy, 6 

5’ dkupos. exer 5é 6 wev Xadxods, &s yow Apiororérns, Sreppwnuévor ériOnua els 7d 

airhy povnv Thy Wipov xablecO@a. See also Poll. 8,123. The dudopets stood 

upon the same platform as that on which the speaker’s tribune and, 

perhaps, the Bjua of the presiding magistrate stood. Dem. 19, 311: viv 

rolvuy buds ovk els ledordbvvnoov Sei rpecBelav wéurew odd’ 6ddv maxpay Badioat odd 

épddia dvahioxew, GAN &xpt TOO Bhuaros évravOot mpocedObvra Exacrov buav Thy 

dotay kal rhy dixalay Wigov drép rhs warpidos OécOa kar’ dvdpds k.7.X. It is quite 

immaterial whether évrav@ot be taken as referring to the speaker’s tribune 
(where of course the speaker would be standing), or whether with Wachs- 
muth 2, 1, 370, 1, we suppose it merely put in contrast to long journeys on 
embassies far away from the city of Athens. On the voting see Arist., col. 
36,16 sqq.: [6 5€ d:]xacz[hs] Aa[Bav] . . . é[k] Tod Avyvelov Tas Whpous, mié[ fer] 

7 [uécor] Tis WHpou, kal od decxviwy [r]ots a[ywrigo]uévas obre 7d Te[Tpv] wnuevov 

[obre 7d] mdhpes evBddrce Thy ev xv[plaly eis [Tov Xadx]odv du[popé}a, Ti {de 

dxupov] eis [rdv EVA] wor. 
2 Before the close of the voting the herald asked whether all the Dicasts 

had voted: Arist., Wasps, 751ff., where Philocleon says: xelvwv paar, Kei0e 
yevoiuar, “Iv 6 caput pyar, Tis dvripio-Tos ; dnordcOw. Kamoralny éml rots xnuots 

Vndifouévwr 6 redevraios. It seems likely that the batons were given up at 

the voting, because, when a second vote was necessary, the jurymen first 

received them back again. See the next note. For the counting of the 
ballots see Arist., col. 86, 22 sqq.: of 5¢ [reray]uévor AaB[d res [60’ U]rnpér[as 
Tov &|upopéa Tov ier [era] taow [ew] &Balka tpulrhuara éxovra [S]o[acmrép eior[v] 

ai [W]f[pou] .. . AYTAI ee HX.P . .. roidlp]iQujl[ou . . «| 
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If the suit was an dydv tynrds, the Dicasts voted again, after 
again hearing the parties, as to the amount of the penalty or com- 

pensation. At this second ballot they had to declare themselves 
in favour either of the proposal of the plaintiff or of that of the 
defendant. The voting was taken in the same way as before.’ 

In suits where several parties laid claim to some object in dispute, 

the voting was somewhat differently conducted. Kadicxo. were 
put up equal in number to the claimants, The Dicasts, it would 

seem, received each one ballot, which they deposited in the xadioxos 

of that party in whose favour they pronounced.? It appears that 

besides the method of voting just described the old method was 
also used in the fourth century, but probably only for Hisangeliai. 
The Dicast received only one voting stone, which he had to deposit, 

either in the urn for condemnation or in that for acquittal.? If 

kal ra [didx]eva [adr]@v [kal] rad wAhpn SyA[ot rots dv]rid[t]Kous* of 5[é emi] ra[s] 
Yhpous [el]An[xdres] Sial[pOuodow aliras [ér]t rod dBaxos, [xwpls]. mely ra]s 

wAhpers, Xw[pl]s 5¢ ras re[TpuT] nuevas. Kal dval-yo]pever 6 KA [put] Tov [dpcO]udv roy 

YHpwv, Tod wev Sud[Kov]ros ras Terpurnuévas, Tod 5é p[lev-yovros T] ds wArpets* drorépw 

5’ [av wrelwy y]évn[ras, ob]ros vixg, ay dé [ica]s, 6 [pedywv]. See Aristot. ap. 
Lex. Cantabr. 670: tcac ai pido atrdv. Cf. Antiph., de Code Herod., 51: 

elrep ye kal Tov Whdwyr 6 dpiOuds é& toov yuyvduevos Tov evyovTa maddrov Wpedet 7 

. rov bubxovra. Aischin. in Ctes. 252: wal toa ai Wid aire éyévovto ef dé ula 

udvov perérecer, Irepipiocr av 4 améOavev. The president -counts the ballots: 
Is. 5, 18. 

1 Arist., col. 36, 85 sqq.: é[rlera mddkw Tiudow, av déy Tifoa, Tov adrov 
tTpdrov Wndifomevar, TO wev ctuBorov arodidivres, Baxrynplay dé madw mapadrau- 

Bdvovres. 7% dé riunots éorw mpds hutxovv tdaros éxarépy. Apparently the jury- 

men gave up their ojuBora when they received back the Baxrypia for the 
second vote, so that their numbers might be checked. They received them 

"again on returning the Baxrypiac at the voting. This passage in Aristotle 
is an indirect proof that at this second ballot the jury had to choose 
between the proposal of the plaintiff and the counter-proposal of the 
defendant; see, Meier 2 216 sqq. For a possible rpocriunua by the jury, see 
Meier? 218 sqq. 

2 Dem. 48, 10: xal rodrov rdv rpdrov émiBovrevedyTwy Kal cuvaywrifoudvwn 

GAAS Ep Tuds, kadicxwy Terrdpwv TeOdvTwy Kara Tov vomov, eikdrws, oiuat, of 

dixacral é&nrarjOnoay Kal éoraclacavy ddAjAos Kal wapaxpovobevres bd Tis 

mwapackeuns éyndifovro Sr. érvxev Exacros. kai ai Wigpor dAlyars mdvu éyévovTo 

wrelous, } tplow 4 rérrapow, év T@ Ocombumov Kadioky # ev TQ Tis yuvakds. Cf. 

Is. 11,21. Secrecy was possible here too, if the xadicxo. were covered and 
were approached by the Dicasts one after another. 

3’ This theory rests upon a passage in the speech of Lycurgus on the 
Kisangelia against. Leocrates, §.149: buav & &xacrov xph voutfew tov Aewxpd- 

Tovs arowngifbuevov Odvarov ris marpldos Kal dvdparodicpor KaraynglferOa, Kai 

dvoty Kadicxow Keimévow Tov pev mpodoglas, Tov Sé cwrnpias eva, kal Tas WHhdous 

déperOar Tas uv brep dvactdcews Tis warpldos, Tas O€ Urép dogadeias kal THs év TH 
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the prosecutor did not obtain a fifth part of the votes cast, he had, 

in a large number of private suits, to pay the defendant the 

érweXdia, t.e. an obol for each drachma of the property in dispute ; 
in public suits he was fined 1,000 drachmas, and lost the right of 

bringing similar actions in future.! 
The punishment voted by the court might be either pecuniary 

or personal; pecuniary punishments were employed in both 

private and public suits, personal in public suits only. 

Personal punishment might mean sentence of death, 
selling into slavery (allowable only in the case of foreigners), 

banishment or Atimia; these were not unfrequently accompanied 
by confiscation. Imprisonment was never decreed except as an 

additional punishment. 

In public cases the sentence was carried out by the State itself, 

through its servants. A sentence of death was executed under 

Execution of the superintendence of the evdexa, in ancient times by 

the Sentence. hurling the criminal into the Bdpabpov, but later by 
giving him a draught of hemlock (xéveov), and also probably in 

Punishments. 

the case of common crimes by cudgelling him to death (ruuravigew). 
A sentence of Atimia was enforced by the severe penalties annexed 

to any contravention of the restrictions imposed by the Atimia. 

Fines were collected by the Practores; confiscated PrOVeEty was 

sold by the Poletai. 
In private suits the execution of the sentence was left to the 

plaintiff himself, except when the State was to share the fine 

imposed, or when imprisonment had been decreed, and also in the 

Sixar éwropixat, where the condemned party was imprisoned until 

the fine was paid, unless he could find bail. The plaintiff had the 

right of distraint or seizure of property, if the defendant failed to 
satisfy him within the time fixed by the law or by the court; and 

if the defendant interrupted the distraint, he could bring a diy 

éfovAns, which made the defendant a State-debtor for the same 

amount as he owed the plaintiff.” 

mode evdauovlas. The two xddicxo. here must mean one for condemnation 

and one for acquittal; see Lipsius in Meier ? 941.949. But 1 cannot see a 
second proof-of this in Is. 5, 17/8. I take éfapefewdv Trav yHgdwv to refer to 
taking the ballots out from the xipios dupopeds and separating the perforated 

discs from the others. For it is only after this has been done that the 
dp.Ouetv can begin. And then this counting is a cwapi0uer, not a diapiOueir, 
so that Szanto’s suspicions, <b., 29, are groundless. 

? Meier ? 947 ff.; Boeckh., St. d. Ath., 1, 479 ff. 

2 Meier ? 956 ff. . 
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There was no appeal (éfeous) from the verdict of a Heliastic 
court. A plea for cassation could, however, be brought (riyv épypov 
sc. dixnv dvriaxeiv), if the condemned party proved that Rostitutio in 

judgment had been given against him by default, itesrum. 
through no fault of his. Lastly, the sentence was annulled if the 

condemned man procured the conviction of the witnesses of his 

adversary in a diky Wevdouaprupiov for false evidence. The process 

under such circumstances was begun afresh as dixy avridiKos.} 

The plan of entrusting the administration of justice to the 

common people proved a failure in the form in which it was tried 

in the Athenian Heliaia.2 The Heliasts, led away General 

by their irresponsibility, too often cistoruread the, ae oe 

laws, and acted on the mere impulse of the moment.® Judicature. 

More than this, bribery and interested motives not unfrequently 

determined the decisions of the courts. Further, the Heliasts’ 

ignorance of the laws demoralised the speakers, who, not un- 

frequently, trading on this ignorance, misinterpreted and mis- 

represented the laws to suit their case.6 The system of allowing 

the people to administer justice produced a crop of sycophants! » 
at Athens, who made their living by false accusations, and by 

levying blackmail, which their victims were afraid to refuse 

1 Meier ? 971 sqq. 
* Cf. Frankel 106 sqq.; Beloch., d. att. Polit. seit Perikles, 8 sqq. 

8 On the irresponsibility of the etna see Arist., Wasps, 587.548sqq. Its 
effect on the feelings of the Dicasts: (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 1, 18; Wasps, 552 
sqq.; seealso Dem. 19,1; 21,4. Judgment dependent on thes impression made 

by the speeches: Xen., prs 4, 8, 5. Condemnation after the first speech 

without hearing the othe asta Dem. 45, 6; Isocr. 15, 22. In general 
Isocr. 18, 10: kai 8re rx MaddOV A TH Sixaly Litveres Td ap vuiv. See also - 
(Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 1, 13. 

4 The great number of Dicasts in courts rendered bribery difficult: (Xen.) 

de Rep. Ath., 3,7. Nevertheless it was managed, according to Arist., 27, 5, 

also Harp. dexd¢wv, and Diod. 13, 64, first by Anytus. Of. Eratosth. ap. 
Harp. dexdfwv, where, however, the proverb Avxov dexds, used by the old 

comedy, is unintelligible with the explanation of Eratosth. Attempts at 
explanation by Wachsmuth 2, 1, 376,2. A case of bribery is attested by | 

Lys. 29,12. The Athenians had the reputation of being corrupt: Diogen. 

3, 12: ’Arrixds bréxer riv xetpa drobvncKkwy’ érl rdv didapylpwr. didoKepdeis yap 

of ’APnvaio. Corruption of the Athenian judges is denied by Oncken, Ata. 
u. Hell., 1, 274 sqq. Another motive for an unjust verdict in Lys. 27, 1: 
évOupeto Oar dé xpy, Ste wodAdKts HKovoare ToUTwY NeybvTwr, dwére Bot’owTd TWA 

e 

adikws dmodéoat, Sri, ef uh KaTraynguicbe Gv avrol Kedevovow, éridrelWee opais N 

pucbopopd. Cf. Arist., Equit., 1856 sqq. 

* Cf. Buermann in N. Rhein. Mus., vol. 82. 383/4. Sze Dem. 20, 166; 

éschin. in Tim. 178. 
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owing to the vagaries of the Dicasteries.!1 The result of this 
state of things was a general uncertainty in the administration 
of justice, which made it impossible even for the most upright 

citizen to live in peace at Athens, if this did not suit the caprice 

of some malicious neighbour. 

6. THe ATHENIAN LEAGUE. 

A. The First Confederacy. 

After the battle of Mycale the Greeks of the Islands—among 

them the Samians, Chians, and Lesbians—were received into the 
i ea Pan-Hellenic Confederacy that had been formed against 

and extension the Persians. The Aitolian and Ionic cities of Asia 
of the League. Minor, however, were refused admittance, and in con- 
sequence threw themselves on the protection of Athens. Leoty- 

chidas subsequently returned home with the Peloponnesian fleet, 

while the Athenians and their allies from Ionia and the Hellespont 

laid siege to Sestos and at last, late in the winter, succeeded in 

reducing it. In the following spring a fleet was fitted out by the 
Peloponnesians, the Athenians, and the other allies, under the 

command of Pausanias. Sailing to Cyprus, he subjugated the 

greater part of that island, and thus closed the sea to the Persians. 

Such of the Greek islanders as had not yet joined the League now 

came in. The Greek fleet next sailed to Byzantion and took it, 
thus securing the only other approach to Greece. While at 

Byzantion, Pausanias, by his overbearing, violent behaviour, drove 

the Greeks of the Hellespont and Ionia, who were already allies 
of Athens, and the island Greeks, who were members of the Pan- 

Hellenic alliance, to seek the protection of the Athenians. Their 

request was granted, and before the Archon Timosthenes’ year of 
office was over (478/7 B.c.), Aristeides had assessed the tribute to 
be paid by each city, and thus established the First Athenian 
League. It is extremely probable that even before this a number 

of Greek cities in Thrace had joined the alliance, but it was not 

till two years later that every vestige of the Persian dominion 
over that district was removed by Kimon’s capture of Eion. And 

by the battle of the Eurymedon the Greeks of the Carian, Lycian 
and Pamphylian coasts were also gained for the confederacy.” 

1 Xen., Mem., 2,9, 1. Lys. 7,89. Dem. 25, 41; 58, 65. 

2 Kirchhoft’s view in Herm. 11, 1 ff. of the gradual extension of the 
Athenian League is opposed, and I think justly, by Beloch in N. Rh. Mus. 
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The original objects of the League thus formed by the Athenians 

were the emancipation of the allies from Persian rule and the re- 

pulse of any Persian invader. To effect this an armed 4, inal 

force was necessary to the allies, and as of course at objects of the 

the formation of the League all the members did not sirasidanrine’¢ 

possess a navy, we must suppose that, from the very first, the 
duties of members differed, States which possessed a regular 

navy furnishing a contingent of ships, while those which did not 

had to pay a war-contribution to the treasury of the League. 

This treasury was kept at Delos and was administered by 

Athenian officials, the Hellenotamiai. It was at Delos, too, in 

the sanctuary of Apollo that the periodical meetings ‘of the 

Federal Council were held. That body determined the policy of 
the League and at the same time acted as the Federal Court of 

Justice.” 
‘Even before the League was completed by the accession of the 

Carian, Lycian and Pamphylian cities, cireumstances had arisen 

within it which naturally led to a change in its phe con. 

character. The allies soon grew weary of the war, federacy con- 
verted intoan 

the continuance of which interfered seriously with athenian 

their pursuit of their ordinary avocations.: Most of #™pie. 
them accordingly agreed with the Athenians that instead of fur- 

43,104 ff. Cf. Néthe, d. del. Bund, 1 sqq., Magdeburg, 18389. The island- 
Greeks received into the Pan-Hellenic Alliance after the battle of Mycale: 
Hdt. 9,106. Notwithstanding Diod. 11, 37 the Ionic and Hellespontine 

cities, which revolted from Persia (Hdt. 9, 104) seem not to have been 
admitted into this general confederacy, but to have been allies of the 
Athenians: Thue. 1, 89; Leo in Verh. d. Philologenvers. in Wiesbaden, 60 
sqq. Capture of Sestos: Thuc. 1, 89;.Hdt. 1,121. In 478 B.c. reduction of 
Cyprus and Byzantion: Thue. 1, 94.128. The Hegemony of the Greeks of 
the islands and the coast of Asia Minor transferred to the Athenians: 
Thuc. 1, 95; Plut., Arist., 23; Leo 65. Constitution of the League by 
Aristeides in 478/7 3.c.: Arist. 28,5; Thuc. 1,96. The terms of the Peace ~ 
of Nikias show that at this time cities in Thrace already belonged to the 
confederacy: Thuc. 5,18; Beloch 110. Elion, it seems, reduced in 476 B.c.: 

Thue. 1,98; Hdt. 7,107; Diod. 11. 60; Plut., Kim., 7; Schol., Adschin., 1, 
131, p. 48, 11 Diod. émi dpxovros ’A0jvncw Paidwros. The Carian and Lycian 
cities: Diod. 11, 62. ; 

1 Thue. 3,10; 1, 96; Arist. 23,5: 5:5 kat rods Pipous odros (’Apioreldns) Fv 6 

Tééas Tats wideow Tos mpwrous éret rTpirw mera Tiv év Ladapive vavpaxlay émi 

Tiuogbévous &pxovTos, kal Tovs SpKous Gpuocev Tois "Iwaow, bore roy avriv exOpov elvar 

kat dtrov, éd’ ols kal rods pdpous ev TH TeAdyet Kabetoay. 

2 hue. 1, 96,97; Kohler, Urk. u. Unters. 2. Gesch. d. del.-att. Bundes, 88 
ff;. Ndthe 7/8; [Abbott, Hist. of Greece, ii, 298 ff.]. \ 
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nishing a contingent of ships as the constitution of the League 
required, they should pay annually a sum of money, in return for 

which the Athenians were to supply the requisite contingent them- 

selves. The greater States alone continued to furnish their own con- 

_tingents. But even they were not infrequently reluctant to furnish 
them, or declined altogether to do so; while those States which 

had agreed to pay sums of money often refused to pay. In either 

case the Athenians took vigorous measures against the recalci- 

trant members. Those States which had already commuted their 

contingent into money payments were incapable of resistance; 

those which still possessed military forces were subjugated, fre- 

quently not without serious resistance. Their position in the 

League was thus lost, and they became subjects of Athens on 

conditions determined in each. case by a special treaty. Thus 

Naxos was subdued by the Athenians and deprived of its auto- 

nomy just before the battle of the Eurymedon. Not long after, 

Thasos met with the same fate, as indeed did all the other States 

that tried to desert; for by neglecting their duty as members of 

the League they were virtually deserting their allies.* By about 

454 B.c. all the allied States (except Samos, Lesbos, and Chios, 

which had separate treaties with Athens) had ceased, either of 

their own accord or under compulsion, to furnish contingents of 

their own, and had become tributary. It was only the natural and 

indeed the inevitable result of these new conditions that the 

Athenians (who, in consideration of these tributary payments, 
had themselves undertaken the military duties of their subjects) 

came to regard the chest of the League, into which this tribute- 

money was paid, as an Athenian treasury, and removed it about 

454 B.c. to Athens.? A squadron of 20 guardships and a body of 

1 Thue. 1, 99; 6, 76; Kohler 93 sqq.; Kirchhoff 23 sqq.; Néthe 9 ff; 
[Abbott p. 295 ff]. 

2 Thue. 1, 93. 100.101. For the other allies see Thuc. 1, 98: wrpary re at'ry 
(Ndéos) modus Evumaxls rapa 7d KabecrynKds eSoviwHOy, recta Sé kal Tov dddwv ws 

éxdorTn ~Evvé By. 

3 Arist. makes Aristeides the author of this change in the relations 
between the allies and Athens. In 24, 2 he describes its character: 
meobévtes 5é Tatra Kal AaBdvTes Thy dpxiv Tots [[re]] cumpdxas DeoworiKwrépws 

éxpavro Av Xiwv xat AeoBiwy nal Laplwy * rovrous 6é Pidaxas elxov Tijs apxAs, 

éGvres tds Te woNttelas wap’ avtois kal dpxew, dv érvxov dpxovres. In 405/4 Buc. © 
the Athenians resolved in regard to the Samians: rots dé véuots xpjoPat Tots 

operépos a’r&v abrovduous dvras Kal Téa Toety Kata Tos Spxous Kal Tas guvO)KasS 

KaOdmep Etvxecrar "AOnvatos Kal Saulos: ’Apx. deAr., 1889, p. 26, 1.15 ff The 

transfer of the Federal Treasury from Delos to Athens about 454 8.c. follows 
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2,000 men for garrison duty were sent out annually to maintain 

obedience among the allies! The few confederate States which 

remained independent were still entitled, nominally at least, to a 

voice in the direction of federal affairs? The number of States 

that were still independent in 454 B.c. was in course of time more 

and more diminished. First the cities of Euboa revolted in 446, 

and after their reduction became tributary, with the exception of 

Hestiaia, whose inhabitants were expelled, and its territory taken 

possession of by Athenian Cleruchs.* In 440 B.c. Samos revolted, 

but after a hard struggle she submitted in 439, and was deprived 

of her army and navy.* Mytilene revolted in 428 B.c., but was 
retaken in the following year, and deprived of its fleet, while 

the whole of Lesbos, the territory of Methymna alone excepted, 

was divided into 3,000 Cleruch Lots.> The last members of the 

from the preamble of C,I.A., I. 260; cf. Sauppe in Nachr. d. Gott. Ges. d. W., 

1865, p. 5; Kohler 102 sqq.; Busolt, in N. Rh. Mus., 37, 312 ff.; Nothe 12; 

[Abbott, a 357 sqq.]. According to Theophr. ap. ‘Brisk: 25, it was the 
Samians who proposed the transference. 

1 According to Arist. 24,3 when the fortunes of the League were in the 
zenith, there were redutaely vipes 5€ gpoupldes elkoct, &ANat 5é vijes al rods 

Ppovpovs dyouvcat Tovs ard To Kudmov dioxiAlous dvdpas. 

2 Kohler 101 supposes that the Federal Council had been definitely 
abolished before the chest was conveyed to Athens. The narrative in the 
speech of the Mytileneeans (Thue. 3, 10, 11) supports the view that the in- 

dependent allies were entitled to vote upon Federal affairs. Cf. cat ef mév 
avrévouo ert huev Aravres, BeBardrepor dv uty Roav pnddv vewrepreiv * Vroxetplovs 

52 xovres rods mrelous, Huiv 5€ dard Tod icov démAodvres x.7.X. And again: dua ev 

yap paptuply éxp&vrTo uh av Tovs ye icopjdous dkovras, ef poh TL HOiKour, ols érjoar, 

tvorparevew. We cannot say positively, however, whether a regular 

Federal Council was still in existence, as Wachsmuth 1, 545, 1 imagines. 

Thue. 3, 36 says of the Mytileneeans, ov dpxduevor domep of dM. It is im- 

possible to say what 7d xowdy rijs may refer to in O.LA., IV. 38a, a 
psephism dealing with conditions of tribute. 

§ Thue, 1, 114; Diod. 12,7; Plut., Per., 22,23. 1,000 Athenian Cleruchs 
were sent to Hestiaia according to Diod. 12, 22; 2,000 according to Theop., 
Jr. 164in Miller’s fr. hist. gr.,1, 305. The treaty with Chalkis is preserved, 
C.I.A., IV. 27a. 

4 Thue. 1, 115. 116. 117; Diod. 12, 27. 28; Plut., Per., 24-28. H. Droysen, 

in Herm., 13, 566/7, doubts whether Samos became tributary. He supposes 
that part of the island was seized for Athenian Cleruchs. From C.I.A., I. 
38 and Thue. 7, 57 it appears that we must regard her as tributary, but 

the name of Samos has not been found in the Tribute-Lists yet: Kéhler, 
Urk.u. Unters., etc., p. 142, 1. Beloch, in N. Rh. Mus., 39, 36 ff., believes that 
the customs in Samos were collected wholly or in part for the Federal 
chest. With this he connects ra éx Zduou (xpjyara) in C.1.A., I. 188. 

5 Thue. 3, 50, 
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League left independent, Methymna and the island of Chios, had 

to submit to Athenian encroachments on their independence.! 
They remained faithful to Athens, however, till 412 B.c., when 

the League was broken up.? 

The members of the Athenian Confederacy were styled offi- 
cially ot ovupaxo. or ai wédes; they were also commonly known as 

Members of U77K00t.® They were divided into two classes—auto- 

redone nomous and non-autonomous allies.4 The autonomous 

natedand allies had to furnish the Athenians with a specified 

classified. contingent of ships of war ready manned, but they 
were independent so far as their internal administration was con- 
cerned. The non-autonomous allies bad to pay an annual tribute, 

and were subject to restrictions as to the character of their con- 

stitution and internal administration.® 
The totalamount of tribute which the tributary States had to 

furnish was at first 460 talents. Diminished for a time in some 

particulars, it was again raised to the same amount by 

the assessment of B.c. 4389/8. It was not till the 

assessment of 425/4 that the tribute was raised to 1,200 talents, 

though even then only 800 to 900 talents a year were paid in 

reality.” ‘ 
The tributary allies were subsequently divided into Tribute- 

Tribute. 

1 Thue. 7,57: Myévuvator wey vavol cal ob Pdpw brjxoor. Xiow odx vroredets 

ivres ddpov, vais dé wapéxorres adrévouoe Ewéomovro. Cf. 6,85. Prayers for 

the welfare of the Chians were offered at the public sacrifices in Athens: 

Arist., Av., $78 ff., and Schol. on 1. $80. In 425 n.c. the Chians pulled down 
their new walls on the order of the Athenians: Thue. 4, 51. 

* Thue. 8, 14. 22. 
8 For the official title, see C.I.A., 1.31. 87. 40; I. 9 has 7’ A@nvaiwy gvppaxla. 

For their usual name, see Thue. 7. 57; 6, 22. 43. 69. Cf. A. Frankel, de con- 
dicione, ture, turisdict. sociorum A Viewtanites: Leipzig, 1878, p. 9ff.; Chris- 

tensen, de ture et condicione scciorum Atheniens. In Opusc. philol. ad Mad- 

vigium a discipulis missa, p. 1 ff., 1876. 

4 Thuc. 7, 57 distinguishes airdvouo. and troredcis ¢épov. This is not 

exact. Cf. 1,19; 8,10; 6, 89. 

5 Thue. 6, 85 says: Xious uév kal MnOupvatovs vedy mwapoxp (or mapoxwxy as 

Stahl reads) airovéuous ; 7, 57: Xto vats wapéxovtes adrévouo. Mnévyvaio vavoly 

imjxoo. Among the autonomous allies we find aristocracies or oligarchies, 

as at Samos (Thue. 1, 115) and Mytilene (Thue. 3, 27. 47) before their sub- 

jugation, On the limits of Federal autonomy, cf. Busolt, d. zweite ath. 
Bund in Suppl. vol. 7 of Jahrb. f. el. Phil., p. 645 ff. 

6 Thue. dwells only on their tributary position: 6, 85;7,57. But he makes 

the Mytilenzeans say 3, 10: of Edppaxor edouhwOnoay wrAnv nuav kal Xiwv. 

7 See p. 357.1 
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Districts, which, it appears, were also used as divisions for ad- 
-mninistrative purposes! These divisions form the  pripuyte 

basis of classification in the tribute-lists which have stricts. 
been preserved to us from 446 B.C. onwards; after 443 B.c. they 

are strictly observed, and the cities arranged under definite heads. 
Five districts are given 6 “Iwvxds pdpos, 6 “EAAnorovrios pdpos, 

6 éxi Opdkys hdpos, 6 Kapuixds ddpos, and 6 vnowriKds ddpos. After 

some time the district of Ionia was united with that of Caria, at 

first under the former name, but afterwards under the latter. The 

date of this union was probably 437 B.c.?, According to Aristo- 

phanes the number of tributary cities was 1,000, but this figure 

far exceeds what appears in the tribute-lists.? The difference is 

partly explained by the fact of several cities in the lists being 

representatives of Synteleiai, that is, of groups of cities, most of 

which perhaps stood in a kind of dependent relation to their 

representative; and Aristophanes most likely counts these de- 

pendent cities as separate States. Synteleiai paid their tribute in 

one sum, but they were liable to dissolution at every assessment, 

in which case the members were assessed separately. 

1 That the Tribute-Districts were also divisions for purposes of ad- 
ministration seems to follow from the Quota-List C.I.A., I. 87 [Hicks, Gk. 
Hist. Inscr., 47], and from a passage in the psephism for the foundation of 
Brea, O.LA., I. 81 [Hicks 29]: cara ras Evyypadds, a(t érl—)rov ypaymarevorros 
éyévov(ro wept Tav méde)wy Tov érl Opadxns. Kohler 125/6 denies that the 
Districts were used as administrative divisions; so Néthe 6. 

2 Vid. the lists in C.I.A., I. 284 sqq., IV. 2, 289 sqq., p. 72. 3, 272d sqq., 

p.175. The titles were’Iwvixds pdpos,EAAnordvrios pdpos, él or once dd Opdxys 
Pdpos, Kapixds Pdpos, Nyowwrixds Pdpos. Cf. Kohler, p. 124. Lischcke, de 

aliquot tit. att., p. 11 sqq., explains the conjunction of the Ionian and Carian 
districts by supposing that, in consequence of the revolt of Samos, the 
more inland towns of Caria douetted too, and were not reconquered; see also 
Busolt in Phil. 41, 684 ff. 
 § Arist. poner 707, gives 1,000 tributary cities, a round number, includ- 
ing eites only nominally dependent and those which paid in Synteleiai. 

Cf. Kéhler, p. 110 sqq. A list of about 200 cities in the League is given 
from the inscriptions by Kirchhoff in C.LA., I. p, 226 ff.; Curtius, griech. 
Gesch.,> Index and Supplement, p. 113 ff.; Busolt in Phil. 41, 653. 

* Antiphon discussed these Synteleiai in his speech on the tribute of 
Samothrace (Harp. cuvrede?s), and in the course of it gave a definition of 
dmoraéis (Harp. s. v.), the technical expression for the dissolution of such a 
Synteleia. Instances of Synteleiai expressly described as such are Avxcor cal 
ovy(redeis): C.LA., I. 234; Depuvdrrys xa(t) ovr(rede?s): I. 235. Vid. Kohler, p. 
122/3; Busolt, 2b.,656 fi The several cities of the Carian Chersonese ap- 
pear with their separate assessments in C.1.A., IV. 8, 272d, p. 155, under the 
heading: aide rav wéAewv Xeppovi}(cov) svyrene’s ofa drédocay (rdu. pdpov ?). 
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The allies were usually assessed every four years, this period 
running, at least after 454 x.c., from one Great Panathenaia to 

another. This festival was celebrated in the third 

year of every Olympiad. Shortly before the outbreak 
cf the Peloponnesian war, probably in 437 3.c., the beginning of 

this tribute-period was changed from the third to the fourth year 

of the Olympiad. It was the duty of the Boule, as an adminis- 
trative body, to draft the assessment; but their rating had to be 

confirmed by the Ecclesia.2 The preliminary work was done by 
TaxTot, an elective body, eight in number at the assessment in the 

year 425/4, two for each of the four Tribute-Districts then ex- 

isting.® In the first instance the allied cities assessed themselves 

before these raxra: just as men who were liable to the cicopa 

assessed themselves. Those cities, whose own rating was ap- 

proved by the rdéxroas and by the Council, and confirmed by the 

Assessment. 

1 (Xen.) de Rep. Ath., 8,5: 7d 58 péyiorov elpyrar Any ai rakes Tod Pbpov' » 
Tobto Oe yiyverat ws Ta moda OC Erovs wéurrov. The Quota-Lists shew that 

assessments were made in 450 and 446 s.c., and this is evidence that the 
assessment was quadriennial even before the Peloponnesian war. Even 
after the beginning of the Tribute-Period was changed, the assessment 
was made at the time of the Panathenaia (the Lesser Feast, of course, after 

the change) ; see C.I.A., 1.40: dn (sc. pépov) rots rporépois Sas(abunasoee) CTP eKare 

gépew. Cf. Kéhler, p. 127. 134. 
2C.LA., I. 87: (kara rade éraltev rou bb(pov rh)or méoreow % (B)ovA(H) 7 

(IIA) ecorias m(pSros éypaum)d(reve—é)mi LXrparokX(éovs &)pxovros, él (rO)v 
(éc)aywy(éw)y, ols Ka(—éypapudreve). That the Ecclesia had the final voice 

in the matter is proved by the first decree for Methone, C.1.A., I. 40: 

di(a)xetporov7joa Tov Shuov abrix(a mpds M)cOwvatous elre pbpov Soxet ratrew Tov 

djuo(v atrixk)a wata—. Heydemann has written against this, de senatu 

Atheniensium in Diss. phil. Argentorat. sel., 4,177, but I cannot agree with 
him. Kohler, p. 66 ff., holds that the same formalities were observed in 
making the assessment as in passing a law: but Kohler himself admits 
in effect that this statement needs qualification, by expressing a doubt as 
to whether all the figures were examined by the court, and I cannot regard 
his view as ccrrect. He is followed, however, by Schoell in Ber. d. bayr. 
Akad., 1886, p. 127 ff., though Schoell does not share his doubts. Guirand, 

De la condition des alliés pendant la premiére confédération Athénienne, p. 44, 

Paris, 1883, conceives that the tribute was assessed by a psephism; and it 

is true that the assessment was sanctioned by a psephism, for Crateros’ 

Yyypirudtwr cvvaywyi contained Tribute-Lists: see fr. 2,12 in Miller, fr. 
hist. gr., 2,618. 622. Frankel, p. 43 ff., is substantially correct. In the 
second Athenian League, too, the estimate of the ourvrdéeas was made by a 

psephism: (Dem.) 58, 37/8. 
8 C.LA., I. 87: xetpo(rov—eml ra)s wéreus dbo (uev erl Tas ext Opdkns), Sto Ee 

(7 "Iwvlav, S00 5)é ext v(Aoous, do 5¢ eri ‘ENAjor)ovro(v). There can be no 
doubt that the réxva: mentioned in C.LA., I. 266 are hvre meant. 
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Ecclesia, appear in the Tribute-Lists without any separate head- 

ing. These form the bulk of the allies. Cities that carried their’ 

own assessment in the Ecclesia as against the assessment of the 

TaxTot are called rédes airal Popov tagdépevat.1 On the other hand, 

cities that were unsuccessful in their appeal to the Keclesia 

against the rating of the ra«ra:, formed the class known as 7oA«ts, 

Gs éragav of réxrau.? Just as it was allowable to move an amend- 

ment in the Ecclesia to any proposal of the Council, so it was 

open to any private citizen, when the Assessment was before the 

Ecclesia, to. move an increase or a reduction for this or that allied 

city. If such a motion was accepted by the Ecclesia, the cities 

thus assessed were placed under the heading wees, as of idi@rae 

eragav or évéypawav ddpov dépev.2 As any member of the Ee- 

clesia might appeal to a Heliastic court against its resolutions by 

a ypady Tapavduwv, We may presume, by analogy, that any private 

person might appeal to a Heliastic court against any assessment 

fixed by the Ecclesia. And no doubt the sense of justice was 
sufficiently alive at Athens to lead the people to accord a similar 
privilege to the allies. Cities whose assessment had ultimately 

been made in this way came under the heading of wéAas, as 7 

Bovh) kai of wevraxdcin ot qAtacral éeragav.t The proceedings 

1 This heading is found C.1.A., I. 248. 244. 256. Kohler, p. 187, under- 
stands it to mean the cities that had carried the‘'r appeals in the law- 
court. But these form another class: C.LA., I. 266. A passage in the 
oath of the Chalkidians seems to point to the cities assessing themselves: 
kal rov Pbpov bored ’AOnvalorow by dv relOw ’AOnvatous, O.LA., IV. 27a. This 

formula is restored by Foucart, Revue arch., 33, p. 261, in C.LA., II. 92. 
Cf. Thuc. 1, 101: Odovw—yxphuard tre boa eer drododvac airixa rakdpevor. 

Where the same cities appear under the same headings in different years, 
the old heading had been retained because there was no need to change 
the assessment. The KaduroXirat, Dapraio,’Audspyto, who in 487 and 4386 
are médes adtal Pbpov ratduevat (C.1.A., I. 248. 244) are assessed by the rdxrac 
in another list, C.1L.A., I. 266. Busolt, 655 ff, believes that this self- 
assessment was a special privilege possessed by certain States. 

» 2 O.LA., I. 266: (adres ds ér)akav of rdxrae. 
8 C.L.A., I 257: (ad)deu(s as) of (i6:)O(rae €)r(a)x(cav). Usually this head- 

ing runs: médes as of ldidrar évéypayav pipoy pépew: C.1.A., I. 248. 244, 
256. Kdéhler, p. 187, supposes that such motions by private persons were 

made in the Boule. According to Busolt, 669 ff. (cf. 659 ff.), the id.@ra. were 
the phil-Athenians in any allied city who procured its separation from 

some other city and its entrance on the list as paying a separate tribute. 

4 The formula of this heading has not been completely preserved; see 

C.I.A., I. 266: (adders &s 7) Boud) kal of wmevraxdoi(c . . . erjagay. Kohler, 
p. 82, fills up the lacuna after revraxéovot With jAcacrait. In any case, it is 
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before the Heliasts were conducted as at an ordinary trial, the 

pleadings being recorded and the suit introduced by the cicaywyeis. 
The allies conducted their own cases, but they were free to en- 

gage the assistance of Athenian cvvyyopou.! 

Besides the ordinary ¢dpos, the Athenians occasionally imposed 

an additional tax on some of the allies. This was called éridopa. 

It. is impossible now to ascertain the reasons which led 

them to make these impositions: but it appears that 
the principle underlying this éridopd (which we first hear of in 

440 B.C.) was that in extraordinary emergencies the Athenians 

had aright to tax the confederates beyond the ordinary imposts.? 

Occasionally a city was exempt from tribute for a longer or shorter 

period, and in this case had simply to pay to the treasury of 

Athena the customary dzapy7, 3, of the tribute.? 

The allies regularly paid in the tribute to the Hellenotamiai 

before the Council at Athens; the time was during the great 

Payment of Dionysia in the month of Elaphebolion.+ The Helleno- 

the tribute. tamiai kept an account of the payments, and entered 
the names of the persons who paid the tribute for the various 
cities.° Cities which omitted to pay or made only part payment 

érupopd.. 

clear that the revraxdoro are acourt of law. Cf. C.I.A., I. 87: (7)d duxacrapior, 
bray wepl rv rdE(ewv 7). In the time of the second Athenian Confederacy, 

too, a ypaph mapavduwv was allowed against ouvrdies fixed by a psephisin: 

(Dem.) 58, 37/8. 
1 That the eicaywye?s played no unimportant part at the assessment may 

be inferred from C.LA., I. 87 lines 47 ff., where the assessment of the year 
425 p.c.is dated by them as well as by the Archon: (é)rl Zrparoxd(éous 
d)pxovros, érl r()v (ér)aywy(éw)v, ols Kal . . « éypampdreve). They are 

mentioned again in lines 7 ff., but in what connexion does not appear. 
We see from the fragment of Antiphon’s speech on the tribute of the 
Samothracians in Suid. Dauobpdxy that the allies conducted their own cases. 
Yet cuviyopo are mentioned in Antiphon’s speech on the tribute of the 
Lindians ; see Harp. cuv7yopo. 

2 Mention of the émipopa: C.LA., I. 240-4, 249, 252. 256. 
8 O.LA., 1. 257: aide 73(v) rhdewv adrhv ri drapxiy amijyayov. Methone is 

exempted, 428/7 p.c.: C.LA.,I. 40. Besides this we hear of an draxros wéhs 
Kvoripwoe: C.1.A., I. 243 and in b.c. 4388 bapBjrdvoe &rax(ror) and McArdproe drak- 

ro(t): I. 242, both of these cities appearing in 437 and 436 B.c. among those 

that made their own assessment: I. 243. According to Busolt, 665/6, these , 

draxro. mé\ets Were previously ovvredets, and continued to pay their old 

tribute until they assessed themselves. 

4 Arist., Ach., 502 sqq.; Schol. to 504: els d¢ ra Acovtoia éréraxro ’APjvage 
Komifew Tas wbdeus To’s Pbpous, ws Lions gpynow é&v Ilddeow. According to 

(Xen.) de Rep. Ath. 8, 2 it is one of the duties of the Council ¢dpov défacda. 

5 So much may be inferred for certain from C.I.A., L 38 fr. ¢. d. 
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had éxAoyet’s sent out to them to collect the money. These éxAoyels 

were chosen from the first class of the census, and were probably 

appointed for the first time in B.c, 446; of course none were 

chosen, unless there was tribute-money still owing. They were 

protected in the execution of their duty by a squadron of ships 
under the command of one or more Strategoi.t If any city then 

insisted that it had paid its tribute, an inquiry was held at Athens 
and the case decided in a court of law.? 

In order to raise more money from the allies the Athenians 
introduced the cixoory,.a duty of 5 per cent. ad 

valorem on all imports and exports of the allied 
cities. This took the place of the old tribute, and according to 
Thucydides the change was made in 413/2B.c. It is clear, how- 

ever that this duty was not levied on all members of the League, 

for we find some of them paying tribute even after 413/2 B.c.° 
Originally the non-autonomous allies were not liable to military 

elxoory. 

1 Election of the éxdoyeis, C.1.A., 1. 88 fr. fi g.: sims dv alpe(OGar ol dvdpes 
ol) rov pdpov éy\éEovres and towards the end: (#)dpou éy(Aoyis 7) p(€Oncay olde.) 
Cf. Harp. ékdoye?s of éxdéyovres kal elompdtrovres TH dHeridueva TH Inpooly. 

"AvtipGy ev TG Tepl Too LTapuolpaxdv Pédpov' ypéOnoav yap éxoyeis wap’ huty, ols 

wreioTa eddxer xphuara elvar. Avolas év TH mpds "Apécavdpov: viv dé mpds Tods 

éxdoyéas Tod dépov dravra droypag¢ducda. Suid. s.v., Lex. Seguer. 245, 33. 
Kohler 1832/3 supposes that éxdoye’s were first appointed z.c. 446, because, 
from that date onwards, there are but few and doubtful traces of arrears 
in the tribute-lists. Hence some new method of collecting the tribute 
must have been introduced at that time. The ships which convoyed the 

éxdoyets were called vijes dpyvpo\dyor, Thuc. 8,19; 4,50. 75. There were no 
officials called dpyupoddyo: Beitr., p. 67, 26, 

2 This follows from 0.LA., IV. 38a. 
§ Introduction of the efxoory in B.c. 4138/2: Thue. 7, 28; as to the motive | 

for the change he says mAelw voulfovres dv odiot xphuata otrw mpociévar, and 

so Beloch in N. Rh. Mus., 39, 48 ff.; according to Kohler, however, in 

Mitth., 7, 316, it was because of the irregularity with which the tribute 
was paid. Another proof of the existence of the exoorh in the fifth century 
may be found in the fact that, when the Athenians were endeavouring to 
found a new confederacy at the beginning of the fourth century, they 

introduced an eixocr) at Clazomenai and Thasos, probably in 390/89 B.c. 
An Athenian psephism of 3887/6 B.c. speaks of (im )ore(Aodv)ras KdXafopuevtous 
Thy emt (O)pacvBovrov eixoorjy: Mitth. d. disch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 7,174. An 
eixoory in Thasos: ibid., 314. Even after s.c. 413/2 tribute was paid: Xen., 
ffell., 1, 3, 9; C.L.A., I. 258; IV. 51. Miiller-Striibing, Thukyd. Forsch., 

30 ff., following Grote, maintains that the new system of taxation was 

never extended to the whole League: but this does not prove that it was 

not introduced in a number of allied States; Beitr., 285 sqq. The elxocri is 
mentioned in Lex. Seguer. 185, 21. 
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service, nor indeed had they any other duty to the League beyond 

Personal obli- the obligation to pay tribute. But when the League 
Pee was converted into an Athenian Empire, and its ad- 

serve in time Ministration conducted with greater strictness, a change 

ofwar. took place in this respect, and more was exacted from 
the dependent States. At any rate during the Peloponnesian war, 

the allies were regularly drafted for military service.’ 
The allied cities had each to contribute a ram and a couple of 

sheep for the sacrifices at the Panathenaia. This was not required 

Tithes to a8 tribute ; it was a symbol of their relation to Athens, 

the gods. and the Cleruchs had to make a like contribution.’ 

Similarly, the allies took part in the sacrificial festivities, and had 

to present to the Eleusinian goddesses the same tribute of grain as 

did the Athenians: on every 100 medimnoi of barley a éxrevs, on 
every 100 medimnoi of wheat a jusexréov.4 

The form of government usually established in the cities of the 

1 That the tributary cities were not originally liable to military service 
appears from Thue. 1, 99, where we read that they preferred to pay tribute 

rather than furnish ships, tva wh dm olxov Go. Cf. Plut., Per., 12: édtéacxev 
oty 6 Ilepixdfjs Tov Shuov, OTe xpnudrwv pev ovx ddethovor Tots cuuudxots Adyor 

mpoto\eu“oovres atrdv kal Tods BapBdpous aveipyovres, o'x troy, ob vaiv, ovX 

omdirnv, d\Aa xphuara pdvoy TedoUvTwY K.T.r., a passage taken, as Sauppe 

argues, Quellen d. Plut. im Leben d. Perikles, 26 ff., 1867, from the speech 
actually delivered by Pericles, and preserved by Ion of Chios in his 
*Emdnulac. 

2 Many instances of this are to be found in Thuc., as 4, 23. 42. 53. 54; 
5, 2; 6, 48; 7,17. 20. 57; C.LA., I. 482. Thuc. 2,9says of the Athenian 
allies: rovrwy vaurixoy mapelxovro Xior, AécBior, Kepxupaior, of 6’ dda wefgov Kal 

xpipara. In the oath to be taken by the Chalkidians there occur the 
words: kal rg Ojuy To APnvaiwy BonOjow kal duvvd, édv ris dbixy Tov Shor Tov 

’"AOnvaiwv, C.LA., IV. 27a; cf. C.1.A., I. 40. And in the treaty with 
Selymbria we read: (av éray)yéAN(wo)e’ AOnr(ato.— x)arddoyor xar—, referring 

to the right of conscription; C.I1.A., IV. 61a. According to Busolt N. Rh. 
Mus., 37, 637 ff., allies who revolted were made liable to conscription after 

their reduction; ef. v. Wilamowitz-Méllendorf, in phil. Unters., 1, 71 ff. ; 

his views have been challenged, however, on several points by Busolft, 

ibid.; Guirand 39 ff.; Gilde, d. Kriegsverf. d. ersten att. Bundes, Progr. v. 
Neuhaldensleben, 1888. 

3 O.LA., I. 87: Bo(iv cal—) A(—dmdyew és Tlaval)qvaca ra wé(yara) dmdoas. 

Cf. the treaty with the Erythraians: C.LA., 1.9. For the Cleruchs cf. I. 31, 
4 See the psephism of 440 s.c. in Dittenberger, Syll., 13: dmdpxec@ar dé xat 

rovs xoumpdxous Kara rabra (sc. rots AOnvalos, whose contribution was fixed 

before at what is stated in the text). ras dé médes (€y)A(o)yéas €AéoOar Tod 
Kaprov, kaOdre ay Soxhe abrijoe dpicra 6 Kapd(s) éyAeynoerOa. ererddav dé éyexP7t, 

dmnoreupodvruv "AOqvate. Trois dé dyaylvras mapadiddvar Tots teporoioils Tols 

’EXevow d0ev ’EXevowdde. 
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League was some species of democracy. As to the extent of their 
independence in matters of internal administration, no 

: ‘ , Form of 
general statement is possible. We have seen the government 

. - . . . . in the 

direction in which the constitution of the League | 174 cities, 

developed, and have traced the progress of that de- 

velopment ; and we can feel how natural it consequently was that, 

as time went on, separate treaties with single States superseded 

the federal treaty perhaps originally concluded. The result was 

that Athens did not retain precisely the same rights over the 
allies as she originally possessed ; in some cases she gained more 

powers, in others she lost some of those formerly conceded to her.? 

In Erythrai, for instance, the Athenians regulated the constitution 

down to the smallest details. A psephism of the time of Kimon 

contains rules as to the number of Bouleutai there, the mode of 

appointing them, their Dokimasia and their age, the time to elapse 

between two Bovdrcia, and the oath they were to take, the very 

words of which are prescribed. Not only did Athenian éricxorou 
revise the Erythraian constitution in harmony with this psephism, 

but the Athenian ¢povpapyos continued to exercise an immediate 

control over the administration; every year, assisted by the retir- 

1 That a democratic constitution was the rule in the confederate cities 
follows from Thue. 8, 48. 64. 65. The Lesbians, Chians, and Samians were 
in a privileged position, for Arist. 24,2 to say: rodvrous 5¢ gUNaxas elxov Ths 
apxijis éOvres rds Te wohirelas wap’ aitots Kal dpxew dv ervxov Upxovres. It is quite 
incredible that oligarchical States, which revolted from Athens and were 
again subdued, should have had their oligarchies left intact. Hence we 
should not reject Diodorus’ statement (12, 28) that a democracy was estab- 
lished in Samos after its subjugation in 489 n.c. (cf. Thuc. 1,115). We 
may explain Thuc. 8, 21 by supposing that the democrats, who formed the 
government, proceeded against those of oligarchic sentiments. Similarly, 
there can be no doubt that a democracy was established in Chalkis 446 
B.c., and the expulsion of the Hippobotai confirms this idea: Plut., Per., 23; 

ef. Thuc. 6, 76. I mention this fact because it has been overlooked by 
Frankel, de condic. iure iurisdict. soc. Ath., p. 23 ff. It is evidently an 
exceptional privilege when Athens guarantees to the Selymbrians, 409 z.c, 
(eivar 5¢ Karacrijoa ZnruuB)piavods Tie wodu(relayv—rpbrw) dry av ériotwvrr(at) : 

C.1A., IV. 61a. Cf. Guirand 22 ff. 
2 This has very rightly been insisted on by H. Droysen in Herm., 18, 

567. We should regard as separate treaties of this type the psephisms 

touching Erythrai: C.I.A., I. 9, 10. 11; Colophon: I. 18; Miletus: I. 22a; 
whilst the psephisin touching Chalkis, C.I.A., IV. 27a, seems to have 
merely defined with greater precision some conditions in the treaty of 
peace proper. Wecan still discern differences of detail in these treaties, 

notwithstanding their fragmentary character. Even the oath for the 
Council at Erythrai varies from that for the Council at Colophon. 
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ing Boule, he appointed the new Bouleutai by sortition, and they 

formed the supreme executive power in the State. The psephism 

also contained detailed regulations relative to the administration 

of justice, determining in each case the appropriate court and 
penalty. The magistrates were expressly bound to obey the reso- 

lutions of the Athenian people! We need have no hesitation in 

supposing that similar conditions also obtained in the other cities 

of the League. At Miletus, for instance, where even the tribes of 

Cleisthenes were introduced, the constitution was remodelled by 
five Athenians chosen for the office.2 And when the members of 

the second Athenian Confederacy, besides having liberty and 

autonomy secured to them, are guaranteed the right to live under 

any constitution they choose, with no garrison to keep, no officials 

to admit, no tribute to pay, these express assurances justify the. 
conclusion that in the first Confederacy the very reverse must 

have been the case.2 A mass of evidence makes it practically cer- 

tain that the Athenians maintained garrisons in many of the 

confederate towns, and their commanders would inevitably have 

as commanding a control over the administration of the place as 
the Phrourach had at Erythrai The éricxoro. were Athenian 

officers chosen by sortition to go and supervise the internal ad- 
ministration of the various cities of the League.® 

E PAL, 19. 10; 12, 
2 C.LA., LV. 22a. The tribes of Cleisthenes at Miletus : Lebas, Aste Min., 

238, 240. 242. See vol. 2, 141. 
3 C.LA., Il. 17, lines 19 ff: éfetvar ad(r)G(c edevOép)w svre Kal adrovduy, 

modit(evouerv)y woriTelay Hv av BovAynrat, mhre (Ppoup)av eicdexouery pyre Epxovra 

vro(dex Jouévy unre pbpov Pépovre. 
4 Before the time of the Thirty Tyrants, Isocr. 7, 65 speaks of the 

Athenians as rads Trav G\\wy dxpowdde:s Ppoupodyras. Save: in Erythrai: 

C.LA., 1. 9, 10; Miletus: IV. 22a; Kyzicos: Eupol. ap. Schol. Arist., Pax, 
1176; Samos: Thuc. 1, 115; the cities of Thrace: Thue. 4, 7. 108; 5, 39. 
The ¢vAaxes mentioned by Theophr. ap. Harp. éxicxoro, are evidently the 
same as the ¢povpapxo. (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 1,19, mentions ras dpxas Tas 
és Thy brepopiay. According to Arist. 24, 38 there were dpxal vmepopior els 

éxraxoclous, but this number i is open to question. In a psephism subsequent 

to the Sicilian expedition, security is guaranteed at Athens and in 
Athenian territory to Leonidas of Halicarnassus; he is to be protected by 
those év rfjoe &AAnot wédeor olrives "APnvaiwy apxovet ey TH vrepopig, bri dv ExaoTor 

Suvarol Oo, os du wy dducdvrar: Bull. 12, 130=C.1.A., IV. 3, 27c., p. 164. An 

Athenian psephism of 408 s.c. mentions rdv apxovra Tov ev Seedy, ds av G 

éxdorore: Bull. 13, 158=C.LA., IV. 8, 62, p. 166. Zenob. 6, 32 thus explains 

the proverb dpoupety 7 shaievie: "AOnvator SP ppovpats diadaBovres TOs VNTWwTAS, 

pucbovs Erakay weydXdous Tots puddrrovow bm’ abra&v xopnyetoGat TOY Pariser ey, 

5 Harp. émloxoros: "Avripav ev TG tepl tod Awdiwy Pdpov xal év TQ KaTa 
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But the independence of the allies was curtailed most seriously 
by their deprivation of the right of trying any important lawsuit. 

It was of course only natural that Athens should pro- 
‘ bape Pika? Jurisdiction. 

nounce on all offences against federal institutions or 

against herself as head of the League! But, besides this, all 
penal processes against the citizens of an allied city were finally 

decided at Athens. The power of sentencing members of a 

Federal city to death, to banishment, or to Atimia, was expressly 

reserved to the Athenian Heliaia.? And even in private suits the 

Aaiorodiov. é€olkace éxréurecOal ries bd "AOnvalwy els tas tbarnkdovs modes 

émioxentémevo. Ta tap’ éxdoros; Suid. émloxormos; Lex. Seguer. 254. 15; cf. 
Arist., Birds, 1021 sqq. Appointed by lot: Birds 1022. On the érickoror 
see also A. Frankel, ib., p. 17 ff. They are mentioned in C.LA., I. 9, 10. 
Whether they administered justice to the allies is uncertain. The title 
has been conjecturally restored in C.LA., IV. 96, but perhaps émimednras 

should be read instead, as in C.1.A., I. 88, 1V. 22a. In Arist., Birds, 1082, _ 

1053, the éricxoros always takes vibes With him. ‘Romreneration by the 
city in which they administered : 1025. In Lex. Seguer. 273, 33 ff., we find 
kpuyrrol mentioned as Federal officers, but nothing is known of iieoe 

1 Cf, Stahl, de sociorum Atheniensium iudicits, Miinster, 1881; Guirand 

30 ff. The Athenian courts tried cases of treason, and of hostility on the 

part of allies against Athens: Arist., Wasps, 288 sqq.; Peace 639 sqq.; and 

also offences against Federal Sseheenahe C.LA., I. 88, day 6é ris Kaxorexv A(t, 

Erws wh Kbpiov ora) 7d Wdirua Td TOO Pdpou (7 bride uh adraxOycer)at 6 pdpos 

"AOwwate, ypd(pecOar ekeivar Exac)rov Tov éx Ta’rns THs TO(Aews w)pds Tovs Emipe- 

Anras* o(i dé érimedynral écayd)yTwv Eupnva és TO O(txaorhproy, reddy ol K)AynTHpes 

fixwor; cf. IV. 88a. Such suits are referred to in a passage in. the oath of 
the Athenians to the Chalkidians (see Kohler in Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. 
in Ath., 1, 192=C.1.A., IV. 27a): 0862 idudryv odddva dripmdow obde Guy? (yutdow 

ode EvrlAjWouar ode droxrevw ovde XpHuata agaipjooua axplrov ovdevds dvev Too 

éyuou Tod ’A@nvaiwy. Stahl p. 18 ff. refers this to suits between Chalkidians 

and Athenians. The meaning of dvev rod diuouv rod ’A@nvalwy here is not 

clear. Kohler 191/2 translates it “except by order of the Ecclesia.” But it 
is impossible to see what this could mean in an oath taken by the Dicasts, 
and the words quoted are in the oath of the Dicasts (Dittenberger, Syll., 10, 
5). It can hardly mean: “I will not condemn any man without giving 
him an opportunity to defend himself, unless the Ecclesia so decrees.” The 
Onudctoe K\yTHpes Were employed for the summonses in these cases; cf. C.LA., 

I. 37-88. Aristophanes, in the Birds, 1422 ff., introduces a KAyriip VHTLWTLKOS 

assisting at a summons, but we cannot say whether he is one of these 

Synudocor KANT Apes. 

2 Antiph., de caede Herod., 47: 8 ot méde eteorw dvev "AOnvalwy obbéva 

Cavdrw gnuimoar, where 6 ovdé wider &Eecrw applies to all the cities of the - 
League, as has been shewn by A. Friinkel, p. 83 ff. Cf. (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 

1, 16, where we are told that in consequence of the citizens of the allied 

cities being tried at Athens: xal rods uév Tod Shuov oogovat, rods 0’ évavrious 

arodhvovew év rots Suxacrnplos’ ef & olxoe elxov Exacror Tas Sikas, dr’ dxOduevar 

tots "AQnvatos, rovrous av opav awdddvuoar, olriwes Pidor uddor’ Foray "AOnvalwy 
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Giuzert I, 403-4.] Athens. [Gitzert II. 484-5, 

competence of the courts in the allied States was limited to cases 
involving not more than a certain sum of money, probably 100 

drachmas, and to certain punishments: where a greater sum was 

at stake or a heavier punishment necessary, the case had to be 

carried to Athens.! 

It is however impossible to make any general statement as to 

how far the Athenians exercised the power of judicature in the 

domestic affairs of the Federal cities, The extent of their powers 

differed in various cities according to the regulations in the treaties 

between those cities and Athens.? 

rp Ojug. Cf. Isocr. 12, 66. That the Athenian Heliaia was the supreme 

court of appeal is shown by the treaty with Chalkis, C.LA., IV. 27a (Hicks 
28): ras (8)é edOUvas Xadkide0(o)e kara opr adrdv elvar év Xadxlée xaddarep "AOhvynow 
"APnvaios tAIY Hhuyis cal Oavarov kal driuias. wepl dé ro’rwv épeow elvat "AOjvate 

és Thy Halay Thy TSv OecuolerSv Kara, 7d Whpiopa Tod Sjuov. Cf. Stahl pp. 17/8. 

The treaty of alliance with Erythrai, C.I.A., I. 9. decrees death and exile for 

certain crimes, which were evidently to come for trial before an Erythraian 
court, though the confirmation of the sentence must have been reserved to 
the Athenians. This follows from the words in the oath of the Bouleutai: 
ovde Tay pevévtwr e&ehd (&)vev rhs yr(wuns) THs "AOnvalwy Kal Tod Siov. . 

1 In the treaty with Miletus, concluded about 450 z.c., C.LA., TV. 22a, 
its juridical powers are determined with great precision of definition ; ef. 
€.g., Tas dé dixas elvar MiAnoios ka—(fr. c. 8) (ra S5)é rpvraveia TiOdvTwy rpds— 

(10) (ai d)é Séxae "AOnynot dvrwv év 7(@)—(11) ras 5é brep éxaro(v Spaxudas)—(25) 

peifove(s d)E(c)os F fnutas ’APn(va—) (fr. d. e. 10) (értB)addvre(s “(ordons dv déxy 

&E(cos elvac) (fr. d. e. 11). We may conclude from these fragments that the 

jurisdiction of the courts of Miletus was limited to suits where the claim 

did not exceed a certain sum of money, 100 drachmas, or the penalty a 

certain limit. Lipsius in Meier? 1004 holds that in cases involving 100 

drachmas an appeal might be made to Athens. (Xen.), de Rep. Ath., 1, 16, 
mentions as one consequence of the allies bringing their suits to Athens, 
mparov pev dd Tov mpvtavelwy Tov pucbov de évavTod hayBaverw. Boeckh sup- 

poses (1,466 sqq.) that wpuraveta were only paid in private actions, and 

therefore (1, 531) takes these words to relate to them. A. Frankel p. 344, 
tries to refute this view. To me it seems that the regulations in the treaty 
with Miletus must refer to private actions only; Stahl, however (24 ff.), 

maintains this to be impossible. That private suits of the allies were 

decided at Athens is proved by Isocr. 4, 113: d\\& mpds rots d\dots Kal sep 
Tov dixkdv Kat Trav ypapav r&v wore rap’ huiy yevouévwy éyew TodkuGow (sc. the 

oligarchs when they governed the cities under Spartan protection), atrot 

whelous év tpict unoly dxptrovs dwroxreivavtes, wv  wodis éwl THs apxis amdons 

éxpwev. So Isocr, 12, 63 says that the censurers of the Athenian people «at 

rds Te dixas kal Tas Kploes Tus évOdbe yryvouévas Tois cupmdxors Kal Thy Tav Pipa 

elompaiwv diaBarety. 

2 Such separate treaties as to the right of judicature must be meant by 
Arist. ap. Lex. Seguer. 436, 1 (probably from the mutilated conclusion of 
the ’AQ@. moX.): "AOnvatoe drd cupBddrdwr edixagov rots brnxdous: olrws ’ApiororéAns. 
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Girperrl.404.] Administration of the First League, (GueertIl.485-6. 

It appears that suits of the allies were not prepared for trial by 

officials differing according to the character of the case, although 

this was the custom in all suits of Athenian citizens. Presidents at 

All suits of allies (except perhaps murder cases) were lawsuits of 

brought into court by the same board of magistrates, vensener ee 

the éryuedyraf; and they presided in cases of offences against 

Federal institutions, private suits, and éraywyal for murder.' 

So Hesych. drd cvp8ddwv., Poll. 8, 62. In inscrr. these treaties are called 
évu Boral until the beginning of the 4th century: O.LA., IV. 96, I.G.A. 322, 
*Apx. deAr., 1889, p. 26, 1. 18. Arist. by dd cupBdrwv dxdfew cannot mean 
the ovu8o\a customary in the 4th century, which regulated the adminis- 
tration of justice in disputes between different States; C.1.A., II. 108. 
Whether ctuS8ora, II. 86, is a treaty about the administration of justice is 
doubtful. The singular cvuBorov is found later Bull. 8, p. 24, 1. 18, p. 25, 

1, 28, 37. In C.L.A., IL. 308, ciuBoror is probably a treaty for an arbitration 
between two States. Cf. (Dem.) 7, 9-13; (Andoc.) in Alcib. 18; Harp. 
ctuBorta. Itis truethat Arist., Pol., 3,1, p. 59, 7 ff.; 3, 9, p. 72, 18 ff. Bekker 
uses oJuBoda in this sense: but, if he meant céuBodra of this kind in the 

passage cited above, we should have had do cupBddruv dixdgerOac and not 
ducdgew. I cannot adopt Kéhler’s opinion (Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst., 1, 194) 
that these rights of the Athenians were not extended further before the last 
decades of the Athenian Empire. By the treaty with Chalkis, the Chalki- 
dians were empowered to inflict any punishment except death, banishment 
and Atimia. But we do not know how it was with the decisions of private 
‘suits, though there can be no doubt that the treaty of peace contained 
reculations regarding them; cf. Frankel 46ff. Frankel too, p. 46, believes 
that, whenever an ally rebelled and was again subjugated, Athens was in 
the habit of arrogating to herself a share in the rights of judicature. The 

regulations upon this point were different, it would appear, in the case of 
Miletus (C.LA., IV. 22a) from what they were for Chalkis, 

1 The éximedynral presided at trials for offences aguinst Federal institu- 

tions: C.I.A., I. 88; in private suits to judge from C.I.A., [V. 22a fr. c, line 
19: ‘A@qvage rots émiueder(for); and in dmraywyal for murder. For as the 

érimeAnral can be proved to have presided at suits of the allies, we must 

take Antiph., de caede Herod., 17, as referring to them: réy dé d\\wv Sever 
bstis wwmror AOEAnoE KaTaoTHoa eyyuynTas, ovdels mwmor €5€0n. Katrot oi éwipednral 

TY Kakovpywy TH a’r@ xpavrTae vouw Todrw. Here rév xaxovpywy depends on 

vipm, the whole forming an abridged expression for the phrase preserved 
in C.LA., I]. 476: of émi rdv xaxovpywr xeiwevar vouor; cf.§ 9. By all the rules 

of language it is no more and no less possible to connect rév xaxovpywv with 
the words that follow it than it is to connect it with émimeAyral (cf. Lipsius - 
in Meier? 1005, no. 668). The speaker says: ‘“ My imprisonment is illegal, 

as I offered three sureties for my appearance. No other foreigner has ever 

been imprisoned, if he offered bail. And, in point of fact, the ériuednral do 
use this very law about xaxodpyor, t.e. they are bound by the same law as 

oi &vdexa. So that this law, observed in the case of all other foreigners, has 
been disregarded in my case and mine alone.” This gives a clear and 
intelligible sense. But of ériuednrai rdv xakovpywy would be as unprece- 
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Giieert I. 404-6.] Athens. — [Gitpert IT. 486-7. 

The preliminary inquiry, however, was probably held in the 

federal cities, as a rule, by Athenian officers appointed for the 
purpose.? 

In the décor cvpBorarat, that is, suits originating in commercial 
agreements, a distinct procedure seems to have been employed 
Trial of Ska. Within the Athenian League.? In a treaty between 

cupfdrciat. Athens and Phaselis, of some date between 394 and 
387 B.c., it is ruled that any lawsuit, arising from an agreement, 

concluded at Athens, between merchants of Athens and Phaselis, 
should be tried before the zod¢uapxos, but that-suits arising from 

agreements not concluded at Athens should be tried in accordance 

with the provisions of the former treaty with Phaselis. If any 
Athenian official agreed to try suits of this character, in defiance 

of this article of the treaty, his judgment was to be void.2 As 

dented an expression for oi évdexa as if in a military suit, e.g., the defendant 

were to call the Strategoi, who would preside at such a suit, of émipedynrai 

roo mokéuov. Finally, xatrot of émipednral tov Kaxovpywr TS abT@ xpGvrar vduw 
rovTw, if applied to the &dexa, would be an entirely superfluous remark; 
they would, of course, be guided by the law about of xaxodpyo.. The only 

other hypothesis possible is that ray xaxotpywv is a gloss. The speaker—a 

Mytilenaian (§ 77)—might have been summoned before one of the Homicide 
courts (§ 8 sqq.). Whether in that case the érieAnral would have been the 

presiding officers, cannot be proved from this speech. On other allusions 

in it cf. Blass, d. att. Beredsamkeit, 1, 162 ff. 
1 The Athenian d&pyovres, mentioned by Antiph., de caede Herod., 47, seem 

to have conducted the preliminary inquiry. The treaty with Miletus 

C.1.A., IV. 22a fr. c, has, line 18: (a)pds rods &pxovras rods ’AP(yvalwy), line 19: 

’"AOhvate Tots éxtpeder(for). Perhaps the dpxovres, again mentioned line 24 

(‘)oe dpxovres of "AOnva(iwv), held the preliminary inquiry in this case. 
Apxovres among the allies are also mentioned in Arist., Birds, 1050, where 
we cannot suppose that only the éricxora are meant. 

2 Cf. Stahl, p. 6 ff. | 
8 O.1.A., IL. 11 (Hicks 73): (rot)s Sacndtras 7d VAd)(gua dv)aypdwas, 8 re 

du pe(v) "AO(qvnor cupBd)r\aov vyévnrae (xpds P)aonrc(r)dv twa, ’AOH(vyor Tas 

S)lxas yl-yvecOat w(apa TH wod)eudpxw KaOdmrep X(lors kal) dO pydé dwod rA(v dé 

é\Nwv) dard EvuBdrov Kar(a Tas Xiwyv) Evy~Boras mpds Pa(ondlras) ras dixas e(iva)e, 

ras (52. « « +) dedeiv® ddy dé r(wv GAaX0d Gp)x{w)v O(€)E()rau S(ixny Kara) 
hacnirav 7(t)vos, (robrov ph rivjew Karadixas, (GAN’ H wév dixn) [or as Ditten- 
berger, Syll.,57, perhaps more correctly, reads: (rodro 5 dde)ikew xara- 

Sixac(O7, ) ev Six)n] A(kup)os éorw, é(dv 5é ExBiv)a(c) Kox)7 ra eyn( giopeva, 
bp)ec(A)E(T)w (u)up(ias B(paxmads lep)as ry "AOnvalg. Here xar(a rds Xiwv) EyuBords 
is a restoration made by Sauppe, and now adopted by Kéhler, though 
formerly, Herm. 7,159, he read xar(a ras ply) gvyuSords. I agree with A. 

Frankel, pp. 61/2 in doubting Sauppe’s restoration: Kéhler’s original sug- 
gestion seems more probable. With Sauppe’s reading, cara ras Xiwv fuuBodas 

mpds Pacndras must be taken together, “according to the treaty of the 
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Giizert I. 406.] Admznzstration of First League, (Guwert I. 487-8._ 

this treaty between Athens and Phaselis refers to the earlier 
treaty between them only in regard to suits arising from com- 

mercial agreements not concluded at Athens, it is probable that 

the article as to the treatment of suits arising from agreements 

that were concluded there, was not contained in the older treaty. 

From this we may infer that, under the old treaty, the place 

where the agreement was concluded did not determine where the 

case was to be tried. It would appear from this that a Phaselite 
could not in the fifth century be proceeded against at Athens for 
breach of an agreement not concluded there; in other words, he 

could only be sued at Phaselis. And, if this notion be correct, the 

character of other principles, which we can trace in Athenian 

treaties drawn up in the fourth century to settle similar disputed 

questions of jurisdiction, justifies the inference that among the 

principles accepted by the Athenians and their allies this had 

taken its place even in the fifth century: that in all mercantile 

suits the case should be heard at the town where the defendant 

resided. And this supposition seems to be confirmed by at least 
one important piece of evidence.! 

Chians with Phaselis.” But it is not likely that the Athenians would 
refer to a treaty, the protocol of which was not in their possession, without 
quoting the particular clauses intended. If,on the other hand, we take 

mpos Paoydlras with the following ras dlkas, we must make xara rds Xlwv 
éuuBodds mean “ according to the treaty concluded by the Athenians with 
Chios,” which is hardly possible. Stahl, p. 11, reads, car’ (adrds rds) uu- 
BoXds. 

1 In the present edition I have abandoned the position I formerly held 
in regard to the treatment of mercantile suits between Athenians and the 

allies. I now agree with Lipsius in Meier? 996, no. 647. But it seems to 
me that to take dé g¢vu8ddwv in C.1.A., IT. 11 with rds dtkas in spite of the 

interval which separates them, and so make it refer to a treaty to deter- 

mine questions of jurisdiction between Athens and the allies, is a very 

dubious construction on account of the car(a ras mpiv or Xlwv) EvuBodas mpds 
@a(ondiras). The words ér du pév ’AOjvynor cumBdraov yévntar mpds Pacndurav 

‘Twa are answered by ra dda sc. cuuBoraa, and rd ddda dard EvuBdrwv (if we 
take f¥jyuB8orda to mean private commercial agreements) will be merely a 
synonym for this. If this be so, the words in C.1.A., IV. 6la: dr 6 ay 

dpdicBy(rador, dixa)s elvac dwd EvuBdr\wv, will mean, “disputes arising out of 

the commercial agreements previously mentioned are to count as dlka: awd 
tupBddrwr,” te. “are to be decided in accordance with the regulations 
obtaining within the Athenian confederacy, in regard to all suits arising 
from commercial agreements.” We cannot demonstrate from contemporary 

authors that ciufoka meant a private contract. As to the legal principles 

observed by the Athenians in the fourth century in deciding mercantile 
suits between citizens of different cities, cf.(Dem.)7,9. It is best to ignore 
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Grizert I. 406-8.] Athens. [Gripert IT. 488-9. 

Such commercial treaties might be concluded by one private 
company with another, by the State with private persons, or by 

private persons with the State. The most important subjects 
dealt with in them were loans, deposits, rights of citizenship, sales 

and purchases, and rents.!. As has been said, the Athenians, in 
regulating the administration of justice among their allies, allowed 

suits, arising out of these treaties, to be tried at the place where 

the defendant lived. Obviously this was a departure from the 
ordinary custom, and there can be no doubt that Athens, in 

making this concession, was actuated by a desire to extend her 
commerce, the growth of which must have been considerably pro- 

moted by the confidence this system gave the allies as to the 

security of pecuniary transactions with Athenian citizens. 
The political rights of which the Athenians deprived their allies 

were considerable enough to cause the situation of the 
Final result. nike 

latter to be regarded as one of subjection.? 

Antiph., de caede Her., 78; Frinkel 49 ff. has shown that there is some 

lacuna. But evidence of the observance of the principles mentioned in the 
text may be found in Thue. 1,77: cal édhaccovpevor yap év rais EyuBoralats pos 

Tovs Euupdxous Sixas kal wap juiv avrots év Tots duolos vduors rovjoavTes Tas Kploets 

pdrodixety doxodmer,—words of the Athenian ambassadors intended to show 
the moderation of Athens towards her allies. I suppose éAaccovuevor to be 
antithetical to év rots éuolos vouois roujoavres Tas Kpices, and the words rap’ 

juiv abrots in the second clause stand in opposition to the allies in the first 

clause. I translate: “For although we are,on the one hand, unfairly 
treated (te. by the law courts of the allies) in lawsuits arising out of com- 
mercial treaties with the allies, and on the other hand in our own courts 
we decide the cases by laws equally fair (to us and to our allies); in spite of 
all this, we are supposed to be litigious” (cf. Jowett’s translation]. Frankel, 
p. 56 ff. gives another explanation. Kohler in his Urk. u. Untersuch., etc., 
p. 97, 8, takes.an entirely different view of the passage. See also Stahl, 
p. 28 ff. and Herbst on Thuc., p.30ff. [Goodwin, Amer. Journ. of Phil.,1,4; 
Welsing p. 40?.] : 

1 Who the contracting parties in such agreements were is shown by 

C.LA., IV. 61a: (8a 8 &)A\a EvxuBbrata wporod Fv (so I read with Ditten- 
berger, Herm., 16, 188,and Stahl, p. 9) rots i(dudrars wp)ds rods ldtwra(s) H iduiry 

apos Td k(owdy TH Kor)v@ mpds dudry(v) Hedy te A(A)Ao yly(vyrat, dea)Averu m(p)ds 
d\NjNous" Srt 5D ay dudicBy(rGor dixa)s elvac dad EvpBdwv. On obligations 

arising from agreements, and the legal processes by which they were 
enforced, see Meier? 675 ff. That these dicka: dard cup8drwv are not to be 

identified with the Sixac éuropixal, which could be instituted by guropo and 

vatKAnpor only, is proved by the words quoted above from the commercial 

treaty with Selymbria. Frankel, p. 59 ff., is therefore wrong. 

2 Thuc. 1, 98; 3, 10; 6, 76. 
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Giuzert I. 408-9] L7zstory of Second League. [Gitzert IT, 499-91. 

B. The Second League. 

Soon after the victory off Cnidos, when Conon had rebuilt the 

walls of Athens with the help of Persian gold, and prepared the 

way for a new Athenian fleet, the Athenians began to pevelopment 

renew their former connexions with the various cities f the League. 
on the coasts and islands of the Aigean Sea. Here too Conon had 

prepared the ground for them, for, wherever he went with the 
Persian fleet, he favoured the establishment of democracies, which 

naturally were well inclined towards Athens.1 The first state to 

come into closer alliance with Athens was Chios, after the expul- 

sion of its Lacedemonian garrison in 394 B.c. Mytilene, which 

had also liberated itself after the battle of Cnidos, soon followed 

suit, and both towns sent contingents to the Athenian fleet in 

390.2 The Athenians liberated Byzantion in 390, and set up a 
democratic government there; whereupon the Byzantines per- 

mitted Athens to establish a depét for exacting tolls on the 

Bosporos; this however was soon abolished. Calchedon also made 

a friendly alliance with Athens. Samothrace, Thasos, Tenedos, 
Cos and Carpathos soon came over to Athens; but in Rhodes, 

although it had deserted the Spartan alliance as early as 395 B.c., 
it was only after a long struggle between the partisans of Sparta 

and Athens that the latter finally prevailed.2 Lastly in 387 Bc., 
shortly before the peace of Antalkidas, Clazomenai joined the 
alliance. Thus the Athenians had in a few years laid the founda- 

tion of a new League, in arranging which they re-established the 

institutions of their earlier League. The allied States were prob- 

ably autonomous, but the Athenians seem to have had the right 

of establishing garrisons in them; and the cixoory of the later 

period of the Peloponnesian war was revived. The Athenian law 

courts apparently had jurisdiction over various offences committed 

in the allied States. The treaties, which had been concluded 

during the first League, regulating the decision of lawsuits arising 

out of commercial contracts, were now renewed with various 

States; among them being, as we know, Chios and Phaselis.* 

1 Cf. Xen., Hell., 4, 8,12; Diod. 14, 85. 
2 For Chios and Mytilene ef. Diod. 14, 84. 94. 
8 Cf. Xen. 4, 8, 27, 28. 31; 5, 1, 6/7; Dem. 20, 60. 61. For Cos, Rhodes and 

Carpathos cf. the decree of Athens in the Bull., 12, 155/6; for Rhodes 
Diodor. 14, 79 and Busolt’s paper in the 7th Suppl. vol. of the Jahrb. f. el. 
Phil., p. 671 ff. 

* A decree of the Athenian demos of 887 s.c. (Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in 
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Giuzert I, 409.) ; Athens. [Gitzert II. 491-2. 

Even the King’s Peace of 387 B.c. did not sever these connexions 
completely. On the contrary, Chios petitioned Athens for a formal 

treaty of alliance, apprehensive that the oligarchs might make 

some violent attempt now that the coast of Asia Minor was in 
Persian possession. The Athenians granted their request, and a 
defensive alliance was concluded between them, Athens giving 

assurances that she would respect the freedom and autonomy of 

Chios as guaranteed by the King’s Peace.1 Similar alliances 

were in all probability made with Mytilene and Byzantium.? 

The first steps towards the formation of a more extensive League 

were taken by Athens in the summer of 378 B.c.2 Ambassadors 

Ath., 7, 174/5) mentions the Clazomenians as (é7)ore(Aobv)ras KXafouevrious thy 

éxl (O)pacvBovdou eixoorjv. And since the decree directs: (epi dé dpx)ovros 
kal ppovpas duaxetpo(rovijca tov Shwov advri)xa p(d)Aa, ere xp Kalicrdvas efis 

Kdafouevas etre at)roxpdropa etvat epi Tovtwy (rdv Sjuov Toy KAafope)viwy eldv re 

BovAnrat brodéxe(oPac—), Athens must as a rule have had the power of 

putting garrisons in the allied cities. An eixoor# in this period is attested 
in the case of Thasos too: Mitth., 7,313 ff. In a fragmentary decree of 
the Ecclesia dating from this period autonomy is guaranteed to the Eteo- 
carpathoi. Any violation of it is to be punished by fine: dixny dé elva(s mpds 
Geouo)Oéras év A(Onvatos): Bull. 12, 155/6. On the foundation of this new 
league see Swoboda in the Mitth., 7, 188 ff. Beloch, d. att. Politik seit 
Perikles, 344 ff. For the judicial procedure in cupBddara ef. C.1.A., I. 11, 

the treaty with Phaselis, where reference is made to a similar arrange- 

ment with Chios. 
1 See Mitth. d. disch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 2, 188 ff. The passage concerning 

the treaty reads thus: ouuudxous 5 moreto(Oa) Xiovs ém’ édev(e)pig Kal 

avrovoul(a)t uh mapaBalvovras ray év rails oridats yeypappévev mepl THs elpivns 

Mndéev, und’ édv tis AA(A)os wapaBalvyy weiPouevovs kara Td Su(va)rdv* orhoa e 

orn\ny év axpomdre (rpb)o0ev Tod dydduaros, és 52 Tavrnv dva(yp)adew, édy Tis 

ty é€m’’AOnvalovs, BonOe(iv) Xtovs mavri cOd(ve)e kara 7d Svvardy, (Kal) édy tis ty 

(€mri Xi)ous, Bonbety ’AOnvatou(s m)avri cOé(ver xara 7)d Svvarcev. C.I.A., IL. 13 
8388/7 B.c. is a fragment of a decree of honour for a Chian. 

2 Although Busolt, p. 677 ff., doubts the accuracy of the testimony of 

Isocr. 14, 28 for the period after 387 B.c.: cal Xto. wév cal Muridnvaior Kat 
Bujavrio: cuumapéveway, it has been confirmed by inscriptions so far as the 
Chians are concerned, and this makes it much more credible for the case 
of Mytilene and Byzantium too. In the fragments of the treaty between 

Athens and Mytilene, at the foundation of the second Athenian League, an 
earlier treaty is referred to; cf. C.LA., II. 18, 

3 Busolt p. 679 ff. says that the Athenians took the first steps towards 

founding the League immediately after the liberation of Thebes ; Schaefer, 

Den. u. s. Zeit., 11, 16 ff., relying on Xen. 5, 4, 84 and Plut., Pelop., 15, says 
that nothing was done till after the acquittal of Sphodrias in summer 
378 B.c. I think the latter view the more probable, though Diod. 15, 28 

certainly puts Sphodrias’s attempt after the fuundation of the League. 
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were sent to the cities unfriendly to Sparta, inviting them to 
unite with Athens in a League for securing against Spartan 

aggression the freedom and autonomy guaranteed by the King’s 

Peace.t The League thus formed was simply an extension of the 
alliance already existing between Athens and Chios. ‘The first 
States to join the League were Chios, Mytilene, Methymna, Rhodes 
and Byzantium, and they were soon followed by Thebes.? Harly in 

377 B.C., to remove the distrust of Athens still prevalent in 

Greece, an authoritative declaration was put forth, by decree of — 

the Athenian Demos, of the principles on which the constitution 

of the League should be based, and by which its administration 
Should be governed. During the next few years after this the 

successful operations of Chabrias and Timotheus induced many 
other States to join the League, each concluding a special treaty 

with Athens.2 In 374 B.c., when the Lacedeemonians recognised 

the naval hegemony of Athens, in the peace then concluded at 

Sparta, the League already numbered about 60 members, and 

by 357 B.c. they had increased to about 75.4 

Nevertheless the permanence of the League was by no means 

1 Diod. 15, 28; C.LA., IL 17, 1. 9 sq.: Srws av Aa(xe)d(asudsvy)or éSor rods 
"EdAnvas édevé(p)ous (kal) adrovduous jovxtay dyev Thy xwpav) éxovras éu BeBai 

th(v éavrav)—. (Oi és rods cvupd)xous mpecBedcarres are mentioned in C.1.A., 
II. 18 also. 

4 Diod, 15, 28. Chios heads the list of allies: C.I.A., II. 17, 1. 79; ef. also 
1, 23 sq. Chios, Mytilene, Methymna, Rhodes and Byzantium were already 
members of the League when C.1.A., II. 17 was written, for their names are 
inscribed by the same hand as the decree above them. Fragment of the 
treaty with Mytilene: C.I.A., I1.18; with Byzantium: IJ.19. An Athenian 
decree permitting the people of Methymna, who were already in alliance 
with Athens, to enter the League is in Bull. 12, 1838/9. For Thebes cf. 
Diod. 15, 29; C.LA., IL. 17. 23 sq.; Fabricius in the N. Rh. Mus., 46, 595 ff. 

§ C.1.A., II. 17 contains this declaration. See Schaefer, Dem. u. s. Zeit., 
1}, 29 ff. The same inscription gives the list of the allies. This list and 
the dates of the admittance of the various cities have been discussed by 
Schaefer, commentat. de soc. Ath. Chabriae et Timothet aetate in tab. pub. 
inscriptis, and by Busolt, op. cit., p. 737 ff. See also Fabricius, op. cit., 597 ff. 
The treaties made by Athens with the various States have been preserved 

in a more or less fragmentary condition; that with Mytilene: C.I.A., II. 
18; with Byzantium: II. 19; with Chalkis: II. 176; with Kerkyra: IL., 49h, 
complete Bull., 18, 354 ff. 

4 For the number of the allied States see Busolt, p. 768 ff. He makes the 
statement of Aisch., de Fals. Leg., 70—(cf. Diod. 15, 830)—refer to 857 z.c., 

Schaefer, Dem. u. s. Zeit. 1', 52, makes it refer to 373 z.c. For the peace of 
374 z.c. and the recognition of Athenian maritime supremacy by Sparta cf. 
Diod. 15, 38; Busolt, ib., 771 ff. 
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secure. After the peace of 371 B.c. Thebes deserted, and in 370/69 

she was followed by the cities of Eubcea, which were not re- 

covered till 357.1. Asa result of the naval expedition of Epami- 
nondas in the spring of 364 or 363 Byzantium definitely abandoned 

the League, and in other allied towns too movements hostile to 

Athens apparently occurred, which it required energetic measures 
to suppress.?. But the rudest shock to the stability of the League 
was inflicted by the outbreak of what was called the Social War 

in 357 B.c. Chios, Rhodes, Cos and Byzantium, through the 
intrigues of the Carian dynast Maussollos, were induced to form 

a League hostile to Athens. The establishment of Athenian 

Cleruchs in Samos and Potidea, and the interference of Chares 

in the party warfare at Kerkyra may have been the immediate 

occasions of this step ; but it was to a great extent the result of oli- 

garchic intrigues. The peace of 355 B.c. recognised the seceding 

States as independent of the Athenian League; and other allied 

towns which had remained neutral during the war now practically 

severed themselves from the alliance, Athens being too exhausted 

to prevent them.’ After this the League dragged on a nominal 

existence till the battle of Chaironeia, when it was finally dis- 
solved.4 

The original object of the Second Athenian Confederacy® was 

to lend assistance to any member that required it for the main- 

1 For Eubcea cf. Xen. 6, 5, 23; 7,5,4. For the recovery of the island 
see Busolt, ib., p. 816 ff.; Schaefer, Dem. u. seine Zeit, 11, 142 ff. 

2 Of. Diod. 15, 79, where it is said of Epaminondas in reference to Rhodes, 
Chics and Byzantium: idlas ras wéders rots OnBalois éolnoev. Isocr. 5, 53 

shows that the expedition went as far as Byzantium. Byzantium was 
never recovered: Busolt 810/1. Kohler, Miith. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 
2,142 ff., sees another result of Epaminondas’s expedition in the hostile 
proceedings of the Kean towns against Athens described in an Athenian 
decree which he publishes. On this decree see also Hartel, Stud. ub. att. 
Staatsrecht u. Urkundenw., p. 88 ff. 

8 Cause of the Social War: Dem. 15,3. For the Athenian Cleruchies at 
Samos and Potidea see Schaefer, Dem. u. seine Zeit, 11, 87/8. 90. Busolt, 

p. 804 f. maintains that they were justifiable. Chares and the civil dis- 

sensions at Kerkyra: Diod. 15, 95; Ain., Takt., 11,7. Busolt, 821 ff, refutes 
the statement that the second Athenian empire was a mere arbitrary 

domination. For the peace of 355 n.c. and its sequel see Busolt, p. 858 ff. 
4 Paus. 1, 25, 3 says of Philip: ’A@nvalos 5¢ Adyw cuvPéuevos Epyy ohas 

pddwora éxdxwoe, vicous Te ddedduevos kal Tis és TA vauTiKa Tavoas apxijs. 

5 The terms of the alliance have been discussed by Boeckh, Pub. Ec., 1, 
646 ff.; Rehdantz, vite Iphier. Chabr. Timoth., p. 54 ff. ; Mucaiany Deni u. 

s. Zeit, “41, 25 ff. ; Busolt, pp. 684-737. 
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tenance of its freedom and autonomy against Spartan aggression.* 

In course of time this professed object became un- opjects of the 
meaning, as all danger from Sparta disappeared, and “easue. 
the League continued to exist simply because Athens would not 

permit its dissolution, Since the terms of alliance recognised the: 

King’s Peace of 387 B.c., only those Hellenes or barbarians on the 

mainland or coast could be admitted, who were not subjects of the 

Persian king. All the States of the League were to be autono- 

mous, and to live under any form of government they pleased, and 
they were not to be required to admit any Athenian garrisons or 

officials.? 

There were two parties to the League, the Athenians and the 

_allies; the interests of the latter were represented by the Federal 

Council. Accordingly the official title of the League was go. stitution 
oi “A@nvaior kal of cvppayxou® Athens wasthe Hegemon of the 

of the League, and as such exercised supreme control ae bet 
over military matters and represented the League in foreign 

affairs.4 The Federal Council, of civedpo trav cvppdyov, was an 
assembly of representatives of the allied States; each State, irre- 

spective of its size, had one vote in the Council. The Council sat 

at Athens, where its members appear to have permanently re- 

sided.o As regards the rights and duties of the allies, we must 

1 C.LA., IL. 17, 1. 9 ff: dws dv Aa(Ke)5(arud)yroc €Sot rods "EXAnvas édevOE(p)ous 
(kal) adrovouous houxlay dyew r(hyv xdpav) exovras éu BeBaly Th(v éavrav). 1.46 

Sqq. éay d€ Tis (’y) éwl rodéuy emi T(od)s rornoapévous Thy cuppaxlay } Kara y(A)v 

}) kara Oddarray, BonBey ’APnvatovs kal rods cupudxous Trov’ros Kal Kara yi Kal 

kata Oadarrav wavtl cbéver kara Td Suvaror. 

| 2? O.LA., IL. 17, 1.15 sq.: édy res BowN(nra trav “EX)Ajvwv } Tov BapSdpwr ray 
ev (qrelpy év)orkotvTuv 7) Taw vyciwrav, bo(or wh Bacr)déws eloiv, AOnvalwy cbupax(os 

elvat k)ai Tov ouppaxwr, éteivar ai(r)a(s EevOep)y SvTe Kal abrovdum, rodur(evouer wp 

mwodirelav iv av Bovdnrat, sip Aaland eladexouévy unre ApxovTa vro(dex oudvp 
mare popov pépovr. Of. II. 1 

: 3 For the official title of oe League cf. C.1.A., I. 17.19. See also Bull. 
12, 1388/9, where, at the admission of the Methymnaians, the Strategoi and 
Hipparchoi appear as representatives of Athens, while the ovvedpo rav 
cupnpaxwy represent the allies. 

4 Diod. 15, 28; Xen., de Vect.,5,6. In 857/6 in the Social War Athens 
had gpovpol in Andros (C.LA., II. 62), though in general the allies were not ~ 
required to receive a ¢povpd; cf. C.LA., II. 17,122. Athenian dpyovres in 
the Hellespont 355/4 .c.: II. 69. 

> Inscriptions style the Council ol civedpa rav cupudxwv ; cf. C.1.A., I. 17, 
1, 43/4; Bull. 12, 189; cf. also Asch. in Ctes.74. In C.LA., 11.51. 57b we have 
simply of c¥upaxor. Diod. 15, 28: érdxOn 8 ard rijs cows yuduns 7d ev cuvédprov 

év tais “AOjvats cuvedpedvew, wd 8 éx’ tons kal peyddnv kal mixpay judas Wihpouv 
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suppose that there never were any articles of Federation proper in 

which these were precisely defined, but that Athens made sepa- 

rate treaties with the various States, all of them to much the 

same effect. 
The Federal Council represented the common interests of the 

allies, as distinct from those of Athens, Athens herself not being 
represented in the Council.1 The Federal Council was a purely 

deliberative assembly. When we remember how the voting was 

taken, that each State had one vote and one only, whatever was 

its power and importance, we can hardly imagine that Athens was 

in any way bound by the decisions of the Council, where a majority 

of votes might sometimes be nothing more than the voice of a large 

number of small towns. Community of interests made a- conflict 

of opinion between the Federal Council and the Athenian Ecclesia 

a very rare occurrence; still, whenever such an event did occur, 

the will of the dominant city prevailed. This is shown by the 
proceedings in connexion with the peace of Philocrates in 346 B.c., _ 

when the Federal representatives had to swear to observe the 

kuplay elvat. That the Federal Council remained permanently at Athens is 
not proved by Isoer. 14, 21, but seems probable from the fact that Aésch., de 

Fals. Leg., 86, cites rods cuvéépovs Tay cuppdxwv as witnesses to an event that 

happened in the Federal Council 3 years previously ; Busolt, p. 693; cf 
Lenz, d. Synedrion d. Bundesgen. im 2 Ath. Bund, pp. 6/7. Kénigsberg. A 

civedpos Tay Tevediwy is mentioned in ’E@. dpx. 1886, p. 187 = Herm. 24, 1834/5. 
C.1.A., IT. 52c shows that single States might have more than one aivedpos 

at Athens; see Héck in the Jahrd. f. cl. Phil., 1878, p. 473 ff. In that case 
of course they still had only one vote between them. 

1 We may infer from C.I.A., II. 17 that there were no Articles of Federa- 

tion, defining the constitution of the League. Had there been, the pro- 
visions concerning the League in this decree would have been superfluous : 
and further, the names of thenew States admitted would have been recorded 
not in this decree, but in the Act of Federation. The treaties of alliance 

were in general made by each State separately with Athens; cf. C.LA., II. 

49, 109. 17b. 496.= Bull. 18, 354 ff., 12,189. The conclusion of no. 49, so far 
as it is legible, will not justify us in arguing from it, as Lenz 16 ff. does, 
that the Federal Council had any voice as to the reception of new members. 

In the passage in question the allies are required to be parties to the oath 
of allegiance, but so also are the Knights, though we cannot suppose that 

the Knights had any special rights in the matter. See also Bull. 12, 139. 
576 is no exception, for that inscription is simply a treaty between Athens 

_ and her allies on the one part and the Peloponnesian States there men- 
tioned on the other. See also Lenz p. 17 ff. The treaty by which Kerkyra 
joined the League is headed: cuuyaxla Kopxupaiwy xat’A@nvalwy (el)s rov (det) 

xpovoyv: Bull. 13, 354. 
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conditions of the peace, though it was made against their ex- 

pressed opinion.! 
The usual course of procedure in Federal affairs was that a 

dogma was drawn up by the Federal Council, and sent up to the 

Athenian Boule for discussion. If it met with the arias as 

approval of the Boule, it was adopted by that body in inthe 
. i Cer : ° t 

their probouleuma, with an intimation that it had Meret 
primarily proceeded from the Federal Council. If the er pene 

Boule did not approve of it, an amendment or counter- 
proposal of the Boule was sent, with the original dogma, for the 
consideration of the Ecclesia. In either case, the final decision 

rested with the Ecclesia.2 The Athenian Boule sometimes requested 

the Federal Council to send their dogma direct to the Ecclesia ; 

but this was probably a departure from the ordinary rule. Here 
again, of course, the Ecclesia,determined what course should be 

taken. 

1 The ddyua Trav cvpudywv concerning peace with Philip 346 z.c. in Aisch., 
Fals. Leg., 60 sq., in Ctes. 69. 70, was rejected by the Athenian Ecclesia 
on the 19th of Elaphebolion, and a few days afterwards the Ecclesia decreed 
that the allies should be required to swear to keep the peace concluded in 
opposition to their déyua; cf. Asch. in Ctes. 78/4. Hock, op. cit., 475 ff., 

arguing against Busolt, p. 691. 701/2, supposes that the allies had consented 
to the Athenian decree in the interval (see also Lenz, p. 60), but this is a 
mere conjecture which cannot be proved, and seems to me highly improb- 
able. I see no sufficient reason for supposing that the limitation of the 
Federal Council to merely deliberative functions, ag Busolt, p. 691 (see also 
Hartel, Demosth. Stud., 2, 46/7. 82) correctly describes it, was true of the 
period after the Social War merely. 

2 Cf. C.L.A., IL 57b: (érecdy 5)é of ciupaxor Sbypa elotveyxay els (rhv Bovdhy 

d )éxec Oar Ti cuppaxlav, Kaba émrayyé\(Aovrat ol ’Ap)kddes kai ’Axacol kal "Hre?vor kar 

Pre(tdorot, kal } Bov)Ay mpovBovAevcev kara Tavra 5¢55(xOar) x. rr. See Kohler, 

Afitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 1,198, That this was the usual procedure 
is the view adopted by Lenz also, p. 33. The history of the peace of 
Philocrates shows that the Ecclesia had the ultimate voice when the 
Federal Council and the Boule made different proposals. 

8 The evidence for this procedure is supplied by C.I.A., II. 51, discussed 
by Kohler in the Mitth. d. dtsch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 1, 18 ff; see also Hock, 
in the Jahrb. f. cl. Phil., 1883, 515 ff. I agree with Hartel, demosth. Stud., 
2, 48 ff. (see also Busolt, p. 690), in opposition to Kohler, that the inscription 
shows no distinction between the letter of Dionysios and the oral messages 
of the envoys. The expressions wepl Trav ypauudrwv dv treupyerv Arcovicios and 

wept Gv éyovet, 1.€. ol rpécBets of mapa Acovyalov Hxovres, are, in my opinion, too, 
mere synonyms. The subject-matter of Dionysios’s message is referred to 

in 1. 33 sq., where it says of him and his sons: Bon(Goicw rH Bac)iréws el(p})vy 
hy €(r)oujoa(vro APnvato) Kat Aaxedarudvio(c) x(a)t (ol dro “ENAnves), which in 
one point, at any rate, agrees with the contents of the ypduuara |. 5 sqq. 
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The occasions on which it was customary to obtain a dogma of 
the Federal Council were mainly those when foreign affairs were 

Competence to come under discussion.! Thus, the Federal Council 

yoreen gave its opinion on questions of war, peace, and 
Council. alliance; it sometimes sent representatives on em- 

bassies along with Athenian ambassadors; its members sometimes 

ratified treaties of peace or alliance by oath.? Further, a dogma 

of the Federal Council was apparently customary when it was 

proposed: to occupy an allied town with an Athenian garrison,? or 

when the employment of the revenues of the League upon some 
object was to be sanctioned.4 Lastly, the Federal Council acted as 

The Boule proposed in return for this the grant of Athenian citizenship to 

Dionysios and his sons. The inferences which have been drawn from the 

formule of this inscription are none of them certain. Lenz, p. 84, does not 

convince me. That C.I.A., II. 52 is in close connexion with 51 cannot be 
demonstrated. 

1 Lex. Seguer. 802, 14: civedpo of dad Trav cupydxywy pera Tov ’APnvalwv 

BovNevouevor mepl Trav mpayyudrwv. 

2 C.1.A., II. 51. 57b. Hock, op. cit., p. 477 (see td. in the Husum Progr., 

1881, p. 8 ff., and also Lenz, p. 24 ff.) goes much too far when he infers from 
the oaths taken by the Athenians and Kerkyraians, at the admittance of 
the latter into the naval alliance in 3875/4 B.c., C.LA., II. 49), that the 
Athenians could not commence war or make peace in cases where the 

League was interested without the consent of a majority of the Federal 

Council. Cf. the passage in the treaty between Athens and Kerkyra: 
wd(A)e(u)ov ¢ kal elpjynv wh e€etvar K(opxup)ators roujcacda (d)vev’A(Onvalwv) cal 
(rod. r)AjOous Tay cuupdx ov rovety Sé ka(i) Tada Kata Ta Sbymara TaY cuppdaxwr, 

and the corresponding oath of the Kerkyraians (1. 31 sqq.): mep(t) rodéu(o)u 

k(at elp)i(vns mpdéw xabdr)e xa ’A(O)nvalo(e)s K(a)t (re) w(Ajbe Trav cuppdax)wv 
(S0)xy x(al r&)AN(a) wou(jow kara Ta Obyuara) Ta AOnva(l)wv Kal 7H)y (cuppdxwr) 

and the passage in the oath of the Athenians (1. 20 sq.): xat wepi rodéuou 
kal elpnyvns mpdéw xabiri dy TH TARO Tov cuppdxwv Soxp kal TaAAA Torjow KaTa 
(rd d)dyuara roy cuppdxwv. These passages all assume that the Athenians 

and the allies always agreed in their opinions. Who had the preponderant 

voice in matters on which they did not agree is shown by the conclusion 
of the peace of Philocrates. Federal Council swearing to observe treaties: 
Aitth. d. disch. arch. Inst. in Ath., 2, p. 144, 1. 57/8; Bull. 12,189. In 871 B.c. 
the entire Federal Council was at the peace congress at Sparta, and swore 
to observe the peace: Xen. 6, 38, 19. The civedpa swore to the peace of 

Philocrates: Asch. in Ctes. 74; Fals. Leg., 85; previously only Aglaocreon 

of Tenedos, whom the Athenians elected for the purpose from among the 

civedpx, went with the Athenian ambassadors to Philip: Msch., Fails. 

Leg., 20. 

8 C.1.A., Il. 176; see Hick, p. 479. An Athenian dpywv at Arkesine in 
Amorgos: Bull. 12,225; in Andros: Aisch. in Tim, 107. 

4 C.1LA., II. 62 records an employment of the cuvrdtes «(ard ra) 56(yuar)a 
1(&)v cumpdxwv; in II, 108, 117 decrees on the subject are made by simple 
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the court of justice for trying certain classes of offences against 

the fundamental principles of the League.! 
For the first few years after the foundation of the League 

probably no contributions of money were exacted from the allies. 
This is indicated by the fact that the allies were fpegeral 

pledged to mutual assistance, and by the statement in ‘Xs. 

the Athenian declaration of the principles of the League that none 

of the allies should be required to pay tribute.? But soon the 
same change which had taken place in the character of the first 

League began to transform the second. The smaller States com- 

muted their liability to military service for the payment of an 
annual sum of money; the citizens of the larger States continued 

to serve in person.’ To avoid the hated name of tribute, which 

might have awakened memories of the First Confederacy, these 
payments were styled ovvrages, or contributions. The quotas 

were fixed by decree of the Athenian Ecclesia, and this might be 

resolution of the Ecclesia. Lenz, p. 24, holds that the Athenians could not 
make use of the owrdées except when the Federal Council had passed a 
resolution to that effect. 

1 Any Athenian who became owner of property within the territory of 
the allies was brought before the cognisance of the civedpo. Trav cuppdxwr, 

who confiscated his property: C.I.A., II. 17,1. 41 sq., and again 1. 51 sqq.: 
éay 5€ tis elry } Emipndlon i) dpxwv 7 i(d)usrns mapa rbd Td bend eia ws Ave TL Set 

Tav év TEdE TH Wydhlopare elpnuév(wr, b)rapxérw plév) adr@ driww elvar Kal Ta 
(xp)ima(ra avr)od dnuboia ~orw Kal THs O(eoG 7)d émid(éxa)rov Kal KpwécOw ev 

"AOnr(alo)is kal rois cumpdxors ws Siaddwv 77}(r) ouppaxla(y, S)nuovyrwv dé avbrov 

Gavdry 7) puyn, o6(mep) "APnvator cal of cippaxor xparodor(v). Lenz, p. 9 ff., 

makes the judicial functions of the Federal Council more extensive, and ‘ah 

p. 15 ff. he infers from 1. 41 ff that it had even a power of general super- 
vision. 

* C.LA., II. 17, 1. 46 sq., 23. 
8 Busolt’s daktention: p. 708 ff, that all the allies paid contributions, is 

rightly rejected by Habn in the Vahrb, f. cl. Phil., 1876, p. 455 ff. Xen. 6, 
2, 1 shows that Thebes paid no cuvrdtes. See also Schaefer, Dem. wu. s. 

Zeit, 11,27. In the words of the Kerkyraians in Xen. 6, 2,9: é& ovdewdas 
yip wodews tiv ye ’AOnvdv ore vais obre xphuara melova dv yevécOar, xphuara 

refers to the money spent on their own fleet; see Hahn, p. 458. Lenz’s 

arguments to the contrary, p. 22,do not appear sound. Cf. Isocr. 7, 2, a 
piece of evidence not invalidated by Busolt’s criticisms, p. 711 ff.: &o7ep 

THs Todews—éEre dé cuupdxous éExovans Toddods mev Tods EéToluws hulv, Fv Te Séy, 

BonOjoovras, word dé wrelous rods Tas cvvTdées broreodvras Kal Td mpocrarrbuevov 
wovouvras. 

‘Cf. Harp. ctyragis—édeyov 58 Kal rods pédpous ouvrdges, éredh xaerds 

Epepov of “ENAnves 7d Tav Pdpwv bvoua, Kaddorpdrov orw kahécavros, ws gpyot 

Oedroumos év b Pidivrmixay, 
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attacked by a ypady wapavopwv.t The cuvrages were usually paid 

by the allies at Athens. If they fell into arrears, payment was 
exacted by force.? 

The ovrragers were paid into the federal treasury, out of which 

all war expenses were defrayed. Besides this, the Strategoi were 

often instructed to exact contributions for purposes of war direct 

from the allies.2 The amount of the annual revenue from ovrrdges 
during the most flourishing period of the League cannot be stated 

with precision.4 
The autonomy of the allies, though recognised by Athens as a 

leading principle of the League when it was first founded, seems 

Gugeanin 10 have been subjected to some limitations, as regards 
Court of the administration of justice, where States had seceded 
Justice. and been recovered by conquest, or had been compelled 

to join the League against their will. At any rate, the treaty 

which Athens made with the towns of Keos, when that island, 

after seceding in 364/3, in consequence of Epaminondas’ naval 

expedition, had been again subdued, allowed an appeal to Athens 

irom judgments given by the Kean courts of justice.5 Again, in 

1 (Dem.) 58, 37/8. 
2 Luvrdées as a rule brought by the allies to Athens: Plut., Phok., 7. 

For exaction of arrears see Mitth., 2, 142, 1. 13: of ppnudvor brd Siyov 

elompadr(r)ew Ta dperroueva xphuara Tov vnowrav. C.1.A., II. 62. 

5 The existence of a Federal chest is shown by C.I.A., IT. 17, 1. 45/6; II. 65. 
Fines were also paid into it. The ovvrdtess=war funds: (Dem.) 49, 49: é« — 
yap Tov Kowa ovvratewv 4 pucOodopla iv TE orpareduart. Particular cuvrates 

would be assigned to the Strategoi; e.g. to Chares, Charidemos, and 
Phokion, (xp)quara trav cuvratewy trav édh AéoBy: C.1.A., IL. 108; Cf. Isocr. 15, 

118; (Dem.) 49, 49. ; 

* Busolt’s computation, p. 723 ff., is purely conjectural. See also Hahn 

461 ff According to Dem. 18, 234 the cuvrdtes in 355 B.c. amounted to 
45 tal.; before 346 B.c., according to Asch., Fals. Leg., 71, 60 tal. 

5 Cf. the Athenian decree of 363/2 B.c. published by Kohler in the Miith. 2, 
p. 142 ff. (= Dittenberger 79), and Kéhler’s remarks ibid. Line 44 sq. says, 
with reference to a particular class of people who are to be banished from 

Iulis and their property confiscated : éay dé (rwes r&v) droypapgeTwr audic- 
Byr&oe ph evar totirwy T&(v dvdp&)v, ékeivac adrots évyunras KaTaorHoact mpos 

(r)ov(s) o(rp)arnyovds tovs *IovAtnrav rpidxovta juepdv Sixa(s brocxet)y (xa)ra 

T(ov)s Spkous kal Tas cuvOjKas év Kéw cal (év rH éxx)Ajr@ moder AOHvnot. Simi- 

larly the passage in the oath of the Kean towns, 1. 74 sq.: ras 6¢ dixas cai 

(ras ypapas) . . . mdoas éxxAjrous . . . (éx)ardv Spaxpds (a restoration 

of the passage is given in Dittenberger) must be regarded as referring to 
appeals to Athens. The maximum limit of 100 dr. seems to occur again 

in an inscription, probably from Arkesine in Amorgos, Bull. 12, 230 ff, 1. 
49: efeivar adrod di(kdoacdat ém’) dorixod Sixacrnpiov péxpr éxar(dv Spaxucv). 
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the case of Naxos, when the island was obliged to surrender in 

consequence of- the Athenian victory off Naxos 376 B.c.,! a treaty 

was concluded, making Athens the &xAyros rods for the épéoipox 

dikat of the Naxians.? 

C. The Athenian Cleruchices. 

The planting of Cleruchies contributed very materially to the 

growth of Athenian supremacy over the first League; when the 

second League was founded the Athenians explicitly History of 

pledged themselves not to plant any Cleruchies.? Nothe Athenian 
part of the Athenian policy was so odious to the Naish u(t 

Szanto has restored and discussed this inscription in Mitth. 16, 38 ff. 
Again, in the decree of the Kean town Coresos, after directions as to the 
legal proceedings to be instituted at Coresos in case of violation of the 
laws concerning the export of red earth, the decree continues: (eiv)ae (dé) 
kal pec 'AOjvate cal rH pivarre kal TO évdel(Eavrr). Cf. C.LA., IL. 546, 1. 20. 
Sonne, de arbitris externis, quos Graecit adhibuerunt ad lites et intestinas et 
peregrinas componendas, 104 ff., Goett., 1888, refuses to admit that an appeal 
lay to Athens, and understands by éxxdyros rods the State to which juris- 
diction was entrusted for a shorter or longer period by one or more towns. 

1 Schaefer, Dem. u. s. Zeit, 11, 38, cf. his de soc. Ath., 10 ff., is right in dating 
the accession of Naxos to the Athenian League immediately after the battle 
of Naxos. Busolt, p. 757 f., holds that Naxos never joined the League, but 
this is controverted with good reason by Hahn, pp. 465/6. We cannot 
imagine that after his victory Chabrias would have omitted to resume the 
blockade and reduce Naxos to capitulation. The statement of Diod. 15, 
35: XaBplas uev ody érigav} vavuaxlay vixhoas Karémdevoe pera ToAAGY Aagupay 

els Tov Iletparaé does not prove that he did not, before his return to Athens, 
induce various States to join the League, as Dem. 20, 77 says that he did. 

2 The fragments of the treaty are published by Kumanudes in the ’A@jp., 
7, p. 95; he dates the inscription in the first quarter of the fourth century. 

In 1.6 ff. we read: éréca 5 &(v)—(rod) "AwéddAwvos Kara Tods vbuous —(7d)y diatTy- 
Tixdv vouov, édv pev o(i)—(dixac)ripiov 7d év Ndéw, ra 5¢ mpocaryo(—)ra Ta éx Tob 
véuou’ Tos 5é Oeomobéras—(ka)ra Tov vomov éay 5é wh cuppPépwvrar (—) 7d dixac- 

rihprov TO AOhvynce’ Ta dé rpo— (é)av hoonOn’ wloOov Se rots Sixacrat(s mapéxew Tov 

5juov tov ’APnvalw)y, év b¢ ry éxxAnTw Tapéxew Nakio(vs)—(A)auBdvovras Ta Te 

mpuTaveta Kal Ta—(é)vdryew 5é Tas épectmous Slkas x(al)—(éo)rw rods Oecpodéras els 

tov xp—. No certain restoration is possible. I believe the fragments 
justify us in conjecturing with fair probability the arrangements described 
in the text. Sonne 73, 46 gives a restoration consistent with his theory; 

another by Szanto is in the Mitth. d. dtsch. Arch., etc. 16, 42/3. 
8 C.LA., IL. 17, 1. 85 sq.: (4)rd Navowlxov dpxo(vr)os wh eEetvar unre ldig pyre 

Snuoc(l)g "APnvalwy under éyxricacba év r(a)is Ta cuppaxwv Xwdpats uyjre olklay 

pare xwplov pre mprauévy pjre bwobe(ujévy pre GdAw rpbrw pnOevl. The 

Athenians, it is true, planted Cleruchies during the second League, in 
spite of this,in Samos: Schaefer, Dem. u. s. Zeit., 11, 87/8, in Potidaia: 
Schaefer 11, 90, in Sestos: Schaefer 11, 400; 21, 28 ff. 
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members of the first League as this system of Cleruchies. Asa 

natural consequence, on the disastrous termination of the Pelopon- 

nesian war, the Athenians were forced to abandon those they had 

established in the fifth century... Even Lemnos, Imbros and 

Skyros were then lost, but we soon find these three islands again 
in the possession of the Athenians; they were recognised as 
Athenian property by the King’s Peace of 387 B.c., and in later 

times they still appear, though with some temporary interruptions, 

as Athenian possessions. Even the Romans in 197 B.c. gave 
Athens Imbros and Skyros, which she had held up to 200 B.c., and 

added Paros; in 166 B.c. these possessions were increased by the 

grant of Lemnos and Delos (also former possessions of Athens), 

and of her ancient frontier town Haliartos.3 

The lands on which the Athenian Cleruchs of the fifth century 
Gite, Ore planted were acquired by Athens, either by right 

Types of of conquest, or by pacific agreements with the States 
Cleruchies. +. which they originally belonged. In the first case 

the earlier population was completely removed and a compact terri- 

tory was formed, inhabited exclusively by Cleruchs; or, if the 

former owners were only deprived of a portion of their lands, the 

Cleruchies lay, scattered here and there, in the midst of the 
territory retained by the older inhabitants. In the second case, 

where the Athenians acquired the territory pacifically in return 

for some equivalent concession,—generally a reduction of tribute, 

1 Cf. Xen., Mem., 2, 8,1. In my opinion the provisions in the decree of 
the Ecclesia 378/7 n.c.,C.LA., II. 17, 1. 25 sq.: rots dé rounoapév(or)s cumpaxlav 

apds "A@nvatous kal rods ov(uu)dxous dpeivar Tov Shuov td eyxrjpara O(m)bo" ay 
ruyxdvy bv(ra 4 1d:)a (4 5)nuocla ’AP(n)vatwy ev rH x(Wpa TGy wowov)mévwr Thy cUL- 

paxlav x(al wept rovrwy m)icrw Sodvac (’APnvatous) (cf. Diod. 15, 29), refer, not 
as Schaefer supposes (Dem. u. s. Zeit., 11,30), to estates still occupied by 

Athenians, but to claims to property, dating from the period of the first 

League. 
2 Among the terms of peace in the Skytale of the Ephors in Plut., Lys., 

14, was: xal éxBdvtes éx wacGv T&v rédkewy Tay abTrav yay éxovres. Andoc., de 
Pace, 12, shows that even Lemnos, Imbros and Skyros were relinquished. 

Before the peace of 887 the Athenians had again occupied these islands, 
though the possession was disputed (cf. Xen. 4,8, 15), and was not formally 
guaranteed till the peace was made. Cf. Xen. 5, 1, 31. 

8 Of. Liv. 33, 30 (adicit Antias Valerius) Atheniensibus insulas datas 
Parum (so Cod. Mogunt. for the Vulg. Lemnum), Imbrum, Delum (?), 
Scyrum. For their acquisitions after the defeat of Perseus cf. Polyb. 30, 

13 (21). For the history of the Athenian Cleruchies see Kohler in the 
Mitth..1, 257 ff., 5, 278/9; Wachsmuth, d. St. Ath., 1, 637 ff. 
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—theCleruchies were scattered allotments within the territory of 
the other State.t 

The Athenians had two reasons for sending out their Cleru- 

chies. First, they served to secure the supremacy of Seale 
Athens in the League, and may be regarded, according the Cleruchy 

to the manner in which they were founded, either as *¥*%°™ 
Athenian military outposts, or as permanent garrisons.2, The 

second object in view was to secure the means of livelihood 

for needy Athenians by granting them allotments of land.® 
The Cleruchs were accordingly taken from the lower Solonian 

census classes. The size of the allotments of land varied in the 

different Cleruchies according to the quality of the land to be’ 

allotted; but the income each Cleruch was to be granted was 

fixed normally at a certain amount, which may be estimated from 
the annual revenues of the Cleruchs of Lesbos at 200 drachmas 
per annum. Now an annual revenue of 200 drachmas corresponds 
to the minimum census of the Zeugitai. Hence Thetes, sent out 

as Cleruchs, were thereby promoted into the class of Zeugitai.> In 
this way the State obtained an accession of military strength; for 

the hoplite forces, in which the Thetes did not serve, were con- 

siderably increased by the transformation of so many Thetes into 

Zeugitai. In about 50 years of the fifth century Athens can be 
proved to have sent out more than 10,000 Cleruchs, and to have 
thus increased her hoplite forces by that number of men.® 

1 For the various kinds of Cleruchies distinguished in the text see 
Kirchhoff in the Abh. d. Berl. Ak., 1873, p. 1 ff., where there is also a list of 
the Cleruchies planted in the fifth century. 

2 The military object, Plut., Per.,11: ¢éBov 5é kat ppovpdy rod wh vewrepltew 

Tt wapaxarotkigwy Tois cvuypdxos. Cf. Isocr. 4,107. In 441 s.c. the Samian 

hostages were left in the custody of the Cleruchs in Lemnos: Thue. 1 115; 
Kirchhoff, op. czt., 32. 

5 Plut., Per., 11: xal ratr’ érparrev droxoudlfwr pev dpyod Kal dad ocxXodhy 

mwodvirpdyovos xNov Thy wodw, éravopHovmevos 5é Tas dopias Tod Sijuov. Hence 

the Cleruchy system was very popular at Athens; cf. Aristoph., Nubes, 
202 sq. 

4 Cf. the clause in the decree concerning the foundation of Brea: és dé 
(B)péav éx Onrdv kal fevyirdv lévar rods drolxous, C.LA., I. 81. 

® Incomes of Cleruchs in Lesbos: Thuc. 3,50. For the Zeugite census 
see p. 1802. 

° As late as 427 p.c. the Thetes did not serve as»hoplites; cf. Aristoph.., 
ap. Harp. 0fres. The numbers recorded for the Athenian Cleruchs of 
about 460 z.c. to 410 B.c. are as follows:—1,000 to the Thracian Cherson- 

nesus (Plut., Per., 11, 19; Diod. 11, 88), 250 to Andros (Per. 11), 500 to 
Naxos (Per. 11), 1,000 to Eubcea (Diod. 11, 88), 1,000 or 2000 to Hestiaia 
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When a Cleruchy was to be established,! the Cleruchs were 
either appointed by lot, out of the total number of applicants, or 

if there were no limit to the amount of land to be 
Method of : 

Establishing allotted, all applicants were accepted.2 The Cleruchs 
teruchies. thus appointed were then conveyed to their new 

residence. The Brea decree orders ten yewvduor to be appointed 
to measure out the land to the Cleruchs, while the doxiorys of 

the Cleruchy has full powers to superintend their establishment. 

Besides his allotment of land, each Cleruch apparently received 

a sum of money to enable him to stock his estate. The State 
probably reserved part of the lands as State domains; but 
we cannot say for certain whether it retained any rights of 

ownership over the allotments of the Cleruchs, nor whether the 
Cleruchs had to make annual payments to the State for the use of 

the lands; neither alternative, however, seems probable.’ 
The Cleruchs took part publicly in the principal religious 

festivals of Athens, e.g., the Panathenaia and the Dionysia. In 

Cults the Cleruchies themselves they kept up not only the 
observed PY Athenian cults which they brought with them, but 
Cleruchies. also the religious observances which they found in 

their new home.* 

(Diod. 12, 22; Theop. ap. Strab. 445), 1,000 to Brea (Per. 11), 1,000 to 

Potidaia (Diod. 12, 46), 2,700 to Lesbos (Thue. 38, 50), 500 to Melos (Thue. 5, 
116). Total, 8,950 or 9,950 Cleruchs, to which must be added others sent 
within the same period to Lemnos, Imbros, Amphipolis, gina, whose 
exact numbers are not recorded. . 

1 See Foucart, Mémoire sur les colonies Athéniennes au cinquiéme et au 

quatriéme siécle,in the Mémoires présentés par divers savants a l’ Académie 
des inscriptions, etc., 1880, p. 3828 ff.; Oskar, Kius d. att. Kleruchie, in the 
Progr. of the Friedrichs-Gymn. in Cassel, 1888. The latter supplies no new 

information. 

2 Cleruchs appointed by lot: Thuc. 8, 50; Plut., Per., 34. But C.LA., L 
31, states: Sco 5 ay ypdywvrrale éwoxjoew rd) orparwrayv, émeday Fewo(e 

"AOjvate rpid)Kovra hucp&v éu Bpég efvar €(roxjoovras). A list of Cleruchs is 
given in C.LA., II. 960. 

3 Cf. C.LA., 1.81; Thue. 3,50. I infer that the Cleruchs received money 
grants to stock their farms from the words of the Brea decree: (A)icylynv 

dé dxodovOodyra dro(didévar ra xpy)uara. Cf. the argument to Dem. 8. For 
the dmoxisris of the Cleruchy see also Boeckh, Seeurk. XIV., 1. 170 ff., p. 457 

=C.1.A., Il. 809a, 144 sq.; Thuc. 5, 11. State-lands in the Cleruchies: 
4il., Var. Hist., 6,1; Hdt. 8,11; Kohler in the Mitth., 9,121. The question 
whether the State continued to be the owner of the Cleroi, and whether 

the Cleruchs made any payment for the lands to the State, has been dis- 
cussed by Foucart, ib., p. 341 ff. 

* See Foucart, ib., 381 ff. C.I.A., I. 81 says of the Cleruchs at Brea: Boiv 
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The footing, on which the Cleruchs stood towards Athens, was 

defined by a decree of the Athenian Ecclesia drawn up in the sixth 
century. The wording of that decree shows thatit was 2 1 sions of 
made at a time subsequent to the creation of the oldest the Cleruchs 

Athenian Cleruchy, that in Salamis. Its provisions Dibiy ati 
determined the legal status of the Cleruchs in Salamis, and formed 
the precedent on which all subsequent Cleruchies were modelled. 

It is fairly certain that Cleruchs were bound to reside permanently 
in their Cleruchy, and were subject to the financial and military 

obligations of ordinary Athenian citizens.! 
Those Cleruchies, which covered a compact and continues 

territory, from which the former inhabitants had been entirely 

expelled, differed, even in matters of internal administration, from 

those which lay scattered here and there in the territory of 

an allied State;? but all Cleruchs alike remained Athenian 

5é kal (rpdBara Sto drd)yew és Ilavadjvaca ra meyad(a kal és Acovtorja padddv. 
Of. C.LG. 2270. A certain portion of the allotment land was consecrated 
to the gods; cf. C.LA., I. 81: (rd 5¢ reu)évn ra e&npnuéva eav xabd(mep éore kal 

ddr)Aa wh reuevifer ; cf. Thuc. 3,50. Temenos of Athene at Aigina: C.I.A., 

I, 528. dpos reuévous ’A@nvatas: C.I.A., IV. 8, 528a; in Samos: Curtius, Libeck 
Progr., 1877, p. 9; C.LG. 2246; réuevos erwrtuwv ’AOjvnO(€)v at Samos: I.G.A. 
8; réuevos "Iwvos ’AOjvnferv at Samos: Bull. 8, 160; réuevos of Athene in the 

Lelantian plain: Alian, Var. Hist., 6, 1. Cult of Apollo Patroos, of 

Nemesis and of Zeus Hypsistos at Imbros: Conze, Reise auf d. Ins. d. 
Thrak, Meeres, pp. 87. 88. 90. Examples of indigenous cults adopted by 
the Athenian Cleruchs are the worship of Hera at Samos: Curtius, op. cit., 

p. LO ff., and of the deol weyddor: Monatsber. d. Berl. Ak., 1855, p. 682. 
1 This decree has been repeatedly published with conjectural restora- 

tions, by Kohler in the Mitth. 9 (1884), 117 ff, by Kirchhoff in C.1.A., IV. 
(1887) la, p. 57, by Foucart in the Bull. 12 (1888), 1 ff., by Gomperz in the 
Mitth. 13 (1888), 187 ff.; a small additional fragment was published by 
Lolling in the ’Apy. deAr., 1888, pp. 17/8 and arch. epigr. Mitth. aus Oesterr.- 
Ungarn., 1888, p. 61/ff., and, since then, Lipsius has edited the whole in- 
scription in Letpz. Stud., 1890, 221 ff. No certain restoration is possible 

- unless more fragments are discovered. Some approach to certainty may 
however be claimed for the restoration of the first lines, which I quote 
from Lipsius: (rév é Za)au(iva Aaxdvra) olkév E(v) Ladapive (alel a)Aev (ody 

"AOnvatorjar Te(A)Ev kal orpar(ever)Oac—. For the rest I must refer to the 
restorations mentioned above. For Salamis as an Athenian Cleruchy see 
Meinhold, de rebus Salaminiis, p. 15 ff., Goett.. The provisions coneerning 
the Salaminian Cleruchs are quoted as the model in decrees for subsequent 
Cleruchies: C.I.A., IL 14,7. In the fourth century the Cleruchs seem no 

longer to be burdened with financial contributions to Athens: Dem. 14,16. 

* The various terms, &roxo., @rouxo. and KAnpodxo, are interchangeable, 

and do not represent any differences of status. See the evidence collected t 
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citizens although they were designated by the name of the place 

where they were settled. They still were members of the Phyle 
and Deme to which they belonged before they were sent out. 

Being Athenian citizens, they paid no tribute; but they naturally 

had to meet the financial requirements of the Cleruchy from their 
own resources.! 

As regards the internal government of the Cleruchies, those 

which occupied continuous territories, from which the former 

Internal : inhabitants were entirely removed, formed miniature 

onl eas copies of Athens, with but trifling variations. As at 

Cleruchies. Athens, so in the Cleruchy, the sovereign power was 
represented by a Council and a popular Assembly. At Samos in 

346/5 B.c. the meetings of the Council and of the Ecclesia were 
presided over by 9 zpdedpa, the Phylai holding the Prytaneia in 

rotation ; but these zpd«dpo, contrary to Athenian practice, were 
nominated by lot from all the tribes, including the ¢vAy zpura- 

vevovoa, At Imbros, about the end of the fourth century, we find 
the presidency of the Ecclesia and the Council in the hands of an 

by Kirchhoff, op. cit.; cf. also C.LA., I. 81, 339. 840, IV. 96, II. 14; Foucart, 
op. cit., 841, 1. 

1 For the denominations: of the Cleruchs cf. Thuc. 7,57. Oi ’A@nvaior of 

olxobvres év Eoralg: C.1.A., I. 29,1. 11. 21; of év Sadapive karorxobvres "APnvator : 

II. 465; 6 Ojos 6 Zadamiviwy: 469. 470. 594. 595 ; of Karoxobvres év Anung: 489 ; 

6. Sijuos 6 6 év Any: IL. 1348; of olxodvres Eu Mupiver: IT. 593 ; 6 SHuos 6 Ye 

6 ev Mupiva: Bull. 9, 54, 58/ 9. 63; 6 djuos 6 ev “Hoaortig: IL. 284 ; "A@nvaiwy 6 

Sjuos 6 ev "IuBpw: II. 1853; 6 Samos ¢ 6 év “IuBpw: II. 1342; 6 Sjuos 6 €v Ydpw: II. 

1347 ; 6 dfjuos 6’ APnvatwr roy ev Ajd\w: C.1.G. 2270; 6 dios 6 "APnvalwy Trav év 

Aj\w karoxotvrwy: Bull. 18, 245. 421; ’Ed. dpx., 1891, p. 140; ’A@nvaiwy oi 

katotxoovres ev Afdrw: 18, 415; see Foucart, op. cit., 363 ff. In a list of men 

fallen in war, dating from the time of the Peloponnesian war, some 
members of the Erechtheis, Aigeis, Hippothontis and Aiantis tribes appear 
under the heading, Anuviwy éy Mupiv(ns); cf. C.LA., I. 443 and 444. Decrees 

of the Cleruchs show that they were members of Demes also. Cf. the © 
inscription of the Samian Cleruchs, C.LA., Il. 592 sq. ’Erévons ’A@nvaios 
Ilavécovldos puis KuvO4ppios from Melos: Bull. 1, p. 44=1.G.A. 9; Conze, 
Reise, p. 85, 109; cf.. Msch. in Tim. 78. The Lemnians and Imbrians 

Athenian citizens: Dem. 4, 34; cf. Xen., Mem., 2, 8,1. Boeckh’s view, Publ. 
icon., 1, 565 ff., that the Cleruchs were subject to tribute is refuted by 
Kirchhoff, op. cit. Beloch, in N. Rh. Mus., 39, 45 ff., supposes that the 
Lemnians and Imbrians mentioned in the tribute lists were Athenian 
Cleruchs, because, according to Hdt. 6, 140; Thuc. 4, 109; Diod. 10, 19; 
Nep., Milt., 2, there were no non-Athenian communities on the island. He 

supposes that Cleruchs of a later date paid no tribute. For the general 
subject see Foucart, p. 348 ff. For a property tax on the Cleruchs at 
Potidaia cf. (Aristot.), Gic., 2, 5. 
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émoratys and two mpdcdpo. At Hephaistia in Lemnos, at Salamis, 
and at Delos, the procedure at meetings of the Council and of the 
Ecclesia was the same, or nearly the same, as at Athens.!. Again, 

the magistrates of Athens reappear, with the same names, in the 

Cleruchies, though our fragmentary records only supply us with a 

few casual instances in the various Cleruchies. For example, we 

find an dpywv éerwvupos at Skyros, Imbros, Samos, and Salamis; a 

moX€uapxos, With two mdpedpo, at Imbros; Oecpobérar at Samos ; 

apaxtopes at Imbros; a ypaupareds rod dyuov at Hephaistia in 

Lemnos, at Imbros, Skyros, and Salamis; 10 rapio. ris Ocod, that 

is, of Hera, at Samos; a rayéas at Skyros, Imbros, and Salamis; 

and dyopavduor at Delos. Instances of a scrutiny of the accounts 

of retiring officials are found at Imbros, Salamis, and Delos.? As 
might have been expected from the military character of the 

Cleruchies, the Athenians in the fourth century sent out to them 
military officers, Strategoi and Hipparchs, to exercise supreme 

authority there. We find instances of such Athenian officers in 

the fourth century at Skyros, Lemnos, Imbros, and Samos; a 

Hipparch at Lemnos; Strategoi for Hephaistia and Myrina; a 

Strategos for Skyros ; a Strategos and a Hipparch for Salamis. In 

the second century, when Lemnos, through Roman complaisance, 

had again become an Athenian possession, there was once more a 

Strategos and a Hipparch for Lemnos, and also Strategoi for the 

several towns of the island. In the Lemnian towns there was 

1 See Foucart 372 ff. For Samos see C. Curtius, Inschr. u. Stud. z. Gesch. 
v. Samos, Liibeck Progr., 1877, p. 10; for Imbros, Bull., 7, 154/5; for 
Hephaistia in Lemnos, Bull., 9, 50; for Salamis C.1LA., II. 469. 470. 594 ; 
for Delos C.L.G. 2270, 2271; Bull. 10, 35. 37; Schoeffer, de Deli ins. rebus, 
198/9. mpdedpor: Bull. 18, 245, 410. 415. 421. 

2 “Apxwv érwvupyos at Skyros: Bull., 3, 63; at Imbros: 7, 154/53; at Samos: 
Curtius, 7b., 10; at Salamis: C.1.A., II. 469.594. In the fourth century an 
dpxwv sent out from Athens to Salamis: Arist. 62,2. The dpxwv éravuuos 

at Delos is the Athenian Archon. See Nenz, quaest. Deliacae, 14, Halle, 

1885; Schaefer 199 ff. IloNéuapxos and two mdpedpx at Imbros: Bull., 7, 
154/5. Oceouoléra at Samos: Mitth., 7, 368. TTpdxropes at Imbros: Monatsber. 
d. Berl. Ak., 1855, p. 629, 1865, 121 ff. Vpauuareds rod Sjuov at Hephaistia: 

C.1.A., II. 592; at Imbros: Conze, Reise, p. 88; at Skyros: Bull., 3,63; at 
Salamis: C.1.A., II. 469. 470. 594. 595. 10 rayiac r#s cod at Samos: Curtius 

10. A Tayias in Skyros: Bull., 3, 63, at Imbros: Monatsber., 1865, p. 123, at 
Salamis: C.I.A., Il. 469. 470. 594. ’Ayapavduo. at Delos: Bull., 10, 33. 
C.LA., II. 985, three in number: Bull. 13, 410. Ev@uva at Imbros: Bull., 
7, 154/5; at Salamis: C.1.A., II. 594; at Delos: Bull., 13, 415. 

3 Arist, 62,2: AauBdvovor 5é Kal doar dmooréd\Aovrat dpxal els Ddpov 7) Ukipov 

4 Afjuvov A"IuBpor eis cirnow dpyvpiv. The dpxwy els Dadayiva has been men- 
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also, in the fourth century, an émipeAnt#s; and an official with this 

title occurs again as the supreme Athenian officer for Delos, Paros, | 

and Haliartos.} | 

It may be inferred, from what we know to have been the case 
at Hestiaia, that the Cleruchies were also subject to some restric- 

Administra- tions in regard to the administration of justice. In the 

«pe Rains case of Hestiaia, a Cleruchy established after a com- 

Cleruchies. plete expulsion of the former inhabitants, Athenian 
psephisms not only laid down with great minuteness rules for the 

trial of all suits between Athenians and Cleruchs, but even im- 

posed limitations on the freedom of the Cleruchs to decide law- 
suits with one another. Imperfect though they are, the frag- 

ments still preserved of these decrees are sufficient to show that 

one specific class of lawsuits, in which both the parties were 

Cleruchs, were decided by the Nautodicai at Athens as dikar 
expnvot, While other cases were tried before Dicasts appointed by 

lot from among the Cleruchs, and accountable to them for their 
conduct.? As regards their political rights, the Cleruchies were 

tioned before. Hipparch at Lemnos: Hypereid., pro Lycophr., XIV. 2 sq.; 
Dem. 2, 27; Arist. 61,6; C.I.A., II. 14. 8387/6 3.c., where we should perhaps 
read (lmrmapx)odvros év Ajuryy. In 829 B.c. éy Muplyns orparyyds and é 
‘“H¢atorias otparnyés: "Ed. -dpx., 1883, 123/4, 1. 63/4. € ZKdpov crparnyés: %b., 

1. 62. A Strategos in Salamis in 318 B.c.: Paus. 1, 35, 2; cf. C.LA., II. 469. 
595. A Hipparch at Salamis: Mitth., 7,40 ff. A Strategos and Hipparch 
for Lemnos in the second century: C.1A., II. 593; cf. "Ed. dpx., 1884, p. 
194; Bull., 4, 548. Contemporaneously with the orparnyds él Ajjuvov we 
have evidence of orparnyol also at Myrina: C.I.A., II. 598. In a decree of 

Hephaistia, after mention of the orparnyéds érl Ajjuvov, we read orparnyotyros 
kata wékw 7. 6.: Bull., 4, 548. 

1 In the fourth century an émimedynris at Hephaistia: Bull., 9, 50, at 
Myrina: Bull.,9, 54. In the second century at Delos: C.LG. 2286. 2287. 
2298. 2298. 2306, and frequently elsewhere; see also Nenz, op. cit., 14/5. 
Schoeffer 200 ff.; at Paros: Mitth., 1, 258=Dittenberger, Syil., 288; at 

Haliartos: Lebas 661. Kohler, in the Miith., 1, 267, 3, regards the érweAnrat 

as officials of the Cleruch communities, This seems to be corroborated by 

C.1.A., IL 469. 470. 594; on the other hand, C.1LA., II. 595: (é)revdy Kal 6 
orparnyos Ka(t ol) értmednral cvvarodg(al)vovra, éorw els PuAakjy seems rather to 

suggest Athenian érimednral. See also Meinhold 29, 
2 Cf. C.1.A., I. 28. 29. I. 29, 1. 2-10 seems to have contained provisions for 

the cases which came before the Athenian tribunals, 1. 11 sq., for those 
which were decided by the local juries. Whether we may adopt the 
restoration (r)a dé bép di(axoclas Spaxuds) in line 23, and assume that 200° 
drachmas was the maximum amount within the competence of the latter, 

must be left undecided. For the Cleruchy at Hestiaia see Kirchhoff, op. 
cit., 4. Euthyphro intended to prosecute his father for homicide before 
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in a similar position to the Attic Demes; they had a communal 
organisation, but were not completely independent. | 

As has been before observed, those Cleruchs who lived isolated 
from one another, within the territory of an allied State, were 
in a different position. That they possessed a communal constitu- 

tion is as improbable a conjecture as that they were in any 

political community with the States in whose territory they were 

settled. Jurisdiction over Cleruchs of this description was exer- 
cised in minor matters probably by the Athenian émricxoro., in 

more important cases by the Athenian courts.t From the scanty 
materials at our disposal it is impossible to give a more detailed 

account of their condition. 

the Bacireds at Athens: Plat., Huthyphr.,2and4. Both father and gon are 

to all appearances Cleruchs in Naxos: Plat., Huthyphr., 4. 
1 The provisions of C.I.A., IV. 96 probably applied to the Athenian 

Cleruchs and the Mytilenaians: (6f)cas 5.d6v(re or ra)s mpds "APnr(alwy rods 
emirkémous ka)ra Tas éu(u480)Ads, al Foav pd rovrou Tod xpévov. The trial for the 
murder of Herodes was held at Athens. The &dpyxovres mentioned in 
Antiph., de caede Herodis, 47, are probably the éricxoro.—a notion sup- 
ported by the entire context of Aristoph., Birds, 1050. 
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In the Demosthenic oration against Boiotos, the facts of the 
case were, I should conceive, as follows :—Mantias had, during the 

lifetime of his wife, contracted an intimacy with an Athenian 

woman, Plango, the daughter of Pamphilos. Th. Thalheim, in the 

Schneidemtihl Programm, 1889, p. 7 ff., holds that Mantias must 
have been originally married to Plango, because she was of too 

good a family for us to suppose that she lived in concubinage 

with Mantias. Subsequently, according to Thalheim, he divorced 

Plango, and married the mother of the speaker, but after her 

death he returned to Plango. But Pamphilos died in debt 
(Dem. 40, 22), and hence it is possible that Plango may have been 

willing to become Mantias’ mistress. This was while he was 

married to the speaker’s mother (39, 26; 40, 8/9). The speaker 

deals very cautiously with the relations between Mantias and 

Plango before the death of his mother, because he wishes to per- 

suade his audience that Plango’s two sons were not Mantias’ 

children at all; indeed he declares that Plango was intimate with 

other men at the same time. That, he says, was why Mantias 

did not wish to acknowledge them (39, 2; 40, 9), and why, as he 
declares, Mantias did not keep the dexdry for Boiotos (39, 22; 

40, 28, 59). After his wife’s death, which occurred while her son 
was yet a child, Mantias set up a separate establishment for 
Plango, his legitimate son being brought up in another house on 
the interest of his mother’s dowry (40, 9. 27. 50/1). He now 
concluded a lawful marriage with Plango. Had this not been the 

case, the speaker would have met Boiotos’s claim to Plango’s 

dowry, not by shewing that she could have brought none, but by 

proving that she was never married to his father at all (40, 22-26). 
The legitimation of her two sons, which Mantias still struggled to 

avoid, was effected by chicanery. In collusion with their mother, 

the youths brought an action to compel Mantias to acknowledge 
them as his legitimate sons, as Plango was now his legal wife. 

Plango assured her husband that she was prepared to swear, if 
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put on her oath, that her sons were not Mantias’ children. 
Mantias fell into the trap; Plango swore just the opposite to 

what she had promised, and since, as Arist., Rhet., 2, 23, says with 
reference to this very case, wept Tv Téxvwy ai yvvaikes TavTaxoU 

dvopiLover téAnbés, Mantias was obliged to acknowledge the sons of 

Plango, now his éyyvyri) yivy, and to have them enrolled in his 

Phratry (39, 2 sqq.; 40, 8 sqq.). 

With regard to the sixth oration of Isaios, I would make the 
- following observations. The relation of Alke to Euctemon while 

he was married to Philoctemon’s mother was concubinage (18-21). 

When he attempted to introduce Alke’s eldest son into his Phratry 

(21), declaring him to be a freedman’s child (20), he must have 

pretended that the child was the son of an Athenian woman who 

had been his former wife; in fact the counter-claimants to Philo- 

ctemon’s estate actually contended that Alke’s sons were really the 
children of an Athenian woman, Callippe, Euctemon’s lawful wife 

(11, 13 sqq.). Philoctemon, the son of Euctemon, raised objections 

to the introduction of the son into the Phratry. Huctemon 

threatened to contract a fresh marriage, and so Philoctemon finally 

agreed to his brother’s introduction into the Phratry, with certain 

reservations as to his rights of succession to property (22-24). 

Euctemon therefore must have introduced the son of Alke, pretend- 
ing—and Philoctemon tacitly admitting—that the child was 

Euctemon’s legitimate son. There is thereforé no need to suppose 

that there was any “ lawful concubinage ” in this instance either. 

Nor do Euctemon’s proceedings when Philoctemon prevented the 

introduction of Alke’s son into the Phratry afford any proof of it. 
§ 22 says of Euctemon: éyyvarat yuvaixa Anuoxpérovs rod “Adiovatov 

WAdiv, ds x Tavrys waidas dropavay Kat cioroujcwr eis TOV otKoY, Ei 

ph ovyxwpoly todrov eicaxOjvot (22). The union, into which Eu- 

ctemon entered by this éyyvynors with Democrates’ sister, was a law- 

ful marriage, as the repeated use of yapety §§ 24/5 demonstrates 

clearly. (See Zimmermann 18.) But Buermann 571 shews from 
§§ 21 and 39-41 that it is a mistake to suppose that Huctemon 

had previously divorced his wife. It follows that Huctemon pro- 

posed to commit bigamy (see Hruza, Beitr. z. Gesch. d. griech. u. 

rém. Familienrechtes, 27 ff.), for the éyyvyats proved that he con- 

templated a lawful marriage. But his object was simply to break 

down Philoctemon’s opposition. In all probability it never came 

to an actual yayos: had that been so, a divorce from his first wife 
would have probably followed. Philoctemon gave up his opposi- 
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tion before the yayos was consummated ; and that explains the ex- 

pression in § 24: dryAAdyyn tis yuvatkos (sc. Democrates’ sister) 6 

Eixryjpov Kai éredeiEaro ore od raidwv évexa éydper. Here éeydue is 

the imperfect of an incompleted action, and, instead of dandAdyy, 
the technical expression, if the ydpos had bale place, would have 
been dméreuwe THY yuvaixa. 
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INDEX. 

The index and table of contents supplement each other. The index does 
not mention subjects which can readily be found in the table of contents. 

‘ 

A. 

Axviddac Phratry, 210. 
Acropolis, 275. 
ddeva, 288, 386, 356. 

adidraxro., 176.4 

Adoption, 196. 
advvaro, 347. 

J&schines, 374. 

"Ayidda, 5, 42. 
Aglauros, 310. 

dyow cos and Snudoros, 404; ariunros 
and tiunréds, 405. 

dywvobérns, 360. 

dyopa of the Phylai, 202. 
_ of the Demes, 207, 

dyopavéusov, 259.1 | 

dyopavduos at Kainepolis, Gytheion, 

29. 
at Delos, 451. 

Agra hill, 99: 
Agyrrhios, 245, 345. 

Alyetdat, 19. 

Alytxopeis, 108. 

atras, 65. 

axovticrys, 314. 

Aleman, 30.4 

Alcmeonidai, 145, 
Alkibiades, 187. 

Amazons, 100. 

dumades, 60. 

dudopeds Kvpios, &xupos, 411-2. 
dvaypapets, 271. 
avaxprots, 407, 

avdpeta, 65, 

"AvOeornpia, 254. 

avOur wuocia, 409, 

avridoots, 252. 

Antigonos, 161. 
avrvypapy, 408. 

avriypapevs in Roman period, 166. 
dmraywyh, 257, 281. 

amrapx7n, 244, 385, 424, - 
’Arrarotpia, 192. 
deed Oepos, 175.4 
amé\Xa, 9, 10, 29. 

agérns, 314. 

Aphidna, 99.? 
Aphrodite, 100, 258,3 287/8. 
amoypapy, 257. 

dmoxiorhs, 448, 

Apollodoros, 245, 388. 
Apollo, 99-100, 107, 150, 219. 
amdbpacis, 285. 

dmropopda, 173.2 

drogronXels, 327. 

améaronXos, 825, 327. 
amobérat, 62, 

’Apal, 880. 

Aratos, 161. 
apxayérat, 43. 

dpxatpeclar, 197. i 
apxnyérat, 201. 

Archestratos, 155. 

dpxwy Tav oxevopbpwr, 74, 76. 

at Athens, 111, 120, 136. 

dpxovres, 131, 186. 

éml rhv Snuoclav rpdmegay, 165. 
Tov yévous, 211. ° 

of the Mecdyecot, Terpardrers, 212. 
in Skyros, Imbros, Samos, Sala- 

‘ mis, 451. 
"Apyadeis, 103. 

dpyvpondbyot, 425.1 
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dpyvporapular, 165, 
Ares at Sparta, 77. 

Aristogeiton, 254, 

Artemis at Sparta, 76; Athens, 254. 

Asclepios, 252, 

Asteropos, 20. 

Asylum, 172, 379/80. 
dréXeva, 182, 199-200. 

"AOFva, 101. 

Athena at Sparta, 8, 9, 59, 76. 
at Athens, 99, 150, 334. 

driuta, 199, 388, 390. 
dtoves, 140, 

B. 

Babyka, 9. 
Bayol, 43. 

Badd, 67. 

Bdpabpor, 414. 

Bacired’s, 109, 120, 125, 186. 
Bacluvva, 253. 
Baclhuooa, 253. 

Bijua, 403. 
6 wepi 74, 166. 

Bendis, 361. 
‘Pwpovikns, 28,5 64. 

Boda, 63. 

Bovdyop, 63. 

Bovaryés, 638. 

Bovxdrov, 112, 1138. 

fovd\y at Kainepolis Gytheion, 29. 

at Samos, Imbros, Lemnos, 
Salamis, Delos, 450. 

BovXela, 265. 

Bpacideror, 34.3 

Bpavpwy, 99.7 

C (and x). 

Caiadas, 80. 

Carians, 97, 100. 

Cassandros, 159. 
Cheilon, 20. 

xopnyss, 202-38, 252, 359/60. 

xopodiddoKados, 359. 

Chrysa, 100. 
Chthonian deities at Ath., 99. 

Cleomenes, 145. 

Cleon, 344. 
Cleophon, 245. 

Cnakion, 9. 

Corn distributions, 346. 
Crowns of honour, 200. 

D. 

Damasias, 141. 
oi wept dapociav, 75. 
Decarchies, 86. 
Dechas, 80. 

Decrees of Ecclesia, their form, 297 
sq. 

dexdrn, 191.2 

Snuapxos, 204-5, 
Demetrios Poliorketes, 160-1. 

of Phaleron, 159-61, 248, 358. 
Demiurgoi, 135.! 

Snudovos, 238, 240. 

Demosthenes, 247, 339, 373. 
dnudraur, 204, 

Anporwwvidar, 194, 210. 

Diacria, 148. 

diadixacla at Sparta, 46, 

at Ath., 193-4, 375. 
Siairnral, 388. 

diapaprupla, 407. 

Siapacriywos, 64. 

duayjguors, 208. 
dikat dyaplov Kkakoyapiou dycyaulou 

at Sparta, 39.1 

ddoviov, 228. 

dmrooraciou 175. 
els éudavGy xardcracw, 408. 

Eupnvot, 238, 409, 452. 

éuropixal, 878, 414. 

éepéarpor, 445. 
e£ovdAns, 414. 

Kara Twos and apés tiva, 405. 
govixal, 155.1 

cup Borate, 432. 
dard cupBdrwv, 255. 
Wevdouaprupiar, 411. 

dexacral ol kara Sjpwous, 144, 157. 
dixacrnpia, 396. 

Dionysia, 252. 
Dionysos, 258.3 ‘ 
Scornula, 292, 409. 

Dodecapolis, 99. 
Soxtwacta, 255. 

dpaxuh, 329. 
Avaneis Phratry, 210. 
Aupaves, 40. 

Ady, 41. 
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E. 
elkooTh, 425, 435. 

elgayyedia, 255, 281, 390. 
eloaywryets, 424. 
eloirhpia, 266. 

elapopas elopépe pera ’AOnvalwy, 181, 

182. 
éxxAnola at Sparta, 50.1 

kupla, 285 sq. 

ovyxdnros, 286/7. 
éxxAnro. at Sparta, 50.1 

éxdoyeis, 425. 

"EAacldac, 210.? 

éXe@var, 165. 

’EXevolvioe rpirris, 209. 
Eleusis, 98. 
&udpoupos, 72. 

éumryxtns, 399/400. 

évderkis, 255, 257. 

éyyvnors, 189, 
éyxexTynuevor, 204. 

&yxAnua, 404. 

éyxrnots, 185, 182, 183. 

éyxrynrixéy, 204, 
évyvépuov, 207. 

évwuordpxns, 70, 71, 75. 

évwuorla, 67, 69, 70. 
Enyalios, 254, 
érackya, 67. 

*Eraxptets, 99,1 212, 

"Eraxpuets rpirris, 209. 
*Eredvaxro., 18, 35.2 
Epheboi at Sparta, 25, 57. 
&pecis, 415. . 

Ephialtes, 155, 
€popx in Laconian towns, 29. 
ériBdrat, 326. 

émtBory, 205, 855. 

érdixacla, 189. 
érvypadets, 180, 365. 
*"Emdvxevov, 112, 254. 
érmmednrai, at Kainepolis, 29. 

at Athens, 165, 168. 
THs pudjs, 202. 

of religious associations, 213, 
Tis ToumAs TH Avovdow, 252, 

Tov pvornplwv, 254. 

of the Symmories, 371. 
federal officials, 431. 

émipopd, 424, 

éricxorrot, 428. 

émiordrat Tod vew, dydhuaros, 263.° 
émiotarns, 166. 

Tov mpurdvewy, 272 sq. 
Tav mpoédpwy, 274 sq. 

Epitadeus, 14. 
émitagua, 254. 

émiriunral, 206. 

émiriwta, 199. 

érirpinpdpxnua, 375. 
érwBedia, 414, 

éruvupot, 166, 251,? 815. 
épavioral, 212. 

Thy Epnuov dvriraxetv, 390, 415. 
épyavouévwy, 7d kowdy, 214. 

Eubulos, 245. 

evepyérys, 181. 
Kumolpidai, 254. 
Kupatridai, 135.1 
Euryleon, 7, 19.1 

Eurypontidai, 42. 
Kurystheus, 42.8 
evOvdixla, 407. 

eUOuva, 25d. 

eOuvoc in the Demes, 207. 

of the State, 224-5, 

eEnyntis Tav Avkoupyelwy, 23.3 

éfeevOepos, 175.4 

F. 

Flamininus, T. Quinctius, 25. 

G. 

Taunria, 189. 

197 at Athens, 99. 

Tedéovres, 103, 150.2 

yévn, T2 Kadrovpmeva, 107,? 148, 195.3 
Georgoi, 135.1 ; 
yewvbuor, 448, 

yepwxla, 47. 
yepovrla, 47. 
yvepoves, 283. 
ypapparetov Anévapxixdy, 198, 205. 

ppareptxov, 196, 210. 
ypapmarets in general, 229. 

Tis Bovdjs Kal Tod Sjuov, 270 sq. 

Kara mpuravelayv, THs BovNjs, 268 sq. 
in the Cleruchies, 451. 
of the Epheboi, 314. 

éml Tovs véuous, 270}, 

of religious societies, 213. 
in Rom. per., 166, 168. 
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ypageh, meaning of, 404. 

ddixiov, 226. 

dmpooractov, 177, 239. 

dpylas, 284. 

dceBelas, 155, 283. 

dorpareias, 318. 

decAias, 318. 

Sdpwv, 227.1 
kNorhs Snuoclwy xpnudtwy, 226-7. 

hiroragtov, 318, 375. 
rapavbumv, 184, 255, 302, 423, 444. 
mupkaids, 155. 

UBpews, 171. 

vroBonjs, 196. 

tevias, 196, 239, 378. 
yupvaclapxos, 202, 253. 

yuvatkovéuor, 160. 

Gytheion, 77. 

Habron, 248.? 
aiuatia, 67. 

durtmo, 324. 

' Harmodios, 254. 

apuooral, 36, 75, 86. 
€dpac, 275. 
fryeuwv of the Symmory, 868, 371. 
fryevovla Suxacrnptov, 215, 376, , 

‘Exrjmopo, 117 and Addenda. 

“E\Xavodixat, 75. 

évdexa, 181, 136. 
Hephaisteia, 181, 360. 

Hephaistos, 99. 
Heptachalcon, 100. 
Heracles, 42,° 97, 100. 

éoriacis, 361. 

éoridtwp, 202. 

tépeca THs “HBns kal ris "ANkunyys, 206. 

iepeds TGv ‘“Hpaxdedav, 206. 
of the Phratry gods, 210. 

ieporovol els 7d THs“ HBys lepdv, 206. 

of religious associations, 213. 

immarypérat, 72. 

tmmapxos, 120-1. 

in the Cleruchies, 451. 
immappooral, 74-5. 

immets, 115, 120, 122, 180, 182. 
Hippias, 144. 

oudrago., 214. 

“Omdnres, 103. 

é6mdoudxos, 314. 

dpioral, 206. 
"YAXets, 40. 

barjKoot, 420. 

drepBarhpa, 76. 

imnpéra, 280,? 314. 
droypaupareis, 166, 229,? 271. 

brwuoola, 299, 409. 

I. 

Tra, 63. 

Uapxos, 63. 

Ton, 96, 101, 103. 
Isagoras, 145. 

bY 
kadioxot, 413. 

Kaiadas, 80. 

kavovis, 399. 

karaBodal, 856. 

karddoyos, 3161 and 2, 
karadoyels, 321. 

karameATaperns, 314. 

kardoracts, 322. 

_kedevoTys, 327. 

Kepapets rpirris, 209. 
knpuxes, 166, 168, 229, 271.4 
Kypuxes clan, 254. 

Kinadon, 22, 32. 
kAdpia, 45.” 

krewsdpa, 410, 
‘Kjpo, 81.8 

KAnpwrnptov, 397. 

KAnrhpes, 406. 

Knakion, 9. 

xowdv Tav "Edevdepodakwvar, 29. 

kwraxpérat, 113, 131, 186. 

xdvecov, 414. 

kompondyo, 258.” 

KoounTns, 311, 314. 

kovpevov, 193. 

koupearis, 192. 

kpewoalrns, 75. 

Kporavol, 41. 

xuBepyyrns, 327. 

Kvdadnvacets rpirris, 209. 

Kuvdovpa, 41. 

Kuvécapyes, 187. 

ktpBes, 140. — 

xtptos, 189, 404. 
Kvdnpodlkns, 36. 
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L. vadrat, 826, 

Lachares, 161. vewpol, 261.3 
Aaxedaiudrvior, 38. Nicanor, 159, 

Aaxiddar rpirris, 209. | Nobles, Spartan, 12. 
Lampadephoria, 253. vouopthaxes at Athens, 155, 160. 

AaduvporGrau, 75. vowobecia, 255, 
Leipsydrion, 145. 
Talegie. 97, 100. O (and @). 
Ajvaia, 958. wBal, 9, 25, 41-2, 

Anrovpylar, 858. ; 6BerioKxo, 78. 

Anélapxor, 289. 6BoNrés, 829. 

Aluvat, 41, épyeGves, 149, 212, 

AlOos USpews, dvardelas, 386, édoTpaxicpes, 288. 

Aoxayol at Sparta, 69, 70, 71, 75. othapol, 74. 
Adbxos, 68, 69, 70, 71. 

hoyeral, 207, 228, 225, P (IL, ®, ¥). 
Lycos, 402. Tlasamets rpirris, 209. 
Lycurgus, the Athenian, 142, 248, | matdes, 63. 

858. matdorpiBns, 314. 

Lycurgos, Spartan king, 24, Idupvror, 40, 
Lysander, 22. Pan, 361. 

Havabqvara, 101, 181, 324,360, 422 448, 
M. tmavotAla, 819, 347. 

Machanidas, 24. mapaypagdy, 407. 

Marathon, 97. mapaxaraBoryn, 407. 
- Medon, 111. © Tlapddvor, 148. 
Megacles, 118, 143. Paralos, 348, 
petov, 198. wapdoracts, 407, 

Melite, 97, 100. mdpedpor, 225, 228, 252, 254, 255. 
Med paves, 63, Parthenon, 334. 

pepdpxat, 206, : Pasiphaa, 59. 

Megéa, 41. Pausanias, 22, 

Mecéyevor, 99,! 212, Tledcaxol, 142. 
Messenians, 81-2. Tletpacets rpirrvs, 209, 
Merolxia, 102. Peisistratos, 144. 
nrp@ov, 297, mwédavop, 78. 

pucOds, 156. mwehdra, 117. . 
pva, 829. mevTakootouédiuvot, 115, 120, 122, 180, 
Hotpa 7 dpxala, 14,1 181, 132. 
bépa, 70, 74. mevrnkdvTapxot, 327. 
Muppwodtaror rpirris, 209. .| mevrnxovrnp, 70, 71, 7d. 
Mysteries, 258, mevtnkootts, 70, 71. 

mevTnpers, 325, 
N. Pericles, 154. 

Nabis, 24. meplrodo, 312. 
Names at Athens, 198. meploria, 291. 

Nauarchia, 47, mepioriapxor, 291. 

vavBdrar, 326. Tlepptdar, 98.5 

vaukpapia, 133. Phalanthos, 18.3 
vatxpapos, 133, Phaleron, 97. 
vavrnyol, 327, gddois, 261, 281. 
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edXe7s, 95. 

gidrau éfeAevOepixal, 176. 

gudiria, 66. 

Pirratda, 98.5 

Philopoemen, 25. 
Pheenicians, 97. 
pépos, 420. 

Baoidixds at Sparta, 37.8 

gparplapxos, 210. 

poupay gpalvew, 56.? 

ppovpapxos, 427. 

gvval at Sparta, 9, 25. 
gvAj=wmilitary division, 319. 
gudoBacrrets, 109, 383. 
mivakes éxxrnowaorikol, 199, 289. 
Ilirdvy, 41. 

mduveis, 214. 

modes, 420, 422, 428. 

modeuapxetov, 112. 

modéuapxor at Sparta, 69-71, 75. 

modéuapxos, 110 sq., 120, 153, 182. 
at Imbros, 451. 

mwdnrat, 181, 136. 

moNitrat moinrol, 184. 

Polydoros, 17. 
Polysperchon, 159. 

Poseidon, 100. 
apaxtopes in Imbros, 452. 
mpacw airety, 172.? 

aperBuyevets, 47. 

mpoBorH, 299. 

mpoBovrcuna, 298 ff. 
apoBovrot, 8d. 

mpoxetporovia, 293. 
Procles, 42.* 

mpodikacla, 385. 

mpbd.kos, 43.7 — 
mpoedpla, 199. 

apsedpo, 166, 

in the Cleruchies, 450. 
mpoecpopa, 370. 

apoypapya, 273, 275, 287. 

mpokAnois els Bacavor, 408, 

IIpoujdera, 181, 360. 

apwparns, 327. 
mpwpevs, 327. 
mpocxaTraBrAnuara, 306. 

mpdcxrnors, 406. 

apécodos, 182. 

mpoorarns, 404. 

apwripaves, 63. 

” 

lndex. 

mpbgevos, 181-2, 

mwpuravela, 271. 

mpuraveia, 407. 

mpuravetov, 112, 251, 347. 

mputdves, 120-2, 166. 

Yndicpuara, 6 éml rd, 271. 

ér’ avipl, 307 ff. 
Ta kara W. dvadioxdueva, 339-40. 

Psephisms, their form, 297 sq. 

Wnpous, ol Naxdvres eri, 412. 

mippopos, 76. 
TlvGcor, 45. 

Q. 

Quadriremes, 825. 
Quinqueremes, 325. 

R. 

Rhetra of Lycurgus, 7-8. 

8. 

Sanctuary, right of, 172, 379. 
Sciritai, 35.8 
Scythians, 173. 

onuetov of the Ecclesia, 291. 

Lepval, 386-7. 

airnors, 199-200. 

o.rwvns, 165. 

oirwvixdy Tamwetov, 165. 

Skias at Sparta, 28, 51. 

at Athens, 273. 
Skiritai, 33.8 
Skirophorion, 266. 
cwppovicrat, 206, 311. 
opatpets, 28,3 63. 

Speusinii, 173. 
orovdat ai madaal, 8d. 

Statues, 347. 

oroa Bactdevos, 140, 253, 282. 
orpatyyetov, 230. 
orparnyol, 120, 153. 

orparnyos érl Ta Sha, 163. 

in the Cleruchies, 461. 
orpareta, 317. 

orpareverOat Tas oTparelas werd 'AOn- 

valwy, 182. 

ovddoyeis TOG Shuov, 289. 

avpBoror, 402. 

cbuBovrot, 47.4 

cbupaxo, 420. 
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oupmoplas meroxixal, 180. 

ouupopeis, 75. 
otvvdixo. 168, 207. 

givedpa at Gytheion, 29, 
Tov cuppdxwv, 489. 

ovviyopo, 195, 207, 225, 801, 410, 424. 
cuviyopos Tod rajuelov, 165. 

Zvvoixia, 102. 

ouvTdées, 444. 

ouvrédeca, 872. 
cioxnvo., 6d. 

avociria, 67, 68.1 
ctoowro, 214. 

T (and 6). 

Traxrat, 422, 

TddavTa Ta déxa, 340. 

Trddavrov, 829, 

Tapiat at Kainepolis and Gytheion, 
29. 

at Sparta, 75. 
at Athens, 120, 131, 136, 165, 166, 

180, 202, 218, 250, 271. 
in the Cleruchies, 451. 

Tappotro.ol, 264. 

ras, 819. 

Tegea, 82. 
recxotrovol, 264. 

Térn, 54.8 

Terpdxwuor, 99,1 

Terpdrros, 99,1 212. 
TeTpaxdcrot ol, 158. 

Terphpers, 825, 
Gadapirar, 826. 

Oapy7rua, 252. 

Theopompos, 16, 17. 

Theoriai, 252, 343. 
Gewpixdy, 838, 342-8, 
Bewpol, 85. 
Theras, 6, 

Geppixiddar Phratry, 210, 
Geppixwridar Phratry, 210. 
Theseus, 101. 
Geopobéra, 112, 120. 

at Samos, 451. 

Gecpoberetov, 112, 255. 

Ojres, 180. 

Oiagor, 148-9, 194-5, 211. 

OiacGrat, 212. 

Odds, 272,° 278.2 
Opavirat, 326. 

Opidovor rpirris, 209. 
Thyreatis, 82. 
Timomachos, 7. 
Tiraxtdar, 98.5 

rééapxor, 320. 
rokérns, 314. 

tpametirns, 247. 

rpaxds at Sparta, 67, 68.1 

tpidxovra ol, 158, 225, 

Tpinpdpxnua, 37d. 
Tpinpers, 82d. 
Tprnporro.ol, 264, 
Tpikwuo, 99.1 

rpirtvapxor, 210. 
rpirtves, 133. 
Tpopipmot, 39.7 

tupmavitew, 414, 

Tyrants, 83. 

X (&)-Z. 
tevaryol, 89, 90.4 
Xuthos, 96. 

Year at Ath., 220-1. 

Zakvadat, 210.7 

fevytrat, 119, 120, 122, 130, 182. 

Zeus at Sparta, 8, 45, 76. 

at Athens, 99, 107, 150, 219, 252, 
258,° 824, 

guytra, 826. 
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Presentation Edition, 4to. 21s. 

A DICTIONARY 
OF 

CLASSICAL ANTIQUITIES 
MYTHOLOGY, RELIGION, LITERATURE AND ART 

FROM THE GERMAN OF 

Dr. OSKAR SHYFFERT 

REVISED AND EDITED, WITH ADDITIONS, BY 

HENRY NETTLESHIP, M.A. J. E. SANDYS, Lrrv.D. 
Fellow of Corpus Christi College and Corpus Fellow and Tutor of St. John’s College, and 
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Lonnpon: SWAN SONNENSCHEIN & CO, 

New York: MACMILLAN & CO. 
1895. 

SOME EXTRACTS FROM PRESS OPINIONS. 

“Tt is hardly necessary to add anything to the chorus of general ap- 
proval with which this English edition of Dr. Seyffert’s Lexikon der 
klassischen Alterthumskunde has been widely received. Professor Nettle- 
ship’s notes on Latin literature and the important articles by Dr. Sandys 
are alone enough to give an independent value to this edition.”—Prorrssor 
A. 8. Wix1ns, in The Classical Review. 

‘‘ At once more concise and more comprehensive than the well-known 
Dictionary of Antiquities, which has so long held the field in this country. 
For that very reason it will be more adapted to the requirements of certain 
classes of students; while its scholarly execution, and its copious illustra- © 
tions render it, within its limits, a formidable rival.”— Times. 

“The standard of the work is excellent, the additions of Professor Nettle- 
ship and Dr, Sandys are judicious and valuable, and the illustrations are 
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almost uniformly first-rate. On the whole, we havea most useful book 
for school and college use.”—Academy. 

“ There was room for such a Dictionary as that which is given us in 
_this handsome volume. Partly perhaps from the clear and generous ty po- 
graphy, but mainly from the vivid and animated writing, this Dictionary 
bears the palm for interest; it may be read like a magazine filled with very 
brief articles. It covers a field not covered by any other single volume, 
and it will not merely be an ornament to any library, but will bring light, 
and therefore add value, to the other volumes which compose our libraries.” 
—Dr. Marcus Dops, in The British Weekly. 

‘“We are inclined to believe that the book, though of course mainly 
intended for guidance and reference, could be read through without any 
‘feeling of weariness, so attractive is its matter, so interesting the method 
of treatment. Its value would be hard to exaggerate for the use of sixth 
and fifth form boys. We unhesitatingly express our opinion that itis a 
most valuable work, important for both reference and comment, and one 

that is sure to give fresh interest to the study of the great writers in Greek 
and Latin literature. It would make a noble classical prize.”— Education. 

“This is a handsome book, well illustrated, and printed in a type that it 
is a pleasure to read. In these respects it has an advantage over Dr. 
Smith’s well-known series of Dictionaries, as also in the fact that it puts 
together, in one volume, a variety of information for which one has to 
consult five volumes of the older work. It is likely to be a very useful 
book, and to fulfil a function of its own.”—Pall Mall Gazette. 

“Tt is delightfully written, and admirably arranged: and the compre- 
hensiveness of its scope may be judged from its full title, which is an 
accurate description of its contents. The illustrations are so well executed, 
so carefully selected, and so lavish in point of number, that they draw the 

indolent reader on from page to page, and compel him to study the learned 
but never dull letterpress. Playing with the pages of this handsome book 
is as pleasant as walking through the galleries of the British Museum by 
the side of a learned guide. We have tested several scores of the articles, 
and in no case have we found that the author and his editors have failed to 
incorporate the results of most recent research, or to notice the chief heads 
of dispute of any point of controversy. More than this, no classical dic- 
tionary can or should attempt, and to do this well is a feat as useful as it 
is difficult. We may thank and congratulate Professor Nettleship and 
Dr. Sandys for their labours, and upon their success. They have produced 
a book of reference valuable to scholars of all sorts, from the schoolboy be- 
ginning to get a grip upon his work, to the commentator writing in Bodley, 
or the British Museum, and absolutely indispensable in any respectable 
library.”—St. James’ Gazette. 

“A vast deal of information has been compressed into a small space by 
dint of careful selection, and by the omission of all references. The state- 
ments are clear and well-arranged, and are illustrated by an abundant 
supply of woodcuts. It is well suited to the older schoolboy and the 
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younger college student; but even wider will be its use for that large and 
growing class of readers, who, though they know no Greek and little Latin, 
yet have a lively interest in ancient art and letters, and often turn to a 
really sound and suitable book of reference on these topics.”—Manchester 

Guardian. 

“ Dr. Seyffert is one of the leading lights of present day classical learning 
in Germany, and to his own researches, based upon the most valuable works 
in his‘own country, are added the observations of Dr. Nettleship, the 
representative of Latin scholarship at Oxford and of Dr. Sandys, one of our 
leading Grecians at Cambridge. The result is a magnificent volume of over 
700 pages ; it is printed in large and clear type that need strain no eyes; it 
is beautifully and copiously illustrated, and it may be appealed to with 
confidence on almost any subject connected with classical antiquities on 
which information is desired.”—Glasgow Herald. 

“Among existing works this handsome volume naturally challenges 
comparison chiefly with Dr. Smith’s well-known Dictionary of Antiquities. 

Dr. Seyffert’s work differs from Dr. Smith’s, chiefly by reason of its wider 
range, and its more popular character. The information is everywhere 
brought up to the present standard of knowledge. Asa popular manual 
of classical antiquities, it may be commended almost without reservation.” 
—Literary World. 

“'The volume is one that every classical scholar will desire to have beside 
him as he reads. It far more than satisfies the requirements of a book of 
reference for educational purposes.” —Scotsman. 

“Some of the articles, e.g., that on Philosophy, and that on Vases, are 
marvels of expression and precise statement. Indeed, for school and general 
use the book has not been equalled. It is, of course, impossible in the 
compass of some 700 pages, to treat at all exhaustively such wide subjects 

as ancient literature and art, but the main points have been skilfully 
detected and emphasized.”—Cambridge Review. 

“The translation is carefully done, and reads well. Those who know 
how difficult it is to make a translation of a learned German work look 
like English, will be able to judge what careful revision this implies on the 
part of the Editors. Their names may fairly be accepted as a guarantee 
for the general excellence of the work, which is one of great value, not 
only to students and even professed scholars, but to that large class which, 
without knowing very much about the classical languages and literature, 
is thoroughly interested in their mythology, and especially in their art. 
The book, too, should find a place in every school library, and even perhaps 
on the private shelves of every master of the sixth form. It fills a place not 
precisely occupied by any work accessible to the English public.”—Speaker. 

“The subject of mythology is treated with great tact; there is no 
temptation here to young students to waste time over the details of idle 
fairy tales and endless genealogies, but what is of vital interest in the 
most beautiful of important myths is given in an interesting shape, and the 
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freedom of this part of the book from anything in the least degree gross 
or indelicate is highly praiseworthy, and an additional recommendation 
for its use in schools.” —LEducational Review. 

“The book looks well; it is printed well; it is liberally illustrated. It © 
even goes so far as to mark quantities where any doubt could be. Its 
authorities are good, its Editors capable, and its style far more English 

than some works which are not translated from a German original. We 
can heartily congratulate the coalition of Oxford and Cambridge training 
on the result of its labours, and we can entirely recommend the book to 
that ever-growing class of learners who aspire to a London degree, for it 
will tell them all and more than all they need, and combines in one the 
hitherto separate provinces of the Dictionary of Antiquities, and the Classical 
Dictionary.”—University Correspondent. 

“This is a work well fitted to do for schools and the lower classes in 
colleges what Smith’s Dictionary of Antiquities does for more advanced 
students. The original is already in wide use in Germany, although it 
appeared only in 1882. Its particular merit is that, besides supplying 
articles on the subjects usually treated in a Dictionary of Antiquities, 
it contains also information on matters of mythology and literature, for 
which one generally goes to a Classical Dictionary. Thus the student 
finds all these topics treated in one easily handled volume of 700 pages, 
excellently printed in large clear type on fine paper. The English editors 
have not rested content with a mere translation into real English free 
from every trace of Germanisms. They have corrected (with the help of 
Dr. Seyffert) and enlarged the original as well.”—Nation (New York). 

“Certainly a very handsome and useful volume. We get here, in 
the compass of some seven hundred pages, printed in a very pleasant 
and readable type, the important items of classical literature, art, and 
archeology. The book is distinctly useful as far as it goes, supplies a 
want, and has a definite function of its own. It puts together in one 
convenient volume information which illustrates the ordinary course of 
classical study.”— The Spectator. . 
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